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LIST OF MANUSCRIPTS SUMMARISED

LOCAL TRACTS (TELUGU)

Manuscript No. 87

Accounts of the villages in the districts of Cintapalli,
Vinukonda, Rapalle, Valiur. Citakaluripadu and Settana-
palli. Account of Desa Pandya of Vinukonda Pargana.

Manuscript No. 88

Accounts of several other villages in the districts of
Oilakaluripadu Cintapalle, Rapalle, Sattenapalfi etc,

Kaifivat giving details of the reign of Kakatlyas,
Reddis, Gajapatis, Vijayanagar and Golkonda rulers.

Manuscript No 89

Historical account of Kondaviti Dandakavile.

Manuscript No. 90

Kaifiyat of Nidadavolu, Ellore Taluk, Gdkinapajli,

Dondapadu, Ambarpeta, and Akiripalle. Ellore circar.

Manuscript No. 91

Section 1. Genealogical account of the Zamindar of

Serugada in the Northern Circar. 2. Genealogical

account of the family of Purusottama Deva including

an account of the Kings of the four yupas. 3. Account
of the Genealogy of Narayananuru Hariscandradeva,
Zamindar, Tarla district. 4. Account of the four villages

in the Tarla district. 5. Kaifiyat of Pollekula.

Manuscript No. 92

Sections 1 and 2. Accounts of the villages of the Prata-

pagiri and Cikati districts.

Manuscript No. 93

Section 1. Genealogical account of Zamindar of

Humma district. 2. Zamindar of the Bodagada district.

3. Zamindar of Kallikota Estate. 4. Zamindar of Surada

district. 5. Zamindar of Cikati. 6. Padmanabhapuram
and Digupudi in the Vijayanagaram district. 7. List

of village endowments, 8. Accounts of endowments in

Cinnakimidi district. 9. List of villages agraharams
etc., with the account of the Karnams in: thet Cikati

district. 10. Accounts of Various Sasanas in the Cikati

district. 11. Kharakota district. 12. Attagada district



Manuscript Mo. 94
vSsciiion 1. Account of the Humma villages. 2. Singi-

purairn. 3. Ciriporam and Rukminiyam. 4. Cauranga
a:id Kasanapuram. 5. List of Jagsr villages and the
r. of Karnams. 6. Genealogy ot Takkali rulers.

Manuscript Mo, 95

S' 3cu.gbl 1. Legendary account of Srikakulam. 2. Kalin-
gapapjam. 3. Ganjam, 4. Villages and Jagirs of

Ganjam. 5. Rajas o£ Kiiaiiikote district and list of
agra^aras. 6. Legendary account of Mokhalingam.
7. Ruined fort of Dantavakira in Ganjam.

Manure* ? gx, No. 96

Account of the Settanapalli, Raich or, Repalli, Cinta-
pih'r. Cilakahiripadu and Vinukonda districts.

Manager? pi N 97

Azcount of Anumakonda and Warangal towns.

Manuscript Mo. 98

Sec?, on L Account of Krsnadevara yalu in the Konda-
vidu country. 2. Old Kings and king Frataparudra.
3, Hie Gajajpatis and the Reddi, kings.

Manusc, cpfc No. 99 - ...

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Vallur. 2. Kaifiyat of Mdtupalli-
Nayariipalli of Samut Ravuxut Taluka. 3. Batopudi in the
Rapafii district. 4. Ponnupalli village. 5. Dhulipudi
vL.aps, Raichur district. 6. Puli varru taluka. 7. Fada
Ganjam. 8. Aurappalli.

Manuscript No. 100
Account of Kondavidu, hill forts and Guntur.

Manuscrrpt No. 101

Section 1. Account of Vidyaranya. 2. Genealogical
account of Timmadevarayalu and Krsnadevarayalu,
3. The Basavapuranam.

Manuscript No. 102

Section 1. Journey of Venkatarao in the Hyderabad
country. 2. Journey of Ananda Rao in the Telugu
country. 3. Guntur District. 4. Sattanapalli, Cinta-
palli Cilakaluripadu Districts.

Manuscript Mo. 103

Section 1. Account of the Kaliyuga kings. 2. Genea-
logy of Frataparudra. 3. Mogaturru and Tirupati Raja-
4. invention of the Mahratta character. 5. Pasupati-
vijaya Ramaraja^ 6. List of Rajas and Padshah of
EJelhi. 7. Kanchi and its temples etc.



iii

Manuscript No. 104 49
Kaifiyat of the Chiefs of Gudigunta and Siirapuram.

TELUGU AND KANNADA

LOCAL. TRACTS (Ceded Districts)

Manuscript No. 105 ... 57

Section 1. Account of Agriculture in the Nagaladinne
District. 2. Arekere Jarapuram. 3. Gudikattui-Kavile.
4. Ramalakota. 5. Cenugendla. 6. Pandikona
Palaiyagar.

Manuscript No. 106 ... 60

CEDED DISTRICT
Section 1. Kaifiyat of Darojee. 2. Kampili. 3 and
4. Kampili division. 5. Kanakondla, Gooty Taluk.
6. Somayaji palle. Kurnool taluk. 7. Ganim, Kurnool
Taluk, 8. Kdtala Midaturu. 9. Nandikotukur

.

10. Damagatla.

Manuscript No. 107 ... 63

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Kamaiapuram taluk. 2. Turaka-
palle village. 3. Sambatturu. 4. Ibharamapuram.
5. Allidona. 6. Uppaturu. 7. Kolavali. 8‘ Anki
ReddipallL 9. Veladurti.

Manuscript No. 108 ... 68

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Prcddutur. 2. Gollapalle
Srotriyam. 3. Rajupalem. 4. Celia Basavayyapalle.
5. Venganasaripaile. 6. Annapasastripalle. 7. Batiaki-
varipallc. 8. Chabadu Srotriyam. 9. Lingaladinne.
10. Picchapadu. 11. Elakavanipalle. 12. Cintakunta.
13. Pattabhipalle. 14. Kalamalia. 15. Cilamakuru.
16. Malapadu.

Manuscript No. 109 ... 75

Kaifiyats of Ceded Districts.

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Chautipalle. 2. Fakirpeta.

3. Rommayapalle. 4. Nekanampeta. 5a. Copy of

Kavile with Kondu Bhatlu. 5b. Copy of Kavile
with the Karnam. 6. Konduru. 7. SankepaJle. 8. Erran-
gudi. 9. Camaluru. 10. Kappolu. 11. Tallaprodduturu.
12. Sugumancipalle. 13. Bukkapatnam.

Manuscript No. 110 78

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Ahobalam. 2. Betamacarla.
3. Terulapuri. 4. Chagalamarri.
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Manuscript No. Ill 83
Section 1. Kaifiyat of Vemulapadu. 2. Kakaravada.
3. Munci Nila Govinaadinne. 4. Vidyarany^
5. Records in Kama Samudram. 6. Cinna Kopperla.
T Peruscmula.

Manuscript No. 112 85

Ancient records of Hanumadgundam

Manuscript No. 113 ... 86

Tadaparti Kaifiyat

Manuscript No. 114 90
Section 1. Two ancient records, Gudikattu Kavile.
2 Kaifiyat of Krsnagiii. 3. A system of settlement
of farmers. 4 & 5. Seasons and of sowing the seeds.

6. Floods in the river Tungabhadra. 7. Kaifiyat of
Nivarlisangam. 7a. Pratakdta, Musalimadugu. 7b. Afma-
ktiru, Siddhapuram Taluk. 8. Velugddu from the paper
record. 8a. Velpunuru. 8b. Cindakuru. 8c. Karimaddula.
8d. Amba Anantapuram. Be. Mustipalle. 8f. Nallakaluva.
9. Dnaidyala. 9a. Iskala. 9b. Silla Junturu. 9c. Tatipad u.

9d. Taraturu. 9e. Ipanagondla. 10. Nagaluti, hamlet of
Damagatta Haveli. 11. Kadamuru. 12. Kasba Paruman-
ca*a. 13. Ayyaliiru. 14. Kanala. 15. Peruru. 16. Cinta-
kunta.

Manuscript No. 115 ... 108
Section 1. Kaifiyat of E>oda Vemula a'ias Dhodiyam.
2. Malar id* Kambala Dinna. 3. Murapandi. 7. Calamarti
Gandapattanam. 8. Gollala Uppalapadu. 9. GofSapalle.
10. Vaddirala. 11. Dharmapuram srdtriyam. 11a. Tuv-
vangul-aipalli. 12. Gopalapuram. 13. Konda Sunkesula.
13a. Peda Kommarla and Cina Kommarla.

Manuscript No. 116 ... 112
Section 1. Accounts of the ancient remarks on agriculture,
buildings etc. 2. Zamindar of Mulla Samasthanam.

Manuscript No. 117 ... 113
Section 1. Kaifiyat of Fattapuravi. 4. Arkata Vemula
and the Srotriyams under it. 5. Cina Dandluru.
6. Dasariipalle-Palaiyapattu. 8. Venipenta. 9. Tippireddi-
pahe. 10. Muddireddipalle. 11. Janulavaram, Nandel-
ammapeta Samuf. 13. Peranipadu. 14. Ravulakohu
Vobulam Payakattu. 15. Vobulam Kasba (Fayakattu)
16. Bodayacerla. 18. Regulakunta Payakattu.

Manuscript No. 118 ... 120
Section 1. Kaifiyat of NelandaMru. 2. Andapuru.
2a. Yellamarajupalle. 3. Nagireddipallc. 3a. Paturu
4. Mandapalle. 4a. Pulapatturu. 5. Hodduguntapalle.
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5a. RoJamadugu. 6. Srirangarajupalem. 6a. Akenipadis.
7. Srlrangarajapuram Srotnyam. 7a. Sesamambapuram
Srotriya Agraharam. 8. Gundiuro. 8a. Kottapaiie.
9. Hastavaram. 9a. Madanagopaiaparam Agraharam.
10 Attirala Agraharam. 11. Kiccamam hapuram
Agraharam. 12. Narayana Nellurn. 12a. Dembaka.
13. Cintakimta Agraharam. 14. Royanapalle. 14a. Manga-
mambapuram. 15. Komarunipalle. 16. Kundaveluru.
17. Nukanenipalli. 17a. Itimavapuraxn. 18. Velgacerla.

18a. Mallemadugu. 18b. Velgacerla Mangamambapuram
Agraharam Srotriyam. 18c. Damanaceria Agraharam.
19. Kondura. 20. Cenrajusamudram Agraharam.
21. TiranampaMc. 22. Srlyavaram. 23. Indium.
24. Panagaluru Agraharam. 25. Siddhavaram. 26. Tiru-
maiarajupeta alias NavagapEta. 27. Narasingarajapuram
Agraharam. 28. Vebali. 29. Komara Ananlarajaipuraxn.
31. Jattivaripalle. 32. Nallapareddipalle. 33. Kommuru.
34. Konapuram. 35. Rani acaiiciiapuram Agraharam.
36. Jangalapallc.

Manuscript No. 119 ... 131

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Kotakonda Samsthanikas.
la. Kappatralla Samstlianam. 2. Mutyalaipadu. 3. Macu-
palle (Payakattu Kasba). 4. Ramadurgam. 4a. Sondur.
5. Na^d^la Kurncoi llaka. 6. Ceficus living in the
Nallamalais. 7. Daisari Ceficus.

Manuscript No. 120 ... 134

Section 1. Kaifiyat submitted by Ramanayanivaru.
2. Diguva Maduvuguntla and Eguva Maduvugmitla.
3. Pagoda of Afijaneyasvami east of Pulivendala Kasba.
4. Pagoda of Cennakesavasvanii at Paterapallepa tnam

.

5. Pagoda^ of Venkatacalapati east of Pulivendala Kasba.
6. Village of Duvvupadu. 7. Turumilla village. 8, Pagoda
of Moksesvarasvami in Moksagun^am. 9. Baddevolu
village. 10. Munulapadu.

Manuscript No. 121 ... 136
Section 1. Account of Palguntapalle. 2. Anumanapalle.
3. Gunampadu and Mahadcvapuram. 4. Akavidu.
5. Akkapallc. 6. Pullalaceruvu. 7. Kasba Rudravaram.

Manuscript No. 122 ... 13s
Section 1

. _
Kaifiyat of Tallamarpuram. 2. Chiyyapadu

3. Kamamlru. 4. Komara Anantarajupalein, 5. $5ma-
puram. 5a. Sarvireddipalle. 6. Gaddamayapalle.
6a. Nanganurupal 1 e. 7. Gopalapuram.

Manuscript No. 123

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Pasuvula (Pasupula). 5, Madidinne.
6. Kotapadu. 7. Ponnapaili. 8. Patturipalem. 1 L Siddha-
vartam. 12. Yemparala.



VI

Manuscript No. 124 ... 144

Section 1. Ancient Kadjaa' leaves discovered by a purohit.

2. Kalfiyat of Kabigotia. 3. Faim-leaf records

possession of the agraharikas of iBliuminipadu.

4. Recoid in Use possession of CennampaiJe. 5. Tim-
manayampeur 6. Govindinnc. 7. Savudaradinne.
8. Ravanur/ 9. Cundip&pala. 10. Uyyalavada. 11. Onta-
kunta. 12. BodemmanOru. 13. Kampamalla. 14. Dorni-
padu. 14a. Mannevaii.

Manuscript No. 125 ... 150

Account; of 2§ilpagiri or Cippagiri.

Manuscript No. 126 ... 151

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Kasba Jamxnalamadagu. 2. Kanne-
lUru. 3. Cennapodc Srotnyam. 4. Torravamulu. 5. Besta-
vemulu. 6. Kadarabad. 7. Nyalamutala Srdtriyam.
8. BedadQru, V. Euamalacintala alias Medikurati.
10. Pottipadu inclusive of Donkapalle. 11. Gandluru.
12, Vabannapeta Srotriyann. 13. Kondipuram. 14. Anan-
tapuram. 15. Fendlijuvi. 15a. Lavanuru. 16. Veneke-
kaluva. 17. Moccuaiamsrdtriyam. 18. Gangapuram. 19
to 24. Palm leaf Kavile containing descriptive account
of several villages.

Manuscript No. 127 ... 156

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Prabhuvulavidu. 5. Tiruvengala-
puram. 2. Etirajupalle. 5a, Kaluvapaldte. 3. Virapaile.
3a. Konasamudram. 4. Kongalavidu. 6. Ontimitta.
7. Mangammapeta 8. Gangaperum. 9. Pennaperuru.
10. Kurmaluru. 11. Nemalladinne. 12. Kotturu and its

Payakattu.

Manuscript No. 128 ... 160

Section 1. Account of Panam Pallapattu. 2. Genealogy
of Racerla Narasimha Reddi. 3. Sivapur. 4. Gode Giidur.
5. Jagarmathapuram Srotriyam. 6. Rupanagudi. 7. Hari-
varam. -8. Pottipadu. 9. Gmidimalla. 10. Injedu. 11. Peda
Yemmanuru. 12. Suddamala. 13. Mavuluru.’ 14. Gudla-
durti. 15. Revenue of Alemkonda division.

Manuscript No. 129 ... 163

Section 1. fCaifiyat of Bukkasagaram and Ananta-
sagaram. 2. Pulimalla. 3. Ranganatha temple in Puli-
vend!a. 4. Anjaneya temple.

Manuscript No. 130

Section 1. Prattikonda Kaifiyat. 2. Udarippakondba.
3. Kliarupuli.

16S



VII

Manuscript No. 13 i ... 166
Section I. Kaifiyat of Racapeta. 2. Maddikera. 3. Asparli.
5. Acchahoie. 6. Vobaladevarapalie. 7. Erragudi.
8. Kuntaixturu. 9. Rajulamandagiri.
11. Terarikellu. 12. Halebidu. 13. Holaiagondi.

Manuscript No, 132 ... 168

Sections 1 and 2. Kaifiyat of Ghandikota bill fort and
the surkaifiyat or provincial account of Jammalamadugu
Taluk, Koltalapalle.

Manuscopt No. 133 183

Section h Account of the Pedda Pallepalem. 2. Manda-
pailipaieni, 3. Mandapampalli. 4. Kdnaraju Paiem.
5 Cir,taraj u pal lipaiem. 6. j akkulapallipalem. 7. Cixma-
pailarnma Nayudu of Gajulapallepa'em. 8. Joti village.

9. Brahnia-yaraile. 10. Ramapuram. 11. Eighteen
villages of the Suggali Payakattu.

Manuscript No. 134 ... 185

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Hirehotur village. 3. Nagaladlnnc.
4. Kerabelagallu. 5. Hissaru Muruvani. 9. Mahjala.
9a. An account of the Subhagendrasvamim atham.

Manuscript No. 135 .. 188'

Section 1. Traditional account of the origin of Kamala-
puram and its temples. 2. Koilkuntla taluk Surkaifiyat.
3. Sthalamahatmya of Srlsailam.

Manuscript No. 136 ... 199

Section I. Cintapallipadu Kaifiyat. 2 to 13. Kaifiyats of
Bollupalle etc. 14. Munulapadu. 15. Account of Svama-
ba.hu river. 16. Kasba Giddalur.

Manuscript No. 137 ... 202

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Akkapalla Mallalaceruvu Samut.
2. Account of Yedakky. 3. Kaifiyat of Pullalaceruvu.

4. Akavidu. 5. Account of Cinaganipalle. 6. Turmilla.
7. Kaifiyat of the Hande chief of Anantapuram.

Manuscript No. 138 ... 204

Seciion 1. Kaifiyat of Danavulapadu. 4. Nandipadu
village, Kaifiyat of 15 villages in the Jammalamadugu
Taluq. 20. Diguva Kaluratala. 21. AbduliKaputain.

26, Mclavaram, Kaifiyat of Vyaparaja.

Manuscript No. 139 ... 206

Section 2 * Kaifiyat of Gorantla. 3. Kopparti. 4. Koli-

milapalle. 5. Boggupeta (Rogguletipalle). 6. Hanumad-
gundam village. 7. Goturu. 8. Cintakommudinnc.
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viii

Manuscript No. 140

Section 1. Kaifiyat of the Puspagiri Mahaksetra, a
hamlet of Kotturu. 4. Mamillapaile. 5. Ambavaram
alias Brahmanapalle.

Manuscript No. 141 217

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Siruvola. 2. Yadadi, Siruvola Par-
gana. 3. Kuruguntapalle. 4. Ramesvaram,, Duvvur Par-
gana. 5. Bhuminipadu. 6. Majjahari Malla Reddi.

Manuscript No. 142 ... 220

Section 1. Accounts of 21 villages in the Pottappinadu.

2.

Account of six villages of Kodur Samut. 3. Account
of seven villages in the Cinnavarampadu Samut. 4. Ac-
count of eleven villages - Srotriya Agraharas. 5. Kuppa-
samudram. 6. Venkataramarajupuram Agraharam.
7. Mailapalle. 8. Netivarikhandrika. 9. Polandaluru.
10. Account of Rajampeta. 11. MalJalavar Kharnika
Agraharam. 12. Tomma konda Venkatarajapuram Agra-
haram. 13. Kuntala konta etc.

Manuscript No. 143 ... 221
Section 1. Kaifiyat of Daddanala. 2. Gobbunutala.
3. Judgement deed (Ja3'arekha) in favour of Nagulavar
Suravadhanlu.

_
3a. The Jayarekha (Judgement deed)

granted by Mahajanas of the sthala of Kanumadigunadam.
4. Palm-leaf manuscript^ in the possession of Appayya
of the Agraharam of Vemulapadu.

Manuscript No. 144 ... 224
Section 1. Kaifiyat of Tummaluru. 2. Macanuru.
3. Podaddurti, Paidikaluva Samut. 4. Vctapaile* Kom-
maddi Samut. 5. Babaili, Paidikaluva Samut. 6. Kon-

f
ru and Gondipalle. 7. Erragudipada. 8. Tippaluru.

Sunkesula. 10. Peda Cepalle-Cina CepaTe.
Koppolu Vallum. Samut. 12. Lebaka. 13. Cina

Puttaluru and Peda Puttaluru. 14. Paidikaluva. 15. Jan-
galapalle. 16. Cadipirela. 17. Pandillapalle.

Manuscript No. 145 246
Provincial account of the Kandanavolu district.

Manuscript No. 146 247
Section 1. Kaifiyat of Daulafapuram. 2. Konapalle.
_ Paccapuram. 4. Kokkaravapalle srotriyam. 5. Cenna-

^
a3^.Palle - 6* Rayalapantulavaripalle. 7. Fakirpalle.

8. Krs^apuram. 9 . Ramacandrapuram, hamlet of Tadi-
gotla. 10. Venkatesapuram. 11. Buddayapalle. 12. Rama-

13-* Ramaca*idrapuram, hamlet of Kopparti.
14. RamarajupaHe, Yadavapuram and Toilaganganapa'le."aV RamacandraPtxram i. hamlet of Cennarajupalle,
15. Krsnasomayajulapalle. 16. Puspagiri. 17. Bhakara-



IX

puram. 18. Cintalaputuru. 19. Maimpaka. 21. Fulluru.
22. Nag^anipaiie. 23. BhOmayapalle. 25. Tudunmla-
dinne. (26/ Sunkesula. 27. Ganganapalle. 28. Ta-Jigot.a.
Cennur "TPargana. 29. Ippapanta. 29a. Kampalle.
29b. Pandlimarri.

Manuscript No. 147 ... 262

•Section 1. Kaifiyat of Hanumalagutti. 2. Xckata village.

3. Eturu. 4. Midaturu. 5. Vedarura. 6. Gangavaram.
7. Tripuravaram in Valluru Sammatt. 8. Peddanapadu.
9. Induptiru. 10. Uraturu. 11. Lingala. 12. Talpunuru.
13. Dondapadu. 14. Yerraguntla. 15. Potladurti.

Manuscript No. 148 ... 268
Section 1. Kaifiyat of HTra Thmbalam. 2. Aluvakonda
including the account of Nosam district. 3. Provincial
account of the Cennur district including the account of
Cuddapah.

Manuscript No. 149 ... 275

Manuscript No. 150 ...

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Pedavenuturla in Koilkunfla dis-

trict. 2. Coladarasi village.
(Jp Kakaravada. (JDAlluru.

6. Reddivari Jambaladinne village. 8. Yerragudi.

Manuscript No. 151 ... 278

Section 1. Account of the hill Yadavagjri in Addni dis-

trict. 2. Kaifiyat of Adoni.

Manuscript No. 152 ... 283

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Mariampalle Zamindar. 2. Kavile
of Ramesvaram.

Manuscript No. 153 ... 288

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Kasha Gttiveli.

Manuscript No. 154 ... 289

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Dudekonda Palayam. 7a. Kampila
Kaifiyats and Kampila grama. 7b. Kamalapura of

Kampili Taluq.

TELXJGU. KANNADA AND PERSIAN

Manuscript No. 155

Section 1. Kaifiyat of Yadaki. 2. Pamudi 3. River Pina-

kini. 4, Errabandla. 5. Pancalingalasvami
.
(jl) Mafllik*

arjunasvami of Gundala.

Manuscript No. 156 ... 29t

Section 1. Kaifiyat of the diamond mines of Muniva-
madugu. 2. Copy of a gift deed granted to Tiramala-
Vedantacaxlu of Venkatapuram. 3. PayapuB Samas-



thanam. 4. Nallapalle-Agraharam. 5. Rayammapeta.
6. Takkalakote. 7. Vemulapadu. 8 . Pampaksetram.
9. Jains of Peda Hoturu and Cinna Hoturu.

Manuscript; No. 157 ... 302

Section. 1. Copy of record found in the possession of the
Nandavarikas of Candesvari Nandavaram village. 2. Danda
Kaviiq in the possession of Homadri of Madavaram.
3. Kaifiyat of Cennakesavasvami temple of Markapuram.
4. Account of Ulivindakonda Hill in the Kurnool Taluk.
5. Gadwar in toe Moghuiayi Taluk.

Manuscript No. 158 ... 305

Section i. Account of Kurugodu village in Bellary

district. 2. Kaifiyat of Hirehalu and the story of Kumara
Rama. 3. Another Hirehalu Kaifiyat. 4. Hirehalu
Kaifiyat. 5. Account of Pooda Punnay village.

Manuscript No. 159 308

Section 1, Kaifiyat of Gutti, 2. Kanva’s Asramam in the

vicinity of Parlapalle, Kadari district. 3. Anjaneya temple
near Parlapalle. 4. Erratimaraju ceruva. 5. Lingagiii

Zamindar. 6 . Several diamond mines in the villages,
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Local Tracts z (Telugu).

Wilson, pp. 393-416.

MANUSCRIPT No. 87

Wilson, pp. 393-4, No. II, (30 sections).

Taylor. VoJ. Ill, p. 580. (CM. 692).

Shelf No. 15-4-42.

L.R. 12.

This manuscript contains the account of the following

villages :

Cintapalli Dist .

Tulapadu, Cintapalli Dist., Annavaram, Peda gadela varma,

Pedapudi, Tallur Takkallapad and Serangapatam, Kemeripudi,

Bollavaram and Rudravaram.

Vinukonda Dist.

Enagallu, Vinjaram Padu, Gottepadu, Garnapudi, Gollapudi,

Morakapodi and Tautavadi.

Rapalle Valliir Dist.

Vallur, Kattempudi, Tunla and Yeragarta padu.

Vinukonda Dist.

Ratur, Appapuram and Konda putur.

Cilakaluripadu D istricl.

Garikapadu, Sandopudi, Palaparru, Yadabadu, Adusupalli and

Nedumpati Khandrika.

Settanapalli District.

Uppalapadu, Dandamudi, and Paiumarru, Pattavaram Lingam-

gunfa, Jaggapuram and Dinturipadu, Garijavela, Ponulcabad Agra-

haram Pallapati Agraharam and Kuttempudi.

Account Of Desa Tandya of Vinukonda Pargana.

Among the above the following information regarding Jagga-

puram and Dlnturipadu is worth notice. Near Pedadintinapadu, on
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the north-east boundary there is a locality, where many Jains dwelt.

In the time of Vaddi Reddi Karnataka Government the Jains ceased

to be there. Then the place became a mere heap. East of this

place the villagers of Sundur (another village nearby) established a

granary of corn dug into the said heap and it became a very large

store house for corn. Afterwards some people went out from

Sundur and constructed a palli on the spot. The place where the

com is kept is called gade in Telugu, and hence it became Peda

Gadela Varru or the great granary.

After the Mughal conquest of the place, it became a taluk, and

was given as a Jagir to two Muslims. Temples were afterwards

built by Kammavaru, the affluent people of the village for Amares

-

varasvami and Venugopaiasvami.



MANUSCRIPT No. 88

Wilson* p. 394* No. III. (9 Sections).

Taylor* Vol. Ill* p. 532 (No. 3* CM. 693).

Shelf No. 15-4-39.

Account of the following villages:

Cilakaluripcidu District

:

Tummadu, Jagalapalle, Jaladi, Sankuratripadu* Ganapavaram

Yeraganta Padu* Yedlapadu and Nandigama.

Cintapalle District :

Cinamakken, Cintalapudi, Kannekalla, Pedakurappadu, Hussan

Nagar, Lagadapadu and Pedapanidam.

Repalle District :

Abburu, Ruddam* Kommur, Bodapadu and Vunnava.

CintapaUe District and Rachur :

Morutotakamarajugeda, Arimanda, Munipalle* Peda Makkena,

Lingam Gunta and Gudipudi.

Sattenapafli District :

Korrappajdu, Satten&apal|i, Kanakanapalli , Vaddepalli Renta-

palle* Venna Devi and Gondalapadu Agraharam.

Cintapalle District

:

VeifOru, Kavuru* Lakkaraju Garlapadu* Madderela* Boppudi,

Thangadapalli, Suravarapupalli* Uppu Magularu and Bhimavaram.

This nanuscript contains kaifiyats as well as inscriptions. Among
the details in the kaifiyat the following may be noted.

That after the Kakatiyas* the Raddis* Gajapatis* Vijayanagar

kings and the Golkonda Nawabs occupied the country. In the Com-
pany’s days* one Manuri Venkatarao was a very powerful chief.

In every description of the village* the Gudikattu lakka* and

particulars of land* crops and temples are given.

The villages of Cinna Makkena, Cintalapudi and Kannallaka

Peda Kurapadu, Hussan Nagar* Lagadapadu Panedam*
#
Abburu,

Pouddam Bodapadu, Kommuru, Gudipudi* were all under the con-

trol of Raja Vasireddi Venkatadri Nayudu.



MANUSCRIPT No. 89

Wilson, p. 395, No. IV.

Shelf No. 15—6—40.

This volume contains a historical account of Kondaviti Danda-

kavile. The original manuscript is not traceable.

This matter is printed in the Telugu work known as Kodavili

Samrdjyamu by Maddulapalli Gurubrahma Sarma.



MANUSCRIPT No. 9i)

Wilson, p. 395, No. VI (15 Sections).

Shelf No. 15-6-33.

Kaifiyat of Nidadavolu, Ellore Taluk.

Nidadavolu so called in Kaliyuga (Kali age) was known as

Anasarolu in Krita age, Radadanavolu in Treta and Nidumadhya-
puri in Dvapara Yoga. When Kakatiya Ganapati was ruling in

1063 S.S., Ramanna obtained the village as a gift from the king.

Some time after it Nidadavolu came under a Zamindar.

On the hillock called DVarakacala now resides God Venkates-

vara and in praise of him two verses from the Brahmdndapurnna
are usually sung. The pilgrims take various vows for the fulfilling

of their desires and discharge them by performing service and

festivals to god. The place is known as Sudarsana Ksetra for even

ordinary stones and chalky lumps bear on them the imprint of

Cakra (viz., SudarSana); this extends over the stones on all sides

to half a mile around the village. On the south-west of Yemkatesa

temple there is a natural tank called Sudarsana-puskaraini known
also as Srinivasa-puskarani. The chalky stones in the tank show
the impress of God’s caki~a. Near the tank on the west there is

another tank called Narasimha lutha. There is a mantapa near each of

the tanks ; that which is neat? the former tank is called firthavari man-

tapa (where God rests when He is taken on hunting procession). There

is another mantapa known as Vildsa mantapd in the village south of

the Kalyana mantapa of the temple.

Paruveta mantapa was repaired by the orders of Meka Venkata-

narasimha Apparaya, the Zamindar of Nidadavolu.

Gokmapafli, Ellore Circar.

On the bank of the Tamieru river a brahman cleared a forest

and set up a linga in the new temple built by him. The God was

called Gdkarne£vara and the village Gdkarnapuram which in course

of time became Gokinapalli.

DondapMu , Ellore Circar .

The village was probably called Dopdapadi owing to the pre-

sence of large number of dopda creepers. Once the place was

deserted by the inhabitants and went to ruins. Hence the place was

called Donda-padu.
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Ambarpeta.

This was called Vadlapatla. During the Mughal regime one

Ambar Khan, a Muslim, founded a new village in the fields of

Vadlapatla and it was named after him. Ambarpeta grew up in

size while Vailapatla declined and the latter became a hamlet under

Ambarpeta.

Then follow the Kaifiyats of Sarabhapuram, a hamlet of

Ambarpeta, Sivar Gopikunta Khandrika, Feta Cintalapudi, Vitham-

raju Palli and Jangalapalle. The last village was founded by one

Sambhulingadevara, the head of the Srisailamatha. The Jangama

enjoyed the possession of the village for a hundred years.

Akiripalle , Ellore Circar.

The rest are not historically useful.



MANUSCRIPT No. 91

Wilson, p. 398, No. XY. (5 sections).

Taylor, Voi. Hi, pp. 485-6 (No. 15 (C.M. 705).

Shelf No. 15-5-26.

I. Genealogical account of the Zemindar of Sentgada in the

Northern Circar.

Wilson, p. 398, XV-I.

In olden times the region of Serugada was full of forests mainly

inhabited by Savaras and Kiratas and was ruled by a Kodu king

Molikari.

King Savay J ayasing, the ruler of the northern country of

Gokula Rrindavan, started on an invasion, of the south and he was

accompanied by the young prince of the same (his) family Savay

Candrasing. This prince during the king’s campaigns in these

regions strayed away from the main army during a hunt and

reached the village of Patumandi, a Kodu settlement. The Kodu

king Molikari having heard of the prince’s visit received him with

ail kindness, offered him the ralership of the kingdom on account of

his Ksatriyahood. The prince adopted the offer and administered

the country for some years from' saka 1442.

During the rule of the sixth ruler of the line, Baliyaru Singudev,

he turned fcrest lands into cultivable lands and divided the kin>

dam into four divisions appointing his sons by different wives as

rulers of three of these divisions, keep'ng the fourth division Seru-

gada under his own administration.

He had a son called ParaSurama Singu Dev. He founded an

agrahara Haledapadra surnamed Baliyarusingupuram. He ruled

from Saka 1562 (Fasli 1049 to Fasli 1056) for 8 years. During his

rule the Mughals established sway over these regions.

The ninth ruler Kripasindhu Singu (Fasli 1140-1153) founded

an agrahara in his name called Kripasindhupuram and his queen

Sunnadevipatramahadevi founded another agrahara and granted it

to Vedda Brahmanas.
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During the regime of Hari Krisna Sing* a son of Kripasindha

Sing, a certain Ramakrsna Patnailc 'obtained Padiya land from

Harikrsna Sing and granted it as an agrahara to Vadde Brahmans'

naming the agrahara as Harikrsnaporam.

Hari Krsna Sing had two sons, of whom Galinatha Sing, the

elder became the ruler of Badagada taluq during the lifetime of his

father. Advaita Sing (the second son?) who was the adhikari of

Harikrsna Sing? succeeded his father in Fasli 1189 as ruler of

Serugada and ruled up to Fasli 1206 for 18 years. He left two sons

(1) Syamasundara Sing and (2) Ramacandra Sing, of whom the

elder &yamasundara Sing succeeded his father in Fasli 12
707 and he

is the present Zamindar.

2. Genealogical account of the family of Puri^sottama Deva
including an account of the kings of the four Yugas

.

Wilspn, p. 398, XV-2.

The dates given are not trustworthy.

Rule of the Kesctri Kings .

Anangakesari, 60 years ; Madanukesari, 60 years ; Kalikesari,

74 years ; Pulakesari, 60 years ; Candrakesari, 70 years and Padma-
kesari, 60 years—384 years.

Rule of the Caudanga (Cddaganga?) Kings:—
Nrsimhadev, 60 years; Vlrabhadev, 60 years; Ananda Dev,

60 years; Atitti Dev, 60 years; Pratapa Dev, 60 years; Purusottama

Dev, 60 years; Langula Nrsimha Dev, 60 years; Sankara Dev,

60 years; Kapiladev, 30 years; Bhanu Dev, 50 years; Mukimda Dev,

50 years; Ramadev, 60; Madhavadev, 70; Pratapa Nrsimhadev, 70;

Vaisnavadev, 60; Syamasundara Dev, 60; Baldev, 50; Rudradev,

60; Devadev, 60; Cudamvudygala Dev(?) 60; Bhagavana Dev, 70;

Madana Dev, 70, and Moduva Bhamadev, 60; Candradev, 70;

Kaluva Kunnu Dev, 70; Nisadha Dev, 70; Gdvindadev, 54; Pitam-

bara Dev, 70; Raghunatha Dev, 70; Narahari Dev, 50; Ramadev, 70;

Asva (retu?) Dev, 40; Bhagiratha Dev, 40; Nar5ttama Dev, 60;,Puru-

sottamadev, 40; Ananda Dev, 40; Madhuri Dev, 60; Narayana
Dev, 40; Kripasindhu Dev, 40; Raghu Dev, 60 and Vira Rudra
Dev. 46.
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Ganga Kings :

Gangadhara Dev, 85 years; Venka Ja(a Dev s 70; Madana-
rnohana Dev, 25; Kalidyumna Dev, 11; Atlanta Dev, 27; Raja-

rajesvara Dev, 60; Pratapa Bhanudev, 35; Madhuva Bhanudev, 38;

Vira Bhanu Dev, 24; Mukunda Dev, 76; Batidiya Bhanu Dev, 24;

Cilya Bhim a Dev, I month; Kapilendra Dev, 76 years; Purusottama

Dev, 28; Pratapui tidra Dev, 66; Kava Bhanu Dev, 13 days; Govinda
Dev, 12 years 5 months; Pratapa Dev, 12 years 7 months; Nrsiniha

Teluga Mukunda Dev, 13 years, 13 days; Ramaeandra Dev, 32,

years; Purusottama Dev, 23; Nrsimha Dev, 26; Gangadhara Dev,

3 yejir-, 5 months; Baiabhadra Dev, 8 years, 6 months; Mukunda
Dev, 42 year-,; Visvashiga Dev, 29 years* 4 months; Bahari Krsna
Dev, 5 years, 3 months; Gopinath Dev, 8 years, 6 months; Rama-
candra Dev, 12 years; Vi rakesvara Dev. 60; Dribhyasimhadirv,

1 year, 6 months; and Mukunda Dev.

(Present ruler—who after ruling for 17 years, handed < ver his

estate to the Company and retired to Khmrudapadi),

3. Account of ;he genealogy oj Narayananurn Hariscandra D'evty

Zamindar of Tarla district .

Wilson, p. 398, XV-3,

* A certain prince, Prabhakaranuru, hailing from the Nagapura-
desa came to the Vadisa country and entered the service of the king
of Cuttack (Katakam), Kapilendra Dev Maharaja, as a commandant
of a few troops. On his death his son Divakaranuru continued to
serve the king of Katakam in the same capacity from Saka 1332 to

;§aka 1358. Subsequent to Saka 1358, while Kapilendradev was still

ruling(?) his son Vira Sri Purusottama Dev succeeded to the ruler-

ship of the Vadisa kingdom. After having conquered the eastern
and northern countries he proceeded against the western and south-
ern countries to conquer the kings of Kanci and other places. The
Sardar Divakaranuru along with his son SadS&vanuru and his
contingent of troops accompanied the king in his southern campaign.
At the battle before the gates of Kanci Divakaranuru died in the
fight On his way back Purusottama Dev halted at the village of
Tadivada, in the aforesaid taluk of Talan and granted the Tadivada
Matha to SadaSivanuru, the son of the dead commandant Divakara-
M.L.—

2



nuru as reward for the services rendered by the father and son in

the campaign. Sadasivanuru was directed to administer the matha

and granted the privilege of maintaining the insignia of chieftainship.

Sadaiivanum ruled his estate, constructed a fort and palace at

Tadivada. He ruled from Saka-1358 to Saka 1374 for 16 years.

His successors were:—
Sadasivanuru (S. 1358-1374); his son Vimayakanurp (S. 1375-

1388); and his son Candrasekharanuru (&. 1389-1401).

The last of them accompanied king Prataparudra Gajapati, son

of Purusdttama Dev in his campaigns in the west and won the

praises of his master. He was succeeded by:—
Vasudevanuru (S. 1402-1416); Mlagirinuru (§, 1417-1428);

Naganuru (S. 1429-1450); Bhoganuru (S. 1451-1465); Candranuru

($. 1466-1476); Govindanuru (S. 1477-1490); Naras ;mhanuru (S.

(1491-1503); and Pa

d

manabhanuru ($. 1504-1526).

During Ms regime, the Moghuls conquered these countries that

were under Gajapati rule, and established their rule over the regions

from Katacaukif?) to this place. This territory was included in the

Srikakulam Sarkar and was administered by officers (Foujdars

)

from

Hyderabad. Padmanabhammi was given the status of a Zamindar.

He was succeeded by:—
Naraharinuru (S. 1527-1562); Gdpalanuru (S. 1563-1576); and

Krsnanuru (S. 1577-1597).

The last of them took part in the campaigns of the' Mughals in

the company of the Nawabs against other zarnindars and won many
victories, earning the title of “ Sainyasimha-Hariscandran

Subsequently he accompanied Nawab Malik Saheb in the cam-
paign against the Zamindar of Velupa|i taluq whose fort Dandiran-

yam he captured. The Zamindar lost his life in battle. Krsnanuru
was followed by;—

-

Bappayinuru Haricandan (s. 1598-1629).

During his regime he gave many gifts of agraharas to Brah-
mans. He performed a sacrifice Agnistdma at Sri Purusdttama
Ksetra, erected a shrine for god Nilakantha to the south of the
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palace at Tarla and granted land to the temple as inam for perfor-

mance of worship, etc.

The next ruler was Trilocananuru Haricandan (S. 1630-1675).

He constructed a matha at Tarla for god Radhakantasvami and

granted the village of Nilipadra to it. During his regime Nawab

Jabar All Khan took prisoner the zamindar of Arugada and his

collateral chiefs who were subordinate to Alika(?) and confined them

at Srikakulam. In order to effect their release Jagannatha Nara-

yanadev, the zamindar of Parlakimedi started on a campaign

against the Nawab at Srikakulam and was accompanied by Trldca-

nanuru. They fought a battle against the Nawab in which they

secured victory and effected the release of the zamindars. When
this taluq came under the administration of Jagan nathana rayan

a

Dev as Nawao Trilocananuiu paid his peshkist to him.

The next ruler was Ramanathanuru (Saka 1 676-1 696).

During his regime these regions were under the rale of the

French, on behalf of Alika and also under the rule of the Pusapati

chiefs who deputed Yavaram-Gadidigu data Sitana and Gade
Dosanna Pantulu to conduct the affairs of the state. To these

Vyavaharikas (officials) Ramanathanuru paid his peshkist.

Subsequently, in Saka 1768, the Company came into possession

of this- region and the Ganjam Kasba was placed under the adminis-

tration of Master (Mr.) Katasphurat as Chief San Kansaler. He
changed the headquarters from lcchapuram to Ganjam Kasba
and fixed the peshkist payable by the zamindars of the Alika Taraf.

He constructed a temple inside the fort at Tarla to the east

of Ms palace, and installed therein the gods Jaganu atha svam 1

,

Radhakantasvami and Caitanya Nityananda.

Sri Narayananuru Haricandana Deva (S. 1714-1737), is the

present Zamindar. After the death of his father he succeeded him
and regularly paid ithe peshkist toj the Company. In Fash 1214, when
Maharaja Sri Seti Dhoragaru became the Collect. r of Ganjam
Kasba, he conducted a resurvey of these estates (taluqs) appropriat-

ing the revenues under the heads nammak (salt), sayir (customs)
and Kalli (other revenues?), fixed permanent rates of assessment at

Jamabandl In regard to the Tarla estate the Jamaband : amount of
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r s . 7,500/- previously fixed by Mr. Katasphurat was reduced at

Rs. 4,000/- permanently. The then zamindar paid this regularly.

4. Account of the four villages in the Tarla District.

Wilson, p. 398, XV-4.

Not historical

5. Kaifiyai of Pollekulct.

Wilson, p. 398 XV-5.

Once there was a kiw called VTra Vira Vikrama C51a of the

family of Mudigonda Cola, win was ruling at Vikramapura. He was

blessed with a sor. who was named Karikala, as he was in his pre-

view* birth the elephant serving the god of KabTristi. Karikala on

coming to ag" married Punyavati, the daughter of the Malayala

king Installing him on the throne, Vikramaco|a and his queen

retired to the forest.

Karikala conquered the whole country up to Mount Meru. He
undertook the construction of a dam arross the Kaveri. He sum-

moned all his dependent kings to aid him in tlvs work. The story of

Nimmavva of M udigondapetta about the refusal of the king Bhalla-

naraya who was in the nrddle < f the ocean, to help in the work,
sending the communities. Paid Vevuru , Kaikkola Vcvimt and Vechlir

Vevum to bring Bhalhna and the rest of the story relating h the

victorious return of the three communities with the head of Bhafla-

naraya are mentioned. Karikala pleased with them bestowed on
them the hirudus of CddarajyasthapanPmrya, B/2all'marayat iisirah -

khandana, Dhanukulagotrdpavitra, Panndmrandthadevadivyasrlpada-

padmdrddhaka , etc., which belonged to him.

Further Karikala received them into the rank of his sons and

called them Codakumdras. Other insignia of chieftainship like

palanquin, umbrella, etc., were bestowed on them.



MANUSCRIPT No. 92

Wilson, p. 399, No. XX. (2 Sections;

Taylor. Vol. jyi p. 509 (536 No. 20, C.M. 710)

Shelf No. 15-1-2.

Sections 1 and 2:—Accounts of the villages of the Pratapagiri

and Cikaii Districts

.

1. UdamarU Pratapagiri taluk.

The village was the Jagir village of Khiiuiparaju, the village

had n< karunam but the raja's clerk, has submitted the following

accounts relating to the village and its boundaries.

Delays or accounts.

2. Canayuri gram am, Jagir village of the king.

Details of Revenue accounts.

3. Singiplira

m

, jagir of the king.

Details of Revenue accounts and boundaries etc.

4. Devnil, Pratapagiri taluq : Jagir of the king.

5. Nissantapuram , Pratapagiri taluq :
—

The village belonged to God Jagannatha of Orssa, granted to

him to provide amritamani etc.

6. Ravubadu , Pratapagiri taluq:

—

Th’s village was granted for providing amritamani to god

Sri Mahadevu Ka pi lesva rasvami of Ca (Bha)navuri gramam.

Details of Revenue Accounts etc.

7. Tutiyabulit Pratapagiri taluq:—
The village was granted to god Jagannatha of Orissa by

Jagannatha Devarajugaru in his 14th Anka for amritamani etc.

Details of the Revenue Accounts.

(The rest of the manuscript contains mere revenue. Details of

the different villages of the Pratapagiri and the Cikati taluqs).
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Wilson, p. 399-400, XXI.

Taylor, Vol. Ill, p. 530 (No. 21, CM. 711).

Shelf No. 15-6-9.

This manuscript contains 12 sections :
—

1 . Genealogical account of Srikrsna Candra Samanta Rao

Mahaputrudu , Zamindar of Humma District in Northern Cirears.

2. Genealogical account of Raghunath Singh, Zamindar of the

Bodagada District.

3. Genealogical account of Namakrsnanirta Raja Deo Zamindar

of Kallikota Estate.

4. Genealogical account of Radha Patta Mahadevi, wife of

Upendrasimha Deva, Zamindar of Surada district.

5. Genealogical account of Pitambara Rajendra Deo Zamindar
of Cikati.

6. Account of Padmanabhapuram and Digtspudi in the Vijaya-

nagaram district.

7. List of village endowments in Vijayanagaram district.

8. Accounts of ten endowments in China Kimidi district.

9. List of villages, agraheirams, Jagirs together with the

account of the karanams in the Cikati District.

10. Accounts of Ramacandrapura Sasana, Lbkanathapuram
Agraharam Pendra khali Sasana, and Pezzareyah Sasana Agraha-
ras in the Cikati District.

11. List of villages and an account of the karanams in Khara-
kota Districts.

12. Account of* the Baliyam Simhapuram Agraharam in the

Attagada District.

These sections deal with the genealogy of some local zamindars
and furnish also- an account of some endowments and agrahiiras.
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Wilson, p. 401, No. XXVI. (6 sections).

Taylor, Vol. Ill, p. 532. (652 No. 26, C.M. 716).

Shelf No. 15-6-7.

1. Accounts of the Humma Villages.

Humma was founded by one Madanamdhan Santa with the help

of the Gajapati king Kapilesvara, and fortified against robbers in the

forests. It grew in to a town during the time of Raghunatha Santa,

the grandson of Madaxi mohan Santa. He reinstated God Kapilesvara

and instituted regular worship for the god. In course of time a

suburb called Talavahumma came into existence.

2. Account of Singipuram.

3. Accounts of Ciripuram and Rukminiyam .

4. Accounts of Cauranga and Hasanapuram .

These sections give an account of the successive Karanams of

the respective villages.

5. It contains a list of Jdgir villages and a list of the names of

Karanams for the villages with the extent of cultivated lands.

6. Genealogy of late rulers of Tekkali of the Kadamba family

{known as Jagaddevas).

Two brothers VTrabhadra bodujana and Candrasekhara Jana

quarrelling with their brother left their native country, Simhalad-

vipa, came to ParlakimidL Its ruler Gajapati sivalinga Narayana,

received them with regard and showed them two places to acquire

by conquest and enjoy them, Virabhadra Roda went against Yenetlu

of Rommali taluk and Candrasekhara against the Red - (Erra)

Boyas of Tekkali. Both of them conquered the tracts but Vira-

bhadra had no descendants, Candrasekhara after gaining Tekkali,

found his enemies Erraboyas gathering at the fortress Burugam
and rioting from their stronghold. He marched against them and

after defeating them occup :ed the place. lie constructed a temple
to Vallabhanarayana at Tekkali and at Fata Tekkali (old site)

a fortress was built by him. His son, Nrisimha Jana cleared

the forest north-west of Burugam and founding a town there

inade it Ms capital, called Nrsimhapura. His kingdom was also



named Nrsimhapurarajya. Under h ;

s • rders forests we:e trans-

formed into villages and towns in various places in Jrs c imtrv and

much cultivable land was recovered from jangles. He constructed

temples for Kotaradevi' and Kalikadsvl :n his capital {Tekkali?)

and at Devalabhadra, a village founded by him. shrines for Siva were

erected. In the name of lvs mother a tank was dug known as Pad-

madala. On the east of the town (capital) the new village was

called Dimaladu.

He was succeeded by his son Laksminarayana Jana who

founded the town Nagaram Veil! and co str.cted u. temple for

Laksm inarayana

,

He had five s ns by two wives, the younger bringing forth on] r

one called Mina Ketana. Aft§r the ruler'* death, leaders selected

Mina Ketana for the chieftainship; but Gopinatha cmd his hr

sons by the senior wife objected t ^ it. Mina Ketana soueht

the favour of Gajapab Rudra Mukunda Narayana who crowned him

for Tekkali Taluk giving him a new tide 'Bhfiprsti 7 ;v.

Gopinatha and others reconciling to their subordinate pos’t; n

became in course of time Mahacatra :n the state.

Narayana Manga who succeeded him founded ?t new town

called BhendiC?) and constructed a temple there. His son Ananga

Manga succeeding him founded a new town Kammar Khille and built

a temple for Siva.

Devaraja Manga, his son, succeeded him and he married Vis-

vamSdevi, the daughter of the Nandapjra ruler. He cleared the
forests near his capital and elsewhere and founded the villages of

Alatadu, Antaragoddim Caranadesapura where temples for Siva
and Devaraja were also built. He was followed by CandraSekhara
Manga to whom the daughter fJ amnia) of the ruler of Parlakmidi
(viz., Gajapati Narasimha Narahari Narayanadeva) was married and
from that time this family was called Jagaddevas. He founded the

new town of Tekkali and built the temple for Candrasekhara on the

hill near Tekkali. He granted agraharas of Kavithe and Citidasa-

pura (to Brahmans). He founded a new village in his son’s name
Raghunatfaapura.

Raghunatha followed his father and he married Bamma(?) the

daughter of his uncle Gajapati Padmanabha of Parlakimid : By
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clearing forests in several places he founded towns and constructed

tanks. It was hence called Ganda Gopalasagara. The Nawab (the

military officer) at Srikakulam had a good regard for him and
obtained for him (fn m Golkonda) a number of titles and insignia,

besides the grant of two villages as Jagir . He was asked to assist

the Nawab with his army whenever wanted.

His wife died and this made him leave his estate in the hands

of Laksmana Patnayak and he proceeded to Jagannatha to live in

the presence of God. He was accompanied by Ramaima Patnayaka.

Narasimhadeva , king of Jagannatham showed him much honour
and granted village to settle and erect temple. It is called Allivada

where he erected a temple for Brndavana Svami and gave Allivada

for the maintenance of the temple. He lived there for 7 years, and
securing the idols of Gopalasvami, he returned to Tekkali and built

temples for Nrsimhasvami. He founded a town called Cintamani
by cutting off the jungle near his capital where Gopala’s temple

was erected. He made the new town his residence. After his death

his son Ramakrsna Jagaddev succeeding him was ruling at Cinta-

mani. He constructed a temple for Cintamanisvara near the same
town and a tank in his name as Ramakrsna Sagara. He had no
children and adopted the son of his half-brother Rajagopala, called

Cinnaraghunatha who succeeded Raghunatha.

Later the (East India) Company took charge of the countries

about the coast and fixed their annual taxes for the estates. Jagan-

natha of Parlakimidi did not come to terms. When Col. Fletcher

attacked the town of Jagannatha his ancestry was retained in his

estate for an annual payment of 30,000 Rupees. He abandoned
Cintamani and erecting a palace of five storeys at Raghunathapura
where two temples for Gopala Jagannayaka were also constructed.

He was succeeded on his death by his son Cinna Ramakrsna
Jagaddev. The chief of Ganjam, Klaradrasol (?) and other English

men crowned him at Tekkali. But he died at an early age.

Cinnaraghunatha claimed the estate but the claim was rejected.

Similarly, Candrasekhara laid his claim which shared the same fate.

The estate was managed by the Company. When in Fasli 1213,

excise powers were taken away from the zamindars, the * taluk of

Tekkali was handed over to Gajapati Padmanabha for an annual
payment of Rupees 95,000.

MX.—

3



MANUSCRIPT No. 95

Wilson, p. 401, No. XXVII. (7 sections)

Taylor, Vol. HI, p. 509, No. 548 (No. 27 C.M. 717)

Shelf No. 15-3-3. (Transcribed in L.R. Vol. IX).

1. Legendary Account of Srikdkulam situated on the boundary

of Andhradesam .

Wilson, p. 401, XXVII— l.

Legendary origin of the city and its temples.

This manuscript begins with a legendary account of the place.

In course of time the place became very popular and pros**

perous.

The manuscript contains the story of Somasarma, the son of

Yajna Sarma of Kalinga, who after spending his early, life in wicked

and sinful ways, finally became an ascetic and obtained deliverance

at the feet of the God of Snkakulam.

Account of Mukkanti

In the city of Ahicchatra, there lived a king called Rajlvaksa.

About this time, a certain Brahman of the Vindhya region, named
Acyuta Sarma had a daughter named Vi^alaksT. When she came

of age, God Rudra married her with the permission of her father.

The issue of the marriage was Mukkanti alias Phalaksa alias

Suraksana (Sudaksana?) who established himself as ruler over

Dharanivara nagara (Dharanikota). To his court came Narada,
who described to the king the greatness of king Srivallabha of

Ahicchatrapura,; to whose court Mukkanti paid a visit. Subsequently,
a great famine swept over Ahicchatra and the whole of North
India, on account of which many Brahman: families migrated to

the Andhra, country and were received with great honour by King

Sudaksana alias Mukkanti, who was then ruling over theAndhra
Country.
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Account of A nantcipala Dandanayaka ;

in the Kali age, there lived king Ananga Bhlma at Katakam
who extended his sway over the regions of Anga, Vanga, Kalinga and
Utkala. In his time, a ceituin Brahman Madhavarman belonging
to the region of the River Krsna was travelling with his wife in the
Utkala country. During travels, his wife gave birth to a male child

in the midst of a forest. The parents abandoned the child and went
away. King Ananga Bhlma came by the child when out on a hunt*

and took parental care of the child whom he named Anantapala.

When Ananga Bhlma became old, he bestowed his kingdom on his

own son Naras^mha, and made Anantapala, the commander-in-chief
of the army. At the behest of the king Anantapala Dandanayaka
started on a campaign against the King of Kanci and after visiting

several holy place like Srikurmam and Simhacalam on the way, rea-

ched Srlkakulam on the Krsna, where he met his old parents. After

propitiating the god with various gifts, he proceeded to Kanci,

where, after defeating its ruler, he set up a pillar of victory in the

Hastisaila (ie-Varadarajaperumal temple), little Conjeevamm and

returned laden with booty to Katakam, where he was received with

great honour by King Narasimhendra.

Dandapala maharaja of the fourth caste became lord of the

entire Andhra country conquered the Cota (C5la country, and ruled

from saka 1054 (A.D. 1132) to Saka 1079 (A.D. 1157) Subsequen-

tly, Nanga Rajendra Cota (Coda?) raju conquered these parts and

reigned in the year Saka 1080. (A.D. 1158). He was succeeded by

the kings of Warangal whose rule covered the period from saka 1081

to 1213 (A.D. 1159-1291). Then, king Prataparudra of the Kakatiya

family, administered the country from Saka 1214 to S. 1273 i.e. for

59 years. He was followed by Vlra Prataparudradevamaharaja who

ruled from his capital at Warangal. He defeated the ruler of

Anegondi, restored the Cola king to his throne, protected the city

of Kahci, and constructed the northern gateway of the temple (of

Srlkakulam).

Subsequent to this time, the country was attacked by Muslims

as a result of which the people desired to leave the country. On one

occasion, the king of Jayapuram in the East, accompanied by has

queen, paid a visit to the god of Srlkakulam. At the request of the



queen the idol of the god was carried away to Jayapuram and
installed there much to the sorrow of worshippers of Srlkakulam,

who, however, brought another idol from Kahci and consecrated

it in the place of the old idol.

2 . Account of Kalingapatnam on the coast of the Telugu Country:—
Wilson, p. 401, XXVII—2

In olden days, the kings of Kalinga ruled from Kalingapatna.

In Kalinga, Raja Kalinga Gangu greatly renovated the city by
constructing several palatial buildings and a fort plated with beli-

metal. The town is described as being situated to the west of

confluence of the River Vamsadhara and the sea and covering an
extent of 20 miles with stately buildings, prosperous bazaar*

strewn with orchards and beaut ;ful fountains and parks, and with

inhabitants fully versed in the line arts.

Raja Kalinga Gangu and Vemtdavacla Bhima Kavi:—
During the reign of this king, an eminent poet of the name of

Vemulavada Bhima Kavi sought audience from the king, which

was refused, the poet being asked to come on a different day. The

poet, furious with anger at the d'seourtesy shown to a poet of his

eminence, cursed the king that he should lose his kingdom to

enemies. The curse took effect and the king was driven away from

his kingdom by his enemies. After getting the curse revoked by the

poet and obtaining his blessings, Kalinga Ganga established

himself again, after overcoming his enemies who had been in

occupation of the capital. The city was washed away by the sea

soon after Rajakalinga Gangu’s reign the major part of it becoming
completely^ submerged. The portion that remained became

deserted and ruined, but continued to* be used as a small sea port.

The kings of Katakam and after them the Muslims administ-

ered the country. During the time of Muhammad Quly Padshah,

his general Amin-ul-Mulk came on a military expedition and con-

quered the whole region upto Navata and Chavuki. He caused

destruction to the famous Hindu temples of Srikurmam and other

places and constructed Daragas and mosques in large numbers.

3. Account of Ganjam

Wilson, p. 401, XXVII-3
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The region of Ganjam was originally a thick forest. Agastya,
on his way to the south, hailed at a place on the banks of the River
Risikulya near the sea, and there founded the Siva temple called

Akhandesvara. In Kali1 Yuga, the temple fell into- ruin. In the land

adajacent to the temple, near the confluence of the river and the

sea, a few fishermen etsablished a settlement.

At later time, when Purusottama Deva Gajapatl was ruling

his Deputy Ramacandra Mahapatra of the Sudra caste was
administering the villages in these parts. Ramacandra Mahapatra

erected a temple and named the god as Akhandesvara which name
was found written on a Nagari inscription. He granted lands for the

maintenance of the temple and named the village as Ganjam, conver-

ting it into a port.

Subsequently, Telaga Mukunda Deb was in charge of the country
and in his regime, the Muslims general Kalu Vahta (Kala Pahad)
after completely subduing the Odde country and destroying all its

temples came to Ganjam and broke the temple of Akhandesvara. He
destroyed the Sanskrit inscription, mutilated the Linga image of
the god, and for twenty years held charge of the administration.
During the regime, he founded a village near Ganjam called Kara-
Vada after his own name. Later, the Mughal kings, who conquered
all the country inclusive of Nakati and Cenki occupied this region,

ey confiscated Srikakulam to the Government made It'hapuram
(Icchapuram) the headquarters of the Government created a pargana—^ VmageS iDClUSiVe °f Ganj3m ’ and named * I^tan

Brahman L i T * ” D5m5dara Caudhury of the Vadde

Emneror r ik

1S‘ ei

,

Cdthe ***** ™ behalf of the Mughal

tL be rn t ,1 f
ar

u
1504 fA ‘ D - 1582) he caused a ^ntapa

r ~
C
D
°” f°r the Akhandesvara and renewed the grant

of 60 Bharanas of land previously made by RSmacandra Mahapatra
for conducting daily worship ir the temple.

In the time of Asaf Jah, Fasli 1162 (i.e., A.D. 1752) this region wasmade over to the French. They caused a mud fort to be constructed
around the city. The administration by the French lasted till Fasli
1167, when the Pusapati chiefs, Jaggannatha Gajapati Narayana Deo
and his successors took charge of the country. In, Fasli 1177 ie.*
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A.D, 1767 the Company become masters of the region. Then follows

in the Kaifiyat an account of the temples in Ganjam.

4. Account of the Villages and Jaglrs of Ganjam :
—

Wilson, p. 401, XXVII -4.

The account under this head is not to be found in the book,

although the heading noted in the list of contents at the beginning.

5. Account of the Rajas of Khallikote District together with a list of

Agrahdras, etc.,

Wilson, p. 401, XXVJT-5.

(The beginning is lost. The account begins abruptly from the

time of Syamasundara Bhugga),

After Syamasundara Bhugga, his son Vikrama Bhugga succeeded

to the administration of the country. He founded a suburb, Vikrama-
pura, after his name. His regime lasted for 29 years, i.e., from

Saka 1476 to Saka 1505 (A.D. 1554-1583). Subsequently the country

came under the rule of the Mughals from about Saka 1506, i.e., A.D.

1584-5 ; corresponding to Fasli 994. Under the new Mughal regime

Vikrama Bhugga’s son Harisarana Bhugga was made a Jamadar.

Krsna Sarana Bhugga, the son of Vikrama Bhugga, succeeded his

father and ruled with great might and pjwer. His contemporary

Gajapati Narasimha Deva Maharayajulu, the king of Vadisa (he.,

Orissa) sought his aid in putting down his subordinate one Rama-
candra Harissandu, the Jamadar of Banapuram, who defied him.

The latter’s territory, Banapuram, which formed part of Jagannatha-

desam ruled over by the Vadisa king was situated on the borders of

the Khallikota taluk. Krsna Sarana Bhugga marched into this

estate at the request of the Vadisa king, defeated the Jamadar

after a hard struggle captured his fort, where he established the

Vadisa king’s garrison. For this act he was greatly honoured by the

king of Vadisa, who bestowed on him the title of “Chalray His

rule lasted till Fasli 1034, when he was succeeded by his son Balanka
sarana Charlray.
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During his time, the Mahrattas invaded the Jagannatha desam

which was then under the rule of Dibbisingh Deb Maharaja who
sent for Balanka Sarana Charlray for help. The Maharattas
could not withstand the combined resistance of Vadisa king and
Khallikota Jamadar and were consequently obliged to retreat. After

returning to his capital the Kallikdta Jamadar built a fort about 4 Kos
west of Kallikdta near the village of Vlrisara and named it Marga-

gadi. He ruled for 51 years from Fasli 1035 (i.e., A.D. 1626) to

Fasli 1085 (i.e., A.D. 1675).

His son and successor was Jagannatha-Mardaraju Deb who waged
war on Banapuram on behalf of the Vadisa King and dismantled its

main gate. He greatly pleased the Vadisa king Dibbi singh}' Maharaja.

He ruled from Fasli 1086 (A.D. 1676) to Fasli 1153 (A.D. 1743).

His son Raya Singa Mardaraju succeeded his father. He had
two wives. Madanagopaladeb, his son by the first wife quarrelled

with him for his refusal to bestow full powers on h'm, left the city

and sought refuge with Viravesvara Deb Maharaju, the Vadisa king.

While Raya Singa Mardaraju was on a visit to Jagannatham, he was
treacherously put to death by Madanagopala Deb, who thereupon
effected a forceful occupation of his father's estate. Immediately

after, Vicoksa Madaraju, the half brother of the parricide, with

the assistance of the Parlakimedi Jamadar, succeeded in driving away

the parricide from the capital city and latter killing him in battle.

During the regime of the East India Company, he fell into arrears of

rent to the Company, and handed over his estate to the Company to-

be administered by them as Khalisa till the whole arrears become

liquidated, keeping to himself a few jagir villages to provide for his

personal expenses and maintenance (Manovritti expenses). He died

in Fasli 1199 i.e., A.D. 1790.

Then follows an account of agraharas and temples in the taluq.

6. Legendary account of Mokhallngam :
—

W)lson, p. 401, XXVII—6.

After giving an account of a legendary origin of the place the

manuscript mentions king Anantavarmadeva Maharaja who became
lord of the place.
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When the Ganga kings cap.ured the throne of Katakam and

made it their royal seat, Kalambir (Hammur ?) the eldest son of

Kapilendra Deb Gajapati, having failed to establish himself as the

ruler of the Vadisa kingdom, repaired to this region of Kimidi and
founded a dynasty.

Madhukarna Bhanu Deb, one of the kings of the dynasty

renovated the Mukhalingam temple reconsecrated the god therein.

He converted the village of Mukhalingam into an agrahara. On
account of his great devotion to God Siva, he came to 1 be called by
the name Slvalinga Bhanudeb.

7. Account of the ruined fort of Dantavaktra in Ganjam.

Wilson, p. 401, XXVII—7.

In ancient times, Dantavaktra, king of Kalinga constructed a

big fort called Dantavaru. The fort is now in a ruined condition, a

large heap of stone and earth marking its site. Purusottama

Gajapati, son of Kapilendra Devu Gajapati, on his return from the

victorious compaign over Karnataka came by this way and founded

a village, called Purusdttamapuram after his name on the banks of the

river Vamsadhara and granted it to Ellapantulu a Brahman Doctor

dividing it into 360 shares. When the Brahmans complained that

they had no land for the cultivation of dry crops, such as pulses

etc., he granted the ruined site of the fort of Dantavaktra. Then

follows description of the fort.
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Wilson, pp. 401-3, No. XXVIII (43 Sections)

Taylor, Vol. Ill, 583.

Shelf No. 15-4-44.

Tliis manuscript contains accounts of the undernoted villages,

slightly differs from Wilson’s list.

Settanapalli District :

Yelavarru, Kosu Tandepuram, Alapadu, Turemeila, Karem-
-pudipadu, and Pachala Tondiparu.

Raichur District :

Mandur, China Gondalavaram, Janum Chandur, Potur,

Gonrapadu, Suddapalli, Monnuva Syedlapalli, Godavar.ru, Gonda-
varam, Kartapadu, Aherangipuram in Rapalli and Pavalooru.

Repalli District:

Gundlapalligundavalli, Account of Bhavanarayana Manilcyarao

of Rcpallie, Chundu Annavaram and Account of the tribe of

weavers in the Telugu country.

,

Chintapalli District :

Jampani, Kurhipadu, Pulichintala, Yeddavur, Naura Koduru,

Nayanavaram, Kovilmudi, Vejalla, Motupaili and Nayanachelli,

Turmunuru and Burepalli, Nallurur, Arunitaluru, Vamuru
Panchalavaram and Manchella.

*Chilcikaluripadu District :

MuJapuvir, Potamuru, Kanda Jagarlamudi, Chintapallipadu

Kollimurla and Doppalapadu Kondrupadu and Chondavaramau.

JVtnukonda District :

Navagandla,

MX 2
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Account of Anumalconda and Warangal and the genealogy

and the deeds of the kings who ruled over the country having their

capitals at the towns mentioned above.

This a legendary account of only some historical import-

ance and appears to be based on 14-2-5. It is based upon older

chronicles Siddhes Varacaritra and Somadevarajiya and the

account contained in it is not borne out by any literary or epi-

graphical evidence. The latter portion appears to contain some
historical material, and hence it is summarised.

One of the early rulers who ruled over the country was
Tribhuvanamal la. He was an able king and by the grace of the

goddess Kakati obtained a son called Kakati Prola. Tribhuvana
had to suppress the refractory king of Kataka who was put to

death in the battle. His treasury was taken away by the conqu-
eror and his son on usual terms of submission was placed on the

throne. Tribhuvana built a number of temples in Gangapura.
He ruled for 86 years and died in S-aka 958.

Prola was young when he ascended the throne. A few sub-
ordinate chiefs rose against him. The king of Kataka taking
advantage of these circumstances sent ViSvanathadev against
Anumakonda which he besieged. The siege continued for 12

years and the besiegers even had to dig a tank, which was later

on called Kannadasamudra.

Prola leaving the town in charge of his friend and subordi-

nate chiefs, came out through the secret exits (Diddi—small
entrance) and winning over the refractory chiefs marched against
Kataka. Killing that king and appointing his son as his succes-
sor, he obtained 2 crores of wealth.

The king raised a grand temple around a linga and founded
a town extending over a Yojana (8 miles) surrounded by ram-
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parts and bastions around it. As the wheel of the cart bent
-down (oragaliu—inclining to one side) the place was caned
Oragaliu (WarangaP)1

,

The plan for the construction of a fort was marked on the

.ground in 909.

In Warangal, the temple of the linga was called Parusavedi

Sambhu temple2 and near to it on south-east there was a large

stone; hence it was called Ekasilangara and owing to Oragaliu

(inclining on one side, or a touch-stone) it was called Oragaliu.

Various temples and idols basing his calculations on
Sricakra-yantra. The chief deities installed in the new town
were 1. Muktesvara, 2. Visvanatha, 3. Vyaktavirupaksa, Malli-

karjuna, 5. Ramesvara, 6. Nllakantha. 500 shrines for Siva,

10 for Devi, 10 for Vighnesa (Ganapati), 300 for Vasudeva, 10

for VIrabhadra were newly built.

A son was born to him in an evil nctksatra (star) as a

consequence of which the son was destined to kill his father.

The baby was named Rudra. He grew into a glowing youth

keen in intellect. He was invested with the sacred thread. He
was appointed as the Royal Guard over the Sambhu temple.

Mahadeva was the second sons of Pro!a but he was infected

with leprosy. A suitable Brahman was given a mound made up
with 5 puttis of seasamum seed coated with gold leaves and
coins (madalu). Mahadev the king’s son got rid of the white

leprosy but the Brahman donee became a Brahmaraksasa (an evil

spirit)- King Prola granted large sums to the Brahman’s son to

perform expiatory rites at Banares. The sins accrued from the

seasamum mound melted and the Brahman attained salvation.

1 The derivation of * Orungal ’ (Warangal) given here does not

bear out what is mentioned in literature cr epigraphy, it is called In

.Sanskrit Ekasilanagara meaning one-stone-town. In old Telugu
Kannada (or Tamil also) Oru-one, Kal-stone; the compound reads same as

in Sanskrit.

2 Parusavedi is a derivtive of Sparsavedhi, that is, one which trans-

forms metal by touch. The modes of such transformation are: Saukuntaf

dhuma, sparsa and sabda vedhas.
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On one occasion, the king wishing to worship Sambhulinga

entered the temple. At the inner entrance Rudra was sleeping

and the king without disturbing his sleep entered the door but

his first toe touched the sleeping guard. Getting up in a drowsy

condition and taking the king for a burglar he pierced him with

his kathari (a kind of dagger). The victim was immediately

recognised. The king summoned the priests, the guards and the

ministers he explained to them the portentious birth of the boy*

The boy was proclaimed his successor and Prola died a few days
afterwards. He ruled for 73 years, ending in 1031.

Rudrava, son of Prola, ruled his kingdom in prosperity.

Twelve miles south of Orungallu and west of the village Ayin-
volu, shrines were built to god Mailaru. In the village of Oddi-
palu, 4 miles (2 Kos) west of Anumakonda, a temple was built

for Boddana G&n&paXL who was installed in it. In the village

Mogalicarla, goddess Mahasakti was installed in a new temple
and all the festivals were duly celebrated.

He had to go against the king of Kataka and killing him
gave the throne to his son after receiving customary tributes.

Bkndeva (?) (probably his subordinate chief) rose in revolt

against Mm but was defeated. Then he passed through Vela-
nadu where the kings appreciated his valour. He further
conquered Mlecchas (?)

He performed expiatory rites for slaying his father. He
built costly stone temples at Orungalu with fine sculptures
engraved on them. A thousand pillared hall adorned the shrine.

At the four entrances of the CaturmukheSvara temple he caused
fpur inscriptions, each in a different language, to be engraved.

He improved the town of Warangal by laying out (new)
streets and buildings (palaces). His brother Mahadeva became
a traitor by the advice of evil councellors: but he set a watch
upon his deeds and the ministers were asked to note his acts

(so that they may form right opinion in succession). By the
favour of Matlia (pa) tis of &rlsaila, he obtained a boy who was
called Ganapati, as he was born by the grace of gcnias (Saiva-
caryas were considered as the incarnations of Siva’s Pramatha
ganas).

Rudra invaded the territories in the east, proceeded towards
south as far as Ramesvaram and Dhanuskoti where he performed
Tulapurusa ceremony 8 times. On the way he conquered the
Pandya king and his son was crowned.
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Rudra s brother, Mahadeva, gathering some army rose
against his brother for usurping the throne. Rudra ruled for 78
years which reign ends in S. 1109. 3

This Rudra is not Prat&parudra, but he was the father of
Ganapati.

Ministers who were displeased with Mahadeva’s treachery
crowned Ganapati, son of Rudra but as Ganapati wanted only to
be Y urrarZija (Crown Prince) Mahadeva (became king and) ruled
for 3 years.

Mahadeva with the consent of Ganapati invaded Devagiri
and died on the battle in an elephant fight.

Ganapati built the rock fortress of Warangal and stone tem-
ples for God Siva, the stone having been procured from the vici-

nity of Srisaila.

The great Telugu poet, Tikkana, the author of Maha-
bharata etc., visited the court of Gajnapati (as an ambassador
from Manumasiddhi, the king of Neilore). The poet was greatly

honoured both by the king and scholars of his court. Tikkana
explained to the king the essence of Vedic learning, the Scistras

and of Mahabharata. In serious disputation with the Jains and
the Buddhists in the court of Ganapati, Tikkana denounced
the enemies of the Vedas (Jains and the Buddhists) who were
either driven out of the country or put to death. The king
received instruction from the poet on politics and philosophy.

Tikkana explained to the king the object of his journey.

Manumasiddhi, a descendant of Solar race was driven out of
Neilore, his cap ta! city by Akkana and Bnyyana and Manama
should be restored to his place by Ganapati. The Kakatiya
king accepted the task and sent the poet with presents and a
promise to restore IVIanumasiddhi. The poet on the eve of
his departure spoke highly of Sivadevayya, a !§aiva philosopher
and later on the greatest of the Kakatiya ministers.

True to his word Ganapati with a large army marching on
both his flanks invaded Velanadu country, the circumstances of
this invasion of the Vahranda Co., are not known from any other
source. The invasion could have taken place about C. 1250 A.D.
defeating its chief and burning his capital, invested Neilore.

#T>aJtes are. afl wrong.
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Bayyana was drhen out and his titles (and insignia) were granted

to Terala Rudradeva. Manama was recrowned at Neliore and
Ganapati conquering 24 durgas (fortresses) and 68 towns, made
a ght of them to Manama. When Manama was restored to his

old place Ganapati went against Gangap in a of tulabhara. Then
he letumed to WarangaL He fortified his capital still more
strongly by a thick enclosure and arrangements were made for

perpetual guarding of it. One A ksauhini army could be held

within the fortress. His rule was brilliant and happy.

He visited Srlsaila and worshipped the god Mallikarjuna
with 12,000 flowers made of gold. On the same day lie pro-

ceeded to Pandhalingala, where after bathing in the (Krsna)

river granted 16 kinds of charities. At Srlsaila he constructed

4 tanks, 4 temples for Siva and one for Visnu. He obtained
(Saiva) initiation from Mallikarjunaradhya.

About 2 ydJanas (24 miles) south-east of Warangal a tank

and a town called Ganapura (in his own name) were founded by
him. He bxought down the king of Kataka who became his

vassal.

On the whole he ruled for 68 years. He had a daughter
named as Ummaka, who (on attaining age) was married to
Virabhadra of the Chalukya lineage.

After Ganapati his wife Rudramba under the counsel of

Sivadevayya ascended the throne .
4

She worshipped various deities with gold flowers to obtain

a heroic grandson in her daughter Ummakka and performed a
vow (nomu) called Dasarieddla-nomu. While she was absent

from Warangal on religious services, two (of her subordinates)*

-Hariharadeva and Murari turned against her. But they were
defeated and their properties were confiscated.

The king of Devagiri without provocation came upon
Warangal and besieged it. But he was defeated and made to pay
one crore of wealth. She caused pillars on the boundary line of

victory to be erected. Two villages, Ambapura and Rudravaram
were founded in her memory.

4 According to several epigraphy it was the daughter Rudramba and
not the wife of Ganapati that succeeded him in a male name (Rudradeva*
and in male attire (according to tradition).
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CJmmakka gave birth to a son In S. 1166. After due natal

ceremonies the baby was placed on the throne in the presence of

all subordinates. The baby was named Prataparudra.

Pratapa grew into a boy. Ummakka brought forth another

son named Annamadeva. Pratapa was taught all Vedic and
royal arts and in his 16th year he was married to 16 girls, pro-

bably the senior was called Visalaksl. Rudramba died in

j§. 1216 after a rule of 38 years. The chronology does not seem

to be accurate.

Soon after he was crowned in his digvijcrya (conquest of all

directions) he went first against Kataka Ballaha and (on his

death) crowned his son Kataka as king extracting 3 crores. He,

the son as well as every king that was defeated by Pratapa

Rudra was ordered to follow him with armies. Similarly he

defeated the Pandya king with the same results. He turned

southwards to the sea and crossing the Godavari (?) obtained the

possession of towns as far as Ramesvaram.

After religious ceremonies at Ramesvaram, he moved the

banks of the Tamraparni, where Narasimharaya the king of

Vijayanagar, gave Pratapa large presents.

Then Patapa turned towards the kingdom of a woman
ruler and defeated Mukundadevi. He afterwards defeated the

rulers of Konkan, Tankana, Malayala, Bahlika and Gujarastra
and extracted large sums of money and presents. The Emperor of

Delhi sent his presents and with them he proceeded to Prayaga and
obtaining it granted it to god Madhava of Prayaga. At Benares

also he performed religious rites and granted the town to God
Vi^vanatha. At Gaya he met its Sultan. In most of the above
places he performed several tulapurusas. On his return to his

capital he received his brother Annamadeva with extreme fond-

ness as he was managing the State for 12 years in his absence.

Pratapa had two sons, Viriipaksa and VIrabhadra by his

wife Visalaksl.

There were two muslim invasions during Prataparadra's time

and in one of the skirmishes he was captured.

The Sultan of Delhi received with great regards. Pratapa-

rudra under the advice of his mother who was a devotee of god
Madhava of Prayaga, and on . the desire of Pratapa, he sent the
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Hindu King to Benares with a bodyguard of 20,000 horsemen.
The Brahman scholars who accompanied the king- were liberally

rewarded by the Sultan.

The Hindu king made 8 tuldpurusa gifts at Benares and one
crore besides and started for the banks of the Godavari. At
Kalesvara on its bcnk he made a halt on the advice of Siva-

devayya who predicted the king’s death in 8 days in the river-

bed of the Godavari. Annama and Narapati having routed
totally the Sultan’s forces pursued Jaman Khan to his country
where they besieged the fortress of his capital and undermined
it. Hearing that, Pratapa came back to Kalesvara both of them
returned to the king. Pratapa appreciating the valour (and loyalty)
of (Narapati) gave him his daughter Rudramadevi in marriage
with a dowry of 5 crores and the country lying in the south of
the Krsna. The kingdom of Kataka with 3 crores was given as a
dowry to the daughter of Annama married to Ramaraya.

The king died in A.D. 1324, and his queen Visalaksi acco
tanied him. Annama after performing due rites anointed in
he capital his Virabhadra and followed by Viruoak^a (son
of Pratapa) retired to the Vindhya forests, while Slva^]evayya
sought rest in Srigaila. The total reign of Pratapa extends over
76 years.

Kf? naraya of Vijayanagar after conquering the eastern parts
and the fortresses of Kondaviclu, Kondapalli, Vinukopla
Beliamkonda, Nagarjunakonda came against Warangal and drove
the Muslims there. He gave enough maintenance to the Kakatiya
descendants. This continued during the reigns of Acyuta and
Sadova. But in the latter's rule with the fall of Aliya Raraar&va,
the whole country of Deccan passed under the Muslims.

Under Tanesha and Asaf Jah Warangal was under the manage-
ment of the State (of Golkonda). But during the rule of Niza-
mali Khan in the year SChara, Dhanse or Jafar Khar was the gover-
nor over here who constructed with much of the material of the
fortress of Warangal, another fortress called by his name Jaf&r
gada. 25 miles south of Warangal at a place called Velpukondm
by older name. He removed the merchants and leading citizens
from Warangal to Zafargada. Cannon of the Kakatiya fortress
were removed to Golkonda and Zafargada. Aragal of Pratapa’s
palace consisting of 4 granite supporters was removed to
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Mecca Musjid in Hyderabad. Dhanesa’s reign was strong and put

an end to many plunderers. During Nizam All’s reign Warangal

was given away as jaghir to Nuran Mulk.

In Sikandar Sha’s reign in Yuva Pindaris came twice upon

Anumakonda and Matavada towns near Warangal and plundered

the property of the rich merchants there.

In 1738, Dhatu, Kartika, Sikandar died but Nuvan Mulk still

continued as Jaghirdar of Warangal. During the second occupation

of Telingana by the Muslims the Kakatiya descendants were granted

a few villages including Basana on the borders of Kataka country

and they still continue as subordinates to Hyderabad government.

In Nizam Ali’s reign they were exempted from paying any tribute

as they were thought to be very poor.
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Wilson, p. 405, XXXIV, (3 Sections)

Taylor, Vol. HI, p. 490, No. 664 (No. 34 C.M. 724).

Shelf No. 15-1-3.

1. Some Account of Krsnadevarayalu, collected in the Kondavidu

country :—
The following genealogical account is given :

—

Isvaradevarayalu,

(who made the city of Anegondi his capital, conquered

and ruled over the southern countries

Srlrangam , Trichinopoly etc.,)

I

Nrisimhadevarayaiu
(who ruled the entire country from Anegondi to

RameSwaram).

I

Krsnadevarayalu

(who ruled the country entirely upto the western sea)

Of Krsnadevarayalu :—

His son-in-law, who was the Commander-in-Chief of all the
forces mustered an army running into lakhs and conquered Chittoor,
Candragiri, Cuddapah, Kandamolu, Siddhavattam, marched' against
Hyderabad and defeated the Qutb Shah, captured Ghandikdta, esta-

blished strong garrisons in the various strong fortresses of the
kingdom, and made Krsnadevarayalu the sole ruler of these domi-
nions. Then Krsnadevarayalu started on a campaign towards the
north and at first conquered Vinikonda, Bellamkofnda and
Kondavidu, which were held by the Gajapati’s brother Prahares-
vara, and defeated and killed him at the battle of Kondavidu.
Thence, he conquered the entire country upto Bengal, captured
the forts of Katakam Kalyana and Kalubarige. He set up a
pillar of victory at Potnuru. He conquered the Bara Mannes
(the 12 Mannes ?) upto Simhacalam and laid seige to Katakam.
the capital of the Gajapati Chief, Gajapatidevu. The Gajapati
king concluded peace by relunctantly offering his daughter
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Lukhkha in marriage to Ki'§naraya s who returned to Anegondi. He
ruled from £?aka 1327 to- * 404, Tarana Jyeshtha Su. DL 6

V

Sunday on which he died*

His son-in-law, Ramappayya, started on a campaign of

conquest against the northern countries and invaded the territory

of Ibharam and the Nizam who* opposed him in battle and

defeated and killed him.

After the death of Ramappayya, the Gajapati king, who
was seeking to wreak his vengeance on the kings of * negcndi for

the defeat he suffered at the hands of Krsnadevaraya, started

against Anegondi. But the people of Anego nrli rediculed him as

lacking in manliness in invading the country after the death of

Krsnar aya and not during his lifetime. The Gajapati returned

thus humiliated, Ramappayya’s younger brothers, Tirumalar&ya

and Venkatar&ya ruled the country for several years defeating

the MJechcha forces coming from the north and having their

capital, at Penukonda and Candragiri respectively.

2. Account of Old kings and of king Prataparudra who ru Jed

at the city of Dharanikota in the Kondavidu country :—
List of Old Kings :

—

1. King Prataparudra, from his capital at Dharanikota

ruled over the regions comprising the forts of Kondavidu,

Vinikonda, and Beilamkonda, fourteen Parganas and 2048 villages.

After the defeat and extinction of the Jains he changed his capital

to Vorugallu and ruled from there.

2 . King Ganapati, grandfather of Gajapatidevu, succeeded

after the death of Prataparudra, to the rulership of the forts of

KLo^idavidu Vinikonda, Beilamkonda and mled the entire Kalinga

country and the Bangalarajya from his capital at Katakam. He

conquered the 12 Mannes and extended his sway over the entire

region as far as Simhacalam,

3 . Donti Aita Reddi, fuled from Anumakopda after

Prataparudra and obtaining treasure from Parasavedi Komati

Vemana by sorcery, mobilised and organised a strong army and

rebelled against the Gajapatis. He conquered the forts of Vinikopda

Beilamkonda and Kon lavl-lti and thence proceeded west, captured

the forts of Kadapa, Kandanolu, Siddhavattam and Gandiknta.

He and his successors upto Vemana, 6 kings in all ruled for a totafr

period of 100 years.
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4. After the fall of the Reddies, the Gajapati kings again

oiled over the entire country previously ruled over by their ancestor

G-$apati, from three capitals, Katakam, Pornuru and Kondavldu*.

5. After the Gajapatis, Kr$nadevaraya and his successors-

ruled the country.

3. Account of the Gajapatis ,
Ganapati Gajapati and others

and the Reddi Kings ;
—

The Gajapatis were known as the Voddes. The Gujapat

king was Visvamoara, who ruled lor iwdve y:a.s. tie had three

sens, Ganapati Visvamoara, baiblia^kara and Narahari. The
Gajapatis were very poweriui kings and were consequently known
as Ham virus and had the title Joganobbaganda. Their kingdom
extended m the west as far as Eiesvara and in the south as far as

Konuavidu (which comprised the 14 simas).

Toe lamily name of the Gajapatis is Miriyalavaru, that of the

ttayas oi Vijayanagara, bamoUavaru and were called Narapatis

The Muslims were called As vapaiis.

Ihe country to the East of Eie^varam and north of Kj-sna was
ruled by tae Gajapatis. The land to the west of these limits was-

ruled by the Narapaiis and the ASvapaus ruled the Northern
kingdoms.

The Reddi Kings who were six ruled for 100 years. Their
poet Sunauia sang m their piaise and spread their fame.

Description of their scat, the Kondavidu fort. It had 12000
sattlemenu wnh loopholes. The pau of the construction contain*

ng two battlements is called a bastion (or Kotuxdam ). Thus the

bit had 6000 bastions and each basiion was manned by a soldier*

there were thus 6u00 soldiers delending the fort.
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1. Kaifiy at of Vallur :

—

Kaifiat of Vallur, Samut of Ponnur, Rspalle Taluk, Raja
Manikya Rao Bhavanaiayana Rao, Zamindar Circar Murtuzam
Nagar, for Fasli 1228.

Valluru was the name of the village from time immemorial-
This country was ruled over after Salivahana’s reign by the three

families of kings, viz., Gajapatis, Narapatis and Asvapatis. In

1056 Ganapati governed these parts having ascended the throne

of the Gajapatis 1 *. He constructed a temple for £>iva on the east

of the village and consecrated it in his name as God Ganapggvara.

Adjoining the temple oi Shva on the north east of it a shrine was

reeted by him for God Virabhadra and his consort Bhadiakali. A
Brahman of the Shva Brahmana community called Murti was

appointed for the conduct of the divine worship; and for the

celebration of God’s festivals and daily routine of worship

i&aivedya and lighting one kucce/a land was granted.

Goparaju Ramanna, the minister of Ganapati, knowing the

respect of the masses for the karnams,
etc. , received permission

<a gift) from Ganapati in S. 1067 Raktak§! when theie was a

solar eclipse. He appointed Niyogi Brahmans for Kuranika duties

over each village with a number of rights (mirasi ).

Then the KSkatiya kings became the rulers of this tract and

under them Kota Bhin aiaju and Ketaraju were governors over the

province having their capital at DharanikSta. Their regime con

icutd till 1240 S.S. (A.D. 1318). Then the Reddi kings succeeded

them in power which lasted a century from S, 1242 to 1342.

1* Here the writer means by Ganapati the ruler of Dharanikota who was

known as Kota Ganapati. It is doubtful whether Gajapatis actually occupied

this district (Modern Krishna).

** This date is correct if we take the -<aka year as current. August 29

1144 A.D., but there was no solar eclipse, but the sun suffeied an eclipse of

Puysa ba 30 Tuesday.
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There were six powerful kings of the Reddi dynasty who
erected fortresses on land and hills. After the Reddis Gajapati
king occupied the land. Langula, 1 * Puru$oitama, Prataparudra

and Vlrabkadra successively ruled over the place. In S. 1497

AngTasa, when his Deputy (Karvakarta), Addappa Naggappa
who was the governor over this part had ail the temples properly
repaired. After S. 1500 the country was occupied by the
Muslims. They reorganised the administraiive divisions of Villa-

ges and appointed capable writers of accounts.

During the time of Sitanna Marukya Rao his brother's son
Rajagopa! Rao, managed the village affairs and after him Sitanna’s
son Janganna Mamyka Rao ruled the village, from Fasli 1159.

In Fasli 1 178 VaUuri Venkatacalam, Parveta, Sankarapti
Vissamaraju, v*c., the Mirasdars of the village, restored worship
in the Siva temples of Ganape^vara and Viresvara. Daily worship
was maintained. The company took charge of the Murtuzamnasar
Circar reorganised for three years, but ultimately handed over
the villages to the Zamindars. The old Zamindar’s son Raja
Bhavanarayana Man ika Rao obtained the Zamindarl in 1202 Fasli.

2. Kaifiyats of Mo tupalli-Nayanipalii, of Samut Ravuru
Taluka :

—

Not historically useful.

3. Account of Batopudi Village in the Rapalli District.

4. Account of Ponnupalli Village:— (Agrahara)

After giving a legendary account of the place, the manuscript
says that Kuiotumga C51a caused all the ruined temples at the
place to be repaired. From 3aka, 1099 Kakatiya Gapapati and
his son (daughter) Rudraveva and others ruled these parts. Them
the Reddis succeeded them. Their capital was Konlavidu.

During the regime of the Reddi kings £>rinatha passing through
this village desired to halt in it. But the villagers did not receive
him properly. He was so exasperated that he cursed the place
as Dhulupudi (a place of dust). True to his word the village went
in to ruins.

** The local records speak of a Gij ipati of the naraa. There was oneLangula Narasimha who lived at least a century earlier: Here Langula maw
be identified with Kapileivara,
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5. Account of Dhulipudi village in the Raichur District .

6. Kaifiat of Pulivarru Taluka .

The tract in which Pulivarru is situated is on the bank of the

Krsna and was once a thick forest. On one occasion Sage Narada

who used to wander about ail ihe three worlds happened to see the

«pot whose natural glory attracted his attention. He set up a Siva

linga here and passed at this place many days in concourse with

great ri sis. After a long time a sage known as Vyaghrapada fixed

the Adrama (abode) here and worshipped the Siva linga set up by

Narada. The story goes that this V>aghrapada became a tiger by

curse but regained bis human form, when to perpetuate his memory
Vyaghrapada was found.

7* Account of Pada Ganjam:—
Sage Kaiyapa’s wife being childless requested her husband to

favour her with a child. The sage recommended that she should

perform severe penance to God Visnu. She did as she was bidden

keeping before her mind the form of Visnu who appeared before

her and granted her boons satisfying her deisre. KSiyapa installed

an image calling it Bhavanarayana, which means Narayana, (Visnu)

m appeared in the mind, fbhava- -mind).

In the days of king Mukkanti on the south of this village

Udayana Cakkravarti built a town known as Kanuparti (literally

Kanakapuri -Gold city) and set up 1001 £>iva temples and dug 1001

wells. At that time this village was of small size. Some time

after the Gajapatis took possession of the country. The muslims

took it later on and finally it went into the hands of the English.

S. Account of Aurappalli

Not historically useful.
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Taylor, Vol. III., p. 480. No. 573-C.M. 730 (L.No.40).

Shelf No. 15-fi- 5. copy (15 -5-29)

Account of Kondavidu with notices oj hill-forts, etc.

Copy of an ancient record of the geography and the chro-

nological history of the ancient kings, the establishment of

Karanams, etc., in the Tellinga records After giving a confused

account of the early rulers of the region, the manuscript says that

the Gajapatis reconquered their old territories and ruled for

52 years. But Kri§rud5vaiaya, the king of Vijayunagara

defeated the Gajapatis, drove them away and made peace with

them, when the Gajipati king gave his daughter in marriage

to Krisrude.afaya K.ns ladevera/a set up pillars of victory

at Stmhadri and Potluru (?) conquered Vinikon la, Bellam’tonda.

etc., and ruled for 58 years. His successors are also mentioned,

Kaifiat of Guntur :

(Not found in Wilson’s list)

The place came to be called G.intur owing to the existence

of a big boulder (Gun.lu) in the vicinity. The place is b lieved

to have been visited by Gautama and Agastya who dug a tank at

the place and consecrated gods Agastyes'vara and G<5 paia^va ni at

the place in shrines.

Subsequently the Jains finding the place suited for the

establishment of an a^rama constructed a Jinalaya to the south of
the boulder and consecrated the image of Pargvanatha Tirthankara*

Subsequently, king Visnmvardhana ruled over this territory.

Later Voddes ruled the region and they were ousted bv the
Reddis. The ancestors of the present Vasireddi family served
under the Reddis and obtained some samuts in this sIma as jigir.

In Saka 1531, Yuva, when Rlmadeva'ayalu was ruling the country,
his Kuryakarta, Nidandla Apparfisayya, the son-in-law of Fa’uva
Timmarasayya installed Karanamt in the village of Guntur after
fixing its boundaries.
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About this time, a Kamma Vasiredd* V irappane lu s obtained

from Apparasayva as reward for diligent service, the samut of

Nandigrama as Jigir. His son Vasi Redd’ Pedaramanna continued

to hold the jagir of the Mandigrama sima. He also served the

ra> as diligently and obtained as jagir the simas of Ps (K.o)

oakanchi and Betolu in the Bandar sarcar.

When the Moghuls from Hindustan defeated Ramadgvar&ya
and conquered Vijayanagar, Kendavidu, Penukonda, Bellamkonda
and other forts in which they installed their garrisons and ruled

them from headquarters at O >1 kc n la, Vasi Reddi Pedarlmanna* 8

son Cina Padmusabhunigaru (?) stayed at Haiderabad and served

at the court of Shah A!am Padshah of Gslkonda with great

diiiglnce. In reward the Padshah made him the Zamindar of the

simas of Kondavidu, Vinukonjaand Bellamkonda. For 20 years

he administered as Zamindar.

He was succe^ ded bv his foster son Buchchi Raghavayya

during whose regime two Parasis Musa Maratan Parasi and

Musse Lally being sent by the GaJkonda sarcar establish 'd a

garrison at Guntur in which they founded a peta and constructed

a fort with six bastions. They exercised authority over the region

while Buchchiraju Raghavayya continued to enjoy the zamindaris

and pay peshkist .

He was succeeded by his elder brother (TandramauH, who

finding it difficult to administer the three simas of Kondavldu*

Vinukon la and BeUamkoncla, divided the Kondavidu sima into

three bits one of which he placed under the administration of the

Manuri chiefs, another under Manikya Rao while he kept the

third under his administration along with the two other simas.

In Saka 1 >40, CandramaulPs younger brother Peda Rama-

lingana, succeeded to the estate and adminstered till Saka 1600.

He was succeeded by his elder brother Suramna whose

administration lasted for 6 years.

Vasi Reddi Venk&tadri Nayadu one of the later members of

the family succeeded his father when he was only 3 years old.

During his boyhood, Jaganna’s cousin Ramanna conducted the

affairs of the Jamindari. When Vasi Reddi Venkatadn Nayadu

came of age Ramaima handed over the administration to him

installing Ms nephews Papayya and Molayya a. responsible officers

and sardars under him.
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In £aka 1704, Venkatadri assumed full control, and admi-
nistered the Zamindari well and received birudas like Manoe
Sultan Bahadur and ruled in all for 35 years. During the latter

part of his rule, the Company having become master of this region

he conducted himself in friendship with the Company conquering

many palayams .
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1. Account of Madhavasvami or Vidyarapya the founder of

the city of Vijayanagar.

2. Genealogical account of Timma-devarayalu and Kj$na-

Tayalu, princes of Anegondi with dates, years and their work

sections 1 and 2 run together.

3. Some Account of the Basavapuranam.

1 & 2. A thousand years ago there was a Brahman called

Madbava living near the Pampa, who was well learned in the three

Vedas and four S' a siras. To get rid of his poverty he worshipped

goddess Sakti or Srividya. He became impatient he lost

faith in the efficacy of his worship and began to burn the.

Sricakra (which he was worshipping). The goddess stood on the

lire with half burnt clothes, and said that in his previous birth he

did not give a morsel of good to any one and he should undergo

the consequences of his acts in this birth and accordingly he would

enjoy the riches of a king which was the reward for his present

meritorious action only in the next birth. The deity then'

disappeared.

He took the sannyasa alrama and meditated on god in a

matha, reading and commenting on sSstras. He was called Vidya-

rapya. A descendant of lunar royal line known as Timmadgva,

the ancestor of Kr§ nadevaraya having lost his country sought

shelter of Madbava and supplied daily milk to the sage.

Meanwhile the king of the town (Vijayanagar) died and on

the advice of god {§iva an elephant was let loose to. choose his

successor by pouring water on his head and garlanding him.

Madhava was thus chosen for the Kingship. Palace and the throne

was before him. But since he was prohibited from doing certain-

things on account of his aSrama, he anointed Timmadava on the

throne blessing him that in his family would be bora great men
possessing divine qualities. He handed oVer to him the goddess

aignet ring bearing the imprint of varaha. The sage then retiredT

to his matha and lived on hhiksa.
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The king tmekr the advice of the sage, ruled prosperously

and extended his kingdom. The sage fixed an hour known as-

vijaya (victory) for founding a city which would be called

Vijayanagar. The city of Vijayaoagar was built and Timma was ruling

there in all prosperity and the sannyasin spent his time in penance in

his maiha-

The spiritual teacher of Vidyaranya, a resident in a matha
in Benares visited Vijayanagara and met his pupil in the temple

ofVirupaksa. Vidyaranya explained that he was carrying out the

orders of the goddess inspue of his intentions to confine himself

to the duties of a sannyasin. I he guru proposed that he

should accompany him in the dead of night avoiding publi-

city wherever he went. Before they proceeded a few miles the

pupil overcome by thirst requested water. The guru set out to

fetch water.

Just then a king of the south happened to see the sannyasin

for whose wake he came so far. He alighted from his elephant and
showed every kindness to the sannyasin . The place was
surrounded by an army of elephants,, etc. He sent word to

Timmadeva who also joined the svami with royal attendants and
the army. The sage when questioned a -out his desertion of his

own maiha explained the situation brought about by his preceptor.

The kmg Timma implored him that he should not give him up;,

else he would also enter imp the sanny&sahood. Meanwhile the

guru who had to go far for water returned full of surprise, it

struck him that the place guarded by so many elephant should be

converted into a town which should be called Anegondi (repository

of elephants). The wish, when communicated to Timma was*

accomplished. Vidyaranya spent the rest of his days— 12 years

—

In his matha at Vijayanagara and attained salvation.

Bukka, Timma 's son, on succeeding his father ruled well. His
son Nixnan has succeeded him. By the grace of god Virupak^a he
set out on a tour ofwar (digvijaya). He reached the southern ocean
and making all the kings his tributaries moved to Ramgivara where
he offered 16 kinds of gifts, (danas). He conquered the kings of
the C5la, Pandya, Kajlar and Madura countries, subduing all kings-
upto the Ganges (Ganga), (?), he reached &rlranga, seeing the
fertility of the soil he divided the Kavasi river into a thousand
-channels and built metalic dams (bunds) to give them permanence.
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He constructed a fortress at Vellore which he made the head—
-quarters of his southern kingdom (On his way to Tirupati) he

recognised the strategic position of C andragiri surroimced by hills.

He constructed bulwarks to protect the passes. The place became

a good fo tress to serve him or his successors if evil evei should

overtake them. He secreted his wealth in the fortress. It had a

glorious reign.

He had 3 wives, Tippamba, Nagala and Padma (Obamba) by

whom he had Yiranarasimha and Kr§nara\a by the first two respec-

tively and Raega and Acyuta by the last wife.

Viranarasimha succeeded his father and treated his

brother Kr$na with great kindness as his father advised him.

Most of the subordinate chiefs taking advantage of the youth

of the king discontinued to pay their tributes. The king

proposed to set out to bring the refractory chiefs under subjection,

but Krsna though only 16 years old, pressed his brother to end him
on a mission of conquest. With much reluctance Viranarasimha

sent Kr$nar&ya to subdue the proud subordinates and demand
tribute from them. The younger brother easily accomplished the

mission and returned to his brother.

Viranarasimha, at the time of his death had proclaimed Kr§na
as his successor. Appaji was his chief minister on whom he laid

the burden of the state and spent his time in the complany of great

scholars whom he liberally rewarded.

A Vai^nava scholar called Kotokanyadanam Tat&carya

obtained the king’s grace and by his tactice made him a docile pupil.

He persuaded the king not to encourage the smarta Brahmans
(who are not Vai§navas) who thus were reduced to a wretched

condition. In the village of Virmcipuram near Vellore, there lived

a Brahman saiva scholar known as Appaya Diksita who established

iiaivism defeating every scholar who professed the tenents of any
other school such as Vaisnava, etc He set up a pillar of victory

near the sarvatlrtha tank in Conjeevaram. The 3aiva philospher

was set out in to Vijayanagara accompanied by 500 pupils well

versed in his school of thought. At the suggestion of Tatacarya the

king ordered that no scholar was to be allowed in to the palace

without his special permission. The gate keeper refused to

carry any message relating to the Diksita to the king.
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The Diksita sent a letter to the king through a Brahman priest

saying that though he had given up 5aivism on account of the

influence of Tatacarya he should receive in his court persons of

all faiths without any impartiality.

The king reprimanded his teacher for not freely allowing

scholars to discuss in the royal court instructed the chief minister

Appaji to bring on the next morning the Diksita with proper

honours- The Vaisnava teacher was anxious that he would lose

the royal grace but the king promised him to retain him in his

position.

The Diksita was received the next day with due honours.

Then in the course of a discourse Appayya Diksita vanquished.

Tatacarya, and established the greatness of the £>aiva faith.

The king pacified the Diksita and requested him to allow

Tatacarya to continue in his position of guru promising that

all religions would receive due regard as before the time of
Tatacarya. At the request of the king the Diksita stayed in

the capital for some time, when Tata attempted only in vain

to create dissension between the king and the Diksita.

The king obtained two invaluable clothes from China each

worth a thousand vardhas , and he presented them to the two
scholars. Both the scholars accompanied the king to Srirangam

where after darsan they were asked to return to their native

places. While Diksita went to Virinclpuram Tatacarya returned

to Conjcevaram where he died.

On the advice of the Diksita the king gave the kingdom to

§ad££iva his brothers son, and gave his daughter to Ramanna
who was declared as the minister to Sada^iva. Ramanna
after executing heavy duties under Sada^iva died and the

Muslims an hearing the death of Ramanna occupied the whole
kingdom of Vijayanagar except the capital and its surrounding
tract as in olden days, which thus became a Muslim kingdom.

5. Some account of Basavapurdnam

The remaining pages in the Manuscripts contain the list of
Bas tvapurdna written by Somanaradhya son of Vasturaini and
SJrlyadevl ; which work was written in 7 dgvdsas (cantos). The
purport is given in Telugu prose (very meagre) for the whole
work. As the original work is in print no attempt x$ made to

reproduce it in English.
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Wilson, p. 415, No. LVI. (4 Sections)

Taylor, p. 505, No. 672 (No. 56 C.M. 746)

Shelf, No. 15-5-22.

This volume contains 4 sections.

1. Report on the progress of Venkatarao on his journey in the

Hyderabad country for the months of March and April 1818.

2. Report on the progress of Ananda Rao on his journey in

the Dharanikota, Amaravati and Bandar Districts in the Telugn

country for the year 1817.

3. Report on the progress of Ananda Rao on his journey in

the Guntur district for the months of April and May 1818.

4. Report on the progress of Ananda Rao on his journey In

the Sattenapalli, Chintapalli and Chilakalurupad districts from

January 1819 to the end of April.

In Section 2, the diary or Report of Ananda Rao refers to the

Buddhistic treasures of the famous Amaravati stupa in the Telugu

country.
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Wilson, p. 415, No. LVII <7 Sections)

Shelf No. 15-6-6.

12 -2- 28 .

15-645.

This volume contains 7 sections :
—

1. Account of the kings of Kaliyuga.

2. Genealogical account of Pratapa Rudra an ancient prince

of the city of Warangal.

3. Account of Mogalturru and of Tirupati Raj, the Raja of

the Mogalturrn District in the Telugu country.

4. Accent of the invention of the Mahratta character and the

practice of it by the people.

5. Genealogical account of Pa^upati Vijaya Ramaraja, prince

of Vijayanagaram in Kalingadesam.

6. Particular list of the ancient Rajas and Padshah of Delhi.

7. Legendary account of KancI with notices of the celebrated

temples holy ponds at that place.

Not historically valuable.
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Title :—Kaifiyat of the Chiefs of Gudigun ta-Samasthanam, the

senior branch of the Surapuram Chiefs :

—

(It contains also an account of literary works composed in
honour of the Surapuram chiefs.)

Originally the family name was Gbiala but the pandits of his

court who found the word Go£ala could not be used (i.e., could

not fit into prosody) in their works adopted the alternative form

KQtiala*

Vira BomminSvaka (of Ka^ci-desa) was holding the office of

Sar Desai over the territories south of the Rivers Kfsna and

Tungabhadra, viz., KancI, ^ ivaka^ci, Kalasaplka, and Tirumalai.

One of his descendants, Kallappa Nayaka left Ka«c i dg£a and

migrated to Marellapattana where he obtained Sordesamukhi mird.fi.

Subsequently he obtained the Sardesagati mirdsi of Partitagudda,

Sangavi, and Kanamalli. From Marella he moved to Saranga-

konalu followed by about 700 shepherd followers and his 7 sons.

From Sarangakolamu they went to Tumbalam in the guise of asce-

tics. At Tumbalam there were 7 Jaina ascetics who were holding the

office of Desagatimirasi whom they dispossessed of their office and

annex it to themselves.

The last two of his sons migrated to Tirupati in the southern

country. The rest remained at Tumbalam.

Gaddi Lingi Nayaka and Gaddi Piddi Nayaka were two lat

members of the dynasty. The two brothers, spent their lives ami-

cably for a long time but in the end differences arose between

them. (Vide: Surapuram Kaifiyat for details). Having established

himself at Vaginagiri fort Gaddi Piddi Nayaka fought against

his brother for 7 years after which peace was concluded between

them and the Kakkeri mirdsi was equally divided between them.

As Gaddi Piddi Nayaka had no issue he adopted his nephew Pami
Nayaka, one of the sons of Lmgi Nayaka.

M.l. 4
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Lingi Nayaka established for himself a second seat of administ-

ration at Rgkula Kudigunta, modern Gudigunfca 1|- Kos to the
noitn of MsdinarayaKotas situated 3 Kos south of the river Krgna.

About this time, the chief, of Goilapaile situated 1 Kos North
East of Gudigurua was causing great trouble by his predatory

activities in the neighbouring Simas. To put an end to them the

Ja~nindar of Medinarayakota, Daivay So manna, the Desapandg
Murari Srinivasa and the Nadagaud 1 ati Reddi decided to secure

the services of Gaddi Liogi Nayalca. Thereupon they bestowed
upon Singi Nayaka the Sar desagaci mirasi in the Medinarayakota
Pargaua as also the village ot Rckuiacedu as Utnmalige and four
turns ot Regadi land in the Kasoa of Medinarayakota besides the
rusum, which he was allowed to collect as if he was Zamindar of 10
varahas per 100. Gaddi Lingi Nayaka attacked the chief of Golla-
palle, defeated him and destroyed his village. Further he obtained
from the Zumindar of (lj Mudugallu laluq, (3) Karudakallu (3^
Linga Sugur and (4; Kellur the Kavaii mirasi m their estates which
had been previously held by cue cnief of Goilapaile. Fie also

obtained tne Sardesagati mirasi of the Parganas of Kavulalam and
Bharmuru.

Subsequently, having grown very powerful, he attacked the
neighbouring villages ot irlonoe hail

i , Yaradoni, 3h up uram and
Faiabhavi belong,ng to the Zamindar, Pedda Pudaca Nayaka of
Kanakagiri marched against Lingi Nayaka who was encampied in
the neighbourhood of Karadakaliu. Lingi Nayaka with the aid of
his brother Gaddi Piddi Nayaka met Peda Pudacayaka’s army on
Uie plains of Konechalli. Tne Kanakagiri chief fled from field of
battie and the two brothers returned victoriously to Gudigunta after
annexing the four villages of the Kanakagiri Chief and establishing
their garrisons in them. Lingi Nayaka in regard for the aid which
he got from his brother, granted him the vihage of Chikaladoddi
in the Medhin&r&yakota pargana, four turns of regadi land in the
Kasba Medhinarayakota and the Sthalakavali of the place.

While Lingi Nayaka was staying at Gudigupta enjoying the
Sardesagati mirasi of the place, his brother Gadtli Piddi
Nayaka and Linginayaka, jointly fell upon the Zamindar of
Devapuram defeated and drove him away from the place. The
Devapuram estate was annexed to the Vaginagiri estate and garri-
soned by Gaddi Piddi Nayaka's troops. Lingi Nayaka returned to
his estate of Gudigupta receiving from his brother as reward the
village of Varimetti in the Devapuram estate.
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Subsequently, when Gaddi Piddi Nayaka and his adopted son

Fami Nayaka were contemplating a campaign against the fort of
Shahapuram, Uddanda Rao, the Zamindar of the place met them
at Vaginagiri and granted them the Sardesagati-mirdsi of the Sha-
ftapurcm rdjya. Jn spite of this, Piddi N&yaka’s forces treache-

rously entered Shahapuram fort and took it. Thereupon Piddi

Nayaka annexed the Shahapuram rdjya and changed his head-

quarters to Shahapuram fort.

Soon after Piddi Nayaka and his brother Lingi N&yaka fell

out. But soon they came to terms and divided the ancestral estates

equally between themselves. But they did not long remain in peace
as Piddi Nayaka laid claim to Baicahala and the Kakkeri mirdsis .

In order to settle the dispute Sirnginavaka proceeded to Bijapur

and sought the arbitration of the Padshah, Haider Ali Adil Shah.
The padshah issued a parwana dated Arabian Era 1060-Fasli 1074,

!6th Jilahed to the Mamiledar, Havaldar Siddi Ibhuram and the

Karkon of the Sagara * sarcar alias Nusrutabad-^arcar directing

them to see that Lingi Nayaka was not disturbed in the enjoyment
of his share of the ancestral estates as had been fixed by mutual
agreement between the two brothers in the previous year and to

prevent Gaddi Piddi Nayaka from encroaching upon the share of

bis brother.

Haider Ali Adil Shah bestowed on Jedi Somappa Nayaka son

of Lingi Nayaka four villages comprising the Hunisigi samut
in the Surapuram-r<3jya as jagir and the 3 villages of Bindihuli

Gennapattanam and K&vadi metti in the Devapuram samut on
Ummaiige tenure as sardesagati mirdsi (i.e., as payment for holding

the office of Sardesagati).

Gaddi Piddi Nayaka was turbulent and from his capital at

Shahapura he was regularly conducting plundering raids into

the Sagara-Sarcar as a result of which the Sagara-rajya was-

reduced to ruin. The Padshah of Bijapur becoming enraged sent

his son-in-law Fateh Khan and another Hamid Khan at the head

of a large force of 20000 troops agam&i Gaddi Piddi Nayaka with

orders to bring him prisoner.

In gaka 1568, succeeding his father Singa Nayaka, Jedi

Snmappa Nayaka became as the ruler of Gudigunta estate.

Soon after his accession Jedi Somappa Nayaka attacked

fabbelagadda and conquered it. Thereupon they went to Bijapur
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where the Padshah Sultan Sikandar Khadar Ali Adll Shah Padshah

and the Generals Fateh Khan and Hamid Khan received them with

honour issued a parwana bestowing upon Jedi Somappa Nayaka
the 37 villages of the Medinurav akota pargana and Goaavaram
as Jagir whicn had been previously enjoyed by his father Smgi

Kayaka as Sardesagati mirasi. The biruda of saban(l) was

bestowed upon him. To Farm Nayaka the Padshah was pleased

to grant me entire Sagara sarcar as Jagir and the sardesagati

mirasi over the land as rar as me borders of Bxjapuram. He was
bestowed with the biruda of Babin. To Jedi Somappa Nayaka
was granted the Melkavali (dues) on the land as far as Bijapura

that was given as Sardesagati mirasi to Pami Nayaka. The two
brothers returned their respective estates, Jedi Somappa Nayaka to

Gudigunta and Paras Nayaka to Shahapuram. Jedi Somappa
Nayaka thus came to enjoy not only the Gudigu.ita and Hunasige
Jagir but also the sardesagati mirasi of Baicnabala, Kakkeri ,

Muidgaila, Farongere Kautaiam and Bhdnau.

Jedi Somappa enjoying his Jagirs etc. with headquarters

at Gudigunca which he strongly lortihed, and maintained the peace

of the entire country between the Kr?na and the Tungabhadra
rivers.

Jedi Somappa in course of time had two sons by the

Mahratta lady Garamma. They were (J) Lingi Nayaka and (2)
Piddi Nayaka, Pitambara Bahiri who was adopted as his heir by
Pami Nayaka of Vaginagiri.

Somappa Nayaka’s eldest son Lingi Nayaka succeeded his

father while his brothers were content to enjoy the maryddas due to

them.

Bahiri Pami Nayaka, who obtained a fresh (?) Sardesagati
mirasi from Alamgir Padshah agreed to pay in return tor the mirasi,

a nazarana . Till the paymeoi of this nazarana amount Pami
Nayaka kept his foster son Piddi Nayaka as security (voli) under
the safe custody of the Padshah. After returning to Vagmagiri,
Pami Nayaka tried to install his own son Cokkappa Nayaka as
successor but before he could do it he lost his life in a campaign
conducted on behalf of the Padshah.

After the death of Pami Nayaka of Vaginagiri, his foster son
Piddi Nayak who was kept in confinement by the Padshah for
nonpayment of Nazarana managed to return to Vaginagiri after
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spending many difficult days in prison. He was duly installed the

successor of Pami Nayaka Some time later Cokkappa N&yaka
died premature and Piddi Nayaka was thus left undisputed master

of the entire estates of ^aminayaka, viz. , Vagmagiri etc. He also

extended his way from Bijapur( Sikandar Padshah) to Haiderabad.

He gathered a strong army which included contigents under the

command of Hindu R&o Ghorpade and Vodhannaji Jadhav and
began to harass the country of the sarcar (Govt.). Fie attacked

the Kalubarge kingdom and plundered it. The Desmukh of the

kingdom Saraso Vitthal complained to Aurangzeb Padshah while

the latter was in camp beyond Aurangabad about the predatory

activities of Piddi Nayaka upon which Aurangazeb personally lead-

ing a strong cavalry force attacked Vaginagiri and laid siege to it.

Piddi Nayaka who had also a strong force offered stout resistance.

The siege lasted for three months at the end of which owing to

serious revolt within his camp at Vagmagiri, Piddi Nayaka was
obliged to take to flight abandoning his city and fort.

He reached Gudigunta safely and exhorted his elder brother

Shajan Lingi Nayaka to leave Gudigunta immediately as the

Padh ah’s forces were in pursuit. The brothers, taking all their

belongings and the members of the family first went to Todak
Catram and then to Kanakagiri in Safety. The Chief of the place

Peda Pudacha Nayaka received them with all kindness and gave
them shelter in a village called Emmegundam in his rajya.

They stayed there for some time, a lady treated them. From
there they roamed about several places. Rani Binur and Rames'va-
iam making pilgrimages to holy places including Tirupati and in

manner spent 7 years in exile.

At the end of this period, they received news from Vaginagiri
that consequent on the death of Aurangzeb Padshah, his armies at

Vaginagiri and in other place had become scattered. Thereupon
they returned to Vaginagiri which they captured without difficulty,

pulled down the mosque which was built there by Aurangzeb and
in its place erected a temple for Gopalakrssna.

While Soma Sajan Nayaka, the eldest son of Lingi Nayaka
was ruling at Gudigunta, Bahiri Piddi Nayaka changed his capital
from Vaginagiri to Hulugada, a mountian fort which he renamed
SSurapuram,

(for details Vide:— Surapuram Kaifiyat)
He had 12 children. 7 sons and 5 daughters.
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(Vide: Surapuram Kaifiyat)

Soma Sajan Nayaka of Gudigunta conquered the territory

as far Kavatalam Pargana m the Raichur taluq, which extensive

territory he included in the Gudigunta estate and ruled it. About
this time Kodaadappa, the sarddr of the Kanakagiri Chief from

his headquarters at Balaganuru conducted plundering raids into the

Gudigunta estate upon which Soma Sajan IS’ aka marched against

him and put him to death in battle.

Soma Sajan Nayaka wished to nominate his second son Soma
L’:ngi Nayaka, as his successor a$ he was more attached showed
greater filial devotion than the eldest s m Linginayaka. After

ruling for a total period of 31 years Soma Sajm Nayaka died in

5>aka 1660, Kalayukti having began his rule in 3aka 1630.

At the time of Soma Sajan Nayaka’s death his eldest son

Lingi Nayaka 'as not present at the death bed as he had gone to

Kakkeri. Second son, Soma Lingi Nayaka being present at head
quarters at tli~ time of his father’s death was duly installed as his

successor, the Surapuram family favouring his succession*

Linginayaka after unsuccessfully fighting for the estate died a

premature death.

Soma Lingi N&yaka who was now secure on the Gudigunta
seat quarrelled with his brother, had a depleted treasury and fell in

arrears in th© payment of the expenses of military campaigns ahd
that of Peshkist to the sarcar, the latter which had been fixed at 5000
rupees per year. After paying part of these arrears he despatched
a few of his samajikas to the Government to serve as security.

While Soma Lingi Nayaka was administering his estate, the
sardar Basalat Jung came with his army into Mudagal taluq and
Jay in camp at Singanagutti near Mudagal. He sent Hussain Beg
Jamadar and Surapuram Nyammanna to Gudigunta with message
(invitation) to Somalingi Nayaka asking him to be present at his
camp at Singanagutti. The people of Singanagutti had just then
rebelled against Salabat Jang and Sajan Somalingi Nayaka put
them down and captured the village. Salabat Jung was greatly
pleased and in reward for the prompt service rendered by Sajan
Nayaka remitted the Khandini payable every year by the Chief.

Bahiri Venkatappa Nayaka served faithfully in Nazir Jung’s
campaigns without asking to be paid for his military help expecting
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to be rewarded later. But soon after, Nazir Jung was murdered
by the Kandanblu Nawab and other Pathans and for some tune
Hidayat Moiddeen Khan fought on behalf of Basalat lung but he
was also put to death oy the Kamlanolu Nawab. Banin Venkatappa
now joined Saiabat Hung’s forces and when the campaigns of toe

latter conculded, Yenkatappa returned to his Surapuram estate.

Tatti IVlahalu R&yappa who had been administering the estate in

the absence of Bahiri N&y aka received his master back at Kala-
kuru as he was entering the estate and took him to Surapuram with
all honour. Alter ruling for sometime Bahiri Venkattappa Nayaka
died suddenly.

Subsequently, Soma Lingi Nayaka died in Saka 1678, Dhatu
after having ruled for 18 years from Saka 1661 siddharti. He
had an only son. Soma Sajan Nayaka born of La kslimamma of the
Kanakagiri family and he succeeded to the estate.

Soma Sajan Nayaka was absent at Kanakagiri at the time

of his father's death at Gudigurtta. Hearing the death new
Rangappa of Kanakagiri accompanied by his son-in-law, the heir
Soma Sajan Nayaka came to Gudigunta.

Three months after Soma Sajan (Sarja) Nayaka 's succession
Basalat Jung with his army encamped in the vicinity of Medhina-
rayakota and Kautarao Yehajibu negotiated with Basalat Jung and
fixed the arrears of Khandini for two years at Rs, 13000/-. Of
this amount Rs. 5000/-was paid immediately and for the the balance
of Rs. 8000/- succeeded in making Saiabat Jung accept Galgu Yusuf
JChan as security for the due payment of the amount at a future
date*

Subsequently, Hubbanna Muzurodar died and his sons Venkappa
and Padmanna were entrusted to the care of the chief who took
Venkappa in service. Then the Surapuram people began to conduct
predatory raids in the territories of the Gudigunta chief

Hostilities broke out between the Surapuram Chief and
Tuppada Solabanna of Vaginagiri and the latter wrote for aid to
Favadi Ssmanna of the Gudigunta estate in return for aid, he
promised that he would submit to the advice of Sbmappa in the
administration of his Vaginagiri state.

Some time later the entire populace of Surapuram turned
against their ruler and his cheif adviser Timmara Bhatlu who were
forced to shut themselves within the palace. Solabanna was
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appointed chief minister of the Surapuram estate* Kilicinayaka

left Jagatapi Firumalaraya at Surapuram as his deputy and departed

to Devadurgam.

(The concluding pages of the Kaifiyat are lost. The remain-

ing portion of the manuscript comprises a section on the literary

works which were composed in honour of the Surapuram chiefs,)
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TELUGU AND KANNADA
Local Tracts (Ceded Districts)

Wilson, pp. 435-60.

MANUSCRIPT No. 105

Wilson, p. 435, No. II (6 sections).

Taylor, Vol. III, p. 549, No. 2, C.M. 799 (L. No. 608).

Shelf No. 15-4-8.

(Partially restored in L.R. Vol. 8, Telugu and Kannada)

1. Account of Agriculture in the Ndgaladinne District.

(Contains a detailed account of the agricultural operations in

the District, the ploughing of the soil, sowing, harvesting etc., and
the cost of cultivation per unit.)

2. Kaifiyat of Arehere Jardp urarrt in the GuJyam Taluq
(Kannada).

This Kaifiyat was written in Fasli 1218.

In the reign of Krsna Raya a tank was excavated and on a
hill to the east of that tank a village was also formed and was
known as Arikere. Relow this tank a Siva temple was also con-

secrated in the same reign. In the reign of Aleramaraya, a
Ramalinga temple was built and the village at the foot of the hill

was very much improved. Then Siddi Masud Khan ruled over

this place. He was succeeded by Gajadakhan in Fasli 1060. Then
Ambarasa ruled over this place till Fasli 1102. Then followed

Nayak rule which continued with interruption till the day of

the East India Company. The village Jarapuram was founded by
one Timma Reddi.

3. Copy of Gudikattu-Kavile relation to several villages of the

Veludurti Samut in the possession of Karnam Cennamardju
Nagamardju of Hdmallakota:

—

The account begins with the introduction that the villages of

the Veludurti Samut were surveyed according to the ghada (mea-
suring pole) standardised by Peda Vithamarusu in Saka 1220 in

the time of Prataparudra of Warangal. It was 16 ghadas in length

and 100 such ghadas were equivalent to a kunta. He also stan-

dardised the manike as equivalent to 8 seers weight. This land

of one kunta was treated as capable of being sown with one turn

of Bijavari (which was equivalent to 4 kuhcas or 16 manikes or
128 seers') (weight). Then follows a record of as many of 19

villages whose areas are detailed.

M.—

g
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4. Account of Rdmalakota is not traceable.

5. Kaifiyat of Canugendla
, Pancapdlayam taluq.

East of the hill called Stanagiri or Canugondla in Telugn lay

the village of Edduladoddi where lived a certain Papa Nayudu
who was the Kdvalivadu (watchman) of the village and in course
of time brought the surrounding country under cultivation. He
established a smasthdnam and maintained several elephants and a
brass-drum.

In course of time there were four brothers. They were
famous as Nalapotula Edduladoddivaru

.

The name of Nalapotula
is found among the boyas.

In the time of King Sadasiva, a member of this family,

Nalapotula Venkata Dasalanayudu served under him. He had
four sons and a daughter.

The Canugodla estate was divided between the live children
and these and their descendants continued to rule over this terri-

tory until the Mahratta depradation laid, them in waste.

Pedda Madappa Nayudu, son of Vobala Nayudu, succeeded
his father, but as he was too young his mother Vobalamma admi-
nistered the estates as regent from Fasli 1173 Svabhanu to Fasli

1181 Khara. After her the place went into the hands of either or
the other contestant for it till in the year 1210 Fasil the Com-
pany took it,

6.

Kaifiyat of Pandikona Palaiyagars.

The ancestor of the Palaiyagar fami Ly of Pandikona was
Kampili Ravadu o-f the Boya-caste who held the office of Dalavay
of the Vijayanagra kings by hereditary right. In the time of King
Acyuta, Kampili Raya served his master with great distinction in
the campaigns and Acyuta being pleased with him entrusted him
with the task of preserving peace in the taiukas of Gutti* Adavam
and Gapdikota extending to the banks of the River Tungabhadra.
Kampili Raya had four sons, Jatangir&ya, Venkatadasala, Nayudu,
Venkapa Nayudu (founder of Pandikona family) and Papanayudu
(founder of Dudekonda family), whom he employed in the task.

(1) Jatangi Raya was granted the Gudikota-samut as Jagir
and was permitted to collect the Kavaii-rusums in that taluk.

In course of time Venkatadasala Nayudu founded the village
of Cannugonda, improved it by constructing a fort etc., and



called it Nalupotula Canugondla. He ruled from this place
maintaining infantry, cavalry, 12 elephants (which formed a unit

and was called Ghatam

)

and such insignia of dignity as a brass-

drum etc. He came to be known as Immadi Mummadi Nala«
potula Venkatadasala Nayudu. He had four sons and a daughter.

In Saka 1 404, the Sultan of Bijapur honoured them with the

dignity of Komarapaddu and JLalapaddu in the Gottu (court?)

in the Adavani fort, placed them in command of 1000 horse and
500 infantry and entrusted them with the keys of the ‘Big gate*

of the fort.

At the time of his death, Venkatadasala Nayudu bequeathed
a portion of his estates and incomes to his daughter Cilukamma,
leaving the rest to his four sens

The husband of Cilukamma, the daughter of Venkatadasala
Nayudu by name Suratanenl Venkana of Gonagopdla, son of

Parapayya and a servant of certain Parimired,di of Khairavadi,

became a powerful chief serving the government of Adavani

holding the fort of Kdtakoncla with an army of 300. He over-

threw his brother-in-law of the CesRugondla estate who out of

envy conspired against him. Finally he annexed the entire Cenu-

gondla estate of the thirty two villages to Kctla Konda estate of

64 villages. The dues were paid to Adavani. To enable him to

maintain an army 2.000 strong, he was granted the Kavilerusumu

in every village of Adavani, Gadwal and Gutti. He ruled from

Saka 1452 Virite (Fasti 939) to Vikrama Fasli 989. He was

also known as Venkappa.

Paramappa Nayudu was the later ruler. Fateh Singh attacked

Kotakonda and captured him. Subsequently he died as a pri-

soner under the Mahrattas whose degradations are described in

contemporary bards.

Paramappa Nayaka (Fasli 1135-1150): Vobala Nayudu who
was driven away by Mahrattas spent 7 years in exile at Maddi-
kere (Fasli 1131-1158). In Fasli 1159 he returned to Cenugondla

and renovated the fort at Hotakonda ruined by the Mahrattas.

He ruled till Fasli 1172 and served as a subordinate of Basalat

lung.

Pedda Madappa Nayudu : He was too young and his mother
acted as regent from Fasli 1173 to Fasli 1181- She was cons-

tantly at war with Basalat Jung. She came into conflict with

Ms army in Fasli 1182, in Fasli 1188 and in Fasti 1189 during

xvhich period Canugondla was held by Basalat Jung. In Fasli 1194
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after the death of the latter, Mohabat Jung, his son put an end
to the activities of Vobalamma. In Fasli 1196 she returned to
her estates, and administered it for a year, at the end of which
she died.

Cinna Madappa (son of Gaddimappa Nayaka of Kappat-
ralla) was the next ruler. He administered Kappatraila and Cenu-
gondla as a subordinate of Mohabat Jung. He died in Virodhi.-
krii.

His sen Gopala Nayudu succeeded while verv young. From
Fasli 1203 till Fasli 1205, his maternal uncle Fandikona P'alaya-

gar conducted the administration- A number of changes in Hs
management were frequently made by the authorities cf Adavan!
and Golkonda whose head was Gulam AH Khan (p. 42), Gopala
Nayaka died in Fasli 1209.

Gopala Nayaka left no heir. In Fasli 1210, the company
came to administer these estates through an Amildar paying
some allowances to the members of the Cenugondla family.

MANUSCRIPT No. 106

CEDED DISTRICT

Wilson, p. 435, No. Ill (Kannada. 10 Sections. Misbound)*

Taylor, III, p. 633. No. 753(?), No. 3. C.M. 800 (869).

Shelf No. 18-15-19.

1. Kaidyat of Darojee in the Kampili taluk.

Restored. 19—4— 8.

Differences : Mentions the legendary foundation of Devara-
vatidurga and the rule of Malladeva Raya. When Kumara Rama
was the ruler of the country, his brother-in-law (Brother of his.

wife) Sanganatha was made the governor at Ramalingadevara
durga and Malladevara durga.

2. Account of Kampili in the Kampili taluk :

While Kampiliraya was engaged in hunting he observed a hare
fighting with a dog and considering the site a holy one he built a
city named Kampila. Further contributions were made by
Shanbboy Narayana and Shahaji. This included five villages
Arale Halli, Vempakruapura, Timmasamudra, Kampiie grama and
Acyuta grama.
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3 An account of Kampili division-Antapuram Village ;

The fort was built by Bedara Desayi Ammappayya. The
manuscript gives a list of persons that ruled in the city till it was
occupied by Tippu and finally by the English.

4. A general account ofKampili division .

The Kaifiyat begins with a short description of the war of
Kuniara Rama with Nerni and deals with the construction of the

tanks. This Kaifiyat traces the history of these tanks and repeats

which has already been said in Kaifiat No. 1 of this manuscript.
Thu Kaifiyat gives a list of villages included in the Vaddina Sime
and also mentions the boundary limits of Vaddina Village. A
description of the canals and the crops grown are also mentioned.
The gift of Y art ina liatava village as a Jagir to Bisala Nayaka by
Ra nappa Nayaka, a descendant of Cannayyaraja is mentioned.
Ramappa Nayaka son f Bisala Nayaka obtained other grants from
the Napavarti kings of Anegondi which was continued to be

possessed by his son and grandson.

5. Kaifiyat of Konakondla, Gooty Taluq .

(JFor Inss. at the place vide : 15-3-44).

The present site of Konakondla is considered to have originally

been the dsrama of sage Kaundinya. In later times a Cola king

of the name of Jannaya C5|a Maharaja ruled over the region as

evidenced by an inscription of his in the village near the Laksmi
temple.

Subsequent to the rule of the Cola kings, the Jains became
powerful and in the time of Jaina Bijjalanka the region became a

Jaina mcmdala with the result that Jaina images and shrines were
consecrated in different parts of the country. To the north of this

village in the Siddhulagutm there are images of Janna Devara and
JBhairavadevara in the vicinity of which there are inscriptions in

early Kannada script.

Owing to the fact that sage Kaundinya originally stayed at

the place it came to be known as Konakondla.

6. Kaifiyat of SomaydfipalJe, Kurnool taluq.

The village was founded by King Prataparudra’s daughter

Lakshmammagaru in the name of her guru Somayajidu. An ins-

cription defining the boundaries of the village was set up on the

occasion, bearing date S. 1205. Subsequently, in Saka 1325, and
S. 1698* the village Ayakattu was revised and its boundaries

refixed.
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7. Kaifiyat of Gani

m

y
Kurnool ialuq.

The village obtained the name of Gani owing to the fact that

silver and bell-metal were manufactured at the place which had
the full name of Kahcu-gani.

During the reign of the Narapati kings of Vijayanagar a mem-
ber of the family of Ramaraju who was ruling at Kandanavolu
continued to work the bell-metal mines During the confusion

that followed the Muslim conquest, the place was deserted and
became ruined.

S. Kaifiyat Kotala Mldatum :

The temple of Cennakesavasvami at the place is stated to have
been founded by king Janamejaya and which was later renovated

by King Prat&parudra of Warangal. It is believed by the local

people here that King Mallaraya, who was ruling over the region

of Adoni and Bellary, renovated the temple.

In the time of Acyuta, a certain Rangapati is stated to have
constructed a prakara to the temple.

9. Kaifiyat of Nandikotukur :

The place which is situated at the western entrance to Sri^aila

obtained the name of Nandikotukuru owing to the fact that Nine
nandis (images of Bulls) were found together (Kutu ) at the place.

The temple of Malle^vara which is situated at the place has been
in existence for a long time. During the occupation and rule over
the country by the Aravas (Tamilians) they founded the temple of
Sri Sur>anarayanasvami and made suitable provisions. The Aravas
were succeeded by the kings of Vijayanagar, a late descendant of
whom, G&palaraju administered the country till Saka 1530. The
subsequent rulers of the place are listed.

1 0 . Kaifiyat of Damagatla .

(Vide . 15-—3—6, Ms. pp. 118 ff. for inss.)

Bast of the site where the present village of Damagatla is

situated, existed two temples, those of BhDge^vara and Cenna-
kedvara which were renovated by King Prataparudra of Warangal*
who also instructed his subordinate Videmu Kommaraju, who was
enjoying several villages in the locality, as Ummali to found a
village in the vicinity of the temples. Accordingly, Videmu Komma-
raju marked out the village on the site of the old one and
appointed Devalar&ju and Hennamaraju as Karanams. There is an
inscription of Prataparudra at the village.
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At later time in the time of Praudhadevaraya the village was
granted as an agrahdra to Brahmans and renamed
Praudhadevarayapuram.

MANUSCRIPT No. 107

Wilson, p. 435-6, No. IV. (9 sections).

Shelf No. 15-3-57.

Br. L.R. No. 1.

1- Kalfiat ofKamaldpuram Taluk . Village K0

D

UR (of the Kommacli

range).

ORIGIN : A Cola king on his way to Banaras from Tanjore

made a halt near the village, then called Agastyasrama. On the

night Siva appeared in his dream and revealed the existence of a

linga buried somewhere on the north east of the village which was

once set up by the sage Agasty a. The king on the next morning

dug out the linga and constructed a temple on the spot. Beside it

two more temples of Vighnesvara and Cennakesavamurti were also

Built by him. It was named Kodur-

Grants of land were made for the conduct of worship of the

three geds. There are some inscriptions on the door post of the

Ceonakesavarnurti temple.

After the Cola regime the tradition is that Odda (Vadde)

kings ruled over it. But none of their inscriptions is found.

Then ruled Sri Havani Odavalu as is borne out by inscriptions.

Then MahamandalesSvara Andhaju seems according to tradition, to

have ruled over the place having obtained it as Jaghir. He
extended the village (Feta) and set up the temple of Anjansya and

Renuka Sakti.

During Krsna Raya’s reign, the bearer of his umbrella, Pola

I ranted a number of villages to Brahmans. The name was altered

foto Vsd&ntacaryapuram.

Under Sadas iva„ Nandyala Timmaraju enjoyed the village as

feudal lord (ndyankara). It went under Muslim occupation

which continued under Tippu Sultan and finally the East India

Company took it over.
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2. Kaifiat of Turakapalle Village 9 Samarah of Paidikaluva .

Mir Ibhahim (Ibrahim), Saidam Khadum and Said Saha

were three brothers of whom Mir Ibrahim was peer Zada (Reli-

gious Teacher). He was the spiritual teacher of Daud Khan*
When, on obtaining the Munsif of Cuddapah etc. Daud Khan
moved to that place, he took with him Mir Ibrahim also. Daud
Khan told Mir Ibrahim that he would grant him the land to the

east of the Kodur tank, where he could fix his residence. Mir
Ibrahim approved of the place and one Kha of land was granted

to him for the maintenance. In the same year Agastyahngampalle

a hamlet attached to the village Candipirallapalle, a parugu cSix(?)

miles) east of the above place on the way to Kama!apuram was

also granted as Jaghir to the Peer Zada, measuring 4 Kha
of land.

3. Kaifiat of Sam baturn :

Sambaturu was traditionally the airama of the sage Cyavana.

This is located between the Pinakini and the Pangeru on the north

and south respectively, ten (pancakroia or 3 Parugus) miles west

of Puspagiri, the southern entrance of the £ri£aila, 2 miles to the

north-east of Kamalapura.

Three A Ivars, Poigai Alvar, Bwdattalv&r and Feyajvar on
their way to Badrikasrama stayed here and predicted, according

to the Bhargava purdna
,
that the Cyavana^rama would become

£ribhavyapura, (an error for £ribhasyapura)„

King Janam ejaya on his way to Fuspagiri having stayed here

set up Cennakesava svamin in the north, within the prdkdra of the

present temple. The shepherds of the place corrupted the

Cyavan&£rama into Camatur.

Some time later, it is said, a Cola king constructed another
temple for Cennakesava to the east of the older one, built by
Janamejaya : and to the east of the temple shrines for 3 iva,

Vigfanegvara and Vjrabhadra. For the continuance of their worship
and festivals gave the village of Sambaturu.

These temples fell into ruins. A new temple was built for
the God Cennakesava during the reign of Krsnadevaraya of
Vijayanagar, and he granted certain lands as mdnyam for carrying
on the naivedy

a

and diparadhana of the God.
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During the days of Krsnaraya this village and another called

Potladurti were enjoyed as nayankara by a Velama of the name of

Racanayudu, son of Yarragaddamanayadu. He formed a village

Gaddamayapalle in the name of his father to the east of Sambaturu
village.

During the reign of Sadasiva, the village was included in the

nayankara of Narayya, son of Nandela Narasingaraja and it came
under the village of Tellaprodduturu in the Tadiparti west of the

village under notice.

In 1486 (Raktakshi) the Muslims fought with Aliya Ratnar&ya
and having killed him seized the country. As a consequence of
this turmoil, the country was ruined. The Muslims gave some
territory with Penugonda to Sri Rangaraya, he ruled for some
time. When Venkatapatiraya becoming the lord of the throne of
Penugonda was ruling, Jillella Cina Rangap&ti enjoyed the village

as nayankara and as the country was in a ruined condition by the

ravages of the Muslims.

When Daud Khan was ruling over the country he appointed

Abdul Nabi Khan over the subah of cuddapah. Afterwards the

country was under Haider for 4 years then under his son Tippu for

seven years, Saumya. Then it passed to the hands of Nizam All

Khan, a Mughal who ruled for 10 years Sadharana to Siddharti.

From Raudri to Prajotpatti jyestha Ba 30 (this day) it is under

the East India Company undisturbed.

4 Jhbarampuram :

Two miles (l parugu) east of Sambaturu lies this village. In

the days of Abdul Nabi Khan, some land was bestowed upon
Alavard Beg who built this village naming it after his son Ibrahim,

and enjoyed it as Jaghir. It lapsed to the ruler Abdul Munuva
Kha (Khan?) as the descendants of the Jaghirdar quarrelled among
themselves,

Then the later descendants, Rajasaheb Jafar Saheb, Aminalii^
etc., obtained from Abdul Alim Khan, the village fixing the

annual rent (grotriam) of 120 mitta varahas • Again in Sarvadhari
it lapsed. Alla Rakhi Bibl, the aunt of Alim Khan got it as jaghir

and enjoyed it for two years. Circar then took it.

Then for a period of 4 years Durmukhi to Vilambi this village

was reserved for the maintenance (Jlvitamulu) of four horses

M.—

9
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(Horsemen also) of Mirjakhan, a descendant of Ibharam Saheb

It passed into the hands of Haider, Tippu and then to the

Company.

5. V illage—ALLIDONA—Kommadi Samat Kanakcipuram Taluk .

(Copied in Local Records Vol I.)

This village was once given as agrahara by Praudhadevaraya,
The copper plate inscription is available. Copy of the traditional

account of the village is preserved by Chityala Sesam Bhatlu on
palm leaves, This Kaifiat was based upon the above. This
village ceased to be an agrahara . It lapsed to the Circar.

Kaifiat of Allidona Village : —

After giving a legendary account of the origin of the village

the manuscript says that Praudhadevaraya gave Changohi Cenna
Sastri the village of Latapaile which is two miles east of Allidona
and a large piece of land lying in the forest south-west of Chappali
belonging to it at the foot of the hill. Cenrui Sastri cut down the

jungle fixing the village site between two hillocks on the west of
the spring in which grew alii (kuvalaya) flowers; and consequently
the village was known as Allidona and he also gave to it another
name Prauclhadevarayapura.

6. Uppaturu Kaifiat :

Uppaturu is in Kommadi sammat (range) 20 miles (8 paruvalu

)

west of Kamalapura town. This Kaifiat contains the details of
the Palem also.

To the north west of this village about a mile there was a
village called Kanapalle alias Gopalapuram, which seems to have
been built by a Cola king.

There was another village of the same name to the north east

of the present Uppaturu, which existed in the days of the Cola
kings. The name may be accounted for by the fact that the soil

is saltish (uppu).

In the days of Nrsimhar£ya of Vijayanagar, he repaired two old
tanks by the construction of new bunds. As the village of Uppa-
turu which was granted under the name ot Oevarayasamudram to
Brahmans as an agrahara by Devaraya, had lapsed to the govern-
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ment subsequently, be restored it to the Brahmans in 1415

according to an old in possession of the village Icarnam

Sanjivappa.

In S.1475, Pramadica Magha ba ii, a set of Brahmans known
as vipravinodins made over their income known as Vartana (a duty
paid by the villagers to them) to the God Madhave^vara for his

rtaivedya and lighting, to the merit of all their sect wherever they

Jived. Later the village was ruined, and the Brahmans dispersed :

but they returned once again while Venkatapatiraya was still

ruling. Then they had the tanks repaired by giving dasavanda

manyas.

The village remained in that condition for 71 years. It was
tinder Muslim occupation for some time and then went into the

hand of the East India Company.

Kaifiat of Kolavali village in the Kornmadi samath {range) at a

mile (J paragu) east of Upututu .

Long ago in the days of the Cola kings a number of smiths
had their furnaces in the villages where they were working with

brass copper and bronze; the village was hence known as Kolavalo

(Colimi means furnace).

Misrajanda Katari Saluva Narasinga son of Vallabha, and
grandson of Narasinga constructed a temple for God Cennakegava
in the village and granted lands to it. This Narasinga son of
Vallabharaju is not Narasimha of Vijayanagar, but a different man
who ruled over these parts.

Then in the reign of Sadasiva at Vijayanagar, Kunapali
Dadinayadu enjoyed it as ndyankara. The ndyankara of the

village remained among the descendants of Kunapuli family till

the Muslims conquered the country.

8. Account of Anki Reddipalli .

9. The Kaifiat of Veladuriti, the Kommadi range (Sammath

)

8 miles to the east of Kolavali .

From time immemorial the village was called Veladuriti and
to the north of it there is temple of Cennake^ava, and near it

is another for Tripurantakegvara. At the entrance of the former

shrine in the close gate (iruka) a Cola inscription is found on stones

.standing* It was written in old Telugu script.
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1. Kaifiat of Preddutur , Duvvur taluq.

N.B. For ions, at the place vide: mss. 15-3-32; 15-3-53.

The village of Preddutur was founded by a certain Acam
Rami Redd! Ranga Recldi who migrated to it from the P&kanati-

sima. It occupied portions of the lands of the villages of Ravulura

and PsdaJapalle. situated north of the River Pennar. In courso

of time it became an independent village paying Nagarikatnam to

the Divdnam separately.

The Vijayanagar kings Vijayadsvaraya, Prauclhadevar&ya

Mallikarjuna Acyuta, Sadasiva and ^rirangaraya exercised sway

over this region.

Then it passed into the hands of Muslim rulers. It was

administered for a time by the Mahr&ttas and finally passed in to

the hand® of the East India Company.

2. Kaifiat of Gollapalle £ratriyam, Duvvur Pargana.

The hamlet of Gollapalle attached to the Hora-grdma or

Manje (i.c. independent village-tam'yur) Gudipadu was granted

to Vellala Tirumala Somayajulu and Saravajesyulu in the time of

King Harihara of Vijayanagar who issued a copper plate charter

to the effect. Later owing to Muslim invasions the village fell

into ruin and the agr ahdrikcis abandoned the place. "When Mira

Syod Hussain Neknatn Khan came to administer these parts he

i nvited the agrahdrikas to whom he regranted the village on

^rotriyam tenure, fixing the otriyarn atPandramodi 21 vardhas per

year, which amount was made payable to the village authorities

of Gudipadu.

3 . Kaifiat of Rdjupdlam Srbtriyam , Duvvur Pargdna .

In the time of Ktsnadevaxaya, the Redd is and Karnams of

Gudipadu granted the hamlet of Ramarajupalie on iibtiiyam to

Pattipalle Gopala Sastrulu. The dratriyam rate was fixed at

Pandramodi 15 vardhas per year. The hamlet was later constituted
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into a separate village, the dtottiyam of which was paid directly to

the treasury at Duvvur pargana. The Hutavali and Berlz were

assessed and levied. Col. Monro conducted a re-survey and

permanently fixed the Be riz at 30 Rahati varahas .

-4. Kaifiat of Calla Basovayyapaile , £ rotriyam,

Duvvur Pargana .

The village of Calla Basavayapalle forming the hamlet of
Oudipaclu village, was granted oo a irbtoriyam of 50 konnus to

K&ipa Nrisimka Sastruia by Raja Sri Ramadasu Timmarusu
JMallatu Pargana Duvvur, in Saka 1633, and a gift-deed issued.

A similar document was issued by the Redd is and Karanams of
Gudipadu.

During the regimes of Hyder, Tippu and the English Company
the total assessment (Hutavali ) was fixed and Beriz collected after

deduction. These rates varied from year to year. Area survey

•was conducted by Col. Mucro and new rates of Hutavali and
£tatriyam-Beriz were fised.

5. Kaifiat of Venganasaripalle .

In feaka 1680, the Reddis and Karanams of Kamanuru granted
a piece cf land in their village on drmriyam tenure to Durbhaka
Visvesvara Somayajulu and Yellaia Prasanna SCmayajulu fixing the

£rotriyam at 20 varahas per year for the three seasons. The
donees founded a settlement called Prasanna Visvanathapuram
Col. Munro conducted survey and assessment and fixed the

drotriyam at 48 and odd varahas'out of 94 and odd the tota

assessment of the produce of the village.

6. Kaifiat of Annopamstripalii £ rotriyam.

In Saka 1674, the Redd is and {Karanams ofthe village of

Kamanuru granted two pieces of land belonging to thier village as

drotriyam to Togarccdu Kr$na Dlksitulu fixing the irbtriyam at 35

varahas and 30 var&has per year totalling 65 varahas . Annapa
Sastri, the brother of Krsna Dlksitulu founded a settlement on the

land which came to be called Annapasastripall®.

7^ Kaifiat of Ballakivaripalle , Duwr Pargana.

In the time of Nawab Abdul Masjid Khan a putti of unculti-

vated I&nd belonging to the village of Kamanuru was granted on
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3rdtriyam tennure to Ballike Krishnam&charlu arid Narasimhacharlu

sons of Ballike Seehacharlu of the Madhva creed by Duvvur
Khan Walasaa Khan Ajam and the Foujdar Muhammad Zai
Saheb.

Daring ihe Moghul rule Sadharana to Siddharti, the rate of
assesment was raised. When it passed into the haxids of the

Company and the Col. Munro after fixed the total produce of the

s ro triyam land.

8.

Kaifiat of Chabadu irotriyam.

During the time of Abdul Nabi Khan of Cuddapah, Kanugo
Sankaracha who was holding the office of Subadaftar (?) granted

to Panam Jogi Somayajulu the village of Chabadu, in the Duvvur
Fargana on a irotriyam of 60 Pandramodi varahas per year and
issued a gift deed dated S- 1633 to the effect.

Col. Munro after conducting taramwar survey and assessment

fixed the irotriyam-Beriz at 191 and odd Kantherays i.e. Rahatis

out of the Hutdvali (gross-assessment) of 539 and odd Kantherays

.

9.

Kaifiat of Lingaladinne S rotriyam.

During Mayana rule, in the year Prabhava, Silim Khan
Muhammajai (?) who was administering the Duvvur Pargana
granted, after securing permission from his master the Subehdar
of Cuddapah, the village of Lingaladinne on a §rotriyam of 75
varahas to Panam Venkatacala Somayajulu. The rate of
irotriyam continued unchanged for some years but later Bahadur
enhanced the rate which varied from year to year during the
succesive regimes of Bahadur, Tippta, the Nizam and the English.

Col. Munro conducting survey and fixed the gross assessment of
the village at 242 Kantheray.

10.

Kaifiat of Picchapadu Srtbriydm .

In Saka 1680, when Abdul Masjid Khan was the Nawab of
Cuddapah, his Diwan Tirumala Rao was pleased to issue orders
to Venkata Rao, the amil of Duvvur Pargana to grant the village
of Picehipadu to Vanti Kesava Acarlu, a Madhva teacher, on a
irotriyam of 55 varahas . The rate of irotriyam continued unchang-
ed till the end of Mayana rule after which the subehdar of
Cuddapah under Bahadur issued orders directing the amildar of
Ihe Duvvur Pargana to enhance all the irotriyam, rates in th©
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Pargana. During the successive regimes of Bahadur, Tippo the

Nizam and the English the rate of srotnyam varied from year to

year. Col. Munro after survey fixed a permanent srotriyam of
98 and odd Pandramodi-varahas ‘

11. Kaifiat of Elakavanipalle .

During the time of the Mayan&s, a community of people

called the Ellavandlu founded hamlet in the village of Vanipenta.

The settlement came to be known as Elakavanipalle. Jn S 1699,

when Nawab Halim Khan was administering Cuddapah Subah,

the desayi of Duvvur Pargana, SaokarayDgi Krsnappa requested

the Reddis and Karanams of V&nipetnta for the gift of the hamlet

of Elakavanipalle which he agreed to improve and bring its land

under cultivation. They granted the hamlet on a drbtriyam of 10

vardhas. The rate remained unachanged through out the successive

regimes of the Mayanas and Bahadur and for some time during that

of Tippu. Later Col. Munro fixed a permanent drbtriyam of 16

and odd vardhas after resurvey.

12. Kaifiat of Cintakunta, Duvvur Pargana.

Situated at a distance of Ybjana to the north of Puspagiri

ksstra, the village of Cintagunta was originally a settlement of the

shepherds. When it grew into a village the Vijayanagar rulers

collected Katnam from the villagers. Subsequently in the time of

Vira Narasimbadevaraya (?) who had his throne at Penugonda*

the Matli Chief Tiruvengalanatharaju was enjoying the village of
Cintagunta which had been included in the Duvvlir-pargana.

Subsequently owing to frequent Muslim invasions the

country fell into a state of anarchy.

13. Kaifiat of Pattabhipalle, a srotriyam attached to the village

of Nandelarnmapeta, Duvvur Pargana.

A certain Yajnavalli Guravappa, the Kulkarni of the Penna-

pati samut of the Duvvur Pargana wbile constructing Nandelamma-
peta (?) on a srotriyam of 20 Aparanji Pandromodi vardhas

founded a village on the land and called it Pattabhipalle.

Subeseqnentiy, when the Awk chiefs plundered Nandelarnmapeta,
the irbtriyamdar unable to stay in the village abandoned his

£rvtriyam-iand. It was restored to his son later, it fell into ruins.

* These was no Narasimharaya who had his throne ia Fenugonda
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14. Kaifiat of Kalamalla.

Situated south of the River Pin&kini, near Erramala the village

of Kalamalla was originally a settlement of a party of ryots who
obtained a Rdyarekha from the Narapati kings cf Vid3'anagara

ir

A Karanam , Pechiraju by name, was appointed to grant Kavuls to

the ryots. The new village thus formed was named Kadamala

which in course of time changed Kalamalla.

15. Kaifiat of Cilamakuru.

The village of Cilsmakuru was founded by a party of ryots

who migrated to it, led by a Nanda Vaidiki Brahman Kacana of

Lamada. The settlers who had brought with them an image of
god Madhavasvami constructed a temple for the god in their new
village Cirumakuru. Kacana was given the Karnikammirdsi in

the village.

(Inss. at the place cited in support. Vide r 15-3-32. P. 44 for

the texts of these inss.)

(In 1364, during the reign of Praudhadevaraya Maharaya
a certain Gummana made a grant to God Anjaneya.

When the country passed under Muslim rule, the village was
held at Mokhasa by Hande Siddhiramappa Nayaka of Beta Peluro*
who constructed a fort in the village and constructed a temple for
Kambslamma, his family deity. The Hande Chiefs ruled this

place for a number of years.

16.

Kaifiat of Maiapadu.

Situated East of Kalamalla the village was originally an
agrahdra of 16 vrttis granted by a Cola king to a Brahmin
Mallavadhanulu, who was performing worship in the Mallegvara
temple at the place. Subsequently the village fell into ruin.

In the time of Praudhadevaraya, a party of Velama ryots and
others settled at the village after obtaining Kavuls from the

Pemtnasani chiefs who were ruling at Tadiparti. The settlers

constructed a temple for Gopalasvami. The Tadiparti Chiefs

granted to the Cenduru Chiefs this village as Koluvu
KattubadL The rule of the Pemmasani Chiefs was followed by
that of Mir Jumla who confiscated Malapadu to the state and
included it in Jammalamadugu taiuq.
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Local Records. VoI. 35.

Kaifiats of the Ceded Districts (14 sections) *

1. Kaifiat of Chautipalle 3 Jammaladugu Dt.

Situated five miles west of Ghanhkota in the Iblapati** divi-

sion of the Ganclikota-sima, the village of Coutipalle obtained its

name owing to the Cauti or brackishness of the soil,

Tn the time of King Krsnadevaraya, • this village along with

another Gandlu were included in the Ghandikota-slma. In

1448, the Brahmans of the village granted to the temple of god
Kudali-Sangames'vara situated at the confluence of the rivers

Pinakini and Citravati manyams in the village. An inscription

recording this is found near the temple.

Subsequently in the time of King Sadasiva, when Nanclyala

Narapparaju Krsnaraju was enjoying the Ghandikota-s/ma as

Nayankara, his Kdryakar ta Mummadl-Nayaningaru, established a

hamlet named after his master, settled weavers in it by giving them

a Kavirt.

In later times when the country came under Muslim rule the

temples of the village fell into a ruinous state.

2. Kaifiat of Fakirpeta-Srotriyam Village .

(Old names : Kudipikunta, VijayabharatTpuram, and Govin-

dammapeta).

The old name of this village was Kudipikunta. It was an

ancient village as indicated by an old inscription in Hala Kannada.

Subsequently, Kulagaparaju, son of Vijayadityaraj u is stated to

* The list of contents gives 20 sections but of these, 6 sections (5 to 10

are not found in the ms, nor in the restored L.R. vol. 35. Probably they do)

not form part of the book and have been entered by mistake: or they may
have been lost even by the time Brown bad thi ms. book copied in L. R.

** Iblapati literarlly means western.

ML 10
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have granted on the Uttarayana sankrdnti day the village of Kudl-

paknnta to a certain Buliyama Nayaka.

During the time of King Bukkaraya of Vijayanagar, the village

of Bukkapatnam was founded about' a mile North West of Kudi-

pikunta. In the time of Acyula the village was granted to a

matha presided over by a certain Vijaya Bharatulu, and the village

accordingly came to have the changed name of Vijaya Bharati-

puram.

In later times Bharatlpura fell into ruins, and when Psmma-
sani Timma Nayaka was ruling at Ghandikota it was granted as

Jdgir to his sister G5v indamma, who' renovated it arid renamed it

as Govindammapeta.

3. Kaifiat of BommayapcJJe .

This village is situated 2: miles North East of Fakirpeta. It.

was founded by a certain Bommaya a ryrot.

4. Kaifiat of Nekanampeta.

This village is situated a mile east of Bommayapalje and in

the vicinity of Ghandikota.

Near the village is situated the temple of Kudali Sangamesvara

.

North of this place is a Kona, called Camalkona where Ged Malles-

vara in the form of a Linga has taken abode.

In the time of King Krsnadevaraya, in S. 1448, when Devara-
sayya was enjoying the two villages of Cautipalle and Gandluru
as Nayankara a certain Annaji Ayya granted his manyam lands in

the \illage to God Kudali Sangamesvara.

When Pemmasani Timm a Nayaka was ruling at Ghandikdta,
he abolished the sunkam which the washermen were paying for

taking Chautimannu (brackish earth).

When Nekanam Khan was ruling at Ghandikota he founded a
village north of the Kudali Sangame^varam temple and made it

over to the mosque, at Ghandikota.

Alamgir Padshah’s subordinate Zulfikar Khan alias Nusrat
Jung Bahadur, the Khilledar of Ghandikdta granted to the Jumma
Masjid at Ghandikdta built by Mir Jumla the village of Nekanam-
bad as Jagir for providing maintenance to the servants of the
mosque.

After the advent of the Company permanent jodi was fixed
at 33 5/8 Kantheray rdya vardhas per year .
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5a. Copy of Kavile in the possession of Kondu-Bhatlu the resi-

dent of Kodtuxu.

(N.B. Contains details regarding the land-holdings of the

agrahdrikas and the changes in their assessment from time to

time).

5b. Copy of Kavile in the possession of the Karanams of Kondur*

(N.B. Contains details regarding the manyams in the village

belonging to the temple
s
Brahmans and the Avagandlu).

6. Kaifiat of Konduru.

The village of Konduru situated on the northern bank of the

river Pinakini and lying to the west of Ghandikdta was originally

founded by a shepherd on a spot where he discovered the image
of goddess Candesvari also known as Konduramma.

In subsequent times. King Colaraja in order to expiate him-

self from the sin of Brahman murder established temples for Cods
Visnu and siva in all these parts. He renovated the temple of

Cennakesava that had been in existence at the place. He also

constructed a new temple for God Siva north of the Cennakesava
temple.

In S. 1222, Kafici Govindarayalavaru, son of Vasudevai’aya

and grandson of Kesavaraya granted an agrdhdra called Kesava-

puram to several Brahmans who enjoyed it till saka 1228.

7. Kaifiat of Sankepalfe y Ja?nmalamadugu taluq .

The village situated to the east of Koduru in the Kiblepati

taluq, was originally founded by a certain Serna Sankeya.

In Saka 1466, when Sadasiva was ruling at Vijayanagar, his

subordinate Varadarajula Cina Venkavya made a grant to the

temple.

Later Srirangaraya of Penugonda, while on a pilgrimage to

jgrisaila, granted the village of Sankepajle to Tirumala Bhatlu as

agrahdra renaming the village as ^rirangarayasamudram.
According to a, boundary stone on the borders of the village also

the village bore the surname of Srlrangarayasamudram and as

having been granted as agrahdra to Tirumala Bhatlu,.

Subsequently, when Akkanna Madanna were administering

at Go/lkonda, the grant was renewed. In the time of the Mayana-
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rulers, srdtriyam was levied and in subsequent times
, the rate

of the levy was changed from time to time,

8. Kaifiat of Errcingudi, Jammalamadugu taluq.

The village was originally founded by a few ryots in the

vicinity of the temple of Panduranga Vitthalesvara, the gopuram
of which was constructed in red stone.

9. Kaifiat of Cam aluru, Jammalamadugu taluq.

The village "was originally known as Svamuluru
}
being in

old times, in the enjoyment of a few ascetics and Brahmans. In
later times it had been administered by the state as a Govt,
village till the time of Narasimhadevaraya of Vijayanagar who
granted it to Brahmans as agrahdra. He renamed the village as

Vita Marasimhapuram.

10. Kaifiat of Kappohu Srdtriyam.

The village was named after a certain Koppare who settled

at the village. Subsequently-, Kimudevuni Sarabhanayaningaru
enjoyed the village as amaram and in Saka 1427, he granted to

God Ramesvara of Tadiparti 10 vardhas and land.

11. Kaifiat at Tallaprodduturu.

The village which originally abounded in Tati or Palmyra
trees was founded by three persons, BhQmi Reddi of Nadigadda-
slma

>
Bhumaraju, a ryot of Pakanadu and Rhimaraju of the

Bhattu caste.

The village is however very ancient.

(The Kaifiat details the contents of the Tallaprodduturu
ins. of Devacola maharaja, son of Alluganga, which has been
published. Vide: Bharati and ms. 15-3-60 for text.)

12. Kaifiat of Sugumanchipalle

.

In the time of King Krsnadevamaharaya, this village was
granted to Gods Istakamesvara and Bhairavg£vara of Siddhavatam.

Tater, when Venkatapati Devaraya was ruling^ the village
was under the administration of Pemmasani Timma Nayadu of
Ghandikota. The Nawab of Golkonda conquered the Ghandi-
kata fort from him in s. 1571, (1650-51 ATX). Later the village
became included in Kodur Samut and came under the rule of
Shekli Chanda. He was followed by Muhammad Raza and
Ghasi Mira.

The Nawab of Golkonda having conquered the regions of
Gutti, Gurramkonda, Kafici, Vandavasi, Chengalput, Arcot, Praia-
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yakaveri (Pulicat) Mylapuri and Cennapatnam became the master

c>£ the entire region upto the eastern sea. About the same time

the Bijapur general Khani Khana conquered Ponugonda, Velur,

Gehji, Aranq Busupatnam etc.

Subsequently in the year Ksaya (S. 1608-1686.7 A.D.) the

Sultan of Delhi conquered the Adilshahi Kingdom of Bijapur and

the Qutb Shahi Kingdom of Golkonda and thus became the

master of the entire region from the Himalayas to Setu. His rule

lasted till the year Parttiva,

13. Kaifiat of Bukkapatnam .

To the south-east of this village there is the old village of

JKudipikunta which is mentioned in an old Halakannada inscrip-

tion on the banks of the river Pinakini, to the east of Bukka-
palnam.

The same village was granted to Puliyamanayaka by a Banu
King Kulagapparaju, son of Vijayaditya.

It was only in the time of King Bukka of Vijayanagar that

bukkapatnam was founded on the oid site of Kudipikunta. The
Vijavanagara rulers held sway over the regions.
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1. “Kaifiat of Ahobalam, Cangalamarri Taluq, Kandanavolu

(Kurnool) llaka” Ahobalam Kaifiat prepared by Karanam
of the place

9
viz., Ram&nna

.

The manuscript begins with a legendary account of the

origin of the place. Local tradition ascribes the building of the

mantapas or repairs to temples and rrmntapas and the installation

of processional image to* the munificence of the king* or subordi-

nates of Kakatlya Prataparudra. The temple must have existed

during earlier reigns. Reference to Ahbbila may be found in an
inscription of a Reddi king

>
set up at Srisaila where the epithet

\Sriparvata Ahobala-nirmita-sopana’ would attest to the devotion

of (Saiva) Reddi kings towards this God. :i

King Harihara (his wife Parvati?) constructed a mantapa
in the temple in 1317. Krsnaraya on his marches against Kalinga
country encamped at Ahobalam and made gifts of jewels and a
village called Maddiiru in Chagalamarri sima

.

It continued in the reign of Acyuta. (We have numerous
inscriptions of donations and gifts by various subordinate
chiefs and private people in the sixteenth century. Some o£
them have neither been noticed or published by the Epigraphy
Department.)

* Erranna, the poet-1 iureate of Prolaya Verna’s court composed a work
in Telugu on the holy place of Ahobalam which "may show that the place was
so famous that ordinary masses wanted to read about its sacredness. 3aivism
was given very great prominence during the Kakatiya supremacy. From
paucity of epigraphical records at

JAhobalam,one is'tempred to say that this
Vai§pava Tirtha rose into importance as a rival of &ri£aila, both of which
declined in importance after 1600 A.D.

The writer of the Kaifiat thinks that Verna Reddi was a subordinate to
Harihara of Vijayanagar, which has no support from inscriptions.
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Jewels set with gems and gold, and silver vessels granted by

earlier kings to processional images of both upper and lower

Ahdbalams were carried away by the Muslims soon after the

death o£ Aliya Ramaraya and the remnants that escaped
their notice were plundered by Ibharam (IBRAHIM QUTB
SHAH) and the ITande chiefs who entered the places in S. 1500.

And in S. 1541 (Siddharti) when the kingdom of KnmooL whose
ruler was then Gopalaraju fell into the hands of the Muslims,
they plundered this place again, broke down even the gilded

:vahcinams of the god to pieces and confiscated all the villages

and lands of the god.

This place was included, in Cliagalamarri Samut and thus

it came under the rule of the Nawab of Kurnool. During the

Nawabship of Munvar Khan over Kurnool, Mira Khan, a sub-

ordinate of Haidar All, passed on his march against Kurnool
through this place; he carried away all the jewels of the god;

what still remained together with lands and rights were con-

fiscated by Munwar Khan himself. Only 100 vardhas a year on
the Rudravaram village which is in the English territory,

granted by Col. Munro, the Collector, continues for the tem-
ple’s maintenance.

Alaf Khan, the son of Munvar, levied a pilgrim tax at 5
or 6 dudlu on each person and received himself all the pre-

sents or gifts made to god. The temples for want of repairs

are in ruins. Except the prdkdra of the central shrine all the

gopura and mantapas are in dilapidated condition.

Parankusa Sriman Sathakopa Jiyyar a Vadagala Vais-

nava and Sannyasi was the priest in the upper temple. He was
religious preceptor of several Brahmans and men of other castes.

Now his pontific descendants live at Kumbak5nam ,
and certain

Vaisnavas sent by those pontiffs worship God according to

Pdncardtra tenets. The Jiyyars could not reside here owing to

insecurity and are wandering about every-where.

2. Kaifiat of Betamcdrla Kurnool llakha .

This was prepared by Subbayya, a man 70 years old, the

Jtulkarni of the village.

The place where Betamcarla now stands was once a forest.

It lies 30 miles south of the Tungabhadra, 100 miles south

west of Srisaila and 20 miles north of Munimadugu, which
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according to tradition is the abode of the sage Dattatreya. The
place became a regular village in due course. Two temples were

built for &iva called Betesvara and for visnu as Kesava. After

the emperors Nandana (?) and Karikala Cola ruled over these

parts, Tribhuvanamalla (Calukya ?) held his sway over here-

He was succeeded by Bkillokamalla and then came Pratdpa-

chakravarti Jagadekamalla. Then the successive reigns of J?ana-

nissankamalla Pamkrama, Viramalla’s son Hariyara (?) and Yada-
vanarayana Pra tapachakravarti (Singana of Devagiri ?) extended
over the village.

This village then passed into the kingdom of Prataparudra

of Warangal and
,
afterwards into the hands of the kings of

Vijayanagar, Saluva Narasimha Krsnaraya, Acyuta and Sadasiva-

Under the last Kurnool was governed by Ramaraju and Veil-

katadriraju. There was anarchy for 2 years after the death o£

Bade Ramaraya (Ramaraja, the great) in S. 1486. When Sada-

fsiva resumed his rule the Kurnool tract was granted to Ven-
katadri, son of Sriranga, who gave this village as Ummaliga to

Chintakuta Pedaimma, who appointed an agent called Chen-
nanayadu. Timma’s lordship over this village ended in S. 1520
and from S. 1521 to S. 1541 Kandanavoli Gopalarsju (ruler of

Kurnool) administered the province. During this period this

village was fortified and an army was stationed in it. In S. 1541

Gopalaraju ran away from Kurnool fortress and the Muslims
besieged it for 3 years and till §. 3546 none occupied it. During
this period Abdul Muhammad Saheb was governing this tract

(including this village). But the inhabitants who were afraid of

attacks of one side or another ran away to different places.

Then the Hyderabad authorities sent Muzafar Zung to

govern the province, who encamped at Kurnool, appointed one
Muhamad Alam for the defence of the fortress and Khando (a

Maharatta ?) to assist him. Meanwhile Munvar to regain bis

ancestral possession (of Kurnool) left Arcot with horsemen,
came to Cuddapah and obtained a loan of 3 lakhs of rupees
from a Sowcar through the Nawab Mocha Miya. He engaged
300 horsemen and* 300 infantry and occupied Chagalamarri,
Siruvelia, and Nandyal.

Mahamad Alam of Kurnool apprehending danger applied
to Ramarao of Gadwal for help, who demanded the rights of



nadugoud back which his ancestors enjoyed. Alam gave a deed

to that effect. Ramarao sent Sambhauji to help him.

Meanwhile, Munvar approached Kurnool and plundered

the extensions (Peta). Then Alam and Subbhanji attacked

Munvar. He joined with Muzafar. Munvar heard that the com-

ment) sent Khojia Namatullakhan to drive away oa: defeat

Mum ar. He joined with Muzafar. Munvar heard that the com-
bined armies of Muzafar, Khoja and Ramarao, amounting to

13,000 were coming against him to Kurnool, retired to a place

called Miduturi Mittalu (heights). They entered Kurnool,

Khoja returned to Hyderabad informing Ramarao and Maufar
that he would come back with larger army, as the present army
was insufficient to attack, Munvar. He never returned and Ramarao
went back to Gadval, Munvar sent message to Ramarao that he

would give him the rights of Nadugaudu in Kurnool sima and
grant him amalige in 19 villages (including hamlets) and
in every village rusum and Inamati, would be sanctioned. Ramarao
accepted, the terms and sent his general Subhanji to Kurnool.

Munvar occupied Kurnool and stationed his garrison in it. Rama-
raO invited Alam to Gadval and showing him some honours sent

him back toi Haiderabad. He occupied the villages that were

granted to him by Munvar as Ummaliga.

The villages in Betacfiarla pargdna which were thus acquired

remained in possession of the Rajahs of Gadval.' By S.1695 on the

advice of his Divan, called R aja, Munvar wrested the village cue

after another from the Gadval possessions. In S. 1696 Munvar
with an army occupied Ambay, and took Rangapura. Then, he

besieged Erraguntla. But he had to entrust the siege to his Divan „

Raja, for he received information, from Mukhin Khan, his agent

at Pendekallu that a chief of the name of Rangusetti Venganna*

the Gadval officer holding the fort of Betamcherla plundered Pen-

dekallu, and slew many of its inhabitants. The latter with the aid

of some army from the Nawab of Cuddapah invested Betam-

cherla. Raja took the fort and appointed China Khan as

navab and Mankoji Punt as manager^ he proceeded to i educe all

the other villages in the Pargdna .

Munvar Khan’s rule continued till S. 1714 .Munvar’s Son Alaf

Khan succeeded him.

3.
“
Village tradition (Grdmakavile) of Terulapuri village„

Koilakunla Taluk, Kurnool Taluk . (Palm leaves 31.)

Not historically useful.

ML-ll



4. Kaifiyat of Chagalamarri, Ilaka of Kurnool, prepared according

to the written account found with Honnappa, the Local

Karanam, checked with some inscriptions.

In the year S. 1308 by the order of Bukka, who being

anointed as the king by Vidyaranya Sankara Bharati in Vljaya-

nagara built by him, was ruling in that city, his (Bukka’s) nephew
founded a village called Nagallapadu. Nagallapadu was called so

for its numerous royal places built by the nephew or its founder.

The place was occupied by Reddis who built there Temples.

They however left the places later.

In £. 1349 { 1 427 A.D.) Vallabharaya of Bezawada a descen-

dant of Msdbavavarma, (Pusapati K. (?) and subordinate, to the

kings of Vijayanagar made arrangements for the rehabilitation of

the Chagalamarri village and erect a defence fort there.

Vallabha died in S 1372, (A.D. 1450) and his son Singardja

became the ruler of Bezwada as a subordinate of the Vijayanagara
kings.

After his death in £.1408, Tammaraju (probably Singari’s

son) administered the province till £. 1436. (His son! Kumara
Basava succeeded to his father’s territories. He was afterwards

sent as governor over southern province extending as far as Arcot
including Candragiri province. From £.1492 anarchy prevailed.

Hande. chief : In £. (493 Hapde Vira Basavappa received
severe wounds in a battle at Kalyanadurga and the king Sada^lva
was pleased to grant him 5 simas (equal to small districts or taluks)
which included Chagalamarri. Hence he stayed at Chagalamarri
and other villages and finally retired to Gooty. Vira Venkatapati
ruling at Penugopda granted Chagalamarri Sima as Nayankara to
Hande Ramaraya, RamarSya granted the village UppalapSrlu to
god Ramgslvara of Chagalamarri. There is an inscription to this
effect in Hanum&n temple of Uppalapadu, and is dated 1520 £. S.
Vilambi Citra ba. 10.

Then the Sultan of Bijapur acquired the dominion and his
subedars drove the Hande chiefs and administered the tract. Then
followed a list of hamlets of Chagalamarri village.



MANUSCRIPT No. Ill

Wilson, p. 437, No. VIII. (5 Sections)

Taylor, III, p. 55 1, No. B CM. 805. (L. No. 617)

1. Kaifiat of Vemulapadu .

The village of Vemulapadu was granted by Cikka Vodeyaiu,
the minister of Hari Deva Maharaya, in £>. 1275 to one Peda
Prolamaraju and to sons of Ganapaya along with two other
villages.

2. Kaifiat of Kakaravada, Koilkuntla taluk .

This contains the ayakattu of the village.

3. Kavili relating Manchi Nila Govindadinne.

This village was granted to several Brahmans as agrahdram
in £>, 1284. during the period of Praudha Devaraya.

4. Account of Vidyaranya prepared by Hands Ramayya .

Some important events in the life of the famous saint

Vidyarapya may be noted.

3aka 1216 Upanayanam,

1217 Sennyasa,

,, 1219 North Indian tour,

„ 1224 Establishment of a matha ,

,, 1226 Coronation of the king,

, 1228 Construction of western gate to the temple of
Virupak$a.

,, 1236 Construction of a Mukhamantapa.

1259 Attainment of Siddhi.

5. Copy of ancient records in Kama samudram* Bhimunipddu*

(Koilkuntla Taluk).

Two records one of which records the gift of Kama samudram
as an agrah&ra by Hari Hara, son of Narasimha and grandson of
Ambadevaraya. The other record refers to the fonndation of
Rhimunipadu in 3. 1124.

Though Wilson and Taylor mention only five sections, there
are seven in it.
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6. Kavil of Cinna Kopperla (Koiikuntla taluk)

The village was granted to Bhatraju vobula raju during the

time of Nandyala Obalaraju.

7. Kavile and kaifiat of Perusornula .

The village situated in Avuku sima was granted as amaram
in the time of Krsnaraya, who is stated to have proceeded to

Perusornula on his northern campaign to Simhadri. In the time

of Ramaraja it was granted as amaram to Kaiiei Vardarajulu.

Later Jaggaraju was granted thU village besides Antaraganga sima.

Kalahasti and Venkatagiri. The temple here was renovated.

Jaggaiaju founded two other villages called Ramapuram, and
Jaggaraju samudram.

The muslims destroyed the kingdom of Vijayaoagar. Tint-

mala granted Perusornula to H ancle Devappa Nayaka as amaram .

The latter had established lirmly after counteracting a rebellion

started by Yekkana, a boya polegar , An attempt was made during

the time of Venkatapatiraya to wrest M adendla from Krsnaraju
and bestow it upon Devappa Nayaka.

Till £>. 153 i Rama Nayudu of Kuccivari family administered
the village. In S'. 1589 Fuila Reddi of Hanumantha Gundam
drove away the Kuccivaru taking upon himself the administration.

Pedda Krsna Reddi, a descendant of Fulla Reddi constructed a

fort in the village with bastions.

Later the Muslim Chief Chembu Miya of Guddapah annexed
it to his Subha, Butci Reddi, another descendant of the above
family was entrusted with the administration and he held it from
Ak$aya to Bahudhanya. His son Krsna Reddi followed Bahadur
Shah in his campaign to Ellore. There was once again confusion

during the period of Tippu Sultan.

In the year Raudri, the region came under the rule of the
Company and became part of Ksilkuptla.



MANUSCRIPT No. 112

Wilson, p. 437, No. IX. (3 Sections)

Taylor, III, p. 551, No. 9 CM. 801 (L.No. 571)

Shelf No. 15-4-37.

Copy of the ancient records of Hanumadgundam village in tho

Koilkup ta District.

The karariams of the village were the Kannadis of Badagala-

nadu of Vasistha getra with their house name as Pc/rarasu. They
were also referred to as belonging to Kanjam family. Mallayya is

said to be the progenitor of the family.

His son was Sivaraga. He had three sons, Linga, Mallayya IL

and Cinna Timma. Details of the property dispute between

members of the family are narrated- One of the points at dispute

in this connection was whether Mallaya II adopted Basava the

eldest son of Linga.

After the demise of Linga his five sons insisted upon a division

of the family property. Mallayya III, son of Timma demanded

that there should be an equal partition instead of threefold division

made originally by Linga and Timma. After much trouble both

the parties at Hanumadgundam and Perusomala divided the entire

property into two shares setting aside the original adoption.



MANSCRIPT No. 113

Wilson, p. 437, No. X
Taylor III p. 551, No. 10. C.Vf. 80. (L. No. 642)

Shelf No. 15-3-47.

Tadparthi Kaifiat (Ananda Rao) (Copied in Local records 14).

The mythological origin of the place is given in considerable

detail.

Tallapalie was so called, because it was a hamlet of palms.

A poor man named Narayana Bhatta requested Vidyaranya

to grant him some place on either side of Pinakini. He was

directed the spot nearby, where the hunters fixed their palm huts.

Narayana Bhatta founded the village of Tallapallim which

was granted as an agrahara by Harihara Bukka Praudhadeva
Maharaya. He founded the temples of A njaneya and Adin£rayana.

Devarasa and Vaharasa, sons of Peddi Bhatta of Agastya

gotra were appointed Karanams of Tallapalli, by Narayana Bhatta.

Bukka appointed one Jillela Celapatiraju to administer this

province. His headquarters was at Gandi. A fort and canal were
built by the members of the Jillela family, Remana Raju and
Balaraju, respectively. The Karanika rights were distributed

among three during the period of Harihara. When Jillela Calapati,

was transferred to Penugonda, Vira Raghavaraju was appointed

to the place. He improved Tallapalli and built the Ranga$\am*
shrine. The Dxavida mode of worship (the £>ri Vaisnava cult) was
adopted.

Yeqramaraju of Gooty built the Ramanatha temple, in about

the same time. Yadaki, in the village, was made the headquarters

by Pemmasaai Titncna Nayadu His son, Ramalinga N&yudu
improved the village and renamed it Tadiparti. At the neighbour-
hood, he founded Ramalinga Nayanipaili. He built the large
temple of Ramalinga, with Gopuras, and installed a 3ivalinga~
A legendary tale of this £>tva linga, is narrated. The temple was
built with state money. The stones were obtained from quarries
of Vajragiri, and TalamarTeipatnam, in the neighbourhood.
Smaller shrines for Rama were also erected. A temple for god
Ahobala was erected at Obale^vara kantna.
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After the death of Ramalinga, Timma Nayudu obtained

permission to rule Gandikota. He appointed Dddanda to rule

Tadparti, who effected certain irrigational improvements. A
number of villages, such as Gandlapadu, Callavaripalli etc. were

founded. An inscription dated £>. 1429, of Saluva Timraaya,

refers to the abolition of marriage taxes. There are two more

inscriptions dated in S. 1431 and S. 1435, recording similar grants

Timma Nayudu constructed the Tiruvengala temple at the expense

of the state. A big temple staff was appointed . Arrangements

for car processions, during Vais'akha and for Karttika festivals

were made.

During this period, Vyasaraya, a great expounder of the

Madhva school of Vedanta philosophy passed through this place,

on the pilgrimage, and built a temple for God Hanuraan. Madhva
Brahmans were engaged as priests thereof.

Timma Nayudu, was succeeded by Era Timma Era Timma
became the governor of Gandikota. Erra Timma had to fight a

number of enemies, chief of whom 'was Salaka Timma, who were

antagonistic to Ramaraya of Vijayanagar. son-in-law of Kr^naraya.

Ramaraya solicited the help of Era Timma. The latter rendered

him help, and was honoured by Ramaraya, at the capital,

Vijayanagar,

Once Timma Nayudu (evidently Era Timma), caused the

murder of a Brahman, who refused to part with ^Saiagrama” (a

sacred stone having the shape of God Matsya) The ghost of the

Brahmin then commanded him to construct a village, a tank, and
an agrahcira for Brahmans and mint coins bearing the figure ©f
the murdered Brahman and his wife. Accordingly Timma Nayudu
founded Timma-Nayauipeta (a village) and Timma Nayan
Ceruva (tank) respectively in 1474. Coins were also minted at

Ghandikota, one side bearing in Nagari script the legend Yadaki
Virabhadra (probably the name of the Brahman), and on the other
side, the figures of the Brahman couple.

Era Timma, was succeeded by his son Narasimha Nayudu*
The latter was succeeded by Cinna Timma. An epigraph dated

1515, records the attention of the mode of worship, from Drav|da

king to Pancaratra form.

After the destruction of the Vijayanagar kingdom, by the five

Padshas of Dekkan, this town passed to the hands of Tanesha, the



Sultan of Hyderabad and Ghandikota. Cinna Timma was driven

out by the Muslims and the fort was occupied by a certain

Mirjumla, the Muslim governor of the fort. Podili Lingappa and

Garidimitta Gammanna, were appointed as joint civil adminisi-

trators. Tadparti, became a Pargana. It consisted of 25 villages^

The taxes were determined, the fields classified and taxed in 4

classes.

Lands, belonging to temples were taken over by the M ussal-

man government during this period. The Ramesvara temple, was

blown up. Muslim nobles were employed, and granted vast lands*

Davud khan divided the whole province, into 2 subhas , of

Cuddapah and Arcot, and the former again into two circuits, Gotti

and Ghandikota. A fortress was constructed by his Dewan
Tondramal. An inscription of £>. 1585, records that arrangements

were made for the celebration of car festivals of both the temples*

fjiva and Visnu. Later these taluks came under the Nawabs of

Arcot.

During the administration of Pattelli Khan and Syed Muham-
mad Khan SidegL an agent of the Mabarattas demanded chauth »

plundered the province of Gutti and Gandikota, advanced against

Tadiparti and besieged its fort. Certain Masijds were also built

during the administration of the Arcot Nawabs.

After the Nawabs of Arcot, the Mayanas came to rule Tadparti

Yellaturu, and Tadaki taluka. There was a large construction of

masjids etc. in this period. The town was plundered by the

Palegar Pyapali Venkatappa. Murari Raja, son of Sidoji occupied

Gutti and began Jo rule from £>. 1678. Daring the regime of
Zulfarkhan, the central hall of the Anjaneya temple was blown up.

In 1775 A.D. Haidar besieged Gutti fortress, and took captive

Mur&ri. But a certain Dhvamsa, a Mughal, raided the fortress,

and cut off the limbs of ail the captives. Haider pursued him as

far as the Krsna. Nattada Khan was entrusted with the defence

of the piovince. In 1785 A.D. a lot of destruction was brought
by the Mahrattas, who attacked Tadparti. Yellaturu was also

attacked. Tippu set out from ^riranga patnarn, invested Adoni
and fought the Mahrattas. He conquered Rayadurga and took
away its chiefs to Srirangapafcnam. He appointed Kutbuddin, as
the Nawab of Gutti Subah. Once again rivals, namely Asad Alt,

Nawab of Banganapalli and Nizam Ali Khan, Nawab of Gblkonda
plundred these parts, including Tadparti.





MANSCRIPT No. 114

Wilson, p. 438. No. XI

Taylor, III, p. 551, L. No 644, C.M. 808.

15-4-29.

Id Wilson only 9 sections are found.

1 '. — Copy of two ancient Records,
Gudikattu kavileof Karive m

Agrahdram in the Musalimadugu District : <

In the possession of Se§acala S^strula, younger brother of

Se^acala Sastrulu.

List of mdnyams etc., appended.

In Sakall72, Prataparudra of Warangal visited i^rl§aila and
the adjoining region and granted the village of Karhena situated

in M usalimadugu slma as Agrahdra to the sahhd of the village

and allso to (i) Bondajapati Tirum ala Bhatlu of the Bharadv&ja
gotra and Apastambasutra (2) Avarohini Brahmake^ava Ajjalu

(3) Svayambhatlu Sarvabhatlu of the Gargyasa gotra Apsstamba
siitra and Yajus Sakha (4) Nidicinametla Peda Tirumala Bhatta

and (5) Cinna Tirumala Bhatta of the Kaundinya gotra, Apas-

tamba sutra and Yajus Sakha. A srotriyanis amount was fixed and

was ordered to be paid to the Musalimadugu village (treasury).

The sabha divided the village into 128 Duggakottu of which 18

were given to Atmakuri Ramacandra Somayajulu of the Raritasa-

gotra, Apastamba sutra and Yajus Sakha.

The Sabha after administering the srotriyam agrahdra accord-

ing to the Duggakattu numbering (?) for a few years in Pdrthiva ,

Karttika Sudi 15, the Duggakattu arrangement was given up and
the village was divided into 64 Vrttis (shares) of which 50 Vrttis

were shared with the aforementioned families and the rest 14

Vrttis were distributed by the Sabha to other families.

A dispute regarding the upaksyas (contributions) arose between

the Sabha of Karivena agrahdra and Dudyala Peddi Rhattu, one

of the shareholders. The parties went to Nandyala for the settle-

ment of the dispute. The details are as follows:

When Venkatapatx Raya was encamped before the fort of

Rhatlu garu complained to the kind that the Sabha Karnam
Parvataraju and the Mahaldar of the village refused to allow him
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to enjoy the vrttis in the village which had been previously grant-
ed to him. The king summoned the members of the Sabhd viz.,

the Maha]an as, the karnatn and the Mahaldars to his presence and
questioned them about it. The members of the Sabhd stated that

as the holder had not paid up his arrears and when asked to pay
the amount had threatened violence they had to forbid him from
enjoying the vrttis till the dues were paid. Further the king alter

warning them against the use of force in settling the dispute, which
ought to be settled by the courts, offered to convince the Sabhd
in his own presence for the settlement of the dispute in accord-

ance with the law laid down in Vijhdnesvaram, their text book
on law. The members of the Sabhas of Nandyala, Nandavaram
and Veddugandla were summoned by the king and in his presence

they constituted themselves into a Sabhd (court) and settled the

dispute.

Subsequently in the time of Raghunatharaju Midaturu Nagi
Reddi obtained 10 vardhas (from the village?) by asking Aduk-
koninadi) . (These collections by asking were known as aduk-

kolu s.a. vendukol in Tamil).

Later the village came under the possession of the Sahebanemi

(Sayappa nayani ?) family and the Mahdjanas of the village paid

to it srotriyam.

Ramacandra Somayajulu saw Venkatapati Nayaka in person

and secured a> reduction of the srotriyam by some amount.

During the Pdrupatyam of Raghavayya the amounts varied

from year to year.

In the year Sarvajit the village came under the rule of the

Muslims.

In the year Pdrthiva, the Mahdjanas of Karivena granted the

village as a gift to Atmakuri Ramacandra Somayajulu and grant-

ed to him a gift deed, in which it was stated that as the Siddha-

puram (sima) passed under Muslim rule after it was annexed by

Baba Khan, the village in order to be protected from (or granted

against) being confiscated to the state (nagaru ) was granted to

the donee. Two additional shares {Vrttis) were created and granted

to him and the Vrttis numbering 66 were all shared by the

Mahdjanas .

Hastdksi of Cina Anantapuram.

Situated adjacent to Atmakfiru and Karivena^ the village

comprised fields, the total extent of which was 80 puttis of land^
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In saka 1380* King Praudhadevaraya who was ruling from

Vijayanagar, visited Srlsaila and performed the Tuldbhdra ; on

that occasion he granted the village of Cina Anantapuram of the

Siddhapuram sima as agrahdra.

The village was granted to Nallakaiuva Yerravojjhalu and the

members of the Karivena sabhd. The Srotriyam payable by the

Karivena agrahdra was abolished and it was given tax free.

The Sab'ha of Karivena divided the Karivena village(?) into

76 shares and four such shares were dubbed together to form

a Catuska . Thus the members of the sabhd divided the shares

amongst themselves and enjoyed the village as a sarvarndnya

agrahdra till the time of Narasimharayalu. During the reign,

the Thcmedars of Siddhapuram invited the sabhd members and
requested {adukkoninadi} to pay yearly as srotriyam a sum of 12

varahas,
for Paccadam (cloak). Subsequently as the village

yielded well they were requested to pay (adukkoninadi) 10

varahas per year. Thus the total levy amount paid yearly was

22 varahas.

Subsequently when the sima was subjected to avantaram
(i.e. change of ownership as a result of revolution?) and when
the yield of the village was good the parupatyagar of the sima

increased the cess from the village.

During the time of Santayya the sabhd took a loan of

150 Pratapas and 50 varahas called. also Rdyatnkas of copper
and black gold alloy for the purpose of utilising the amount for
the grdmamadyakaru{ ?) The interest for this amount was
50 Rayatanka varahas . The total amount, principal and interest

that was due to Burra Bayyana by the sabhd was thus 150 Pra-
tapas and 200 (100?) Rayatanka varahas .

The sabhd in order to clear the debt sold to Santayya
some lands. Santayya thereupon remitted the entire Srotriyam
amount and granted the village as amaram to Eddu Cinnayya
thus converting the village into a Pdlaiyapattu holding.

Subsequently during the times of Pedda Bhiksacitti, Katte-

koliagaru secured from the Mahajanas a plot of land measuring
4 puttis for God Narasimha Peruma}; this the members of the
sabha were finally left with land of the extent of 16 puttis

?

8 turns and 12 huntas.

Later owing to- political revolutions (avantaras) Vippalapahe
Bakki Reddi was put in charge of the administration of the
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village by Singaraju who deputed Sahobuni Timmanay>udu
Venkatapati Nayudu to annex the fort of Musalimadugu. But
the latter annexed instead Sivapuram and subsequently his

brother tortured Bakki Reddi by putting* him in heavy chains.

This was followed oy me prevalence oi confused conditions at

the place for some time.

Later during the regime of the Sahebanemi Chief an addi-

tional share was made over to the Sabha from the portion held

by Santa-Bhiksavrtti. Subsequently in the time of the Muslims
the village of Cina Anantapuram was held by the Brahmans
and the uovernment (sarcar) in two equal shares.

Then the Karivena sabhd included Cina Anantapuram in

their village and shared it among themselves. The manu-
script traces the subsequent history of the village till it passed

into the hands of the British East India Company.

The village obtained the name of Karivena owing to the

existence of elephants or Kari all round this village which was
situated in the midst of a forest. There are deep pits in the

vicinity of the village where elephants used to be caught.

2. Kaifiat of Krsnagiri, Kurnool llaka .

In olden times during the reign of kings Piataparudra of

Warangai two Niyogi Brahmans, founded the village of Kada-

malagiri near the hill Gosula-konda north-west of Dronacalam.

The village subsequently fell into ruin, only the ruined walls

remaining at present.

When Srlrangaraju was administering the Kandanoluslma
in the time of Krsnadevaraya, the king came to these parts on
a hunting expedition and being attracted by the beauty of the

Gosulakonda renamed it Krsnagiri (after his own name) and

founded a village to the south of the hill in which he con-

structed a temple for God Gopalasvami. Later when the

Muslims occupied the country they removed the image of the

God and broke it and on the pedestal on which the image had

been installed they constructed a Pirlachaved .

grTrangaraja’s rule over the Kurnool slma lasted from saka

1447 to &aka 1465. During his regime Krsnagiri was made a
kasha and the head quarters of a pargdna comprising 64 villages

situated in, the surrounding country. He was succeeded by

his younger brother Ramaraj u who administered the slma from
$aka 1476 to $aka 1491.



Subsequently the forces of the Bijapur Padshah occupied the

country and appointed one Muslim Sakhadi Khan to administer
the village. He was succeeded by Abdul Wall ab in whose regime

the villagers strengthened the fort on the Gosulakonda hill and

took shelter in it owing to the fear caused by the predatory

activities of Xipparaju, the boya chief of Vulivendakonda and
the Polegars of Kotakondadvappatralla. After Abdul Wahab,
Mir Sahib administered the village. He was succeeded by Kiran

Khan who administered the village on behalf of the Deccan
government from saka 1630 to 1640. Subsequently when the

Kumool sima was granted as Jagir to Biram Khan and Dawood
Khan, they administered the village till saka 1655.

Till' Saka 1675, Alaf Khan the son of Tbhuram (Biram) Khan
administered the village. He was succeeded by his brother

(elder or younger) Himmat Bahadur who ruled from Saka 1675

to 1680. He was murdered in Saka 1680 and Alaf Khan's son

Dawood Khan succeeded to the administration which he held

till Saka 1688. He was succeeded bv bis voiriger brother Muna-
war Khan whose regime lasted from saka 1689 to saka 1713,

Virodhikrt. During his reign Bahadur fell upon the village and

attacked the fort in which Munawar Khan had stationed a strong

garrison commanded by able Nayakas. In the fight that ensued*

more than hundred people perished after which Bahadur retreat-

ed after plundering the village, leaving however the fort in tact

without reducing it. Later Bahadur attacked the village which
had been deserted by the villagers on his approach, and carried

what all booty he could lay hands on.

In Saka 1714 Alaf Khan, son of Muni Khan succeeded to

the administration which he is still holding.

3; Account of the system of settlement of farmers

for cultivation in the Kumool District.

System of land measurement :

(measured length and breadthwise
( Tutarjulu) by a rope Ig

cubits long).

18 square cubits. 1 Kunta of land

74 such Kuntas but of sowing capacity of 1

Maunta of Bijavari 1 turn .
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Measiire of capacity :

24 duddla weight. Kacha seer

18 Kacha seers Sola

Different kinds of soil and the crops raised on them :

I. Millets and Jonnds.

1. On black soil: on one turn can be sown 1 sola of mil-

let grain.

2. On Erramasaru soil sola of millet grain have to be

sown on 1 turn of such land.

3. On Tuvvanela soil sandy: 2 solas have to be sown on 1

turn of such land.

4. On Morusu soil: 24 solas have to be sown on one turn

of such land.

Elates of assessment

1. From Tuvvanela soil The rate : differed for the cultiva-

(sand mixed) tion of such land.

2. From Erramasaru soil

3. From Black soil Itsabadi Kavuls were granted by
which the kist was paid in four

instalments within four months of
the fixation of the Kist at Jamaban-

di.

Garden cultivation ;

1 madi of garden land— 9 cubits by 4 cubits.

8 madis 1 gidda or

4 giddas 1 sola

4 solas 1 Mitnta.

The rate of yearly asses vsmenl of revenue (kist} for 1 munta
of garden land—8 vardhas, each vardha being equivalent to 11

tankas and 14 duddus.

4 & 5. Account of the seasons and of the sowing the

seeds in the Kurnool District:

—

Details of the rains, the time of the monsoons etc. The
times most suited for sowing the seeds of different crops during
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the different seasons of the year according the nature of the crops*

Details of cultivation of betel leaves, cf white grains, of red

paddy etc.

6:

—

Account of the poods in the river Tungcibhadra \

—

1

The seasonal winds—the details of the cultivation of

Vesangivad'u, Pulla-jonnas, big sized wheat, small sized wheat or

Java wheat* sugarcane etc.

Kaifiyats of several villages of the Kurnool Taluk.

7 :—Kaifiyat of Nivartisangam-Kurnool Ilaka :

—

It contains a legendary account of the origin of the village*

Subsequently King Pratiaparudra ruled over the region as evi-

denced by his inscriptions in the neighbourhood. There were
many inscriptions in the Sangamesvara temple but are all now
covered with earth and buried underground. The architecture of

the Sangamesvara temple is in ancient style.

During the administration of Kurnool by the Muslims the
village which was in the enjoyment of Brahmans as sarvamdnya
agrahara was confiscated to the state.

In later times, Satyanidhi Tirtha Svamulu, the Madhva guru;
visited the village and the holy shrine of Sangamesvara. Being
impressed with the holiness of the place and finding that the
agrahara had been confiscated by the Muslim rulers of Kurnool
he repaired to the court of the Mughal Badshah, from whom ho
obtained a parvana in Saka 1572, Khara, by which the agrahara
was restored to Brahmans free of all taxes. He founded a new
agraham near the hill adjacent to the temple out of the materials?
acquired by pulling down the houses surrounding the Sangamesvara
temple. A matha was also* constructed by him in the new
agrahara site. The Madhva guru stayed at the place till his
death in Saka 1582, Sdrvari and a brinddvanam (memorial garden)
was opened for him in the village. His disciples continued to
stay in the matha and conduct the affairs of the village. For
some time the agrahara was enjoyed free of taxes but the present
Nawah of Kurnool, Alaf Khan levied a Jodi on the agrahara
which he not only increased every year but also collected forced
levies from the Brahmans. Finally he confiscated the agrahara
to the state.
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7 a:

—

Kaifiyat of Pratakota, Musalimctdugu
9
Kurnool llaka:

This village situated 6 miles to the south east of Nivartisangam,

was originally named VIranarayana Ksetra by Nandaraju in Saka

672. He constructed a fort around the village and consecrated

several Saiva shrines to the west of the village. In course of time,

many small shrines were constructed so that in a short time nearly

360 Siva temples and 360 wells were constructed. To the north east

of this place is situated the village of Yadamatha where king Bhuva-
naikamalla constructed a Siva temple and set up an inscription in

Hala Kannada.

Appalayya, a successor of the Karanika of the village grew
powerful and in Saka 952 founded a village with a fort and called

it Mosalimadugu. Appalayya stayed at JVfosal imadugu as the

Karnam of that village while his brother Devayya continued to stay

at Pratakdta and took charge of the office of Karanikam. At Prata-

kota, Devayya renovated the temple of Kesava.

In later times Mallaparaju, the Karnam of Pratakota, a

late descendant of Devayya quarrelled with the villagers and
leaving the village sought the aid of Santa Bhiksavrtti. Obtaining a
small force of troops from Santa Bhiksavrtti he caused trouble to

the villagers. For three years the village was in a ruined state after

which period he was invited by the villagers and granted a Kavul
installing him in the office of Karnam of the village. Mallaparaju
returned to the village and renovated it.

At present the temples of Kesavai, Virabhadra, Anjaneya Papa-

vina^esvara, Nagesvara and Moksesvara situated in the village are

in ruins. The stones belonging to these temples are being slowly

removed and utilised for the construction of the fort. The images

of Durga, Sakti, Visnu, Gajalaksmi are lying scattered in front of

the fork

The kaifiyat ends with the usual lists.

7 b :—Kaifiyat of Atmakuru, Siddhapuram Taluk 9 Kanda-

nolu Ilakai—
To the east of Kandanolu, on the road leading to Srisaila was

situated the village of Siddhapuram, which was in a flourishing con-

dition full of ryots and merchants. During the time of King Pra-

taparudra a tank called IVfagitlaceruvu was constructed to the west*

of the village.

ML-13
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The two Jangora broLhers Santa Bhiksavrtti and VTra Bhiicsha-

vrttb who had stationed themselves in the strong fort of VTrabha-

dradurgam were the administrators of the Sriparvata shrine and the

Suryasimhasanam (?) and they managed the estates of the temple-

in Saka 1420, they renovated a village and named it AimakOra.

in Saka 1530 Abdul Wahub and Abdul Hussain ruled over

the country. They were succeeded by Mira Sa Said sen of Sarafa-

ruj Khan.

About this time Sabunayudu, the chief of Koranala suma&tha-

nam of the Kambham Taluk became powerful and with a large

army occupied Siddhapuram. About this time Mughul Pathans

Birakhan Dawood Khan and Desayi Sama Rao, who established

their sway over this region fell upon this chief with a large army
and defeated and destroyed his entire family.

In. Saka 1680, the Gadwal ruler Somanna, gathering a< large

army, fell upon this village and plundered it. Peace was sighed

between the Gadwal chief and the members of this region.

Subsequently the Mahralta cavalry forces belonging to the

Holkar fell upon this village and plundered it. For three years

there was famine. After the death of Munawar Khan his son

Navab began to rule over this region.

8 :—Kaifiyat of Velugodu from the paper record in the

possession of Karanani Krishnardfui—
About 10 miles east of this village is situated Rudrakoti

Kselra, in which was founded the shrine of God Mallikarjuna.

It is believed that Alt Nandana Cakravarti constructed a

temple for Rudrakoti Mallikarjuna and made endowments to if.

The Villages granted to God Mallikarjuna continued to be in

enjoyment of the God, Balam Jangas, Paricarakas and Pasurutta
Mallikarjunadeva.

The kings of Warangal, Prataparudra, VIradevu, Rudradevu,
Kanakadevu and others maintained these charities in tact. In Saka
1240 the Kakaitiya king performed the Tulabhdra ceremony at

Srlsailai and placed the charities of the Rudrakoti Mallesvara tem-

ple in the hands of Soma Bhiksavrtti for management- Soma Bhik-

savrtti was succeeded in the management of these charities by
Santa Bhiksavrtti who conducted the charities undisturbed.

Bangaru Yacama Nayaka was ruling over the adjoining Velu-

godu area as amarandyaka.
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When his son was ruling over this region, the rule of Gopala-
xaju at Kandanolu came to an end and the country came under the

rule of the Mlecchas (Muslims). On the advent of Muslim rule,

the descendants of Bangaru Yacama Nayaka repaired to Venkata-
girl below the pass and there established themselves end rose to

fame as Velugdti chiefs.

The fort of Velugodu thus came under the rule of the Muslim
kings of Kandandlu. Some time later Somanna, the chief of Gadwal
captured Kandanolu and established his garrison there. Fr'om
there he marched against Velugodu wh'oh he failed to reduce and
retreated. Subsequently, Bahadur who came on an invitation to

these parts captured the Velugodu fort and plundered the village.

Hussain Khan Miyya- the younger brother of Alaf Khan, the pre-

sent Nawab of Kandanolu held Velugodu as Jagir. On the death

of their father Munawar Khan, the two brothers fell out and Alaf

Khan attacked Velugodu with an army and captured it. Hussain
Khan Miyya iled to Golconda. Subsequently Alaf Khan pulled

down the Velugodu fort in order to utilise its gates and other

materials for the construction of the Siddhapuram fort, which he

ultimately did not carry out. The fort thereupon fell into ruin and
the cannon which were in the fort were removed to Kandanolu.

8 a. Kaifiyat of Velpunuru, Velugodu Tciluq.

VelpunOm was originally called Sivapuripattanam. In olden

times four chiefs were ruling from the city of Kalyanapuri. One
Siri Singalaraju, the sister’s son of one of them, migrated to these

parts and settled at the village of Sivapuripattanam. A temple was

constructed at Sivapuri in which God VIrabhadra and Goddess

Ankala Paramesvari was installed and worshipped. Siri Singala-

raju administered the surrounding country through the Gandara

Gandaras, the local chiefs.

In Saka 1208 when king Kakallya Prataparudra was ruling

from Warangal, Sri Saiva Santa Bhiksavrtti Ayyavaru who was

enjoying this &ivapuripattana alias Velpunuru as JJmmalu fixed tb<*

boundaries of the village.

The Kaifiyat ends with the usual details.

8 b. Kaifiyat of Cindakuru —• Gorakallu Taluq.

From a mutilated Kavile in the possession of Karanam Ganga*

raju.
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After mentioning a number of kings as having ruled over the

region, it says that at Vijayanagar founded by Vidyaranyasvamh
Krsnadevaraya, son of Maharaja Sri Narasadevaraya, ruled for 22
years. He was succeeded by Aeyutaraya, who ruled for 12 years.

He was succeeded by Salakaraju Timmaraju who was crowned
king and ruled for 11 months. Afterwards with Sadasiva as king,

Ramarajayya Tirumalarajayya and Venkatadri ruled the country.

Cindakuru was an agraharci
,

divided into 33 shares and the

Hastaksi Ayakattu was prepared in Saka 1462 Sarvari.

8 c. Kaifiyat of Karimaddula
,
Bhandi Atmakuru Taluq.

From the Kavile in the possession cf Vasudevayya and Sesama-

raju> the Karanam of Atmakuru.

The following measurements of the extent of the land included

In the village of Rhandi Atmakuru were taken by the Karanams, in

accordance with measuring rod iixed by them. The measurements

were taken under the orders of Appalaraju Ramaraj u to whom the

village was granted in Saka- 1368. The village of Karimaddula is

stated to be part of Potlapadu village.

(Details of measurements) Later it mentions a number of

grants to the temples at the place.

8 d. Kaifiyat of Amba Anantapitram, Slddhapuram Taluq •

From the Kavile. in the possession of Karanam Konamaraju
Peddamaraju.

The village of Pedda Anantapuram was founded by Santa

Rhiksavrtti Ayyagaru of Srlsaila and was granted by him to the

God Srlsaila Mailedvara for providing worship etc t

The manuscript mentions a number of shrines in the village.

8 e- Kaifiyat of Mustipalle, Slddhapuram Taluq .

While Mulapurusa Santa Rhiksavrtti Ayyagaru was adminis-

tering the rajya (territories) belonging to the God of Srlsailam.

Santa, Rhiksavrtti Lingayya founded this village in £aka 1006.

In later times the village fell into ruins.

8 f. Kaifiyat of Nallakaluva; Slddhapuram Taluq.

Copy of record in the possession of Subbaraju, son of Timma-
raju, the Karanam of the village.
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The village of Nallakaluva was granted in saka 989 by Santa
Bhiksavrtti Ayyagaru who- named the village after the chief Nalla
Timmayya* who requested Santa Bhiksavrtti Ayyagaru to found a

village in his name.

9- Kaifiyat of Dundyala, Siddhaparam Taluq.
The village of Dundyaia was founded by a party of Rasa

Siddhas (ascetics) in the time of Srlsaila Santa Bhiksavrtti Ayya-
garu who was administering the rdjya (territory) endowed to the

God of Srlsaila. The village which was thus formed in Saka 964.

was named by them as Dantivanam owing to the fact that elephants

prowled in the vicinity.

When in subsequent times the village fell into ruins Santa

Bhiksavrtti Ayyagaru renovated it and named it Dantala. When
it again fell into ruin in later times king Sadasiva renovated the

village in Saka 1489 and named it Dundyaia.

9 a. Kaifiyat of Iskala , Siddhaparam Taluq.

The village of Iskala or Isvarapuram was originally the ruined

.site of four hamlets which were supposed to have been very ancient

establishments of divine beings. Finding the site and its divine

associations Santa Bhiksavrtti Ayyagaru founded a new village on
it and named it Isvarapuram in Saka 957. He also fixed the boun-

daries of the village.

3 tx Kaifiyat of Silla Junturu, Siddhaparam Taluq.

The village was founded by a certain merchant. Bandar Malla

Setti, son of Kampuli Narayana Setti on the banks of the river

Bhavanasini in Saka 1 178 and granted as agrahdra to a certain

Brahmin Vasudevayya. A temple for God Mailarasvami was also

founded at the village. The village was named Junturu.

The Kaifiyat ends with the lists of other shrines in the village..

9 c. Kaifiyat of Tatipddu Muchchamarri Taluq .

The village was founded in Saka 1226, during the reign of

Prataparudra of Orugallu by Cittiraju. a native of Anamakonda.

The village was called Cittirajupadu.

In subsequent times the village fell into ruins and was again

renovated in Saka 1430. by Permaraju Apparaju o£ the family

of Cittiraju. He renamed it Tatipadu. The king about this date

was .
Vira Nacasimhadevarayaiu.
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Till Saka 1530, this region was under the rule of Gopalaraju
of Kandanolu after which the Siddi Nawabs, Abdul Wahab and
Abdul Hussain ruled. They w'ere succeeded by Sarafajaju Khan’s
son Mir Saheb Said. He was succeeded by Hiras Khan of Bsjapur

in Saka 1630 VHaiti and he ruled till Saka 1639 Vilamhi. The
subsequent rulers were:

—

1. Ibhiram Khan and Dawood Khan — Saka 1640 and

Dawoed Khan subsequently went away to Arcot.

2. Alaf Khan son of Ibhiram Khan.

3. Mimawar Khan, son of Alaf Khan.

4. Alaf Khan, son of Munawar Khan ruling at present,—

Saka 1732, Pramoduta Vaisakha.

9 d- Kaifiycit of Taraturu, Konnolu , Haveli Taluq .

The village was founded in Saka 1200 during the reign of

Frataparudra of Warangal, the devotee of God Mallikarjuna of

Srlsaila by a native of Vuloala on the other side of the river Krsna

who migrated to these parts. It was originally named Pailepadu,

Subsequently the village fell into ruin and a new village was

founded by Pedda* Ranga Reddi on the site of the old in Saka 1303

named Taraturu*

In Saka 1580, Reddi, the grandson of Pedda Ranga Reddi

brought a wooden image of the God from Srirangam and enshrined

it in iiis village.

9 e Kaifiycit of Ipctnagandla , Kannolu Taluk.

From document in the possession of Sesaraju. son of Annama-
raju, a prathama Sakha Brahmin, the Karanam of the village.

While king Ganapati of Warangal granted to a Brahmin Dra-
vida Bhatta an agrahdra in this region, the agrahdra was founded
in Saka 1179 and named Ipanagandla after king Ganapati’s father
who was known as Ipanagandlaraju.

10. Kaifiyat of Nagaluti, hamlet of Damagatta Haveli,

Kannolu Taluq .

The village of Nagaluti was founded in Saka 1234 by Videm
Kommai Nayudu who was deputed by king VIra Prataparudra of

Warangal as the administrator of the western districts of the king-
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4om and instructed to found new settlements and to renovate old

settlements.11.

Kaifiyat of KadamHru , Paramcmcala Taluq.

The village of Kadamuru was founded in Saka 1213, during the

reign, of king Prataparudra of Warangat by Bhojanapalla Annaya-
garu to whom the king granted the village as agrahdra. Till

Saka 1470 and for 20 years thereafter too the village continued to

he enjoyed as agrahdra by the descendents of the original donor.

Then the country lcll into a state of anarchy and the agrahdra fell

into ruin and decay.

Till Saka 1530* Gcpa’araju of Kandanolu ruled the region

after which the Muslims from Bijapur exercised sway over the-

region.

Abdul Wahab visited the village and effected its renovation,

ibhuru Khan also visited the village.

12.

Kaifiai of Kasha Parumancala

While king Prataparudra was ruling; from Warangal this vil-

lage was in a flourishing condition. In Saka 1213, Thursday, a

new village was founded in its vicinity.

13.

Kaifiyat of Ayyaluru , Nandydila Taluq .

In Saka 1120, Siddhati Cola Maharaya renovated the village

and erected a temple in it. The fact is evidenced by an inscrip-

tion in the N ifakanthesvara temple in the petta , to the north of the

fort in the village.

In Saka 1415, king Narasimhadevaraya who was ruling from

Vidyanagara granted the village as agrahdra to his guru Satha-

jjopacartu and renamed the village as Sathagopapuram . A ta*nk

was dug east of the village and named Sathagopasamudram.

During the reign of Kpsnadevaraya, a party of Dommaris

visited this village and granted to Gods Ke£ava and NTlakantha of

the village the Tydgahatya income which they obtained from the

village.

In Saka 1453, Khara during the reign of king Acyuta, Gana-

cari Mandula Basavayya granted to the God. for 'providing Sri-



gandham etc., the dues such as Gudipcmamu and Viramustipana, to
pay the Tammalas. The gift was made under the orders of
Santa Bhiksavrtti Ayyangaru and Vibhuti Ayyangaru.

Till the end of Kandanolu GopalarajiTs rule, the village con-
tinued to be enjoyed as agrahdra. Subsequently, the slmas of
Nandela and Siruvolia came under the .rule of Handi Devappa
Nayaka. His rule was superseded by the Sayvad rulers of Kanda-
nolu who administered the Nandyala slum. During their rule the
agrahdra was confiscated. Subsequently. Nawab Dawood Khan
who held Kumool slma as Jagir ruled over this region. His

successors were:

—

1. Biram Khan, son of Dawocd Khan.

2. Alaf Khan, son of Biram Khan.

3. Himmat Bahadur, first son of Alaf Khan.

4. Munawar Khan, second son of Alaf Khan.

5. Alaf Khan son of Munawar Khan, the present ruler.

14. Kaifiyat of Kanala.

While king Kakatlya Prataparudra was ruling from Warangal
his subordinate Videm Komma Nayudu who was administering

these parts, founded the temple of Nagesvarasvami to the east of

the village which he renovated and to which he made gifts of land.

The benefaction was made in Saka 1230, Thursday and an inscrip-

tion was set up recording the same.

During the reign of Krsnadevaraya>, his mother Nagamma,
while on her way back from the shrine of Venkatesa (Tirupati)

halted at this village wherein she constructed a tank. She
granted the village Kanala as agrahdra to Brahmans renaming it

Krsnarayasamudram after her son.

(Summaries of two inscriptions at the place : Vide Mss.
15-3-5, p. 55.)

15. Kaifiyat of Peruru f Srivolla Taluq .

(From document in the possession of Paparaju, the Karanam
of the village.)

In Saka 1177 the boundaries of the village Peruru alias

Krsnarayasamudram were fixed. In later times the village fell
into ruins owing to famine and political troubles.
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After the close of the reign of Handi Devappa Nayaka who
was defeated and driven away from the region by Khanu Khan,

the latter who was encamped at Srivolla granted the village as

amaram to a certain Manike sani, a dancing girl1 who pleased him
in the art of dancing.

During the regime of Khanu Khan, who superseded the Hani

chiefs, his deputy Nur Khan came over to conduct the affairs of

these regions.

In Saka 1233 Ramachandra Somavajulu obtained land as

agrahdra in the village of Peruru.

In Saka 1430, Maharaja Sri Ambalaraju Ayyagaru issued

an order to the assembly composed of the Ayyavali and calumula

pekkandru to constitute themselves into a court.

In Saka 1468 when king Sadasiva was ruling from Vijaya-

nagara, Nandola Gina Anbalayya granted this village as agra-

hdra to Brahmans.

The village continued to be in the enjoyment of the Brahmans
as agrahdra till the end of the rule of the Nadi chiefs after which
it was confiscated to the state by the Muslim rulers. Following

rulers exercised rule over the village.

16. Kaifiyat of Cintakunta, Srivolla Taluq .

Originally the site where Cintakunta was situated was the

abode of an ascetic, who at the completion of his yoga practice,

killed himself by tearing open his belly. The place being asso-

ciated with the ascetic’s life became holy and at the site belonging

to a certain kamma , Ppcamma Reddi who came from the sea coast

founded a village in Saka 903. The village was named Jogi

(Yogi) Cintakunta.

While Cina Timmaraju held the two villages of Cintakunta

and Tallapuru in Siruvolla Tafuq, both of which were included in

the administration division of Auk, his maternal uncle Gaddam
Devarayalu founded a village named Devarayapuram in the fields

belonging to Cintakunta and granted it to Brahmans as Srotrlyam

agrahdra . In Saka 1469 during the reign of Sadasiva, Nandela

Cina Aubhala exempted the Brahmans from the payment of
Srotriyam and made the agrahdra tax free* An inscription record-

ing the same is found in the Anjaneya temple in the hamlet of

Devarayapuram.

ML -14
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(Vide mss. 15-3-5, p. 64 for text,)

In the Anjaneya temple to the west of the Cintakunta fort is.

an inscription, dated Saka 1470 Kilaka Mdgha su di 7 while Kins
Sadasiva was ruling from Vijayanagar, Cina Timmayya Dcya-

maharaju abolished all dues payable by the Karanams of Cinta-

kunta for the mdnyams held by them.

This Cina Timmaraju administered for 25 years. He was-

succeeded by Konamaraju Devamaharaju who constructed a tank

in the village in his name. Subsequently, Rayanaraju constructed

a mukha mantapa for the temple of Gopalasvami and he adminis-

tered for 10 years.

In later times Kandanolu Gopalaraju who administered the

region, was superseded by the Muslims viz., the Arabs and the

Sayyads who took the Kandanavolu fort. For three years during

their rule they placed Kandanolu fort under the charge of Gad-

walu Peda Somanna who administered this village. Again the

Muslims established their rule and Dawood Khan held the

Kandanavolu slma. His sons and successors were :

—

Dawood Khan

l

l I

Bhiram Khan Alaf Khan
I

1

Rimmat Khan Rana Masta Khan alias
Munawar Khan

|

Alaf Khan, present ruler.

During the regime of Munawar Khan in Parana. Kesava
Reddi, the Diwan of the Nosam Samasthanika Papamma, wife of

Renga Reddi, plundered Duvur and for 15 days the people
suffered. Hearing this Munawar Khan started with an army, took
Rudravaram fort which he garrisoned, then took Kottakota
where Kesava Reddi was taking shelter and took Kesava Redds
prisoner. Keeping him as prisoner for some time at Nandyafa
he released him. At the same time when Munawar Khan was
taking the fort of Rudravaram Halimi Khan, the Nawab of
Cuddapah obtained the fort of Kottakota from Murari Rao of
Gutti.
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Hamlets :

—

1. Allagatla or Nallakotta, Siruvolla Taluq : situated 1 mile
to the South East of Cintakunta.

In olden times Bukkaraju ruled over this region. He was
different from the Vijayanagara king Bukkaraju. He constructed
a village called Bukkarajapuram . An inscription at the Cenna-
kesava temple at this village Allagatla or Nallakolta ? dated
Saka 1440 states that Bukkaraju Timmayya who was holding the
village as Nayctnkara constructed a mukha mantapa to the Kesava
temple and granted a putti of land to the temple.

(Vide 15-3-5, p. 61)
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1. Kaifiyat of Doda Vemirici alias Dhodiyam,

Jammalamadugu Talaq.

During the regime of the Mayana rule. Halim Khan the

Palayagar of Awk, plundered the village. It was plundered

during the reign of Tippu Sultan by Ayvapa Reddi Bucchi Reddi,

the Palayagar of Hanumatgundam and again during the Moghul
rule. Then the plundering raids ceased under Moghul rule.

2. Maianidi Kambala Dinna Kaifiyat of

Jammalamadugu Tdluq.

3. Murapandi Kaifiyat of Jammalamadugu Taluq .

The village Murapandi was founded on the mined site of

Mahadevipuram and enjoyed as a Sarvamdnya Agrahdra by a

Brahman named Raghava Bharatulu. Subsequently, the village

fell to ruins. Though renovated during Moghul, rule, it was con-

tinuously plundered by the Palaiyagars of Hanumatgundam.

(The other sections up to Section 6 are of little value.)

7. Kaifiyat of Calamarti Gandapattanam alias Mddhavaparam .

The village of Calamarti was founded by a ryot of Yakari

community. Prataparudra of Warangal obtained stones from here

to renovate the shrine of Narasimha of Ahobalam,

The Badshah of Delhi invaded these parts, captured Ghandi-
kota and took its ruler, who was the son of Prataparudra, as

prisoner.

During the period of Krsna Raya, Nala Timmayya Deva
Maharayalu, Nayankara of Gandikota Sima appointed Durgam.
Annaji Ayyangaru as Pdrupatyagdr of the village.; subsequently
an agrahdra called Madhavapuram was founded adjacent to the
village.
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In saka 1457, a grant of the village of Kambuladinne in the

Oandikota Sima was made by Penugonda VIrarajamvaru to God
Parava Gongadideva (?) for worship and festivals.

In Saka 1467, during the reign of Sadasiva, the chief Vobala
JDeva Maharaju, son of Mahamandalesvara Jagatapi Kanclraju
Somayadeva Code Maharaju made a similar grant.

Under Pemmasani Timma Mayudu his Karyakarta Kondleti

Ranganatha, granted the villages of Talamahcipatnam etc. to Reddis
and Karcinams for reclamation of waste lands.

VIjayanagar and Mulkinadu including Cuddapah were con-

quered by the Badshah of Delhi. Latex Mirjumla occupied the fort

and the villages- were confiscated. In the time of Tanisha Badshah
of Golkonda, the villages of Anantapuram, Madhavapura etc. were

included in the Jammalamadugu firca, and were under the govern-

ment of Hyderabad state. From Sakr 1608 srotriyam came to be
levied on the agrahara villages one after another. The region was
under Mayanas.

Later the ruler of Srlrangapatnam conquered these regions and
1evied srotriyam

.

8- Kaifivat of Gollala Uppalapada, Janimalamadugu Taluq.

The village was so called because it was founded by Gollas

(shepherds) and Upparas. In the reign of Krsnadeva grants were
made under orders from the Chief minister Timmarasayya to God
Cennaraja of Markapuram.

Subsequently, under the Muslim rule the lands enjoyed by
temples and Brahmans were confiscated by the state. In Tdrana
during the regime of Mayana Halim Khan the Hanumantagundam
Palayagar caused great troubles in these regions, by his predatory

activities.

9. Kaifiyat of Gollapalle, Jammalamadugu Taluq .

An inscription recording the grant of land is found at Golla-

palle. In the time of Krsna Raya, a grant was made to Cennaraja

of Markapuram by Mahamandalesvara Kalavabodi Timmaya Maha-
jraju.

When the old village sites of Mosali Mopuru and Mosali

Madugu fell into ruins, a party of Gollas came to inhabit the

ruined site which acquired the new name of Gollapalli.
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Under Sadasiva this village along with others was granted to

the mother of Saceidananda Govinda Bharati Svami. Subsequently

under Muslim rule, except this village, the rest were confiscated*

After the founding of Puspagiri Pith a. the village came under the

enjoyment of the latter.

From the time cl" Cemmu Miyya, Srotnyun

:

cam© to be levied-

Subsequently, during the time of Sankara Bharati the depre-

dations of the surrounding Pcilaiyagars necessitated the construction

of a fori at Gcllapalli and repurs to the temple were also

effected.

In subsequent yejrs the £roti:yt,m levied each year varied.

10. Kaifiyat of Vaddirala, Jammalamadugu Taluq.

In Saka 1366. Sivaraju B frmmaraju was granted the Karanika

Mirasi of the village of Vaddirala and Dasaripalem. During the time

of Sadasiva it was granted as ummall to Maliki Narasirnlia Nayudu
In Saka 148 L it was granted as Servemanya agrakeira to Laksmana
Bhatlu sun of Ma*la Bhatlu. From the copper plate grant in the

possession of a certain Tippa Bhatlu it is understood that the

village was granted as A grahdra to his ancestor, during the period

of Sadasivaraya. Later it was confiscated by the Muslim rulers.

11. Kaifiyat of Dharmapuram Srotriyam
, Jammalamadugu Taluq*

Dharmapuram was originally founded by the Karanam of Dana-
vulapadu. It was subsequently ruined and a new village of the

same name adjacent to it was founded. Under Abdul Syed Khan
(Jagirdar of Jammalamadugu and Gandikota and brother of Mayana-
Abdul Halim Khan) Dharmapuram was granted as Srotriya AgrO-
hdra to Kahcanapalli Ramakrsna Pantulu by the Reddis and
Karanams of the village. The annual srotriyam was fixed at 70
varahas as borne out by the gift-deed glvn by Bala Venkata Reddi
and dated Saka 1687.

In Saka 1691, the egrahdras were devided into a number of
vrttis enjoyed by Brahmans.

Till Saka 1700, the village continued to be enjoyed as agrohdra
and the srotriyam rates came to vary from time to time during the
regimes of Haider, Tippu ; Nizam and subsequently the Company*
The village was later surveyed and new rates fixed in it.
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I la. Kaifiyat of Tnvvangulapalli, Jammalamadugu Taluq

The village of Tuvvangulapalli was founded by shepherds in

Mulkinati slma. A temple also was erected. Under Sadasivaraya,

this village was included in Cennur Sima. The Nayankara holder,

Kondraju Timmayyadeva Maharaja granted the village as sarva-

m&nya Agrahdra to Kandata Appiacaryulu. Subsequently owing

to the depradations of robbers and Palaiyagars the villagers

abandoned the village. It was renovated by a Kandala chief. But
it was taken by the Pemmasani chiefs, who included it in the

Gandikdta division. Subsequently, under Mirjumla it was included

an Jammalamadugu Pargana. The Mayana Syed Khan granted this

village to a Muslim Fakir Rafa Sheb in Fasli 1181. This gift was
repeatedly confirmed by successive administration in his favour,

including the period of the Company.

12. Kaifiyat of Gopalapuram ,
Srotriyam of Jammalamadugu Taluq .

Gopalapuram was granted as srotriyam tenure to Aksantala
Vcban Sdmayajulu in the time of Abdul Halim Khan and Syed Khan.
The Sanad conveying the gift was ^ inscribed in S. 1789. The
srotriyam was fixed at Garishahi Varahas 25.

13. Kaifiyat of Konda Sunkesula
, Jammalamadugu Taluq

The village was originally granted as Jagir to Lakshamma wife of
Ahobalesvara, as a gift. The village was included in the Ghandi-
Icota division. Under Mayanas, it was included in Arcot division. It

was held as Jagir by different men. Later the Government took only

the administration and Ba 7

a Venkata Reddi governed it for 7 years

and Krsnaraya Pantulu, his successor for 2 years. A list of the sub-

sequent administrators is given,

13 a. Kaifiyat of Peda Kommarla and Cina Kommarla .

Peda Kommarla was granted by Janamejaya, who erected a

temple for Cennake^ava. Later Cola Maharaju consecrated the image

of God Ramesvara and built a temple for him. He made provision

for the conduct of its worship and festivals.

The village fell into- ruins but was renovated by Pemmi Reddi*

Prataparudra of Warangal granted two villages Laksmipuram and!

Nrsimhapuram for the performance of worship and festival-

Later anarchy set in and finally it went into the hands of the

East India Company.
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CM. 810* 15—4—19 (L. No. 560)

Local Records Vol. 7.

1. Accounts of the ancient remarks on agriculture , buildings etc.,

and eighteen villages with their dates in Cintakunta District.

2. Account of the Zamindar of Midia Samasthdnam.

The details and history of the villages mentioned here are all

of minor importance and therefore not noteworthy. Only the fact

mentioned in the village Thondurai needs mention. It begins with

the grant of the village by Sadasivaraya of the Vijayanagar Dynasty

and comes down to Hyder Ali and Tippu Sultan to Munro or the

English rule. An account of Mudalapatti and Mudala paya are also

given. Dumpi Raja, Bhlmana Raju, Ganapati and Prataparudra of

Warangal are ^mentioned. One S5ma Aiyangar (a brahman) ruled

under him. Afterwards the Vijayanagar kings came into prominence*

Krsnaraya and Acyutadevaraya reigned and afterwards Sadasvaraya

came to the throne in Saka 1475 i e., 1553 A.D. Ramaraja was killed

at the battle of Talikdta. The succeeding Rajas, Tirumala and Sri

Rangaraya ruled at Penugonda. When Timma Nayudu was ruling,

It passed into the hands of the Muslims Dawood Khan and Abdullah

Khan ; the narrative closes with a short account of the Company’^
rule.

Next an account of Cintakunta follows. It mentions Narapatis*

Sadasiva Tirumala Nayudu, and gives some loose details about the

Gajapatis, Ganapatis and Colarajas. Notice is here made of Krsna-

devaraya’s inscription at Bezwada. Since the details are not well knit

together, these are of no great value.
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CM. 812 (L. No. 696).

Telugu 15—4—9 (L,R. Vol. 5).

1. Kaifiyat of Pattapuravi (inclusive cf Vogur and
Sarappanayanipeta), Siddhavatam Taluq.

These pages contain the account of the rule cf the Telugu Cdla
kings over the region around Pattapuravi ; and inscriptions of the

Cdla kings, Nallasiddhi of Nellore and Tirukalatti Deva Cola Maha-
raja are found at Dongalasani, Vogur, and other places around
Pattapuravi. The fight between Katama Raju, the shepherd chief and
Nailasiddhiraju of Nellore that took place at Somasila is the theme
of the well known ballad called Katamardju Katha. The part played

by Rana Tikkana, the commander-in-chief of the forces of Nalla-

siddhiraju of Nellore is also described in a few verses supposed to

have been sung by contemporary bards.)

Subsequent to the rule of the Vijayanagar chiefs, the Math chiefs

of Chittiveli exercised sway over the region. Ellamaraju of the Math
family while ruling from Siddhavatam constructed a fort around

Voguru. Subsequently when Matli Tiruvengalanatharaju was in

occupation of the Voguru fort, the Velugdti chief of Venkatagiri,

Yacama Nayaka attacked Gobburu Ramaraju and annexed his forts,

Kulluru and Podalakuru. The dispossessed Gobburu chief repaired

to Matli Tiruvengalanatha who gave him shelter. On this account

hostilities broke out between Tiruvengalanatharaju and the Velugdti

chief. The Velugdti chief sent his commander Papayya, a Velama

chief, at the head of a large army against the Matli chiefs. While

he was approaching Voguru fort, the Matli Sardar who was defending

it, Basavanaboya by name, opened cannon-fire against the attacking

commander, who immediately fell. The Velugdti forces retreated

but again came back with strong reinforcements. Tiruvengalanatharaju

realising that his position in the fort was unsafe abandoned it and

fled. The fort was easily captured by the Velugdti chiefs and the

fort walls were razed to the ground.

ML— 15
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In later times small hamlets were founded around the ruined

site of the old village.

4. Kaifiyai Arkaia Vemula and the Srotriyams under it :

Duvviir Taluq.

The village is situated two amadas (east of Ghandikota) and 2

amadas (north of R Pennarj. lz was included in the Murikinali-sT;?^

and had the surname Bhairavasamudram. Its hamlets are Ulavapalle

alias Lakkayammapalle and Pottipadu.

In the time of King Harihara, son of Bukka of Vijayanagara,
the village of Arkatavemula, surnamed Bhairavasamudram was granted

as agrahdra to Brahmans and divided into 170 vrttis.

The details of rule under the Mayana chiefs and the final

assumption by the English are given*

5. Kaffiyat of Cina DandIurn.

The site adjacent to which the present village of Cina Dandluru
of the Murikinati-slma stands on the banks of the river Pinakini

appears to have been an ancient village, which subsequently fell

into ruins as can be gathered from the fact that there are a large

number of old hero-stones, sculpures etc., at the place. But its

ancient name is not known. The ruined site is popularly known as

Virulapddu.

6. Kaifiyat of Dasaripalle-Pdlctiyapattu

.

Dasaripaile, situated some distance to the south of Ahobalam
was originally founded by a party of settlers from the North called

Muttadasaris who after establishing themselves on this spot eked

out their livelihood by manufacturing and selling small wooden
utensils made out of Sandalwood which grey/ abundantly in the

locality. Their settlement was called Dasaripaile. Subsequently

king Praudhadevaraya of Vijayanagar while on a visit to Ahobalam
came by this village and issued Kavuls to the Dasaris granting them
the forest land surrounding their settlement in order to bring it under

cultivation. They were required to pay 5 vardhas per year for 15

years after which period when much land was reclaimed and brought
under cultivation, a kdnike of 120 gadyas per year fixed and levied.

Ultimately it went into the hands of the Muslims and then of the

Company.
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8 Kaifiyat of Vanipenta

Situated to the south of Ahobalam the village of Vanipenta was
originally a settlement of a community of people called Nallagorras

.

Later a party of settlers with Karanams and Reddis obtaining the

permission of King Cola Maharaja founded a large village by clear-

ing the forests around. The king granted them Kavals* etc. Soon
after a temple for God Xsvara was built m the village. During the-

subsequent rule of the Jain Kings and later under the rule of King
Prataparudra several hamlets were established around the village.

A temple for God Cennakesvara was established in the village. Then
the manuscript deals with the subsequent fortunes of the place under

the Vijayanagar rulers and the Muslims. Later like others it went

into the hands of the Company in Saka 1722.

9. Kaifiyat of Tippireddipalie.

After the reign of King Sadasiva the country fell into a state

of anarchy and the Boyas and other criminal tribes began to plunder

the country of Duvvur slma. So the government appointed Viraneni

Vitthalapati Nayudu of the Yakaraigolla community to keep peace

in the sima and granted him a piece of land in the Ganjikunta

village as Pdlem for his maintenance and livelihood. Vitthalapati

Nayudu founded a settlement called Yakarlapalem and lived there

with some followers. In course of time he founded other villages.

When the Cittivolu Chiefs extended their sway over Duvvur,

Cennuru, Porumamilla, Baddevolu and other slmas Peda Nagappa
and Cina Nagappa, the sons of Vitthalapati Nayaka approached the

chiefs (or the Muslims sircar?) and requested them to grant

them more villages as they had been keeping the peace of the

country. Accordingly, they were granted the village ol Tippixeddi-

palle and others viz, Muddireddipalle, Arreddipalle and Kahcarla-

puram on a yearly peshkist of 600 vardhas to be paid by them to the

sarcar. They were further allowed to enjoy the proceeds of tolls

which they were permitted to levy on the merchandise that passed

through the passes guarded by them. The Farwana granting them
these rights is stated to have been issued by Tanisha.

10. Kaifiyat of Muddireddipalle .

The family of Peda Nagappa Nayudu, (mentioned in the pre-

vious Kaifiyat) held the villages of Muddireddipalle, Arreddipalle

Pullayapalle and Kancarlapuram and then their family history is

given.
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11. Kaijiyat of Jcinulavaram , Nanclelammapeta samut

.

In the time of King Pratapadevaraya, Sambeta Pinnayadeva

Maharaju of Peranipadu granted mcmyams in the village of Janula-

varam to a party of shepherds from Machupalle in saka 1380, Balm -

dhanya. These Votragollas as they were called performed service

in the place of the Sambeta Chiefs.

In Saka 1425, the Sambeta family became extinct (?) and the

Donees left the village.

13 Kaijiyat ci Pe/an // adii-Nandelam /nape:a

The village of Peranipadu situated south-east of Ahob&lam in

the Nallamalai hills was originally founded by two brothers Peraya

and Lakayya of the shephered community who settled at the spot

owing to its vicinity to a natural spring.

Subsequently, during the reign of the Vijayanagar King VTra-

pratapa Devaraya a certain Chief Sambeta Pinnayyadeva Maha-
raju, son of Somaraju and Tippaladsvi, fortified the place,

gathered a strong force, and founded temples for Gods Ahjaneya,
fsvara, Virabhadra and Bhairava at the place. He had as his

Dalavdy a certain Heggadanna, son of Mukunda sstti, a Jain mer-
chant. Later the place came under the rule of the Golconda chiefs

and later under the East India Company.

14 Kaifiyat of Ravulakollu, Vobulam Payakattu, and
Siddhavattam Taluq.

(Prepared by Rammanna, Karanam of the village.)

Situated on the banks of the River Pinakim to the East of

Siddhavattam, the village of Ravulakollu was originally founded by
a shepherd Manikela Basinayudu who migrated from the North to
this place.

In the time of King Karikala Cola Maharaja, the village grew
into importance and the villagers were required to pay a stipulated

sum as Kdnike. Later in the time of King Bhujabalavira Nalla-
siddhanadeva Cola Maharaja of Nellore, a- party of Gosayis (travell-

ing mendicant pilgrims) who happened to visit the village recogni-

sed it as a holy spot and caused a temple for God Sriranganatha to
be founded at the place. The villagers subsequently constructed an
Isvara temple at the place.
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Subsequently to Nallasiddhanacola, King Tirukalitadeva Cola
maharaja of the same family of Nellore ruled over the region and
administered Lie village.

When the Nawab of ArcoL Sadat Ullah Khan came into poss-
ession of the Siddhavattam-^i/??

a

the village of Ravulakollu was
granted as Jcgir to Raja Kesara Sing, whcse son Fateh Sing also

held it as Jagir. On the advent of Mayana rule, the region became
infested with robbers and Ravulakollu gradually went into ruin.

In tiie time of Asad All Khan, Subahuir of Cuddipah, under
orders from his Diwan Janga Reddi, this Vobulam and Kotturu
Payakatlu were administered by the Faruocayagat' Kaluvoy Pcli-

reddi. I -iter when the Redd

i

of Ravulakollu died, the office of
Reddi instead of being bestowed on a member of his family was
left in charge of Pokala VIranna, a Lingabalije setti of Cina Bukka-
yapalle by Kaluvoy Bolireddi.

Subsequently, when Raja Chandullala was subahdar, he deputed
Himmat Lala, the administrator of Vobulam and Kotturu Paya-
kattus to repopuiate Ravukoilu by inviting settlers and granting

fresh Kavals. The village was thus reorganized and administered

till Raudri Margasira , when the Company took over the administra-

tion of the Country,

15. Kaifiyat of Vobulam-Kasba (jPayakaitu ) Siddhavattam

Taluq.

The village of Vobulam situated in the Siddhavattam taluq on
the banks of the River Pennar, adjacent to Ravulakollu, (which later

became the headquarters of a Payakattu) was founded adjacent to

the town and fort of a. certain chief called Somadevaraj u. This Chief*

who migrated to these parts from the Udayagiri region* founded a

town on the banks of the River Pennar and fortified it and ruled the

surrounding country. Once he was attacked by the robber chief of

the neighbourhood, a certain Cennappa Nayudu and put to death.

His wives Remakkamma, Pedagangamma, Cinagangamma committed

sati and his town and fort was abandoned by his people. Thereupon
the town came to be occupied by the Boya robber Chief Cennappa
Nayudu. Vobulamma, wife of Ramappa Nayudu, founded a village

called Vobalam in the vicinity, formed out of the lands belonging

to the village of Ravulakollu. A fort was also constructed around
the village whiciv came to be enjoyed by Venkatappa Nayudu the son

of Vobulamma.
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By the time of Krsnadevaraya Vobulam had become a big town
and became the headquarters of several villages. Sadasiva, sriranga

and Venkatapati, affininistered the village as part of Siddhavattam-

slma of Udayagiri rajya. They were followed by the Math Chiefs,

Mir Jumla and Sadat Udah Khan of Arcot. In the time of the last

mentioned ruler, when Syed Mustafa was the Subahdar of Cuddapah
Adur Vira Reddi held the office of Parapatyagar of Vobulam
Payakattu .

Later Abdul Nabi Khan came into possession of Siddhavattam

and his successors continued to hold the slma. During the reign

of Mayana Hammu Miyya (S- 1652, Sadhanma to Srlmukha) in the

year Sddhdrana, the tank at Vobulam breached.

About this time the Muslim officers of Hammu Miyya were

forcibly converting the Brahmans and Kapus of the country to Islam

and the Kapus of Cina Bukkayapalle a Horagrdma situated south

of Vobulam fearing to come in the presence of these officers began

to pay their taxes to the Government at Vobulam. From this time

onwards Cina Bukkayapalle became a hamlet under Vobulam (losing

its status of an independent Horagrdma).

In the year Svabhdnu , when Halim Khan was the subahdar a
party of Pedakanti Kapus of the west led by Budda Reddi obtained

Kavals frcm the KaranQms of Vobulam to found a hamlet in the

fields of the village. The new hamlet came to be called Budda-
reddipalle.

16. Kniftyat of Bcdayacerla
,
Vobulam Payakattu.

(Prepared by Karanam Siddhappa.)

Situated north of Vobulam, Bodeyacerla was originally founded
by Bodaya of the Boya caste. In course cf time its population
increased and it became an important village.

In subsequent times it was under the rule of Gangadeva Maha-
raja and later under PrataparudraT subordinate Ambadeva.

18. Kaifiyat of Regula Kanta Payakattu.

Situated 1 mile west of Bodeyacerla, Regulakunta was originally

an agrahdra granted to Pocana Bhatiu and Muru Rhatlu in the
time of King Krsnadevaraya Maharaya. In the time of Acyuta a
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party of settlers from Porumamilla led by Cintareddi came to the

place and were shown a piece of land to iound a hamlet. The

hamlet was called Fapinayanipalle. Another hamlet called Sankara-

nayani kunta was later founded. In the time of Sadasiva the agra-

haras constructed temples for Gopalasvami and Isvara.

In the time of King Venkatapati owing to famine and troubles

from robbers most of the agrahdrikas abandoned the village. Those*

who remained were later forced to have the agrabdra owing to the

fact that the village came to be entirely enjoyed and administered

by the Paieru family (of Kapus{ ?)). In subsequent times worship

In the temple came to be neglected and the village fell a prey to

robbers till the advent of Company rule.
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Kaifiyuts of some villages in Pottapinddu of Ciltivolu Taluq .

1. Nelandaluru Katfryat.

The village of Nelandaluru, famous as the holy place where god

Srinivasa resides, is situated on the northern bank of the River

Bahuda, at a place 20 miles south of Siddhavattam.

After describing its origin and history the Kaifiyat ends with

detailed accounts relating to the grants in cash made to the Cokka-

natha temple by the company, the hamlets of Nelandaluru, the

forests around the village and their produces, the crops grown,

cloth manufacture and hills and hillocks.

2. Andapuru Kaifiyat.

Situated east of Na^andaluru and forming cne of its hamlets,

the Andapuru village contains a temple of Papanathesvara founded

by a CdJa King. There are several Tamil-Grantha -inscriptions at the

place.

(The Kaifiyat contains the usual account relating to the activi-

ties of the Matli Chitfs in these parts which have been noted under
Nelandaluru Kaifiyat).

2a. Yellamarajupalle Kaifiyat .

This is another hamlet of Nelandaluru, situated east of Anda-
puru. Founded by Matli Ellamaraju it was granted as agrahdra to

Brahmans. During the administration of Matli Peda Venkatarama-
raju, it was granted as Jdgir to his servant a Mahratta horseman
Kanakaji by name.

Subsequently, during the reign of Matli Appayarajugaru, son of

Pedda Venkataramaraju, the village was granted as amaram to

Nandyala Narasimharaju who was the brother-in-law of Appaya-

raju. He held it till Parabhava.



The rest of the Kaifiyat contains nothing important.

3. Ndgired'dipaPie Kaifiyat.

Situated 2-1- miles west of Nelandaluru this village was origi-

nally founded by a certain Nagireddi and was granted as agrahara
to Brahmans. Subsequently, during the time of Math Peda Venkata-
ramaraju, a certain Gorivicahcu, a prostitute held it as Jdgir.

The rest contains nothing important.

3a. Palurn Kaifiyat.

The Kaifiyat is a summary of all inscriptions at and around
the village.

4. Mandapalle Kaifiyat .

The first few paragraphs contain a summary of the inscrip-

tions found in the village. The manuscript then traces the history

of the place from the beginning of the seventeenth century and

describes the administrative changes made by the Company.

4 a. Pnlapatturu Kaifiyat.

The first few paragraphs contain summaries of inscriptions

found in the village.

The rest of the Kaifiyat contains an account of the relations

between the Aparacintala family and the Matli chiefs which have

.already been noticed in the Kaifiyat of Mandapalle. At the end,

the usual details regarding the hamlets etc. of the village, are given.

5. Hodduguntapalle Kaifiyat.

The first few paragraphs contain the summary of the inscrip-

tions of the village. The concluding portion of the Kaifiyat des-

cribes the relations between the Aparacintala and Matli families.

5a. Rollamadugu Kaifiyat.

The first few pages contain a geographical description of thf

village and the tract around.

ML— 16
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In course of time the place was occupied by a man named
Yakarlu Errama Nayudu ot the Sadasiva-gctfra, an emigrant from

Bandar in the east coast who had the title of Basavasankara and

who by his predatory activities caused the Agrahdrikas of Rolla-

madugu to abandon the village. The Agrahdrikas' moved to Raya*
varam.

Subsequently he secured the favour of King Krsnadevaraya of

Vijayanagar by providing him all comforts during his pilgrimage to

Tirumala. By stages, he greatly improved the village of Rolla-

madugu and had a temple for goddess Sakti erected at the place.

Of his successors, Cinnamma Nayudu became more powerful

than the rest and after erecting a partition of the amaram by which

he got a third share, he began to levy Kdvali at the Rollamadugu
pass. In 1443, the merchants who used the pass for transporting

their goods agreed to pay Cinnama Nayudu customs duties on their

goods. They conveyed the gift in a copper-plate grant.

(Vide: 15-4-18. Ms. p/ 7 for a summary of this record)

The chiefs of the dynasty followed the Matli Chief Tiruvengala-

natharaju during his campaigns in the Kurnool Country. (This

must have taken place about 1618 A.D.) and for the services ren-

dered by them they were confirmed in the possession of their

amaram village.

These chiefs continued to enjoy the customs dues collected at

the pass till the advent of the Company when the right was confis-

cated by the Government.

The Kaifiyat ends with the usual account relating to the temples,

manyas, hamlets, gardens, hills and passes, forest produces etc. in

and around the village.

6. Srirangardjupdlem Kaifiyat .

The village of SrTrangarajupalem, situated 5 miles east of Rolla-
madugu was founded by SrTrangaraju who enjoyed it as amaram for
some time. Subsequently, the Matli Chiefs confiscated the village,

when Srlrangaraju founded another village called Srlrangapuram,
which he gave as an agrahdra to Brahmans. In course of time, the
village came to be enjoyed by the Jagatapirajus as amaram.
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6a. Kaijiyat of Akempadu.

There is an old temple of god Vemigopalasvami founded by a
Cola king in this village. The place came to be known after Akeva,
a forester.

Subsequently, a party of Palaiyagars, from Sakibandamulluru in

the west invaded these parts and burnt the village of Akempadu after

putting to death almost all its inhabitants. The village, thereupon,
fell into ruin. After some time a few ryots settled on the ruined
site and renovated the village.

A fragementary inscription at the place bearing the date S. 1356,
A.D. 1434 mentions Jagatapi Raciraju Tippayvadevamaharaju and his

son whose name is lost. From the evidence of this inscription it

would seem that the Jagatapi family held the village during the time
of King VIra Praudhadevaraya of Vi jayanagar-

During the time of Immadi, Narasimha, son of Saluva Narasimha
the village of Akempadu, which was in the enjoyment of Parvata
Nayaka as amaram , was granted to god Cokkanatha of Neiandaluru
and an inscription recording this gift is dated Saka 1423, DurmaiL

During the subsequent rule of the Matli chiefs the village con-

tinued to be in the enjoyment of the temple. But on the advent of

Muslim rule it was confiscated to the state. In later times, the vil-

lage was granted as amaram to Aparacintala Ramaraju, the son-in-

law of the Matli family.

(The history of this Aparacintala family is given. Vide : Manda-

palle Kaifiyat where a summary is given

)

The Kaifiyat ends with the usual details relating to hamlets etc.

7. Srlmngardjapuram Srotriyam Kaifiyat .

During the time of Matli Peda Venkataramaraju this village was

granted as amaram to Jagatapi Calapatiraju. Some time previously

Matli Cenrajugaru had bestowed Srirangarajupalem on Aluri Subba

Sastrulu as agrahara in 1646. But soon after it was taken back

by the donor-chief for Kanama-kdvili (?) and in its stead Sriranga-

rajupuram-gramam was granted as agrahara to the Brahman. The

Brahman, after enjoying the village for some time proceeded to Kasi

on a pilgrimage and thereupon Jagatapi Calapatiraju and his family

obtained it as amaram .
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7 a. Seshamambapuram Srotriya Agraharam Kaifiyat.

> The Kaifiyat is a summary of the inscriptions and sanads found

in the village.

The latter part of the Kaifiyat describes the different rates or

assessment of srotriyam fee levied on the agrahdrikas and ends with

the usual list oi namlets etc.

8.

Gundluru Kaifiyat.

The first part of the Kaifiyat describes the rule of the Cdla and

Vijayanagar kings over the village. The concluding portion of the

Kaifiyat details the rule of the Math and Mayana chiefs and con-

tains nothing new.

K a. Kottapalle Kaifiyat..

Situated 24 miles south-wrest of Gundluru, the village of Kotta-

palle once formed part of Gundluru. But in the time of Math
Venkataramaraju, it was constituted into a separate settlement under

the name of Venkataramarajupalle in Saka 1702, Sarvari and it was
Administered as a property belonging to the chief* treasury. After

the advent of the Company it lapsed to the state.

9. Hastavaram Kaifiyat.

The village was originally formed out of a settlement of a few

jyots and later it formed part of the village of Neiandalfiru.

During the reign of King Kakatlya Prataparudra of Warangal
the village of Hastavaram together with Andapuru, Mandadam, and
Mannfira were included in Neiandalfiru and granted to Brahmans
according to an inscription at* Neiandalfiru.

The rest of the Kaifiyat contains the history of the Math rule

over these parts.

9 a. Madanagopdlapuram Agraharam Kaifiyat

.

The Kaifiyat contains the summary of a copper-plate grant dated

S. 1630 of the time of Matli Tiruvengalanatha which furnishes the

information relating to the foundation of the agrahdra . The conclud-

ing portion of the Kaifiyat contains the we ] l-known history of the

Matli chiefs with little additional facts.

10. Attirala Agraharam Kaifiyat.

In olden days Farasurama is stated to have fixed his abode at

the place and consequently the place acquired fame as Farasurama-
k^etra.
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In historical times, the Vodde chieftains held sway over this

region and they renovated the temples of Tretesvara, Gadadhares-
vara and other shrines* The hamlet of Polu was included in this

village. The village of Attirala had another name Araturevula owing
to the fact that it was difficult (arotam

)

to descend into the River
Rahuda that fi^ws deep at the spot (Revu) where Attirala is situated.

There are Tamil-Grantha inscriptions at the place.

The rest of the Kaifiyat contains the summary of the inscriptions

at the place.

11. Kictamdmhdpnratn Agrafuiram Srntriyam Kaifiyat

.

Kiccamamhdpuram a^ruhdram was originally known as Mandaram
and formed part of the Nelandaluru village. In an inscription of

King Prataparudra at Nelandaluru, dated S. 1231, (Vide: 15/3/8
for details) the village is mentioned along with Andapuru. Mann uni

and Hastspuram as forming the hamlets (premiayraslpalleln ) c
®

Nelandaluru. After some days when it was in the enjoyment of God
Cokkanatha of Nelandaluru, it lapsed to the state.

12. Ndrayana Nellurn Kaifiyat .

There is an image of God Varadaraja in the village which was
consecrated by sage Narada. South of this image a temole for God
Mulasthanesvara was founded by a Cola king. In later times a party

of ryots came from Neiluru and settled at the place to which they^

gave the name of Narayana Neiluru.

12 a. Lembaka Kaifiyat.

The first few pages contain a summary of the inscriptions at the

place. The historical account of the village traced up to the time

of Acyuta Raja is based upon the inscription. It then deals with

the subsequent history of the place.

13. Cintakunta A yrahdram firdirtyam Kaifiyat.

(This is a summary of the paper grant dated S. 1662. The
Kaifiyat ends with the usual account relating to the levy of srdtriyam

fees on the village at different rates by different rulers.)

14. Boyanapalle Kaifiyat .

This is a summary of the paper grant in the possession of the

donees in the village.
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1 4 a. Mangamambdpuram Srotriya Agrabaram Kaifiyat.

This is a summary of the paper-deed dated S. 1673, in the pos-

session of the agrahdrikas of the village- The Kaifiyat ends with

the usual details regarding the levy of Irotriyam fees till the advent

of the Company.

15. Komarunipcille Kaifiyat.

The village was founded by Komara Rami Reddi, son of Kommi
Reddi Nagi Reddi of a family of Reddi s at Tangaturu, on a spot

belonging to Tangaturu. It was in the enjoyment of Aparacintala-

mangamma as Jdgir having been granted to her as marriage portion

for 10 years from Manmatha to Krodhi. Subsequently, in the years

Visvdvasu and Parabhava a certain Sdhukcir Gopalji held it as Jdgir

having paid some amount. Later from Rdksasd to Kdlayukti Tala-

paka Sesamaraju was granted the village to provide maintenance for

him. In Siddhdrti and Raudri Asad Ali Khan bestowed the village

on a Siphadar as Jagir.

16. Kundiavefrlru Kaifiyat.

This was founded by a dancing girl of Nelluru called Kumuda,
During the reign of Math Anantaraju. in the year Pramddica it was
granted as Jagir to Muhammad Salad, who held it for 20 years. The
manuscript then deals with the history of the village under the

Company.

17- Nukanenlpalle Kaifiyat.

The Kaifiyat is a summary 6f the inscriptions at the place. After

the advent of the Company rule in the year Durmati , Sdhukcir

Krsnappa Nayaka a Desastha Brahman who had served the Company
at Srlrangapatam and then had accompanied Col. Malkamf?) Saheb
from Mysore to Burhanpur in the Mahratta country cf Poona was
granted this village as Jdgir along with Itimarpur and Sivalapalle in

^recognition of his services.

17 a. Itimarapuram Kaifiyat

.

The Kaifiyat is a summary of the inscriptions at the place. The
history of Matii rule is also given.

18- Velgacerla Kaifiyat.

The village was founded by two sisters Damakka and Vengakka
at a spot west of the Urakonda hill where they dug a tank. In the
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forest nearby there were ruins of the temples of Cennakesvara and
Markandeyasvami which they renovated. In later times, during the

reign of Acyutadevamaharaja of Vijayanagar, this village of Velga-

cerla was constituted into an agrahara and granted as Yajamdnyam
to Alum Govindasomayajulu and 32 Brahmans dividing it into as

many vrttis. The village was renamed Acyutarayapuram and boun-
daries marked Till the fall of the Rayas the village was retained

as agrahara, when on the advent of Muslim rule it was confiscated

except a portion which was granted as Bhattavrlti manyam to some
Brahmans. Subsequently during the time of Matli Peda Venkata-

ramaraju, the village was in the enjoyment of Pari Pinnappa Ven-
gammagam as amaram and after her death it lapsed to the govern-

ment.

18 a. Mallemadugu Kaifiyat.

Originally forming part of the village of Velgacerla, it later deve-

loped into a separate village and in the time of Matli Peda Venkata-
ramaraju it was in the enjoyment of Erragudi Gopalaraju Appalaraju
as amaram. Subsequently, during the administration of Matli Komara
Veiikataraghavaraju the village was granted to Putta Pedappaya and
Cina Papaya of the Muttaracha community as Kattubadi. Later
during the Company’s rule Col. Munro granted it for Kattubadi ser-

vices to Erragudi Appalaraju fixing a permanent jadi of 24 vardhas

and 2 rukas.

18 b. Velgacerla Mangamdmbdpuram A grahdram
Srotriyam Kaifiyat.

A plot of land originally forming part of Velgracerla was form-

ed into an agrahara named after xlangamma. the mother of MatU
Tiruvengajanatharaju who granted it in Saka 1691, to Aluru Venkata-
pati and others.

18 c. Damanacerla Agrahdram Kaifiyat (Hamlet of

Velgacerla).

This is a summary of the grant deed dated S. 1719 made by

Matli Venkataramaraju

.

19. Konduru Kaifiyat .

The village was founded by a certain Kondamanayaka on a piece

of land granted to him by Vodde Rayalu. He renovated the temples

of Cennakesavasvami and Ramalingesvara that had been lying in

ruins at the place.



His mistress Cennamma caused a tank to be dug south ot the

village. In the temple of Cennakesava, there are Tamil -grantha ins-

criptions. It went into the hands of Matli chiefs.

20. Cenrajusamudram A graharam Kaifiyat.

The village which farmed a part of Konduru was granted as

agrahdra by Matli Ravanaraju Devacodamaharaju.

21. Tlranampalle Kaifiyat

.

Formerly a hamlet of Penagaluru, it was founded by Tiru-

malamma.

22. Sriyavaram Kaifiyat.

Contains a summary of the inscriptions at the place.

23. Indium Kaifiyat.

The village which was a hamlet of Penagaluru was originally

founded in the name of one Induri Amma who on committing suicide

became a fiend, to propitiate whom a shrine and a village named after

her were founded.

24. Penagaluru A graharam Kaifiyat.

The Kaifiyat is a summary of the Penagaluru copper plate of

Tirumala dated S. 1493 which gives a genealogy of the Matli family.

(Vide 15—4—18 Ms. p. 14. Published in Epigraphia Indica).

25. Siddhavaram Kaifiyat .

Owing to the fact that in ancient times Siddhas jived at the

place, the place came to be known as Siddhavaram. During Matli

rule, it was in the enjoyment of Timmamma, wife of Matli Appaya-

raju as amaram.

26. Tirumalardjupeta alias Ndgayapeta Kaifiyat.

The village was once in the enjoyment of Tirumalaraju as

amaram and later a certain Nagaya founded a hamlet, Nagayapeta,

north of the village. In the time of Matli Venkataramaraju the vil-

lage was made over to Sdhukar Ramakarnu, who had advanced money

to the chief. Later the village lapsed to the state.
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27. Narasingarajapuram Agraharam Srotriyam Kaifiyat.

This is a summary of a copper plate found at the place.

28. Vebali Kaifiyat.

(Nothing of interest.)

29 f Konuira Anantardjapwarn Kaifiyat.

This is a summary of the copper plate granted dated s. 1618.

31. Jattivciripalle Kaifiyat .

The village was formed out of a part of land belonging to Vobali
village and granted to a family called the Jattivaru. The village was
.accordingly known as Jattivaripalle.

32. Nallapareddipaile Kaifiyat.

This was founded by a certain Nallapareddi on a spot of land

belonging to Tiruvengalanatharajapuram.

33. Kommuru Kaifiyat.

Formerly this village was a hamlet of Pottapi but later during

the rule of Matli Venkataramaraju it was constituted into a separate

village and bestowed as amaram upon Patrasure Gangu Tippa. Sub-

sequently it was made over to Matli Kondaraju of the Konduri family

as amaram.

34. Konapuram Kaifiyat.

Originally forming part of Pottapi village it became a separate

village and was in the enjoyment of the chiefs of Vobalam for a

year after which it lapsed to the state.

35. Ramacandrapuram Agraharam Srotriyam Kaifiyat.

This is a summary of the gift-deed found at the place.

36. Jartgalapalle Kaifiyat

.

There were once a group of eight poets (asta-diggajas) at the

court of Matli Anantaraju, of whom the following were of the Jengam
community.

ML—17
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1. Mantramurti Faparaju,

2. Cintalavari Kondapa,

3. Kotharam Mallamkondappa,

4. Guruvappa.

These four were given several villages as amaram. They were

Jangalapalle, Brahmanapalle, east of Gundlamada and others.

During Muslim rule they were confiscated but on the restoration

of Matli rule they were granted as Jdgir to several persons in

succession, viz. Haji Muhammad, Muhammad Salah. Cintakavahi

family etc.
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CTelugu. Kannada and Mahratti).

1. Kaifiyat ->/ Knt \konda Scansiham kus Paneapa!ayam tahtq .

To the south-west of this village, there was an cisrama of sage
Kaundinya situated on the hill Kavulutlamala.

In the time of King Sadasiva of Vijayanagar in s. 1445. a cer-

tain Bahadapayya ( ?) granted land in the village of X>iguva Tirupati

to God Cennakesava of Kavulr.Ua.

The following account is given of the establishment of the Kota-

konda samsthanam.

The founder of the family was one Gujjala Paramappa Nayaka
of Boya caste in the Vijayanagar period, who was given the Kcivali

rusiuns in the entire region as far as the River Krsna including the

territories of Racur, Gadwal, Kandanuru and Gutti. The king was
pleased to grant his two sons Nall a Venkatappa and Erra Venkatappa
the village of Gonegandla for their maintenance. Their descendants

continued to exercise sway over the place till the Company -took it.-

1 a. Kaifiyat of Kappatralla Samsthanam .

This Kaifiyat describes the founders of the Kotakonda family

mentioned In the previous Kaifiyat.

2. Kaifiyat of Mutyalapcidu , Duvvur Taluq
,
Kadapa llaka.

King Prataparudra of Vorugaliu, who was on his way to Rames-
varam on pilgrimage, halted at this place situated about 10 miles

south-west of Ahobalam and constructed temples for Siva and Kesava

in accordance with his plan of constructing such temples in each and

every place at which he halted. He granted a kavul to some ryots

of the place for founding a village in the vicinity of the temples.

The village thus founded was named Mutyalapadu. The kdvid for

the foundations and development of the village was granted for fen

years at the end of which the king levied a Khandini of 50 Kaveri-



paka vardhas per year, which the Reddis and Karanams were

required to collect from the villagers and remit The place was
under the Vijayanagar kings and the Muslims and later passed into

the hands of the English.

3. Kaifiyat of Ivlacupalle (Payakattu-Kasb a).

Siddhavattam IJaka.

The village of Macupalie was founded by a certain Macireddi

in the time of Aravlti Bukkaraya Maharaju on a spot forming the

mined site of the village of Gundlapadu. The village fell into ruins

during Muslim rule.

4. Kaifiyat of Ramadurgam t Gullam Taluq.

In the vicinity of the hill called Ramadurga there was the old

village site of Induvali.

It is believed that the village of Induvali was founded by the

Cola kings._

East of the Bhogesvara temple in the mountain there is a cave

called Kumbhara cave. On the top of the mountain there is an image
of Mahisasuram ardini.

In later times, near the village of Induvalli a new settlement wa&
founded and it was known as Ramapuram.

4 a. Kaifiyat of Sondur.

(Kannada and Mahratti).

5- Kaifiyat of Nandela, Kurnool llaka .

These pages contain a legendary account of the origin and con-

secration of the temples of Naganandi (Naga Adisesa as Ksetrapalaka),

Sivatnandi (Sankara as Ksetrapalaka), Visnunandi (Visnu as Ksetra-

palaka), Surya etc. Thus nine lingas were installed (Navanandis

)

in

the centre of which was placed Brahmanandi.

6- Kaifiyat of the Cehcus living in the Nallamalais.

(Contains an account of the life and customs of the Cehcus.)
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7. Kaifiyat of the Ddsari Cehcus living by begging in the villages.

There were devotees of God Narasimha of Ahobala who belonged

to the castes of Balifas, Gollas, Boyas etc., and who became ddsas

of the god and were branded and initiated as such in the temple by
the gurus . They donned a particular dress and they moved about

begging from place to place in groups of 10 or 20 called gumpus
led by one of them who was called either a Samayagadu or Duyyam
Kondegadu and who carried a staff, the Mudrakola. They took alms

in kind or cash from Brahman and Ksatriya houses and from shops.

They submitted their bodies to physical torture. They paid through

their leaders Samayagandlu a portion of their incomes known as

katnam to god Ahobala Narasimha in the hands of the Mudrakartas
of the Vaisnava Jiyyangar of the temple. They conducted themselves

in strict obedience to those Mudrakartas and sometimes they were
fined if they misbehaved.



MANUSCRIPT NO. 120

Wilson, p. 441, No. XVHI (10 Sections)

Taylor, Vol. HI, 555, No. 18, 816 (L. No. 637)

Shelf No. 15-3-13 (L. R. Vol. IV).

1. Kaifiyat submitted by Rdman&yanivdru , the Paley agar of

Ca t tivaripdlem in the Gurramkonda District .

Our original ancestor, Venkatappa Nayani Kumara Peda Timma
Nayanivaru of the Rekariu Acyuta gotra (?;, a resident in toe king-

dom of Golkonda was given by Acyuta Raya some lands as

sarvamdnya . Subsequently, he stayed at the court of the king for a

year in which period he was made the Sardar of the Ryot-militia

(i.e. Raya Ranuva ? Rytu Ranuva) and paid a liberal salary.

The land thus brought under cultivation was being enjoyed by

him.

Subsequently, his son Nala-Timma Nayadu enjoyed the Jdgir

His sons Kalla Kondama Nayudu, Venkatapa Nayudu, Timma
Nayudu Siddhama Nayudu succeeded to the enjoyment of the

sarvamdnya estates which they subsequently partitioned amongg
themselves.

In the time of Venkatappa Nayudu, when the whole region came
under the administration of the Sahebs of Kadapa, the portion that
came to our share viz, the Cadivaripaleyam, was assessed at the

annual Peshkist of 200 gadzas which has been paid by us regularly*

In later times, during the regime of Bahadur, we continued to

cultivate the Paleyam and pay the dues regularly. In the time of the

Company, we have been enjoying the salary fixed by them and paying
the Peshkist regularly.

2. Kaifiyats of Diguva Maduvuguntla and Eguva Maduvuguntla

prepared by Timmappa Ndyaka and Venkatappa Ndyaka

respectively .

In olden times our ancestors of the Kulam Sekarakula (family)

Peda Musala Nayudu and Cina Musalanayuclu, sons of Nala Timma
Nayaka who lived at Talupula Muttha village, were granted some
forest land as Jdgir. They settled at the spot, dug tanks and wells

and brought lands under cultivation.



They were followed by their descendants Nala Musala Nayudu
and Nala Timma Nayudu (under taking such as Kattubadl Koluvulu)

who ware in the enjoyment of the estate. Subsequently, the estate

was divided and the government at Cuddapah fixed the peshkist of

the Jcigir.

3. Account of the Pagoda of Ahjaneyasmmi east of

Pulivendcda Kasha in the KacUri District.

The temple was founded by sage V\asaraya„ The arrangements
made tor worship and te&tivals m the temple lasted till the end of the

Mayana rule. After the adven* of Bahadur, some more facilities'

were made and the Amildar was directed to pay from Government
funds for the expenses of certain festivals in the Dasara and in the

Dhanurmdsa . The servic&-numyams bestowed upon the arcakas were
maintained in tact. In the time of Tippu Sultan from the year Vijay a.

the same arrangements continued. After the advent of the Company
the arrangements were maintained in tact and the food-offerings and
worship continued as usual.

4 . This is an account of the Pagoda of Cennakesavasvami at

Paterapallepatnam .

5 . This is an account of the Pagoda of Venka tdcalapati east of
Pulivendala Kasha -

6 . Account of the village of Duvvapddu in the Dupddu District

This village was founded by king Prataparudra in Kolukula’s

time in commemoration of the destruction of wild spotted deer. After

a brief Muslim rule the Company confiscated it.

7. Account of Turumilla village in the Kamman district.

S „ This is an account of the Pagoda of Mokseivarasvami in

Moksagundam in the Cumham Taluk .

9 . Account of the Baddevolu village in Cumbum Taluk .

This village came into existence south of Anantarajapuram

agrahdram . After a brief Muslim rule the Company took it over.

70. Account of Munulapadu in the Griddalur District .

As this was built at the behest of an ascetic called Munl^vara

jt came to be known as Munulapadu. One Kamanaboyani Kaminedu

and his descendants ruled over this place. Later on the Velugoti

Chiefs were in possession of the place. Subsequently it went to*

the Moghuls of Golkonda. Finally it went to the Company.



MANUSCRIPT No. 12.

Wilson, p. 442, No. XIX. (7 Sections)

Taylor, Vol. Ill, p. 556, No, 19, C.M. 8l6 iL No. 550)

Shelf No. 15-3—12
(L.R. Vol. XXXVI)

1. Account of Pedguntapulle , Pollalacermu Samut, Griddalur Taluk.

Gundla Brahmes'varam is situated about 24 kos south of
Sri^aila mountain. At a distance of about 12 kos south east of it is

the village of Racarla, on the north west borders of which there lay a

big rock (Pdlugundu ). Two ryots of the names of Papireddi Pulla
Reddi and Venkatareddi came to the place, founded the village with
the necessary kavul or lease-deed.

The manuscript gives some more details about the place which
are not however historically useful.

2. Kaifiyai of Anutnanapalle, PaUalaceruvu samut of the Griddalur

taluk.

In the times of the Rayas of Vijayanagar, Batumi Reddi
founded a village nearby on the spot of land granted to him on lease

by rhe Reddi and Karanam of the village Turmilla. The village
was named Anutnanapalle after Hanuma Reddi. Later it was under
the Muslim rulers till it passed on into the hands of the Bast India
Company.

3. Account of Gunampiidu and Mahadevapuram in the

Griddalur taluk.

In 3aka 1342, Mahamandalesvara Vobirhju Npisimha, ruler of
Anegondi erected a shrine at the mouth of the cave near the place
where the Valkata takes its rise and in the vicinity of the shrine a
village of the name of GunampSdu was founded.

The place continued to be under the Vijayanagar rulers like

Kpspadeva Raya and Tirunaala Raya, and later it passed into the
hands of the Muslims and the English East India Company.

4. Account of Akavidu in the Griddalur District.

5. Account of Akkapalk in the Griddalur Taluk.
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6. Account of Pnllcdoceruvu in the Griddcdi.tr taluk.

(The above three Kaifiyats which are duplicates of those contai-

ned in Manuscript No. 15-3-11 have been summarised.)

7. Kaifiyat of Kasha Rudravaram in the Griddalur District .

This village was founded by Prataparudra. Later it came into

the hands of Vijayanagar kings.

MX.—18



MANUSCRIPT No. 122

Wilson, p. 442, No. XX. (15 Sections)

Taylor, 111 pp. 557-8, No, 20 CM. 8i7 (L. No, 612 15 Sections).

Shelf No. 15-3-58.

i . Kaifiyat of Tallamarpuram

.

This village came into existence in a locality in Davorrn taiuq

abounding in palm trees and so came to be called as Talla maripuram*
It continued as an agrahdra till the collapse of Vijayanagar rule. It

was subject to depredations during Muslim rule and finally it went

into the hands of the East India Company.

2* Kaifiyat of Chiyyapadu, Divvuru taiuq

.

Originally named Jiyyapadu it was later on called as Venkata-

r&yasamudra after the name of Venkatapati Raya, the then ruler of

Fenugonda. Details of grains grown in the place are furnished.

3k Kaifiyat of Kamanuru .

It was so called after the name of one Kamana, The hamlet
attached to the village are detailed.

4. Kaifiyat ofKomara Anantarajupdlam , Monrayapallu .

Contains statements of assessment and produces in the place.

5. Kaifiyat of Somapuram.

Contains statements of assessment and produce in the place

5a. Kaifiyat of Sarvireddipalla .

It was named after its founder Sarvaya by name. The state-

ment of assessment as finally made by Col. Munro is furnished.

6. Kaifiyat of Gaddamayapaila .

It was granted to one Karcci Ke^avacarya a learned scholar.

It has only details of different ^assessments of the place made from
time to time.

Sa. Kaifiyat of Nanganuripallu .

It was granted to one Appakonda Somayajulu as $ rotriyam*
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7. Kaifiyat of Gopalapuram.

It was found on the grant of a sanad by one Muhammad Shah
Farak Niraji Padavi Alamgir to Luigoji S&ngaraju. Rates of

assessment are detailed.

The other Kaifiyats in the manuscript viz. of Neravadu

Brraguntlapalle, Reguiu, Kyatavaram. Budidepadu, Tumrnaiapadu,

^fahadevapuram, Bhakarapurary , Venkupalle, Kodandaramapuram,

Sarvagrahara, Somayajupalle, Ravel uru, Maduru, Kallum, Vellala

Bhavanisankarapuram, all of them in the Duvvur taluq, contain only

the origin of the villages in the form of grants, the rates of

periodical assessment therein and construction of wells, tanks

5tC.,



MANUSCRIPT No. 123

Wilson, p. 442.3. No XXL (14 Sections).

Taylor, Vol. Ill, p. 538 No- 2i C.M. 818 (L.N. 598)

Shelf No. 15-4-25.
Local Records VoL IX.

/. Kaifiyat of Pasuvula. (Pasupula ).

Near the mountain of Sesacala, in the neighbourhood of Gandi-
kota, is the temple of Ahobalesvara Vira Narasimha. Tradition is

that Pasupula was the abode of Jains, long ago* For a time

Tribhuvaeamaila ruled the place as is borne out by an inscription, in

the village of Pedamudiyam, in Jambulamadaka taluk. Hall P&rgana
and dated in Saka 1046.

The place later was held by the Vijayanagar and Muslim rulers*

Later the Company came to authority and Col. Munro utilised

the revenue of this and four other villages for public benefit.

5. Kaifiyat of Medidinne .

Medidinne lay to the north of Pasupula. It was under the

administration of Ghandikota slma in Udayagiri Rajya.

During the period of Krsnadevaraya, there lived a certain

Tadiparti Madhava Bhatlu, who had four sons, Nagam Bhatlu^
Mailibhatlu, Cittu Bhatlu and Rama Bhatlu. Nagam Bhatlu was a
man of great learning and was patronised by Krsnadevaraya, for a
long time. He was given the village of Medidine, as Sarvamanya by
Krsnadevaraya, and it was renamed Krsnarayapuram.

Medidine was offered as gift to Cennake^ava svarai Perumal
for celebrating the Dasami Mahotsava. The stone inscription which
records the grant is found at the Anjaneya shrine there.

Till the end of the rule of the Rayas the Brahmans continued to

enjoy the village. During the Muslim rule, the village was under
Peda Pasupula Samut, and continued to be so till g. 1773.

d. Kaifiyat of Koiapddu

To the south of Pinakini, is a mountain called Svarpagiri, which
jay to the south-west of Siddavattam, the southern gate of ^ri^aila.
It was then known as Paidikonrla. Like other villages it was under
Vijayanagar and later passed into the hands of the English East India
Company. '
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7. Kaifiyat of Ponnapalli .

To the south of Srisaila, near Siddhavatam, and to the east of
Pinakini, was a land of forest. A Kapu of Pakan&du cleared it and
founded a village. Some days later when it was treated as a sub-
division of Siddhavatam, it came to be called Ponnapalli.

8. Kaifiyat of Patturipdlem.

When Saluva Naradmh&rayadeva M a haraya was governing
Vijayanagar, there was under him a Sardar Vamkara Kumaradhuli
Basinayudu o f the Patra caste. One Saroeta V Ira Narasimharaju was
then governing Peranipeta. He developed bad relations with the
government and so migrated to a place near Lamkamaia. He built a
tank called Rdjulct cermn at Gundala * where he settled and stationed
his army. He built three forts (!) Doranala (2) Bagadi Kanama and
(3) Jiiela, each of which was fortified and strengthened With his army.
The Jagirdar Dhuli* B asinay a, was called upon by the then ruler,
Narasimhadeva Maharaya and was ordered by him to defend these
tracts against the agression of Sambeta Vlra Narasimharaju,
Accordingly Dhuli Basinaya entered Kamalapara and declared the
fight.

Unable to oppose, Vlra Narasimharaju left for Udayagiri.
Dhuli Basinayadu was at Kama ! apuram, and was protecting the
passage of Bhara and other villages, with the assistance of a large
number of men.

Basi Nayudu died, and was succeeded by his son Peua Ramgapa
Nayudu, and later his son Musali Nayudu. During the reign of
K|*snadeva Maharaya, Musalinayudu rose in rebellion against the
Government but failed in his attempt. Musali Nayudu later
conveyed his apologies to Krsnadevaraya for his conduct. He
then pleaded to the ruler that he was not able to resist the inroads of
Ramgapatiraju, a member of the royal dynasty, who was governing at

Jillcla Krsnadevaraya authorised Musali Nayudu to found a
village for himself, in between Puspagiri and Peranipati in Duvvur.
Later the area became a subah of Mayana Abdul Nabi KhaD.

During the period of the rule of Abdul Nabi Khan, the Nawab
of Cuddapah, Pattur was brought under Cbannur taluk. The Peshkas
payable to government was fixed as 250 varahds . Later Abdul Halim
Khan of Cuddapah appointed Basinaya and Bodinaya, at the head of
the Fauz, in the village. They continued to hold office till $. 1700,
Vilambi (1778 A.D.) i.e., upto the close of the reign of Nawab Halim
Khan. Bahadur subsequently became the ruler of this and he toolc

450 vara has for these places.
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In £>. 1708, Parabhava, the same system continued under Tippu
Sultan. The village of Paftur was plundred later by the Mahrattas,
During the period of the rule of Tippu Sultan, 518 varahas per year

were taken by the government. In the sarn ; manner, till the year

Saumya , A. D. 1789, the village was under the Sultan, and under the

Golkonda Nijamalli Khan from Sadharana A. D. 1790 to Siddhart*
1721 £>aka, A. D. 1799. Later it passed into the hands of the

Company.

1

1

. Kmjiyat o f Siddhava tam

.

The manuscript first gives the legendary history of the place.

In the Siddhesvara temple, in the fort of the Kasba of Siddha-
vatam there is an inscription in Tamil, the first line of which mentions
“Tribhuvana Cakravani”. After passing successively into the hands
of Vijayanagar and Muslim rulers the place came under the Company.

12 . Kaifiyat of Yemparala.

Karakakonda lay to the south of Mallekonda, near Siddhavatam.
Its neighbourhood consisted of forests, inhabited by wild beasts.

Feda Vira Mallaraju and Cina Vira Mallaraju, who were brothers,

occupied the area.

The place came to be popularly known as Pancalingala Kona.
In the neighbourhood, lived the hunters (Kiratakillu). There Peda
Vira Mallaraju founded a fort and a Basti.

This spot subsequently developed into a town, where every
house came to possess a linga. The Vira 3aiva cult began to spread
widely. A temple for Bhairava was installed. The doors of that

temple, so say the people were made of bronze. Peda Vira Malla-
raju and Cina Vira Mallaraju, both of them, were in the fort*

This kasba came to be called Lingalakota, and subsequently as

Yemparala.

Under Prataparudra of Oragailu, this village formed part of
Siddhavatam, in Udayagiri rajya. Later, Vira Sri Bukkarayalu
Hadharadevariiyalu, Praudhadevarayalu of Vijayanagar ruled there.

Mirjumla, a Sardar under Alamgir Padshah conquered the

Matla chief and occupied Siddhavatam. He ruled Siddhavatam of

which the village formed part.

Later came to authority Sadulla Khan, Nawab of Arcot.

Raja Kesari Singh and Raja Patte Singh were his agents and acted

as the Khiiledars of Siddhavatam. Later Mocamiyya was the head
of the administration under the Ma>ana Nawabs of Cuddapah.
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His adopted son Saravar Kban ruled over Siddhavatam. He
granted Yemparala as Jagir for a period of three years to Matla
Peda Venkataram&raju of Cittavolu Samsth&na. In Svabhanu *

Halim khan the Nawab, took over the village and in Saka 1701 ruled

Siddhavatam including the village.

Subsequently, Bahadur occupied Siddhavatam* He ruled, till

gubhakrit, through his deputy Joganoa of the Malneni pattana

During the period of Tippu Sultan, Imam Beg was deputed to

govern Siddhavatam and he remained in authority till Sadharana

In Sobhakrit , Caitra , Su, 16 the village was plundered by Syed

Muhamad Saheb, the son-in-law of Alim Khan. While he-.was at

Baddevolu, he was attacked by Tippu’s agent Sardar Kammandu
Khan, at Baddevolu. As a result, the former stationed Bira

Malli khan as the head of the Subah of Cuddapah. From there lie

proceeded to Srirangapatam, via Benganapalli.

In S’. 1659, Hammu Miyya, the Nawab of Cuddapah, was
governing at Siddhavatam. His deputy who was doing Pdrupatyam
at Bukkayapalli Yemparala was a Brahman named Gopalaraya: as

the dues payable to Narasingaraju aad Caanaraju the Matla Chiefs,

ceased to be paid, a certain Cenn&ppa was deputed by them [to kill

Gopalaraju. The latter was at Dandala Tinamayapaili. He was
pursued and finally murdered at Lingalakota.

After the end of Tippu’s rule, came to authority a certain Afiz,

a Sardar under the Moghul subordinate the Nizam of Goikonda. He
held Siddhavatam, It was held subsequently by Raja Candulala,

then Himmat Lala, who ruled till Phalguna, as a subordinate of
Bahadur. In Raudri, the Company came to authority and held it till

3 * 1732 , Pramoduta, Kdrtika Su . 10 .



MANUSCRIPT NO. 124

Wilson, p. 443, No. XXIII (14 Sections)

Taylor, III, p. 559, No. 23. C.M. 820 (L. No. 561)

Shelf No. 15-3-38. (L. R. Vol. II, where only portions of the

manuscript have been restored.)

if. Copy of the ancient Kadjan leaves discovered by a Purohit,

Cennumbhatlu Brahman of Koilkun tla district at JoJadarasi

2. Kaifiyat of Kalugotia

This contains a list of the manyams held by several Brahman
families, the Reddis, Karanams and other village servants, in the

Koilkuntla taluq; these were granted to them by different kings and
chiefs at different dates. The name of several measuring rods such

as Kakivarighada ,
Goshavaraghada etc., are given. The two sections

above refer to the same record.

3. Copy of palm-leaf records in the possession of the agrahdrikas

of Bhimunipdd

u

This is a record of gift of land on the borders of the villages of

Kahjali and Kumasamudram and foundation of the village of

Bhlmunipadu.

4. Copy of record {Kavile) in the possession of Cennampalle of the

Nandavaikiki family the Karanam of Cennampalle Koilkuntla

taluq .

5. 77mmandyanip e ta Ka ifiya t

(This is a chronological history of the rulers of Cuddapah before

and after the Muslim invasion).

(N. B. The events relating to the foundation and the later history

of the village are given in short sentences event by event with date

marked).

1. The village was founded by Ghandikota Pemmasami Timma
Nayudu and was named after him as Timma Nayanipeta.

2. A fort around the village was constructed by Nandela Peda
Kumara Raghavaraju in Saka 1620, Bahudhanya , Phalguna su. di. 10.
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3. The following cniefs have made war on the fort :—

U> In Saka 1573, the Mayana Nawab Gamut Miyya lalo

*eige to the fort and raided in only after receiving money from the

defender Komara Raghavaiaju.

(2) While Krs lamaraju was ruling, Jhamsar Bhayi, oq

behalf of the Mayana Nawab, attacked the fort in Saka 1686, and

after fighting for seven days made peace with Kisnamaraju and

retreated.

(3) In Saka 1595, when Nandela Narayanaraju was ruling the

country. Basalat Jung of AUavani and Hussain Aii of Benaganapalle

jointly attacked the fort and took it. Basalat Jung retired after hand-

ing over the village to Hussain All Khan.

(4) Hussain Ali held the fort for three years when it was

once again taken possession of by N a ray ana Raju. The Nawab of

Cuddapab, then sent one Siddhilal at the head of a force against the

fort which he took in £aka 1698, Durmukhi, Vaisakha . But he

immediately handed over the village to Nandela Narayana R&ju and

retired to Cuddapah.

6. Govindinne Record.

The agrahara of Govindinna was granted to Brahmans by king

Praudhadevaraya in Saka 1284 (A.D, 1352) Stubhakrit
, irCivana

ha. di. 3. Monday.

(The rest of the Kaifiyat conlains the list of the donees including

temples etc., and the extent of land held by each of them.

7. Savudaradinne Kaifiyat .

The village of Savudaradinne grew out of a small settlement east

of the Janardanasvami temple at Kalumalia alias Kovilakunta
where a few saudars or saudagars fixed their abode. It was succes-

sively in the occupation of Vijavanagar kings and Hande chiefs,

before it passed into the hands of the English East India Company^
with the occupation of the Cuddapah &abha by Col. Munro in the

year Raudri.

8. Ravanur Kaifiyat

The village of Ravanur situated 5 miles north of Kovilakunta
was granted as agrahara to the Brahmins of Togarichedu by king
Krsnadevarayamaharaya. ! t is stated that, when the Muslim con -

quered the country, the administration of the Koilkuntla and the

Kandanolu- simas were carried on by Somabhupala of GadwaL



When the subah of Cuddapah was bestowed upon Abdul Nabi
Khan by Dawood Khan while the latter was proceeding to Golkonda,
this village aiong with several others in the Koilakuntla-H/wz was
granted as jdglr to Abdul Khuddus Khan. It was in the time of

Mayana rule that a Muslim turned a Mastan and died at this village

and a tomb was raised at the site where he was buried. His Daraga
became famous and many people used to make pilgrimage to the

place, in course of time Bahadur and Tippu and later the Nawab of
Golkonda ruled the country. Finally, the Company obtained the

country.

9. Gundipdpala Kaifiyat .

A certain Kapu by name Papayva of the family of Gundavuru
is stated to have founded a village in his own name east of the river

Paleru during the time of Harihara of Vijayanagar. The village

subsequently came to be included in the Koilkunlla taluq. In later

times the iNandjaia chiefs, to whom Sadasiva granted the Koilkunlla
sima as Ndyankara y held charge of the administration of the village.

Id the time of King £>riranga of Penugonda Hande SiddarSmappa,
who held the Koilkuntla taluq as Ndyankara, enjoyed the village. The
Hande chiefs were dispossessed of the territory by the Muslims of
Golkonda, who occupied this whole region including Cuddapahu
During the administration of Alamgir Padshah, a certain Siddfai

Shukur conducted the administration of these regions. He granted

to Aliamaraja-Pyaramaraju, the Desayi-mdnyam of fourteen villages

in this taluq.

During Mayana rule at Cuddapah, Abdul Khuddus Khan enjoyed

the village as Jdg/r and on his behalf Abu Khan Sherwani Ahmad
conducted the affairs of the village. Abdul Khuddus Khan’s son

Raphan Miyya inherited the Jagir from his father but he was soon
deprived of it by Abdul Halim Khan* who made over the village to

his sister Papa Bihi.

In the year Jaya, Basalat Jung plundered the village along with

Revanur. Soon after. Papa Bibi granted to Desayi Gapalayya the

lease of the village for proper cultivation.

Bahadur and Tippu Sultan subsequently became masters of the

region and their administration lasted till Sadharana when the

Golkonda Mughul forces led by Asad Ah Khan alias Muzaffar Mulk
invaded the country and occupied it, after winnig the battle of Gulla-

singavaram, west of Vemulapadu against Bahadur’s forces led by
Qntub-ud-Di Khan.

In the year Raudri the country came under the rule of the

Company.



If) Uyyalavada Kaifivat

The site where Uyyalavada now stands is considered to be very

ancient as it is believed that Agastya consecrated a temple for r* rS
£>tva at the place. In the time of King Prataparudra of Warangal
the site which had by then grown into a village was granted to God
Narasimha of Ahobala for Uyyala service to the God and consequently'

the village acquired the name of Uyyaiava la-

When king K rsnarlya was ruling at Vijayanagar, the village was
granted to the king’s ser\ ant {Udigamvadu) who granted to God
Ahobala a piece of land on the occasion when king Krsnaraya after

having conquered the Gajapati and set up a pillar of victory had
returned to Ahobalam.

In the time of Acyuta, the village was granted as sarvamtinya to a

Dravida Brahmin, Daksinamurti. Subsequently, the Naodyala
chiefs who held the Koilkuntia sima as Ndyankara under Sadasiva

were in charge of the administration of this village which was confisc-

ated to the state on the death of the original donee.

In later times, when the Badsliahs of Golkonda were ruling over

the country, a certain Majjihari Papireddi, a resident of Kaoala who
had done meritorious services to the Badshah was granted the village

as Jagir. The descendants of this Papi Beddi later obtained more
villages and they began to pay a fixed peshkist also to the Mayana
rulers of Cuddapah to the extent of eight thousand rupees. A certain

lady of this Majjihari family Papamma by name founded a hamlet on

the outskirts of the village. After the lapse of several years, Malia

Reddi and Varada Reddi the decendants of Papi Reddi quarrelled and
partitioned the Jagir villages between themselves. Malia Reddi obtained

Allu**u, Kampamtiid, Lingamdinne, R&mapuram and Sangapatnam and
to Varada Reddi’s share went Vuyyalavada, Padigepadu, Kakaravacla,

Puccakayalapalle and Jambuladinne. The eleventh village, Vanti-

yaddupalle was assigned to their sister Pedda Buccamma.

In course of time the village of Uyyalavada developed and several

temples were constructed, tanks dug and gardens laid in the village

by different people.

Later, Basalat Jung fell upon Uyyalavada with his army and laid-

siege to the fort.

The Company later occupied the Country.

11. Cintakunta Kaifiyat

(N, B. The village is stated to belong to Pancluranga Vitthale^

vara of Kovilakuntla).



(The first few pages of the Kaifivat contain mythological stories

regarding the fame of God VitthaleSvara.)

In Saka 1493, while King Vira Pratapa Tirumaladeva was ruling

at Penugonda, Marasingarajudevamaharaju. son of Timmadeva-
mahar&j u and grandson of Mandela Narasingadevamaharaju granted

land and other dues in the village of Kopperla in the Renati-sima,

which was in his enjoyment as Noyankara to God Vitthalesvara of

Kovilakuntla.

12* Bodemmanuru Kaifiyat

The village was founded by one of the aunts of King Prataparudra

who was ruling these tracts inclusive of Renadu, Mulikenadu etc.*

at a site cn the banks of the R. Kumudvati, north east of Ahobaiam.
The site was very ancient as at the place King Janamejaya is stated to

have consecrated the temples of Siva and Kesava. The original name
of the village at the time of its foundation was Pedayammanuru*
named after the founder, who constituted the village into an agrahdra
and bestowed it as Bhattavrtti-mdnyam upon several Brahmans whom
she brought along with her from Warangai.

In later times the Vijayanagar rulers exercised sway over this

region. Later it passed into the hands of the Muslims and then the

Company.

13. Kampamalla Kaifiyat

While King Hariharadevarayaiu was ruling at Vijayanagar, a
certain Kamp&du founded a village on the banks of the R. Kutrmd.
vati, and gathered several families and made them settle at the place-

lo a short time the village developed; the king appointed Kampadu
as the Reddi and Potaraju as the Karanam of the village. In course

of time the village came to be known as Kampamalla.

14 . Dornipadu Kaifiyat (Koilkun tJa taluq)

In olden times king Janamejaya is stated to have founded the

temple of Madhavasvami and Mallikarjunasvami at a spot on the

banks of the River Kumud vati which later came to be called

Dornipadu.

During the time of the Vijayanagar king Acyutadeva Maharaya
in the year £>aka 1460, Vilambi, this village was granted as Ummali
by the king to Ramappagaru, the son of the elder brother of Bacarasa

who renovated the temple of Kesavasvami and made a grant of land

to the stone masons.
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During the Mayana rule, the village was made over to the

Sahukar Mokhim Khan Bodoji, to whom the Nawab Halim Khan
owed dues. The Sahukar enjoyed the village for 10 years during

which period he constructed a stone fort round it and strengthened

his position greatly. The Nawab apprehending danger from him.

wanted to dislodge him from the fort and to this end offered to par

up his dues or in the alternative to give him another village as Jagir

and asked him to leave the fort. The Sahukar defied the Nawab’a

orders and prepared to resist. Thereupon the Nawab seat a force

against him. The Sahukar finding the Nawab’s forces too strong for

him surrendered aad the Dornip&du fort thus passed into the Nawab’s

hands.

(Then follows the usual account relating to the occupation of the

Country by Bahadur, the Golkonda Nawab and lastly by the British

The Kaifiyat ends with the usual lists).

14a Mannevdri Jambuladinne Kaifiyat.

The village was founded by a certain Nlannevadu of the Velama
caste on a spot on the banks of the River Somaleru five miles east of

Dcrnipadu and situated west of Ahobalam during the time of the

Vijayanagar king Hariharadevarayalu. The king appointed one

Govindaraju of the Des'amraju family of Brahmans as the Karanam

of the village and bestowed a mirMi on him. Subsequently the

Vijayanagar kings ruled over the region.

During Mayana rule over these parts the village was made over

as Jagir to Abdul Khuddus Khan along with the entire Koilkuntla-

sima.

During Haider’s rule over these parts this village was clubbed

with Dornipadu and Rudravaram and the three villages were consti-

tuted into a samut and a certain Valii Khan was appointed to

administer the samut in the year Visvdvasu.

Later it was taken over by the Company.
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This manuscript contains accounts of a number of places among
which the account of 3ilpagiri or Cippagiri is worth mentioning.

Bijjalaraya, the Cfilukvan king, constructed a fort on the top of a

hill. He was a Jain by faith and therefore he lived with a number of

Jains there. A number of stone masons (Silpis) lived at the place

and hence it is known as feilpagiri. Bijjalaraya made this his capital*

This place is also known as Kalyanapuram. In S. 1430, the ruler at

Vijayanagar V iranarasimharaya made some additions to the place and

in £>. 1450 Kysnaraya made further additions to the place. The other

particulars are not of historical importance.
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(Local Records Vol. IV.)

1. Kaifiyat of Kasha Janimalamadugu

,

Situated north of the R. Pin akin I, the village of Jaramalam&dugu
obtained its name owing to the fact that there was a madugu at the

place around which there grew a kind of weed called Janja which

became corrupted into jamma. The Vijayanagar kings exercised sway

over this region- Later the Perumasari chief of Gandiketa ruled over

the place. It was subject to Muslim attacks and was in their oceupa,

tion too. Later it went to the Company.

2. Kaifiyat of Kanneluru .

Situated south east of Jammalamadugu, Kanneluru, which had
originally been included in the Cennursima became on the advent of

Muslim rule, included in the Jammalamadugu Pargana.

In feaka 1634, Khara
,

Yassaji Yamaji Bhakarao established an
agrahdra in the fields belonging to the village.

3. Kaifiyat of Chennapalle Srotriyam.

(This Kaifiyat contains an account of the boundaries, fields, etc.

of the village.)

4. Kaifiyat of Torravamula.

The village was originally granted to Nara Vojjalu as agrahdra

by king Krsnadevaraya of Vijayanagar. After enjoying the village for

some years the Brahmans had to abandon the village owing to

political troubles.

5. Kaifiyat of Bestavemula.

The village was originally granted as agrahdra by Nandyaila

Timmayya in the time of Sadasiva to a certain Telugu author and

poet of the Bodicerla family (his name is not given) who dedicated

Ms books Rdmdyanctm and Prasanrwrdghavam to the chief. The vil-

lage was renamed Prasannaraghavapuram.
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6. Kaifiyat of Kadarabad .

Situated on the bank of R. PinakinI this village was originally

known as Rajupalem and it included several hamlets.

When Ghandikota was conquered by Mir Jumla from Pemma
sani Timma Nayaka, this village was granted as Jdgir to several

fakirs.

JLater, IViayanu Abdul Nabi Khan annexed Ghandikota and

granted the fort to his son Abdul Khadar.

In the time of Muhammad Khan alias the Blind Nawab of Cudda-

pah. Nawab Asaf Jah cf Golkonda demanded it from. Mayana Nawab.

Asaf Jah after granting them Peda Pasupula and Cina Pasupula

as jdgir as compensation, took possession of Ghandikdta wherein he

installed Kavi Dillakhan as the Commandant.

Subsequently, one Gannu Miyya, attacked Ghandikota which was

under Kavi Dilla Khan, the subordinate of the Golkonda Nawab. Kavi
Dilla Khan agreed to surrender if his garrison inside the fort was paid

the arrears of salary due to them and he was allowed safe passage

from the fort] to Ghandikota. As Gannu Miyva had no funds to pay
them he retired. Mocha Miyya paid the amount and annexed the fort

which he made over to his wife Madina Bibi. Kavi Dilla Khan
returned with bag and baggage to Golkonda.

Subsequently, the Mahrattas, under Gopalrao and other sarddrs
invaded the country and killed Masjid Miyya, the Cuddapah Nawab,
who had occupied the Subah in place of Mocha Miyya,

Mocha Miyya again became the Nawab and he concluded peace
with the Mahrattas by paying them some amount and yielding them
some land. For six months the Mahrattas remained in the country
and after leaving some of their troops at Jammalmadugu, proceeded
towards the east for further conquest. On learning news of their
departure Ganni Miyya, who had been kept confined at Kandanavoln
by the Pathanis, to whom he owed moneys which he had taken for
recruiting men for his attack on Ghandikota in the time of Kavi
Dilla Khan, again started on an expedition to Jammalmadugu and
Ghandikota. He defeated the Mahratta garrison at Jammalamadugu
and drove them up to Kokatam and from there proceeded towards
Ghandikota in the vicinity of which place, at Kadarabad, he lay
encamped.
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The big Mahratta army, coming to know of this, returned in haste
and by the fourth day they fell upon Gannu Miyya’s army and plun-
dered It. Gannu Miyya escaped with his life to Pharabag from
where he was taken to the fort of Ghandikota by the servants of
Mocha Miyya. The Mahrattas returned to their country.

In the time of Hyder, Igela Syama Rao plundered Kadarabad
and later Mira Saheb, Bahadur’s general stationed his troops and
artillery at Kadarabad and from there attacked Gandikota which he
-captured.

The subsequent Kaifiyat of the village refers to its occupation
by the Nizam and later by the Company.

7. Kaifiyat of Nyalamutala Si dittyam.

Situated north of Ghandikota fcrt near the Agastyesvara kona
the village of Nyalamutala was up to the rime of Pemmasani Timm a

Nayudu in the enjoyment cf ;the temple of Nrsimhasvami on
the fort. In the time of Mir Jumla, the village was taken over from
the temple and granted to the Ndyakas in military service.

8 . Kaifiyat of Bedaduru.

The Kaifiyat of the village up to the advent of Mussulman rule
is a mere summary of the inscriptions found in the village-

On the advent of the Muslim rule the village was confiscated
by the state.

The subsequent account of the history of the village confirms
the usual details regarding Mayana rule, Moghul rule the
invasions of the Mahrattas under Balavant Rao, the invasion of
Fateh Saheb, general of Tippu in Ananda, who came by way of
Anantapuram and Gutti and the assumption of rule by the Company.
The kaifiyat ends with the usual lists including hamlets Konaraju-
palle and Buriyupalle.

9. Kaifiyat of Enamalaclntala alias MedikuratU
Jammalamadugu taluq .

The first pige of the Kaifiyat contains a summary of the ins-

criptions at the place Medikurati which was the original name of
Enamalacintala.

The village obtained the name of Enamalacintala owing to the
fact that in the old site of the village a new village was founded
by Nagireddi of the Erramala Kapu family.

ML.—20
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10.

Kaifiyat of Pottipddu inclusive of Donkepalle.

The Kaifiyat contains a summary of the inscriptions of the

village.

The hamlet of Donkepalle attached to the village was made
into a srdtriya-agraharaxn and granted to the Fuspagiri-matha in the

time of the Mayanas.

11. Kaifiyat of Gandluru.

The Kaifiyat contains summaries of the inscriptions found at

the place and an account of the place under the Muslims.

Later the Kaifiat gives a list of the srotriyamdars of the hamlet
of Vobulapuram till the advent of Company rule.

12. Kaifiyat^ of Vabannapeta Srotriyam.

The village of Vabannapeta was originally founded by Vabanna
on the old site of Tiviripadp when Pemmasani Timmanayudu was
ruling at Ghadnikdta and granted the village to Vabanna as

ummalige. Subsequently, when Mir Jumla occupied Ghandikdta
the village was confiscated to the government.

Later during the rule of the Golkonda Nawabs over this region
when Etamata Rao was administering this subah, Kondodat. the
amildar, founded the village of Kondapuram west of Vabannapeta
and granted it to Tiruxnala Bukkapatnam Srinivasacarlu as
Srotriyam-agrahara for 15 vardhas per year. The two villages

became separate independent villages.

13. Kondipuram Srotriyam,

The village was originally granted to Brahmans on a Srotrivam
of 15 vardhas by Kondodat. At a later time Akkumuri Narasanna
Pantulu. the Amildar of Jammalamadugu granted to the same srotri-
yamdars a desavandam grant for having dug canals from the river
Citravati.

14. Kaifiyat of Anantctpuram

.

This is a summary of the inscriptions found at the place.

15. Kaifiyat of PendlijuvvL

Contains summaries of a sanad in the possession of the Srbtri-yamdar of Timmapuram and of an inscription at the latter villagebo«. refatmg to the founding of the Timmapuram Saharan, in ‘Lfields belonging to Pendlijuvvi and its grant as srdtriyam.
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15a. Kaifiyat of Lavanum.

Contains a summary of the inscriptions at the place among

which are a few old Telugu inscriptions. The narrative portion of

this Kaifiyat relating to Mughul and Mayana rule contains nothing

new.

16. Kaifiyat of Venekekaluva.

This Kaifiyat contains in the beginning a summary of the

inscriptions at the place. The subsequent portion relating to its

administration by Pemmasani Timma Nayaka and thereafter by the

Moghuls and the Mayanas till the advent of the Company contains

no new information.

17. Kaifiyat of Muchumarri Srotriyam.

Contains summaries of inscriptions found at the place.

18. Kaifiyat of Gangapuram.

Contains summary of an inscription of Krsnaraya.

19 to 24.

Palm-leaf Kavile in the possession of the karanam Sivaramayya

of Tollamaidugu containing the ayakattu of the villages of Tolia-

madugu, Cennapalle Timmanayampeta, Boyalatadiparti, Uppaluru

and Peda Venuturla.

This contains a descriptive account of the extent of the villages’,

their boundaries, fields, tanks, wells, etc., and contains nothing of

historical matter.
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(The Kaifiyat of the 12 villages given in this volume were com-

posed by a person who could not speak his own language to make

it intelligible to others. He commits awful blunders even in collo-

quial tongue. Spelling mistakes are abundant in the volume. The

reader’s difficulty is enhanced by omissions throughout caused by

worms, etc. The historical information given as such by the writer

is awfully bad and against all the facts of history as gleaned even

in his days (that is about 1810) by the writers of other Kaifiyat s.

The sections do not tally with Wilson’s list.)

1. Kaifiyat of Prabhuvulavidu.

Prabhuvulavidu lies on the eastern bank of the river Sagili 30

miles north-east of Siddhavatta, south of Srisaila. On the bank of

the river there is a temple of Cennakesava erected under orders of

Janamejaya. A Cola King restored the dilapidated temple of Cenna-

kesava in the village and added few more shrines of Jambukesa,

Gopala, Mallesvara and Virabhadra on the east south-west and north

of the old temple respectively. The village was given free to god
and Brahmans, later on as an agrahara .

Odde kings (Oddra kings) had their palaces in this place once.

An inscription found in the deserted village Pantivldu of Baddavelu
taluk, which lies 2| miles north of this village reads in old Kannada
script that when Nallasiddhi was ruling the world and Odde chiefs,

some Reddis gave land to god Siddhanatha on the new moon day.

This Nallasiddhi was a Cola king and as an evidence to his lineage

the inscription dated 1081 noted in Kotapati Kaifiyat , Siddhavattam
taluk, attests to the statement. Among the Odde chiefs Brahma-
nayaka was the overlord. He was called Prabhuvula Brahnri Reddi.

5. Kaifiyat of Tiruvengalapuram.

On the north of Prabhuvulavidu there was a village called

Tangedipalle. Pola, the bearer of umbrella in the service of Krsna-
devaraya granted some land near Tangedipalle which was later on
called Tiruvengalapuram.
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2. Kaifiyat of EtimjupaUe.

During the lime of Matle Kumara Ananta, a village called

Bhadrapade was founded near the confluence of three brooks Anurdu-

layeru, Tikalayeru and Gundlavagu, and near it a large tank wis

also made. Bhadrapalle became later on Baddavole.

5a. Kaifiyat of Kaluvapalle, which lies on the north of

Baddavolu tank on the west of Velikonda 24 miles

north-east of ElirdjupoLc.

When Matla Kumara Atlanta happened to pass through the

country near the confluence of three rivers mentioned in the pre-

vious Kaifiyat erected a large tank founded a village near the canal

dug from one or two brooks which fed the tank.

3. Kaifiyat of Virapalle , Konasamudram , etc. which lie

7-J miles south of Prabhuvulavldu.

30 miles north of Siddhavatta, there is a place called Devara-

konda in the Lankamala hills. A water-fall arising 5 miles east of

the place at a spot called Cakirevu falls upon either side of

Devarakonda. lust north of it there is the temple of Matsa
Lankesvara installed by Jambavan, and a mile south-west of the

temple there is the spring of Vibhlsana above which there is the

brook which emerges into a water-fall a mile west of it.

3a. Kaifiyat of Konasamudram .

There are two hamlets east of the above village called Nakkala-
gunta and Gollapalle. During Sadasiva’s rule this village was given

as ndyankara to Konamaraju. He effected the construction of a

large tank and founded a village near it on the west of it, both the

tank and the village having a common name, Konasamudram.

4. Kaifiyat of Kongalavidu .

On the east of the above village on the west of Sagileru lies the

old village of KongaluvTdu.

6. Kaifiyat of Ontimitta.

There was a hermitage of the sage Mrkandu within Siddha-
vatta country four miles south of the river PinakinT. The place
where the great rsis performed their homa or sacrifice is even now
called Vibhutigundam. In vernacular the hill is called Mokonda.
There were two men of hilly tribe called Ontadu and Mittadu, who
secured purest water in a spring and covered it with a slab. Nala-
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kampamaraju of Sambeta family who happened to approach this

spot after a long hunting, saw the pit In which some idols were

available and bathing them with milk and took them out. Later on

he caused a temple and mantapa to be built for the gods. Soon
after a village was founded near the temple which was called Onti-

mitta.

I, Kaifiyat of Mangammapeta,

Mangamma, in whose name the village was founded, was the

daughter of Matla Ananta, wh > requested him for the foundation of

a village in her name. Ananta carried out the wish.

8. Kaifiyat of Gangaperuru.

Gangaperuru is accounted for its foundation by a farmer called

Gangu. The Jain king constructed temples for Siva and Visnu(!).

Gangu constructed a large irrigation tank also.

9. Kaifiyat of Pennaperfiru .

Five miles south-east of Siddhavatta there is a hillock near the

hermitage of Agastya. On the hill there is a spring and a temple

of Nrsimha. In the days of Cdla prosperity a village called Kamak-
sipuram was made a Brahman agrahara with 360 residents. Later

the Jain kings constructed two temples on the south and west of

the hillock for Bhairava which are now in ruins. The village

decayed on account of the curse of a sage. In course of time a

farmer called Perayya founded a new village on the old site and it

was then called Pennaperuru as it stands on the river Penna.

10. Kaifiyat of Kurmaluru .

About six miles east of Siddhavattam on the south of the

Pinakini there is a hillock called Kurmagiri. There is a Sivalinga

on the hill and idol of a goddess. King Malta, a ruler of the

Pottapi country, visited the place and constructed temples for the

god and goddess. To maintain the worship, a village, which was
newly founded and called Kurmaluru was given to the god.

II. Kaifiyat of Nemailadinne.

Ten miles east of Siddhavattam there was a forest in which
10 families of hill tribes founded a village. As the place was
infested with peacocks the village was called Nemmalagonti. The
place was under the Kakatiya and Vijayanagar rulers before it passed
into the hands of the Muslims and the English.
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12. Kaifiyat of Kotturu and its Payakattu including the

hamlets , Pornpalle and Perlakunta.

Twenty miles east of Siddavattam there was a large forest in

which a farmer of Pakanati family called Yellareddi, who came from

the western province and who left his country owing to famine

settled, gathering in course of time several more of his relatives

who also constructed houses in the village. Later the residents of

the place approached the revenue officers and the range which was
subject to the kings of Nellore and requested them to grant them
lease on certain terms; for the first two or three years nothing was
demanded, the lease deed was granted to the residents and the

place was then called Kottur.
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1.

Account of Pattern Pallapattu.

The place was once known as Mandavyasrama and asta Bhai-

ravasthana

.

They are (1) Asitonga (2) Rum (3) Canda (4) Krodha

{5) Unmatta (6) Kapdla (7) Bhisana (8) Samhdra. The western

CSIukyas ruled this tract. In course of time the KakatTyas con*

quered the portion*

Harihara, Bukka and Praudhadevaraya ruled successively. In

Praudhadevaraya’s time in S. 1305 (1383) one Pocam Annari con-

structed a fort at Panem.

In S„ 1451 (A.D. 1529) in the reign of Krsnadevaraya Vakiti

Pedappa, a subordinate, made a gift to the temple at Panyam. Then

follows an account of the reign of the Nawabs and other particulars

regarding flora and fauna.

2. Genealogy of Racerla Narasimha Reddi.

The name Racerla is derived from the fact that a tank is formed

from the oozing cf water from rocks. The place as an estate was

held by; one Budda Reddi in the time of Krsnadevaraya. His success-

sors were in subordinate position under the later Vijayanagar kings

and Muslim Nawabs. Subsequently, they were under the control of

the Banagapalli Nawabs. Afterwards the Company took over the

Estate of Racerla. The last scion of the family was Nara.nmha
Reddi who was a pensioner from Company's Government in S. 1733

(ATX 1811).

3. Sivapur.

The name is derived from the fact that many Saivas lived there.

It was under the Duvur Porgana in the Vijayanagar times. Podela
Lingappa held the place in Company's time. One Bhimalinga Reddi
constructed a small village known as Rhimalingapalle. The Mus-
lims had their own village Turukalapafle. All these are adjoining
this village.
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4. Gode Gudur .

This is a new village which came into existence during the time

of the Cuddapah Nawab. This was known as Kodandarapuram in

the time of Mutyala Rangappa. In the Company’s time it became
the Company’s property.

5. Jdgannathapurain Srotriyam,

A part of the above village was at one time under the control

of one Jagarma * kaca rya a Vaisnava and hence the name.

6. Rupanagudi.

One Vobala Raja cleared the forest and constructed a temple in

the name of Rapesvara and hence the name RapaJa Gudi or Rilpana

Gudi. There is a temple of Durga. and it was destroyed by Gosayees
for taking the treasures. One Jayarami Reddi occupied the village,

but the Company took it from Jayarami Reddi.

7. Harivaram.

In this place Isvara Bevaraya son of Timma Bevarava eons
tructed a temple to Janardana Hari and hence the name. In the

time of Aliya Ramaraya, Taksma Reddi held it. His son Vira
Narasa Reddi constructed a fort. It became a subha in the Nawab’s
time and the Company took it from Narasimha Reddi, the last man
who held the village.

8. Pottipddu .

One Potta Reddi caused a village to be constructed in his name
and hence the place came to be called Pottapadu or PottiPadu.

Nothing historically important is noted in the manuscript.

9. Gundhnalla.

Two Go!las Kampadu and Gundadu founded two villages in

their names. One is known as Kampa Halla and the other Gundu-
malla The subsequent history is related in Kampa Malta or Kappa
Mall a-kaifiyat.

10. Injedu.

This is the place where Ilvala, the R aksasa of the Rdmayaria
Brne lived and hence the name Tlavalun: Cedu — Injedu. Tn the

time of the Kakativas, this was well known, and Kysnadeva Raya
and Acyuta Raya caused temples to be constructed at the place. They
later founded the Venkatanatha temple Afterwards it came into the

M.L.—21
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possession of Matlavaru. It was under Narasimha Reddi in the

Company's days.

11. Peda Yemmanuru.

A village adjoining the above. It was under Narasimha Reddi

in Company’s days.

12. Suddamdla-

The name is derived from the fact that there is a pond sur-

rounded by chalk he., sudda in Telugu. The tradition is that sage

Agastya established an image of Narasimha here. A temple was

constructed at the place in the time of Bukkaraya. Nothing histori-

cally important is noted afterwards.

13* Mavuluru.

Once the abode of Uvala and Vatapi of Ramdyana fame. In

the time of Cola Raya the village was formed. Renga Reddi held

it in the Company’s days.

14. GudladurtL

m
There were many temples in the village. It was an agrahara

in Sri Rangaraya’s time.

15* Revenue of Alemkonda division.

This section deals with the revenue accounts} in the Nawab’s
time.
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Wilson, pp. 445-6, No. XXVIII (4 Sections).

Taylor, in, p. 561, No. 28, CM. 825 (L. No. 633).

Shelf No. 15—4—23.

1. Kaifiyat of Bukkasdgaram and Ananiasdgaram

and of the tanks in them .

An elaborate account with many variations is found in

15—3—17.

In the village of Nandavaram (?) a Brahmin called Singappa,

(He is called Dakoraju of the Nandavarikavet in 15—3—17, and he

is stated to have been a resident of Oruru, west of Bevarakonda) was
living with his wife Melamma. After a long time of their happy life

by the grace of Goddess Camundesvari, a son was bom to them who
was named Clickappa. Aiter the death of Singappa, the mother and
the son finding that they could not get on in this village came to

Vijayanagar in the south, which was then ruled by Bukkarajalu.

He became closely associated with the treasury. He founded in

course of time five villages and also a tank called Bukkasayanam.

15—3—57 (Restored Volume).

(N.B. No. 15—3—11 sect. 7 written in Kannada script contains

the latter portion of the Kaifiyat of the Hands chiefs.)

Title :— Kaifiyat of Bukka Rayasamudram and Anantasagaram con-

taining a history of the Hande chiefs of Anantapuram.

N.B. This is edited with slight amendations and printed

with the heading * The wars of the Rajas being th#

History of Anantapuram \

Translated into English

By

Charles Philip Brown

Madras

:

Printed at the Christian Knowledge Society’s Press:

Church Street, Vepery.

1853.
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The Telugu text is printed again by the Vavill Press. It is known
by the name of Bukkapattnam and Anantasdgaram Kaifiyat.

2. Kaifiyat of Pulimalla.

The village of Pulimalla was granted for the maintenance of the

temples of Cennakesava and Venkatesvara. After passing through

various hands it went to the East India Company.

3. Kaifiyat of Rangandtha temple in Pulivendla.

It is said king Mandhata built the temple of Ranganatha and

installed the God therein. During the reign of Krsnadevaraya the

temple was converted into a Divyasthcda. Then follows particulars

regarding festivals of the temple.

4. Kaifiyat of Ahfaneya temple on the west of Pulivendla village.

In the days of Gandikota Timma Nayudu, a temple with Bakara
and Pagoda ie., Gopura was constructed on the west of the village

©long with the erection and installation of Anjaneya shrine.

24 varahas were paid to meet their maintenance and a portion

of customs tax at the rate of 6 varahas (that is 12 madas) was also

allowed. In the days of the Mayana family government only 12
varahas were granted for a year. Haider reduced the amount and paid

6 varahas of Pandramodi. The customs duty was allowed as usual.

The villagers of Pulivendla were paying daily J ruka during Kdrtika
month and the Vaisyas of the bazaar were paying a similar amount
in the Margali month. This continued till the Company took over
the Country.
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Wilson, p. 446, No. XXX (6 Sections).

Taylor, III, p. 562, No. 30, C.M. 827 (L. No. 585).

Shelf No. 15

—

4—21.

1. Prattikonda Kaifiyat.

The village of Prattikonda came into existence in the time of

Harihararaya and Cikka Vodayaru. The village is situated on a high

level, and in the lands adjoining the village parutti or cotton seed

was grown abundantly and hence the name.

The village became the Jdgir of one Konetiraju, who was serving

under the Vijayanagar kings as a subordinate. After many genera-

tions, one Venkataraju became the Jdgirdar, and he saiw- the possibility

of constructing a fort on the high level of the village. He accordingly

constructed a fort, and another village round the fort sprung up, and

it is known as Kottapatti Kondarajula Pattikonda. The old name
Prattikonda has fallen into disuse.

2. Udarippakonda Kaifiyat.

Udarippakonda is on the south-east bank of Pennar, nearly in ?

straight line between Handy Anantapur and Bellary. Udarippakonda

derives its name from “ Uddalikasramam ”. Uddalika is a famous

Rsi and this is the place where he lived. On the south-east of the

village there is a place called Antaraganga, in which there is a temple

known as Cennake^varasvami temple consecrated by Jaoamejaya.

In the time of Vijayanagar kings, the place came into the hands

of the Jenne family. Subsequently, it passed into the hands of the

English. It was assessed by Colonel Munro.

3. Kharupuli Kaifiyat.

The name Kharupuli is derived from two words Karri Yeddu
and Pulla Yeddu. The presiding deity of the village is Virabha-

drasvami. The place was originally the seat of the famous

Agastya, who constructed three temples for trimurtis Brahma, Visnu

and Mahesvara. But in course of time this became a jungle and in

it was constructed a village called Devarayapuram. Afterwards it

became an agrahdra. The river Sudravati flows through Maddiker
and Nemakalla and joins the Tungibhadra there.

The other sections are not historically useful.
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Wilson, pp. 446-7, No. XXXI (13 Sections).

Taylor, HI, p. 562, No. 31 C. M. 828 (L. No. 619)

Shelf No. 15—4—16.

1. Kaifiyat of Raehapeta.

The village is said to have been founded by king Janamejaya.

After the rule of petty chiefs for a long time it went to the hands

of the Company.

2. Kaifiyat of Maddikera.

It came into being during the time of Tirumaladeva Maharaja.

It was under Muslim and Mahratta rule and came under the

Company.

3. Kaifiyat of Asparlu

The section deals with the history of the place from its legendary

origin during the reign of king Janamejaya to the time when it was
under the Vijayanagar kings, Muslim rulers and Mahratta chiefs.

Later the Company took it out.

5. Kaifiyat of Acchahole, Adavani district.

King Parfksit is said to have granted this village as an agrahdra .

During the Vijayanagar rule the village was plundered by the

PMaiyagars of Devadurgam. In Fasli 1210, the Company took out

the administration of the village.

6. Kaifiyat of Vohaladevarapalle.

It was founded In Saka 1554, by one Kondama Nayudu. His

successors ruled the place for some years. It was last held as Jdgir

or administered directly under the Sarcar.

7. Kaifiyat of Erragudi.

It was’ founded during the time of Vijayanagar kings and a
temple for God Ramesvara was constructed there.

8. Kaifiyat of Kuntamuru.

King Deva Cdlamaharaja is said to have founded this village.

It was originally called Dharmapuri but later when it fell into ruin
It became known as SCukkaturu. It was renovated by a Golla chief

Taimnapa Nayaka and came to be called Kunkonuru. Many raids

into the place are mentioned.
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9. Kaifiyat of Rdjulamandagiri, Pancapdlayam taluq.

King Janamejaya is said to have constructed a temple here and

Cofa kings are said to have ruled over it. The original name of this

place was Madur.yoglri brt Venkatadevaraju who ruled the place

changed it to the name Rajulamatidagiri.

11. Kaifiyat of Terarikellu Pancapdlayam taluq.

The origin is legendary and attributed to Sri Rama on his

return from Lanka. It is stated to have been under the sway of

some Yadava rulers. It passed on subsequently to the chiefs of

Katakonda. After being ruled by some local chieftains, Muslims and

Mahrattas it went into the hands of the Company.

12. Kaifiyat of Halebidu, Gulyam taluq.

Originally it was called Halaraya pattanam. A C51a king is said

to have constructed a temple for Gcd Ahobalanatha in this place.

When Cola rule came to an end the village fell into ruins.

13. Kaifiyat of Holalagondi, Gulyam taluq.

It is stated to have been granted as an agrahara to the Jaina

preceptor Kundakundacarya. Jaina basadis and images are men-

tioned, to have been installed at the place. One Dasavarma

DevaraSa, a subordinate of king Trihhuvanamalla of Kalyana ruled

over the place. Pratapa Cakravarli Jagadekamalla and Ninan-

kamalla Parakramaraya succeeded him respectively. The Vijaya-

nagar kings held sway over the plan for some time. The place fell

into a state of anarchy and ruin owing to the depradations of the

Palayag&r.

Sections 4 and 10 are not traceable.
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Wilson, p. 447, No. XXXII. (2 sections)

Taylor, III, p. 562, No. 32 (C.M. 829 L.No. 552)

Shelf No. 15-3-29. (L.R. Vol. 15).

(N B. There is a Mahratti Document facing ms. page 62).

/ and 2 Kaifiyat of Ghandikota hillfort and the surka'fiyat

or provincial account ofJammaiamadugu taluq :

—

After giving a legendary account of the place the work says that

the first of the kings that ruled over it was Bhimatu Coiamabar&ja

whose inscription is found at Mudiyam in the Jammaiamadugu
taluq, written in the Hala-Kannada characters.

He was followed by Bhuvanekammalla, the ‘lord of Kalyana-

pura*. His successor was Jagadekamalla. During the reign of bis

successor Trailokyamalla, he made Vellur in the Kamalapuram taluq

his headquarters and ruled this region. His subordinate Kakaraju
was appointed to administer the region of Mulikinadu sima.

Kakaraju, who was holding office in the Karnsta sima in the

valley of the Tungabhadra, came over to Mulikinadu sima acting on
the king's orders. Kakaraju then constructed in S. 1044 a fort

around the site of Gandi* and since then the place became famous
as Gandikota. Further the Kaifiyat wrongly construes the occasion

of the fight as the result.

Subsequently, during the reign of Kakatiya Ganapati, the

village of Gangapuram in the Mulikinati-ri/na was granted to God
Vaidyanatha of Pu?pagiri in Saka 1176, according to an inscription

at Gangapuram in the Kamalapuram taluq.

It was during the reign of this king that Brahmaraksasa
Siddhayadeva maharaja, son of BhlmadSva maharaja lav encamped
at the head of a large army at Somasila, twenty miles east of
Siddhavattam when Jannugadevamaharaja met him in battle at

Somasila and killed him.

Subsequently when the Kakatiya Prataparudra was ruling at

Warangol his subordinate Ambadeva came on an invasion of these

*An elaborate account is given of the construction of the fort which contains

many improbable and highly fictitious and imaginative details.)
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parts and after defeating the Vodde Kings who had their head-
quarters at Valluru in the Kamalapuram taluq

s
established himself

at the place.

Tripurarfdeva , who was ruling these parts, in course of time
became powerful and refused payment of tribute to King Prataparu-
dra. Thereupon Prataparudra besieged Tripuraridsva and his

supporters at Ghandikdla where he had set up the standard of revolt

and taken up his stand and soon brought them to subjection. Subse-
quently, the King’s commander, Mah&raya P&ttasahmi Soxnan&yaka
was appointed to hold sway over these regions. When he was ruling

from Ghandikota he granted iunkams to goddess T&l&kanthis'vari at

Devagudi and set up an inscription north of the temple recording
the gift in Saka 123 L Saumya

, Phalguna su. 3, Thursday.

Some time later Prataparudra appointed his son Jutla Yallonka
Gonkareddi as rvler of Ghandikota , Mulikinadu etc.

Subsequently, when King Basavmsankara (?) (B&va£ankara is a

title- and not a proper name) was ruling at Gutti alias Jagatapid urgam

,

Devacoda maharaju conquered the fort of Gutti and in Saka 1244

founded a tank named Gangasamudram in the name of his mother at

Tallaproduturu and set up an inscription near the Anjaneya temple at

the place. The text of the inscription is given here.

Later when Praudfaa Vodey&lu was ruling Avuku and other
places he left an inscription at the Nrsimhasvami temple in the fort

at Sunkesula, Jammalamadugu taluq.

After the foundation of the city of Vidyanagara on the banks of
Tungabhadra by Vidyar&nya, Bukkaraya was anointed ruler and
during his reign many inscriptions were left by him.

The villages of Vobalapuram and Brahmanap&lle were granted as

agrahara with the name Vijaya Bukkarayapuram. In proof of this,

an inscription of the time of Sada£iva mentions this village Vijaya
Bukkapuram.

During the reign of Bukkaraya, the territorial divisions of
Mulikinadu and Renadu were included in Ghandikota which was
included in the Udayagiri rajya. Bukkaraya founded the village of
Bukkapatnam after his name at a place 1\ miles west of Ghandikota

?

on the banks of the Pennar.

Harihara, Praudhadevaraya, Vijayadeva maharaya, Mummudi
Praudhadevaraya, Saluva Nara£ingaraya

?
K? spadevaraya, Acyuta-

raya and Sada$ivaraya ruled over this place.

ML-22
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From the beginning of the reign of Sadaiiva, Aliya Ramaraju
son-in-law of Krspadevaraya wielded all powers being officially the

Yuvc&rdja and Sarvadhikari. In £aka 14 6 3 Raktaksi, the 5 Nawabs
of Bijapar, Bidar, Daulatabad and Ahmadnagar who had been paying

tribute (?) (.Karabharam ) to the Raya joined together and fought a

battle with Ramar&ja at a place called Raksasa Tangadi on the banks
of the Kr$na, completely defeated him and his army and marched
upon Vijayanagar which they plundered and burnt as they pleased.

They fell upon the country, which also they plundered and devastated.

Thereupon the country came under Muslim rule and Sadaiiva was
given certain territories to rule over. As evidence to his rule in

subjection to Muslim sovereignity there are several inscriptions in

which the descendants of the Nandyaia family are described as ruling

over the Ghandikdta rajya holding it as amaram under Sadasiva. On
behalf of this family, Pemmas&ni Timma Nayudu was conducting the

affairs at Ghandikdta fort.

Subsequently, the Muslims installed S'riranga to rule over this

region after fixing the tribute payable by him. He was ruling at

Penugondapattanam.

During the rule of this 3rlrangar&ya the Ghandikdta region was
under the rule of Nandyaia Chiefs.

SrirangarSya was succeeded by Vira Venkatapatiraya on the
throne at Penugonda and during his rule, the Ghandikdta country was
under the rule of the Nandyaia rulers. On their behalf Pemmasani
Timma Nayudu looked after the administration of the Ghandikdta
region, himself staying at Ghandikdta fort.

During the reign of this Venkatapatiraju, while Nandyaia
Kf?namaraju was administering the region of Ghandikdta, Math
Eilamaraju Devacodamaharaju, who was holding Pottapinadu and
Puluguianadu, joined the party of Venkatapatiraya and fought with
Nandyaia Krsnamaraju at Jam bulamadaka, and captured him but
later pardoned and released him. Kondaraju and Tiruapatiraju who
also joined the party of Venkatapatiraya were ruling at Siddhavattam.
About this time Math Yallamaraju fought a battle at Vutukuru near
Siddhavattam and captured the fort Siddhavattam. Ananraraju son
of Siddhavattam dug a big tank there and constructed prdkdra walls
around the Siddesvara temple at the place Anantaraju ruled the
regions of Siddhavattam, CennSru, Kamalapuram, Badveli,
Pottapinadu, Puluguianadu etc., and his son Tiruvengalanatharaju
completed the constructions in the Siddheivara temple at

Siddhavattam.
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(N.B. There is a Mahratti document facing ms, p. 62).

Subsequently, Pemmasan! Timma Navadu became increasingly

powerful and independent as the rule of the Raya weakened. He
paid his tribute to the Muslims independently.

When Syed Mira Husain alms Nekntm Khan was appointed
Subahdar of the Karnatic, Pemmasaai Timma Nay&du who was
holding charge of Ghandikota was paying the Peshkist regularly.

During the reign of Alamgir Padshah, Mir Jumla was appointed
to take charge of the administration of the south as Vazir and he
began to reduce the forts of local rulers one by one. While he lay

encamped at Mailavaram near Jambulamadaka with his army and
artillery force, he sent an ultimatum to Pemrnasani Timma Navaka
at Ghandikdta demanding his surrender. Timma Nayudu, refused

to surrender stated that he had enough stores and provisions (rastu )

for twelve years even and invited Mir Jumla to fight. Thereupon
hostilities opened and Timma Nayudu, with a cannon shot from his

big cannon. Ramabanam in which he had loaded 8 manugus of gun-
powder, destroyed a part of the army of Mir Jumla. Mir Jumla was
obliged to retreat immediately to Goriganuru. For many days

Mir Jumla delivered attacks on Ghandikdta but to no purpose.

Finally he decided to approach Timma N&yudu and sent word to

him that he would hand over the fort of Guti to him in case he
surrendered Ghandikdta to him. Timma Nayudu agreed to the

offer but stipulated that the Gutti short should first be handed over
to him and his garrison should be first allowed to be established

there before he surrendered his fort. Mir Jumla would not agree to

this stipulation but assured Timma Nayudu that he would keep his

word. Thereupon Timma Nayudu, who was counselled by his

supporters that it would be to their advantage to effect a compro-
mise with Mir Jumla and accept his terms, decided to leave his fort

first. In the first instance, he sent most of the images of the gods,

their jewels etc., to Fajuceruvu while the rest of them were buried
underground. Then followed by his harem and the army became
down from the fort to the peta (town) below and there awaited the

kavul from Mir Jumla for handing the fort of Gutti to him. Just at

this moment, Mir Jumla occupied the fort with his troops and when
Timma Nayudu sent message to him asking for the Parwana, Mir
Jumia, on the advice of those around him who feared that if the

strong fort of Gutti was handed over him, Timma Nayudu would
grow very powerful and stated that Hanumanagutti in the Kama Ia-

puram taluq may be safely granted to him, at the same time

keep ng the promise, wrote out a Parwana granting Hanumanagutti
and despatched it to Timma Nayudu. Timma Nayudu thus duped.
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cursed Mir Jumla, retired in the direction of Dbarmavaram followed

by the most trusted of his men. The village of Hamimanagutti came
to be enjoyed by several distant kinsmen of Timma Nayudu.

While Mir Jumla was ruling, Neknamkhan was administering

these parts and Zulfikar Khan was the Khiliedar of Ghandikota

fort. Nawab Mir Jumla, after establishing his garrison, on the

hill-fort, built a palace and well for himself in the Feta and effected

several additional construction like fort walls with 24 bastions and
gates, maha Is tanks etc.

During the construction of the fort, the Nawab remarked

that when the whole work was completed that fort would become
so strong as to make it impossible even for the Padshah to

take it. This remark, made in a very casual manner, was
understood by one of his close associates as expressive of Mir
Jumla’s intention to rebel against the Padshah and declare

independence and he immediately sent a secret report of this to

Alamgir Padshah stating that Nawab Mir Jumla was intending to

rule over the Carnatic independently and that he was consolidating

his position with this end in view. On hearing this report Alamgir
Padshah immediately ordered his recall. On receiving the Parwana
from the Padshah ordering him to return to the Padshah immedia-
tely, Mir Jumla stopped the construction of the fort, which had
progressed opto a point which he named Alamgir bastion. He appoint-
ed Neknamkhan. son of his mother’s younger sister, as his successor

and placed under him a picked body of troops numbering four
thousand. He made a grant of Mudiyamtaluru taluq to him to

provide Salary for the army.

Mir Jumla is stated to have converted the prdkdra walls of the

Siddhaegvara temple at Siddhavattam into fort walls by constructing

bastions on their tops. Then Mir Jumla proceeded to Golkonda from
where he wrote a letter to Alamgir Padshah expressing “his decision
to go to Mecca wearing a single Jubba as ne had renounced everything
in the world, he having lived and seen Karma , Dharma etc., and
left for Mecca.

During the regime at and occupation of Ghandikota , by Mir
Jumla the temple of Madhavasvami was defiled by cow-slaughter
within its precincts. The agrahdras belonging to Brahmans and tem-
ples were confiscated together with those held under ndyankara or
amaram tenure.

Neknamkhan was conducting himself in strict obedience to the
orders of the Padshah. At Ghancbkdta he completed the construction
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of the Jumma Masjid, the foundations of which had been laid by Mir
Jumla. He founded a village called after himself Neknamabad, south-
west of Ghandikota , north of the confluence of the rivers Pinakinx and
Citr&vati and granted it as Jagir to the Masjid for the maintenance
of lamps and the Khalihas acting on the orders of Alamgir
Padshah.

About this time, the rulers of Golkonda demanded the restoration

of the Ghandikota fort to them. This was refused by Neknamkhan
who increased the garrison therein by adding 600 troops. To the 600m
Purabjis (soldiers,) engaged in service on cash payment who were sta-

tioned in the fort, salaries for six months were in arrears. The others

viz, ndyakas , of the fort and the four thousand troops were maintai-

ning themselves on the Jagir village granted to them. These Purabjis ,

who were engaged in service on cash payment, finding their salaries

were not paid, closed Neknamkhan’s Devadi (gate of his palace) and
locked it. When Mir Saheb, Neknaoik ban’s son tried to come out of

the Devadi the Purabjis who collected to cause a disturbance (Danga\
at the gate forcibly pushed him inside. Full of rage, Mir Sa&eb
delivered several blows with his Burya (?) on the Purabjis
who got into a rage and returned his blows with their iron sotha

as a result of which Mir Saheb died on the spot. Neknamkhan,
on learning this, was stricken with sorrow but could not take any
action against the Purabjis for he felt that he had been the

cause of the trouble as he had not paid them their salaries. But his

Muslim generals and soldiers joined together and after closing the two
gates of the fort, turned the two cannon which they had under their

control on the fort against Purabjis and began to fire. A great battle

ensued between the Muslim and the Purabjis and after prolonged

fighting in which there were many deaths, the Purabjis were all killed

to a man.

From the time of Mir Jumla, the government at Ghandikota was
termed the sarkar and to the jurisdiction of this sarkar belonged

several Paraganas of which Jammaiamadugu taluq was one.

When Zulfikar Khan was administering at Ghandikota, Akkarma
Madannaga.ru were (?) the Adhikdradaksas at the court of the Tanisha

of Golkonda and Podi Lingappa, a Brahman, was appointed the

Subahdar of the southern country. During this period, the taluk of
Jambulamadaka was constituted; and Rango Raghunathapaotulu
was appointed to perform the duties of Tarafdar and MahaUatihaya-

darpa (?) of Jammaiamadugu. He is mentioned in a gift-deed in the

possession of srotrlyamdar of Gbpalapuram, Kancanapalle Kondala-

rayadu dated Saka 1604, Dundubhi , Asvayuja su. 15. The following

are the sanads and inscriptions of this period.
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On Zulphikar Khan, the Padshah bestowed the title of

Sosaratajuog. Subsequently, when Dswood Khan was the Snbahdar

the Khilledar of Ohandikota was Muhammad t akhi Khan. He was

holding the post ©f Khilledar during the reigns of Alamgir Padshah

and Muhammad Shah Padshah. About this time Mayana Abdul
Nabi Khan marched against Ghandikota and stationed half of his

troops at Diguvapateam and the rest at Gundluru, west of

He opened the attack on the fort by volleys of «bots from his cannon

and the fighting and seige went on for six months. The beseiged

became short of provisions The Khilledar Muhammad Sakhi

Khan opened negotiations with Nabi Khan with a view to con-

cluding peace offering to surrender the tort in case Nabi Khan paid

the six month’s arrears of salary due to his troops in the fort and

intimating his determination to fight to the last man in case the

offer was not accepted. Ahdul Nabi Khan accepted the offer where

upon Muhammad Sakhi Khan sent a bill for 21 lakhs f rupees

which Nabi Khan brought on camels and placed it atMfie Hanu-

mantaraya temple east of the Ghandikota fort. Muhammad Sakhi

Khan took possession of the money and with that paid off the

salaries of his troops, vacated the fort and retired to Golkonda.

Abdul Nabi Khan, established his garrison at Ghandikota and
retained all the generals and troops that had been in service at

Ghandikota previous to his occupation. He made his son Abdul
Khadar Khan the Jagirdar of Ghandikoia. Thereupon Abdul Khadar
Khan took charge of the fort and the forces consisting of 400*0

infantry, 4000 cavalry, and 24 elephants. He built the Rangamaha!
and Naubat Khana and other buildings in the fort. He removed
the cannon, Mddhava Cakram which had been mounted on the

bastion near the Madhavasvami temple and mounted it on another

bastion which he constructed and named after himself west of the

Alamgir bastion. He founded a village Kadarabad north of Raju
palayam north of the River Pennar and built a fort with bastion
there.

Subsequently, when Mayana Abdul Muhammad Khan alias the
blind Nawab, the elder brother of Abdul Khadar Khan, eldest son
of Abdul Nabi Khan was the Subahdar of Cuddapah, in saka 1662,
the Mahratta general Raghoji Thatte Sing conquered and plundered
the country with the exception of Ghandiksta fort which he cpuld
not capture. Subsequently, Nawab Asaf Jah came to Ghandiketa
and sent message to the Subahdir of Cuddapah that he and his
Zenana desired to visit the fort. Accordingly arrangements were
made for their visit and all the males inside the fort were asked to
vacate. Affter inspecting the fort followed by his Zenana, Asaf Jah
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intimated to the blind Nawab that as the fort had one© belonged* to

the Padshah, he desired to establish his garrison in it. The blind

Nawab asked for some status for the three sons of Abdul Kliadar

Khan, i.e., Ganna Miyya, Gaffur Miyya and Cinna Nawab who were

staying at Ghandikota fort. Asaf Jah thereupon granted them the

villages iof Pedapa^upula, Cinapasupula and Ulavalapalle as Jagir

and installed Kali Dillakhan as Khilledar of Ghandikota and
retreated to Golkcnda. Kali Dillakhan, the Khilledar, administering

on behalf of Asaf Jah, maintained the troops in the fort.

The blind Nawab held office as Subahdar of Cuddapah from
Saka 1658 to Saka 1669. He was succeeded by Mosam Khan alias

Moche Miyya, son of Abdul Nabi Khan and during the period when
he was Subadar the fort of Ghandikota continued to be held by the

Khilledar Kali Dillakhan on behalf of Asaf Jah. When in

Pramoduta, Nasir Jung lay in camp with his army at Puduceeri

below the pass and when along with him this Mocha Miyya and
Himmat Bahadur, the Nawab of Kurnool, together with their respec-

tive armies, who had joined him were in/ camp together, an inciden i

took place. When all the sardars and generals of the army pa^d
obesience to Nasir Jung in the manner of an inferior to his superior

after announcing their entrances Himmat Bahadur paid his respects

in the manner of a friend on equal status. Nasir Jung took objec-

tion to this. Himmat Bahadur felt insulted and immediately insulted

Nasir Jung in his turn. Immediately, Nasir Jung seizing his sword
rushed at Himmat Bahadur who was, however, too quick and who
escaping from the blow delivered at him. quickly drew his sword and
cut off Nasir Jung’s head. In the confusion that followed, Himmat
Bahadur and Mocha Miyya left the camp and followed by thei r

respective armies retreated to Cuddapah.

Soon after Nasir Jung’s death, those generals that were around

him thinking that the army would not keep together without' a

leader, immediately anointed Hidayat Mohideen Khan, the brother-

in-law of Nasir Jung as the leader. From there they marched
towards Cuddapah and fixed their camp at Rayachoti, south of

Cuddapah. The Nawab of Kurnool, Himmat Bahadur marched
against Hidayat Mohiddeen Khan. In the fierce battle that ensued

both Himmat Bahadur and Hidayat lost their lives after losing many
of their troops. The army of Hidayat Mohiddeen Khan finding it

difficult to stay at the battle any longer retired from the field and
marched beyond the Tungabhadra.

Mocha Miyya who was at Cuddapah as Subahdar, finding that

the power of Golkonda Nawab had greatly lessened sent Gamni
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Miyya, son of his elder brother Abdul Khader Khan with an army
to take back Ghandikota, which had been previously in the enjoy-

ment of Khadar Khar?. Garni Miyya marched at the head of his

army towards Ghandikota and lay encamped nearby at Diguva-

patnam. The KhHlediir of Ghandikota after obtaining the aid of

entire forces numbering 2600 and sent him t ' fight Ganni Miyya
GoHu M :yya M Bengali apalle placed Gulin Miyya in charge of the

At Xhcdarabad, 2-1- miles north-east o- Ghandikota both the armies

met and in the indecisive battle that ensued there were heavy losses

on both side*.. Thereupon Ganni Miyya moved towards Tamatam-
kona, east of Ghandkota and ffrom there began to deliver attacks on
the fort.

Kavi Dillakhan finding that the provisions and ammim'ti n in

the- fort were running short, offered terms of peace to Ganni Miyya
slating th it he would surrender the fort in case the arrears < f salary

1*; his troops amounting t • two lakh*; f Rupees were paid to him.

Ganni Miyya wrote to Mocha Miyya for the amount which Mocha
Miyya himself brought and placed at the Hanumantaraya temple, east

of Ghandikotapeta. Kavi Dillakhan taking possession of the money,
paid off his troops, surrendered the fort and retired to Golkonda
quietly.

Mocha Miyya entered the fort and appointed Shekuji as the

Khilledar. After the lapse of one year. Mocha Miyya granted to his

wife Madina Bibi the fort of Ghandikdta and the Jagir; villages

attached to it. The period of the rule of Mocha Miyya lasted fn m
Saka 1670 to Saka 1674 (5 years).

Subsequently, in Saka 1675, Majit Khan, son of Abdul H uni *

Khan, the iagirdar of Siddhavattam and grandson of Abdul Nabi
Khan represented to Silim Khan and Bhakara Suheb, two Sahukars
of Cctddapah that he had no money to maintain his army, upon which
the Sahukars agreed to pay I >r the maintenance of lour thousand
cavalry. They stated that Majit Khan might pay back the amount
alter effecting conquests and gaining booty. Majit Khan accepted

the offer.

Majit Khan started at the head of his army and fell upon
Komara Nayaka, the holder of the Vemula samasthanam . He
defeated and took him prisoner and after interning him at Siddha-

vattam. he marched against Ghandikot* with the object of taking the

fort. He lay in camp at Fonnatota, 5 miles east of Ghandikota.

Madina Bibi, who was in the fort, sent messages to Ganm
Miyya, requisitioning a force of 5000 cavalry and to the Patham's to
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pay for the troops. Accordingly, Gannu Miyya gathered a force of

5000 cavalry and came as far as Veparala, from where he sent

message to Majit Khan challenging him to fight, informing him
that as Mocha Miyya had intended to make him (Gannu Miyya),

Subahdat of Cuddapah, he (Majit Khan) had assumed Subahdarship

in a treacherous manner. Majit Khan, who was advised by his

followers decided to partition the Sabah and accordingly granted to

Ganni Miyya the taluqs of Tadiparti, Yadakki, Karur, Pamadi and
Pedakalluru as Jagir. Ganni Miyya retired from the place to garri-

son his new acquisitions. Majit Khan easily captured Ghandikdfa
made Madina Bibi prisoner and after confiscating to the state the

Jagir villages of the fort, amalgamated G^an^Tota Havel i taluq and
Jambulamadugu taluq and appointed Bala Venkata Reddi as A mil.

Thence Majit Khan marched against the Chiefs of Awk(?) and
after fighting with them at Uppalapadu for six months succeeded in

obtaining the fort of Awk(?) on Kovul. From there he marched to

Ballari, Madakasirvi. Srlrangapatnam, Kolar and returned to Siddha-

vattam by way of the Bharmahal Country.

On his arrival at Siddhavattam, the Sahukars demanded repay-

ment of the amounts paid by them as salaries to the 4000 cavalrv

troops during these four years, in all amounting to a crore of rupees,

in accordance with the Deed of agreement (Kharar-nama) entered

into by Majit Khan at the time of his anointment. Majit Khan
replied that he would pay half the amount immediately and the

balance later. To this the Sahukars would not agree and with the

troops, to whom they had been paying salaries, adopted a menacing
attitude in front of the Siddhavattam fort. Majit Khan replied

with his gun fire and finding that he would not be able to* withstand

the Sahukars and their army any longer, he sent a message to the

Mahrattas who had at that time stationed themselves on the banks
of the Krishna offering them a crore of rupees if they helped him
out of the difficulty and punished the rebels. The Mahratta forces

numbering a lakh of cavalry on receiving the message, came towards

Siddhavattam and fixed their camp at Kadapa Bugga from where
they sent message that if they were paid first, they would attack and
punish the rebels. Majit Khan would not agree but stated that he
would make the payment after they drove away the rebels. The
Mahrattas refused the offer and remained inactive. But on reflection,

they offered to engage in action if they were paid half the amount in

the first instance. Majit Khan was unwilling to pay even this

amount and thereupon the Mahratta army, without meeting the

Sahukars and their force took their stand at Bandikanama, 4 miles
east of Kadapa and decided to fight against Majit Khan. Finding

ML-23
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his position insecure, Majit Khan came out of the Siddhavattam fort

followed: by 1000 cavalry trorps met the Mahrattas in battle and

after severe fighting lost his life on the Saragastu day during

Mohurrum festivities in, the year Isvcira.

Majit Khan was the Subahdar of Cuddapah from the years Saka

1675 Snmukha to Saka 1670 Isvara. The Mahrattas who put an

end to ills rule, plundered the Country. They released Mocca
Miyya who was in prison and raised him as the Subahdar of

Cuddanah. They demanded a crore of Rupees for their services upon

which, Mocca Miyya, who was penniless, handed over to them
instead, the six taluks cf Gurrankonda, Rayachuti, Pulivendala,

Vempalle, Paravapnlla and Jambulam adi gu which they held for six

months.

When Gannuo Miyya, with a few ot his followers was staying

at JambaL madugu, Ills creditors took him prhoner and interned him
at Kandanavolu. Although Mecca Miyya granted the fort of

Ghandikota to his wife Madina Bibi as Jagir the taluk, was under the

control of the Mahrattas, who greatly harassed the ryots by collecting

the Dandugas.

At Jumbulamadugu, a Mahratta force of 300 was stationed,

Madina Bibi sent message to Gamut Miyya asking him to proceed

to Ghandikota fort with 500 cavalry and before he arrived at

Ghandikota an event took, place. Abdul Aziz Khan, a kinsman of

the Mayana Nawab Mocca Miyya, who had been appointed

Khilledar of Ghandikota by Mocca Miyy&i and who was acting

under the orders of Madina Bibi, gathered a small force of cavalry

and came out of the fort and stationed himself near the Panakana-
palle lank, west of Khadaraba The Mahratta force which had been
stationed at Jammalamadugu came out of the place and proceeded
against the Khilledar . As they neared him, the Khilledar l^t go .*n

aiTow from his bow which entered one of the Mahratta horses
through its mouth and came out of its back. On noticing this the
Mahratta force, out of fear, retreated to Jammalamadugu in haste
They raised their garrison from Jammalamadugu and while retreating
by way of Cuddapah were hotly pursued by Gannu Miyya as far as
Kl kalam. The Mahratta force succeeded in making good their
escape and joined (the main Mahratta army stationed at parsi and
Chendaluru in the* ea^t. On hearing this, the main Mahratta army,
consisting of 20 thousand* cavalry marched towards Ghandikota and
on the f urth day fell upon Gannu Miyya’s army and plundered it

after kdkng a few, Gannu Miyya and Cinna Nawab escaped cn
their horses and made way to Ghandikota where they were received
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and taken in. The Mahrattas after plundering the country. leturned

to their home dominions.

The period of rule of Mocca Miyya as the SubahJar of

Cuddapah lasted from Saka 1680 to 1682 Vikrama.

He was followed by Halim Khan, son of Majit Khan as

Subahdar of Cuddapah. During his regime, Nawafo Niz^rn All Khan
was proceeding with an army towards the west by way of the Gandi
at Ghandikota fort and Halim Khan interviewed him On his return

to Golkonda "Nizam Ali Khan placed a small force at the disposal

of Sayyadi Miyya, the younger1 brother of Halim Khan with which,

Sayyad Miyya began his career. He lay in camp at Cinna Pasu-

pula and sent for Gannu Miyya whom, on his arrival, he sent to

Siddhavattam. At Siddhavattam Halim Khan put Gannu Miyya to

death by administering poison.

Sayyad Miyya fell upon the Pa! 'yaga rs of Ncsam whom he
defeated and effected a treaty with them by which Ranga Reddi the

Palayagar of Nosam agreed to pay money. Ranga Reddi incited

Saravara Khan, the adopted son of Mocca Miyya to go and fight

with Sayyad Miyya. In the fight that took place between them
Rammu Miyya and Saravara Khan lost their lives. Thereupon
Ranga Reddi effected a permanent peace with Sayyad Miyya (kavul) %

Sayyad Miyya proceeded from there to Ghandikota which he
entered. The Jammalamadugu taluq, came to be enjoyed by him as
Jagir. In the year Khara

,
owing to feelings of enmity, Halim Khan

sent poisoned clothes to Sayyad Miyya, who on wearing it died soon
after at .Tatnbulamadugu in Khara Mdgha su. Di. 11.

Balavcnkata Reddi was appointed Ami! of Jammalamadugu taluq

and Makhana Miyya, the adopted son of Majit Khan was appointed
Khilledar of Ghandikota.

In the year Vilambi Mir Saheb, deputed by the Nawab of

Hyderabad, came to these parts at the bead of a large army num-
bering 4000 cavalry and lay in camp at Eturu, 8 miles west of Ghan-
dikota and demanded the surrender of the fort of Ghandikota. The

Khilledar refused to surrender, upon which Mir Saheb left the place

and subsequently joined (?) Bahadur who came on an invasion of

these parts, and in the same year (?) (
Vikdri) Bahadur captured

the fort of Siddhavattam and took Halim Khan prisoner to 3rlran

gapatnam. About this time the Khilledar who was holding the

Ghandikota fort on behalf of Halim Khan was Rustum Khan who
was informed by Halim Khan through a messenger to hand over the
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fort to Bahadur and the fort was placed under the charge of Mira

Saheb.

The period of rule of Halim Khan as Suhakdar of Cuddapah
lasted from Saka 1683, Vishu to 1701 Vikari Caltra su . Di. 15.

Bahadur now assumed rulership of the Cuddapah Suhah. He
established his garrison at Ghandikota releasing the erstwhile Khille-

dar of Halim Khan. In the other forts of the Subah captured by him.

Haider placed his troops and removed the previous ndyakas of the

place from service and took them to £>r?rangapatnam. The Khilledar

of Gharidikota appointed by Bahadur was Mir Jamlaud-Din.

The Nayaks of the forts who had been taken to Srirangapalnam
were kept there for two months and then sent back to hold their res-

pective offices in their forts It was during the rule of Bahadur that

several cannons brought from Banagsoapalle. Rudravaram and other

places were mounted on the Ghanclikota fort. A force of 4000 infantry

was kept in the fort,

Mira Saheb constructed two bastions to the fort. The role of

Bahadur lasted from 3aka 1701 Vikari to Saka 1704 Subha krit.

During the rule of Tipnu Sultan son of Haider, several renova-
tions were made to the fort. The following Khilledars held charge
of the fort during the rule of Haider and Tippu Sultan. (Ij Mir
Jamal-ud~udin, (2) Mir Ali Raxa, and (3) Syed Murtiza. Tippu’s
rule lasted from S- 1705, Snbhakrit to 1712, Sadhdrana, Kdrtika
month i. e., 7 years and 8 months.

Subsequently, Sardar Baramahal (?) who came from Golkonda
and Asad Ali Khan of Banaganipalle lay encamped at Do.mmara
Nandyala, 8 miles north east of Ghandikota, Asad Ali and his army
moved from the place and took their stand at Peddakonatettu where
he was met in battle by the troops which had come down from Ghan-
dikota. The battle soon developed into a severe fight. Unable
to withstand the onslaught, ' the Nizam’s army retired to Diguva
Dommara Nandyal. Subsequently, Sardar Hafi of the Nizam’s army
marched towards biddhavattam and besieged the fort. Baramabal
sent a message to Sardar Hafi recalling him and with their forces
jointly attacked Ghandikota. They took the tettu of Ghandikota
from where they procetded towards the Peta of Ghandikota to the
east of which near the small tank thev fixed their battery and
cannon and began to open fire on the fort sending nearly four to five
hundred shots a day While the storming of the fort was being
maintained in this manner, the villages of Ghandikota and Jammala-
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maduga tahiqs fell one by one into the hands of the Nizam’s sardar,

who placed garrisons at suitable places,

Ghandikota yet remained to be subdued and Tippu Sultan, was
inside the fort directing operations for the defence. He closed the

gates of the fort thus shutting out the 4000 troops that had previously

sallied out to fight— Asad All Khan and to whom he did not pay their

salaries. This force retired eventually to ^rlrangapatnara. The four

thousand men inside the fort held out and fought strenuously for six

months after which the Khilledar of the fort Syed Murtuzakhan and
Asaf Syed Allaeddin joined together and sent message to the

Nizam’s army that they would surrender if they were allowed safe

passage outside the fort with all their belongings to the country

beyond. The fort was thus handed over to Hafiz, and the Khilledar

Syed Murtuza repaired to Sfrirangapatn&m. The Sultan Tippu had
him hanged to death as he took bun for an erstwhile rebel. Asaf

Syed Allaud-din, who had much money of the Divanam with him,

went to Golkonda. Hafiz placed a strong garrison in the fort and
himself departed to Gurramkonda, where in attacking the fort he

lost his life.

The fort of Ghandikota was not conquered during the rule of

Asad Ali Khan of Banaganapalle. Subsequently, duiing the rule cl

Nizam Ali Khan, the following Killedars held charge of tbs/

Ghandikota fort. Hafiz Subahdar, Siddi Salim Khan during th<

time of Dilawar Doula. Khadar Saheb, Syed Khatal, Khadar Saheb

during the time of Amin Saheb and Candulala

Of these Hafiz, Amin Saheb and Candulala were the Suhahdars

of Cuddapah. The rule of the Moghuls lasted from 3aka 1712 to

S- 1722. During this period the Subahdar$ of Cuddapah were Hafiz,

Asad Ali Khan of Banaganapalle, Arab Amin Saheb, again Asad All

Khan, and Candulala.

Subsequently, the English Company established their rule over

Cuddapah in 3. 1722 Their English Sardars stayed at Ghandikota
iort for six months and this number was slowly reduced to 1000, lOv

and finally to 20 Police constables. On account of the disbanding

of the garrison on the fort, the merchants had no business to trans-

act and they therefore left the place. The place is now in ruins and
is included in the Jammalamadutu taluq in the administration

records.

(The folio ving few paragraphs describe the Konas around

Ghandikota with which the account of Sanjlvipalle is given).
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Kaifiyat of Sanjivipalle :

—

During the time of Sadasiva, when Pemmasani Timma Nayude
was holding charge of Ghandikota fort, a Karnagolla Err a Boyada
son of Potti Vobana Boyadu founded the hamlet Naraboyanipallc.

About this time, these Karnagollas were paying marriage dues to

the state and the poor among them who could not pay the marriage

tax of |0i madas remained unmarried till old age. The king

Sadasiva realising their hardship reduced the amount to 16 mddas and
ordered that Naraboya be paid some dues on the occasion of every

marriage that took place in the slma of Ghandikota. These dues

were :—(1) one ruka, (2) one munta of rice, (3) and other small items

*ike nuts etc., and conveyed the gift through a copper-plate charter

dated 3aka 1468, Parabhava, Kdrtika su. 5, Friday.

(A copy of this record has been given in a separate manuscript

book).

During the time of Mir Jumla, Sanjlvanayadu of the family of

Naraboya held the post of Ndyaka in the fort. He founded the village

Sanjfvapalle. It became his amaram village.

During the time of the Company the village was confiscated to

t&e Sarkar.

Kaifiyat of Kottalapalle :

Situated 2J miles west of the above village, this village was foun-

ded by Durvasi Subba Dasari of the family Kotanayaka under the

orders of Sayyad Miyya Saheb in Saka 1693, Khara Mdgha su. Di. 5.

Subbadasari erected sheds or kottas at the place and accordingly the

place came to be known as Kottalapalle.
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1. Account of the Pedda Pallepalem in the taluq of Side ho"o tarn .

In the times of Sri Vira Venkatapati Ravulu of Cand’-agir' in

Saka 1518, Kondaraju Tripatirajn gave off Siddhavaram, founded a

village after the name of his father Pedda Nayudu and granted it to

the brothers Kade Papi Nayudu and Narappa Nayudu v/ho enjoyed it

till the time of the East India Company. Full genealogy from Pedda

Nayudu is appended to the Kaifiyat

:

Several smaller villages were

founded near this Pedda Palle.

2. Account of Mandapalli Pattern which is at a running disfancy

westward from Pedda Paiie palem .

When Citti Velli Raju Matla Tiruvengarao Raju was ruling in

Siddhavatam, a village called Mandapalli was founded at the request

of Makk© Yella Nayudu and his son Yerra Timma Nayudu of

Ramacarla in the north.

Details regarding the boundaries, rivulets, trees, animals, birds,

temples and the particulars regarding crops are given.

3. Mandapam Palli Kaifiyat.

When Mummadi Acyuta Devaray&lu was ruling in Yijavanag&r

Gutam Kr§na Reddi of Citanur Kornnur, near Kalahasti founded a

village, which was called R&jupalem. His grandson Buca Reddi
built a pavlion (maydapam

)

to the temple of Anjaneyalu which was
near Rajupalem. As he was prospering day by day he latter built a

village there and called it Mandapampalle.

4 . The Kaifiyat of Konardju Palemt which is at a running

distance eastwardfrom Majtdapam Palle .

The village was founded in the time of Sadn^ivarayalu of

Vijayanagar by Basi Nayudu. The foreit nearby was cut and the

village raised there called ‘ Konaraju Palle * after the ruler of Kanda-

volu as he granted it to Basi Nayudu.
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When Siddhav&tam was in the charge of Matla Ananta Raju, the

sons of Basi Nayudu, namely, Musali Nayudu and Scsham Nayudu
were enjoying the Konaraju Palem. In the time of Musali Nayudu
the village took fire and was destroyed and he re-built it a little

northward and it was also called Konaraju Palle.

The genealogy of Yerra Basi Nayudu of Konaraju Palem is

given.

Particulars regarding the boundaries, the trees, the birds and the

animals are then given.

5. Account of Cintar&ju Pallipalem,

6. Account of Jakkulapallipalem

.

7. Account of Cinnapallamma Nayudu of Gajula Pallepalem.

8. Account of Joti village.

9. Account of Brahmanapalle.

10. Account of Ramapuram.

11, Account of the 18 villages of the Suggeli Payakatt.

The above seven are not historically important.
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and 8 are not traceable.

5. Kaifiyat of Nagaladinne in Byadara Bilagallu taluk :

A traditional account of the origin of this village mentions Cinna

Boyuda and Pedda Boyudu. of the Collar community, who came and
settled down near the forest which existed on this site. Cinna Boyiga’s

son Jatti Boyiga is siad to have constructed a few temples and a village

called Padatirumalayj'a.

Once while Katanna and Hamimanna with their families were

passing this way in search of service the people induced them to stay

there. These Collars and the Bedars obtained from the king the

Gowdiki Svasti and other offices of this village. While the villagers

were consecrating an Anjaneya temple they found a serpent and the

village there was named Nagalapura. The Gollars gradually began to

shift to Nagalapura and only Bedars remained at Belagallu. After

Muslim occupation it went to the English.

1. Kaifiyat of Hirehotur village in the Gudyam District

:

According to this Kaifiyat a number of ancient villages were at-

tached to this since the days of the Colas. These were given as

agrahdras to the village priest who belonged to the family of Laksmi
Narayana and built a Siva temple in this village. An AnjeneyU

temple was built in the village. The place was later on occupied by

the Moghuls. The naming of the Village is attributed to the preserva-

tion of a sacrificial fire. Virappa Nayaka got a matha built in this

place and grants were made for the same.

The list of Muslim governors who ruled here is the same as

mentioned in the previous Kaifiyat .

The Kaifiyat ends in the usual way.

4. Kaifiyat of Kerebelagallu .

After tracing the legendary origin of the village it is said that

Jain kings ruled over this region and left a large number of Jain

ML-24
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images in the place. They were succeeded by the Vijayanagar kings*

Harihara, Praudhadevaxaya and others. Subsequently, owing to

famine and political troubles, the country around Yadavadurga was

reduced to a ruinous condition. The place was under the Muslims

before it passed into the hands of the English.

5. Kaijiyat of Hissaru Muruvani .

In this Kaffiyat a traditional account of the village is given. The
Eiugudi village which existed on the west of this village was ruined

and became known as Elugudihalu; Around this site the Gollars

built their huts. It was near this site that the ancient village of

Muravan! existed and this village was built by the people of the

former village who deserted their original homes for lack of sufficient

water and since the village was built on an old site it was known as

Hale Muruvani.

The kaifiat gives a list of ancient monuments found in the

taluk, and the names of the officers.

9. Kaifiat of Manjale , Ndgaladinne Tciluq.

(Omitted in the contents)

In the reigon of Krsna Raya, the Vijayanagar king, it was given as

sarvamanya for Vibhudendrasvami, a sanyasi. This was taken back

after the defeat of Rama Raya and Venkannapantha* an officer under

Siddi Masud Khan, restored this to Jitamitrasvami. After him there

were Yoge ndrasvami ,
Raghavendrasvami and Upendrasvami. In 1712

A. D. a sannad was given by Abdul Hasan Khan. In, 1759 A. D.
Mustafar Jang gave another Sannad. Since this place became a

pilgrimage centre Basalat Jang levied tax aEd afflicted the people.

Next Bhumendra Svami obtained the sannad again at the hands
of Gulam Ali Khan of Adavani.

A brief description of the income of the matha and the brinda-*

vanas that existed there are mentioned, ending with a list of temples

found in the village.

9a : An account of the Subhagendrasvdm i matham, of the Madhva
religion , at Mangale on the banks of the river Tungabhadrd in the

Ndgaladinne Taluk ;

It gives an account of Saravajna Raya’s (incarnation of Vayu»,
Brahma) birth in £>* 1095, and later on Upadesa from Vedavyasa, and
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his relations with Acyutaprakasa. The consecration of several Vaisnava
images and the innumerable books written by him are described.

Padmanabha Tlrtha succeeded him and at Udupi a matha was
established. Vi§nutirth&carya was made the head of the matha esta-

blished at Subramanya. The establishment of the Mulbagal and
Anegondi mathas is then described. A short account of each svam%

who succeeded £>ri Madhva is then given.

The line of succession and their period run as follows, (f) 3ri

Madhavacarya (born in 1095, 54 years; (2) Padmanabha Tlrtha, 17;

(3) Narahari Tirtha, 9 ; (4) Madhava Tirtha, 17 ; (5) Aksobhya
Tlrtha 17 ; (6) Jayarayaru, 21 ; (7) Vidyadhirajaru, 4; (8) Kavindra,
Tirtha, 41 ; (9) Vagesa Tlrtha, 30 ; (10) Ramacandra Tirtha, 33 ;

(11) Vibhudendra Tlrtha, 48 ; (12) Jitamitra Tirtha, 21 ; (13) Raghu-
nandana Tirtha, 27 ; (14) SurSndrasvami, II ; (15) Vijayendrasvami,

56; (16) Sudhendrasvami, 38; (17) Sri Raghavendra Rayaru, 42

;

(18) Yogendi asvami, 17 ; (19) Surendrasvami, 4 ; (20) Sumatendra-
svami, 32 ; (21) Upendrasvami, 3 ; (22) Vadendrasv£mi, 22; (23)

Vasudhendrasvami, 24; (24) Varadendrasvami, 24; (25) Bhuvanendra-
svami, 14 and (26) Subhudendra Tirtha continuing since ten years.
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1. Traditional account of the origin of Kamaldpuram and its

temples.

About 8 miles to the west of Puspagiri well known as the

Southern Gate of ^riSailam and situated in the land between the two

rivers Papaghni and Pingalabha, popularly known as Pagdru is the

village of Kamalapuram. The village was named after Kamalelvara,

the god of Puspagiri, and was founded as a divdgrahdra for the maint-

enance and worship of the God.

West of Kamalapuram is situated the temple of Pastalasom§3vara

.

In the same village there is a Visnu temple of Varadarajasvami.

Historical Account :

The Cola King Karikala and his descendants of the Kasyapagotra

are stated to have founded many temples. Inscriptions in old Telugu

script of the Cola kings, which are found in several villages of the

Kamalapuram taluq testify to this.

Subsequently, King Bhuvanaikamalla fSomt-svara II) ruled the

region. After him. King Trailokyamalla, who ruled over this country,

founded a city with a fort around it after his name at a place about

5 miles to the east of Kamalapuram. His minister Timmayya in 3aka

1002, reconsecrated the temple of Cenna Kesava on the Puspagiri

hill.

While the king was ruling at the capital city of Valluru, several

hamlets named according to the occupation of those living therein

arose on all sides of the city as far as Kamalapuram.

The rest of the manuscript contains inscriptions of the regions of

Prataparudra, Krsnadevaraya, and later Vijayanagar kings besides

that of Matli chiefs. It was then occupied by the Muslims and

subsequently went to the Company.
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2. Koilkuntla taluk Sur Kaifiyat.

In historical times, King Ambadeva held sway over the region.

He caused the town of Kalumalla to be constructed to the east of
Koilkuntla and dwelt therin. At the instance of Sage Parasarabhatta

he renovated the temple of Panduranga, making it a construction of

exquisite beauty.

Later King Ganapati appears to have ruled over the region as is

evident from a copper plate record in the possession of the Karariam

of the place.

Sometime later, while Trailokyamalladeva Maharaja was ruling

at Kaiyana his samanta Vitharasa made a grant of land.

In subsequent times the Kakatiya king Ganapati held sway over

the territory as is evidenced by several of his inscriptions bearing

dates later than £>aka 1100, found in the Digar (?) taluk. He was
followed by Prataparudra in whose reign, it is told, several Brahmins

of the Nutaki and Vantipalie villages were granted an agrahdra .

It was in the reign of this king that the Kayastha subordinate

Ambadeva rebelld against his authority . He was subdued and the

territory held by him, the Ghandikota region, was placed in charge of
Jutla Yellanka Gonka Reddi.

While King Bukkaraya was ruling at Vidyanagara, the grants to

temples were maintained as before and in the time of his successor

Harihara, several additional gifts to temples and Brahmins were

made.

Later Harihara’s son Praudhadeva (Devaraya I) Maharaya was

ruling the region.

Fraudhadevaraya’s son Vijayadevaraya and the latter’s son
Mummacli (Immadi ?) Praudhadeva ruled in succession at Vijaya-

nagar. They were followed by Saluva Immadi Narasimharaya, in

whose reign Venkiraju papayyad evacodamaharaj u granted at the

behest of Mahamandalesvara Potepalla Kumara Timmayy adeya-
maharaju, a piece of land to Pocula Cavudammagam.

Acyuta, son of Narasimha succeeded Krsnadevaraya and the

several gifts of his time are recorded in inscriptions. It is widely

believed that Salakam Timmayya the King’s Pradhani , by using hi^
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influence with the king, §[caused the confiscation of Avuku to the state

from its possession as N&yankara by Potepalli Timmayyadeva maha-
raja, on account of the enmity he bore to the Potepalli chief.

Sadaliva, then ruled from Vijayanagar. In his reign several gifts

were made according to some inscriptions.

In the reign of the same King Sadasiva, Ghandikota Pemmasani
Timma Nayaka was administering several regions including the

Ghandiksta-sfwtf. During his regime he is stated to have founded a
village after his name, called Timmanayanipeta, and also caused a
tank to be dug at the place according to the Kavile in the possession of
Ellappa, the Karanam of the village.

When Ram araj a. the son-in-law of Krisnadevaraya was wielding
s upreme authority at the court of Sadasiva, the five Deccan Padshas
viz. Ali Adil Shah of Bijapur, Kutub Shah of BiJar (?) Nizam Shah of
Ahmadaagar and two other Padshahs who had been paying Peshkush
to the Vijayanagara king, joined together and invaded the Vijaya-
nagara kingdom. They met Ramaraja in battle at a place called
Rakkasu-da-Angadi (Raksasi—Tangadi) on the R. Kj-§na, defeated and
killed Ramaraja and plundered Vijayanagar city. They established
SadaSiva on the throne, who ruled for some years more.

Subsequently, the kingdom was ruled by ferirangadeva from
Penugonda. In the reign of this King the Kovilakuntla-slmtf was
granted to the Hands family of chiefs as Nayankaram -

According to a gift-deed (danapatra) Erragudi in Koilkuntla-^m#
was conveyed to Gaddam raju as Nayankaram during the reign of the
-above 3rlranga. Subsequently, in the reign of Vira Vgnkatapati,
several gifts were made by his subordinates.

Then the Nandyala family was administering the Ghandikota
Jima> the Nayankaram of which region had been bestowed upon his
family in the time of Sadasiva. Pemmasani Timma Nayaka, a Kamma
by caste was exercising considerable authority in that district. At this
time, Hande Siddhiramappa of the Anantapuram Samasthanam held
the Koilkuntla sima

, which he administered from £aka 1562 Vikrama
to gaka 1573, Khara i.e., a period of 12 years. During this period and
while Pemmasani Cina Timma Nayudu was holding authority over
Ghandikota~.fi/Htf Mir Jummla, the general of Alamgir Padshah, star-
ted on a conquering expedition to the south and attacked, Ghandikota
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fort, captured the fort in Saka 1571, Vikrti and stationed a garrison

there. He confiscated the entire country belonging to the Ghandikota-
sima and the Subah of Kaclapa and effected repairs to the GhandikCta
fort. During Muslim rule, most of the villages that had been in the
enjoyment of local chiefs, temples and Brahmans, were confiscated to

the government. Only a very limited land was left in the possession of
temples and Brahmans while the power of the local chieftains greatly

dwindled.

After the Muslim rule ceased and when the Rdyasawasthdnam
,

was about to become extinct, a certain chief of the Majjeru family of
rustic ryots named Papireddi, gathering together a small army, re-

paired to the court of the Padshah of Hyderabad, where by his devo_
ted and efficient services, gained the favour of the Padshah, who best-

owed on him the villages of Uyyalavada etc., in the Kovilakuntla slma
as Jagii\ Subsequently, Cina Papireddi, was required by a royal

warrant (Parwcina ) issued to him by Dewan Syed Hamid Sadut
Hussain on behalf of Alamgir Padshah in Hijiri 1084 (i.e., £aka 1595

and A.D. 1673) to pay as Peshkash a sum of 4000 Varahas . The Par-

wana is now in the possession of these Jagirdars.

During the subehdarship of Neknom Khan at Kaclapa, certain

villages including IIanum adgundam in the Kovilakuntla taluk were-

granted as Mokhasa to a certain Ventikathari Pulla Reddi.

In subsequent times, this region was administered by Podilingappa

on behalf of Akkanna and Madarma who were wielding authority at

the court of Tanasha of Golkonda. Later, when Da wud Khan, was
the Kadapa Subahdar, chief Somabhupala of Godwall administered

the Kovilakuntla slma from 3aka 1618 to £>aka 16^:9, (i.e., a period

of 12 years). During his regime Uyyalavada Malla reddi greatly

pleased the Subehdar by diligent service in the matter of Peshkash

collection and obtained an elephant as reward. It was during Muslim

rule, that Peramaraju was appointed as a Deidyl in the Government.

But most of the villages of the temple had become confiscated to the

government and only very limited land was left to the temple.

Dawood Khan died after bestowing the Subehdarship of Kadapa

on Mayanan Abdul Mabi Khan. Till &aka 1634, for 4 years Abdul Mabi

looked after the affairs of Kovilakuntla slma as well as his subah of

JECadapa, after which date, he granted the slma as Jagir to one Abdul

Khuddus Khan.
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Abdul Khuddus, in company with the Nawab of Kurnool, atta-

cked Gadwal and put its ruler 5omanna to death. He ruled from

^aka 1634 to 5>aka 1660, a period of 27 years. His son Abdul Azim
Khan enjoyed the sima from £>aka 1661, Siddharti to 5aka 168®

Bahudhanya , when he died leaving four sons. Of these, Ravafas Miyya
succeeded to the enjoyment of the Kovilakuntla sima . In course of

time he founded two hemlets Miyya Saheb palli and Banganapalle

east of Kovilkuntla. During his Jagirdarship the-Amildar of Kovil-

kuntla, Rust Beg, allying himself with Fazl Alii Khan, Jamadar of

Banganapalle, rose in rebellion and created troudle to the Jagirdar-

Ravafas Miyya requisitioned the help of the Jagirdar of Pa£apula
f

Ganna Miya of the Mayana family, who sent a force under Siddh|

Hilal to his aid in the year Bahudhanya. In ^aka 1681, Pramadi
S' ravail a, Fahl Alt Khan captured Kovilkuntla and took Ravafas
Miyya and Divan Miyya prisoners and imprisoned them in the fort

of Salajatmala. Divan Miyya had earned great infamy on account of
his cruel deeds. It is said of him that he uesd to profane the temple

of Kasiviivesvara in the village. Fazl All Khan however, imprisoned
him. He held sway till Pramadi

.

In the year Vikrama , Saravara Khan, son of Mokha Miyya, the
Mayana Nawab of Kadapa, gathering round him the Mahratta chief

Baivant Rao of Gurramkonda and others, marched upon Kovilakuntla
and beseiged it for three months.

Fazl All Khan of Banganapalle, who was then holding Kovila-
kuntla sued for peace and retired to his estate of Banganapalle.
Panduranga suffered much mutilation and its salagrdmas were broken.

For two years Vikrama and Visu, Sarvarakhan looked after the

administration of the sima, when on account of the change of Govern-
ment, which took place at Kadapa where his uncle’s son L e., Abdul
Masjit Khan’s son Halim Khan became the Subahadar. He left for

Kandanavoiu, fearing a rebellion in his sima.

In the next year Saka 1684, Halim Khan sent his brothers Syed
Miyya and Rahim Miyya on an expedition to Nosam, which they
besieged. Ranga Reddi, the Poligar of the city, repaired to Kandana-
volu to seek the aid of Saravar Khan who supported him. In the
fight that ensued Rahim Miyya lost his life and his brother Syed
Miyya, on learning the news, engaged them in a severe battle and
killed Sarvara Khan and routed his forces. Within ten days of the
event Halim Khan established a garrison at Kovilakuntla. Halim
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Khan granted Kovilakuxitla as Jagir to Rashid ivliyya, ike zv.nz’s

son of Abdul Azim Khan, Jagirdar of Ta2pula, t e ha barf of his

sister Papa-Ribi, on a representation made by her. For a perioc of
three years, he enjoyed the Jagir. Then for three years the : . c\ em-
inent took over the administration of Kovilakuntia affer which it ^as
again restored to Rashid Miyya. The sima was divided, half of
which was bestowed upon his two sons Papa Miyya (son oy his

first wife) and Muhammad Saheb and the other half on his last

wife. The sons grew wicked and defieo the authority of the govern-
meat. Thereupon, in order to restore order Halim Khan sent a force

under Sardar Siddhi Riiai, who, in the year Durmukhi laid seige to

the place and after a month of fighting captured it and placed hir

garrison there. From Durmukhi to Vi Iambi, it was placed under the

charge of Arnil Hussain Saheb, who held it on behalf of Sidd*
Hiial and as representative of Halim Khan. Papa Miyya and
Muhammad Saheb fled to Ranganapalle.

In 3aka 1701, Vikari , Haidar invaded and subjugated the

country and placed his garrison both at Kadapa and at Kovila-
kuntla.

Then his son Tippu Sultan, ruled from Saka 1705 , Sobhakrt to

Saka 1711 , Saumya. in the year Sadhdrana the Company, the

Maharattas and Nizam Mallikhan of Golkonda joined their forces

against him and after several campaigns, captured the fort of
Bengaluru. Tippu Sultan was forced to sue for peace by which he

handed over Krsnagiri and Baramahai simas to the Company;
Savanuru, Bukkapur, Hobli regions north of the river Tunghabadra
to the Mahrattas, and the Subah s of Kadapa and Bellary to Nizam
Mallik Khan. Accordingly the Nizam took over the administration

of this region. On behalf of the Company he also took over

the administration of the Baramahai and during this period, Asad Ali

Khan of Banganapalle was administering the Subah of Kadapa includ-

ing the Kovilakuntia taluk. The rule of Nizam Ali Khan extended

from Sadhdrana to 3aka 1721
,
Siddhdrti . Subsequently, the regions

of Kadapa and Bellary were handed over by him to the Company, on
whose behalf Col. Munro took charge of their administration. The
Company’s rule began from Saka 1722 .

The Kaifiat ends with a detailed account of agriculture, trade

and commerce in the taluk. Lists of irrigation canals, tanks, etc,, the

different kinds of produce raised in the taluk gardens and forests,

forts, big temples, Masjids and dargas
,
mountains, different kinds

of cloth manufactured, the villages and hamlets in the taluk are

given.

ML-25
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3. Sthalamahatmya of S'ridailam.

The first sixteen pages of the Kaifiyat contains an account of the
sthalamahatmya of the holy mountain of Srisailam, its legendary
origin and divine associations. The account is an adaptation of the
section (Khanda) in the Skania-purana

m

, dealing with the Srls'aila

mountain.

After giving a legendary account of the origin of the temple, the
manuscript says that at a later time, the Dharma Kartd of the temple,
Bhiksdvrtti Santalingavya of Jangam community constructed a
mandapa nearby where he established a matha in which a feeding

house and a seminary for religious instruction were maintained. He
also looked after the properties attached to the matha utilising the
income for iU maintenance. Further, he caused to be constructed a
fort nearby wherein was stationed a garrison for the protection of
the villages belonging to God Mallikarjuna and the matha

. On
account of his great eminence Bhiksdvrtti Santayya was endowed with
all the insignia of royalty and a string of Birudas .

I® subsequent times, several gifts were made to the Mallikarjuna
temple and the matha ? at ^rls'aiiam and at other places in the vicinity
according to some inscriptions at Sivapuram.

After a time, the Cola kings ruled over this region of ^rlsfailam
While Siddha-Biksavrtti, the son of Bhiksavrtti Santayya was in
charge of the matha of 3ri3ailam, Muttinamayi Setti, son of Ekadeva
Nayaka, granted, in the presence of Siddhe^vara, on the banks of
R. Bhavanasami (R. Pennar) at the Southern gate of Srlsailam, the
village of Siddhapuram for the perpetual maintenance of the satra
(feeding house) on che SriSaila hill. The inscription recording this
gift is found on the 3rijSaiIa hill and is dated gaka 1030, Sarvajit

,

Mdgha ha. 10, Sunday.

A certain Cola maharaja, who was devoted to the feet of Maha-
nadl^vara, is stated to have granted to God Mallikarjuna some addi-
tional fields in the village of Ayalur, a part of which had been pre-
viously endowed to the God; and this fact is recorded in the Kavili of
Ayaluru village.

When Kakatiya Ganapati annexed the region to his kingdom
the charities of the temple of grI3ailam were maintained as pre-
viously.
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In the reign of Prataparudra, when all the great Makesvaras of
Srliailam had assembled in the Mukhaman tapa of the Virabhadra
shrine attached to the Ganama tha, a deed of declaration detailing the
various gifts of villages etc., made to the God Maliikarjuna for wor-
ship and festivals by kings and chiefs from the Krta Yuga to the Kali-

yuga upto the time of Prataparudra, was given by Is vara Stvacarya
of the Arasi-matha and Aradbyapreggada? (The inscription recording
the above has been copied by the Epigraphy Department and num-
bered 36 of 1915.)

In £>aka 1240, king Prataparudra accompanied by his queen visited

fJrisailam, and performed the Tulabhura ceremony.

During the time of the grant, made by guru Vidyaranya of V?.ja-

yanagar and the princes Harihara asd Bukka, the charities at Srisai-

lam were maintained as previously. In subsequent times, the Redd is

ruled over the region. A much damaged inscription containing a

string of birudas is found in front of the eastern gate of the central

shrine of the Maliikarjuna temple at Srisailam. As the inscription is

greatly damaged the date and the King are not known. (This inscrip-

tion is probably the same as ARE 20 of '1925 which contains a long

Reddi pratiasti, dated £>. 1298 in the reign of Annavema.)

But the string of birudas is the same as that held by Vemaya
Reddi of Hddanki, whose inscriptions dated Saka 1283,, Plavanga
contain the same.

In the reign of king Harihara, his queen Vitthalamba, a Kadam-
ba, princess of the Gorastadesa (daughter of Kamadeva and Padmala-

devi and grand daughter of Rasavadevaraju) caused to be contrac-

ted a flight of steps on the way to Patalaganga at Srlsada. This is

dated ^aka 1315 , which is now lying on the way to the patalaganga*

Harihara is stated to have constructed the mandapasm the temple at

recorded in Sanskrit and Telugu inscription in Nagari characters

Ahobalam in an inscription found in the same temple dated saka

1317 , Bhava Jyestha su 8 .

In Saka 1322, Vikriti Magha ba , 13 . the senior queen (Muttava

Amma) of Tipparaju son of Pina Tipparaju and grandson of Valu-

gnti Gangalaraju Cenraju set up a lamp stand for God Mahanandi^vara

and the inscription recording this gift is found on the lamp pillar

at the Siva temple at Mahanandi. A number of inscriptions on the

Srisailam hill record the various gifts made to the God Maliikarjuna

by successive kings and chiefs who administered the region.
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Ins;riptions 1 to 25*

After the Kandanavolu-sima and the feast of Kurnool came
under the occupation of the Muslims, certain village^ viz. s Paiumafi

cala and Siddhapuram were excluded from the list of manya-gramas

in the enjoyment of God Mallikarjuna. The excise taxes (Midaviso)
on sacks* of merchandise, and on oxen, horses donkeys, etc., conti-

nued to be levied by the temple authorities. For a distance of about

8 miles all around the Srlsaila temple people settled and had their

fixed habitations. There were nearly 1700 mathas of the Jangamas
wh ch continued to enjoy a large number of manyas- But when the

rule of Gonalaraja o er Kurnool ended and the country became
inundated with the Muslims, the charities in the enjoyment of the

temple* Brahman priests and the mathas greatly diminished and a

large portion of the populace on ^risatlam left the place and migrated
to Atmakur m the Kurnool district and to other places. The festivals

to the God ceased to be performed. Some merchants, however, conti-

nued to remain on the Srisaila hill. After a time, on account of the

depredations of Trayambakaraya, son of £>ivaraya, the Desayi of the

K r*rn »ol suna, who rebelled against Nawab Munivar Khan and
established his stronghold with a .strong garrison, at the fort of
Cangalamarri and of the plundering activities of a certain band of
Katakayi thieves, who now and again robbed them in the name of
Desayi Trayambakaraya the merchants of Srlsailam were forced to

migrate to Atmakur. The place, threfore, became completely deserted

with the exception of two priests and an ascetic.

What was once a flourishing town 1$ now a heap of ruins. The
temple that remains in tact, has a big prakara wall surrounding it

containing various sculptures of animals and birds. The prakara
is stated to have been built by Lingayya, son of S£nti Lingayya in

£>aka 1334, Prajotpatii according to inscriptional evidence. The
village around Srlsailam viz,, Peddaceruvu (on the way from
Atmakur) Siddhapuram etc., which had once been a source of lood
supply to those on the hill are all in a ruined condition, scarcely a
few houses of Bayas and Cencus remaining In them.

The peak of Srisailam can be reached by the following path way
situated in the different directions.

*A11 these inscriptions, which have been copied in Ms. 15-3-6 have been sum-
marised. Vide: Summaries and translations : 15-3-6, Typed pp. 1-41

; Annual
report on South Indian Epigraphy for the year 1914-15.

*Two kinds of sack aremen tione d. 1. G<?/ze-sack open at one end. 2. Paruka-
sack open in the middle; each end is filled with grain and it is laid across a
bullock.
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1. From the South-East:

The path starts from Cennupalie in the Cumbum taluk and wind
its way for a distance of 40 miles upto £>rl£ailam summit. This v, ay
is called sikhara-marga through which oxen and horses can proceed
only with great difficulty and steps have been constructed at certain

steep places.

2. From the South :

—

Bhimunikolam pathway which proceeds by way of Atmakur.
Pilgrims from the Maharastra country and from the South follow this
path.

3. From the West :—

The Nalaganga pathway, which starts in the Hyderabad state,

from the other side of the Krsna and proceeds through iingala of the

Xadapoturu taluk.

People from Hyderabad, reach SrHailam by this route which is

the most difficult.

4. From the North-West:

—

The Jatraganga pathway : which starts in the Hyderabad state

and proceeds through Sararajapalle in Amaravati-Jamedar taluq. On
the way R. Krsna has to be crossed by boat.

5- From North East :
—

The Antargana pathway : starts from Devalam and stops at the

R. Krspa where a flight of steps is constructed.

The whole of the £>rHailam region is infested with thieves and
robbers and wild beasts, and it is only during times of festivals that

people venture to travel in batches of twenty and more. The annual
festival of the god Mallikarjuna is celebrated in Magha ba. Pilgrims

pour into £ri£ailam from the day of sivaratri to Caitra ba 5, on which
latter date the festival in honour of goddess Bhramaramba comes to an
end with animal sacrifice. In previous years a pilgrimage tax of

Rs. 1/4/- per head used to be levied, the Brahmans, monsa and Janga-

mas and ascetics being exempted. Oxen and horses and articles of

merchandise were also subjected to a tax, which was for a time

exempted in the time of Krsnadevaraya according to inscription&l

evidence. During Muslim rule the tax was levied and was increased

to Rs. 7/- by Jamadar Xiap Khan ruler of KurnooUsinto. Several

other customary dues were also levied , so that a pilgrim had to pay
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nearly Rs. 16/- in all. Tiie members of the Linga Balija community
from Mahar&stra desa usually attend the festival in large numbers
and the income from them is considerable.

Most of the pilgrims, both male and female, observe the practice

of tonsuring their heads, before taking the sacred bath in the

P&talaganga. Brahmans, who had for long been exempted from
the pilgrim tax, were subjected to a reduced tax of Rs. J for

two years, Sukla and Pramoduta, during the administration of

Alap Khan. On account of such taxation* the number of

pilgrims, became greatly reduced. Moreover they were harassed by

the Caucus on the way who demanded money by way of voluntary

contribution. For offering czbhiseka to the god the pilgrims had to

pay fees to the government and also to the priest who demanded
about 16 duddus (approximate) equivalent to 1 anna and 8 pies).

This year (1810 A.D ) Alap Khan has given the priests a fourth share

in the dues. The government is now granting Rs. 30/-* to the priests

for daily worship on ordinary days.

Alap Khan carried away all the bells of the temple and mantapa
of Mallikarjuna and manufactured bullets out of them. A cannon
was manufactured out of the utensils of the temple, but it broke into

pieces at the first application of fire to it.

The yearly sales turn-over at 3rl£ailam at one time reached about
a lakhs of rupees, but this year (1810 A. D.J) the accounts showed
barely twenty thousand rupees.

The drinking water on Sri^ailam is very unhealthy and people are

generally affected with disease on drinking it.

The manuscript ends with an account of the habits and customs
of the Cericus and of their acts of robbery.
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1. Cintapallipadu Kaifiyat Griddalur Dt.

The first few pages of the manuscript contain a legendary
account of the origin of sacred place of Gundla—Brahmes'varam etc.,

and of the river Jampaleru, and the mountains Nallamala, Erramalai,
Bbairavunikonda etc.

In Saka 936, king Kakatlya— Prataparudra deva maharaja
granted to Kumara—Vira Mallikarjunayya a piece of land on the

northern bank of the Jampaleru situated south of Erragonda,
permitting him to found an agrahara at the spot. Accordingly
Mallikarjuna founded a settlement at the place, naming it Arjuna-
puram. He renovated the temples for Gods Visnu and Siva that were
found dilapidated at the place and named them Cennake^ava and
VHveivara and made elaborate arrangements for the performance of
daily worship and festivals.

(In the tank adjoining the temples are pieces of ancient sculptures

and stones bearing ancient inscriptions).

In course of time he constructed a fort named Ardavidu within

the boundaries of Arjunapuram. In S>aka 1000, during the regime of

Gopalaraju of Kandanolu, the chief founded a village a little to the

west of Arjunapuram the settlement took the name of Ballupalle.

Some time later, Rangaraju, the brother-in-law of Gopalaraju

constructed a village near Ballupattu naming it Rangapuram after his

own name and granted it to Brahmans as Sarvagrahara. Tt now bears

the name Rangapuram—padu. About the same time, i.e., in gaka

1000 the same chief Rangaraju made a gift of a plot of land situated

north-east of Rangapuram, to his udigam one Kotaya who founded a

settlement there. The village came to be known as Kotarlapadu

which later was known by another name viz., Polavaram. At a later

time finding the place suitable for the construction of a fort, Ranga-

aju erected a strong and massive rampart around.
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A certain Golla—Gangaya who was a servant of the chiefs,

Bhdnddgdra (treasury) settled at a spot nearby which come to be
called Khanamicoiida. Subsequently, he founded a few more villages.

Another official under Rangaraju called Potaya successfully dug
gold at a spot south-west of this Gudipadu and utilising the amount
founded a village there naming it B&ngaruceruva. Golla-Kannaya,
a resident of Dhanakonda obtained a piece of land situated north of

Jamap&ieru on lease \Kavul) and there founded a village which came
to be called Kanaamadakala. Cmialapaiie Mallelu, another servant

of Gopalaraju obtained a piece of land situated east of the afoiesaid.

Kannamadakaia on lease (Kevul ) and founded there the village

Cintamallelapade, which in course of time was known by another

name Orta Kandukuru.

2 to i3. Kaifiyats of Bollupalle , etc

All the sections are included under one heading, viz., Kaifiyat of
Bollupalle and the account is a verbatim, word to word, copy of the

first section, viz. Kaifiyat of Cintapalipadu and consequently it has
noi been summarised.

14. Kaifiyat of Munulapddu :

—

(N. B. The account is a copy of section 10 of 15-3-13, which
bears the same heading. This has beep summarised in 15-3-13).

15. Account of Svarnabdhu rivet flowing south of Griddalur.

AND
16. Account of Kasha Giddalur :—

(N. B. Both these accounts are given under the same section, viz.

Kaifiyat of Giddalur).

The modern town of Giddaluru to the south of which flows the
R, Svarnaba.hu, was originally known as Siddaluru. A spot near
Siddaluru alias Giddaluru in the vicinity of the Nage^vara temple was
at first granted by Nandana Cakravarti to Kuncala divappa of the
Nadnavarika family and of the 3rivatsa-gotra as an agrahdva. Later
when the village became ruined, a descendant of the aforesaid £>ivappa,

Ramacandra by name, moved to Naodavaram and from there was
enjoying the Vrtti at Siddaiur

In the 3aka era, when Tondamarayagulla was founded, Kuacala
Ramacandra obtained from the chief of Tondamaraya gulla the newly
found village of Siddaluru as an agrahdra . From Nandavaram he
came back to Siddaluru bringing with him twenty to thriiy families of
Brahmans and the Barahalotis , i.e , the 12 village servants.
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After the death of the chief of Tonciama ra yagulla the place wa s

deserted. Then Siddalaru rose Into prominence and obtained the

new name of Griddaluru, some time later Kuncala Vsnkatadna
descendant of KLuhcala Ramacandra the agrahZrika of bicdalLrn

alias Griddaluru improved the village by causing several hamlets to

be founded around. Kaiicipaile, Coltireddipalle and Akkalareddipahe
these villages were converted into Mavujas (he., towns or independent
villages) and Griddaluru into a kasha (head-station).

Daring the regime of Ha rih arad evarayal u Ramacandraraju came
to rule over these parts as jagirdar and he confiscated these villages

from the hands of Venkatadri. Subsequently Ramacandra, third in

descent from Venkatadri got the villages restored to him as agrahdra

by king Harihara Raya. He was also appointed to the karanikam
office. In this manner, till the advent of the Muslims the descendants

of Ramacandraraju administered the Griddaluru kasha and its villages.

The rule of the Rayas came to an end. Subsequently, it was under

Muslim occupation and went to the Company finally.

ML—26
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1. Kaifiyat of A kkapalki Malhilaceruvu Samut, Griddafum Taluq:

The manuscript begins with a legendary account of Sribhairayes

varans. It was later named Akkaoapalla.

2. Account of Yadakky :
(Copy in ms. 15-3-48. Sec. I)

At a spot on the range of hills known as Mallamkonda by the

& ide of R. Picukini (of the Pennar) the ascetics Gautama, Gargayya
and Mandav>a are stated to have founded the shrines of BhairavSs-

vara. In subsequent times the place became famous as the Bhairava-

konda. A Kamma chief of the name of Malyavaura, desirous of

founding a village in the region of Penriar, went out with his men in

search of a suitable place. They decided upon a spot south of the

Bhairavakonda, the sepecial merit of which was that at that spot a

hare turned against the hounds and drove them away. He, accordingly,

founded a village there and named it Yaciaki (or Yadiki).

It was under the Reddis and later under the Vijayanagar rules

and the Muslims before it passed into the hands of the English.

3. Kaifiyat Pullalaceruvu of the Griddaluru Taluq :

Situated in the centre of the Nllacala hill, 24 Kos to the south of

the Srlsaila mountain is the famous shrine of Brahmagandlesvara„
A village arose in course of time in its vicinity and came to be so

called on account of the presence of tigers in the neighbourhood.

4. Kaifiyat of Akevldu, hamlet Pidlalaceruva:

Peddioeya, the cowherd of Peddividu, who founded the village

of Peddinepadu had a sister named Akema. She established her

abode elsewhere and there grew a village at the place with the name
of Akevldu. It was under the Vijayanagar kings and the Muslims
before it passed on into the hands of the English.



5. Account of CinaganipciUe of Pulhihi Ceram Sonun, Grludaiar
Ta.uq :

(This Kaifiyat also contains the account of the origin of Bhrah-
mis'varam, Nemaligundani Rangusvami shrine etc., as in the fo!egomg
Kaifiyat, Not hisiorically useful)*

6 . Account of Turmilla of Cumbum Tcduq :

(The legendary origin of the Holy place of Surabhfs:vara Brah-

misvaram and the shrine of Neraalingundam Rangasv&mi is described

in the opening pages and the account is almost the same as that found

in the Kaifiyats of Pullalacentvu and Akevidu).

It was successively under the Reddis, Vijayancgar kings, and the

Muslims before it passed into the hands of the English,

7. Kaifiyat of the Hander chief of A natnapuram :

The latter portion of the Kaifiyat of the Hands chief of Ananta-

puram is in Telugu language, but in Kannada script, (15—3—17 and

1

5

—.4— 12 ).
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i. Kaifiyat of Dcinavulapadu :

The old name of Danavulapadu was Kum&ri which was founded

by the Jains in the Kali age. They built temples in the place. During

the time of Traiiokyamalla, another village Devigudi io the vicinity

of Danavulapadu came into existence. His general Katakacandra is

said to have lost his life in his attempt, by order of the king to subdue

the people of Pasupalla near Kuniari, who were involved in a

boundary dispute. The Jain population decreased in course of time

and the place became deserted when the Andhras came into possession

of it. It passed into the hands of Vijayanagar kings, was subsequ-

ently under Muslim occupation and later under Haider and Tippu
and at last was taken over by the East India Company.

Sections 2 and 3 are not traceable.

4. Nandipadu village* (Jammalamadugu Tatuq):

Fine documents are given with minor details regarding boundaries

of the niace, house sites, fields and the petty head who were in

possession of the place.

Kaifytit of 15 villages in the Jammulamadtign Taluq:

The villages are Paluru, Peddamudiyam, Venkampalle, Sudda-
palle Jamgaiapalle, Uppuluru, Namalidinnu, Balpana Guduru,
Gari^aluru, Cinnamudiyara, Cidiparalla,.Bodi Tipponapadu, Gundla-
kurrta, Carivari Uppalapadu and Gopalapuram ^rotriyam. It is said

that these 15 villages were ruled by one Pedanna Cola appointed

by Atyana Cola who was minister of Tribhuvanamalla, then ruling at

Jayantipura. Inscriptional evidences are cited to show some or ail

of these villages were subsequently ruled by Vitthala, Ganapati
K&katiya, Prataparudra and his sons, Vijayanagar kings, Acyutaraya,

Sadasfiva, and the Pemmasani chiefs of Ghandikota. Details are

given regarding the installation of images in temples, or grants for

their worship, remission of taxes etc., Muslim rulers like Mit Jumla,



Abdu! Kunamraad Khan and other minor personages were adminis-

tering tnesc places. They were also under tlis control of Haider asd

Tippu and they finally came under the East India Company during

Col. Munro’s time.

20. Kitijiyat of Digava Kithtratuki (Jammalamadugu Taiaq) :

Eleven documents detailing the statement of two cases of dispute

regarding division of lands and decisions in their regard are described.

21. Kaijiya! of AbduUapuram. (Koilkuntla district):

The boundaries of the place which was originally known as

Murumuttila village are furnished as also gifts of lands to particular

persons and two documents in this regard are quoted.

Sections 22, 23, 24 and 25 are not traceable.

26. Kaifiyat of Mclavuntm:

Some inscriptions are noticed on the repair of a temple in the

place, where God Mailesvaram was installed. The maintenance of

the temple and worship during Vijayanagar rule are mentioned. The

desecration of the temple during Muslim rule, its subsequent coming

under Haider and Tippu and the sro triyam paid by the grants arc

there narrated. Finally it went into the hands of the English East

India Company.

KaiftyiU oj Vyupamki. (Jummulamadugu Tahuj):

{not found in Wilson’s list)

It was so called on account of Vepra trees (margosa) with which

itabunded. The Vijayanagar kings and the Mayana nawabs, during

whose time grants of agraharas were made and the final passing into

English hands during the time of Colonel Munro are given.

The othf r kaijiyats of Dommaru NandyrU, Moragudi, Fakhir-

peta, Dugganapalle and Kullutla which the manuscripts contain are

only the accounts of the respective places with reference to their

origin and subsequent history under Vijayanagar, during Muslim and

English occupations, interspersed with minor details regarding rates

of taxes, disputes and local mathas of little or no importance.
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2. Kaifiyat of Gorantle Krsnagirl Taluq Kurnoal district :

When king Prataparudra was ruling at Warangal, he had two
vyavaharadaksas ,

the brothers, Peda Vitthamarasa a r d Cina Vittha-

marasa of Niyogi family. During their administration the v'lWgs of

Gorinda was founded. They appointed 12 village servants who were
ordered to conduct the local affairs of the village. The images of
Siva and Mahisasuramard ani, which had originally been consecrated

in the time of Karikala Cola and had been lying neglected, were
reconsecrated by the two brothers.

3. Koppani KaifiyUt : Cennur Pargana :

The village of Kopparti, situated 5 miles west of KLadapa was
included in the Murikinati-slma. A certain Ayyaparaju belonging
to the family of Pesaravavi Agraharikas, was enjoying the karanikam-
mirasi in this village. In course of time, during the time of Krsna-
devanlya of Vijayanagar, the village was granted as agrahara to

Himakuntala Sing&ri Somay ajulu, a vadiki Brahman of Lingale*

Kamalapuram Pargana, On obtaining it. he re-granted several shares

to several Brahmans. The king conveyed the grant through a copper-
plate charter which, it is stated, was later lost during the Muslim
invasions and the subsequent Pdlaiyagd r troubles.

4. Kolimilapalle Kaifiyat :

The village of Kolumulapalle was formed near a site south of
Sfiryakomarunipatnam where furnaces (kolimis) were situated. The
village of Suryakomurunipalle is stated to have been the site where
Sambeta Tata Guravaraju was killed in battle by a local family called

Suryakomallu*

(An account of the chiefs and their relations with Tata G uruva-

raju is given in the Kaifiyat o/Macupalle).

5. Boggupeta (Bogguletipalle) Kaifiyat :

Forming part of the village of Kampallc, the site of Boggupeta

was originally used for burning wood and preparing charcoal. When
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the village had grown m extent ana importance Yajilavaiki, the
karanam of \ uiukiii secured the karanikam miradi of this \iilage also-

Subsequently,,, during the regime of Tanisfaa, Padi Lingappa who
was the Subahdar of these regions appointed to that post by Akkanna
and Madanna granted this village as S rbtriya-agrakara to Madana-
bhar alula Somabhatiu fixing the irotriyam fee payable by him at 15

cakiras . The donee and lus son Laksm Inarasam Bhatlu enjoyed the
jagir in succession till Saha lo9i Virodhi. in this year Abdul Halim
Khan, who was Subahdar of Cuddapaii confiscated the village from
Yajhanarayana jbnatin and made it over to a 'Muhammadan Fakir9

Bisnulla buheb as jd&ir wno was required to pay 60 var films. Tne
Fakir , m course ol lime founded a hamlet, Bismiila Safaebpet, north -

east ol the village. '1 his hamlet was later raided and plundered by
Ramappa JNayadu and his band of bandits belonging to the Vemu.a-
samasthdnam in the year Sobhakrt . The kaijiyat ends with an
account ol the grant of the place a jagir during the period oj the
company rule.

6. Hanumatgundam Village Kavile :

Two villages, £>rIvaJlabhaptiram and Raguiapaile, went into ruin
suddenly m 5. 1365, owing to their having been attacked by beetle

and other insects. In S’. 1370, a community of settlers called the
Tappetavaru founded the village of Hanutaadgundam on the banks of
the R. Tigaieru and constructed a temple for god Hanumantaraya.
In course of time, the village was well constituted with the appoint-
ment of the 12 Ayagars and fixing of boundaries. The manyas that
were granted to Brahmans in that village from time to time were all

confiscated to the state on the advent of the Muslims who gave the

village as Mo Lhasa to Hariyappa Reddi.

(The Kaifiyat ends with the enumeration of boundaries of the

village).

7. Goturu Kaifiyat :

(1 he hrst few paras contain the summary of the inscriptions of

Gangayadeva Csda Ahbbaladeva dated 1319 and 3. 1342 respec-

tively).

Subsequent to these chiefs, king Praudhadevaraya of Vijayanagar

accompanied by his son Vijayadevarayalu marched against Ahobaia-

deva Cdda Maharaja and defeated him in battle. Consequently, the

village was ruined.
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Later, during the reign of king Krsnadevaraya, the village was
'Constituted into an agrahara and granted to Brahmans as sarvamanya.

The kaifiyat ends with the account of Muslim rule over this place.

8. CUitakommudinne Kaifiyat:

At a distance of 2\ miles south-west of Kadapa was once a high
mound, which in local dialect was called Dinna. Near it, there was
a tamarind tree after which the place came to be called Cintakom -

mudinne . In course of time the site came to be occupied by shepherds
and later by a party of Pedakanti KLapus whose family name was
Gajjala. It was led by Vobulu Reddi. As the settlement grew in

population and extent it attracted the attention of Guttiraju, who
included it in the village of V utukuru as a hamlet and appointed a
member of the family of Yajiiavalki Gangaraju for the karanikam
duties of the village. The Kaifiyat proceeds to relate the incidents of
Muslim rule over the place.
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sections 1, 4, and 5 are available.

1. Kaifiyat of the Puspagiri M^haksetra, a hamlet of Kotturu
together with the Kaifiyat of Kotluru :

15—3—2; 13-3-53; 15-3—54

(The first 66 pages contain the puranic story about the founda-

tion and holiness of the Puspagiri Xsetra).

In historical times King Janmejaya is stated to have visited the

holy ksetra of Puspagiri and to have founded a temple for God
Cennakgtfava, facing west, on the banks of the River Pennar. In

later times, king Karikala Cola visited the place and constructed

7 temples installing £iva images therein, to the south of the Cenna-

k§£ava temple and also renovated many old and ruined temples.

Later, owing to political troubles, the temples fell into ruin and
the image of Cennake^ava was mutilated and broken. King Trai-

lokyamala, followed by his pradhdni and his entire army and others

visited Puspagiri in the course of his pilgrimage in the southern

regions. Struck by the holiness of the ksetra and the beauty of the

surroundings, the king founded an agrahdra called ^igupuru in the

vicinity of the temple of Cennake6ava, which he renovated, and estab-

lished several Brahman families who were required to conduct worship

in the temple. About the distance of an amada from this place, a

city was founded by Vodde Tiruvengalaraju and Timmaraju and their

pradhdni Pa^uparti Raganna. The city was named Trailokyamalla-

puri after the name of the king. The king stayed at the place for some

time with all his paraphernalia and ruled over his kingdom from it.

Timmayya, the pradhdni of TrailokyamalJa renovated the temple of

Cetmak^ava at Puspagiri and installed a new image of Cennaketfava

there in 6aka 1002, and set up an inscription in Halakanna4a to that

effect.

MX.—27
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Below this inscription there are other Ha la Kannada inscriptions,

eye-copies of which are given in another manuscript. In subsequent

times God Cennake£ava came to be popularly called Juttuveyimala

Cennakes&va, which meant that the length of the hair on the head of

the image behind was not known*

The Ha la-Kannada inscription at the NageSvara Durgamba
temple at the foot of the hill to the north of the Cennake^ava temple

describes the place as Kotavalluru in the Tenkana country. The
Inscription is dated in the third year of King Pratapacakravarti

Jagadekamalla,

Subsequently, King Ahavamalla ruled over the region and in the

year Raudri , granted the village of Podapadu to God Imdre^vara.

After King Trailokyamallaraju, who ruled for some time at

Valluru, his Vodde subordinates Tiruvengalanatharaju and Timmaraju,
who migrated to this place from the banks of the River Godavari
stayed at Vail urn and ruled there. The descendants of these Vodde
Chiefs, Janardanaraju and Candrasek hararaju continued to rule at

Valluru and were known as the Vodde kings. While Vodde JanSrdana
Raju and Candrasekhararaju were ruling at Valluru, King Kakaliya
Prataparudra came on an invasion of these parts, conquered the

Vodde Chiefs and captured the fort by resort to srrategem.

Prataparudra ruled there for some time. Some people say that the

Vodde kings were conquered by the Muslims from Golkonda but this

is unreliable since the Muslims had not come to the south at such an
early date. The following chiefs ruled over this region between the

years £>. 1190 and 1241, while King Prataparudra was ruling at

Warangal.

(1) Mandalika Brahmaraksasa Tripurari Deva dated g. 1193

has left an inscription at Tadigotla alias Sanmugudapuram
#

(Vide: 15-4-28. ms. p 201)

(2) Gangayasahini with the title of Kakatiyapuravaradhi&vara:
has left a Telugu inscription in Nagari characters, dated

1196, Pingala at Kotluru near Pu§pagiri.

(Vide ms. 15-3-53. p. 154)

Ms. p. 98: (3) Mapdalika Brahmaraksasa Gapclapep£/ara Ambadeva
Maharaja who ruled from Ghandikota, He had a son
called Tripurantakaraju alias Tripurantaka ^ivalaya, who
was a disciple of Aghora£ivacarya and who granted a gift



to Aghoragivacarya. An Inscription dated 3aka 1220,
Vilambi, Pusya sm. Di. Monday, is found at Pata Cuddapah,
recording the gift.

King Pr&taparudra, desirous of putting down the power of
Tripurari Deva, who had established himself strongly in the fort of
Ghandikota and was acting in an independant manner, conquered
Brahmaraksasa Ganddapendarakaraju (Tripurari), Mallaraju and the
rest of the Vodde Chiefs allied with him. He installed his son juttaya
Lanka Gonkaya Reddi as the governor of the Ghandikota and Muliki-
nadu countries. Juttaya Lanka during his regime, granted to the

Mahdjanas of Cerunuru the village of Cerunuru as agrahdra free

from all the taxes Sunka, Sada etc., for the religious merit of his

father.

Subsequently, the Vijayanagar Kings Vlra £rl Bukkaraja, and
Hariharadevaraya ruled over the region for some years.

Later it was ruled by Devaraya and his son V
i
jaya varaya

.

The latter was succeeded by his son Mummaii Prau^had^varayalu,

during whose rule these regions were under the administration of
Samb<2 ta Kampayya, son of Sambfta Lakkayya.

Mnmmzdi Praurfhadevarayalu was succeeded by his son Malli-

karjuna, who was succeeded by Saluva Narasimharay alu. During
his regime, in 4aka 1429, the Chief Reraju Timmaraju, who was
enjoying the village of Koppolu as ndyankara

,
granted to Go*}

K^avasvami of the village as sthalaiunka, the income of the village.

Later Naraslmharaya ruled over the area. He had two sons.

(1) Kysnaraya, son by his concubine (Dasiputra), (2) Acyutarayalu,

son of his legal wife.

Of these, Kr§nad<2 varaya succeeded and ruled for 22 years from
£>aka 1431 to 1452.*

When Acyutadevarayalu, succeeded at Vijayanagar his Dalaray
Timmara^ayya, son of Candragiri Somara^ayya, who was holding

the Ghancdkota-simu as Ndyankara exempted the Mahdjanas: of the

agrahdra of Pu§pagiri and its hamlet Goturu from the payment of

certain dues.

During Acyuta’s reign he granted a sarvamdnya deed to Peda

Vobalmyya and Cina VobaUyya of the Aghoragivacaryamatha, who
were the sthdnikas of the Vaidyanatha and Cennak^ava temples.



During the regime of Acyuta, which lasted for 11 years from S-

1453 to 1464, Puspagiri continued to be enjoyed as agrahara by the

Brahmans. Acyuta’s son, Sadasiva ruled from § 1464 to 1492, for

29 years, and during his rule gifts were made to the Puspagiri

temples.

During his reign, Nandela Aubalaraju administered the country

from &aka 1474 to 1484 Dundubhi.

In &aka 1486* RaktaksU the five Padshas of the Deccan defeated

and killed Aliya Ramaraja, the Sarvadhikdri of Sadasiva at the battle

of Raksasi TangaJi and marched into Vijayanagar dominions which
they laid waste Sadasiva continued to rule for 6 years more.

Subsequently, King grfrangaraya, to whom the Turukas gave
Penukonda and other regions to be ruled by him, exercised sway over
these regions (Cennuru etc.) from his capital at Penukonda. During
his rule, Ambayyaraju, son of Nandeia Aubalaraju administered the

Cennuru-Sima and he renovated a portion of the Cennakesava temple
at Puspagiri which had fallen into ruin.

Later, deputed by Aurangzeb Padshah Neknam Khan came to

these parts as Subahdar of Cuddapah and he founded a hamlet named
Neknamabad to the south of old Cuddapah. The subsequent rulers

of the region were Mir Jumla Julfikar Khan and Podi Lingappa
during the regime of Akkanna and Madanna.

The two officers Madho Bhanuji and Akkarasau Bhanuji were

popularly called Akkanna and Madanna, the Diwans under Tanisha
Badshah of Golkonda* Lingo Sangarasu Pantulu was popularly

called Podi Lingappa.

The subsequent rulers of the region were :
—

(1) Sadullah Khan, Nawab of Arcot.

(2) Dawood Khan Sardar, who came to the south as Vajir on
behalf of Alamgir Padshah, confiscated Gotftru to the
state leaving Puspagiri alone to be enjoyed as agrahara .

It was during the regime of this Dawood Khan that Abdul Nabi
Khan Mayana, who was the Jagirdar of Cidambaram, etc. in the
eastern country below the ghats was appointed as Mokhtyar under
Dawood Khan and while the latter was engaged in his duties as
Mokhtyar , Dawood Khan had to leave the south with hts army for
Hindustan where the Sayyads had become greatly powerful. He



appointed Abdul Nabi Khan as Subahdar of Cuddapah and left for

Hindustan, where fighting against the Sayyads he lost his life in

battle.

At first the Mayana Abdul Nabi Khan made Cennur his head,

quarters from where he administered the Cuddapah Subah, but later

changed his headquarters to Cuddapah which he had strongly forti-

fied in the meantime. The dues of the Suhha were being regularly

despatched to the Emperor at Delhi.

(Vide: Cennur Kaifiyat for details of his rule). His administ-

ration lasted from fe. 1628 Vyaya to 1657 R&ksasa (30 years). His
thrnseeso were :

1. Abdul Muhammad Khan, 4 Blind Nawab 9 Subahdar of
Cuddapah 1658 Nala to £ 1669 Prabhava.

During his regime the Maharatta Raghoji Fateh Sing invaded and
plundered the country.

2. Mosum Khan alias Mocha Miyya, 1670-1674.

3. Abdul Hamid Khan, held Siddhavattam as Jagir.

During his regime Mosum Khan joining with Himmat Bahadur,
Nawab of Kandanavolu, put to death Nasir Jung in Prambduta
(1750-A.D.). He further killed Hidayat Moideen Khan in battle at

Rayacoti.

During the subsequent regime of Abdul Masjid Khan, son of

Abdul Hamid Khan, Nizam Ali Khan, the Nawab of Golkonda, who
bore enmity against Mocha Miyya, the Nawab of Cuddapah, for the

murder of Nasir Jung came with an army and occupied the fort of

Cuddapah. Thereupon Masjid Khan opened negotiations with the

Nawab and by paying two lakhs of Rupees got back the fort. Nizam
Ali Khan returned to Golkonda.

Subsequently in I£va ra, the Maharattas under Balavanta Rao
invaded Cuddapah, defeated and killed Masjid Khan at the battle of

Bandikanama pass. Masjid Khan’srqle lasted from 1675 irimukha
to 1779 Hvara .

Manuscript 135 :

Mocha Miyya, who succeeded Masjid Khan, ruled for 5 years of

which for two years he was ill and did not rule in person. During



his regime lie ceded to the Mahrattas the sima of Gurramkonda
which yielded an income of 11 lakhs, and made peace with them.

Mocha Miyya was succeeded by Masjid Khan’s son Halim Khan,
during whose regime, Basaiat Jung came to these parts and the

Turuka soldiers in his army mutilated the five sculptures of the
Cennake£ava temple at Puspagiri.

Halim Khan, fearing an attack on him by Basaiat Jung, wrote for

help to Haider, who came with a strong army. The combined armies
of Haider and Halim Khan attacked Basaiat Jung’s forces and routed
them. Basaiat Jung made peace and retired to Adavani with his

broken army.

Subsequently the Maharatta general Dhvamsa plundered the
country. In Vikari Haider coming by way of Duvvur captured
Siddhavattam, with the aid of Ruparam who (Ms. p. 136.) rebelled
against Halim Khan at Siddhavattam, and made Halim Khan
prisoner. Halim Khan and the members of his family were despat-
ched to grlrangapattanam, and imprisoned there. The rule of Halim
Khan lasted for IB years, from s 1683, Visu to 1701 Vikari .

(Vide : QennurKaifiyat for greater details).

Haider ruled for 4 years from feaka 1701 Vikari to g. 1704
Subhakrit and met with his death below the ghats near Cittur.

He was succeeded by his son Tippu Sultan whose rule lasted for
7 years, from 1705 to 1711.

In the year Sadharana
,
the joint armies of the English, Maha-

rattas and Nizam Ali Khan fell upon Tippu at Bengaluru fort,
defeated him and took the fort. Tippu concluded peace by yielding
to them some territory and money to cover the expenses of their
campaign. According to the terms of this treaty the Subah of
Cuddapah and (Ms, /?. 137.) Gutti were given over to the Nizam,
who administered territory as also Siddhavattam fort, which be
captured .from g. 1712 to 1721 Siddhdrti

.

**The Subahdars of
Cuddappah during Nizam’s rule during this period were :

1. Hafiz Sabeb : 2 years— Sadharana and Virddhikrt.

2. Asad Ali Khan of Banaganipalle : 3 years Pandhavi to
Ananda .

3. Amin Saheb — 2 years— Rdksasa and Nala.

4. Again Asad Ali Khan—2 years— Pingala and Kalayukti .



5. Candulal— I year—Siddharti.

Subsequently the Nizam ceded to the Company the subak of
Cuddapah and Gutti etc* in 3. 1722, Raudri,

whose rule is continuing
to this date, 1733, Prajotpatti .

(The Kaifiyat ends with the usual lists of temples, shrines,

hamlets etc.).

During Mayana Halim Khan’s rule, in Visit, the village was
granted as Jagir to the Sahukar Ruparam, who held it for 12 years
after which he was imprisoned by the Nawab and the Jagir transfer-

red to another person, Kilawar Khan, a Pa than. The new Jagirdar
held the village for 6 years till Vi Iambi and in Vikdri

,
when Bahadur

conquered the country, the village was taken over by the state and it

remains as such till the present day.

Once, in the year Parabhava
, during Tippu’s regime the

Maharattas plundered the village and in order to protect the village

from future attacks, Uppu Rangarao, the Amildar , was permitted to

construct a mud fort with four bastions around the village.

4. Kaifiyat of Mamillapalle, Cennur Taluq

:

Situated about four miles to the south of Cuddapah, the village

of Mamilapalle was originally founded by a certain Mamilla Cengaya,
an uppara (tank or mine digger) by caste. The new village was
included as a hamlet of Cuddapah, in which manner or status it

remained during the entire period of the rule of Vijayanagara kings.

In Saka 1612, during the rule of Syed Mira alias Neknain Khan,

the Subahdar of Cuddapah under AJamgir Padshah, the Reddi of the

hamlet, a Pakandli ryot called Puspagiri Musali Red^i used his

influence and got the village separated and constituted it into an

independant village, the revenue to be paid by the village directly to

tbc state being fixed at 300 Vardhas per half year. The village was

under (O Neknam Khan, (2) Junta Julfikar Khan during whose
administration the village was included in the Cennur pargana, which

was ruled over by Sadatullah Khan, the Nawab of Arcot. (3) Nawab
Dawood Khan, who later went to Hindustan to fight against the

Sayyads, leaving the administration of the Cennur-Sima to Abdul

Nabi Khan Mayana.

Then it went into the hands of the Company.
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MS, p. 177 5. Kaifiyat of Ambavaram alias Brahmanapalle , Cennur
Taluq :

Situated 5 miles south of the River Pinakini, Ambavaram was
originally founded on the ruined village site of Brahmanapalle. It

was under thecontrol of the Vijayanagar kings, and subsequently

passed into Muslim hands when Akkanna and Madanna were the

Diwans, they appointed Podili Lingappa to conduct the affairs of the

south as they had great faith in his ability which was displayed to

them on one occasion. It is stated that the Diwans were greatly

pleased with Podili Lingappa, when the latter undertook and accom-
plished with great ability the onerous task of preparing and conduct-
ing a big feast for 12,000 Brahmins all seated in one batch at one time
at Tirupati when Akkanna and Madanna had gone to the holy place

on pilgrimage and expressed the desire that such a feast should be
held.

During his administration, Podili Lingappa granted to his

Diksaguru , a piece of land forming the old village site of Brahmana-
palle to be formed into an agrahara and enjoyed by him.

The subsequent rule of the Mayana rulers, Haider and Tippu the

Nizam and the British is detailed.
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Wilson, pp. 450-51 No. XLI (6 sections)

Taylor, III p. 565, No. 41 CM. 458 (L. No. 641)

Shelf No, 1 5— 3— 50. (L. R. Vol. 6 p. 335)

1. Kaifiyat of Siruvola ,
Kandanohi

:

Situated about 20 miles north west of Ahobala Narasimha

Ksetram Siruvola was originally inhabited by the Kirdtas . At a later

time King Gamamaraiu, hailing from the Malakasima, settled at the

village and greatly improved it. Then follows the reference to the

rule of the Vijayanagar kings and Muslims over it.

2. Kaifiyat ofYadadi , Srivolla Pargana , Kandanolu District :

Situated about 20 miles west of Ahobala Narasimha Ksetram

Yadadi, is believed to have been founded by Yadusekhara Raya, the

king of Narayanadri alias Y&davagiri—rajya, which extended over

a region 2000 miles in circumference. He gave the name of Yadava-
puri to the village.

When Harihara was ruling from Vijayanagar, he once paid a

visit to God Narasimha of Ahobalam and on that occasion granted

the village of Yadavapuri or Yadavulavada, as it came to be called

locally, as Srotriya agrahdra to Brahmans who had accompanied him,

A copper plate document recording and conveying the gift was

issued by him.

Subsequently, when Sadashva was ruling at Vijayanagar the Siri-

volla~$ima was granted as ndyankara to Nandela Cina Aubhalayya-

dsva maharaju, who remitted the 3rd triyam payable by the Brahman

donees of Yadavulavada and thereby converted the gift into a

Sarvamdnya grant in S
f
. 14o9.

Subsequently, during Muslim rule in 3, 1697, Jaya , when the

Kaodanavolu-sima inclusive of Smuvolia pargana came under the

administration of Nawab Munawar Khan Bahadur, Tangella ASea

Knnappa was appointed Amildar of Siruvolla Pargana .

In course of time jo$i was levied and the rate of its levy was

increased from time to time. In g. 1713, when Munawar Khan died*

M.L.—28
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his son Allaf Khan assumed rulership, most of the agrahdrikas of the

village unable to pay the Jodi abandoned the village. Thereupon
their holdings were confiscated to the government and handed over to

the ryots for cultivation.

3. Kaifiyat of Kurugun tapalle, Sidihavatam Taluq :

This section contains the well known account of the rule of

Naadana Cakravarti, Karikala Cola and of the later Telugu Colas,

Nalasiddhi and Tirukalatid evacola over this region known as Potta-

pinadu. Inscriptions of the last two kings found at Dongalasani and
Boyakona or Boyanapalle respectively are noticed.

Later the village came respectively under the Vijayanagar king
and Mughals till the Company took it over.

Kaifiyat of Gundlamada :

(Not found in Wilson)

The village situated east of Mukti Koti^vara temple at Karigiri
was originally founded by Rhujabalavira Nallasiddhanadeva maha-
raju, who granted it as an agrahdra to Brahmans, it continued to
be enjoyed as agrahdra by Brahmins till the end of Matli rule over
the region.

During the rule of Mir Jumla the agrahdrikas were forced to pay
certain dues ; and being unable to pay them they migrated in a body
to Budava Nellore in the Pottapmati sima

, then under Matli rule.

Subsequently, during the regime of Sadulla Khan, the Nawab of
Arcot, Kanugo Bhakara Pantulu, recalled the agrahdrikas from
Budava Nellore and re-granted the village as drotriyam-agrahdra
fixing the srotriyam payable by them to the state at 40 AparaHji
rukas.

The Kaifiyat ends with the usual details. The writer of the
Kaifiyat states that at a place south of Gundlamada at the foot of the
Karigiri hills there were about two hundred small niche-like construc-
tions, each niche being built of four stones on the four sides and a top
slab over them. Twenty of these were excavated to a depth of 4 feet
and small bones, pottery and several little objects were found. The
people of the locality believe that these constructions were used by
the Papflavas as ovens. An old mnn of the place opines that they
were the dwelling places of short statured men of bygone days.



4 . Kaifiyat of Rameivaram ,
Duvvur Pargana :

This section contains in brief outline the stories of the Ramayana
and Mahabharata and an account of the later mythological rulers

descended from Arjuna, the hero of the Mahabharata , of whom
Nandana Cakravarti was the last.

It then traces the history of the place under the Vijayanagar and
Muslim rulers until finally it passed into the hands of the English East

India Company.

5. Kaifiyat of Bhimunipadu 5 Koilkuntla Taluq :

When King Prataparudra of Warangal conquered these regions

inclusive of Renandu and Mulikinadu, a certain Mulaki Busana
SOmayaj ulavaru, resident of Podadurti, a learned scholar obtained

from him land as agrahdra gift on the banks of the R. Kumudavati,
east of Kalumalla alias Kovilakunta. He named the agrahdra as

Bhimunipadu. Subsequently, owing to political troubles, the agrahd ras

had to be abandoned. In 3 aka 1235, during the rule of the Cola

Kings, when Cikka Vodeyalu came on a tour of these parts the

descendants of the original donees Nutaki Bussana Somayajulavaru

approached the minister for a renewal of the grant of Bhimunipadu.
With the permission of the King, Cikka Vodeyalu was pleased to

renew the grant as sarvamdnya-agrahdra.

The village continued to be held as agrahdra by the Aksintala

family till the time of SadaSivaraya when Nandyala Peda Krsnama-
raju who was holding the Koilkuntla sima as ndyankara

, levied a

drotriyam of 1 50 gadydnas or Pratapas per year on the agraharikas.

Later when the Koilkuntla sima came to be administered by
Cina Aubhalayya Dsva maharaja, the drotriyam was abolished and
the village made sarvamdnya agrahdra .

During the reign of Tirumala Deva, who was ruling from
Penugonda, the grant was confirmed oil the same terms by Nandela
Narasingadeva Maharajulu, son of Timmayya and grandson of

Narasimha who was holding the Koilkuntla-5zm<2 as ndyankara .

Later the fortunes of the place during the sway of Nandyala chiefs,

Reddis and Muslims are given.

6. Kaifiyat of Majjahari Malta Reddii

This is another version of the Kaifiyat of Vuyyalavadu already

dealt with though with some additional and differing details which

are not useful.



MANUSCRIPT NO. 142

Wilson, p. 451, No. XLII. (13 Sections)

Taylor, III, p. 565, No. 42, C.M. 838 (L. No. 6IS)

Shelf No. 15-5—22. (L.R. 17).

1. Accounts of 21 villages in the Pottapinadu situated in the Cittivol

District : -

They are (1) Poll, (2) Sitar&mapuram, (3) Dondlopalle,

(4) Tirnmayapalle, (5) M annum, (6) Vutukuru, (7) Kommanavari-

palle, (8) Valiuripalie, (9) Dalavayipalle (10) Pnlaxnpeta, (11) Rama
samudram, (12) Puttaoavaripalle, (13) Venkatapallero Agraharam,

(14) Kottapaile Agraharam, (15) Periyavaram, (16) Garalamadugu,

(17) Rangampalle, (18) Appayarajupeta, (19) Red^ipalle, (20) Goburi-

palle and (21) Botimidipaile.

2. Account of six villages of Kodur samut in the Cittivol District:

They are (I) S'ettikunta, (2) Gopamambapuram, (3) Tiruven-

galanatii arajapuram , (4) Vabanapalle, (5) Rommavaram and

(6) M&gavaram.

3. Account of seven villages in the Cinnavarampddu samut and six

villages in Kodur samut

:

They are, (1) Kasha Cinavarampadu, (2) Vattaluru, (3) Anantasa-

mudram, (4) Devasamndram, (5)Gadela, (6) Jillelamadaka agrabaram,

(7) Cenoaro&mbapuram, (8) Pedavorampadu Kodur Samut, (9) Erra-

guntla Kodur samat, (10) Venkataramarajapuram samut, (11) Kic-

camma Agraharara, (12) Budugimtapalle and (13) Kalavavarikhan-

drika.

4. Accounts of eleven villages—irotriya agiahdras in the district of
Cittivol.

5. Kaifiyat of Kuppasamudram, C ttivol Taluq.

6. Venka tardmardjupuram Agrahdram

.

7. Kaifiyat of Mailapalle .

8. Kaifiyat of Netivarikhandrika .

9. Kaifiyat of Polandaluru ,

10. Account of Rajampeita or Venka tardjapufam Agrahdram *

11. Account of Mallalavdr Kharnika Agrahdram.

12. Account of Tomma konda Venka tardjapuram Agrahdram .

13 . Acccimt of Kunthala Konta etc,, etc., (not useful.)
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Wilson, p. 451, No. XLIII (4 sections).

Taylor, III, p. 565, No. 43, CM. 840 (L. No. 562).

Shelf No. 15— 4—37 (L.R. No. 39) pp. 307 ff.

1. Kaifiyat of Daddanalai

Taken from a manuscript written partly on palm- leaves (only one

side only) and partly on paper in the possession of Daddanala China

Bhatlu residing at Coladaras'i.

In the time of King Sadasiva of Vija\anagar, in Saka 1469 Naod-
yaia Aubalayya deva Maharaja, ^on of Narasingaraju and grandson

of Singaraju of Somavamsa and of the A >reya gotra and belonging to

the village of Nandavaram, granted this village as agrahdra to Nsgu-

lavaram Mancena SomayajVn. An inscription recording this. was

set up at the village.

The Ayakatu of the village was again settled in the time of

Aubalayya.

(The rest of the Kaifiyat details the boundaries of the village, the

various land-holders in it with the extent of their mdnyas etc.)

2. Kaifiyat of Gobbunutala, Koilkuntla Taluq :

(Written in Telugu and Mahratti)

In £aka 1469, King Sadaiiva of Vijayanagar, son of Narasimharaya

and grandson of Harihara of the Atreya-gotra, granted to (1) a

Timmaraju, (2) a Goparaju, a piece of land to the west of Rama-

kr$papuram.

In S. 1512, when the agrahdrikas dismissed Hariharanathuni-

vobaraju from the karanikam office, the latter repaired to Jayasiitgh

and caused the agrahdra to be confiscated to the state and cultivated

under Makta tenure for 150 Ikkers.

5. Judgement deed (Jayarekha) in favour of Nagulamram Surava-

dhanlu executed by the Mahajams of Bhimunipdju ;

(Copied in a Palmleaf manuscript in the possession of Daddanala

Cinnam Bhatlu, the Purohit of Csladara^i Koilkuntla taluq).
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The judgement deed is dated S. 1349, and the parties to the

dispute were the plaintiff (arthi

)

Nagulavaram HemSdribhatlu and the

defendant (Pratyarthi) Nagulavaram Suravadhanlu. The dispute

arose at Kalugotla concerning the Purohita miraii of Ramakrsnapuram
and the members of the sabhd at Kalugotla committed the case to

Bhimunipati Dharmasthdna requesting the mahdjanas of Bhimunipadu

by written letter < koradi) to settle the dispute free from krodha and

Ibbha and according to the Dharmaidstra .

The judges before taking up the matter, first obtained written

promissory letters (kattu-kammas) from the parties that tin y would

abide by their judgement and thereupon first questioned the arthi

^plaintiff) Hemadri Bhatlu according to the rule that the plaintiff

should be first questioned (arthinam prathamam pricchet ) and he

stated as follows :
—

He stated that the defendant refused to give him half share in

the miraii of Ramakrsnapuram, one of the 7 villages in which he
claimed half share and in Ssix of which he was enjoying the half share.

The defendant Suravadhanlu stated that the planitiff can not claim a
share in this Ramakrsnapuram village as the miraii of this village had
been previously sold by their forefathers to Aluri Narayana Bhatlu
and VigveiSvara Snmayaji who were enjoying it for 2 years. Sub-
sequently, he had purchased the miraii by paying the amount acquired
out of his own earnings and therefore the plaintiff can have no share
in it.

The judges delivered the judgment stating that the argument of
the defendant would be valid in the case of movable property but in
regard to immovable property like land if it happened to be ancestral
property, he who recovers it from others will be entitled to an addi-
tional share of a quarter of the total property. The judgment was
delivered accordingly granting three-fourths share to Suravadhanlu
(defendant) and a quarter share to the plaintiff (Hemadri Bhatlu). In
regard to the other six villages the disputants shared equally as
before.

3 a. The Jayarekha ( Judgement-deed) granted by the Mahdjanas of
the sthala of Hanumanigundam in the mauer of the dispute
between Tippa Bhatlu , son of Peda Vengala of the one partv
and Viivapati and Tirumala Bhatlu

, sons of Cina Vengala
Bhatlu of the other , all of the Nagulavaram family relating to
the Purohita Miraii of Kopperla :

—
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(Not found in Wilson)

The details of the dispute are of the usual kind and the procedure

adopted the same as in the previous case. In regard to this case it is

stated that the Koradl (the request to another court to take up the

case) was issued to the Hanumanigundam sabhd or Dharmasthala in

recognition of the fact that Hanumanigundam was a sthala . Obviously

the position of a sthala as a superior organisation of the judicial unit

is recognised.

4. Palm leaf manuscript in the possession of Appayya of the Agra-

hdra of Vemulapadu given to him by Daddanala Cinnambhatlu,

the purohit of Coladaraii .

In £>aka 1472, this village Enumulapadu was granted to Mutiki

Lakkambhatlu, son of Hemadri Bhatlu and grandson of Sesadlk§itulu

as agrahdra by the Vijayanagar king Krsnar&ja-rajai£varya rayalu.*

(* The wording of this gift-deed is in unusual terms and it appears to

be a spurious document.)
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Wilson, pp. 451— 2. No. XLIV (17 sections)

Taylor, III p. 565, No. 44, C. M. 841, (L. No. 590)

Shelf No. 15-3-56.

Ms, p. 1 : 1. Kaifiyat of Tummaluru ,
Kamaldpuram Taluq:

The village obtained its name on account of the Tumma trees a 1

the place. The Cermake£ava temple at the village is supposed to

have been founded by King Janamejaya. In later times, the village

came to be included in the Mulikinatwz'ma.

During the time of King Devaraya of Vijayanagar, the Kara-

nikam-miras is in the villages of the simas belonging to the Ray&ra-

nuva were granted to Brahmans. In this village also the Karanikam-

mirdii was granted to a Branmana of the Aruvela-Niyogi caste,

Timmaluru Narasatma.

Subsequently, in the time of King Acyuta Devaraya of Vijaya-

nagar, the village was granted as sarvdgrahdra to Tallapaka Tiru-

malanna, who*e descendants continued to enjoy the village under

Pemmas&ni Tiroma Nayadu of Ghanciik5t&.

Later owing to Muslim invasions, the country fell into ruins and
the depredations of the Pdlaiyagars increased. Owing to insecurity

of life and property the agraharikas abandoned the villgae.

When Mira Hussain came out as the Nawab of the Deccan, the

village was confiscated to the state, being included in the Kamala-
puram taluq. When Abdul Nabi Khan became the Nawab of
Cuddapah, in the year Pardbhava , this village along with Konduru
was granted as Jagir to Hariyapa Reddi Krsna Reddi the samasthdnika

of Kalacapati Narasapuram, who enjoyed it till the year Raksasa.

In the year Naia , Muhanoad Khan, the Nawab, deprived Kfsna
Reddi of the Jagir

,
which he confiscated to the state.

But, again during the time of Abdul Mosutn Khan, Krsna Red,di

obtained the village along with Paidikaluva, Keragu^ipadu ^unkesula,

Gangavaratn etc, as Jagir, which he enjoyed till Angirasa when they
were again confiscated.

Subsequently, the Mahrattas under Balvant Rao invaded the
country, killed Masjid Khan at Bandikanama and in the consequent
confusion and anarchy the village fell into ruins. Later it was reno-
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vatcd and new canals were dug asd the tank repaired by Halim Khan
who granted dasavcindans to the people who carried out the

improvement s.

The village continues to be a government village, now tinder the
administration of the Company.

2. Kdifiyat of Macanuru :

Situated on the banks of the River Papaghni, about 6 miles south
of Kamalapuram, the village, was originally a settlement of a milk-
man Macana after whom it was named Macanavolu.

In the time of the Vijayanagar kings, the village came to be
included in the Ghandikota-^fma. In the time of king Acyuta, the
village was granted as agrahara to Tallapaka Tirumalac&rlu, who
renovated it. He appointed as Karanam a nanda-vaidlka Brahman.
He erected temples for gods Vighnesvara, Isvara, Anjaneya, and
Cennake^ava. He consecrated the utsava-yigraha of the god of
Tirumala at Macanuru and king Acyuta was pleased to grant to the
temple the villages of Tummaluru of Mulkinati-jzmtf, Podadurti of
Giddalur slma y Kanuru of Duvvur-jima and Petapalle belonging to
A\idona-~agrahara as Jagir to provide the income for the conduct of
festivals, etc. These villages were in the enjoyment of the 1 alie rat ( »rr

family and there are inscriptions and Bhngapa ttas referring to it.

In 1479. King Sada^iva granted the village Tandimavula below
the pass (Kanama) as agrahara to Brahmans, and issued a copper-plate
charter written in Sanskrit-Nagari (the text of this record is copied in

another manuscript, says the writer). Till the fall of the Rayapi tham
in 1 532, the village continued to be enjoyed as agrahara on ekabhbga
tenure from the time of Tirumalacirlu to Musali Annamayya. Sub-
sequently, when Matli Tiruvengalanatharaju Dsvacola Maharaju
occupied the Siddhavattam-rd/v# he sent Contalapalle Tirupati to

effect the confiscation of Macanuru to the state. When Musali
Annaya protested against the confiscation of the villages in the enjoy-

ment of the Tallapakam family and petitioned to the Chief that he
might be granted means of subsistence, the Matli Chief granted the

village of Macanuru as Caturbhagam agrahara (Le., the donee was
to appropriate for his use a quarter of the income of the village, pay-
ing the rest to the state) to Tallapakkam Musali Annamayya, while
he confiscated the other villages vi£. Tummaluru, Podadurti, Kama-
nuru and Petapalle that had been in the enjoyment of the Talla-

pakam family.

On the advent of Moghul rule, the village was confiscated to the

state, but the TalJapaka Ayyavaru proceeded to the Darbar and by
M.L."—29
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representing his case obtained some land in the village on Sarvamdnya

tenure and other fields (wet and dry) in the village on payment of

kist.

In the time of Boppaji Biro, the Tarafdar of Cuddapafa, an

additional piece of land was granted to Tirumalacarya, the descendant

of Tallapaka Musali Annama vyagaru.

In subsequent times, when the village was in the enjoyment of
C&ndragiri Govardhanada s from the year Citrabhanu to Viiambi the

above arrangements continued. The Jagir was confiscated in the

time of Nawab Muhammad Khan. Nawab Kalim Khan later granted

it as Jagir to his guru Bismilla Saheb, who deputed his son-in-law to

administer it. The son-in-law Sayissa Saheb, built a fort in the

village to protect it from the depredations of the Pdlaiyagdr s. Haider
later confiscated it to the state and it continues to be under govern-

ment administration at the present date. In Raktaksi owing to heavy

rains the Papaghni rose in flood and destroyed the manyam of the

Tallapakam family and Col. Munro annexed it to the government
declaring it as poramboke.

3. Kaijiyat of Podaddurti, Paidikdluva Samut :

The village was originally the stronghold of the kiratas who
lived by plundering the country around. The Vijayanagar kings
destroyed the kiratas and razed their settlement to the ground. In
later times, the village was renovated by the people of the neighbour-
hood and in the time of king Devaraya, his pradhani Cikka Vodeyaiu
appointed a Nanda Vaidika, Paiem Nala Venkatapati as the Karnam
of the village which came to be included in the GiddalUri-sima of the
ayasamsthaoam.

When King Krsnadevaraya was ruling from Vijayanagar,
Nagappa Nayudu, son of Honnappa Nayudu of Kandanavolu enjoyed
it as Nayankara .

Later in the time of king Acyutadevaraya the village was granted
as agrahara to Tallapakam Tirumalayyagaru.

After the fall of the Rayasamsthanam, the Matli Chief Tiruven-
galanatharaju came to rule over Siddhavattam-.yima, the Tallapaka
family was deprived of the village, which was resumed by the state.

During Muslim rule, when Syed Mira Hussain was ruling over
the Dakkaa Subah , the village, which had continued to be under
Government enjoyment, was now granted a% Jagir to Tera Petumalla
ReddL Later, Mayana Abdul Muhmad Khan confiscated it to the
state and granted it as Jagir to Hussain Khan. Soon after, in the
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regime of Nawib Mohuim Khan the village was resumed. During
Mugal rule, when Moizuddaula Hafiz Fardudi Khan was administering

the Subah, this village along with Uppaluru, Tavvavaripallc, of the

Kamalapuram taluq and Moyillakalova, Rampatadu and Cina
Machupalle of the Cenntir taluq were granted as Jagir to the Nosam
samsthanika Narasimha Reddi as Jagir . Of these Moyillakaluva,

Rampatadu, Cina Macupalle were resumed by the state in the time
of Nawab Asad All Khan. The other three villages of the Kamala-
puram taluq inclusive of Padadurti continued to be held as Jagir by
the Nosam samsthanika till Durmati, Asadha after the advent of the

Company. Subsequently, it was confiscated by the state and conti-

nues to be included in the Paidikaluva samut.

4. Ka'fiyat of Vetapalle , Kommaddi Samut :

Originally the village was established by a party of Kiratas. In

later times, during Karnataka rule, the village was included in the

Pulivendala-simtf. In the time of King Devaraya the Karanikam of
the village was granted to Poguri Madhuvappa. During the time of
king Prau^hadevaraya the village was granted as agrahdra to the

agrahdrikas of Alidena, King Acyuta granted the village as agrahdra
to Tallapakam Reda Tirumalayya and the village continued to be

in the enjoyment of their agrahdrikas till the fall of the Raya sams-
thdnam. During the regime' of Matli Tiruvengalanatharaju, it wa«;

confiscated to the government from the Tallapakam family and since

then, till after the advent of the company rule, the village continues

to be under government administration.

5. Kaifiyat of Babalii, Paidi kaluva Samut :

The village is supposed to have originally been granted as

agrahdra to the Brahmans by the Rayas. The village fell into ruins

during Mughal rule and the people abandoned it. A few ryots

continued to live in it and the village was named as Babali by them.
During Mayana rule it was included in the Kamalapuram taluq and
later in the year kilaka it was included in the Paidikaluva-jawi/r. It

continues to be under government administration.

6. Kaifiyat of Konduru , Kamalapuram taluq with which is incorporated

the Kaifiyat of Gondipalle :

The village of Konduru situated on the banks of the River
Papaghni was originally a settlement of the Kirdtas which came to be
later peopled by the Kapus .

In £aka 1292, Kine Bukkadevaraya of Vijavanagar after his

return from the eastern conquests, was pleased to grant the village to



his guru Candrabhusnacarlu. The donee is stated to have distributed

the village to a number of Brahmans for the merit of his guru Kriya-

3&ktideva alias Ddvasa and to have renamed the village as Dgvesa-

puram. A copper-plate grant embodying the gift was conveyed to

the donee.

The village continued to be in the enjoyment of the agraharikas

till £. 1527, when King Vlra Venkatapati Devarayalu was ruling at

Penugonda. When thereafter, the Rayasamsthana fell anarchy set

in and the Pdiaiyagars plundered the village so that most of the

agraharikas finding it unsafe to stay in the village migrated to other

places. The village fell into ruin.

The main village of Konduru alias Devasapuram continued to be

under the administration of the government till the time of the

Mayan as when Krsna Reddi of Kalacapati samsthanam obtained it as

Jdgir . He levied a bedige of 4 rukas per munta on the Nirdrambham
lands in the enjoyment of the agraharikas . The hamlet of Gondi-

palle was granted as jagir to Nawab Sadullah Khan by Abdul Nabi
Khan and since then hamlet became an independent unattached village

(Mauvuje), included in the Arcot subah. In the time of Abdul Mosum
Khan Krsna Reddi was deprived of the jagir which was confiscated

and included in the Kamalapuram Pargana. The Bedige on the

Brhaman agraharikas continued to be levied. Goddipalle also was
confiscated to the state from the possession of the Areot Nawab, by
Abdul Mosum Khan, and was included in the Cennur Paragana.

When in the year Idvara, the Mahrattas under Balavanta Rao
conquered this region and were administering it in the next year
Bahudhdnya

, the agraharikas of Konduru approached the general and
showed to him the copper-plate grant given in the time of the Rayas .

Balavanta Rao reported the matter to Nawab Saheb and obtained

orders from him by which the village of Konduru together with
Gondipalie was granted as drbtrlyam-agrahdra to the Brahmans. The
Mahratta documents and letters pertaining to these transactions are
with the agraharikas in the Arya lipi (Mahratta).

The arrangements lasted for the year at the end of which, when
the country was partitioned between the Cuddapah Nawab Abdul
Mosum Khan and the Mahrattas, the village Konduru came to be
included in the Kamalapuram taluq and Gondipalie in the Cennur
taluq and passed under Mayana rule. At the time of his departure
Balavanta Rao was approached by the agraharikas who pleaded with
him to use his good offices to secure from the Nawab a confirmation
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of the existing arrangements, Balavaota Rao accordingly wrote a

recommendatory letter to the Nawab, on producing which the Nawab
promised to look into the matter but soon issued orders for the

confiscation of the two villages, in which only the bedige vrttis were

granted to the Brahmans, as before.

Subsequently the following events took place.

In the year Pramdthi , Sarvara Khan, the adopted son of Momm
Khan rebelled against the Nawab and began to plunder his possessions.

While, during one of his plundering expeditions, he was encamped at

CilamakUru, Nagi Reddi' the Reddi of Konduru intrigued with

him and he! ed him to capture Konduru, which when captured

by Sarvarakhao was handed over to the Reddi who occupied with his

men and built a fort therein. He later annexed Gondipalle and while

he was forcefully collecting Dandugas from the ryots of that village,

the karanams of that village, Pinnapati Bhaskarayya and Celamanna

complained to Moca Miyya, the Mawab of Cuddapah, who being

unable to take action against Sarvarakhan, wrote to Bhagavanta Rao,

the Mahratta sardar who was in occupation of Gurramkonda Subah,

requesting him to help the karanams .

In the time of Haider Aii Khan, the village of Gondipalle was
confiscated to the state. Both the villages Konduru and Gondipalle

came under government rule, Konduru being included in Kamala-

puram taluq and Gondipalle in Cennur taluq.

In the year S&dhdrana, the Moghuls established their rule over

the region, and Hafiz Paridurdi Khan Bahadur came over to rule this

region with headquarters at Siddhavattam.

Later on the country came under . Company rule and since then

continues to be so.

7. Kaifiyat of Erragudipdda; Paidikaluva Samut:

Near the temple of Cennake^ava there is an old Haja Kannada

inscription mentioning Gupasampanna Dujayaraju Bhimaturaju

Muturaju as having constructed the temple in S* 791 indicated by the

chronogram Bhunavddri.

The place was inhabited by a few Jains who called the place Erra~

gudipadu owing to the fact that the temple (gudi ) at the place was

built of red (erra) brick which had gone into ruins.

In course of time Macireddi, a Pedaknnti-Kdpu settled at the

place.
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He bad two sons Pedda Mimmadi Redd! and Cinna Mummadi
Reddi, of whom Pedda Mummadi Reddi made a donation to God
CennakeiSava of Erragudipadu according to an inscription. Near the

mscriptkmal slab there is a sculpture of a man and an elephant.

Subsequently in 1465, Sobhakrit, Mdgha su. di. 12, while king

Sada^iva was ruling, a certain Varadaraju granted land to the temple.

In S. 1469, under orders from the king, Nandyala Timmayadeva

Mahartjuiu abolished the taxes such as vetti. kdnike etc. payable by

the barbers, and an inscription to the effect was set up near the garuda

pillar in the temple.

Subsequently Kot^kanti Tirumalaraju enjoyed the village. Later

the village was under the rule of Matli Komara Anantaraju, whose

inscription dated Krodhana (rest damaged) is foun 1 near the garuda

pillar in the village.

During Mayana rule, the village was in the enjoyment of Nara£a-

puram Peda Krsna Reddi as Jagir for sometime The village is at

present (£. 1735) under government rule.

8. Kaifiyat of Tippaluru
,
Paidikaluva Samut :

The village is supposed to have obtained the name of Tippaluru

owing to the fact that it was founded in the time of the Vadderayas,
the subordinates of the Colas, by a certain Elama Tippa Raya.

In later times. King Krsnadevaraya granted the village to the

As tadiggaja kavis (8 poets) of bis court.

The country then came under Muslim rule. Later it was in the

enjoyment of the Arcot Nawab Sadat Ullah Khan for some years,

subsequent to which it was confiscated to the state.

In the time of Halim Khan the villages of Ambavaram, Kopparti,
Gondipalie, Gurrampadu, Mundlapalle of the Cennur taluq and
Sambaturu and Tippaluru of the Kamalapuram taluq were under the

administration of Havaldar Jamsherabhay, whose deputy Se^agiri
Pantulu conducted the affairs. Later on Tippaluru was confiscated to

the state and continues to be so.

9. Kaifiyat of Sunkesula, Paidikaluva Samut:

The village was founded by Mula-Anki Reddi and Karajan*
Kondappa fashioned out a village. They renovated an old temple
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of Ccnnake^ava at the village. The Cola and the Vijayanagar kings

ruled over the region- Subsequently, during the rule of Abdul Mab£
Khan of Cuddapah this village along with others was granted as Jagir

to Krsna Red^i of Nara^apuram. The latter granted this village to

Rayasam Venkaji-Pantuiu as Jagir. In the time of Abdul Muhammad
Khao alias the Blind Nawab, the Jagir was confiscated but subse-

quently when the Blind Nawab’s brother Moca Miyya became the

Subahdar, he made over the village along with 10 others to Ciena
Krsna Rcddi, descendant of Nara^apuram Peda Krsna Reddi to pro-

vide payment for the troops with which Krsna Reddi was serving the

Nawab. LaUr it was confiscated to the state and it continues to be

a government village.

10. Kaifiyat of Peda CepaUe-Cina Cepalle

:

Originally this village was known as Tallalcpalle owing to the

fact that there were palayara (Tati) trees at the place. It was situated

on the banks of the River Papaghni, in the centre of which river the

Agastya-mahdllnga is stated to have been embedded.

In subsequent times a party of Pakanati-Kr/pz/s led by Ceppali

and his two brothers settled at the place which consequently came to

be called Ceppalle At a distance of a mile from this village another

hamlet was founded called Gina Ceppalle.

The Vodde Kings, who were ruling this region as subordinate of

the Cola Kings, constructed % temple for Cod Agasti^vara in the

place and made arrangements for worship etc. The place also came
to be known as Agasty&ffrarna. Subsequently, a Cola king founded

a temple for God Cennake^ava and set up inscriptions recording gifts

to the temple.

During Vijayanagar rule, Cina Ceppalle was in the enjoyment of
Somayadeva maharajulu, who made a gift.

During the reign of Pr&uihadevaraya, in 5. 1337, a plot of Sand

east of the Cina Ceppalle village was granted to Brahmans as agrahdra
which later came to be known as AUidona.

Subsequently, when King Nrsimhadevaraya was ruling at

Vijayanagar, the hamlet of DevaraSapalle attached to Peda Cepalle

was granted as agrahdra to Brahmans. The evidence for this is found
in an inscription of the time of King Sadasiva at the same place in

which Devara^apalle is described as a village granted by Vira
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When King K^snadevaraya was ruling the village of Pedda
Cepalle was granted as agrahara to Nandyala Abobala Somayajulu,
who dividing it into 60 shares, granted them to Brahmins and renamed
the village as Ahobalayajvapnram. A few boundary stones mention
Krsnarayasamudram as the surname of Peda Ceppaile. An inscrip-

tion of the time of Krsnaraya is found in Cina Ceppaile village.

In the time of King Venkatanatiriya of Penugonda, the Matli
chief Komara Anantaraju of Cittiveli confiscated the village of Cina
Ceppaile from the enjoyment of the Agastl^vara temple. Peda
Ceppaile also was confiscated but a fif'h portion of it was granted to
Brahmans as sarvamanya. The hamlet of Devara£apalle continued
to be enjoyed as agrahara.

The same king Venkatapati granted kavuls to the ryots of Cina
Ceppaile and recorded them on a stone which now lies near the

Sankaresvara temple.

When the country came under Muslim rule (Mkccha) Mir Syed
Hussain held charge of the administration of this region as subject
of Aurangzeb AJamgir. He founded a peta at Cuddapah called
Ncknampeta named after himself. The title of Neknam Khan was
given to him by Aurangzeo Padshah in appreciation of his great quali-
ties of kindness. He made arrangements for the proper measurement
of lands by standard measuring rods which he defined and certified.

An inscription recording this is found at Peda Cepalle.

During his regime and the subsequent rule of Julfikar Khan (the
subject of Akkanna, M&danna) only a fifth part of the village of Peda
Cepalle was enjoyed as agrahara. Subsequently when Abdul Nabi
Khan was ruling at Cuddapah, the fort of Ghandikota continued to
be under Padshah’s rule. During his regime this village of Peda
Ceppaile together with Cinnaputta, Jangampalle and Peddanaparfu
of the Kamalapuram taluq and about 20 other villages of the Jambu-
lamadugu taluq lying to the west of Ghandikota fort, were in the
enjoyment of this Khilledar. The village of Cina Cepalle, together
with several villages in the PaidikaJuva samut were granted by Abdul
Nabi Khan to Hariyapa Reddi Kfsna Rcddi of Kalacapa^u Naraia-
puram as jagir in S>. 1648. He enjoyed the jagir till Ananda, when it

was confiscated.

When the blind Nawab was ruling at Cuddapah the four villages
of the Kamalapuram taluq Peda Cepalie etc. which were m the
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enjoyment of the Khilledar of Ghandikota were taken over by the

Nawab and granted as jagir to his younger brother, Abdul Fateh

Khan alias Fatu Miyya who enjoyed it till 3 1669, when the Blind

Nawab died. During the Jagirdarship of Fatu Miyya, he disturbed

the Pancamdmiam (1/5 of the village) arrangement observed by the

agrahdrikas by confiscating it and granting instead a plot of land

measuring 6 kh and 17 turns as sarvamdnya to them. But every two
years he collected dandugas (fines) from them.

In the regime of Abdul Mosum Khan (£. 1670, Vibhava to 3. 1674,

Angirasa) the same arrangements continued but every two or three

year® they were forced to pay dandugas.

In the year Vibhava , when the Nawab issued orders for the con-

fiscation of the jagir of Fatu Miyya comprising Peda CeppalJe and
other villages, the jagirdar rebelled. For four days fighting continued

after which peace was concluded by which Fatu Miyya and his men
surrendered the fort and moved away to Cuddapah. The four

villages were resumed by the government and included in the

Kamalapuram taluq.

In the year Vibhava , Cina Ceppalle was granted to Kalacapati

Nara^apuram Cina Krsna ReJdi as military fief to provide for wages
to his troops with which he was serving the Nawab. In Prajotpatti3

it was again resumed by the state and in Angirasa
,
was granted by

the Nawab to his wife Madina Bibi as Jagir along with another

village, Payasampalle of the same taluq.

Subsequently, during the rule of Moca Miyya’s brother Abdul
Hamid Khan when the Nawab had gone to Kolar with an army to

collect Peshkist9 the agrahdrikas of Peda Ceppalle, along with

Karanam Sanjlvarayadu went to Kolar and approached the Di wan
Tirumalar^ya through whose good offices the Nawab was pleased to

issue orders reducing the dues payable by the agrahdrikas to the

government. To this, a sum of 5 vardhas called the Matlirdju- vari-

Kusum was added making a total of 125 Pandramodi-vardhas

In the time of Sarvar Khan, the agrahdrikas had the same
arrangements confirmed at the hands of Canduru Musalinayudu
the Diwan of the Matli chief.

In the year Srimukha
,
the villages of Cina Ceppelle and Paya-

sampalle, that had been in the enjoyment of Madina Bibi as Jagir
were confiscated and included in Kamalapuram Taluq.

M.L.—30
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Subsequently, when Balavanta Rao, after killing Masjid Khan
at the battle of Bandikanawa, occupied the country, he issued a sanad
to the agrahdrikas confirming them in their possessions fixing the

irotriyam at 125 vara has as before.

When Moca Miyya again came to rule over Cuddapah from
Bahudhanya to g. 1682, he regranted to his wife Madina Bibi the

village* of Cinna Ceppaiie and Payasampalle as Jagir.

The village of Pedda Ceppaiie along with Indukuru Macanuru
and Kolavali were placed under the administration of Silimkhan, a
Pathan Sardar as Tenakha (assignment of revenue) serving security

for the monies borrowed by the Nawab from Gulam Khan Muham-
mad who was made the Tanakhadar.

In the year Vikrama , ,
when Devadi Sinnappa, the Amildar of

Kamal&puram tried to effect the confiscation of these villages, even
before the debt was cleared to the money lender, Silim Khan refused

to hand over possession of the villages. Thereupon the Amildar
began to attack Peda Cepalle, through the mediation of Silim Khan,
the Tanakhadar Gulam Khan Muhammad was prevailed upon to hand
over the villages after receiving his money in part and agreeing to

take the balance later. The Tanakhadar handed over possession of
the villages, which were thereafter included in the Kamalapuram
taluq. Madina Bibi continued to enjoy the villages of Cina Ceppalli
and Payasampalle.

During the administration of Halim Khan (3. 1683 to 1700)
when Madina Bibi died the villages Payasampalle and Cinna
Ceppaiie were resumed by the state. But soon after they were given
to PaJamkota- Bibi, the wife of Syed Miyya as Jagir who enjoyed
it till Vilambi.

In the year Nandana, Mulagiri Krsnappa who was the Amildar
of Kamalapuram and who was responsible for the revenue collec-

tions (jtankha) attempted to increase the irotriyam payable by the
agrahdrikas of Peda Ceppaiie, The latter protested and represented
the matter to the Nawab who was pleased to issue orders confirming
the existing rate.

In Tdranay a fort was constructed in Cinna Cepallc as defence
against the depredations of the Vemula-samsthdnikas.
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Id the time of Tippn Sultan the KamaMpuram taluq was

divided into four divisions.

The two Ceppalies were included in the Paidikaluva-tfamwr* the

offices of which (Kaceri) were stationed at Peda Ceppalle.

During the subsequent rule of the Moghuls and the Company,

the agraharikas were undisturbed in the enjoyment of the lands in

the Peda Ceppalla village. In the year Rudhirodgdri Col. Munro
resurveyed and assessed the village during which the agraharikas

presented their documents (sadhanas ) and had the permanent jodi

payable by them at Rahati 168 and odd varahas. The total assess-

ment of their lands was for Rabat is 482 and odd varahas of which

313 and odd varahas were left to the enjoyment of the agraharikas .

The patta was issued in the name of Anantarama Soraayajulu.

During Company rule, in the year Durmati *
Vitha Honnuru, a

VaHya merchant founded a peta to the north-east of the village on

a piece of land which he obtained on lease (kavul) for five years with-

out gunkam and mohatarafa. Although he was poor, through public

subscription he renovated and repaired the temples of Agastye£vara

and CennakeSava, which were buried under the sands as a result

of constant floods. Many other temples containing old inscriptions

are also believed to lie buried here. He made arrangements for

proper worship.

Five years later, when Col. Munro fixed and granted Tasdiks

for the renovation of ruined temples and institution of undisturbed

worship in them throughout the country, the Vaisya Vitha Honnuru
along with the karanams of the village made a representation to the

Tahsildar of Kamalapuram requesting financial help for the construc-

tion of the gopuram of the Agastye^vara temple and for the conduct
of worship in the temples. The tahsildar obtaining the necessary

order from Col. Muaro was pleased to make certain endowments.

KaiHyat of Ceppallamma , the village Goddess:

The goddess was installed in 3. 1423, by one Vobili Reddi, the

Karanam , at the request of Bhatturaju Cennamaraju, son of Bhattu-
raju Vanipentaraja. Bhattu Cennamaraju was appointed the priest

and was granted a manyam in the village. The temple was also

gtanted certain lands.
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this occasion the Koppolu Karanam Venganna repersented his case to

his master.

Subsequently the Matli rule was supreseded by the Muslim rule

during which many Brahman agraharikas of the village abandoned it.

A large part of the village was confiscated to the state after leaving a

few vrttls to the Brahmans who continued to stay there. When the

Nawab of Golkonda extended bis sway over these regions, a Brahman
family called the Ayitaraju family came fiom Golkonda and settled

in the village. Some time later Karnam Venganna was charged with

irregularity in maintaining accounts (Mosuba) and asked to present

them at Golkonda. Subsequently the Karanlkam duties and the

miraiis attached to them were divided between three partners

(1) Bodducerla Venk- nna quarter share (2) Ayitaraju family half

share and (3) Tsppeta family of the neighbourhood quarter

share.

During the regime of M&yana Moca Miyya son of Abdul Nabi
Khan, the village was granted as jagir to his Diwan Tirumalaraya*
who deputed Jaggapantu to administer the village. Later during the

Subehdari of Mayaoa Abdul Halim Khan, the village was granted a®

jagir to Abdul Rafau Saheb a Pirjada who dismantled the temples
of CennakG^ava and Siddhssvara and began to utilise the materials
for the construction of a mosque. But he died before the basement
of mosque had hardly been finished. Some stones belonging to the

two temples are now constructed in the basement of the unfinished

mosque and one of the stones beais ihe inscription of King Nara-
simha of Vijayanagar noticed above. When the temples were thus
pulled down by the Muhammadan fakir, the manycans in the eajoy-

ment of the temples were resumed by the state.

In the yea* Vikari the village was confiscated to the state and
it continues to be a government village.

12. Kaifiyat of Lebaka , Vallur Samut :

The Manuscript begins with a traditional account of the origin
of the village During the reign of King Pralaparudra of Warangal,
his subordinate Msndalika Brahmarak$asa Tripurari Dgvamaha.
raju, who was ruling over Mulikin^du, renewed the grants of land
previously gifted to the two temples at the place. During the regime
of Matli Komara Anantar^ju of the Cittiveli Samasthan^m, there was
dispute between Nagi Reddi of this village and the Koppolu Karapam
regarding a canal the details of which have been noted in the Koppolu
Kaifiyat, fn subsequent times new canals were dug from the River
Ptfpaghni to feed the fields of the Lebaka village.
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MS. P . 137. 13. Kaifiyat of Cina Puttalum and Peda Puttalurz ;

:

These two villages were separately founded by two brothers o
the Putta family, Cinaputta and Peda Putta and consequently obtained
the name of Cina Puttaltiru and Peda Punaluru.

In the time of King Krs'iadevaraahdr^ya the two villages are
believed to have been granted to the agrahdrika of Tadiparti but there
are no inscriptions or other documents to prove the same.

On the advent of Muslim rule, the villages were resumed by the
state. Later, Abdul Nabi Khan, the Subahdar of Cuddapah, granted
the village ot Peda Putta and also Erraguntla as Jagir to Abdul
Salam Khan. On the death of the Jagirdar , the village of Peda-
putta was resumed by the government and Halim Khan placed it

under the administration of Kancanapallc R<zmakr$nappa„

In subsequent times the village of Peddaputta passed under
government rule and continues to be so.

Kaifiyat of Cinaputta:

In § 1608, the villagers, Putta Basireddi, and other Karanams
etc. granted the village as irotriya-agrahdra to Avadh^nam Ambava-
dhanlu and the deed was issued under the seal of Mira Syed Hussain.
The irotriyam was tixed at 40 vardhas. During the time of Mayana
Abdul Nabi Khan, this village along with Peda Ceppalle, Jangam—
palle and Peddanap&du of Kama lap uram taluq were under the admi-
nistration of Khilledar of Ghandikota, Kaburulia Khan alias Kavidila
khan, who also held the villages west of Jammalamadugu which were
all grouped under one division called Kiblepati. About this time the
fort of Ghandikota continued to be separately under the rule of the
Padshah (of Delhi?). The village of Cinaputta however continued
to be enjoyed as irotriyam as before.

When the Blind Nawab, son of Abdul Nabi khan brought the fort
of Ghapclikota under his sway in g. 1658, Nala9 the aforesaid four
villages of the Kamalapuram taluq were resumed by the state and
soon after granted to Abdul Fateh Khan, younger brother of the
blind Nawab as Jagir . The new Jagirdar collected an increased
amount of irotriyam from the irotriyamdar of Cinaputta. When
Moci, Miyya became the Subahdar he deprived Fateh Khan of the
Jagir village which continued to be enjoyed by the irotriyamdar

, as
before. Later, however, Abdul Halim Khan granted it as jagir to Pir
Jada after making over a portion of the village, measuring 4 turns as
sarvamdnya to the original irot/iy amdav.
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Subsequent to the raids of Igala Syama Rao, this village fell into

ruin and the land in the enjoyment of the Brahman was resumed by

the state. But the Fir Jada continued to enjoy the village as Jagir

till the end of Vilambi and then in Viakri Bahadur confiscated it to

the state. The village continues to be under government rule*

14. Kaifiyat of Paidihaluva :

(wrongly captioned as Kommaddi)

The village grew up near a canal called the Paidikaluva which was
named after the goddess Paidamma whose image was installed nearby.

The village also came to be known as Paidikaluva. In the time of

King Fraud hadevaray a it was in the enjoyment of the Kakavaru
family as Umbalu About this time, the King’s son constructed a

temple for God Cennakegava.

Later when King Krsnadevaraya was ruling a certain Govinda-
raju enjoyed the village as umbali as evidenced by an inscription in the

temple of Cennake^ava.

Sometime later King Krsnadevaraya granted the village as

agrahara to Brahmans and issued a copper-plate charter to that effect

which is now lost. But there is a stone inscription to prove this in

the village.

Later, when King Sadaiiva was ruling at Vijayanagar this region
was held as nayankara by Nandyaia Timmaraju, who repaired one of
the canals of the village. It came to be consequently known as
Timmaraju-canal.

When the country became submerged by the Muhammadans, it

fell into a state of anarchy during which the agraharikas abandoned
the village and migrated to other parts. After some years when Podi
Lingappa came over to administer these tracts, he recalled the old
agraharikas of whom only a few returned. To them he gave a por-
tion of the village as sarvamanya and took over the rest of the village
under government administration.

During the time of Abdul Nabi Khan of Cuddapah in S. 164(8)
Parabhava, the village was granted as Jagir to Hiriyappa Reddi
Krsnareddi, the samsthanika of Kunapp&du Nara^apuram, who built
a mud fort for the village. He enjoyed it till Nala when this village
along with other villages that were granted to him.

Again, in the time of Abdul Mohsum Khan all these villages
were granted as Jagir to Cioa Krsnarcdcli of the aforesaid samsthanika
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mam to provide for wages to the forces which Cina Krsna Retidi

maintained in the Nawab’s service. The Jagirdar did not bring his

troops into the service of his master once in the encounter at Raca-
vidxx between this Nawab (who was allied with Himmat Bahadur, the

Nawab of KandanavOlu) and Hidayat Mohiddeen Khan. As a puni-

shment the Nawab deprived him of the Jagir and the villages were
resumed by the state and included in the Kamal&puram taluq.

Some days later, during the reign of Abdul Halim Khan, the

village of Paidikaluva along with some others was placed as Tanakha
in charge of Pathani Gulam Hussain, Hasan Baba Halim Syed Ali

Jamadar and others. Till the end of Vilambi, they held it not as
Jagir but as Tanakha for payment of saiaries(?)* In the time of Bahadur
and Tippu they were confiscated and the Kamalapuram taluq was
divided into four divisions, and it continues in the same manner under
government rule.

15. Kaifiyat of Jangalapalle, Paidikaluva Samut :

The village was founded by a party of Jangamas from the region

of Kancl. The Vod.de kings of the region granted the village as

sarvarndnya to them. To the west of the village there is a tank from
where an underground canal built in bricks leads to the fort at

Valluru or Trailokyavallabhapuram. In older times water regularly

flowed through this canal to the fort.

Later, when King Prataparudra of Warangal heard about this

canal, he intercepted the canal and forced the defenders of the

Valluru fort to capitulate and thus captured the fort.

During the Muslim invasions the village fell into ruins, and was
abandoned by the Jangamas . During the regime of Akkanna and
Madanna, Podi Lingappa came over to administer these regions and
under his instructions the village was renovated by Janga Reddi and
Jadepa Reddi.

For some time the village was in the enjoyment of Kavi Dilla
Khan of Ghandikdta and later under the rule of the Mayana
Nawabs.

Abdul Kalim Khan granted the village to his physician Krspa-
macarlu in lieu of salary. During Bahadur’s rule the village was
taken over by the government and continues to be under govern-
ment administration.

MX.—31
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16. Kaijiyai of Cadipirela , Kamalapuram taluq ;

The village of Cadipirela, west of Puspagiri of the Murikinati

mma, east of the river Papagfahi and south of the river PinakinI, was
in ancient times the abode of sage Agastya. At this place he wor-
shipped the* Siva linga which came u> be called Agastya mahalinga.
Besides this linga

,

Agastya is believed to have consecrated four more
lingas, at Puspagiri, Kamalapuram Peda Ceppalle and Cadipirela,
The details about the establishment of these five lingas are contai-
ned in the Puspagiripuranam .

^

In the Kaliyuga, the King Karikala Cola maharaja reconsecrated
the lingas at these five places. At Cadipirela, he also consecrated
the image of God Venugopalasvami and Tiruvengalasvami, which
he enshrined in temples. To the temples he made grants of land to
provide for worship and festivals in them.

In later times the Eruka* founded a settlement west of the
Venugopalasvami temple and it came to be known as Erukalappadu.

Subsequently, a Cola King of the family of Karikala renovated
the village by destroying forest around it and the village thereby
obtained the name of Cadipirela. He also renovated the Agastyg^-
vara temple and made grants to provide for worship and festivals in
the temoles. There are two Hala Kannada inscriptions near the
tetri ole recording the same. The writing in the inscription is similar
to an inscription of a Cola King of the Karikala family found at
Midaturu.

Subsequently, when King Praudhadevaraya visited Puspagiri, he
came to Cadipirela. He caused a tank to be constructed north east
of the AgastyeSvara temple and dug canals from the river Papaghni
connecting them with the tank.

During the reign of King Praudhadevaraya, in g. 1353 a grant of
land was made to the AgaUinatha temple by a certain Calumani Sin-
gama Nayadu and the Reddis and Karanams of the village as recorded
in an inscription at Cadipirela.

Narasimhadeva Maharaja came to the throne in 1431 and
ruled till g. 1452. During this period he is credited with having
made innumerable grants of lands to the Agasti^vara temple and
to Brahmans and with having constructed additional structures to the
temple.

Acyutaraya was succeeded by his son Sada^iva whose period of
reign as evidenced by inscriptions lasted from S. 1465 to 3. 1492.
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Subsequently, the Muslims conquered ihe country in 3. i486,

Raktak$i but Sadagiva. continued to be in possession of his kingdom
which he ruled till £>. 1492, as evidenced by inscriptions.

The village fell into ruins subsequently, Linga Recldi and Jadapa-
reclcli* sons of Poli Recldi and Basivi Recldi (the same who made a
grant to the Agasti^vara temple in 3. 1464 as noted above) became
powerful, gathered a force of 500 men and established themselves in

the village wherein they constructed a big fort with bastions around
the Gopalasvami temple.

Some time later when King Sriranga was ruling from Penugoncla,
this village was in the enjoyment of Kantta Mama Lingarajayya Coda
Mahar&ju who made a grant in £>. 1 501.

During the time of lingaraju. in 3aka 1501, according to an
inscription found on the left wall of the sanctum of the temple of
Gopalasvami, a carpenter of the village who was accustomed to play-
acting (Tera-bonimalata) and to enact dramatic (?) performance was
permitted by the community of Bommala tavaru to enjoy the proceeds
of the Tera Bommalatavarttana accruable to them in the village.

Subsequently, when Vira Venkatapatiraya was ruling from
Penugopda the village was under the jurisdiction of the Nandyala
Chiefs. About this time, in £>. 1515, the Dommaras granted Dom-
maripannu to the temples and set up an inscription recording the
same.

During the reign of Venkataptiraya, when the Nandela Chief
was holding sway over this region, the Matli Chief Matli Komara
Anantaraju became powerful and conquered Siddhavattam and
Cennur taluks. With a desire to conquer Kamalapuram taluq also,

he sent his Dalavdy9 who attacked the Nandela Chief and besieged

the fort of Cadipirela with an army. Being defeated the army
retreated to Siddhavattam. But when the fight was renewed by the

invaders they abandoned the fight and fled to Ghandiksta with the

remnants of their forces. The ruler of Ghandikota granted them
Devagudi and several villages around as pdlaiyam.

The Matli Chief captured the village, pulled down the fort. The
village subsequently fell into decay. The Karanam of the village

Lakkara^u Lingaraju was taken to Siddhavattam along with his whole
family where they were kept inside the fort* Sometime later,

Appayya, the son of Lingaraju, a lad of 16 years was appointed

amildar of Cennur, Duvvur and Kamalapuram simas with . a force of
two thousand troops.
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Subsequently, when Neknam Khan established his sway over

these regions, the Matli Chiefs lost their rulership over the three

taluqs of Cennur, Duvvur and Kamalapuram but were permitted to

collect Marine Kavalirusums in the three taluqs.

Dawood Khan ruled over the region for sometime and after

installing Abdul Nabi Khan as his successor went away t© Hindustan.

During the regime of Nabi Khan (S>. 1628 to S. 1657) Banda
Hussain Khan administered Cennftru, Kamalapuram and Duvvur
taluqs through his deputy Nitturu Gopalayya.

Previously, during the regime of ZulSkar Khan hamlet of

Agastilingampalle, had been granted to Mir Ibhuram as jagir .

Then Banda Hussain Khan sought the hand of Ibhuram’s daughter

but Ibhuram refused the request. Thereupon Banda Hussain deprived

him of the jagir of the two villages which were resumed by the state

and administered as two separate villages, their revenues being

remitted by the Reddi and Karanam.

Abdul Nabi Khan was succeeded by Abdul Muhammad Khan
who ruled from 1658, Na\a to 5. 1669, Prabhava* During his rule,

in the year Raudri the Mahrattas under Raghoji Fateh Singh invaded
these parts, plundered the temples and carried away the ornaments
and jewels.

Subsequently during the second regime of Moca Miyya (3. 1680-

1682) the villagers of CadipireJa refused payment of Kdvali to the
Vgmula Pdlaiyagar and constructed a fort wall with bastions around
the Gopalasvaoai temple.

Then follows an account of the subsequent history of the region
upto the assumption by the Company.

17. Kaifiyat of Pandillapalle

:

The village obtained the name of Pandillapalle owing to the fact
that a party of Kapus from Nadigadda-jima settled there and erected
temporary sheds (Pandillu) in which they lived lor some time.

There is a temple of CennakeSava in the village founded in the
time of the Cola kings.

In the time of Krsnadevaraya, this village was granted by him to
Rayasam Ayyamara^ayya as ndyankaram and the latter regranted the
same to Komaragiri nayani Rangappa Nayudu as amaram

.

Rangappa
gave some lands to the people who did service in the temple in S.1447.
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When the village was in the enjoyment of Nandyala Timmaraju as

nayankaram, he granted the same to Gobburu Timmaraju as amara-
nayankaram who founded a peta south of the Cennake^ava temple

called Gobb urivaripeta. His son Gobburu Vebayyaraju dug a tank
nearby and founded another settlement called Jinkalapmlle. The same
Vebayya, while his father was living^ renovated the Ke£ava temple
and made grants of lands to the Brahmans and to the masons who
reconstructed the temple. Two inscriptions of the same date at the

place record these gifts made in the name of (1) Timmaraju
(2) Konamaraju the second son of Timmaraju.

Subsequent to the Muslim invasions the festivals etc. of the

temple were not duly performed. In the time of Tippu the lands
belonging to the temple were confiscated and the temple fell into
decay.

Jinkalapalle, which had also fallen into decay was later renovated
by Nallalingaya and renamed Nallalingapalle in the time of Akkanna
and Madanna. Later it was granted as Jagir to Krsnareddi of
Nara^apuram but later confiscated. It is at present a hamlet of
Pandillapalle.



ANUSCR1PT No. 145

Wilson, p. 452. No.XLV.

Taylor, III. p. 565, No. 45, C.M. 841. C.L. No. 587.

Shelf No. 15-3-35. Local Records. Vol. XVI.

Provincial account of the Kandanavdlu district (Kurnool), 51-23.

This volume gives a concise history of various dynasties that

ruled over Kurnool district from mythical times. The records attest-

ing the genuineness of the history so related are taken from kavites ,

that is y village accounts, of various villages in the district and from
the inscriptions as far as they could be deciphered and interpreted-

Till we come to the actual inscriptions the kavile records are not very

reliable at least for the dates concerned. The story given was more
or less traditional not corroborated by the latest historical discoveries.

But the author is sincere in pointing out the incredibility of the records

that he has to rely upon and he is careful in most of the cases when
he comes to actual inscriptions. The whole volume is simply a list of
inscriptions arranged chronologically pointing out the importance of
each one individually. Towards the end of the volume the fine

account of the Muslims rule over Kurnool is very interesting.



MANUSCRIPT No. 146

Wilson, pp. 452—3. No. XLVI. (29 Sections)

Taylor, III. p. 566 No. 46. C.M. 842 (L. No. 648).

Shelf No. 15—3—54. L. R. 35. p. 263.

1. Kaifiyat of Daukitapuram, Cennur district

:

The village, situated north of Cennur-.Ka.5fo?, on the banks of the

R. Pinakini, was founded by Nawab Dawood Khan of Cnddapah
who granted it as a irotriyam-agrahara to a Brahman learned in

astrology, CandraSekhara by name, son of Buccana Bhatlu of the

Kaiyapa-gorra, Apastamba-jwtra, and Yajus-iakM, a resident of

Siddhavattam. The Srotriyam amount was fixed at 50 Pandra-vardhas.

The gift was renewed and regranted to Mahadeva Bhatlu, son of

Candra^ekhara in the time of Abdul Majid Khan, son of Abdul
Hamid Khan and grandson of Abdul Nabi Khan for 50 varahas

drotriyam in Fasli 1164, and a sanad in Persian and Maharastri was
granted.

Mahadsva Bhatlu having no sons but only a daughter, he be-

queathed the village srotriyam to his son-in-law Pedda Annam
Bhatlu of Cuddapah.

In the time of Hatim Khan, son of Majid Khan, Matli Venkata-

ramaraju of Cittiveli Samsthanam was granted in this village land of
the extent of four turns as kavali-mdnya and when Pedda Annam
Bhatlu protested against the grant as encroaching upon his rights, the

Nawab was pleased to reduce the Srotriyam payable by him to 40

varahas. The same rate continued during the time of Haidar and
Tippu and on the advent of Company rule the amount was converted

to Mitta varahas 37. This Dawoodpuram was popularly known as

Daulatapuratu.

2. Kaifiyat of Konepalle

:

The village was granted as drbtriya-agrahSra to Kommayacarlu, a

Madhwa Brahmin, by Mir Sabeb, the general of Haidar AJi Khan,
who was holding the subah of Kadapa. In 5. 1701, Vikari, corres-

ponding to Hijri 1194, Shaban 1. The drbtriyam payable by the

Donee to the Divanam was fixed at Pandaramodi 36 varahas. The
village continued to be enjoyed by the donee during the Moghul rule

also.
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On the advent of Company rule, the village was surveyed and

assessed taramvar and total faram (assessment) was fixed at Rahati

236 and odd vardhas, of which the grotriyamdar was allowed to enjoy

147 and odd vardhas and pay the balance of 88 and odd vardhas to the

government*

3. Kaifiyat of Pacccipuram :

Originally the village was in the enjoyment of Yadavalli Krsn&-
carlu, a Madhva Brahmin, on a srotriyam of 5 varahas . In subse-

quent times, he abandoned the village which was thereupon confis-

cated by the government. The village fell into ruins and consequently

toe state lost its income In the time of Bahadur, his general Mir
Raza Ali Khan Bahadur, captured Cuddapah and ruled the Subah.

The village was granted to Kommayacarlu on a yearly srotriyam of

Pandramodi Rahatis 38 and a sanad was granted to that effect. The
donee greatly improved the cultivation of the village by granting

Kavuls and takdvi loans to ryots and digging tanks and wells.

Subsequently, in the time of Tippu Sultan, Kommayacarlu went to

3rirangapatnam and the village was resumed by the state, it was ad-

ministered by Tippu Sultan and later by Bandagane Ali Nizam Ali

Khan, the Mughal Nawab of Golkonda till Virodhikrt. In the year

Paridhdvi9 Asad Ali Khan of Banganapalle, while administering the

Subah of Cuddapah. tried to capture some families of Cuddapah and
collect Dandugas or forced contributions from them, but these grotri-

yamddr families escaped to other places. Of these the srotriyamddrs
of Paccapuram went to Golkonda and cultivated the friendship of
Raja Roshan Rao through whose good offices they interviewed Diwan
Mashuram Mulk, who was pleased to issue a parwana with the seal

of Nizam Ali Khan to Asad Ali Khan of Banganapalle, directing him
to restore the village of Paccapuram as srotriyam-agrahara to them.
They returned, from Golkonda and entered their ancestral village for
the enjoyment of which they were directed to pay 50 Rahatis as srotri-

yam . This rate continued till 1721, Siddharti , when Mughal rule
ceased. Finally the Company took over the administration of the
region and they continued the same rate of srotriyam till the end of
DurmatL The village was surveyed and assessed taramvar and the
taram was fixed at 206 vardhas* of which the srotriyamdors were per-
mitted to collect and enjoy 5/8ths amounting to 128 and odd vardhas
and remit to the state treasury the balance of 3/8th$ amounting to 77
and odd vardhas .

4. Kaifiyat of Kokkaravapalle Srotriyam:

The village originally known as KurkkateSvarapalle, situated west
of Cennur, was founded by Mayada Abdul Nabi Khan of Cuddapah
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who built a temple for god Karkate£var& at the instance of his Diwan
Srinivasa Raya, a Desastha Brahman and granted it to Brahmans as

agrahara fixing a irotrlyam of 51 Pandramcdi vardhas per year. This

rate continued till S2 16^3, and also later during the administration

of Hamid Khan, Mosum Khan and Masjid Khan

Tirumalaraya, son of Srinivasa Raya, held the office of the Taiwan

under the Cuddapah Nawabs. About this time a few mining pros-

pectors (Kondagamikcm dlu ) took on lea^e the fields in the western

portion of the village and worked diamond mines. In course of time,

the mining operations were given up as the yield fell.

During the regime of Abdul Halem Khan, one of his confidants
Rupa Ram, poisoned the mind of the Nawab against Tirumalaraya,
the Diwan by making false accusations against him that he was plot-

ting to set up Hussain Miyya, Halem Khan’s brother as Nawab.
Thereupon Halem Khan cap urcd him and along with two nephews
Baccha Rao and Koneri Rao imprisoned him in the Siddhavaftam
fort. In the year Pdrthiva. the two nephews were blown to pieces at

the mouth of the Cannon upon which Tirumlaraya committed suicide

by hanging himself. His wife Radha Bai moved from the city to

irotriyam-yiliage where she enjoyed the Yajamdnavrtti and the income
left over after payment of srotriyam{ ?).

5. Kaifiyat of Cennardyapalle :

The village situated lo miles west of Cuddapah was granted as

irdtiyam- agarhdra to Vakil Venkatarama Pantulu, the Vakil of
Khadard Khan Dawooji 3ardar by the Nawab Abdul Masjid Khan.
The srotriyam was fixed at Pandramodi 70 vardhas. Sometime later

Venkatarama Pantulu gifted away the irotiiyam-grama to Narayana-
carlu, a learned scholar who had been thriving under his patronage.

Subsequently, during the regime of Halem Khan, son of Masjid
Khan, his Diwans Baccherao and Koneri Rao decided to appropriate
it to themselves and laying false accusations against Narayana-
carlu had the village confiscated to the state. They later obtained it

as jagir . After six years the Diwans were put to death on charges of
treason. The village was resumed by the state and it remained so
till the time of Tippu Sultan.

During Mughal rule, when Lala Candulala came over to

Caddapah a& Subhadar, Narayanacarlu approached him and obtained
from him the village regranted on a Jodi of 70 vardhas increased to

100 gradually in the next four years. Although the Company took
over charge they continued the arrangement as detailed in the sanad
of Candulala.
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During this period Narayanacarlu greatly improved the cultiva-

tion of the village. When in the year Durmati , Venkataraya, son of

Caccerao, represented to Col, Munro that he should be granted the

village as his father had been enjoying it as a jagir, Col. Munro after

investigating carefully into the matter dismissed his claim and con-

firmed the grant in the name of Narayanacarlu as per the sanad of

Candulala,

When resurvey and assessment was made taramvar 300 vardhas

of Daul (fixed rate of assessment) was levied. The donee represented

to Col. Munro that the amount was too heavy and that if the

previous rate was not continued he would have to abandon the

village Col. Munro after due enquiry granted him additional land,

with an income of 100 rupees and issued a patta .

6. Kaifiyat of s Rdyalapantulavdri Palle , hamlet of Tadigotla:

The village was granted to a certain Rayalapantulu as an agra-

hdra by Abdul Masjid Khan. The Donee had previously founded the

village taking the land on lease called Kattugutta .

Subsequently, to the depredations of Balavanta Rao, the village

fell into ruins. When Abdul Halem Khan was ruling, Dhumacarlu
obtained the village as srotrivam-agrahdra in the year H&vilambi with
the irbtriyam-amount fixed at 40 Mhtv-vardhas. After his death his

son inherited the village.

7. Kaifiyat of Fakirpalle of Pdtakadapa :

During the time of Abdul Nabi Khan of Cuddapah, Bhakarao
Pantulu, Kanugo-Kulkarnatak, Desmukhi, Sardeshmukhi of Payan-
ghat and Balaghat obtained from the Nawab a piece of land south of
Pata Kadapa, a portion of which Bhakarao Pantulu granted to a
fakir Lakkar Saheb, who founded a hamlet called Fakirpeta.

In later time#, 3iva Raya, the son-in-law of Bhakarao Pantulu,
who was holding the office of Diwan under Abdul Muhamad Khan,
granted the remaining part of the land as an agrahdra to a Brahman,
in 3. 1676 fixing Fakirpalle as one of the boundaries. Sometime later,

the Fakir created trouble demanding the land given as agrahdra as
his own but the government decided against him holding that Bhaka-
rao Pantulu had granted to the Fakir only a part of the land he had
obtained from Abdul Nabi Khan

During the reign of Moca Miyya, the Fakir died and his wife
inherited the village. In the time of Halem Khan the hamlet was
resumed by the state leaving the agrahdra adjacent to it intact.
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In the time of Asad Ali Khan, the inhabitants from there to the

north of the village to Gaudlacbawk hamlet of Pata Cuddapah.

Even after the advent of the Company’s rule, the agrahara conti-

nues to be enjoyed by the Brahmans.

S. Kaijiyat of Krsnapuram , hamlet of Tadigotla

:

The hamlet of Ksrnapuram, east of Tadigotla was founded by a

certain Uppu Krsnappa uho obtained it as srotriyam-agrahdra

from Nawab Abdul Halem Khan. The srotriyam was feed at

Pandramodi 21 vardhas and a sanad issued. The village continues to

be enjoyed as srotriyam-agrahara even after the advent of the

Company who fixed the srotriyam at 21 Pandramodi varahas, equiva-

lent of Kanthray Cakras 28 and 3-1 dugasX?)*

9. Kaijiyat of Rdamacandrapuram
,
hamlet of Tadigotla :

This hamlet situated east of Tadigotla was granted as srotriyam

agrahara to Polumada R amacandra Raya by Abdul Halem Khan in

§ 1687, Parthiva , Phalguua su Di. 15. The srotriyam was fixed at 12

vardhas per year. Ramacandraraya regranted it to Amafici Gunda-
carlu and others as agrahara , divided it into 8 vrttis in the same year.

The agrahdrikas continued to enjoy the village even after the advent
of the Company.

10 . Kaijiyat of Venkatesapuram
,
hamlet of Gotur :

The hamlet was granted to R&makrsna Somayajulu a srotriyam-

agrahara by Abdul Masjid Khan of Kadapa on the advice of the
Karanam of Koturu in the year Pramoduta. The srotriyam was fixed

at 20 vardhas per year,
%

During the time of Tippu the village fell into ruins, the
srotriyamddr being unable to pay the amount abandoned the village.

In the year Siddhdrti, during Mughal rule Venkatagiri Somayajulu,
one of the srotriyamddr

s

came back and obtained the village as

Srotriyam once again. He renovated the village and renamed it

Venkatapuram in Siddhdrti .

11 . Kaijiyat of Buddayapalle , near Sunkesula :

The hamlet was founded by a certain Buddaya on the request of
Gorjala Subrahmanya Sastrulu on a part of the land held by the

latter as srotriyam-agrahara from Mayana Abdul Halem Khan. The
Sastrulu was required to pay a srotriyam of 15 mitta varahas per
year.

*Duga is probably identical with dugalam which is 1/16 of ^ varaha.
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12.

Kaifiyat of Ramapuram, hamlet of Moyillakaluva :

The hamlet village was granted as irotriyam-agrahara to Jivanige

Mudgalacarlu in fe. 1683, Visu Jye$tha su. Di 15. when Haleiti Khan
was the ruler of Cuddapah by the Reddi and Karanam of Moyilla-

kaluva. The srotriyam amount was fixed at 5 varahas per year.

Later a great political calamity (Kalapam ) ensued, the village

fell into ruins and the srotriyamdar abandoned it. During Mughal
rule, though he returned he again abandoned the village and retired

to Srirangapatnam from where he collected his dues from the rvota.

Owing to the absence of the srdtriyamdar, the ryots were harassed by
the government officials and moneys were forcefully collected from
them. Thereupon they abandoned the village which was subsequently

confiscated to the state. The village was surveyed and assessed

(paimayishi

)

and it was made over to Koneracarlu as & srotriyam.

13.

Kaifiyat of Ramacandrapuram, hamlet of Kopparti :

During the time of Mayaoa Abdul Masjid Khan, son of Abdul
Hamid Khan, the Reddi and Karanam of Kopparti, on the request of
the villagers, granted a portion of Kopparti to Madhavaraja Sesagiri

Pantuiu to found an agrahdra . The gift was made as a reward
for the beneficent service rendered by him as Kadeem (servant) in the
Divanam to the villagers. The srotriyam was fixed at 12 varahas per
year. The donee founded an agrahdra and named it Ramacandra-
puram agrahdra , and dividing the villages into 8 shares, bestowed six

of them on six Brahmans and retained the two remaining shares as

(1) Yajamanavftti and (2) agrahara-vrtti.

14.

Kaifiyat of Rama . djitpalle , Yddavapuram , and Tohagan-
ganapalle :

When Kaji Vohada (?) or Syed Muhammad Shah was appointed
to hold charge of the administration (?) of Cuddapah and Gutti by
Aiamgir Padshah, the Padshah was pleased to grant him the villages

mentioned above as Jdgir.

Subsequently, in the time of Parrukhar Badshah, Diwan
Sadatullah Khan confirmed the grant and issued a sanad to that
effect.

Later wffiile Abdul Nabi Khan, was ruling at Cuddapah, the afore-
said Qazi Syed Muhammad Shah obtained a fresh grant from Asaf
Jah, in the reign of Muhammad Shah Padshah in the name of his son
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Gulam Mohiddin confirming the gift of jagir. These villages continued
to be enjoyed till the end of Mayana rule*

In the time of Tippu Sultan Gulam Mohiddio died and was suc-

ceeded by his son Muhammad Sala Kaji on whom the Sultan levied a

yearly levy of 60 varahas which rate continued in Moghai rule.

14a. Kaifiyat of Ramacandrapurcim, hamlet Cennardjupalle

:

(Does not tally with Wilson)

During the regime of Mayana Abdul Halem Khan, a piece of
land belonging to Cennarajupalle was granted for the purpose of
founding an agrahdm to Kancan n a - palle RSmacandraraya by the

Reddi and Karanam of the village. A irotriyam of 15 varahas per year
was fixed. The agrahdra was accordingly founded and named Rama-
candrapuram.

The village continued to be enjoyed as srotriyam-agrahara to this

date.

15. Kaifiyat of Krsnasomaydfulapalle, hamlet of Ambavaram :

The hamlet was founded r>y Gurumurti f Qmayajulu of Panem
who obtained it as an agrahdra on an annual srotriyam of 2 varahas
from the Reddi and Karanam of Ambavaram during the Mayana rule.

The village fell into ruins owing to Bahadur’s invasions and the grot-
riyamddr moved to Ambavaram from where he had the village culti-

vated trough karlu (temporary tenants).

After passing through some vicissitudes the village passed into

the hands of the Company when the village was surveyed and assessed

and re granted as srotriyam-agrahara with a share of the government
fixed at 6/16 or 3/8ths of the income.

16. Kaifiyat of Puspagiri, hamlet of Kotluru

:

(of: 15-4-24 p. 111.2)

When king KrsnadSvamaharaya visited Puspagiri he found the
place full of the Tamballas who were of the Sudra caste and who were
conducting worship in the I^vara temple at the place. They looked
almost like Brahmans as they dressed like them and wore the sacred
thread and they were called Tapodharas and Peruvaru* When Kr§na~
dgvaraya, mistaking them for Brahmans, paid obeisance to them, they
instead of blessing him as befitting Brahmans, simply remarked that
the king’s obeisance may please God 3iva. Krsnadevaraya being in-

formed that they were the Tamballas* established a tax-free Brahman
agrahdra at the place.
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The two villages were included in the Ghandikotaslma, the rulers

of which collected certain dues like Durga-Danna-yanivartana , Ciklara

and different kinds of Bedigzs from the agrahdrikas .

In the time of King Acyuta of Vijayanagar, when Timmara^ayya’s
son Dalavay Vhundragiri Ssmarasayya, was enjoying Ghandikota as

nayankara, the agraharikas were exampted from the payment
of the aforesaid dues and their holdings were made complet ly

tax-free.

When later the country came under Muslim rule, Goturu was con-
fiscated to the state Puspagiri continued as an agrahdra even under

Mayana rule.

During the time of Moca Miyya, Nitturn Gopalayya wno wa
conducting the administration of the Taluks of Cannuru Duvvu
Kamalapuram , Cintakunta and Mallyala fixed his residence at Puspa-
giri and effected various gifts and charities*

17. Kaifiyat of Bhakarapuram , hamlet of Kotluru :

The hamlet of Bhakarapuram was granted as an agrahdra by
Bhakarao Pantulu. the Kanungo Nawab of Cuddapah Subah, Balaghat
and Payanghat, under Mayana Abdul Nabi Khan of Cuddapah, to

several Brahmans.

18. Kaifiyat of Cintalaputuru
, hamlet of Kotluru :

During the administration of Akkappa and Madanna as Diwans
at Golkonda a certain Krsna 3&strulu Somayajulu, a resident of Vat-
tham Lingapuram in Malaka sima to the north of the R.Krspa left

the place owing to the depredation of the Kirdtas who plundered his

village, and home* Akkanna and Madanna being greatly impressed
with his learning in Tarka, Vyakarana, Mimamsa and Vedanta and his
mastery of the works like Cintamani granted him land as agrahdra to
the east of the Indregvara temple at Puspagiri. He made over the
agrahdra as gift to four of his relations and betook himself to Ka6i.
They named the agrahdra as Cintalaputturu after a deity Cintamma
and the name of a neighbouring village, Putturu which was in the
enjoyment of a Pdjayagar

The village continues to be enjoyed as an agrahdra .

19. Kaifiyat of Manupdkai

The village Is stated to have been founded by Karikala Colimaha-
raja In later times the village was reduced to ashes by fire.
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During the regime of Akkanna and Madanna of Golcocda the

village was granted as agrahara to Saddarsama Sarvesvara Somaya-
julavaru of Kalluru, Duvvur taluq near Saptagodavari in £>. 1642.

He enjoyed it for thirty years when the Mayana ruler confiscated it.

During the time of Abdul Masjid Khan, this village along with

several others was given as Jdgir to Devav Budharaju oahukar* a

Gujarat: banker who exercised great influence over the Mayana Nawab-
This Sahukar bestowed the village of Manupaka as agrahara to several

Brahmans who had performed sacrifices.

20. Not traceable

21. Kaifiyat of Pulluru
, Cennur taulq :

The village was founded by a certain King of the Eastern country

named Birudanka. The place was named Pulluru after a certain lady

Pulli of the place who killed a tiger single-handed.

After some days Birudanka died without children upon which
owing to the absence of a powerful ruler the wild tribes {Kiratas) of
the neighbourhood constantly plundered and harassed the people.

The village soon became deserted and the temple of Naganatha estab-

lished at the place by Birudanka was le 1 1 without worship.

After some days* a certain grlkanthaguru and two other mendi-
cants natives of Kasi came by this place and constructed three mathas
in the vicinity of the Naganatha temple in which they performed wor-
ship daily.

King Bukka of Vidyanagar granted them the village of Pulluru as

sarvdgrahdra. At the time of their death they made over the village

to their disciples Lingabhatlu of the Bharadvaja-gorm and Jogi Bhatlu

of S>rivatsa-gdr/Y2 conveying the deed on copper plates. These two
disciples divided the village into 24 vrttis and retaining four vrttis for

themselves distributed the rest to 20 Brahmans.

Till 3. 1500 these arrangements continued without disturbance
and in this year during the political upheaval and absence of settled

government, the Pdlaiyagdrs became powerful and began to plunder
the regions. The agrahdrikas unable to bear the hardships aban-
doned the village and migrated to other places.

Subsequently in the regime of Podi Lingappa four of the agra-
hdrikas who came back to their ancestral village were granted as few
vrttis in the village as sarvamdnya and a few more plots of land on
bedige~tenure> the rate of bedige being fixed at one gadyd per turn.*
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The rest of the viilage was resumed by the state and included under
Cennur taiuq.

22. Kaifiyat of Nagasanipalle, Cennur Parguna :

The village was founded by Nagasani, a concubine of Pemma-
sani Timma Nayaka of Ghandikota, in the fields belonging to the

village of Pulluru. The village was granted 10 her on lease. Later in

£>. 1673 when Mayana Abdul Mosum Khan was ruling at Cuddapah,
the viilage was made over to Matli Venkataramaraju on Ijara

(revenue formation). The latter granted a portion of the village on
srotriyam tenure to Darbha Somesvara Somayajulavaru fixing the

irotriyam at 10 Mitta-vatahas. The grbtTiyam-viW&go thus formed
by the L rahman donee on the land was named Naganathapuram.
His son Nagambhatlu and grandson Nage^vara Bhatlu continued to

enjoy till S. 1724, Dundubhi on the same terms and in this year the

Company resuivesed the lands.

23. Kaifiyat of Bhumayap ;/ie , Cennur Fergana:—
The village was given as an agrahdra by King Araviti Bukkaraya*

Makaraya to a certain Bharadvdjavarya who settled at the place wuh
his disciples and erected shrines for Gods ^iva and Ke^ava. At the

time of his death he bequeathed the village to his disciples, who
enjoyed it without any hindrance till 1500 Bahudhdnya.

In the year the Vijayanagar rule came to an end and the country
being without a powerful ruler fell into anarchy. Owi' g to the

depredations of the Palavagdrs, the agrahaxikas abandoned the

village and migrated to other parts of the country.

In later times, when Padile Lingappa was administering the

country four of the original agrahdrikas obtained from him some
vfttis as sarvamdnya and other plots of land in addition on bedige
tenure.

Section 24 not traceable

25. Kaifiyat of Tudumuladinne, Cennur Pargana :

Valluru was known as Tralokyavallabhapuram and had a fort
with four watch-towers at the four corners. To the north of the
northern watch-tower, the village of Tudumuladinne was situated on
an elevated spot and at this place a watch-station (chauki) was

*Bukkaraya mentioned here is Bukka I of Vijayanagar. The addition of
Aravidu to his name is due to confusion arising from the similarity of names.
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situated where a few watchmen were stationed with drums (Tudumuiu
and bugles (Kommulu). The place cam© to be known as Tudumuta-
dinne on this account.

After the rule of Trailokyavallabharayalu, king PraudhadevarSlya
of Vidyanagar ruled over the region when Manciraju Nacana Sooiadu

^
Soman atha) obtained from the king the village as agrahdra .

Till £>. 1530, the agrahdra continued to be enjoyed as full sarva-
manya when in this year owing to political troubles, and lack of
proper government the agrahdrikas abandoned the village.

During the administration of Padile Lingappa, Cenna Kysnayya
a descendant of the orginal agrahdra obtained from Padile Lingappa
some land in the village as agrahdra and confiscated the rest of the
government.

26. Kaifiyat of Stinkesula , Certnur Pctrgana :

The village surnamed Srikanthapuram situated north east of
Puspagiri was granted as hagrahdra to ^rikantha guru who was resid-

ing in a hermitage on the Naganatha hill in the vicinity by King
BuJkka of Vijayanagar in S. 1293.

At the time of his death, grlkantha guru made over the village

to his two disciples Kondu Bhailu and Ahobala Bhatlu who enjoyed
the village as an Ekabhoga-agrahdra.

When the Vijayanagar rule came to an end the country fell into a
state of anarchy and the agrahdrikas abandoned the village.

Tn later times, when Podile Lingappa was administering these
regions, a few descendants of the original agrahdrikas returned to
their ancestral village and Podile Lingappa was pleased to grant a

few vrttis in the village, the rest of which was confiscated to the
government. Some additional plots of land in the village were also
given to them on bedige tenure,

27. Kaifiyat of Ganganapalle, Cennur taluq :

The village of Ganganapalle was originally a settlement of
shepherds Gangana and others on a plot of land belonging to the

ruined town of Veluru, which had been once the capital seat ofVeluru
Brahmi Red<ji in the time o fking Bhujabalavira Nallasiddhanadsva
Maharaju of Nellore. During the regime of Brahmi Reddi at Velur,,

MX.—33



the town was la a very flourishing state with a strong fort; and there

was a temple of God Bhimesvara in the village. In subsequent times,

the town fell into decay owing to a curse.

The village of Gaoganapalle developed and in course of time a

Karnam was appointed and the village came to be included in the

Cennur taiuq.

28. Kaijiyat of Tadigotla, Cennur Pargcina

:

During the reign of King Prataparudra of Warangal, his sub-

ordinate Brahmaraksasa Tripurantanka Murari Deva, who was
administering the Murikemali-rf/rza founded, the village on the old

site belonging to the village of Peddi Reddipalle and made it an

agrahdra which he granted to Brahmans.

A descendant of Peddi Reddi, the founder of the original village

of Peddi Reddipalle was made the Reddi of the village.

Later in the time of Mayana Abdul Mosum Khan the village was
granted as Jagir to Begam Saheb. It was granted to Halem. He held-

it for home years after which it was resumed by the state.

Then it went into Company hands.

29, Kaijiyat of Ippapenta, Cennur Pargana:

The village situated south west of Siddavattam and east of the

Suryakumara pass was granted as an agrahdra of Aluru Nrsimha
S5mayajulava.ru by King Praudhadevaraya of Vijayanagar on his way
back from his pilgrimage of Tirumalas. The gift was made in 1277
and conveyed in a Copper-plate document.

During the time of Alamgir Padshah, the agrahdrikas left the
village owing to political harassment under Muslim rule entrusting
the task of cultivation and collection of dues to the Balijas of the
village. These Balijas paid the dues such as Bedige etc., to the state

into the hands of the Karnam regularly for the manyam lands, while
the lands under direct government administration were looked after
by the Kar&am any Reddi* These arrangements continued till the
advent of the Company.

29a* Kaijiyat of Kampaile, Cennur Pargana:

(not found in Wilson)

The original name of this village was Nagireddipalle and it was
founded by a certain Nagi Reddi in the time of Vfra Narasirahad£va~
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raya of Vijayanagar. The Karanikanimirasi of the- village was
granted to a descendant of Yajnavalli Gangaraju The kararzam of
Votukuru.

In the time of King Krsnadeva Maharaya s the village was in the

enjoyment of Timmayya, son of Aravlti Bukkaraya Rama^aju, the

Karyakarta of the King as ndyankara .

The village was also known as Prasannarayapaile. It was in the

enjoyment of the temple of (?)— till the time of Sadasiva Later it

was resumed by the state. Soon after it fell into decay as the people

of the place abandoned ii owing to an epidemic.

(Ms. p. 175.)

Later in the time of King Sadasiva, when Gutliraju Tirumala-
rSyu was the Karyakarta, the Kiratas had been creating great trouble

to the passers by on the Suryakumara Pass on the P&lakonda hill

leading on the way from Cuddapah to Gurramkonda. In order to

put down their plundering activities a certain Nare Lakkin&yudu, son
of Kadireppa Nayuclu of the Yakarlu Caste (?) servant of Tirumala-
rajayya was appointed to keep guard at the pass and put down the

Kiratas and in payment for his services he was granted some thus~

vastyams (lands as manya) and some dues* meta and vartanas payable
by the agraharikas, Redd is and the Karanams in the 14 villages com-
prising the Vutukuri-s/ma.

In the time of Halem Khan the village along with the others were
confiscated to the state.

29b. Kaifiyat of Pendlimarri

:

(not found in Wilson).

The old name of this village was Bukkapuram, which was found-
ed by a„ certain Bukkar&ju. Later when King Bukkaraju of Vijaya-
tsagar camped at the village while on his compaigns* the villagers

greeted him and honoured him. Although they were old, the

villagers had not married owing to their poverty and when the King
noticed it he took compassion on them and arranged for their

marriages, all together, under a Marri tree. Owing to this fact

the village came to be known as Pendlimarri (Marriage banyan
tree).

During the time of Devaraya Maharaya Sambeta vallabha who
was enjoying Pendlimarri alias Bukkapuram as ndyankara issued

orders to his Pradhini Settappa Nayudu, son of Mallmayudti to con-
struct a Lak$ ml temple and a shrine for the 12 Alvars and to grant

lands for the architects.



Later, when King Vijayadevaraju was

village continued to be included in

Ghandikota -rajya .

ruling at Vijayanagar thsj

the Murikinati-slma of

During the time of King Acyuta his Karyakarta Bacarasa, who

w,s administering the Ghandikdta rajya, issued an order to the e fleet

that the Durga-Dannayakavartana and other iunkams collected from

the hamlet of Vogunutalapaile should thereafter be paid to God

Ambala of the place. An inscription recording this is found at the

place, (vide: 15-3-53, p. 106 for text).

In the time of King Sada^iva when Aliya Ramaraja was the

Yavaraja, Pendiaraarri was under the administration of Nandela

Timmaraju.

When Mail! Komara Anantaraju was administering the village,

Cennaiajit who was conducting the affairs founded a hamlet in the

village which was named Cennarayapalle.

On the advent of Muslim rule the hamlet of Vogunutalapalle

alias Avubalapuram was confiscated to the state along with

Pendiimarri.

Later in the time of Abdul Nabi Khan, this village along with

Ambavaram, Kopparti, Mundlapalle, Gundlapadu and Govindam-
palle were given as Jagir to Nawab Sadatulla Khan of Arcot who
held it till 1672, Pramoduta. Later Abdul Mosum Khan deprived

Saduliah Khan of these Jagir villages. In the next year this Pcttdlh#

main village was granted as Jagir to Silim Khan Mirza Bhakar who
enjoyed it till the lime of Masjid Khan. Mirza Bhakar appointed

Lingaraju Cennappa, a Brahman to conduct the affairs of the

village.

In the year Idvara, when the Maharattas under Balavanta Rao
killed Masjid Khan in battle at Bandikanama, and occupied the

country, Mirza Bhakar was deprived of the village which was con-

fiscated to the state and included in the Cennur Pargana, which was
under Mafaaratta rule. Immediately afterwards, when arrangement
was effected between the Maharattas and Mosum Khan of Cuddapah
iiy which the latter ceded to the Mafarattas, the simas of Gutti,

Gurramkonda etc., and retained Cuddapah, Siddhavattam etc,* the

village came under the Nawab 9

s rule, being included in Cennfir
Pargana*



Owing to the predatory activities of the Vemula Chief Ramappa,
the jamadar who was conducting the affairs of the village on behaU*

of the government constructed a fort. In the time of Halem Khan the

village was granted as jagir to Inayat Khan who held it for 5 years

till Vilambi 9 during which period the Jagirdar’s Deputy Gorivepalle

Kf§iiappa conducted its affairs and constructed a strong fort wall.

The village went under government administration.
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Wilson, p. 453 No. XLVII. (15 Sections,)

Taylor. III. p. 566, No. 47, (C.M. S44) (L. No. 54

n

Shelf No. 15-3—61

Kaifiyats of certain villages in the taluk of Kanuilapuram.

1. Kaifiyat of Hanumala Gutti

:

The village is situated about 8 miles (4 panivulu ) to the north-

west of Kamalapurarn.

When Rama after killing Havana was returning through these

parts (Cuddapah District) and halted near Prodduturu Ramesvarana

to the north-west of this village, he desired to set up a linga of £>iva

there and sent Hanuman to Benares for bringing 3iva lingas. But it

took some time before he returned with them. Meanwhile Rama set

up on the bank a Linga with sand of the Pinakin! river and the

lingas that were brought by Hanuman were distributed to various

places. One at Rametfvara (near the village under notice) was set up
by Rama; another by Hanuman at this village, another at the

confluence of the Papaghni and the Mogamuri river near the Animale
hill in Kempalli Taluk. This linga is known as Sangame3vara. As
Hanuman set up the linga in our'village, God J§iva is known as

HanumeSvara and in course of time the village too as Hanumanaguru.

In course of time Ciravolu Tirumapparaju, a Jagirdar of the

village constructed a temple to the north of the Siva shrine, where
he set up an image of VenkateSvara. He was enjoying Gutti as

mokasa (on light rent) and this village was granted by the Circar.

When Guddi Nawab, the son of Abdul Nabi Khan was the Subahdar
of Cuddapah this village formed a Jagir under one Govardhan Das.
After a short time when it lapsed to Circar it became the Jagir of
Bismilla Saheb, the preceptor of Halem Khan, Subahdar of Cuddapah.
During his twelve years’ regime a fortress was built. A hamlet was
also newly formed known as Bisbilla Vada. During Haidar’s occupa-
tion the village lapsed to the government.

2. Kaifiyat of Kokata village:

The village is situated on the south of Pinakin! in Kamalapurarn
Taluk 4 miles (2paruvulu) west of the town Kamalapurarn. The
manuscript begins with the legendary origin of the village.
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A Cola K.ing is said to have established shrines for Sakaiesvara
lioga, Camakesvara, Atijaneya and Vlrabfaadra here. He improved
the village which was even then known by the present name.

Later on Kamalaji, Vakil of J&yasinga, a King of Hindustan
who passed through this place to Ramesvaram, executed all repairs

and improved the village which was hence called Kam alajipuram.

During the time of the Vijayanagar Rayas, Kr$naraya gave the

village to his poet Laureate All asan i Fedd anna* son of Cokkaya a

namdavarika {niyogi sect) Brahman, who wrote Manucaritra and
Visnucittlya in Telugu as Utnbali On embracing Vaisnavism
Feddanna granted this village as an agrahara to Siivai?nava Brah-
mans renaming it Safchagopapuram.

During the reign of Venkata pat i Raya Mandela Obala ruled for

a while;, and he was succeeded by Matti An anta of Cittivolu.

Later on Muslims invaded the country and the agrahara lapsed to

the Government. When May ana Abdulla Nabi Khan was the

Subehdar of Cuddapah Krsna Recldi, estate holder of Narasapuram
in the Badavoiu Taluk obtained the Jdgir of the village in Parabhava
£>. 1648 along with the following villages:-— Yerragudipparlu
Sunkesala, Kolavali, Faidikaluva, Nallalingayapalle, Tummaturu
Konduru, Cinacappalli, Tappatla, Gangavaram. He enjoyed these

eleven villages as Jdgir for 10 years till the end of Nabi’s administra-

tion. But his son Abdulla Mohamad Khan (Guddinawab) included
them in the government villages in the year Nala .

Again when his brother Mosum Khan, (alias) Moca Miya gave
them for maintenance of his (soldiers) to Cina Kr^nareddi, the

descendant of Ktsttareddi, his Jagirship continued till the year
Angirasa when Abdulla Halim Khan, Subehdar of Cuddapah took
them back to government. But they were again given for the main-
tenance of Pa^han soldiers. They were Paidali, Masan Khan. They
were under BahaduF and Tippu Sultan from Vikdri to Saumya, under
the Moghul Nizam Ali Khan from Sddhdrana to Pdrthiva; under the

East India Company from Raudri to 1733 Pnxjotpatti Jye§ tha ba
30. There are three shrines wiihm one enclosure (jprdkura ) viz, of
Cennakegava bankisivara and Virabhadra* The government do not
contribute anything for these gods. To the north of the village lies

a wooden (daru) man tapa where God Anjaneya is set up.

f. Kmfiyat of Eturu :
—

The village is situated on the northern bank of the Pinakinf in*

about 2 miles north-east of the town Kamalapuram.



The legendary origin of the village is given. A Cola King is

said to have repaired the temple of Ranganatha here. During the

reign of Acyuta of Vijayanagar the village was given for the purpose

of offering naivedya and lighting a lamp in the temple of God Vaidya-

oatha of Pu$pagiri. During the Muslim occupation the village

lapsed to government.

4. Kaifiyat of Midaturu:

This village is under Vallur Sammath and is 3 (1& parugu) miles

to the north-east of the Kama! apuram.

This village was known as Midaturu even in the days of the Cola

Kings; and from its income the expenses of the temple of God
Vaidvanatha of Puspagiri were defrayed.

5. Kaifiyat of Vedaruru:

This village is situated at a mile (| parugu) west of Midatur and
it is included in the Sammat of Kamalapuram. During the Cola
regime temples were built for gods Sri SangameS'vara, Nllakantha,
Kasivi^vanatha at the confluence of the Pennar and the KumudavatT
The shine of Cennake£ava which was in ruins was also repaired.

The village was deserted as theRedd is and Karanams could not
maintain themselves on the income of the village. Sadagiva -granted it

to Kandala Varadacarya to make it an agrahdra. The old name was
changed into Sadasivar&yapura in honour of the donor. Varada-
carya, when he obtained the agrahdra

,
gave 2 vrttis to giva and

Kedava , 1 vztti for Yajamani (the two descendants of the original
donees) and 2 vrttis to karanams. The gift was made by Sadaitva.

When the Muslims occupied the country ofter the death of
Ramaraya it lapsed to the circar. During the administration of
Akkanna and Madanaa the village was given to Brahmans on an
annual rent of 120 varahas .

In the reign of Mayana family, the village lapsed to government
for the descendants of Kandala Varadacarya and other agrahdnkas
went to Tirupati and other places. One Hayavat Khan took it on a
lease for 450 gatti vardhds but the village declined. In the year
Pramdduta Na&ar Jung invaded the place and his soldiers broke the
idol of Cennake^ava and the temple was abandoned as none restored
it. Manya given to it was included in the circar. Later Balwala
Khan took the village on a lease of 450 gatti vardhas

, which he
enjoyed for 18 years. He improved the village and built a mud
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rampart for its defence against frequent marauders. But since its

construction there was no military attack on it.

Then it became the jdgir of Bismiiia Khan the guru of Halim
Khan which continued till Haider confiscated and included it among
the government villages. It continued to be so when Tippu and
Mughals were in power and under the Company till this day (Prajot-

patti , Si. 1733). The village suffered much under Sadulla the Amildar
of Duvvur

6. Kaifiyat of Gangavaram :

—

This is in the Sammat of KamaJapuram and it lies on the southern
bank of the PinakinI about a mile paruvu) south of Vedururu.

The name of the village is derived from the goddess Gangamma
whose renown spread far and wide in the days of yore.

In the days of King Ganapati of the Kakatiya dynasty, the village

was made a Brahman gra/idra and granted towards the maintenance
and expenses of the God V&idyanatha at Puspagiri and the temple
management (,sthdnapatulu ). The place was under the Vijayanagar
Kings and the Muslims before it finally passed into the hands of the

English.

7. Kaifiyat of Tripuravaram in Valfu.ru Sammath 2 miles north-eabt

of Gangavaram :

—

There wasone TripursSvara temple at the confluence of the four
rivers, Kumudvati, Papaghni, Pageru and PinakinI. TimmaraSu
founded the village during Kj^naraya’s reign. Subsequently when
Akkappa and Madanna administered the province the village was
given to Peruru Ganapati Sastri on a irbtriyam of 55 gavardhas .

The grotriyam continued till the days of Abdulla Nabi and after him
as the produce fell short of the rent the Srotriyamdar abandoned it.

In Nabi’s administration the stones of the dilapidated temple of
Tripursgvara were removed to Kamal&puram and then a masjid was
erected with them.

8. Kaifiyat of Peddanapadu village in Kommadi Samat, 9 miles

(4j parugulu) west of Kamalapuram,

:

—
The manuscript begins with a traditional account of the origin of

the place.

In the reign of Sada^iva the daily, fortnightly, yearly festivals

were regularly conducted in the temple at the place. But when Aliya
Rama Raya was killed, the Muslims occupied the country and the

village with its hamlet ^ivapura was deserted.

MX.—34
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When Venkatapali established himself at Penukonda, he made

attempts to repopulate the deserted villages by granting Kaul to far-

mers by which the abandoned lands and natural waste lands might be

cultivated. Later it passed into the hands of the Company after being

for some time under Muslims.

9. Kaifiyai of Indupiiru village :
—

This village is situated in Kommadi iammat 4 miles (2 parugulu )

south-west of Reddanapadu village.

The manuscript begins with a traditional account of the origin of

the place.

A King known as Induraja, with ten families belonging to his

Clan settled here and called the place LndupUru.

Later on Cojaraja of Karikaia family of the Solar race passed

through this tract and built a temple for Bhoge^vara on the west of
the above temple and set up a linga, After Vijayanagar and Muslim
occupation it went to the Company.

10. Kaifiyat of Uraturu :
—

This village is situated in Kommadi Sammat about a mile

( i parugu) north of Indupuru. The manuscript begins with a tradi-

tional account of the origin of the village and traces its history till it

came under the British.

11. Kaifiyat of Lingala :

—

Lingala is situatad in Kommadi Sammat at 3 miles (1J paruvas)
distance from Uraturu village. The legendary origin of the village is

given.

12. Kaifiyat of Talpunuru

:

—
This village lies two miles (1 paruvu) north-west of Lingala village

in the Kommadi Sammat. Talpunuru is an old village whose origin
is not known.

The village was given as an agrahdra to Brahmans by Harihara
in 1315.

The village was later renamed Harihararayapuram. In the reign
of Kr$paraya again the village was given as agrakdra to Brahmans but
its name was :hanged into Krsnamaiayapuram.
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13. Kaifiyat of Dondapadu:—
This village is in Kamalapuram. Sammat about 3 miles to the

north-west of Talpimuru.

The origin of the name.—The village was first founded by a far.

mer called Dortdadu so it was known as Donduru. But subsequently

as the village fell into ruins, it was called Dondapadu.

14. Kaifiyat of Yerragnntla Village :

—

This lies in a mile north-east of Dondapadu and is included in

Paidikaluva Sammat.

When this country was mere forest, a man of Odde caste (the

diggers of earth; was living in some huts with his seven sons and seven

daughters and their husbands near a pond as it lay on the high road
(haramarga), On one occasion there was heavy rain and the pond
was full. They were dependent on its water and were living there.

As the soil was red, the pond which was dig in it was known as

Yerragunta (red pond).

During the reign of Kr$naraya of Vijayanagar this village was
given as amaranayankara.

When the nawaba of Golkonda were ruling the province Podili

Lingappa was the appointed Subedar ; and under him the village

improved but it was later deserted. When Haider conquered the

province the village ceased to be jagiv and was taken as Circar

village.

15. Kaifiyat of Potladurti Village :
—

This village lies at about 10 miles (5 patuvus) north-west of
Kamalapuram in the Sammat of Kamalapuram itself.

On the north of the village close to it and south of the Pinakini
river there was a village called Gullapadu, which was deserted in

course of time. There was in it a Sivalinga in a temple established
by Agastya and another shrine for Cennake£ava which was said to
have been built by Janamejaya.

Later on >aru Cola (?) Maharaja passed through this tract on a
hunting expedition and christened it as Potladurti. A fortress was
built around it. An old dilapidated temple was restored.
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1. Kaifiyat of Hira Tumbalam.

(For inscriptions at the place see 154.27.)

The village of Narayanapuram is stated to have been founded

at a distance of about a ydjana north of Yadavagiri, also known as

Narayanadri and granted as tax-free agrahara, to Brahmans. Till

the time of king Vikramaditya, the village continued to be so

enjoyed. Temples to Omkare^vara Karakanthesvara and Rama-

svami were constructed in due course.

While king Vikramaditya was ruling the country to the south of

the river Narmada, his general Tumbara Raya established a settle-

ment and gave it the name of Tumbararaya patnam.

In the Saka era, the Jaina king Bijjalanka Rayalu, who assumed

the reins of kingship, renovated the old shrines therein. A certain

king Srirangaraju of the Lunar family, who was his subordinate

ruled at this place. During his regime he installed the image of

Caudamma in a temple and constructed another shrine for Hale

Basappa. He was succeeded by Nandaraya who administered the

sima for some time. He was followed by his descendant, Madhava-
nakarayadu, during whose regime the temples of god Sangamesvara

and NrsimheSvara were built.

Subsequently king Tribhuvanamalla ruled over the place.

(The kaifiyat proceeds to give the summaries of the inscriptions

found at the village.)

After the reign of Rayamurari Somideva of the Kalacurya family

whose inscription is found at Bapapuram hamlet of Hira Tumbalam,
the place was left without a ruler and consequently there was no
proper cultivation. As a result, the village went to ruins.
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Subsequently, Vira Bukkaraya Maharaya ruling at Vijayanagar,

repopulated it and appointed the village officials like the gaud and

sanabhogu. Till 2§aka 1258, the village was directly administered

by the Vijayanagar rulers. Then king Praudhadevaraya of Vijaya-

nagar granted Adavam-sima to Mallappa, son of Gollara Yallappa,

who began to look after the administration of the village.

After being under the Vijayanagar and Muslim rule the country

came under the Company rule in Fasli 1210,

2. Kaifiyat of Aluvakonda including the account of Nosam District #

Situated east of the Erramala in the Renati-s/mu the village of

Aluvakonda was originally founded by a few shepherds or Yadava
rajas. It was situated near a mountain stream.

In later times sayana and Mayana were cmducting the affairs

of the country, presented a poor Brahman, well versed in learning,

with the village of Aluvakonda also known as Sayanapuram.

Subsequently, it was granted as amaram to one Guruvappa

Nayaka. He constructed a fort, gathered a body of ;fighters and

gradually annexed the small villages around.

(Details regarding the incomes, etc . of this Aluvakonda Kasba

are found in the Kavile of Ramallakota, Kandanolu taluq.)

In course of time Guruvappa Nayaka was succeeded by his son

Rama Nayadu, who was followed by his son Guruvappa Nayadu.

This last named person revolted against the ruler, Vira Narasimha-

devarayalu. The king sent an army to capture and subdue the chief.

In Saka 1424, Rudhirodgari, after a strenuous siege Guruvappa
Nayadu was defeated and killed. During this engagement the fort

was shaken completely and in course of time it went to ruins.

Subsequently, in the time of King Acyuta, a srotriyam fee was
levied on the agrahdrikas of Alikunda sur Sayanapura.

During the days of Sadasiva, it was made a sarvamdnya and the

village till 5. 1520 continued to be enjoyed as a tax-free agrahdra «

In course of time the village was confiscated by the Hande chief

who appointed the Calucalmula Reddis of the Pyara family as the

Reddis cf the village; to conduct its affairs.

Later Immadi Narasimha Reddi renovated the village.
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After his death his son Peda Mali a Reddi, succeeded to the

administration of the jdgir

.

About this time, hostilities broke out

between the Muslims State and the Mysore Kingdom on the ques-

tion of territories and monetary payments. The Nawab sent orders

to Peda Malla Reddi to join him with his contingent troops. Peda

Malta Reddi sent his brother, placing him at the command of some

troops to the aid of Nawab Nizam-ul-Mulk at Mysore. In the fight

that ensued between the Nizam and the king of Mysore, the latter

was hard pressed and sued for peace. In appreciation of his services

the ruler of Mysore granted him kavali in a portion of his dominions.

It was during the lifetime of this chief that a few mountain-dwellers

took on lease the hillock lying to the west of Nosam when they

worked diamond mines. A few Gujarati merchants from Hydera-
bad settled! at Nosam as dealers in diamonds. In course of time

Peda Malla Reddi passed away and at the time the Cuddapah suhah
and the Kandanolu subah were under the administration of the

Mayana Nawab Abdul Nabi Khan and Ibhuram Khan respectively.

Komara Malla Reddi, son of Peda Malla Reddi and Goplla
Reddi and Perumala Reddi, the sons of Cina Malla Reddi jointly

enjoyed the estates and the kdrails

After the death of Komara Malla Reddi, the two sons of Cina
Malla Reddi continued to enjoy the estates and the kdvali ru sums'.

About this time a Mahratta force laid siege of Tadimarri wherein the

Mayana Nawab of Cuddapah had stationed a force. The Nawab
requisitioned the aid of Perumala Reddi, son of Cina Malla Reddi
whom he ordered to relieve the garrison at Tadimarri and effect the

raising of the siege. He defeated them.

After the death of Malla Reddi, Akkamma the wife of Komara
Malla Reddi, administered the estates fcr four years. She was
followed by the five sons of Venkata Reddi, the son by the second
wife of Immadi Narasimha Reddi. They were Vobili Reddi, Malla
Reddi, TaksmI Reddi, Tolas* Reddi, and Narasimha Reddi. Of
these Malla Reddi died soon after, leaving his wife Narayanamma,
who began to administer the estate. Laksml Reddi had two sons
Calapati Reddi and Ranga Reddi.

After the death of Narayanamma, Calapati Reddi became the
ruler of the estate of Nosam. During his reg me the Kanala Redd is

who were administering Mundlapadu and Griddalur attempted to

become independent of the control of the Nosam chiefs. C alapKi
attacked Mundlapadu and caputred Kanala Pei uma^ Reddi,
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Ghantaya and the sons of Vobili Reddi and Ghantaya whom he

beheaded in the Nagesvara temple at Griddaluni. Calapati subse-

quently ruled for 10 years when he was succeeded by his younger

brother Ranga Reddi. During the regime of Ranga Reddi, a fort

was constructed in the pass between Griddaluni and Rudravaram
and named Kottakota. Another fort, Ranga Reddi Fort, was also

constructed nearby. Subsequently differences arose between Khan
Saheb, the owner of the Calucalumulu estate and Ranga Reddi
regarding the boundaries of their possessions. Ranga Reddi
plundered and burnt many villages.

After his death Ranga Reddi’s wife Papamma came to power.

She granted Reddipaile as an agrahdra to Bhaskara Cehcu Soma-
yajulu, the descendants of whom are now in the enjoyment of the

village.

Subsequently, when Bahadur conquered the country peshkist

was levied on Papamma’s estates and she was taken to Arcot along

with the army. At Arcot she took ill and while returning home
died on the way at Mogarala. At the time of her death she appoin-

ted Uppuluri Narasimha Reddi, the grandson of Ranga Reddfs
uncle as her successor.

Uppuluri Narasimha Reddi could not pay the peshkist pro-

perly and in time, and further during his regime, trouble arose in

the estates.

Yasvant Rao took the Nos-am fort after a few days.

Jayarama Reddi an agnate of Ranga Reddi came to administer

his ancestral estates of Nosam samut one of his agnates, Calapati

Reddi, administered the samut, of Bhlmunipadu belonging to

Nosam samut which was made over to Asad Ali Khan as Tambu-
lam(?). Jayarama Reddfs regime lasted till Pingala

,
Vaisakha ha

30 when his son Narasimha Reddi succeeded him and administered

the estates. The Uppulur samut was likewise under the rule of

Narasimha Reddi, the son of Calapati Reddi.

During the regime of Narasimha Reddi, son of Jaya Rami
Reddi, in the year Kalayukti

,
Adhika Asddha month, Asad Ali

Khan of Banganipalie laid siege to Mukkamalla in order t)

collect arrears of Peshkist. After withstanding the siege, he sued

for peace and agreed to pay the balance upon which Asad Ali Khan
raised the siege and retreated. Sugsequently when the armies of

the Company were marching in these tracts, Narasimha Reddi
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surrendered himself and he was sent to Kambham. His estates were

contiscated and the village of BhTmunipadu was also confiscated from

Asad Ati Khan and included in the taluk of Kovilakuntla. The
Uppuluii chief Narasimha Reddi, son of Calapati Reddi was also

captured and despatched to Gutti. Both of them were sent

together to Bellary and interned there.

The Company now undertook the administration of the country.

Col. Munro appointed Bindu Raya as Amildar of Rudravaram,
Mundlapadu and Griddaluru samuts, while Uppulur samut was
inc uded in the Kamalapuram taluq.

(The Kaifiyat ends with the usual details).

3. Provincial account of the Cennur district including the at count

of Cuddapah.

(The first few pages contain a mythological account of the holiness

of the town of Cuddapah.)

Inscriptions in the following places are noticed in this section:

Puspagiri, Pattapurayi Cenduvayi, Vogjuru, Siddhavattam, Joti,

Gangapuram. Maidakuru, AnnalSra, Virappalle, Jurvalapalle,

Atluru, Kotluru, Attirala, Guntlapalle, Bodecerla Brahmana-
palle. Paddanapadu, Patacuddapah, Varrikunta, Sembaka,
Kadapapalle Cennur, Ghandikdta, Dasaripalle, Sunkesula, Cintala-

putturu, Goturu, Cuddapah, Suryakumara pass, Jillella Putlampalle,

Ailidona, Koppolu, Cinna Macapalle, Rudrayapalle, Gurrampadu,
C i ntakomrnudinne Moyyillakaluva, Camullapalle, Ambavaram,
Pendlimarri, Eguvapalle, Kampalle, Dugganapalle, Ponnam-

palle, Gurrampadu, Peda Ceppalle and Marapuram and Tappeta.

During the rule of the Cola kings, many temples at the place

were renovated and new images of Vinayaka Basavarma, Gangadevf,

Jogulamma, CannakesavasvamT, Brahmesvara. Mavila Nallamma.
Ma 1 1 ikarjunasvami and Jambavantudu were set up. A tank was*

p

dtig to the south of the village.

Subsequent to Cola rule king Bhuvanaikamalla ruled over the

fegiorr He was followed by king Jagadekamalla raju one of whose
inscriptions, dated £aka 991 is found at Sivapuram, Kandanavolu
taluq.

His successor was Trailokya Malliraju (or Vallabharaju), who
founded the city of Trailokyavallabhapuram 10 miles west of Cudda

-
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pah, and the place is called Vallur. An inscription of the King,

written in ifala Kannada and Tamil Grantha, is found at Puspagiri

and it bears the date? S. 10(0)2, Siddharti, Magha su 11 Thursday.

(Vide 15-3-53. Ms. p. 52; copies ARE 317 of 1905.)

Belonging to the same region there is another inscription near

the above. (Cf. 15-3-53. Ms. p. 159—NOT copied by the Office of

the Government Epigraphlst.)

Subsequently when King Ahavamalla was ruling, the villages of

Natturu and Podapadu were granted to god Xndresvaradeva of

Cintalapatturu. In the reign of this king Murari Kesavaraju Soma-
devaraju, the lord of Kalukadapura granted to god Indresvara-

devara the village of Veduceruvu.

Some time later king Nallasiddhicodaraju ruled over the coun-
try. Then Veluri Brahmi Reddi founded a hamlet about 10 miles

west of Cuddapah. There he constructed a fort and fixed his

headquarters. He renovated the temple of Venkatesvara at Cudda-
pah. Several tanks were also constructed. This Brahmaya Reddi
later founded another village, Prabhuvulavldu (Badvel taluq) of the
Ahasam pciyakattu where he built a palace for himself and his retinue

and stayed.

(Vide Ms. 15-4-28 Ms. p. 157.)

The descendants of this Brahmi Reddi came to be known as

Vaddi JRajus and ‘they ruled over these regions with their head-

quarters at Prabhuvulavldu and Modupuru where they had their

elephant-stables.

Subsequent to this* Brahmi Reddi Bilpuri Rijjana ruled over

tliis region.

(For details of this inscription—vide Ms. 1 5-3-53

>

Ms. p. 169, Pushpagiri Inss.)

Eater king Simhana Bhupati exercised sway over this region.

The subsequent ruler of the region was Gandagopaia Tirukalideva.

The kings of Nellore subsequently ruled over this region. They
were followed by king Prataparudra of Warangal, who conquered
tne Vadae king* of this country and brought the region under His

rule.

The following chiefs ruled over the country when Prataparudra

Maharaja was exercising sway from Warangal- 1. Jannayadeva

Maharajulu; 2. Tripurarideva Maharaju; 3. Gangaya-SaHini

;

M.L.—35
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4. Ambadeva Maharaja; 5. Tripuraniakade v^a alias Tripurarideva;

son of Ambadeva ; 6. Gangaraju Tirupatideva Maharaju ; (Then

follows the account of KakatTya Prataparudra’s conquest of Tripurari-

deva the annexation of the Ghandikdta region and appointment of

Jutlaya Lenka Gonkaya Reddi, his son, as ruler over the country).

After him the Vijayanagar rulers were in possession of this

region. Then follows the usual account of the Muslim invasions.

The Kaifiyat proceeds to give an account of Masjid Khan’s

career, his reduction of the Vemula chiefs, his attack upon) Ghandi-
kota, the partitioning of the Subah of Cuddapah between him and
Ganau Miyya, his fight with the Awk chiefs, his return to Siddha-

vattam and quarrel with the Sahukars, his invitation to the

Mahrattas under Balvant Rao to come to his help, hi$ quarrel with

the Mahrattas and death in battle against them.

Masjid Khan’s rule lasted from saka 1675, Srimukha to 2§. 1678,

Isvara. He was succeeded by Halim Khan who ruled for two years.

After his death, the Mahrattas released Mosum Khan alias Moce
Miyya from prison and installed him as the Subahdar. In return

for their services to him , Moce Miyya granted to their leader

Murari Rao of Gutti the slmas of Gurramkonda, Raycdti, Pulivendla,

Vemppalle, Palanapalle, etc., yielding a revenue of eleven lakhs of

rupees and made peace with them. The Mahrattas held the estates

for six months after which they left the country. Moce Miyya,
however, continued to make payments now and again to Nizam Ali
Khan and the Mahrattas whenever they threatened to give him
trouble. He was Subahdar from Saka 1680 Bahudhdnya to 1682,

Vikrama when he fell ill for two years during which period Halim
Khan, the son of Masjid Khan looked after the administration of

the Subah.

(For a more detailed account of his rule vide Ghandikdta
Kaifiyat, 15-3-29.)

The Kaifiyat, proceeds to give an account of the administration

of Bahadur and Tippu which contains no new information except
that in the time of Tippu, Cennur taluq(?) was divided into six

districts: 1. Cennur, 2. Old Cuddapah, 3. Ganganapalle, 4.

Cintakommudinne, 5. Kajipeta, and 6. Mamillapalle.

Then the Company ruled over this place.

The Kaifiyat ends with the usual details regarding the changes
effected during Company rule, and with the lists of villages hamlets,
temples, etc., in the Cuddapah sima and Kasha.
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1. Kaifiyat of Pedavenuturla in the Koilkuntla district.

The village was so called on account of extensive Venuturu trees

which were cut down by the first occupants of the village site.

Alter the Vijayanagar period it passed into the hands of Pemma-
sani Timma whose Karyakarta (manager) fixed his residence there

and improved the village.

During the Muslim regime Bodili Lingappa was governor for

some time. At the instance of his wife LaksmT, he founded a

hamlet in her name (Laksmakkapalle) and gave it to Brahmans as

an agrahdra. When his power ended, the village ceasing to te ?n

agrahdra merged into Circar. A Ramayya constructed a fortress1

around the village. It was subsequently repaired by one Krsna

Reddi.

The village and its hamlet received at various times much bene-

ficial improvements at the hands of its inhabitants, chiefly Reddis,

women not excepted.

Even during the rulers of Mayana at Cuddapah, this village

was owned by the Reddis. Except for a short period under Haider,

the village was thereafter claimed and owned by Hanumagundam

zamindars. It continued under them for two years after the Com-

pany’s occupation. When the Sumsthdnam was confiscated from

them, the village passed to the Company.

2. Kaifiyat of Coladarasi (village).

Just north of the village Kalamalla, the chief place of Kovila-

kunla, a small village on the back of the Kumudvati was improved

and called Ramakrsnapura by the ruler called Mallarayalur. This

village along with • many others, came successively under the

Kumaratimmaya and Papayadeva Coda. Krsnaraya, Acyuta and Sada-

siva of Vidyanagara ruled the kingdom. Sadasiva granted Koilkuntla

and other villages to the Nandela chiefs as ndyankara. During the

reign of Srzrangaraya of Penugonda, the village was granted to
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Hand© Devappa Nayaka who called it Coladarse. Later it was

under the Sultans of Bijapur and the Muslims before it finally passed

to the Company.

3. Kdkaravdda account.

There were two petty villages known as Peddapadu and Cinna-

padu west of the Kumudvati river about 20 miles north of Hari-

ghandikota in the Renadu-country. On the decline of the two

villages Kakaravada was founded. The village was' under the sway

of Vijayanagar rulers and Cuddapah chiefs and went finally to the

Company.

4. AHum Kaijiyat.

Local tradition ascribes the origin of the village’s name to* one

Allamma Naidu, who kept a number of cows at the place and one of

them exhibited some form of divine instinct in it. Cow in Telugu

is Avu and the name might have been from Allama Naidu or Ava.

The village continued as an agrahdra under the Vijayanagar

kings, Hande chiefs, and the Muslims till the Company took it.

6. Kaifiyat of Reddivdri Jambaludinne villagef—

On the north bank of the Kumudvati river there was a village

known as Kondareddipadu and the karanam of the place gathered

a number of families and founded a village called Jambuladinne »>n

account of Jammu grass found in abundance in the place.

During the early days of Vijayanagar, this village was granted

to God Venkatacalapati of Tirupati to meet the expense of a certain

ceremony. A temple for Venkatesvara was also built in the village.

Ghandikbta Timma during his governorship over the district left

this village in possession of his guru (Jiyyangaru) to conduct with

the proceeds from it the Tomdla seva (a certain rite) to. God. It was
under various chiefs before it ultimately went to the F.nglish.

8. Yerragudi (village) Kaifiyat.

The Kaifiyat gives a summary of documents and statements of

distribution of lands available with the karanams of the village.
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1. Account of the hill of Yadavagiri in Adoni District.

This relates the sanctity of Yadavagiri as stated in the Naradiya-

purcina.

2. Kaifiyat of Adoni :

From the time of king Yadusekhara this place is known as

Yadavagiri. Panksit, Janamejaya, Satanlka, Asvamedhadatta Maha-
ksevendra and his sens Rajanarendra and Somendra, and

Somendra’s son Uttungabhuja ruled over the place one after another.

The town built by Yadusekhara near Yadavagiri became deserted in

the course. Then follows an account of the right sites in Adoni.

Details regarding the construction of a fortress in Yadavagiri and

the observance of certain festivals are given. One Mullappa was

ruling the place and during the reigns of the succeeding Vijayanagar

kings, further improvements toi the fortress were made.

Hampi is mentioned where a fortress is stated to have been built

with the aid of Mabappa. This was later on connected as Vidya-

nagara, capita! of Vijayanagar. Mullappa was succeeded by several

Vijayanagar rulers who held Adoni under their sway.

In § 1488 Raktaksi, a great battle took place at Holugondada-

halla Rakkasiki Tangidi in the Haveli taluk, at the confluence of the

rivers Krsna and Malapahari between the armies of Ramaraja and

the Muslim Nawabs, namely Ali Adam Shah of Bijapur and Kutub

Shah of Bhaganagar (Golconda) and Nizam Shah Bhair, the Sultan of

Daulatabad. In the battle, Ramaraja was defeated and put to death and

the victorious Muslims entered Vijayanagar and having plundered it

went back to Bijapur. Since then, Vijayanagar began to decline. At
the time of Ramaraja’s death, Koneti Kondamaraju, son of Konam
Raju who was the brother of Ramaraju was the Governor residing

with an army. Sakkar Daulat Khan, the minister of Bahadur Shah
of Bijapur besieged Adoni with a large army. The siege continued

for two years and three months and the besieger obtained the fortress

in Saka 1489, Fasli 976 on terms of lease while Kondamaraju,
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retired l to Penukonda which he obtained. When Kondamaraju was
in Adoni, in the year S 1487, two powerful Sardars or generals called

Rangadasari and Timmalayya constructed a rampart (Burusii) and
engraved an inscription on it. The two Sardars continued to live at

Ad5ni. He was succeeded by Sher Khan who occupied it for three

years, and in 981 Yakhilas Khan held it till the end of 986 Fasli.

Galab Khan succeeded him and retained the fortress till 992 Fasli.

Sham Sher Khan ruled it from 993 to 995 Fasli; again Galab Khan
from 996 to 1007 Fasli.

During the military regime of Galab Khan as Subedar over
Adorn district, on the advice of Rangadasari and Timmadasiari he
imprisoned Nagarasayya, Tippaxasayya and Saxtkarasayya. Naga-
rasa and Tipparasa with the help of a washerman escaped* from
the prison. Sankarasayya who was still in prison, was brought out

and was thrown down from the hillock Bandrakallu, as a punishment
for his runaway brothers. Naga and Tippa got 4000 horses from the

Padusha and accompanied by the army they scaled the fortress wall,

entered! the fort and took Galab Khan as prisoner. He was sent to

Padushah of Bijapur and at Adoni Naga and Tippa continued as

governors for one year.

Tippa became a Muslim and as a Muslim he was given the name
Har Khan by the Sultan. Piar Khan was followed by Muslim succes-

sors.

During the reign of the last of Adil Shahs in the year Fasli 1096,

Alamgir came with a large army upon Bijapur and gained the place.

He appointed his Vizier

,

Ghazuddin} Khan to take possession of

Bhagnagar. In S. 1608, he left Bhagnagar and besieged Addni and

dominated over all the surrounding territories. Masud Khan did not

yield and hand over the fortress. Gharuddin aimed the cannon

against Jumma Masjid, which was constructed! by Masud Khan, and
discharged shots. Masud Khan left the fortress through Tummalam
gate on the north side with his wife and children and a portion of his

army. A Ksatriya Raja Anup Singh was sent to subdue Adoni terri-

tory, who came to the place with sufficient army and acquired it in

1098 Fasli.

Subsequently, Anup Sing committed suicide- Then Bhim Singh

followed by 500$ army, took possession of Adoni and began to rule

over it from 1104, Fasli. He had one collateral cousin remaining

with the Emperor. Bhim Singh became quite independent in his

administration and did not carry out the orders of the emperor. The
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Raja Himmat Singh who was his collateral cousin made several

complaints to the Emperor against Bhim Singh and orders were issued

for arresting Bhim Singh and bringing him to his presence. Himmat

with 25,000 army crossed the Krsna and encamped at the Kaveributra

Ghat. Bhim Singh hearing cf the approach of Himmat Singh died

in a pit of fire with his family and children near the tank in the

temple of Ramadeva east of Ad5ni. This happened in the year 1111

Fasli, Himmat Singh occupied the place and was ruling oven it-

Ghazuddin Khan came upon Adoni with his army and occupied the

hill territory under it. Himmat Singh yielded to him with ail his army

and became one of his generals. Ghazuddin stayed at Adoni for 7

years from 1112 to 1119. He appointed Sultan Ali Khan to admi-

nister the province and went to Hyderabad and made it his capital.

Ali Khan administered the place from 1120 to 1123 Fasli. In 1124

Khilji Khan Nizam-ul-Mulk, son of Ghazuddin; occupied Ad5ni and
governed the place till 1131 Fasli. He was succeeded by Sherif Khan
who ruled over Adoni from 1132 to 1136 Fasli and he was succeeded

by Tali Moti Khan who.ve admimstr.iti n lasted for 11 years from
1137 to 1148- Meanwhile Khilji Khan alias Nizam -ul-Mulk Hasab
Jah died at the end of Fasli 1156. Talimoti Khan was succeeded by
Himmatyar Khan and Hidayat Modeen Khan. Nazir son of Nizam-
ul-Mulk became the subedar of Deccan but he had an old enmity
against Hidayat Modeen and hence he started for Adoni with a large

army to capture him by surprise. Hidayat left his women in Adoni
fort and proceeded to Cuddapah where he sought the protection of

Pathans with whose assistance he wanted to get over . the ^danger

which he expected from Nazir Jung. But as the latter was' very strong

the Pathans refused to conspire with Hidayat against Nazir Jung.

Consequently Hidayat went to Arcot and took refuge under Muhammad
All Khan, its Sultan. While he was there, Nazir Jung went with
his army and encamped near Arcot and sent orders to Muhammad
Ali Khan to send Hidayat Modeen. But Muhammad Ali hesitated

to hand over Hidayat. After 10 days stay Nazir . Jung made a
strategam. He wrote a false letter to Muhammad Ali complaining
that though he promised to hand over Hidayat and asked Nazir Jung
to stay in his camp yet he did not carry out his promise. This letter

he gave to his own spies and instructed them to 1 pass through the
streets where HidayaC resided so that the messengers might be
captured by HidayaFs men that the messengers and the letter might
fall in his hands. After they were captured they are so instructed
that they should refuse to hand over the letter when more coercion
would be employed on them and there would be a semblance of reality
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in the letter. Thus the messenger® were despatched with the letter

which fell into the hands of Hidayat as expected, who went imme-
diately to Muhammad Ali and complained of his treachery and he

himself proposed to go to Nazir Jung as he was only his unlce.

Muhammad Ali denied his so-called conspiracy* with Nazir Jung and
any connection with the letter itself, and that the letter must have
been written to create dissensions between himself and -didayat.

However* Hidayat proposed to leave Muhammad Ali Khan’s refuge

and joined Nazir Jung.

Nazir Jung promised every safety to die life of Hidayat, but to

his Ambari a special guard was appointed to follow Nazir Jung. When
Nazir Jung and Hidayat both came with their contingents near Kur-
nool, Hidayat induced some of his faithful men at Kumool to kill

Nazir Jung and if they could do so Nandyal would be given to them.

The Pathans of Kurnool advanced against Nazir Jung and resisted his

march and killed him in this contest. Then his Dewan Raja Rama-
candra had to join Hidayat Khan with his army. Hidayat then

started for Hyderabad. When he crossed the Tungabhadra and went
as far a® Alampur there was a conspiracy in his own army and one
of the conspirators aimed his gun against Hidayat Modeen. The shot

passed through the heart of Modeen. Raja Ramacandra who was

sitting just behind him apprehending that the army of Hidayat would
attack him and other officers for arrears of pay and hence he so kept

thd body of Hidayat inclining upon himself and holding his hand and

waving to the soldiers to advance. The whole, army marched thus as

far as Pangal. The conspirators were under the impression that their

aim missed and any further attempt would reveal their treachery.

Hence they were contented to quietly march till any opportunity pre-

sented itself to them. Ramacandra entered the fortress of Pangal with

the dead body direct to the palace. There Nazir Jung’s army was
present while the army of Hidayat which conspired against him was
obliged to stand outside the hill fortress. Then Ramacandra sent

intimation of the death of Nazir Jung and Hidayat to Nizam Ali Khan
and his brothers who had to succeed to the Subha of Hyderabad. A
settlement was to come among Nizam Ali Khan and his brothers that

he should rule at Hyderabad and Salabat Jung Mugal Ali should be

ruler over Adorn, Raichur, etc., including Palejat and Raja Rama-
candra should be dewan for Nizam Ali Khan. All this arrangement

was made only on Ramacandra’s advice and through his influence.

To administer Adoni province one Khojja Nyamtulla Khan was sent.

MX.—36



When Hidayat Modeen died, his son, a young boy, Sadulla Khan
was administering the province from 1157 to 1162 Fasli. He was
assisted in the administration by his> mother and two Muslim Moulvi

Hasan and Modeen Khan. When in 1163 Fasli Khojja Nyamatulla

Khan came with his army to Adoni, the Begum and her two advisers

did not yield, and Nyamat besieged the place for six months. Un-

fortunately Sadulla died, and the Begum Saheb and her assistants,

handing over the fortress to Nyamat removed to Raich ur, where they

were allowed their expenses. Nyamatulla alias Tahavvar Jung
having his army at Ad5ni ruled; from 1163 to 1164 Fasli. In 1165

Basalat Jung suddenly came to Raichur and sent Safdar Jung to

administer Adoni province. Nyamatulla handing over the fortress to

him went to Raichur and met Basalat. In 1166 Basalat went away

to Adoni appointing Irayatulla Khan to govern Raichur province,

during this period the rights of Nadugauda and the lands and cus-

toms pertaining to the offices were all returned to the former officers

except the suzerain power which was kept by a governor who took

the two provinces. Basalat had under his control the provinces of

Addni including Palejat and of Raichur with its Palejat, and Circars

of Mudugal and Guntur. Then he invaded Gadwal and Surapur

estates and bringing them under his control obtained Pesh Kist

(revenue) from them. In 1183 Fasli Hande Gamappa Nayudu,

Zamindar of Bellary rose against Basalat, who sent enough contin-

gent under Raja Devi Cand to bring him down. Devlcand be-

sieged the fortress of Bellary. Ramappa appealed to Haider for

help, and Haider came to Bellary with his army in the year Man-
matha. In the engagement that took place between the two armies

Devi Cand was cut down and 15 districts including Bellary, Kam-
pili, Nagalapuram, etc., came under the administration of Haider.

In 1184, Fasli, Haider advanced against Adoni with his army and

encamped near Kalabhavi for 8 days and Basalat Jung sent a

Brahman Sinappa who was a clerk under Savukar Vallabha Sundar

to arrange terms of peace with Haider. Three lakhs of rupees was
offered to Haider who raised the siege and went his way. And
Basalat was governing the province already mentioned. Nizam Ali

Khan gave the jagir, the Circar of Mudugal, to the mother and wife

of Hidayat Khan. The name of the wife was Kali Begum.

Tippu captured the place and appointed his general Kututhaddin

Khan to be governor of Adoni. The last Muslim governor was one
Safdar Jung and finally it went into the hands of the Company.
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1. Kaifiyat of Mariampalli Zamindar in the Dupadu District.

During the reign of Krsnadevaraya of Vijayanagara, a certain

Sayappa Nayaka of 20 years hailing from Potturu on the bankst of

the R. Krsna received an amaram of the village of Gudipadu, a

village 16 kos east of the Srfsaila hill and ordered him to remain in

service under him. In course of time, Sayappa Nayaka’s son, named
Vengala Nayaka was put under the service of the Raya. Vengala

Nayaka succeeded to the enjoyment of the amaram village of Gudi-

padu after the death of his father.

Vengala Nayadu, after being in service for 40 years and manag-
ing the Amani affairs of the Dupadu taluk, died. His sonj Venkata-

dri Nayudu likewise served the Rayasamsthanam for 50 to -60 years

and died. His son Sayappa Nayudu was just bom at this) date, i.e.,

Saka 1477,' and he was also known as Rangappa Nayudu. jBy the

year Citrabhanu corresponding to Saka 1504, i.e., when he was 27

years of age the Raya Samsthanam fell owing to the invasions pi
the rulers of Golkonda, Bijapur, Handanagar (Ahamadnagar) and

Bidar, viz., Abdulla Qutub Shah Padshah Muhammad Adali Shah

Padshah, Nizam Shah Padshah of Handanagaram, Imashah Padshah

of Nagapuram, who occupied Vijayanagar and Penukonda Rajyas.

During the administration of these Muslims the Boya tribes, Kolli-

varu and Jallivafu caused great trouble in the Sri^aila region so that

the country fell into a state of- anarchy. When the Padshah of Gol-

konda came to know of them he entrusted the task of subduing the

Boyas to Sayappa Nayudu. Acting in accordance with the orders,

Sayappa Nayaka ably aided by Ramappayya, completely brought the

Boyas under subjection in the course of cne or two campaigns and

placed his garrisons in the Boya cities’. Accompanied! by Manne-

pallayya of Ravuru, a RafabandhuvuCT) and the Velama Papa

Nayadu of Korlu Kunta, Sayappa Nayudu proceeded td the court of

the Padshah at Nialahar (Naushahar) (a new city) where he presented

himself before the Padshah, who complimenting him on his success,

granted him the taluks of Atmakuru, Siddhapuram, Dupadu and

Cumbam as jagir and the right to collect Marine Kavali Rusum at th"



rate of 2 varahas per 100 varahas of tax (Sistu) payable by each vil-

lage in the Desa(?) and other small dues (?). Mannepallayya and

Papa Nayadu were given a few villages and ordered to faithfully

serve their master Sayappa Nayudu. In course of 'time Sayappa

Nayaka and his family acquired the general family name of

Sayapanayanivaru.

Sayappa Nayaka had a son called Gangappa Nayaka. In Saka

1514, Nandana (? 1592) Sayappa Nayudu died and was succeeded by

Gangappa Nayaka, who rose higher in the estimation of the Padshah

than his father. Besides the jdglrs and the right to collect other

incomes which he inherited from his father, he was given other

jagirs, viz., Kondavidu, Vinukonda, and Mrityujan nagar Talukas.

In Hijri 1023 (? 1614 A.D.) the reign of Sultan Abdulla Qutub Shuh

Padshah came to an end.

In course of time Gangappa Nayudu had a son Venkatadri

Nayudu, who from his young age was associated with his father in

the affairs of the state. In the year, Saka 1533, Sadhdrana { ?) Vird~

dhikrt 1611 A.D. Gangappa died and Venkatadri inherited the jdgirs

of his father. Being a great devotee of god Mallikarjuna of SrT^aila,

he improved the village of Daddanala and converted it into a town
in order to provide facilities for the pilgrims proceeding to SrTsaila,

on the way to which place, Daddanala lay. For this he took the per-

nrssicn of the Padshah. He fixed his headquarter* there. Within a
short time Daddanala became a big town containing five hundred
Marwadi Merchants and 500 K5matis etc., and covering in extent a

space of 3 kos. East of Daddanala he founded the village f Ven-
katadrinayanipalem where he erected a shrine for god CennakeSava,
to the west of which he dug a big tank called Gandiceruvu. Further,

he renovated all the temples in his jdgirs and made gifts to Brahmans.

Although a large, part of the country was under Muslim rule,

Venkata Devarayaiu of the family of Araviti Tirumaladevarayalu
who was related to the family of Kr$nadevaraya was administering
certain portions of the country.

Before he died Venkatadri Nayaka renovated many temples and
made arrangements for proper worship in them. At the time of his

death he left two sons Venkatapati and Siddhanna, Their paternal

aunt Akkamma, founded a shrine for God Venugopalasvami in the

village of Millepaile, about 2 kos east of the Cenr<aks£ava temple and
set up an inscription recording theevant. The temple is said to con-
tain beautiful sculptures or paintings or both.
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The two brothers Venkatapmti and Siddhanma reported the death
of their father to Muhammad Adali Shah (Abdullah ?) Padshah;, who
receiving the news ummoned them to the court* At the court of the

Padshah, they submitted all the documents in their possession on
seeing which the Padshah was pleased to confirm the grant of the

same jdgirs made to their ancestors on them. Yenkatapati died

leaving two young sons Timma Nayuciu and Ragappa Nayudu under
the care of their paternal uncle.

Owing to 1 * is inability to administer all the jagirs,
the Govern-

ment took over under their administration (amantam or amanitam ).

In course of time, the two brothers came of age and taking along
with them Ravuri Annagaru, Venkanna of Korlukatta, a Velatna by
caste, the Sadvaru and the Nallativaru, both of the Boya caste, and

a body of troops, they presented themselves at the court of the Pad-

shah, Muhammad Adali Padshah (Abdullah ?) at Golkonda. They
showed to the Padshah all the documents in possession on which the

Padshah was pleased to recognise them.

About this time, the Padshah was despatching a body of troops

against a few muslim jdgirdars and Umraos (nobles) of the north and
he sent along with them these two brothers. In reward for their

services, the Padshah restored to them all the jagirs that had been in

their possession issuing fresh sansds and besides these, several addi-

tional territories, viz., DarijSi, Peeluru, (?) and Podile simas were

granted. Timma Nayaninga.ru looked after the ad mi nistration at the

Sarkar (Government) and Rayappa Nayaningaru in the Taiukas.

Timma Nayaningaru left two sons Peda Venkatadri and Cina
Venkatadri before he died in Saka 1578, Durmukhi (1656). As the

two brothers were very young their uncle Rayappa Nayuciu adminis-

tered the KLondaviti sima himself and. the other Taiukas through
Diwans and Matsadis until they came of age.

Just at this time, troubles arose in the southern patents where
several pdlaiyagars set at naught the authority of the government and
began to indulge in rebellious activities and Cina Venkatadri was
ordered by the Government to proceed against them at the head of a

body of troops and bring them to subjection. While Cina Venkatadri
was thus absent from his dominions, and finding the moment oppor-
tune, the Amir Mir Fakhrulla suddenly fell upon Dacjdaaala and
plundered the town. As he was proceeding against the place of the

Sayapanayani family, Peda Venkatadri, although not so brave and
courageous, decided to oppose the enemy. But he died. As there

was no one else powerful enough to oppose the enemy, the palace



was given up to plunder. The ladies of the harem saved their honour

by consigning themselves to flames. An infant son of Cina Venka-

tadri Nayadu, Malikarjuna bv name, was secreted out of the palace

through a window by a maid who took the fugitive to the Kopciavi-

tisima where she placed him under the care of the Ravella and the

Killaru families who were related to the Sayapanayani family by ties

of blood, and who were living at Talluru and Takkelapadu. After

completely plundering the town of Dadcfanala including the palace

Mir Fakrulla camped outside the city and was taking stock of the

amount of plunder taken in the city and the palace

Finding that none else of his family was left alive, Cina Venka-
tadri retired to Yaragondapalayam and killed himself in the temple

of Vrscikala Malie^vara in the presence of the god. As there was no
ruler left to conduct the affairs of the Samsthanam , many estates were
converted into Amanis (i.e., Government administered estates) except

the Dupatisima which continued to be administered by officials sent

by the Government. (?) From this date, i.e., gaka 1632% Vikrti, for

ten years, the Dupatisima, was administered in the manner. The ruler

of Golkonda about this time was Asaf Jah Nizam-uI-Mulk. By this

time Sayapanayani Mallikarjuna who was living at Takkilapadu had
grown up and he was looked after by the Rajabandhus (i e„ distant

relations of the Sayapanayani family) the Munusaddis » the Surepalle

family and the Malupuru family who were Niyogi Brahmans.

At this time there lived a seventy year old member of the Saya-
panayani family, named Toganna Garu, who was the grandson of
Siddappa Nayaka the brother of Venkatapati*

Grieved at the fate that had befallen Daddanala and the sarns

thdnam he went to seek the aid and counsel of the Rajabandhus at

Takkela and Talluru where after great deliberation it was decided to
represent their case to the Padshah of Golkonda with Mallikarjuna
appearing before him in person and with the favour of the master

( Dhani ) obtain the restoration of Mallikarjuna to his estate.

They represented to the Padshah the case of the Sayan3.yani family
requesting him to bestow the favour of granting an interview to

Mallikarjuna Nayadu. The Padshah was pleased to be informed of
the deeds of the Sayapanayani family and acceeding to the request
of Citi Vira R5ju issued the Pavwana inviting Mallikarjuna
to his court. On receiving the Parwana Mallikarjuna met with all

the paraphernalia bifitting ht's family status accompanied by his
relations. Mallikarjuna returned to his estate and fixing his head-
quarters at Eragondapalam, ruled all his Jagirs in all splendour and
dignity maintaining the high traditions of his family.
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While Mallikarjuna was thus ruling his estates, troubles arose in

his kingdom of Golkonda which was thrown into a state of anarchy.

The local amirs began to plunder the country. About this time a

certain wicked general of the name of Vibhuram Khan (Ibrahim

Khan) came at the head of an army including cavalry of his own

(Khasa ) fell upon Eragondapalem, the headquarters of Mallikarjuna.

After plundering the town in S>aka 1645 Vibhuram retires with his

army. Mallikarjuna left no issue and the estates gradually lapsed to

the government. The friends and relations of the Sayapanayani

family became scattered all over the country. There were rebellions

everywhere and the country was in a state of utter anarchy.

Some time later, a certain Kanala Reddi belonging to a family

different from the Sayapanayani family was administering the Dupati-

slma. For some time no member of the Sayapanayani family came
forward to challenge his right till Cannappa Nayadu and PurusOttama
Nayadu, sons of Sayapanayani Joganna began to make efforts to press

their claim and to which end they were collecting whatever documents
that were available and left intact after the city of Eragondapalem
was sacked and burnt. They obtained some documents and with

them the two claimants got their rights restored by the Padshah.

Later the region came into the possession of the Company.

2. KAVILE of Rame^varam written in a palm-leaf book con-

taining 1 10 leaves in the possession of Karanam NandavSrika
NErayanappa.

Continued in M. Mss. 52. (7)

8 : No. 5 : $02. Transcribed in L.R. VI. p 390.

There is nothing of historical importance.
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1. Kaifiyat of Kasba Cittiveli:

Situated in the vicinity of the Karigiri hill on banks of the

R. Bahuda or Ceyyaru, this region was originally rulled by Karikala

Cola. Other Cola sovereigns followed. It later went into the hands

of the Vijayanagar and Muslim rulers. During their rule the Matli

chiefs were in charge of the place. Finally Colonel Munro took it

over. The Kaifiyat ends with details regarding the list of tanks and
commercial products.



MANUSCRIPT No. 154

Wilson, p. 454, No. L1V. (7 Sections)

Taylor. Ill, p, 566, No. 54. CM. 851 (L. No. 689)

Shelf No. 15—3-9

Sec. I. Account of Dudhekopda in the Pancapalayam Taluk.

Sec. II. Account of Cammulap&lie in the Cennur Dt.

Sec, III. Account of Kasha Cennur.

Sec. IV. Account of Utukuru in the Cennur Dt.

Sec. V. Kasha of Kampili in Kampili (Kannada) (Omitted).

Sec. VI. Kasha of Kamalapuram in the Kampili Taluk
(Kannada).

Sec. VII Account of the war of Kumararama son of Kampili

raja (Kannada).

N. B. Sec. V. Omitted. (See Kannada Section).

Sections II, III and IV not traceable.

1. Kaifiyat of Dudekonda Pdlayam* in the Pancapalayam Taluk

:

This section begins with four inscriptions in Tamil grantha. The
founder of the Pdlaiyagdr family of Dudekonda was one Kampili

Raya of the Boya community. He was holding the hereditory post

of the dalavay (i. e. military commander) in Vijayanagar. In the

time of Acyutarfiya of Vijayanagar, he recruited large troops and

secured victory for the King in all directions. Consequently, he rose

greatly in the estimation of the Vijayanagar Emperor, who ordered

him to appoint his four sons (1 ) Jatangiraya, (2_) Vcnkatadasala

nayadu, (3) Venkappanayadu, (4) Papanayadu as wardens of peace

over the taluks of Adavani, Gutti and Ghandikota ordering him to

keep in readiness some troops and keep watch over these territories,

which had become disturbed. Accordingly, Kampiliraya entrusted

the samut of Gudiketa as Jagir to the care of his eldest son Jatangi-

raya fixing the rate of Kdvali tax, (Kdvalirokkam). The other three

sojts were granted the samuts of Kotakonda and Cennampalli as

(Dudekonda is in the Pattiko^da taluk, Kurnool Dt.)

M.L.—37
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jdgirs and were ordered to watch over the rcijya comprising Gutti,

Ghandiknta, Kandavolu, and Adavani for which duty a certain rate of
Kdvalirokkam, Dhanyam, Vartana etc-, was fixed as (their remune-
ration ?). The three brothers, after making the necessary police

arrangements in the taluk of Cennampalle, established their head-
quarters {sthala) at Yedduladoddi from where they administered the

surrounding regions. Venkata Dasalanayadu built a fort a Nalupotuia
Canugondla, a sthala included in the Nilagiripatnam and conse-

crated therein God CennakG^avasvami of Guadala building a temple
for the God. He made the place his headquarters and ruled from
there with all paraphernalia inclusive of infantry, cavalry, elephants,

camels and a brass drum. From this time onwards he got the family

name of Nalupotuia and the titles of Immadi and Mummadi besto-

wed upon him by the Raya. - He had four sons (1) Pedda Venkappa
Nayudu, (2) Ciena Venkappa Nayudu, (3) Pedda Tirumala Nayudu,

(4) Ctnaa Tirumala Nayudu- He had two younger brothers, Venkappa
Nayudu and Papa Nayudu.

In 3aka 1404, Sobhakrt, Vaiddkha su. 5 Friday* the Padsha of
Bijapur granted to the four sons of Venkatada^ala Na> udu the fort

of Adavani together with the keys of its main gate free of such taxes

like Petakdval rokkam etc. When they complained that their income
was not sufficient, they were granted the taluk of Canugondla as

Jdgir. The brothers had a sister Cilukammanayakuralu who was
married to Ganagandla Surataneni Venkappa Nayudugaru of Gana-
gaadla, who was of poor circumstances. At the time of the death of
Nalupotuia VenkatadSsa Nayudu, Cilukammanayakuralu requested
him that on account of the poverty of her husband, she may be
given some lands for subsistence. He accordingly directed his four
sons and two brothers to grant her a fourth part of their possessions
comprising the villages of Gundlakonda, Pandiralapalle, Lakama-
sagaram, Trippadonda, Linganenidoddi, together with certain dues
(Phalike) levied during times of Santa in these villages. Within a
short time after the death of Nalupotuia Venkatadasanayudu his

son-in-law Gonagandla Veakatappa Nayudu, gradually rose to
power in the Durbar and the sthala till he completely reduced the
members of the Nalupotuia family to subordination and insignifi-

cance. The four sons of Venkatadasanayadu continued to stay a!

Canugondla- His two younger brothers, Venkatappanayudu and
Pappanayadu feeling their position intolerable, repaired to a mountain
fastness to a place called Durgikoada, situated 5 kos west of Canu-
gondla. There they cleared the forest, repopulated the ctgrahara

*The correct date is S„ 1524. The other details given work out correctly to
this date. It corresponds to Friday 16th April, 1692.
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village of Godarayi situated near-by, which they extended and obtai-

ned from the Bijapur government the villages of (1) Durgi Kojda,
(2) Durgikoada Agraharam, (3) Bellakallu, (4) Kotiralla, (5) Kauni-
kedinne. They paid three thousand rupees tc the Government. Their
remuneration consisted of the taxes (sthavulu and vartanalu) such as

the Kdvali of the slmas of Adavani and Gulti and Kdvali in the

Government Dehat villages. They were probably the villages directly

managed by the government and their revenue directly collected by

them at the rate of 3 madas per 100 , dhdnyam of turns (at the ra*e

of one turn of paddy for 1 varaha). They were required to keep in

readiness an infantry of 200 soldiers at Adavaei-peta for the use

service of the government. All these details were written down on
Sanads which donees obtained from the Padshah of Bijapur.

The two brothers administered these regions with great care

enjoying the kdvali and other incomes. But in a short time differences

arose between them,' the elder of whom, Venkatappa Nayudu left the

seat at Durgikoada and founded his separate headquarters at the

Government village of Tuppada Pandikona, a hamlet belonging to the

village of Kurukunda. In course of time Papan ayaka died at Durgi-

koada and Venkatappa Nayudu came back to Durgikoada and con-

tinued to rule from there.

During the time of Ped da sami Nay aka, Murarayadu of Guddi,
in order to collect the arrears of rent of cauth (Cavudhalu) in these

regions came with an army, attacked the village and occupied it for a

month. He burnt the village. In this disturbance Peddasami Nayaka
fled from the place and took shelter at Kampatrala. The Sanads
were all destroyed during this avantaram.

Subsequently, Basalat Jung restored him to his old estate by-

giving him a fresh lease-deed. (kdvul) He soon came into conflict

with Burna Nayaka, the Polegar of Dhyanakoncla (Donakonda)
^ith whom he fought several battles. And when the Polegar was
taken to Adavani as prisoner (?) the trouble from him ceased. Pedda-

sami Nayaka had five sons, (1) Cennara Nayudu, (2) Nalla,

(3) Yarra Cennam Nayudu, (4) Ke^ava Nayadu, (5) Perumala
Nayudu. Four of these died without issue. The fifth, Perumala
Nayudu succeeded and carried on the administration as usual under
the Moghuls till Siddhdrti.

In Raudri, Aivayuja ha, the East India Company reformed the

administration of these regions by placing the villages in charge of the

Reddis and Karanams . As a consequence of this Perumala Nayudu
lost his power. He left Dudekonda and migrated to Patapalayam
in the Racuri-sima.
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Tak&rina Saheb was looking after the administration of these

tracts on behalf of the Company with his seat at Adavani. Lala-

manayaka, son of Cinna Ke^ava Nayaka, the descendant of Venkapa-
nayaka of Pandikona waited upon Takarina Saheb in the year

Durmati, and obtained from him Pandiksna, Puliksdu and other five

villages on kdvul. In lieu of Kavali~ra$wm which Takarina Saheb
refused to grant, monthly Amani was fixed. He was further allowed

to enjoy a yearly salary of Rs. 1200/- deducting which he was
required to remit the dues to the government. On the recommenda-
tion of this Lalamanayaka, Perumalanayuciu was summoned from
Patapaiayam and granted Pata Adavani with an annual salary of
Rs. *000/-. He was further given five villages which he was allowed

to cultivate and enjoy (Kammathala). Dudekonda was confiscated

to the government and Perumalanayaka was permitted to fix his

headquarters there. In the year Rudhirodgari factions developed
amongst the Reddis of Teraaakallu. The villagers rebelled against

the Company and during this disturbance Perumaianayudu retired to

Patapaiayam out of fear. The company quelled the disturbance with
their troops. Takarina Saheb occupied Dudekonda which had been
deserted by its inhabitants. The troops looted the place and carried

away all goods. The sanads and other documents were lost during
this disturbance.

On a fresh request made by Lalamanayaka of Pandikona,
Takarina Saheb invited Perum5.lana.yudu and restored him to his old
position. In the year Raktdksi , certain merchants who were on their

way to Adavani were robbed of their jewels. Perumalanayuda was
accused of this crime -by Jagannatha Rao, the Diwan of Gegana
Saheb and put under guard. In spite of the representations of the
Reddis and Karariams and other big men of the locality, he was
not released. Finally, Lalamanayaka of Pandikona stood surety for

him and got him released. In the same year Perumalanayudu cons-
pired with Antappa, Pamappapati Gauda and his son-in-law
Gurrappa Nayaka for the purpose of committing outrages on the
government. Gurrappa Nayaka wa* harboured by Perumala Nayaka.
The result of the conspiracy was that many highway robberies were
committed.

Having come to know of these robbers, Lalamanfiyaka of Pandi-
kona, who had previously stood security for Perumala Nayudu,
petitioned to the Collector Gegena Saheb that proper police arrange-
ments be made to put an end to these troubles. The collector

ordered the Tahadar (Tahnadar) Bhimarayudu to besiege Dudekonda
to prevent Perumalanayudu and his son-in-law Gurrappa Nayaka from
escaping. But learning of this earlier, they both effected their escape.
The next day Magadolu Sabeb, deputed by the Company reached
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Dudekonda in order to apprehend Amidar Perumaianayadu, but he
found the village in ruins and deserted. The two Karnams Nagappa
and Kr§nappa received him. They were asked to keep watch over
the village.

Lalama Nayudu of Pandikona, who had stood surety for
Perumala Nayadu, was now called upon to apprehend the criminal.
He arrested him. He kept him in custody. Perumala Nayaka was
taken to the Gutti fort where he was put in fetters and his belongings
confiscated by the government. His wife and sons Cenna Nayuclu and
P&panayutiu supplicated themselves before Gege Saheb at Adavani
and beseached him to provide for them some means of livelihood.
But the request was turned down and they were ordered to run away
beyond the River Tungabhadra. Perumala Nayudu is still in prison
at Gutti.

The Dudekonda and the Pandikona families are collaterals.

The administration of the Company over the tracts is continuing
upto the year Vibhava . The Dudekonda family, after migrating from
Canagandlapalle, existed for. 225 years.

(Genealogy of the Nalapotu Chiefs)

Genealogical table in the manuscript.

About 17 members of the Pandikona family are now enjoying

irtams in the villages of Pandikona, Pulikonda and Candoli.

The above genealogy without reference to any &aka date is now
in the possession of Nagappa and Krsnappa, the Karnams of
Dudekonda. In regard to Venkatadasala Nayudu alone, a £>aka date
is available. Nagappa is sixty years old and K^snappa is 55. Dude-
konda is now in ruins and there is a small shrine of Durga on it*

top.

7 (a) : Kdmpila Kaifiyats and Kdmpila Grama

:

Kamptla said to have been the capital of Trailokya Mallaraya
who built several temple* in that city and the autor has further

attempted to substantiate this from the evidence of an old fragmen-
tary Kannada inscription. He then narrates the story of a Singa

Nayaka a hunter who went to Devagiri to seek his fortune under
Ramadeva Raya. In one of the king’s hunting excursions Singa
Nayaka followed an iguana which entered an anthill. On
digging the anthill <§inga Nayaka discovered enormous wealth buried

in the place and on that site he built a town. He further exhibited

his po wers by killing a ferocious tiger a ad was thereafter popularly
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known as Mummacli £>inganayaka. When the Padshah of Delhi, whose

name is merely mentioned as “ Suratna 99 (Sultan) invaded Devagiri

and conquered the country, Mummacli 3inga Nayaka joined the services

of Malladevaraya of Rayadurga. After the demise of Malladeva-

raya dispute arose as to the succession and S'inga Nayaka taking this

opportunity kiiled Malla, the nephew of MalladCvaraya and ascended

the throne himself. His son was Kampila, who was named after bis

patron deity, Ram3£vara of arnpila. Kampila had five wives and

five sons and a sixth son was born to him by his wife Hariyala Devi,

who was named Kumara Rama, Kampila conquered many places

and built several forts and Kumara Rama fought with Prataparudra

of Warangal and brought immense booty. This brilliant success of

Kumara Rama against Prataparudra brought with it another

formidable enemy from the north and in a severe battle with the

Muslims Kumara Rama heroically fought and perished* After the

death of Kumara Rama Kampila left the country in confusion and
chaos.

The author then narrates the existence of "a poverty stricken

Brahman of Konnavara village, who later on became the illustrious

Vidyaranya. About his biography, his journey to Varanasi (Banaras)

the redemption of a Brahma Raksasa and the construction of temples

are mentioned by the author. Vidyaranya then built a city named
Vidyanagara in Saka 1258 (A.D. 1336), Dhatu and ruled over the

country himself.

He ruled over the country till the year S. 1284 (1362 A, D.).

Then it was under Vijayanagar Kings and Muslim rulers. At last it

was taken over by the Company.

7 (b) : Kaifiyat of Kamaldpura of Kdmpili Taluk(*):

This Kaifiyat almost resembles the Kampila Kaifiyat above. It

does not give an accout of Mummacli £>inga Nayaka and his successors.

This kaifiyat gives a mor; elaborate list of crops grown in the village.

They also differ in the list of villages in the various directions around
them and also in their boundary mar s. Both of them have men-
tioned that they are 12 miles apart from one another, KamaJapura
being situated to the south-west of Kampila. Bearing these minor
differences the two kaifiyats are identical with one another.

(*) This seems to be the sixth Kaifiyat in Wilson 9
hst.

The seventh and last section si not available.



TELUGU, KANNADA AND PERSIAN

Local Tracts

Telugu Ceded Districts. 56.

MANUSCRIPT No. 1 55

Wilson, p. 4,5, No. LV (6 Sections)

Taylor, VoL III, p. 567, No. 55 C.M. 852 (L. No. 610)

Shelf No. 15-3-48.

(Restored in L. R. Vol. XVII, pages 351 ff.)

1. Kaifiyat of Yadaki :

(N. B. This is a copy of Section 2 of Ms. 15-3-11)

2. Kaifiyat of Pamudi (with which, is incorporated

:

3. Kaifiyat of R. Pindkirii):

—

(These pages contain legendary stories regarding the holiness of

the R. Pinakini and the spot where Pamudi was later founded).

4. Kaifiyat of Errabandla (Pulivendla Tq.) with which is incorporated

5. Kaifiyat of Pancalihgalasvdmi and

6. Kaifiyat of Mallikarjunasvdmi of Gundala :

These pages contain a legendary account of the holiness of the

five lingas enshrined (in a cave) in the vicinity of Pulivendla.

The shrine is known as the Pancalingasvami temple and there

are several inscriptions in Telugu on the boulders near the

entrance to the cave. The writer of the Kaifiyat remarks that there

are other caves in the vicinity which are overgrown with trees.

They also contain a legendary account of the holiness of the

shrine of Mallikarjunasvami at Gundala, situated east of Pancalinga-

svami temple.



MANUSCRIPT No. 156

Wilson, p. 455, N. LYI (9 Sections).

TayloR, III, p. 567, No. 56 C.M. 853 (L. No. 613)

Shelf No. 1 5—3 — 43. (Restored in L. R. Vol. 34), pp. 35 iff

Title : Kaifiyat of the Ceded Districts (9) sections.

1. Kaifiyat of the diamond mines of Muniamadugu:,

Situated forty miles north-west of Ghandikdta the village of

Munimadugu alias Dattattreya Asramam was belived to have origi-

nally been the abode of many munis (ascetics). In later times the

village was peopled by a party of ryots from Pakanaclu. who dis-

covered diamond mines in the vicinity of the village and worked
them. They sold the diamonds to the Gujarati merchants at

Ramallakota. When news of this diamond trade reached the ears

of Pensmasan i Timmanayadu of Ghandikdta under whose jurisdiction

Muniamadugu was being administered, he claimed a share in the

output of the mines and supervised the working of the mines on a

large scale. He constructed a strong fort with 9 bastions around

Muniamadugu where he installed a garrison to look after the mining
works. In course of time the yield of the mines fell to a very low
figure. But in other places around Muniamadugu, viz. Cingani-

palle diamonds continued to be obtained.

News of the’ existence of these mines reached the ears of the

Padshah of Delhi through a certain Nadyalu, a native of Cingani-

palle, who went to Delhi and informed the Padshah. The Padshah
sent a force under General Mirza, who plundered these regions and
despatched loads of diamonds to Delhi. The Padshah thereupon
ordered his General to confiscate to the state lands where the

diamonds were largely found and work the mines under Government
supervision.

It was further ordered that if in other places diamonds in weight

more than a vardha were discovered they should be handed over to

the government. According to these new arrangements Muniamadugu
passed into the hands of the Muslim Khilladar Mizalan Saheb who
took into his own service the garrison left into the fort by Peroma-
sani Timmanayadu and he began to work the mines employing labour
contractors (gamikallu) for the purpose.
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During the time of Mizalan Saheb ? the Mahratta cavalry under
the command of Velugunurudu (?) fell upon this country and plund-

ered Ramallakota and other places. The merchants of the place

changed their residence to Muniamadugu whereupon the village grew
in importance and wealth with a total income of thirty-thousand

through several items of revenue. For 10 years this Khilledar

administered the village and was succeeded by Dasti Beg who held

charge for 20 >ears. He was followed by Syed Saheb who continued

to work the mines through labour contractors (?) (gamikallu) and in

his time nine villages came under his jurisdiction. He continued to

enjoy this Muniamadugu village in the time of Shah Alam Padshah.

Syed Baksh was succeeded by Kazak Khaskan who held charge of

the fort in the time of Muhammad Shah Padshah. He also enjoyed

the village of Aluru granted to him by Anavardi Khan. After some
time, he handed over charge of the fort to his foster son Mohandi
Avar Khan and entrusted the task of administration to his Diwan
Vyapari Naropant who was a Takht-Siaay, (?) and proceeded to

Delhi. Naropantuiu constructed a Baperi (?) around Muniamadugu
market.

Owing to boundary disputes between the Khilledar of Munia-
madugu and the people of Racerla Samsthanam, the latter requisi-

tioned the aid of the Mahratta Sardar Murari Rao who was
stationed at Madakaslra by sending their vakil Kambaluru Nara-

yanappa. The Mahratta Sardar came with an army to Racerla and
from there along with the army of Racerla Vengala Reddi marched
upon Muniamadugu and laid siege to the fort. The fort was razed
and the town was plundered. After receiving a nazar of 3j lakhs of

Rupees Murari Rao left for his place. The Racerla Chief returned
to his place.

Two years later Mohandi Avar Khan died and was succeeded by
his third son Abdulal Saheb who continued to work the mines as
before.

Murari Rao of Gutti came to this place once again and captured
Muniamadugu driving away the Muhammaddan Khilledar and his
brother from the place. Narasinga Rao was appointed the Sardesai
over this region inclusive of Betamacerla, Muniamadugu and other
villages and he gave fresh kdvuls to the people and the Gujarati
merchants Govardhanadas and others and carried on the administra-
tion of the regions the villages of which were reassorted under
different taluks. Haider and Tippu invaded and occupied the reaion
M.L.—38

^ *
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After Tipptfs death the Moghuls sent Candulala to administer the

country and on his behalf a certain Sadanand, a Kayastha by caste,

held charge of the village till Magha month when the region came

under the rule of the Company and Col. Munroe sent Venkatarayadu

to administer this village as Amil.

(The kaifiyat ends with a list of temples etc. 'I

2. This is a copy of a gift deed granted to, Tirumala Vedanta-

carlu of Venkatapuram, Cennamapalie District, by Pyapuli Venkat-

appa Nayinivaru.

3. Kaifiyat of Payapuli Samsthdnam

:

The manuscript gives the genealogy of the Mailevaru, the

samsthanikas of Pyapuli.

The following is the detailed account of the history of the

Pyapuli Chiefs as prepared by the present samsthanikas, Maile

Kenkalanayanivaru and his brcther.

There lived two brothers of the Boya caste called Maile Errama
Nayadu and Venkatappa Nayadu in the village of Vanipenta about

80 miles east of Vidyanagara where about this time i.e. Saka 1359,

Pingala , King Praudhadevaraya was ruling. The brothers had a

dream on the strength of which they wanted to construct a temple.

So they used to visit the Court of the Vijayanagar king every evening

and present themselves at the time of
e
Diviti-salam’ and return home

the same night. The king bestowed on the two brothers a fdgir com-
prising eight villages, and also the forest and hilly region around
Erragonda. They were also presented with the f llowing insignia

viz., 1 . Gurramukokalu( ? ), 2. Boddughanta
, 3. Paccipuvvulu, 4. Puli-

carmam , Tiger skin, 5. five-coloured banner, 6 . gali-ganggera.

They were given the commena or rwo-rnousana norse ana eight

thousand Kamatakam (infantry division?) and the dress appropriate
to the dignity. Bebbuli Venkatapab Nayadu constructed a temple
for God Cennaraya and in its vicinity founded a City named after

himself, viz Pyapuli.

In course of time the estate, with its headquarters at Pyapuli
grew in extent and wealth so that in the time of Cina Venkatappa
Nayaka, 15th in descent from the founder Venkatappa, nearly
thirty-two villages had become included in the estate. Besides these
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villages, the Chiefs added several more which they won by their

valour- In later times, during the time of Cinna Venkatappa Nayadu

in J§aka 1680, several villages were given away to Narasdngarao

Sarabir.

It is stated of Bebulivenkatappa Nayudu that he stayed for some-

time in the village of Teliki. When the King of Vijayanagar was

proceeding on a campaign in the eastern regions, Bebbuli Venkatappa

Nayudu accompanied him with a force, leaving the management of

the affairs in their Pyapuli Samsthanam in the hands of his brother

Errama Nayudu. In the fight with the Oajapati forces Venkatappa

Nayudu took the leading part and delivered a frontal attack. He
defeated the Gajapati forces and on this occasion the Vijayanagar

King bestowed upon him insignia like Elephant-howdah, Elephant-

banner (Nisan ), Tulva, Double fly-wisks Uthanu-pdvada, Macebearers

(<Chopudarlu-magurbulu), Naubat, Nagara, Dhanka, Chamata and

titles such as Pagidi-nasala-bebbuli, Nallamalahallakctllola and

Erramala-Ekangavira.

After some time his brother Errama Nayaka died childless so

that Bebbuli Venkatappa became the sole master of the samsthanam ,

which came to be enjoyed in succession by his descendants Coli

Nayudu, his son Venkatappa Nayudu and his son Errama Nayudu.

In later times it went by succession to Ragappa Nayaka and

his successors. The place was subject to attacks from Haider and

Tippu subsequently. When it went into the hands of the Company
Col. Munro was pleased to restore this region to the original

owners.

4. Kaifiyat of NaHapalle-Agrahdram , Pyapuli Taluq, CennampaUe
llaka :

This village was originally granted as< agrahara to Tirumala
Sankhavaram Tatacarlu by Maile Dasappa Nayaka, Zamindar of

Pyapuli in the year S. 1604. It continued to be enjoyed by the donee
and his heirs.

In the year Vijaya wnen iviurari Rao undertook me aamams-
tration of the country, the village continued to be enjoyed as

sarvamanya-agraMra
.

f

In the yqaxj ^evilarribi, Roti • Nara^^yp^ * the

subahdar of the region under Haider, confiscated the village but
regranted it on srotryiam tenure fixing the srotriyam , amount at
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24 Kantheraya vardhas .

Subsequently, when Appamma Nayudu became ruler of the

Pyapuli Samsthanam

,

the village was restored to the Donees as

Sarvamdnya-agrahdra as before- In the year Paridhdvit
during

Tippu’sr period of rule, there was a great famine and the village was

reduced to ruins.

In the year Siddharti, when Raja Candulal was administering

these regions on behalf of the Moghuls, the village was granted to the

then Inamdar as a sarvamanya-agrahara.

After the advent of Company rule in the year Raudri, Mr.

Munroe granted the village to the donee Sesacarlu.

5. Kaifiyat of Rayammapeta, Pyapuli Pargana Cennampalle

Ilaka :

This Kaifiyat contains the gift-deed regarding the grant cf the'

villages as Srotriycirri agrahdra.

6. Kaifiyat of Tekkalakote
, Balldri Taluk:

This place was under the rule of several Vijayanagar Kings and
finally went to the English East India Company. The manuscript
mentions a Nagadhara Raja as a brother of Harihara Raya of

Vijayanagar and says that he had ruled over the kingdom for six

years (§. 1300-1306) after his brother. 1

7- Kaifiyat of Vemulapadu
, Yadaki Taluk :

The village of Vemulapadu along with Pusalapadu and Tutralla

was in the enjoyment of a Raghava Reddi and Nobula Reddi of the

Kodide -kapu family when this region was under the rule of the
Nawab of Arcot Anavardi Khan. The Nawab’s Amildar Syed
Muhammad was administering these regions with his head-
quarters at TadipartL Regarding the Reddi office of the village of
Pusalapadu, a certain Vobili Reddi of the Balija caste belonging to
the Konapuram Reddi Community claimed it and was exercising his
rights. In so doing he utilised all the irrigation canals that were
flowing down to Vemulapadu by damming them and turning all the
waters to Pusalapadu. Further he fell upon Vemulapadu and
plundered it. So Krsna Reddi, son of Raghava Reddi of
Vemulapadu represented the matter to Syed Muhammad Khan of
Tadiparti in person. The Amildar presented him to the Nawab of

1 The Raja U not known otherwise.
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Arcot who bestowed on him a third part of the Yadiki porgana which

was divided into three tukdis (divisions).

Krsna Reddi greatly improved the cultivation of his zamin and

paid his dues to the government without default. His heirs

succeeded him. Mention may be made of Vobili Reddi who was

incharge of this region during Haider and Tippu’s time. It was

finally confiscated to the Company.

8. Kaifiyat of Pampa Ksetram :

(This is incomplete. It contains a legendary account of the

holiness of Pampa Ksetram at Hampi and its association with Siva

and his Gandharva devotee, Pampa).

9. Kaifiyat of Jainas of Peda Hoturu and Cinna Hoturu :

(KANNADA)

The village Kona Konde derives its name from Konda Kunda-

carya a Jain ascetic who was living in this place doing penance.

When this part of the countiy went over to the Mughals, a

subedar of Adavani who was summoned by the Padshah of Delhi

went to Delhi appointing Bommasetti as the temporary subedar of

Adavani. In his absence, this Bommasetti is said to have issued his

own coins bearing his seal, the weight of which was 1 gulganji less.

He was taken to Delhi to tender his explanations and there he. was
excused.

This Bommasetti had 8 sons the eldest of them being Kela-

ietti, who became the Chief administrator after his fathers’ demise

and a partition of the produce was effected by the brothers. The

names of the several children of these brothers who all became the

co-partners. The descendants of this family developed itself into a

huge list of coparcenus for this property. Under the English an

Inam was granted to this family.
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Title: Kaifiyats of the Ceded Districts

:

(5 Sections).

1. Copy of record found in the possession of the Nandavdrikas of

Caudesavari Nandavaram Village

:

In the Kali year 1570, Trilocana Maharaja, granted to Brahmans

a piece of land situated west of Ahobalam shrines and permitted

them to found an agrakdra at the spot. Accordingly, the Brahmans

settled at the place constructed two streets therein called Meraka

Street and Pallapu Street and gave them the names of Trilocana-

puram and Mridaniyam respectively.

Later, while Tribhavanamalla Deva Maharayalu of the

Calukya family was ruling at JayantTpuram his subordinates Atyana

Cola Maharaju, son of Sovana C5la (Peddana) of the Cola family of

the Kasyapa Gotra and (Ciddana?) Cola Maharaja were ruling these

parts. The latter granted to the Mahajanas the village of Mudivemu
by which new name Mridaniyam was called in the year §.1046

Calukya Vikrama year 49.

The inscription recording this has been copied and published in

ARE 350 of 1905, S. 1. 1. IX pt. 1. No. 207.

Later the Brahmans founded a temple for God Narasimha and

settled at another spot, east of the old Mudivemu site. They
constructed an agrahara at this place and it obtained the name of

Vira Narasimhapuram or Brahmala Mudiyam.

In Saka 1476 Ananda, Sadasivadeva Maharayalu granted a part

of the village to the Mahajanas and the other part was granted to

Nandyala Timmarayayyadeva Maharajulu as XJmbali and thus it was
included in the dominions of the Raya (Raya Ranuvaku Ankuva).
Mudiyam was included in the Ghandikota Sima which was attached

to the kingdom of the Raya (Raya Ranuvaku Celli). Nandyala
Timma Rajulayya perm tted the Mahajanas to enjoy their share and
in regard to his share, he made his own arrangements for the col-

lection of the paddi (dues in gold).
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In this manner this arrangement continued till the end of the

rule of Vira Venkatapatiraya, when the Raya Samsthanam came to

an end. Subsequently, Ghandikdta Pemmasaxii Timma Nayudu
administered this region and the village became greatly ruined owing

to the depredations of the Palaiyagars. At the instance of Pemma-
sani Timma Nayudu Brahmans came and once again settled at the

place. There is then a break in the manuscript and a mythological

account of the village follows.

2. Danda Kcivile in the possession of Homadri of Madavaram:

This contains lists of dates and eras. The details recorded are

spurious and wholly incorrect.

The rest of the Kavile contains a list of the Saivacaryas

Madhvacaryas , famous poets etc., and the years that have expired

since their time. The list is valueless besides being thoroughly

inaccurate.

3. Kaifiyat of Sri Cennakesavasvami Temple of Markapuram, of

the Dupdd Taluk:

After giving a legendary account of the temple it says that when
the King Telunguraya, subordinate of the Gajapatis came on a

pilgrimage to these parts, he visited Markapuram and having been

informed of the holiness of the place, he was pleased to make elabo-

rate arrangements for the conduct of worship and festival to the God.

He also built additional structures round the temple, viz. the

Mukhamantapa, ardhamantapa etc.

Subsequently, SIddhiraju Timmaraju, the ruler of Nellore, visited

Markapuram and granted to God Cennakesava temple several gifts

and constructed a big asthanasmantapa called Madhayarangam.
Koneti Kondarajayyagaru and Rangarajayyagaru constructed the

gopura, the prdkdra9 the yagasala, the Pakasdld, Asvamantapa, shrines

for Gods Narasimhasvaml and Gopalasvami Kalydnamantapa,

Srlranganayakuia-man/apa and the Emberumanar-mowrnpa. A tank

was constructed east of the temple and a shrine for Veriugopalasvami

erected on its bank. In the centre of the tank a shrine for Komara
Anjaneya was erected. Other improvements and additional structures

were made and the stone for these constructions was brought from
Dekanakonda, 12 kos from Markapuram.

Sometime later, during the rule of Kings Acyutadevaraya, and
Sadaiivadevaraya of the family of Bukkaraya and Harihara, a few
villages of the Koccherlakdta simd were granted.
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4. Account of Ulivindakotida Hill in the Kurnool Taluk.

While Bukkaraju was ruling at Vidyanagara. he had a tank dug

and a village founded at a place miles southeast of the Viluvidya-

konda Hill. The village was popularly known as Ravulapalle, on

account of the great many Ravi trees that grew at the spot. It

continued to be under Vijayanagar Kings. Later it was attacked by
Muslims and taken possession of by them.

5. Account of Gadwal in the Moghulayi Taluk :

In Saka 1215, Vijaya (?) while Praudhadevamaharaya (Pratapa

Rudra ?) was ruling at Vidyanagara (?) a certain Gona Kdta Reddi
of the Telaga caste and of the Midimella-gotra was holding the

office of Sardar under the King. By order of the King a fort was
built there. It was under the sway of Reddi chiefs.
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1. Account of Kurugodu village in Bellarv District :

The origin of this name for the village is referred to the short-

ness of the horns of Nandi.

In the village Voravayi which is 9 miles to the west of Kuril-

godu there are inscriptions which mention Rajamalla, his son

Nirmagala and his son Immadi Rajamalla. Another one mentions

the name of Basavadanda Nayaka, the minister of Yadava (?)

Narayana Cakravarti VIra Rallala Raya. A third one mentions the

name Jagadekamalla.

A list of the temples found in the village is given. This was

ruled by the dynasty of Mallaraya (Calukya of Kalyani). Then by

Kumara Rama (Kuradalli Bala Sangamaraya as his Governor) and

then by the Vijayanagar rulers*. Vijayanagar was founded in S 1258

by Vidyaranya. He crowned Bukka’s son Harihara;; his successors

then continued the rule. Sometime after, one Hanumappa Nayaka
who was under the service of Bijapur rulers was sent to consolidate

this part of the empire. His successors are given in a list

The genealogical list of the Hande Nayaks.

Hande Balada Hanumappa Nayaka

Ankusa Raya Devappa Nayaka Ramappa
*

|
Nayaka

I

Siddappa Nayaka Puda Ramappa
j

i Nayaka
I I

|
Prasanna Ramappa

[

Nayaka

I
l

Hire Cikka
Malakappa Maiakappa
Nayaka Nayaka

Cikka Nayaka

Devappa Nayaka

Ramappa Hanumappa Nayaka [

Nayaka
I i ! I

Devappa Nayaka. Hire Ramappa Hanumappa Cikka Ramappa
Nayaka Nayaka • Nayaka

m.l.—39



2. Kaifiyat of Hirehalu and the story of Kumara Rama :

The early part deals with the administration of village of

Tirthahalli until S. 1420 by Saluva Narasingaraya and its complete

dilapidation owing to the death of the inhabitants. Then a

description of the village of Hirehalu founded in S. 1459 during the

rule of Acyuta Raya Mallappanna is given* Some people met

Acyutadevaraya at Heiabanda while he was going to Penugonda

and with his permission revived the village. This village was

invaded by the Muslim army in the days of Rama Raya on their way

to Ballad. Buri Nayaka rebuilt the village with the assistance of

the few that were left uncaptured. A brief history of the succession

of Shanhogs and finally its restoration to the original family is.

found in this Kaifiyat.

3 . Another Hirehalu Kaifiyat :

A brief history of the village is found in the manuscript which

commences from the battle of Talikota between Rama Raya and
Adil Shah of Bijapur. In s. (?) (14) 54 the village was reconstructed

by the Gudekote king Sardura Banavi and was thereafter known as

Hirehalu. In S. 1693 Hyder occupied this which was given as a

jdgir to Krsnappa Nayaka. Tippu’s occupation was succeeded by
the Moghul occupation of this village.

The titles of Kumara Rama have been mentioned in this

manuscript. It may be noted here that Kumara Rama is described

as the lord of 77 forts.

4. Hirehalu Kaifiyat

:

Early part relates to Kumara Rama as praised by the Bhatt-

ars? and the later part recounts the adventures, perhaps, legendary
till his death.

5. An Account of Pooda Punnay (.Kuduttani) Village and of the
Kumdrasvdmi god in Bellari District :

The birth of the war lord Kumarasvami or Sapmukha for the
destruction of Tarakasura has been mentioned here according to its

usual puranic version.

The traditional account of the village begins with Karikalacola.

The village was later on occupied by Tribhuvana Malla of
Kalyani who got the temples repaired.
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The temples of this place were further renovated by his

grandson Vrittanta Cakravarti Jagadekamalla.

Viraballala of Yadavakula, king of Dvarasamudra consecrated

the Nemikesvara temple in this place. The manuscript traces the

subsequent history of the place till it finally passed into the hands of

the English.
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1. Kaifiyat of Gutti

:

To the south of Vijayanagar is situated the famous fort of Gutti

which was originally called the Gautama Asrama. It is stated that

King Bukka of Vijayanagar desirous of building new forts, selected

the spot of Gautama Asrama situated on a big hill which he

converted into a fort. A few villages that were lying around the hill

were clubbed together with a big village and added to the fort on

the Gautama Asrama hill and named Gauttidurgam. In course of

time, the fort and the village came to be called Jagatapi Gautti.

Bukka constructed a tank and a temple for god Ramasvami.

After some time Bukka died. Jagatapi Gutti continued to be

administered by officials sent from Vijanayagar who, fixing their

headquarters at Jagatapi Gutti durgevn , and sthala administered the

country' around. This arrangement continued till the time of the

Narapati king Krsnadevaraya. The latter was succeeded by his

son-in-law Ramaraja during whose regime, there was a war with the

Muslims, resulting in the occupation of the place by them.

Under the Muslim rule Gutti was made the headquarters of an

administration unit which came to be known as GutU-sarkar. The
income from the sarkar was remitted to the Government at

Bhagnagar or Haiderabad. The Magtmis under it came to be
known as Parganas belonging to it; all the parganas were under the

jurisdiction of Gutti. It was not formerly known as Cutti-sarkar

the terms Sarkar and Parganas came into use after Muslim
domination. The following officials held charge of the Gutti-

Sarkar. (1) Samirkhan, (2) Mir Abdeen, (3) Shah Mir Khan
(4) Paravarsh Khan. Subsequently, when the Subah of Cuddapah
was placed in charge of the Mayanas, a Pathan family by the

Government at Hyderabad, Gutti-sarkar continued to be directly

administered by the officials sent by the government at Hyderabad.
They were (1) Abdul Muhammad of Cuddapah, (2) Aruni Hajee (3)
Shah Niyamat
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About this time, the Hindu Sardar Murari Rao Ghorpade came
from the north with a force and fell upon the fort of Gutti. In

the month of Caitra of the year Citrabhdnu the fort was captured
and the Muslim Sardar taken prisoner. Murari Rao established

himself at Gutti with a strong garrison and effected great improve-
ments to the fort. For 24 years he held the fort and administered

the region around. He came to be well-known in the country

around as Mamalik-Katamdar.

In the year Manmatha, Haider Khan of SrTraagapatnam after

conquering and annexing Cuddapah, Gurramkonda and other

adjoining territories, fell upon the Gutti fort and with the fall of

Seiingapatam into the hands of the British. Gutti passed into their

hands.

2. Kctifiyat of Kanva's Asrcmiam in the vicinity of Farlapalle*

Kadari Dt

:

The Asram is situated to the southeast of Parlapalle. Kadiri taluq-

The temples of Mallesvarasvami, Kasi Vivesvarasvami and NTlakan-

thesvarasvami are situated at the Asrama. The three temples face

west. Shrines of Prayaga-Madhavasvami and Vighnesvara are also*

situated in this locality.

Then follows the story of Sakuntala Dusyanta and Kanva Rsi.

The place is considered to be very holy on account of the above
legendary association and during the annual festival in the month of

Kartika thousands of pilgrims visit the place. For the conduct of the

festivals in the temples a yearly grant of 60 varahas was settled by
the government which was continued in the time of the Mayana-

rulers till the advent of the Company rule when it was stopped.

3. Kaifiyat of the A hjaneya temple near Fariapalle, Karin

District :

The temple is situated west of Parlapalle at a distance of a mile.

In course of time the temple acquired great sancity and holiness*

owing to the worship offered by great numbers of people and

attracted attention of the rulers of the region. Recognising the

mdhdtmyam of the temple, the rulers of the locality bestowed upon
it the grant of a varsasana (yearly payment) of 12 varahas from each

village of the taluk and the sunkam of J ruka per day.

Owing to great political and other troubles the gift deeds and*

other documents pertaining to the temple income and property werer

destroyed and lost.



4. Kaifiyat of Erratimmarciju Ceruva „ Gutti Taluk :

After the death of Sadasiva, Tirumalaraju Aliya Ramaraju

succeeded to the rulership of the kingdom and during his reign

Erra Timmaraju was administering these parts. He visited God
Narasimha or Puleti-Raya and when he saw the rivulet Puleru he

conceived the idea of constructing a tank at the spot which he

carried out with the permission of the king. As a result of the

construction of the tank, the villages of Nagepallc, Gopalaparti and

Kodigundla became submerged in the tank and their inhabitants

moved to the vacant land east of the tank. The new settlement and

the tank obtained the name of Erra Timmaraju Ceruvu. The images

of Venkataramanasvami and Anjaneya were brought from Nagepalle

and reconstructed at Erra Timmaraju Ceruvu village and shrines

built over them. The Pahcardtri Brahmans were appointed priests

of the temple. After making these arrangements Erra Timmaraju

returned to Vijayanagar where subsequently he lost his life in war.

5. Kaifiyat of Lingagiri Zamindar

:

(It contains an account of the Lingagiri Zamindari covering the

period from Date Saka 1448 to S 1738 prepared from old sanads and
other paper records).

6. Kaifiyat of Several Diamond Mines in several villages in the

Cenrtur Taluq

:

This gives an account of diamond mines in the villages of the

Cennur Taluq.

7. Kaifiyat of Timmandyanipdlem:

The village was founded in the time of the Rayas by a certain
Pottara Timma Nayudu of the Ganneru-gotra, who hailed from
Nadigadda-Rajya. The Rayas macle over the village to him as
Jagir. Subsequently, the Government bestowed upon the Kdvali-
inam and the Suvarnadayam of the taluk. The same arrangements
continued in the time of Akkanna and Madanna and P'odili Lingappa
during which period Kancinayadu of the family of the aforesaid
Pottara Timma Nayudu enjoyed the jagir and the rusums. The jagir
was held subsequently by several chiefs.

’8. Kaifiyat of Brahmadevumarrii
* Contains nothing important.

Kaifiyat of Cinna Cigullarevu,

:

Contains a list of temples.

10. Kaifiyat of Palakonda Bomtnayya :

Contains nothing of importance.
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Kaifiyats of 11 places.

1. Kaifiyal of Penugonda:

When this place was a more forest two men, Kriyasakti Odayar,

and Cikka’ Odayar (Junior chief) happened to pass this country to

found cities. Cikka Odayar founded Dharmavaram which later on

became a large town. Kriyasakti at first encamped at Erumanci and

founded the town of Penugonda. Besides, two large tanks for

irrigation and the temple of god Nrsimha and a tank in front of it

for drinking and bathing purposes were also constructed. As the

town Penugonda extends over 3 or 4 hillocks it is called Penugonda

that is, a large hill. The fortress came as far as the gates of the

Village Eramanci near which stood the temple of Cennakesava. As
that God was of great power, the fortress wall had to be constructed

around the temple including it within. The temple of Cennakesava

received a large prdkdra and several mantapas.

Penugonda was called in Sanskrit Ghanagiri as it was founded

by a Ghana, a great man. After Cikka Odayar, Rajasekhara Raya
and then Candrasekhara ruled over this country. The kingdom

extended over the portions of Anegondi. When the last man was-

ruling over this country, Vidyaranya founded the city of Vijayanagar

and gave it to Bukkaraya who conquered Penugonda and the country

south of it. His son was Pratapadevaraya whose son was Harihara.

The king was pleased with a fakir at the place, ordered the1

construction of a masjid and granted him the villages of Kutungadu

and Kondakattupalle yie'ding three thousand rupees a year. The

fakir went to heaven. Till this day an annual festival takes place in

the month of Jamadisal and a number of fakirs from different parts

of the country gather there during the occas'on. After the reigns of

Narasimha and Vira Narasimha, Krsnaraya who conquered the

country between the Narmada and Rimesvara fixing hll capital at

Vidyanagaxa, passed through Penugonda.



Krsnaraya had no male issue. His daughter’s husband, Rama-

, raya, became the junior king who appointed his brother Tirum ala-

raya's servant Savaram Cennamma Nayaka as- the head of the town.

During his reign, by the orders of the king, the whole fortress was

repaired and the inner wall (pillakotta) was also erected.

During the reign Ramadeva Raya, Ali Adi] Shah invaded

Penugonda and invested the fortress for 12 years, at the end of

which the king felt that the fortress would be lost to the Muslims.

But by the grace of a Yogi the danger was warded off, for the time

being. When he set out for Badari 12 years later he advised the

king to remove his capital to some other safer place than Penugonda.

Accordingly, the king granted the country to his son-in-law called

Koneti Nayaka and removed to his southern capital, Vellore.

Koneti Nayaka was the husband of king's daughter by a concubine.

When Koneti was ruling over Penugonda and the surrounding

countries, Ranadaula Khan was sent with a large army by the Sultan

•of Bijapur who invested the fortress of Penugonda for 12 years

wasting and plundering all the country around it. But he could not

capture the fortress. The Sultan disgusted with the general, sent

him as present a set of bangles fit for a woman. Ranadaula Khan
felt it as a sign of great dishonour and made peace with Koneti

Nayaka on the following terms.

Penugonda was handed over to the Khan in Saka 1574,

Nandana Mdrgasirct ba 8. (Dec, 13/1652 A.D.). When Koneti left

the place for his new capital Kundumuru, he carried his gods of

worship and holy articles. The fortress was henceforward included

under Sira province, where Ranadaula Khan set his capital. And
in his behalf Abdul Hussain became the Khilladar. In 1584 Hussain

destroyed the Ramasvami temple and converted it into a masjid.

Soon after Emperor Alamgir besieged Bijapur and the Ministers* of

Tane Shah from Hyderabad invaded the southern countries. The
Viziers were called Akkanna and Madanna. They appointed Podi
Lingappa, Sankarasu as Subedar of Karnataka. During the siege of

Bijapur, Sankarasu by his military power occupied Penugonda and
ruled for 8 years. Alamgir conquered Bijapur in S. 1604 and
captured Hyderabad over which Kasim Khan Khada was appointed
as Governor. The latter went on a military tour and captured Sira

and thus the whole province came under him. Alamgir moved to

Payan Ghat and made peace with SrT Rangaraya, son of Venkatapati,
who was then ruling at Vellore. He was granted near the city of
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Anegondi a Jdgir called Pancmahal yielding a lakh of rupees per
year. Thus the whole country came under the Emperor. The
southern country was entrusted to the Sultan of Golconda who was
considered as the Vizier of the Emperor of Delhi. The following
persons succeeded to the State of Golconda one after another

;

Kasim Khan, Atash Khan, Kuradi Mumud Khan, Urdulla Khan,
Rustum Chak Kifxyat Khan, Galik Khan, Amin Khan, Dargakholii
Khan (for a short time), Mirasat Khan, Dargakholii (again), Abdul
Razul Khan, Tayar Mammad Khan, Dilavar Khan respectively ruled
over the province of Sira. During the reign of Dilavar Khan the
fortress was not sufficiently protected by an army. Kesavaji Pant
attacked the fortress in S. 1672. He captured it and stationed his

military there. He was the Amildar of Matakasila, Madakasira and
subordinate to Murari Rao who then invaded Trichinopoly. Kesava
held the place for eleven years. Meanwhile Haider Ali attacked
Penugonda and easily captured it and appointed Imam Saheb as the
Khilledar. In the year Vyaya Sivaram Ghodupada captured the
place. For a period of ten years the fortress was again under the
chiefs of Goot'y. In the year Durmukhi Haider captured the fortress

of Gooty with Murari Rao who was imprisoned and brought the

whole country under him. Haider died in the pass at Amur in the
year Subhakrit. His son Tippu ruled over the whole of his father’s

territory till the year Virodhikrit.

When the Company’s generals Mallis and Maedis encamped
near Srlrangapatnam against Tippu Sultan and during the ensuing
confusion of Murari Rao, captured Penugonda. He held the place
for 11 months, and in the year Parfdhdvi, a treaty was concluded
at Srirangapatnam. And Hindu Rao ran away from the fortress.

Thus the place once more came under Tippu. In the year Siddharti,
Caitra Tippu Sultan died in the battle with the English people. The
country was handed over by the British to Nizam Ali 'Khan, and
from the month of Jyestha Penugonda was under Muslim occupation
till the Mdrgasira month of Raudri when Nizam Ali Khan ceded
to the Company all the territory lying south of the river

Tungabhadra, arid thus this place came under Major Munroe who
was the general of the English. Till this day it is held by the
English^

2. Kaifiyat of Rdyadurgam :

This was the place where Sarangadhara a great siddha and son
of Rajaraja Narendra made his penance. The hill tribes occupied
the place and were committing plunder in the neighbourhood. When
MX.—40



the Narapati kings conquered this country one Bhupati Raya was

sent to occupy the place. He enlarged the town on the hillock which

was later on called Bhupatirayakonda and as the fortress was built

by the orders of the Rayas of Vijayanagar the place was renowned as

Rayadurgam. His descendants followed one another and were

ruling there. When Aliya Ramaraya was fighting against the

Muslims he invited the chiefs of Rayadurgam to assist him with their

armies. When the Hindu armies fell under the Muslim onslaught,

the chief and his descendants also died on the battle-field. The hill

tribes again and again occupied the place.

3. Kaifiyat of Utsangi Durgam, Harpanahalli Taluk :

The fortress stands upon a hillock which wasi once called

Kalpanta parvata in the midst of a forest. It was considered as

the eastern gate of the holy place Harihara. There were five

Sivalingas and five holy spots of water. According to the Puranas

Nanabha Cakravarti founded a city around the hillock extending over

six miles. After some time the kings of Kanclpuram and Madurai

besieged the town and destroyed it. During the time of the Vijaya-

nagar kings small Palaiyagars having small towns as their cheif

places were living in the forests. The Vijayanagar kings gave to

two brothers of Boya caste Dardarayya and Rangarayya a village of

Baguli as inam. A Kenganni Nayak, Pdlaiyagar of Basavapatnam

came against Citradurga a fortress near by. But the Poligar

Citradurgam came out successful with the help of the Poligar

brothers. He also gave his daughter to the elder and also the

Utsangi fortress as a dowry to her. The two brothers settled at

Utsangi and constructed a larger fortress with four bastions and
inner enclosure wall as well, which was called Honnana fortress after

the name of the girl, whom the elder married. They cleared the

surrounding forests, and invited ryots from various parts and
developed the country. Harpanahalli was long afterwards taken
possession of by Haider from whom it passed on to the Mahratta
hands. Finally it was taken over by the English.

After the fall of Vijayanagar Rayadurgam was attacked by the*

then Citradurgam chief. Sporadic attacks were made until it was
captured by Tippu. Sometime later one Rajagopala Nayudu related
to the previous reigning family became chief. But he was later

removed to Hyderabad. At last it went over to the Company,

4. Kaifiyat of Ballary:

In the town of Muhammada Allapura there was the head of the
yillage, known as Nitsa Madaiigaraya of Hande Kurma caste. His
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ambition prompted him to abandon his paternal estate and seek the

court of the Sultan of Bijapur who was pleased with some of the

feats of his valour and made him one of his counsellors giving him a

number of titles ; and he was appointed an officer over a number of

towns, namely Bellary, Kanekal, Mahannandi, Sirukuppa, Tekkali-

kottam, Kurugdda, Anantapura. Madaliga made his capital at a

new town called Sikkaballary below the hill, and constructed some

bastions on the hill. After a few years he died.

His brother became the chief of the estate who was called

Valada Hanumappa. After the death of Hanumappa and his son

Malakappa, the son of the latter Devappa, became the chief. He
was a patron of letters and received a number of scholars who ran

away from Vijayanagar on its fall.

The area was conquered by Golkonda and one Ramacandra
was appointed governor but the followers and the faithful citizens

of the place attacked Ramacandra and made him run away. Mean-
while Maharastras under Nana Saheb invaded the country.

Siddhaji, a Mahratta leader came to Ballary and Basavappa
introduced the boy who was crowned. In the course of con-

versation, as ransom had to be paid to Siddhaji, the boy understood

that Rudrappa and Basavappa were not the real rulers as he

thought, but he himself was the real chief. When the ransom was
paid Doddappa was given honours (by Siddhaji) through the

treasury. This incident enraged Rudrappa and he tried to murder
Doppa (Doddappa). Ramaji, son of Siddharamappa, who was at

the head of the army, managed to hide the young boy who was
tried to be killed by Rudrappa and on his bed a long pillow was
substituted. Rudrappa and Basavappa went to the boy's bed and
cut off the pillow and returned to their rooms. Next day the boy
came up with a large number.

5. Kaffiyat of Kurugodu:

The old name for this place was Kuntalade^a, The old capital

for that country was Mucikundi irx Tekkalikotta taluk. It was under

the empire of Kalyana and was later on occupied by the hill tribes.

In the Vijayanagar period only the eastern portion belonged to the

kings. There are two hillocks south of the old town called Larger

and Smaller Fortresses. Now everything has become dilapidated.

Down the hill there is the New Town in the centre of which there



is a fort and a bazaar. On the south the hillock is called Kaligundu.

On the west, south and north, there are hillocks. There are ruins of

temples. In the temple of Sangemesvara there are black granite

pillars. It is said that this temple was built by a woman who was

selling vegetables. A number of rulers administered this place after

the kings of Vijayanagar. Some chiefs favoured by the Sultan of

Bijapur improved the place. And it is mentioned in the Kalfiyat (of

Bellary). When the old town perished Devappa Nayaka of Bellary

founded a bazaar and constructed a fortress in the south of the

place naming it Nandidurga. Tippu repaired the same. On the

south of the town there is a temple having a crown shape. In it

there is a Basava of four men’s height. It was set up as a rival to

the great Basava at Virupaksesvara. Nilamma, a great devotee to

God Basava constructed a temple. For want of a thousand rupees it

was left unfinished and she died.

6. Kaifiyat of Karboos Fruits in Moka :

Not historical.

7. Kaifiyat of Madakasira:

This place was in the Dandaka forest and Mandavya sage had

his hermitage at the place. Rama after defeating Ravana installed

one Sivalinga on this hill also, which was called God Ramesvara*.

It was made of sand, and for a long time after its installation it was

made of sand, and for a long time after its installation it was
shedding sand. A Cola king in order to perform expiatory rites for

killing a Brahman made this place his residence and constructed a

large tank on the south-west of Madakasira and a temple for

Sankara. A small village was founded soon alter which was called

Mandavyapalle and the potters* who from the majority of the

inhabitants were manufacturing pots and madakas

;

hence the place

was called Madakasira. During the regime of the kings of Vijaya-

nagar descendants of Tipparaju settled here, creating seven palis

(small estates). In the year 1492 Siruda Rangappa Nayaka having

passed through this place founded a village near the old site and gave

it the same name Matakapalle and a small fort was built upon the

hillock. The old site was also called Halayur. Rangappa Nayaka
was defeated by Muslims who fixed their capital at Ratnagiri. After

some generations of Rangappa, the ancestor, the last descendant was
also called Rangappa when a change came over the country.

* Nothing to do with the well known Rame^varajm
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In the seventeenth century in the year Plavanga , Shahaji rose in

power during the reign of Alamgir. He sent his generals to collect

cauth in these parts. His son Hindu Rao was collecting a tax called

Mettuvari paikam i.e., money given by the chiefs of hill stations.

Whoever refused to give cauth was attacked and defeated and their

country was taken away from them. In 1649 Plavanga Laksmanna
Nayaka, who came on behalf of Siddhaji Modiyada, son of Hindu

Rao encamped at Ralnagiri. He attacked this place and acquired

it by conspiracy and placed his military camp here. But Dodda Krsna

of Mysore sent Pattu Gandharaja to capture Ratnagiri, which was car-

ried out. The army besieged Rayadurga for 18 months and in the year

Kilaka they acquired the fortress and carried away its chief as prisoner.

Rayappa son of Rayanna, was made the governor of Konkallu,

Baragiri, Sivaragudi and Bandarayapuramf? }. And for five years he

kept his military at Ratnagiri. In the year Paridhavi Rayappa Raju

again took the estate. He ruled for fourteen years, and then his son

for 34 years. In the year Hevllambi the elder Nawab (Haider) took

away this place. Then Laksmanna who conquered Yidakapalle

(probably a mistake for this Matakapalle) administered the place for

six years on behalf of Siddaji Modiyada. Then Balaji became the

governor of that place on behalf of LaksmI Bai, wife of Siddhaji.

He constructed a stone fortress with bastions. During the regime of

Bhanjipant, Siddhaji Modiada died, and his cemetery lies near the

town on the west of it, and near it there is a well known by his

name. Among these, Murad, one of his sons became famous, settled

at this place, was paying his tribute to SahajL Meanwhile Sahaji,

became powerlessi and his dependants shared his fortune. Hence
Murari had to go to the south to besiege Trichinopoly. Bhanji Pant
acquired meanwhile the forts of Penugonda, Gooty, Tadimmarri,
Tadiparti, Venkatagiri, Bhutikota, Tubagiri, etc., which yielded

18 lakhs a year. And Murari settled at Goaty. When Nana Rao
invaded the south, Murari went in aid of the Nawab. He had to

meet the army of Nana Rao, and after three months of heavy fight

both of them came to terms, by which Murari agreed to treat Nana
as Sahaji himself. He obtained a formal permission to collect

cauth of 18 lakhs over the province and when his master came to

the south he promised to assist them with the two thousand five

hundred army. Till the year Cltrabhanu he resided in his capital

jGooty, having constructed a good palace, and ruling peacefully.

Later Haider besieged Cikkaballa when Cikkappa, its Chief applied

to Murari to assist him on promise of giving him Itikadurga.

Haider conquered Vallapuram and invaded MurSrPs territory.
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Vadikonda, Penugonda, and Matakaslra were taken from him.

Murari retreated to Gooty. About this time Srimant Madhava Raa
attacked and captured Maddigiri and Sirpi when Khandoji on behalf

of Murari, captured Penugonda, Gadikonda, Mataka, Sirpam and

stationed his military there. Haider postponed his attack upon these

places and went to Nagara which he obtained and in the year

Manmatha he came against Gooty and after three months’ siege he

settled to raise the siege for five lakhs of rupees. Pale Khan, who
was the governor of the Gooty fortress, informed Haider that the

place had plenty of every thing except water. Haider stayed there

on the fifth day after the settlement and Murari (with an idea of

security of life) came to Haider’s camp. He was captured prisoner

and sent to Snrangapatam, and Bahadur appointed Medikeri Nayaka
of Citradurga as governor over this place in the year Durmukhi.

Till the year Sddhdrana Matakaslra was under Tippu Sultan ; when
the English quarrelled with Tippu, Hindu Rao, Venkat Rao, son of

Sivaram Bhava., who was son of Murari’$ brother, obtained this place

along with Penugonda and stationed his army. After 11 months

peace was made again and they retired to Gajendragate. Tippu died

in the battle with the English and the place was handed over to the

Mughals (Nizam Ali). But the whole province was ceded to the

British later. The town still continues under the British power.

S. Kaifiyat of Amarapuram Taluq

:

This taluq now consists of 24 villages. It was once called

Natavahalli. It was included under Matakaslra till the year
Durmati, and in the days of the Mughals, under Matakasiriyam.
The 24 villages, when they were under Tippu Sultan, yielded 5000
varahas. And formed a separate tukkidL Murari Rao divided the
taluq into Kujanapalle and Amarapuram consisting of 17 and 7
villages respectively. The first was given as Jdgir to Parasaji and
the latter to Isu Bai, wife of Hindu Rao, paternal uncle of Murari
Rao. In Amarapuram taluq there is not much forest.

9. Kaifiyat of Ratnagiri:

In the village of Sarvada in Bijapur country a petty chief called
Ramaraju had a daughter, who by the grace of God had a son
Tipparaju while yet a virgin. Isarappa Raju, a descendant of hi»9

left the country of Bijapur, owing to invasions and his eldest son
Haraya Odeyar came to the south and built a fortress at Hartti and
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acquired estate which produced 12000 varahas. His seventh

descendant Rangappa Raja one day went out hunting and found

near Siram a good spot for founding a town. There were shepherds,

watching sheep who promised to yield the place to the king if he

named the town after their names. A town was built, and a fortress

too, in Saka 1442, Vikrama, Mcigha and the place was called

Devanasirpa. Ragappa increased in prosperity and acquired territory

which produced two lakhs of varahas . In his 31st year of rule

Srirangaraya king of Anegondi came near Sirpam. Ragappa received

him with great honours' and related his ancestry from Dodda Rangap-
paraya. The king pleased with his reception granted him the title of

Kumaramandali Pravista (meaning admitted among the royal

children). Dodda Rangappa ruled for 36 years and constructed

large tanks in Kallambella and Cikkasamudra. His son. Krsnappa
ruled for 25 years. His son Sarja Rangappa ruled at Sirpam for

26 years. He married the sister of Hanumata Nayak, the chief of

Tarakera estate. Owing to severe family quarrels Aliya Adil Shah

of Bijapur was invited to conquer Sirpam. Ranadaula Khan was sent

by the Sultan of Bijapur with a large army and he besieged Sirpam.

After severe fighting Rangappa Raju was put to death when terms of

peace were being proposed. The muslims took hold of Sirpam

fortress. Tamatik Mallik was appointed governor of Sirpam by

Ranadaula Khan who retreated to the west. Rayappa, son of

Rangappa, escaped and sought protection in the Maddigiri estate.

Rayappa occupied it and slowly acquired Sirpa. Hartti, Candragiri

and Bhasmangi, which produced 60,000 varahas. He fortified

Ratnagiri. His son Rangappa had a happy reign.

When Alamgir acquired Bijapur, Tanesha was the Sultan of

Oolconda. Poti Ligappa, his general invaded this country and after

acquiring Sirpam roamed about with his army. But when Golconda
fell into the hands of Alamgir, like the fate of Akkanna and
Madanna, Lingappa was also put to death by his own generals,

Khasim Khan, general under Aurangzeb, after acquiring Bijapur

stationed his army at Sirpam and attacked Ratnagiri. The chief

defended the place for a few days but made terms with him by
agreeing to pay 60,000 varahas as peshkist. It was later reduced

to 12,000. Rangappa ruled for 15 years. Then Ramappa for

thirteen years and 3^.aya Narappa and Rayappa held power for

25 and 15 years respectively. Then Rangappa who succeeded

Rayappa ruled for 33 years. Later Haider took the place and
insisted upon payment of 50,000 varahas or give up the place. As*
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bath the terms were not feasible the place was conquered by Haider

in Hevilcmibi Vaisdkha ba 3. and Rangappa with his family was

imprisoned in Srirangapatnam . He was given a village in Pakudi Sima

on condition that he served in his cavalry. In the year Hevilambi

Ratnagiri and Venkatagiri fortresses were repaired but the fort of

Rayadurgam was demolished. Ratnagiri was made a separate

tukkidi under Tippu.

There are ten fortresses in, the taluq. Ratnagiri Baragiri, Gudi-

banda, Sakari, Gootykallu, Katukulakonda, Maladevibatta and Ralla-

konda. In. Baragiri there is iron ore. The Peshkist of 15,000’ was' in-

creased gradually to thirty thousand. But the British have reduced

it to Kanterai vardhas.

10. Athavana-vyavahdra tantra (.Account of the revenue arrange-

ment of the Carnatic dynasty) :

In the days of Krsnaraya and Acyutaraya, arrangements for the

development and safety of the villages' were made. The kings of

Vijayanagar entertained many Brahmans as ministers, clerks, priests*

and by granting agrahdras and srotriyams to learned Brahmans.

In those days a slma was called (nadu) and the inhabitants of a

particular nadu were known by its appellation even if they migrated

to other places (such as Velanadu f Teliganya who represent simas in

the Andhra country.)

A nadu is a simd; several sunas make a country; India is said to

contain 56 countries.

The people in these countries, though they profess different

religions have different family names and customs yet are known
or specified according to the language they speak ; as Tamils*
Telugus, etc. Languages are pertinent with countries in which they
are spoken but not with the religion that their speakers profess*

Sanskrit is known as the language of the Devas. Karnata (kannada)
is derived from Kama (ears) atati (rolls) that is, what rolls in the
•ears (of every one) which is the language of the Karnata country.
Similarly other languages take their names from the country.

There are 18 castes* among the Hindus. Those who abandoned
the best customs and live upon such things as considered uneatable



(durbhahsand) were called antyajas. But though these 18 sects'" live

in different countries and follow different customs, they speak different

languages though orginally belong to the same stock. Those who

settled in the Karnata country from outside learnt its language and

script and conducted their business.

The chief places in a country were known by different names as

'(]) a village that is surrounded by a fence, (2) nagara which has an

enclosure wall (sella) with four entrances {gopuras), (3) kheta

(Ms. Kheda ?), surrounded by hills and brooks (or rivers")

(4) Kharvata, surrounded by hills. (5) madamba , surrounded by

village, (6) pattana, seat of precious stones (that is commerce) com-

posed of 1000 villages, (7) drona, built on a hill on the shore of the

sea.

In ancient days, meaning was considered when names were given

to places; but now even a hamlet containing four huts is called a

pattana nagara, etc., (towns and cities). Similarly the word (raid)

means one who wears a crown being the head of 30 million villages;

but now one who holds power over 4 villages i» called a raja.

The kings of Vijayanagar acquired all the kingdom south of the

Narmada (Narbada) and appointed as governors over provinces local

people who accepted their service and in case of reducing forest

tracts into habitation, they entrusted the work to capable and loyal

men who created accordingly more habitable and cultivable tracts out

of forests. They founded large towns and patents (small estates for

military service).

Estimates of produce, taxes, duties, etc., ' were made and

determined by the same kings and in the headquarters of the state

(Huzur) all accounts of every village were kept and the local registers

were checked from the main records of the Huzur office. Even now
in determining whether any custom prevailed in previous days or not

the old records or customs of the Rayas (kings of Vijayanagar) are

enquired into in the Balaghat office (headquarters of the Moslem
government) and the government follows the accounts or customs as

found in them.

* 18 castes are: JC$atriya. Vaisfya, Sftdra. Bazaarman (Vipani>
%

shepherd, offmonger, p5nc5las (ironsmith>, goldsmith, carpenter, brazier,

(stone-worker), weaver, potter, tailor vastricbhadah, barber, * washerman,
(dealer) in skins, hunter, buruda (?) can (fala and Matanga.

M.L.—41
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Lekka (account or record) means " impcnstiabie writing

Rdyala-lekka means the records of the period of the Kings of

Vijayanagar.

Paiaiyagars of Cilradurga when they permanently settled in it,

copied the principles of administration of the kings of Vijayanagar,

so that there was not much difference in administering between their

estates and the outside provinces of the Vijayanagar kingdom.

The following note has been prepared on the basis of the

practices in administration of Citradurg (as it serves as a model ior

the determination of the same in the other provinces).

In Balaghat ail revenue affairs are known as slmamulam or

specially atthavana. The military affairs are called kandacara. In

the days of Vijayanagar rule, terms used were of the language
of the country and not the Moslem names* (as we have them now)
Mulak was called (then) simci , Taluk as gctdi, taraf as Hezad i, a
village (grama) as halli. Aramane (palace, state) was used in place
of Circar or Huzur. Jagirs were known as umbalikas . The villages

given to Brhmans and as service-indms were known as Srotriyas if

they were granted on a fixed sum of lease but if they were free from
taxes etc., they were known as agrahdras .

Every village had (then) 12 kinds of (state) servants Ayagon
dulu):—(1) Sanabhogi, (2) Gavudu, (3) Kummari (potter) (4) Badige*
(5) Agasa, (6) Pancanga, (7) Nayinda, (8) Madige, (9) Akasarlu,
(10) Talari, (11) Nirugallu and (12) Kumbara (?)

—

These state-servants are given nijaya and ardhaya by the ryots
out of their produce. Devadana is what is given to the .gods ;

Brahmadeya is for the Brahmans. Two muntas of grain are given
for nijaya and the same for ardhaya also, out of the produce from
khcmdige (kha land) or dry land cenut or kapile (land cultivated by
taking water from a well) according to the custom of each place*
Ryots pay their dues (to the state) to Sanabbogas and Gavudus .

Gavudu attends to the cultivation of lands to* the extent of the amount
of dues imposed by the State and collecting the »um sends it to the
State in time. Once a year he is present at Zamaband and settles
the accounts (of all dues). In a village certain lands are recorded as
cultivated by certain ryots and the fact is known to the State
(through registers) but there are certain lands in yards (of houses) and
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gardens not recorded in the village records; ii any duty or tax can be

got out of it, it is shared between the gavudu and sanabhogi.

The Ayagandlu (service holders have manya lands and they

pay (a tax called) Jodi except the Pancdnga servants. Sanabhogis and
gavuds obtain some income from the ryots by their position in the

village and the ryots also never complain against the sanabhogis and
gavuds as they are not accustomed to have direct connection with

State and as they are afraid that in case of increase of produce they

(the 2 officers) would enhance the rate.

Talari (the village police-man) gets from the service holders

nijdya or ardhdya (2 manias of grain) but also vegetables, ears of

com, blankets from the Kurinas etc. which the servants give as they

arc afraid that he would call them (first) whenever the State service

had to be done (amadarapt— Urgency or shortage of hands). His

duty is to protect the village and be ready for everything in case of

the demand from the State. He has to enquire into robbery and
quarrel occurring in the village when an outsider came to the village

and has to answer for the situation. But if robbery or deeoity is

done outside the village Kclvali (servant) will enquire into it and
report the matter. In Citrakallu State Talaris are of Boya caste but
in other places they are of different castes.

The Pancdnga man (a Brahman generally) determines the best
season for the sowing of the seed and directs the cultivators what
they have to do in various seasons. He performs (as a priest) all the
auspicious and inauspicious rites in the village and reads the
conditions of the calender to the chief men. Thus he gets, besides
his ayam, what are called horahallu and morahatta.

The carpenter and the smith, as they belong to 5 industrial castes,
make ploughs, etc., to ryots without any charge but others pay cooly
if the things are required for private purposes (that is, other than
ploughing.) They have to make any number of ploughs etc. if the
State demands from them. They are therefore paid horahallu and
morahatta *

Sanabhogu keeps accounts in the village. He is entitled for
dyam3 besides which he gets Jodi from the manya lands granted by
the Circar.

* Horahallu seems to be a corrupt form of herehullu which moans a
bundle of corn with ears before thrashing to separate the corn, Mora
toatta may mean a sieve (ceta) of corn measured out to Ayagandlu at
the tame of harvest.
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Potter is not found in every village ; there may be one or two

for a taraf. He supplies pots to villages and is given ayam . He

sells pots in the bazaar for which he pays cakra (a coin) a sort of fee

to the state.

Goldsmith receives sangoru (half share ?) for the work he does*.

He has to count, arrange, etc. the coins received as tax from the

people (parakhavani). When he has to do work for poor people

(lotakkuva) he may demand slight profit (remuneration) according to

the position of the payer. For the above duty alone he is given

horahallu and morabatta

.

Niduganti looks after the (irrigating) tanks ; when sluices have to

be closed (or opened) he had to dive into the water and execute it.

In the rainy season he fixes his hut on the tank bund to look

after the safety of it. He determines and supplies water to the fields

according to the necessity (monasiD. If the supply of water falls

short for a field in any case and if he does not explain the cause, the

State punishes him. He is given horahallu and morabatta for his.

duties.

The above service holders are in relation to a village. Their

services are hereditary. They are called Ayagandlu in the Carnatic

(days) and barabalavant in the Mughal administration.

Twenty to forty villages form a hejali; 4 or 5 hejalis make one

gadi; such gadis 10 to 20 form a simd.

The chief of a village is Gavudu, of a hejali nadlga, and of a

gadi a pdrupatyaddr.

Accounts prepared in each village are submitted to its hejali

where the State officer (accountant) gathering the accounts of all the

villages under the hejali will compare them with the State accounts (at

the Headquarters or in the capital) in Aramana,. The highest officer

who is in charge of Atthavana (A tthavana-Parupatyaddr) declares

everything to the king and carries out his orders. If a village is

granted on lease (contract), the holder of it settles his affairs in the

Atthavana office.

The native estates (before the Moslem administration) followed*
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Lands measured by capacity of seed (e.g. a turn -land which has

the sowing capacity of one turn seed, etc.) are taxed from 10 to 3

varahas kanteraya (coin). The lands cultivated by the aid of wells

(kaviles) are generally leased out, those by the tank water are taxed

vanyarn (half) or tnungoru (one-third) produce; but the waste lands*

are given for cultivation with some profit to the state.

Even now Gdvudus receive sums (taxes, etc.) from the ryots as

fixed by the Atthavana office and pay them to the Circar. Whatever

customs and dues exist ( Vekhanike and Baba) Nadigerus collect from1

the ryots and send them to the (central) office. *

Besides the above, the officers sent by the Aramane (State) and

the military servants, will take their pay from the main collection and

the rest after deducting charges for holy purposes would be despatched

to the state T*'

If any new rule or custom has to be made with reference to a

Sima the Atthavana office would give its opinion to the king if it is

profitable to the State, would arrange for his orders to Gadis and

Parupatyadars .

There were numerous Pdlaiyagars under the Karnata kings. They
issued coins bearing their own names and signs in their mints. In this

(here) gold and silver will be used as coin even if they are not

stamped in a mint, as they possess intrinsic value. Even if there

were no samsthanas (estates) coins were issued. (For example coins of)

Ikkeri Varciha and coins of Citradurgam Harpanahalli, Rayadurga,
Sode, Nagaram, Gooty Nandidurga, etc. are current.

In Balaghat (in highlands beyond the passes) there are numerous
gardens in Sirpi, Durgam, Maddigiri, Banavaram, Cennaraya patnam,

etc. they are called Agarams.***

* In he original the expression
4

rujuvu chest ’ is translated here as
4
collect' but It means * proving the presence *

—

rujuvu—to be present at
(something). Or rujuvu In our days means proof ; then it would mean
having proved the existence of the dues, etc., or fixing the amount of due
etc.

** The meaning is not very clear. The original reads vasulu Ayina taluktr
(relating to the collected stuff) asale (original itself) main (ycmdalaku—
to them).

I** South India also some places are called agaram near large towns,,
which may probably mean gardens.
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Under the management (daksatal ) of the State, cocoa nuts,

pepper and cardamoms in Nagara Estate are sent for sale to countries

on lower side of the passes (i.e. to lowlands). The lands where the

gardens grow are treated as wet lands (niravari). The lease amount

is determined according to the nature of the plantation.

Various other ways by which the Circar obtains revenue

:

Sangoru means that between the ryot and the state, the produce

should be shared equally. No payment of taxes etc. in coin.

Mungoru means two-thirds of the produce goes to the ryot and

a third to the State. But he has to pay something besides in coin.

Kapilegutta means the amount for which each kapila (well-water)

is leased out (strictly taxed).

Deserted lands are given to the ryots on Kavid without any taxes

once for all for two or three years. He need not pay anything then.

After they are turned cultivable, they are taxed according to the

classes of the soil to which any particular land belongs.

In these highlands (Balaghat) the villagers are classified under
cultivators (Jirayati}, taxpayers through (the labour of) somebody
else, and easygoers.

Those who cultivate lands (and pay taxes) come under the first

class; those who make others pay the revenues to the circar belong to

the second; and those who come under neither of the above classes

are Khushbhash . The second class of people are called Bagir-Jirayati ;

they pay a smaller amount each, which is known in the Mughul state

as manchabu in jamdbandi accounts.

For bazaars in town and villages, duty (sunkam

)

is paid accord-

ing to the size of the village and the nature of work-manship even
from smith class (Kanasalia).

Jodi and manya-ganike.

Gdvudus and Sanabhogis pay tax called jodi for the manya lands

given to them. But in places where the following is levied, the duty
on the mdnya lands of the Brahmans and Fakirs is known as manya-
ganike. These two items are entered in jamdbandi (Registers).
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Duty (Customs, etc.) (Sunkam ): Sunkam is of three kinds

:

1. sthalddaya (duty on the articles imported or brought to the place);

2. mdrgdddya (duty on the articles which pass through a place where

it is levied). 3. mdmuldddya (on articles stored up or kept at the

place where it is levied). In all the customs or duty offices (toll

gates Sunkarqkattes) duties are levied according to custom.

Bangle-makers, braziers have to pay duty for obtaining any

articles like grass, firewood, except saltish earth (cavutibilla).

The articles that are imported in sea-ports< (Bandars ) for sale in

the country: glass, woollen goods ( bcmath) indigo, lead, nut-mug

{jdjikdya ), jdpatri , si'k -cloths, trousers, camphor, mercury, cardamoms.

Articles? coming from nagaram country to the Highlands (Bald-

ghat) : pepper, nut, cardamoms.

From north to Baiaghat -- opium, asafoetida, cotton, shawls,,

musk, horses, pearls.

Articles sent out from Cintaladurga ;

(Woollen blankets), nut, iron, corn, sandalwood.

Good sandalwood is available in ISagara, Durga Garadanigiri

etc. and (the merchants from) Bombay purchase it for exporting it

to China. Cotton from Addni where it is plenty is sold at Kolar„

Sillaganta;* dried cocoanut is sold along with its monopoly (?).

Good ghee, oil, tobacco are sent oat for sale in the

surrounding country from Dharmavaram, Tirumani, Racharla etc.

Cotton and silk goods and thread made in Dharmavaram Tadapatri,

Adorn, Gooty, Bellary are sold in places near Srirangapatnam wth a

profit of 25 per cent.

There is no fixed rate in sunkam (duty-customs). The contractors

of the sunkam make every effort to get even a small amount more
and take hold of the merchants by surprise and enhance the duty by
a half more (lit. if a rftka has to be paid it is enhanced by an adage-
- \ ruka * It differs in different places*.

* The meaning of the whole sentence is doubtful Owing .to lacunae at

the end of each line, ft may mean ‘The contractors of the sunkam
try to bring the merchants to their place by demanding; (only) adage
for a mka if to be paid in other places’. This would mean canvassing
the merchandise so that they may get more income from duty).
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If 10 varahas is charged in one place, in another 2 (12 ?) varahas

will be demanded. But out of such income, the contractors pay to

the State only the stipulated sum and take the excess as their profit

or treat the deficiency as loss.

Contract of mutton : several sellers take the sale on contract

from the government by turns.

Washermen pay both for the revu (place where a river is forded

or sea port) and the oven (for boiling the clothes) ; as the revu

belongs to the Circar, it is let out on contract.

Large Furnace

:

(Hemmala):

In rainy season black earth is strewn over the river beds (during

floods) coolies are employed to gather such black earth. A furnace

for extracting iron is set up in the midst of a wood. When strong

heat by coal is applied to the earth it melts down and the iron

settles down. Duty is paid for selling the iron thus obtained, for

gathering black earth, and for burning trees to make charcoal. The
rate is on the number of furnaces and it depends upon the capacity

of the furnaces. The duty is entered in the Januihandi under
‘ furnace contract \

Looms of kurams (makers of woollen blanket ?) and weavers

are taxed. They are plenty in these parts. Amounts on loom contracts

are paid according to the yield by the looms and the kinds they

produce (generally) if the cloths (or thread) are sold in the place of

manufacture there is (no) duty; if they are to be sent out (the

purchaser) pays the sunkam (duty) and takes them out. The
weavers sell their productions only to the bazaarmen. They pay
not only sums for loom-contracts, but sunkam (duty) besides once a

year ; it is called kaditaram.

The costly cloths produced in Balaghat (highlands) Silk go. ds-

in Bangalore, Gooty, Meladayituru (?) Bellary, Rayadurgam.

Rough cloths are produced in every place. Costly woollen
blankets are produced in Citradurga and Jarimela slma; they cost

from 1 vardha to 10 varahas. Near Peddaballapura good sugar and
sugarcandy are produced.

Contract is given for oil-extracting machines. As the state

demands the contracted sum, it supplies land, and the mortar which
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is used in extracting the oil from the seed. The Contractors are

given as monopolies.

(Incomes known as) Jatimanya and samayacara

:

The circar appoints the caste leader for each caste to enquire

into misconduct among the caste-men and to levy fines if it is

proved. He shall enquire into adultery in his caste if a case comes

up and if the couple do not agree with each other (after proving the

case) the woman shall be sold to any other man of the same
caste and the proceeds may go partly to the husband and the rest

to the caste leader. Besides this if any festivals occur in the houses

of Dasalis the leaders would be invited to mess there and they would

demand and get some sum known as 4 Circar tambulam ’ (that is

sum given along with betal-leaves and nuts at the time of granting

gifts). If the host does not or cannot meet his demand and the

leader goes away none should go to his (host’s) house (for meals).

Except the mirasiman (the man who holds the right, i.e. the leader)

any other man found going to his house will be punished.

The madige (of shoe-maker caste) in some places pays 1000 to

2000 vardhas to the Circar. What he pays is called Jatimanya. His

income is large. He gets

:

1 . Horahallu

2. Morabatta.

3. Nijdyam

4. Koltamigulu (whatever remains after measuring the grain-

remnants.)

5. Cooly or wages for carrying (the crop to be thrashed or

grain to the owner’s or the State’s room).

6. Kalva-jinjalu (grain for channels) for supplying ropes, etc.,

to the owners of gardens.

The amount of gutta (contract or lease) is fixed according to the
place (village). As his income is large, presents are given (to the

Circar officials) at the time of fixing guttas* but if any madige
cannot pay (the presents ?) the management of his incomes would
be taken up by the Circar who would take half of it and give him
the other half. They ought to do all the State service but they now
MX.—42
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get it done by the bara-balavant. No other ayagadu gets so much
income as he gets. In some places he enjoyes tndnya lands for

which jodi is paid by him.

Salt pans : As the (saltish) earth is brought from the Circar

lands for salt pans gutta (duty) is paid to the Circar.

Hullu-banni (income from pasture).

Gutta (contract of duty) on the pasture lands is demanded for

allowing sheep, cattle to graze on it. Contract is given for each

gadi as a whole and the contractor receives the duty for all pasture

lands within his limits (gadi).

Kdvali gutta.

Konda gutta (hill-contract).

A contractor receives duty on good strong (fire ?) wood taken

from a forest and pays a portion to the Circar. The contract of

the Citradurg'3 hill is given for 1000 vardhas

.

Contracts of fruits,

betal leaf, ganja, tamm^k are given as monopolies. The contractors

purchase the articles at a low price and sell it at a high price for

their profit.

Shroff-contract (gutta)—Shroffs pay duty to the Circar.

Jarkhuri (?) contract (hangman duty)—This caste is entrusted

with hanging a man if the State orders. They cut the heads (of the

culprits) off. They are given in mala houses a ruka for a year in

each houses. Hence they pay duty to the Circar.

Sivaaya zama (excess income as duty)— When the State

imposes penal charges on a village, as they do not come in the
regular jamabandi registers, they are entered as excess income
(income outside the regular entries. Sivaya).

According to Jamabandi, kist (tax, etc.) will be collected and
under the orders of the state pay of the military and accounts
establishments will be deducted. The remaining amount would be
committed to the State (Huzur) treasury. If any arrears fell in a
certain year, they would be collected the next year as arrears.

Sadravari (incidental expenses as for ink, pens, lamps, etc.)
met by the ryots in the days of Vijayanagar kingdom was deducted
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from the government collection and thus redemption of the expense

was granted but in the days of the Sultans and now as well, the

amount is not paid by the State but the deficiency would be noted

and in the next year it is demanded as arrears. If the ryots do not

pay their property will be attached.

But the expense met in the execution of repairs to the tanks under

the orders of the State will be paid in the form of deduction from

the amount of revenue collection.

Various ways of increasing the State revenues in a reasonable

manner in the past and the present:

1. If those ryots who have only one yoke (two oxen) are

supplied with an advance of money and waste lands to bring them
under cultivation, the heads of administration will increase the

revenues in a few years.

2. Owing to the irrigation tanks being under perpetual repairs

or no,, repairs at all, the lands cultivated with their aid have been

abandoned and have become desolate. If the tanks are properly

repaired and water supply maintained regularly more lands would
be brought under cultivation and the revenues shall increase.

3. People in other taluks suffer from want of proper admi-

nistration and if leases are granted to them through their relatives

who reside in our State, they would come and settle here. By
paying them advance of sums they can cultivate waste lands. If no

taxes are levied from them in the beginning, when they finally settle

they can pay taxes like others. Thus the Circar can increase its

income.

4. If the Circar, being at the head of a large territory ascertain

where any articles are sold at a high price and improve their produc-
tion where they are cheaply grown the State can gain much.

5. If the merchants and large Sowcars (bankers) are granted

lease (monopoly) which if properly maintained they can settle in the

bazaars and export and import goods by all means. This will yield

customs revenue and taxes on the bazaars to a small extent.

6. If the Circar can undertake trade, they have oxen at their

disposal to carry articles. They get grain (as taxes) to their share

which can be sold at a single place or at places where they

are dear. As the Circar does not pay customs duty and can exercise
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their power to sell their products before other merchants can bring

their articles for sale, this course will lead to unbounded profit.*

Before the Vijayanagar Government the country abounded in

forests. Those kings tried all the above means and raised their re-

venues in a just manner. Their income increased to such an extent

as they could maintain lakhs of servants and (standing) army and

could construct temples, pagodas

,

fortresses and tanks besides a deposit

in the Treasury of millions of money.
,

In those days ryots (here and there) constructed such fortresses

which work cannot be done by kings in these days. Till now the

subjects in States (samasthanas) are happy; the country yields money.
If the country is taken up under government cultivation (umani) after

duducting taxes and expenses, the Circar cannot derive much profit,

(in some cases even taxes cannot be met with the produce). The rea-

son is that the, ryots know more than the Circar of the secrets of

the country (and soil).

When the Vijayanagar kingdom increased in prosperity the four

Sultans of the Deccan joined together and in the course of the battle

at Raksasatangeda (Talikota) on the bank of the Krsna, Ramaraya
was killed by All Adilshah who was moving with him in friendly terms

in S. 1486, Raktdksi. The Sultans occupied all the country north of

the Tungabhadfa. Some time afterwards Ranadulla Khan captured

Sirpi and Penugonda granting Kundurpi to the son-in-law of Venkata-
patinayudu. He formed Sira as a separate subah (a large division)

and maintained large estates under Palayagars.

THe officers appointed for administration in those days are:

In Bijapur Jayasulla Ajadin held highest office as Ser Desmukhu
Vazqrat (minister). After him Ranadulla Khan came to power; (he
was called) Ser Deshmukhu Ajijalu Khada alias Badusha Khan
Subazar.f It means Kotwdli (Police Administrator). Further he had
an office called Muluk nan Tasukhir (police officer). When this tract

* This aspect of State commerce is not commendable in case of poli-

tical states as we find ‘in modern days. It was good for old Commercial
governments.

t This tide -as stated here as alias is doubtful. The word translated as
alias here is vurdhu in the original which! was probably an error for uruf or
urfu (in Telugu script).
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came under Bijapur he sent Desmukhs to Amani (government) taluks.

Then the (revenue) officials were:

1. Desakulkarani alias Desmukh , alias Sar Nadagaud, (2) Des-

pdnde
, (3) Muzmunandar9 (4) Kangoyi and (5) Kulkarard.

The above are the Muslim names. Mirdsiddrs were like those in

their (?) country formerly.

Desmukh supervises the work of a Patel.

Despdnde examines into the accounts of the karanam

.

Kanugoyi keeps and informs all the customs and usages of the

past* present and next year (in revenue administration (?) ).

These names introduced by the Sultans of Bijapur and G5lkonda
were used in Amani parganas of Sira also. They are not brought in

use in Mysore, Rayadurga, Nagaram, Durgam etc. even to this day.

When Sham-in -sha Alamgir invaded the Deccan and invested

Bijapur, the Palegars (assuming independence) began oppression of

subjects. Podile Lingappa and Aunbaji Narayana came to these parts

as Maoumdars in behalf of Akkanna and Madanna, Ministers of

Tanesha of Golkonda. They brought order to the country by then

military aid. But Tanesha (on whose behalf they came) lost his place

and his agents ran away in several places. New appointments were

made as Despdnde . Desmukhi
, Kangoyi . Nevertheless Ambaji was

retained in service and made Hazur(?) Mansabdar (inayat). . Later on

owing to his goodness he was granted on his request office of Desy

pdndc for Penugonda in 1085 Fasli.

Then Alamgir conquered Bijapur, Golkonda and halted at

Aurangabad. He had two gum astas (clerk, known as Cinta Cimana

and Rudro Cimana and to the latter he granted the office of Kangoyi

for the sirasubhah in 1093 Fasli. Alamgir died in 1111 A.H., 1106

Fasli, S.S, 1618, Dhatu year.

Then there was dissension among his sons Ahmad Shah, Kara

Bhaksh and Bahadur Shah. The first two of the above granted Cinta

Cimana the Desamukhi power bn Sira Subhah. Khasim Khan retained

him for the defence of the country and followed Kambaksh Padushah

to Arcot side to secure allegiance of low country (Payanghat). Mean-
while Bahadur Shah escaped from prison and killing Ahmad, Shah and

Kambhaksh obtained the whole country. Sapiaraya the soil of Cin-

tacimana was* the Desmukh of Sira subhah.
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Since then these people being relatives of Pemigonda people they

are till this day helping each other.

In those days Abdul Husain Fir Mohammad the Desmukh of

Pemigonda granted among the Amani (state) taluks this tract (sima)

to Ser Mahammad on a lease (izara) he executed survey in Amani

Parganas to define correctly the bounderies of villages etc. The details

are :

For dry lands (Khuski or Bedil?)

A rope of 22 cubits called a gada was used . 6x5 gadas (E. to

W. and N. to S. respectively made one kudu (?) one kunta is 22

cubits square — 484 sq. cubits.

30 kuntas form one kudu , i.e. 14520 sq. cubits.

For wet lands — (Tori, niravari)

A gada is of 18 cubits. 18 cubits square is one kunta . 6x5 kuntas

measure 9720 sq. cubits. Each kunta is 324 sq. cubits.

This measurement was* in use in amani taluks.

Ser Mahammad was a stalwart big man and his cubit is times

of other cubits.

The fields are classed as 1st, 2nd and 3rd rates. The following

are grown in wet fields. Sugarcane, paddy, maize, turmeric, omam,
kotimiri^ sopu, onions, garlic, chillies, wheat, Bengal gram, betal-

nut beta! leaf.

In dry fields: Millet (ragulu), korralu, wheat, sesamum. black

gram , Chamalu , oilseeds, horse gram, kusumas, maize, sajjas, green

gram. The fields are of black soil.

In the first rate soil there are about 1500 trees of nut in a turn

land and for each tree i, | or 3/8 ruka is paid. Betal leaf is grown
on small furrows each of which pays 1/4, 1/2, or 3/4 ruka. In each
furrow (kaluvd) the creepers are fixed in earth in pits (guntpla). It

is of various kinds of modes (?).

When this country passed into the hands of Haider he left the
estates in the hands of the Pdlaiyagars and tried all means to increase
the revenue. The Pdlaiyagars besides paying the enhanced rates of
taxes had to do personal service to Haider.

As Tippu was not pleased with the old methods of revenue
divisions, everything was newly organised in to tukudis, each of which
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yielded about 5000 varahas (revenues) over each of which 1 Amul-
dar, Sirasdars and clerks, under them Tarafdars, who had under

them 6 Atthavana peons (Revenue or Accountant’s servants), 6 copyists

(hastan taram), I shepherd (goila), I shroff, one clerk (munshi). An
office (kacerl) was instituted for 20 or 30 tukidis like these. Senior

and Junior Asafdars, Sirastddars (junior and senior), 5 sirasta clerks

40 revenue peons (Atthavana ban trotulu), I shroff, I munshi

(copyist ?), one mastial torch bearer, I sirastddar for Persian and

clerks to him were all appointed and thus new system was introduced.

In the days of the Vijayanagar rule (.Karnataka) the Nedigerus

were not given payment^. He was a lease holder; when he got great

profits, he gave a share to the State otherwise retained the yielding

for himself. Now the custom-officer was given (by Nedigeru ?) vdr 2,

3 or 4 if available in amarii (state accounts!) Atthavana peon gets

from 6 to 10 rukas of Durgi designation, Pdrupatyadar and Amuldar ,

are paid each month 10, Gumasta (clerk) 2. Sirasta 5 varahas accord-

ing to munasib (amount of work).

Office of the Tukidi (—Division).

Amuldar is paid 10 (var), Sirastddar var. 5, Gumasta (clerk) 2 var

Munshi (copyist) 2 var., Goila 8 rukas7 Shroff 8 rukas Atthavana

peon (Peda) 6 ruk.. Excise heads are lease holders and are not paid.

Office of the Senior Asafdar:

Asaf gets 50 var. to 60; Sirasta 25 to 30;; Clerks 6 to 7; Munshi
8 ; Atthavana Tambarbardar (?) 1J; Goila 2; Shroff 2;j Khaji 5 vdr

.

Khajt is in charge of a masjid and settles all disputes (Pancayati);

if he does not attend namaz (prayer) on Saturdays he would be found
fault with (Gundha).

During Tippu’s reign orders pass from the Sultan to Asaf,

from Asaf to A mils, from Amils to Tarafs, thence to ryots.

During Tippu’s days and even now, letters ox petitions are

written in Kannada and given to Taraf who sends them to Amals. He
translates it into Hindi (Urdu or Persian) (and with the original subr

mits to higher authorities).

In Tippu’s days* more Persian was used and imported (into official)

corresp ndence, In the days of Alamgir and of JSivaji and Ekoji.
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Mahratti came into use. But in the days o£ Rajas, Kannada was
used for revenue and military accounts but correspondence to the

(Imperial or Central) office was in Hindi.

In the Samsthana days in highlands (Balaghat) the chiefs were

using or issuing their own coins (minted with mudra ); but under

Tippu all revenues received in any coin will be entered in the registers

in Kanterai coinage according to the exchange rates. But in

nagaram slma ekkeri coins are entered in accounts.

Formerly all accounts etc., were written on Kadltala* or palm
leaves. No paper was used before the Muslims who introduced it;

the vernacular kiigita is derived from kdgaz (Persian)

All cases of law were discussed by the King according to

Vignanesvara. Disputes were (referred to and) decided by a Pan-

chayat, which is a Sanskrit word. If a wrong decision was given the

sin goes to Panchayatidars.

State allairs are treated of herein briefly.

1802 A. D. The English translation was made in April and sub-
mitted to Col. Mackenzie.

11a. Production of Iron and Steel

:

The stones called Kanekallu may be gathered. In a furnace of
conic shape, one layer of sand, 10 times the stones and one layer of
coal are spread one upon another and the wind blown through two
leather bags underneath the furnace. After 6 hours’ hard blasting
the stones melt and the metal of iron settles down or oozes out
through two small holes previously made. The hot metal is taken
out and hammered by 3 or 4 hammers. Plates or rods are obtained.
They are sold at 2 or 3 for a varaha in these parts. A crucible is

specially prepared by softening black earth and the iron sheets or
rods are cut in convenient sizes and placed in the crucible over
which the pieces of Tangedu wood are spread over it again tindratiga
a creeper is cut and set on* In a large furnace 53 of such crucibles
can be heated at a time. They are placed in furnace by spreading
coal between each layer of crucibles. In 9 hours, that is whep the
whole presents a white hot appearance, some water is sprinkled over

* It means probably; a kind of canvas pasted upon a board? several of
which by folding can form a book, written with a slate pencil. The writin%
vanishes with effort only.
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it and the crucibles taken out and water is sprinkled again over

them; they, when broken yield fine steel (out of 5, 4) crucibles

produce steel. 100 pieces are sold at 5 var

.

of, Pulidurgi coin.

Pieces of iron which did not become steel should be treated in

the same manner a second time and it becomes steel. The pieces are

cut according to varahas (so that they may not be cut again in

selling). 100 pieces weigh 3 maunds.

11b. Kaifiai of Hindupur taluk:

There was khilla (fort) at Hindupur till the year Vihdri when
it was obtained by Haider. Jagankdta Krsnappa, an amildar over 8

villages—(Kodikonda, etc.) found this place as centre through which

articles of trade passed. With permission from his government he

founded a bazaar (peta) and the bazaarmen (merchants) were exem-

pted from all duties for three years.

In the year Plavanga Tippu on his way to Addni encamped at

Lepaksi 6 miles east of Hindupur. Amildar Rangappa reported to

him that if he himself granted the merchants concession deeds, mer-

chants would settle in the peta which was partly decaying. Tippu

did so granting redemption of all duties for 3 years. Thus various

tradesmen and the men of industry (kasab) were induced to settle.

Though the taxes from the bazaars were small, the customs duties on
goods that passed through brought much. It was called Sultanpet

for some years.

The distances from Hindupur to various important towns near it

are given.

(Left Out).

Merchants buy pepper and nut in Hammankattu. One maund
(48 Kacca seers; each seer-22 Rs. wgt.) is bought for Ikkeri varciha

(10 gatti rukas) the price varying from 8 to 15 rukas. An ox could
carry 8mds. The merchants pay at the purchasing place Re. 1 for

a md. as duty, and at every place (above named) they pay from 1/2
to 2 rukas. So that the total duty amounts to 1£ rupees for an
ox-old. They sell it to their customers at Wallajah for double the

price they paid in purchase. Nut is of two qualities and is sold
with a small profit. This year a maund is sold at 2 varahas at
Walajah. If there is not much demand they reduce the prices. If

they have to sell necessarily the article they allow (pay) 10 var for
100 (mds. or bags) and sell the thing at 2 vardhas kantheraya if the
purchase price were 1 var.

MX.—43
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Cotton passes through this town from Adorn to Kolar, Sirla-

gadda, Tumkur. Dry cocoanut passes through this place from Gubbi

Taluk to Dharmavaram, Cuddapah Siddhavatam.

The duty in Gubbi taluk where it is purchased is 3 to 4 rukas

at this place 6 to 8 rukas at Cuddapah 10 to 12 rukas. Cloths come

from Dharmavaram, Addni, Bellary and what remains after sale here

is sent to- Patnam, etc. (Patnam— Seringapatnam).

Duty on a bag (naga) of cloths is 5 rukas (hasif) and mdrgadaya

3 ruk.

Ghee, oil, tobacco arrive from Dharmavaram, Tirumani,

Racharla and duty charged on a xnaund of each respectively is 10 to

12 ruks,, 3, 4 to 5 and on lamp oil it is 6 ruks.

Merchants of Nagaram sell their things at Walajah and purchase

there silk cloths (tapta), woollen, indigo, camphor, lead, copper, zinc,

cloves, nutmeg, japatri and sell these things at cent per cent profit

wherever they are dear.

The income from duty (mdrgadaya

)

at the Hindupura Ghat
ranges from 1 to 4 thousands (vardhas). The merchants choose a

route where they have to pay less duty. For in custom gates less

rates are demanded expecting least profits. As merchants follow the

cheapest route, the duty rate falls through day by day.

Survey measurement in Kodikonda sima.*

From the days of Isaf Shah, Sar Desmukhi, Sardesapdndya
etc., were appointed over taluks. Head of the taluk (ministry) was
called Sardesmukh Jaisulla Ajdin vekan. f

His son was Ibrahim Adil Shah and his son Mahammad Adil.
Then Ali Adil. Jaisulla Arjdin Kakan continued for three (above)
generations. He had under him 5000 sowcars. After him this terri-

tory was included fin Bijapura (Taluk). Sardesmukh was, Abdul Khan
Dakhani. He had power to minting mulkka-taaikir and was Padusha
Khas bazaar (both offices may mean Police powers and Sultan’s
personal defence?). In his days his gumasta Ser Ali Khan came to
these parts in behalf Desamukhis and Sardcsamukhis Since then the

* Nothing wa£ written under this heading.

t The original is not clear here; the translation here is only according
to the context
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Muslem official terms came to use in this country; Desamukhi ,

Desakulkarani, S#r Nadagauda, Desapdndya, Mazumdar, Kangoyi and

Kulkarani.

Desamukh examines the Patel’s accounts, Desapandya, the Kara-

nam’s accounts. Kangoyi is an authority on the past, present and

future customs of the ryots (in administration).

This official administration continued in the Subhas of Sira. Ser

Mahammad , a descendant of Sardesamukh Mustafa Khan (under Asaf

Jaha) was appointed 60 years ago as Desamukh of Penugonda. He
made a survey of land and fixed stones with his symbol at the boun-

daries of dry and wet lands, which continue till today.

Details as supplied by Sanabhogu Venkatakrsnayya Bhaskarayya

:

In dry land a gada of 22 cubits is measured 6 into 5 the oblong

portion forma a turn land. 30 kuntas (1 turn) measure 14520 sq. cubits.

The lands are classified into 1st 2nd and 3rd rates. They are

given on lease as follows whatever is grown on them :

Wet lands - rates (okkalam)

Grain 4 to 5 var .

(First rate)

Millet (ragulu) - 4 to 3.

(Second rate)

Maize, Wheat, Bengal gram - 3, 2 or 1 var.

(Third rate.)

The currency chiefly was chakra in this sima which was equal
to ten gold rukas (aparanji — purest gold). These 10 rukas were
equal to 8 rukas of Kantheraya, as the latter was superior In quality

of gold though less in weight.

It weighed one addaga and ten of them were exchanged for a

chakra. Kantheraya came into use in the later days of Haider.

These aparanji rukas were minted by the Rajas of Penugonda which
bore the stamp of Penugopda Sdmegvara (God), Recently, in the

Mughal regime Persian was substituted.
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Under Tippu - 64 x 48 yards (GajMu) that is 3072 sq. yds.

made a turn land. Though it was not current in this sima, it was in

force in other places. When lands were given on lease here appro-

priate estimate was made. _

Hindupur was an important trading centre and several articles of

merchandise in which the people of this place traded are given, as

also the weights and measures obtaining in Kodikonda taluq.



MANUSCRIPTS NOS: 161—166

Wilson, pp. 459-60.

Taylor, in, p. 569.

Nos. 64, 65 66 and 67 are reports of journeys of Narain Rao
and Ananda Rao.

No. 68 deals with Inscriptions.

No. 69 is again a report of journey of Narain Rao and Ananda
Rao.

When Tippu came to power he demolished the fortifications

raised by Malkappa Nayak and continued what his father laid

foundation for. In two years he finished the repairs and reconstru-

ction. In the year Virodhikrit when the Parangis (French ?)

invaded the Sultan’s territory the two women wrested from the Sultan

Kurugodu Tekkalikotta and all the country except the town Ballary.

They were fighting with Gaffar Khan. Meanwhile the Company
made peace with Tippu and handed over this country to Nizam Ali

Khan which continued under the Moghuls till the year Raudri and

was finally transferred to the British.

In early days there were ten bastions (burusu) to the fortress.

Haider Ali remodelled it by laying afresh three enclosures and

constructed a moat around the hill. Under him batteries were

placed in the bazaar and around the fortress. In the time of Tippu

there was a large (military) store.



LOCAL HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY

MANUSCRIPT No. 167

Wilson, pp. 268-9, No: II

Taylor, III, p. 475, No. 523 (No. 18 C. M. 310)

Shelf "Nos. 14-8-28 (Palm leaf) D. 540.

14-4-25 (Paper Copy).

Ramarajavijayam or Narapativijayam

This is a historical poem by Surayya’s son Venkayya, the Court

Poet of Kodanda Ramaraja whose genealogy and achievements form

the subject-matter of the poem. The exact date of the pcet and his

patron is not known but it must be stated that the patron Kodanda

Rama has been wrongly identified with Aliya Rama Raja by the

Editor, Oppert (published by V. Ramaswamy Sastrulu and Sons).

The historical portions of the poem quoted in extenso in the Sources

of Vijayanagar (Edited by Dr. S. K. Iyengar, Published by the

University of Madras).



MANUSCRIPT No. 168

The Velugotivari Vamsavali (verse & prose)

Wilson, p. 274, No. X.

Taylor, HI, p. 476, 532 (No. 32 C. M. 320).

Shelf No. 15-4-3.

Descriptive Cat. of Tel. Mss no. 2647.

Published in the Madras University Historical Series by

Dr. N. Venkataramanayya.



MANUSCRIPT No. 169

TiruchimpaUi Purvottaram alias Tanjdvuridorala Carita (Folios 41)

Wilson, p. 276, No. XIII.

Taylor, III, p. 176, No. 557 (No. 122. CM. 325).

Shelf No. 13—7—13 (D. 2613).

N.B. This manuscript contains an account of the Nayaks of

Madura (also Trichinopoly) and Tanjore. There is another

manuscript (pa !m leaf) entitled Trichindpallimjacaritra

by Wilson, p. 277 (Ms. No. 11.4.10: Old Nos. 886, 123

and C.M. 327) which is also called ‘ the Biruda of the

Tondaiman Palaiyagar), containing an account of the

genealogy and achievements of Raghunatha Tondaiman.

Palaiyagar of Navasalapura, who was in the service of

Vijayaraghunatharaja, the Nayak ruler of Tanjore.

N.B. The matter up to Folio 8 of the MS. is published with

English translation in Sources of Vijayanagara History Vol.

I (S. K. Aiyengar), pp. 319-36. However, there are slight

differences in the wording of the account and details in

the present MS. which is also abridged in certain portions

and elaborate in other parts. The variations are noted

here.

Vijayaraghava Nayaka, son of Raghunatha Nayaka, the patron of

the Vijayavildsam is stated in this MS. to have had as his Prime

Minister and Dalakarta Govinda Diksita, while in the extract pub-
lished in the Sources, it is stated that Govinda Diksita, was the Prime
Minister of Acyutappa Nayaka, father of Raghunatha, the patron of

the Vijayavildsam.

It is stated of Vijayaraghava Nayaka that he maintained the

feeding of Brahmans undisturbed even in times of great want.

(The matter from folio 8-b to folio 39-a is summarised in the

Sources, pp. 325-7. The Telugu extract of this portion is not publi-
shed in the SOURCES. Some details not noted in the summary in
the SOURCES are noted here.



Venkataksmappa Nayudu the commander of the troops of

Cokkanatha Nayaka had the birudas Sangarakiriti and Savyasdci which

had been conferred on him by his master.

* * *

Alagiri is stated to be the son of the nurse of Raja Cokkanatha

Nayaka of Tanjore and not ‘ his foster brother ’ as stated in the

SOURCES, p. 325. Alagiri was made (appointed) the Sardar of

the entire Tanjore-soma and Pulanniyamkdta (?) with orders to rule

the country maintaining in tact all the devaddyas and Brahmaddyas

the army and all civil servants and remit to the Treasury at Trichin-

opoly the balance after these expenses were met out of the income of

the sima.

The Sultan of Bijapur, to whose court Rayasam Venkanna and

the boy prince of Tanjore went for aid was called Sikandar Padshah.

The Sultan promised to help them to get back the throne of Tanjore

for Sengamaladasa.

* # *

Alagiri assumed independent powers and began to affect indepen-

dent status in his communications to the Nayak of Trichi nopoly.

The Nayaka of Trichinopoly began to doubt if Alagiri had not fallen

a prey to the machinations and intrigues of his officials who wished

to create ill feeling between them. Accordingly Cokkanatha Nayaka
wrote a friendly letter to Alagiri asking him if he changed the tone?

of his communications on his own initiative or whether he was
influenced by the ministers around. To this Alagiri, who was still

under the influence of his ministers, replied stating that there could

be no difference in the status of the ruler of Tanj-re and the rule

r

of Trichinopoly and that he was* only acting in the manner of the pre-

vious rulers of Tanjore. The Nayak of Trichinopoly, thereupon, re-

alising that his erstwhile friend and playmate had really turned, hostile,

made preparations for subduing him.

In the meantime the Sultan of Bijapur was preparing to send the

promised aid to Sengamaladas. At his court there was* his Vazir,

Sahaji, who had four sons. Of these four, the first son was in charge

of the district of Poona, the second son was holding the Jagir of Ben-
galuru, and the third son the Jagir of Senji. The last son Ekilji was
staying with his father at Bijapur. The Padshah now despatched

Ekdjfr to Tanjo. e, placing him at the head of 12,000 horse and a strong

infantry force, and instructing him to establish Sengamaladas on the

Tanjore throne after conquering it from the enemies. The Padshah
presented Sengamaladas with an elephant and howdah, four horses' and

MX.—44
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a palanquin which he was to use on the day of his triumphant entry

into Tanjore.

Ek5ji, followed by Sengamaladas and Venkanna reached Ben-

guluru thd seat of his brother. After staying at Bengaluru for one full

month he started again, reached Senji, the seat of another of his brother.

At Senji he gathered some more troops and with this large force pro-

ceeded to Kumbakonam where he lay encamped in the vicinity of the

city. He demanded that the entire sima should be handed over to

Sengamaladas and threatened to* take the city by force. Alagiri, having

come to know of the advance of Sengamaladas, gathered a strong force

of 10,000 soldiers and 10 cannon and took his stand at Ayyampeta
from where he was attacked by the forces of Ekoji.

(Vide Sources, p. 326 for continuation of the account).

After his coronation, Sengamaladas paid substantial amounts to
Ekoji and his men as remuneration for their services. He paid to Ekoji
one lakh of varahas and other suitable presents of cloth and ornaments,
etc. four elephants, 8 horses dressed in silver and gold ornaments etc.,

worth one lakh of varahas were presented to the sardars who accom-
panied Ekoji. Further Ekoji was given as inam (present) 15 lakhs of
rupees and his dewan Peshwa was presented according to promise,
with two lakhs of rupees. Two other generals of Ekclji, Khan and Syed
Sahib were each presented with one lakh of rupees. A Nazar inclusive
of tribute of twenty lakhs of rupees was paid to the Padshah of Bijapur
and a further sum of five lakhs was also paid to the Padshah for ex-
penses of Durbar (?). Besides all these payments, the actual expenses
of the entire expedition from the day it started from Bijapur to the
day it was concluded were due from Sengamaladas, who in payment of
these dues assigned the revenues of the three subahs of Kumbakonam
Mannaxkoyil and Papanasam. Ekoji was asked to collect these reve-
nues till the amounts due to him were realised, till which time the three
subahs were mortgaged to him

After escorting Ekoji and his troops back as far as Ayyampeta.
Sengamaladas returned to Tanjore. Ekoji disbanded the contingents
brought from Poona and Senji and keeping with himself 6000 horse and
12000 men despatched the rest of the Padshah’s troops back to Bijapur.
He wrote letters to the Padshah and to his father intimating them that
he would continue to stay at Kumbakonam till the collection of arrears
was over.
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Acting on the advice of his nurse, the Nayaka of Tanjore Senga-

maladas, who was> yet a boy of 14 years appointed the rich merchant

of Nagapatam who had protected him in his childhood as his minister

and commander-in-chief, a post to which Rayasam Venkanna himself

aspired-

* * * *

Sengamaladas fled to Ariyalur the Palaiyagar of which place Ran-
gappa Malavarayan received him with all honour and took him under

protection. Venkanna informed Ek5ji of the flight of Sengamaladas

from the fort and Ekoji thereupon entered the fort without any opposi-

tion. The gate through which they triumphantly entered the fort

came to be known as Fateh-Darwaza from that date.

After establishing himself at Tanjore, Ekoji with the help of

Venkanna, who had intimate knowledge of the country subdued the

surrounding chiefs, viz., the Nattuvars, Palaiyagars, etc. and collected

tributes from them. He reconquered the territory belonging to Tanjore

(?) that had been annexed by the Setupati and established strong

garrisons therein. After thus establishing order in the country, Ekoji

ruled from Tanjore.

* ** * *

Venkanna fled to Trichinopoly where he was for a time kept under

restraint by the Nayaka of the place but was later set free. The king-

dom of Tanjore thus passed under the rule of the Mahratias under

Ekoji who was smrceeded in order by Sahaji, Tukkajim Sarabhoji,

Katraju Pratapa Singh, Tuljaji, Amarasing and Sarabhoji Raja.

Sengamaladas left a son, Vijayaraghava Nayudu, whose von Vijaya
Mannarappa Nayudu went to Trigirapura and sought refuge under the

Nayaka ruler of the place viz., Vijayaranga Chokkanatha Nayaka,

grandsonjof Raja Cokkanatha Nayaka. He gave his sister in marriage

ToTun^nd obtmned a jdgir~lTam him. Soon after the fall of the (Nayak
dynasty of) Trichinopoly, Vijayaraghava Nayaka repaired to the court

of the Mysore ruler Krsnadeva Udaiyar who granted him the Atnara-

gontdi-slma as jdgir. He continued to enjoy the jdgir in the time of

Bahadur and for some time during the regime of Tippu, When the

jdgir was confiscated’ to the state by the ruler of Mysore, and when
Vijaya Mann&rappa died, his brothers and son Bangaru Sami Nayaka
moved to Tondaiman-sTma, While they were in the sfma of the

Tondaiman, the king of Khandi (the predecessor of the present.
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raja of Khandi) offered to marry the two daughters of

Vijaya Mannarappa. Accordingly the marriage was celebrated at

Khandi and Vijayaraghava Nayaka the younger brother of Vijaya

Mannarappa who had gone to Khandi stayed at Khandi with his nieces

and was maintaining himself on the jagir granted to him by the Raja
of Khandi. In course of time the Raja of Khandi died as also his two

queens. Vijayaraghava Nayaka also died.

Bangaru Sami Nayadu the son of Mannarappa Nayadu, is now
living at Jambukesvaram-Koiidayampeta.



MANUSCRIPT No: 170

Topdaman Pdlaiyagdr Birudas or The Genealogy of the Tondts-

man Chief Raja Raghundtha Tondaimdn or Trichinapalirajacharitra

(according to Wilson). (16 Folios).

Wilson, p. 277, No. XIV.

Taylor, III, pp. 174-5, No. 886 (123 C.M. 327)

Shelf No. 11 — 4-10.

The Genealogy of the Tondaimdn chief Raya Raghundtha of the

Kdtikula

:

The genealogy and the achievements of Raghunatha and his

ancestors of the Tondaiman family are described in Telugu verses

composed in Sisa metre.*

After giving a legendary genealogy of Raghunatha Bhupala of the

Kotikula the manuscript says that Rayaprabhu in the time of Sriranga-

raya caught the State elephant which had gone into rut and was causing

great havoc. For this act of bravery king Srfrangaraya was pleased to

bestow upon HTm many honours and presents. The honours were the

privilege of holding or enjoying the paraphernalia, such as

:

Green Pavadas silver andala (palanquin) gandaperdara, velupa-

vadas of five colours, Bhucakra umbrella, horse with Boddu ghanta

(bell), drum carried by elephant, dhavala sankhus, flag marked with

emblems garuda, lion and Hanumanta. Company songsters double

musical instruments, musical instrumentsi bearing the name of Surya

and Candra, privilege of maintaining an incense-bumer(?), rosewater

sprinkler (?) horse decorated with the black tassals made of the hair

of the cow of Tartray makara-bajjies, an umbrella of four colours

sword, crest decorated with flowers of emerald (?), pearl-tassel, small

drum capable of producing terrific sound, palanquin with simhalalata

elephant with howdah, torches gold and silver, a padasara made of

links of gold, torches made of silver carried during the day, fly-whisks,

natyafald (theatre hall), filled with the women taken from the enemy
jantabhatlu (double minstrels ?) praudha-satkavikriti (privilege of'

having a book dedicated to him or composed in his praise.).

* This work has been published by the Telugu Academy (Cocanada), Vol. II,

pp. 304 ff.



He had four sons Faghunatha Nripati, Namana, Paccha, and

Perama. They were invited to the court of Vijayaraghava of Tanjore

and greatly honoured by the Nayaka ruler who engaged them in his

service as commander of the forcesf?). In course of time Raghu-

matha acquired prestige as a great fighter and hunter and Vijaya-

raghava was pleased to present him through his son who was Patta-

dhikdri with (1) Padaka set with Sriramamada, (2) a sword named

Ramabanam, (3) horses, elephants, etc.

Raghunatha served his master for some time but when the latter

became convert to the Vaisnava creed he left his service and having

captured a palem in the neighbourhood, he was ruling his own estate.

He was received with honours by the Senior Setupati who engaged him

in his service. Raghunatha while in service under the Setupati put

down the rebellious Palayagars and the Tevanmars (Maravars) who
were causing trouble to the Setupati and made arrangements for

maintaining order.-

On one occasion Raghunatha fought with an elephant that was
running amok in the streets and brought it under control.

About this time, Ranga Krsna Muddula VIra Narapati who was
conducting a campaign against the southern districts of his kingdom
wanted to reduce the forts of Nagiri and Nagalapuram; his troops had
to give up the enterprise, as they could not subdue them. Hearing

about the prowess of Raghunatha he invited him with a view to engage
him for the capture of the Nagalapuram fort. Raghunatha went to

his court and was received with all honours. The king bestowed upon
him a rajyct yielding 6 lakhs of revenue as kanachi. He was made the

commander of 12,000 Musketeers and a thousand Kaijitam forces (?)-/

and five' hundred horse. He set upon the task of conducting the king’s

southern campaigns.

Raghunatha started at the head of a large army towards the
southern dominions and at first took the Nagalapuram fort. He put
down the Palaiyagars (1) Vanniya. (2) Puliyattevan, (3) Cinna Nan-
jattevan, (4) Yattappanayaka, (5) Katte Bommu (6) Kaminedu, (7)
Ghantama Nayaka, (8) Tumbicci Nayaka. He took tribute from a
number of Palaiyagars.

Raghunatha returned to Trichinopoly and gave to his master the
booty and tribute obtained frim the Palaiyagars. The Nayak gave
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Raghunatha large presents and also the privilege of bearing his

(Nayaka’s) birudas and sent him hack to his slirta. After visiting God
Brihadambika and having obtained the grace of the Goddess Raghu-
natha returned to his slma where he built a city called Navaaalapuram
and remained there.

He had four sons :

Pedanaya, Mudduvijaya, Tirumala and Cinnaraya, Having edu-
cated and trained them he made them equal to himself.

Raghunatha went again to Trisirapuram and joined Dalavay
Narasendra in his campaigns in the Kerala country. On the way the

samsthanams of Kambham Gudalur, Karkolaru etc., were reduced

and much booty inclusive of pieces of cannon, elephants, etc., was
taken, which Raghunatha sent to his master. Thence Raghunatha
defeated the Mysore forces captured all the 'frontier forts and took

tribute from the Mysore chiefs. The forces of the Tanjore Nayaka
and those of the chiefs of Toraiyur, Ariyapuram, Udaiyarpalaiyam

Valigundapuri and Marne were also defeated.

About this time Raghunatha Nayaka finding some chiefs named
Pandaram, Pannikkofndan, Singapuli >a|nd other smaller chiefs

hiding in fear, set them first against Baloji Pantulu who was stationed

at Pattukottai. Raghunatha and the allied chiefs succeeded in cap-

turing the fort. As a mark of victory they cut off the braid of the

wife of Baloji Pantulu and took it with them.*

Raghunatha then caused great trouble to the lord of Tanjore, who
befriended the successor the Peda (senior) Setupati, and asked him to

make an attack upon Raghunatha. He advanced as far as the fort

of Tirumaiyam. He commanded Hidu Rao, a son of Peda Setupati

to proceed against the forces of Raghunatha but he refused. There-

upon he started with a large army composed of Mahrattas (?) and

lay encamped at Perur (Peraiur). There he engaged the services of

the Maravars living between the tank of Kavinadu and Kadayakkudi

and created much disturbance. A great battle ensued. Thousands fell

on the field including Siladdrs , Jamaddrs and the Kaijitam forces.

The forces of the Tanjore Nayaka and his ally were routed. Raghu-

natha returned to his capital flushed! with victory and enjoyed peaceful

* It is not clear if Baloji Pantulu was left again in peaceful possession of the

Pattukk^ttai fort.
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life. His son was Tirumala. He had three sons Vijaya-Raghunatha,

Rajagopala and Tirumala.

Vijayaraghunatha defeated Ananda Rao and his force. He also

defeated Canda Khan who invaded his territory. Further he defeated

and put to rout the forces of Fateh Singh and Raghdji. Proceeding

with naubat to the gate of the tent of the Nizam who was known
as the second Padshah, and having pleased him in some battles

obtained from him the confirmation of his estates, titles and pri-

vileges-



MANUSCRIPT No. 171

SimhaJadvlpa Kaifiyat (Folios ^-incomplete)

Wilson, p. 278, No. XV.

Taylor, Vol III, p. 183, (Old No. 124) (No. 910. C.M. 328).

Shelf No. 11-4-18. (Palm Leaf Manuscript.)

D—2653.

(The account of the conquest of Simhaladvlpa by the chiefs of

Madura and Trisirapura of the Pandya country.)

In the time of Raja Peda Krrsnappa Nayaka, son of Raja VTs-

vanatha Nayaka, the king of the Pandya country, there was a Palai-

yagar, Tumbicci Nayaka .of Paramagudi. He built a strong fort

around the place and was ruling the surrounding country. He made
various forays on the surrounding places, plundering and ravaging

at his discretion alike in the Pandya and Cola countries. So Peda
Krsnappa Nayaka, issued takids reprimanding and warning Tumbicci

Nayaka. Rut the latter paid no heed and continued his predatory

activities. Hence Raja Peda Krsnappa Nayaka sent his general

Peda Kesavappa Nayaka to put him down.

1. Capture of Mdnd Madura:

Peda Kesavappa Nayaka delivered an attack on Mana Madura

one of the strongholds of Tumbicci Nayaka. The fort was com-

manded by his younger brother Cina Vlra Tumbicci Nayaka who
had a force of 2000 men under him. When Mana Madura was

attacked, Tumbicci Nayaka sent from Paramagudi a strong reinforce-

ment which entered the Mana Madura fort by night. The Pandya

general delivered powerful assaults on the defenders, Cina Vira

Tumbicci received two serious wounds and retired from the field

into the fort.

The Pandyan forces also suffered serious losses. On the

morning of the second day fighting again started and Peda

Kesavappa Nayaka surrounded the Mana Madura fort and delivered

powerful assaults- On the four sides, facing and overlooking the

fort he erected batteries and opened cannon fire as a result of which

many defenders perished inside the fort. At this juncture, Peda

Vlra Bommi Nayaka and Cina Vlra Bommi Nayaka, the brothers-

ML—45



in-law of Tumbled Nayaka, sailed out of the fort each at the head

of two thousand men and hurling themselves against the batteries,

killed the men in charge of the cannon destroyed the batteries

which were razed to the ground, and captured the cannon. While
they were carrying away the cannon, Yelakol VTrappa Nayudu, a

subordinate general under Peda Kesavappa, gathering together a

force of two thousand men marched forth to retake the cannon. In

the fight that ensued Ranasura Bommi Nayaka, the younger, received

a serious gun shot wound in his thigh. Thereupon his elder brother,

Peda VIra Bommi Nayaka, gathering his forces escaped from the

field of battle into the fort.

The news of the reverses sustained by the Pandyan forces at

the siege of Manamadurai reached the ears of the Pandya king.

The king, wishing to conduct the campaign himself, started with

a large force towards Manamadura and lay in camp at Tribhuvanam

(Tiruppuvanam). He issued takids to all the 72 Palaiyagar chiefs

subordinate to him to muster with all their forces at Manamadurai,.

When the news of the King's march was conveyed to him by

his son Cina Kesava Nayaka. Peda Kesava, the Pandyan general,

redoubled his efforts to capture the Manamadurai fort. He again

erected four batteries and mounting his cannon on them opened'

deadly fire on the fort, himself personally conducting the operations.

The fort walls were greatly damaged at several places and there-

upon Peda KeSavappa and Yelakol VTrappa attempted to scale the

walls with their troops at two different places by .means of rope-

ladders. The defenders led separately by Peda VIra Bornminayaka

and Cinna V7ra Tumbled Nayaka came into account with the climb-

ing forces, Peda Vira Bommi Nayaka opposing Yelakole VTrappa

Nayaka and Cina Vira Bommi facing Peda Kesavappa. In the hand

to hand fight that ensued Yelakole VTrappa Nayaka was pierced by

Peda Vira Bommi Nayaka and he fell. * VTrappa N&yaka’s brother,

Cina Guruvappa Nayaka seeing his brother fall, hastily gathered his

troops and offered battle to Peda Vira Bomminayudu* Thirsting for

revenge Cina Guruvappa met Peda Vira Bommi Nayaka in single

combat and after hard fight broke his shoulder and cut off his head

which he set up on his flag staff. In the meantime Cina Tumbled
Nayaka was engaged in severe fighting with Peda Kesavappa Nayudu
who was being hard pressed. At this juncture Yelakole Cina
Guruvappa Nayaka went to the rescue of Peda Kesavappa, Cina
Tumbled although hard pressed by the two commanders fought air



desperately till death in order to save the honour and name of his

family. His head was also cut oh and was despatched along with

that of Peda VTra Bommi Nayaka, together with the news of victory

to the Pandya ruler at Tribhuvanam.

Peda Kesavappa Nayaka after securing complete victory over

the forces of Tumbicci Nayaka at Manamadurai took possession of

the fort and established his garrison therein. While he was preparing

to start with his troops towards Paramagudi, the Pandya king

together with his forces reached Manamadurai after receiving on the

way the envoys bringing the two heads and the news of the capture of

Manamadurai. Being greatly pleased with his commander in-chief.

Peda Kesavappa Nayaka the Pandya king bestowed upon him the

title of Sangara Kiriti and presented him with many ornaments.

IL Capture of Paramagudi ; Death of Tumbicci Nayaka:

The combined forces started towards Paramagudi to capture

it Venna Mayira Tumbiccinayaka, who was at Paramagudi, greatly

enraged at the capture of Manamadurai and the death of his brother

and brothers-in-law, gathered together a strong force sallied out of

his fort and met the invading Pandyan forces on the way. The
great battle which ensued raged for a whole day and night in which
many notable warriors on both sides perished, the result of the battle

remaining indecisive.

Tumbicci Nayaka lost nearly a thousand horses and three

thousand infantry. Peda Kesavappa Nayaka also sustained serious

losses.

Besides, Peda Kesavappa lost three thousand of his men and a

thousand were wounded. When the news of these serious losses

reached the ears of the Pandya king Peda Krsnama Nayaka, he

despatched half of his forces to the aid of Peda Kesavappa and the

army reached Paramagudi in the evening. The same night the

combined forces divided into three divisions engaged the forces of

Tumbicci Nayaka in three sectors. The forces of Tumbicci Nayaka
which had already suffered serious losses were easily overpowered

and defeated* Tumbicci Nayaka leaving much ammunition on the

field retreated to his fort and shut himself up. Peda Kesavappa

Nayaka brought all his troops and surrounded the fort which he

assailed fiercely. He constructed batteries on four sides of the fort

and mounting his cannon on them opened fire on the fort the walls

of which breached many places. Through the breaches in the



wall the forces of Peda Kesavappa tried to climb the walls by

means of rope-ladders and enter into the fort. The defenders led by

Tumbicci Nayaka opened fire on the climbers and speared them

with the result that the attackers gave up their attempts. Peda

Kesavappa noticing his men giving up the attempt to scale the walls

came upon the scene with the best of his troops and personally led

the climbers. Tumbicci Nayaka opposed them fiercely with the

result that many died in the hand to hand fight. The commander- in-

chief Peda Kesavappa received a gun-shot wound isarakovi-gu filin')

on his breast and he died on the spot. Then his forces broke away
in disorder and returned to the Pdlaiyam (military camp). Most

of the prominent sardars died on the field and Mangapat i Nayudu

son-in-law of nephew of Peda Kesavappa despatched a message to

the Pandya king and to Cina Kesava Nayaka. Tumbicci Nayaka,

who had lost almost the whole of his forces being unable to pumic

the enemy retired to his fort.

When the Pandya king at Manamadura received the news of

the serious 'losses* to his army at Paramagudi, he prepared to start

for Paramagudi to conduct the siege in person. Cina Kesavappa

Nayaka, the son of Peda Kesavappa Nayaka, was entrusted with the

task of capturing the fort.

Reaching Paramagudi Palaiyam, the Pandyan forces surrounded

the fort and delivered powerful assaults. Then Cina Kesava divided

the combined forces into four divisions, one of which was com-
manded by himself, another by (the son-in-law or nephew) Manga*
pati Nayudu and the remaining two by two pdlaiyapdrs and they

began to climb the fort walls on the four directions by means of rope-

ladders. Tumbicci was unable to offer serious resistance to the

enemy. The Pandyan forces soon entered the fort and put to death

Tumbicci Nayaka and his men.

Cina Kesavappa Nayaka, thus avenging his father’s death re-

turned to Manamadura and placed the head of Tumbicci Nayaka
at the feet of the Pandyan king. The Pandyan king being greatly

pleased appointed him as his Commander-in-chief, the office held
by his father, and gave him costly presents. The Pandyan king
ordered the fort walls* of Paramagudi to be pulled down. He
granted to the two widows of Tumbicci Nayaka the kavail of Parama-
gudi and the village of Pambur for their maintenance.

Ill, Invasion of Kandi: Naval Expedition :

The Raja of Kandi, {Khandi( who was a friend of Tumbicci
Nayaka, was greatly enraged when he heard the news of death



of Tumbicci Nayaka and the capture of his dominions by the
Pandya king. So he revealed against the Pandya king in insulting

terms the news of which reached the latter. The Pandya king was
greatly incensed at the conduct of the Raja of Kandi and calling

together the remaining 55 Palaiyagars and their forces mustered a

formidable force. After performing the sthdmasudhi ceremony (?)

he marched his forces to the sea coast where he lay encamped, his

vast armies* stretching from Darbhasayanam to Navapasanam. The
boats stationed at Karaturai were brought to Navapasanam. The
whole army led by the king in person embarked on the boats at

the port on the coast of Kandi where the entire forces disembarked.

From there the Pandya king sent envoys to the court of the king of

Kandi demanding tribute. Refusing to pay tributes the king 'of

Kandi dismissed the envoys and marched his forces against the

Pandya king. At Uttalam, the Kandyan forces lay encamped while

a part of the forces of the Pandyan king numbering 20,000 men
led by Cina Kesavappa which formed the advance guard of the

Pandyan forces, marched to meet them. The opposing forces met
in battle. The Kandyan army could not withstand the onslaughts of

the Pandya army, "the Kandyan commander was wounded and his

army sustained severe losses upon which they fled from the held of

battle. The fort of Uttalam was captured and the Pandya king

fixing up his camp there, despatched his general Cina Kesavappa to

proceed against the Kandyan capital.

The king of Simhala personally leading a huge army of 40,000

men and accompanied by four ministers and eight Dasardyakasi ?

)

or Disandyakas opposed the advance units of the P'andyan forces led

by Cina Kesavappa Nayaka and a great battled ensued. The sound

of the cannon fire and the din of the battle reached the ears of

Raja Peda Krsnappa Nayudu. The Pandyan king who started

immediately and marched in a great haste to the relief of his general

of forces. The entire Pandyan forces offered,. battle to the Simhala

forces in the fighting that ensued victory to the Pandya king.

The Kandyan ministers and Disandyakas were captured. The

P&ndyan king treated the captors with all honours and consideration

in an exceptional manner by attending to all needs and providing

them each with separate tents, retinue of servants'. The Kandyan

ministers and Disandyakas sued for peace and asked the Pandyan

king’s pardon. The Pandyan king ordered cessation of hostilities

against them and permitted the Kandyan ministers to remove their

dead and wounded from the field of battle. Those among the

Pandyan forces who were wounded were removed to Uttalam where



Ramabhadra Nayaka, the commandant of the Pandyan garrison sta-

tioned there and the Peshkar VTrabhadraya were instructed to attend

on them.

The casualties among the Kandi forces numbered 2000

dead and 1800 wounded. The Pandyan king lost 1000 men besides

18 sartiars and 8 sons (princes) of the Palaiyagars families. The

wounded numbered 756 men, 13 sardcirs and 6 sons oi the Palaiyagur

families.

The whole population of Kandi represented to the Pandyan king

that as their king had left no heirs and as all the king's relations

had died on the field of battle the throne of Kandi was lei t without

a ruler. They requested the Pandyan king to proceed to the town of

Kandi and ascend the throne and rule over them.

The Pandya king proceeded to Kandi with all pomp and splen-

dour. The Pandya king seated himself on the throne of Simhafa and

received the nobility of the realm, the ministers*, Desanathas and other

adhikaris who paid tributes to him according to their .status. The

king in return presented in turn to each of them valuable clothes

and jewels befitting their status.

The king then visited the temples of Ramasvami and Krsnasviimi

and performed worship in them and presented valuable clothes to

the deities. Proceeding to the town of Kadurakama, he visited and

worshipped at the temple of Kadiresvara at the place. After return-

ing to Kandi he invited all his relations* to his presence and selected

from among them, his brother-in-law Vijaya Gopalanayaka and

installed him as the king of SimhaladvTpa. On the occasion of the

assumption of rulership over the Simhala "country by the Pandya
prince, the people led by the ministers and the Desanayakas repre-

sented to the Pandya king Raja Peda Kpsnama Nayaka that he should
issue necessary instructions (orders) to the new Pandya king of Sim-
hala that he should not interfere with their religion which was Bud-
dhism and that he should govern the country without disturbing their

customs (acara). The Pdndya king, did so. Before returning to his

country the Pandya king made arrangements for the safety of the
person of the new king of Simhala by stationing in the palace a
strong body-guard of Pandyan soldiers numbering 6,000 inclusive of
sardars etc. and by establishing in the vicinity of the palace at Kandi
a colony of 60 Pandyan families who were closely related to the king.
These families were instructed to bring their wives and children from
their native places after the expiry of a year.



Then the Pandya king started on his return journey in all pomp

and splendour and reached the sea coast at Mannar. At Mannar the

king gave orders to his army to set sail to the port Devipatnam on

the other side of the sea and he himself followed by his commander-

in-chief Kesavappa and a few of the most prominent members of the

royal' household and several Palcuyagar chiefs proceeded towards

Ramesvaram and taking the bath at Setu and giving gifts of vil-

lages, gold and money to the temples. Brahmans and mathas at the

place he proceeded on a pilgrimage tour of all the important sacred

shrines.

After visiting several sacred places the Pandyan king entered

the Malayalam country and conquered Ramarajaf ?), the king of

that country and took tribute from him. From there he marched

against Kocci and conquered its king and took tributes. Thence

he proceeded to Kdlikkottu, subdued its king and from there went

to Palaghat and took tribute from its kings. Thence he proceeded'

to Koyamputtur where he signed a treaty with the Mysore king by

which all outstanding boundary disputes below the Ghats existing

between them were finally settled. After ordering the setting of

18 boundary stones (geilu?) below the pass, he returned to Madurai
and worshipped god Sundare£a.

Till the fall of Madurai and the Trichinopoly samasthamimsr

the Rajas of Kandi and Malayalam were paying the tribute without

default. After the fall of the Samasthanam, the descendants of the

Pandyan royal family were granted a palace in the village of
Vallikucci in the Sivaganga estate and the chiefs of Ramanatha-
puram and Sivaganga granted villages to them for their mainten-

ance.

During the time of Vijaya Kumara Muddu Tirumalayya Naya-
nayyagaru the grandfather of the present surviving member qf the

Pandyan family, the king of Kandi (from whom the present king of

Kandi is third in succession) despatched envoys with presents, etc.,

to the Pandyan family at Vallikucci requesting a bride for the king

of Kandi. Vijaya Kumara Muddu Tirumalayya declined to enter

into matrimonial connections as the two families had not paid

visits to each other for a long time, and sent the envoys back with-

out accepting the presents brought by them.
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Subsequently when Col. Lausington was in camp at Rama-
nathapuram, the Kandi king sent his uncles Appasami Nayudu and

Venkataperumal Nayudu. on the same mission. The descendant of

the Madurai Nayak who was living in the estate of the Tondaman
obtained the permission of the Collector to receive them.

(The MS. is incomplete and the succeeding folios arc missing.)



MANUSCRIPT No. 172

Kcdiyugardjacarita (9 Folios—18 pages).

Wilson, p. 278, No. XVII.

Taylor, Vol. III, p. 215, No. 561. (Old Nos. 131 C.M. 330).

Shelf No. 13—8—1.

(Palm leaf manuscript). (D. 2599).

The first folios contain a list of the legendary kings who ruled

from the beginning of the Yudhisthira era.

Kings of the Yudhisthira era:

(The DATES quoted are fantastic and totally incorrect).

Beginning of Sdlivahana-Saka :

Used in the countries south of ,the R. Narmada.

1. Salivahana. who ruled the country up to the R. Revo. The
Vikramarka Saka (mistake for Salivahana iaka), was used in the

country bounded by the Vindhyas, Mahodadhi Ratnakari and

Jagannadham, North of the Narmada the Vikramarka saka is

being used at the present day.

2. Madhavavarma.

3. Kota Ketana (of the Kota chiefs of Amaravati ?).

4. NTlakantha Maharaja.

5. Mukkanti Maharaja, who gave many agrahdras to Brah-
mans. Seven important agrahdras were Guntur, Solas'a, Karasala,

Vengipuram, Cinagantipuram, Jupputuru (Upputuru) and Karam-
cedu. He granted agraharas to Brahma, Visnu and Mahesvara and
one more to Palakuriki Somanatharadhyulu.

6. Coda Maharaju, who constructed temples for god Siva and
granted agrahdras to Brahmans.

7. Yavana Bhoja.

8. The eight descendants of Yavana Bhoja.
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9. Rayasamsthanam kings beginning with Ramadevarayalu.

During their rule there were three seats of kingship or dynasties of

kings, viz., the Narapati, Gajapati and Asvapatis. The Narapati

kings were the Raya chiefs. They were also called Sampita chiefs

and the Salagola chiefs. The Gajapatis were the Vodderajas whose

family surname was Miryala chiefs. The Asvapatis were the Mus-

lims. The founder of the Narapati line of kings was Ramadeva-

rayalu and of the Gajapatis was Visvambaradevu. The founders

of the Muslim power were the Delhi line of kings.

10. Defying these three lines of rulers, the Kings of the line

of Rudrl ruled. To this family belonged Prataparudra who ruled

over the 14 simas with Yugandhara as his chief minister.

11. Subsequent to Prataparudra, Ganapati-Gajapati and his

brother Pala Bhaskaradevu, sons of Miryala Visvambara Devu ruled

the fourteen simas. During their rule they granted 44 agrahdras to

Brahmans. It was during the rule of king Ganapati-Gajapati , his

minister Gdparaju Remanna removed ifom the office of Karanam in

each and every village the aravas (i.e., Tamils and the Balijas) and
appointed in their place Brahmans of the Niyogi sect.

12. Subsequently, the six Reddi kings ruled, after subduing the

three dynasties of kings (i.e., the Asvapatis. Gajapatis and Nara-
patis). For hundred years they ruled; Donti Alla Reddi, his sons

Prolaya Vemanna 4

and five others. Their period of rule lasted for

hundred years from Saka 1210, Sarvadhdri, to Prabhava from Prolaya

Verna who had as his wife AnnamambadevT to Raca Verna. Among
these Anna Verna ruled from S. 1249 Prabhava to 1310 and he
granted 44 agrahdras to Brahmans in the Kondavoti-szma, Peda-

Konduru and 43 other villages were granted inclusive of the eight

bhdgas, viz., paurohityam , pacikdtyam, jyotisam , ganlka, prabhu ,

yajamanyam, samudrami ? ). Somamudrdpariksdkam(?),

13. The reddis were followed by the Delhi kings whose rdjyam

was subsequently occupied by the Narapatis. King Ambadeva super-

seded the Narapatis in their dominions for some time. Subsequent
to him came the rule of the Gajapatis of whom Langula Gajapati

ruled for 25 years till S. 1359. Again the country was occupied

and ruled over by the Narapati kings among whom the following

ruled in succession to one another.

(i) Praudhadevarayalu.

(ii) Harihara.
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After Harihara, the country again passed under the rule of the

Gajapatis of whom Kapilesvara Gajapati ruled over the Konda-
vidu and AravTdu-srmas.

From S. 1388 Vyaya, the Narapati king Narasimharayalu ruled

for 27 years. It was from the time of this king onwards that the

Gajapatis were kept beyond the river Krsna and Asvapatis beyond

the river Narmada (and not allowed to cross the rivers into the

kingdom of the Narapatis).

From S. 1415, PramadU VTra Purus5tlama ruled for three years.

Then the following kings are enumerated

:

1. Narasimhadevarayalu — 16 years (dates spurious).

2. Krisnadevarayalu — Angirasa (S. 1434) to Vikriti,

3. Prataparaya — S 1452 Vikriti to Vijaya.

4. Acyutaraya — S. 1455, Vijaya to Subhctkrit.

5. Mukundarayalu — §. 1486, Raktaksi to Vibhava.

6. Srlrangaraya — §. 1490, Vibhava to Sukla .

7. Tirumalaraya — Sukla to Angirasa.

8. Sada^iva — Angirasa to Yuva.

9. Ibhuram Padshah — Saka 1497, Yuva to £. 1502.

The Muslims took Kondavldu and Ibhuram Padshah

ruled.

10. Muhammad Padshah — 3, 1502 to Virodhi for 31 years.

11. Venkatapatirayalu and Jupalle Rangarayalu — Virodhi

to Kdlayukti.

12. Sultan Muhammad Padshah — 1540, Kdlayukti to

Prabhava .

13. Ramarayalu — £. 1549, Prabhava to PrajotpattL

14. Venkatesvararayalu — Prajotpatti to Vyaya — 15 years.

15. Sultan Abdulla Padshah — £. 1568, Vyaya to Paridhavi—
26 years.

16. Abdulla Hassan Padshah and Akkanna Madanna — S.

1594, Paridhavi to Ksaya.

17. The A^vapati king, Aurangazeb Padshah of Delhi, who
defeated and killed Tanisha of Goikonda — 5. 1608

Ksaya to Sarvajit — 21 years,

18. Shah Alam — S. 1629, Sarvajit to Khara

,
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19. Farrukh Shah, son of Shah Alam — §. 1633, Khara to

VikdrL

20. Ahamad Shah, son of Farrukshah — Vikdri to Pramo-
duta.

From 5. 1672, Pramoduta to Kdlayiikti, S. 1720 — the names
of the Padshas not known.

The kaifiyat stops here.

(This is absolutely unreliable and cannot be used in any historical investi-

gation.)



MANUSCRIPT No. 173

Surapuram Rdjula Vamsdvali.

Wilson, p. 279, XX,

Taylor, III p. 476, No. 563 (No. 38, C.M. 333).

Shelf No. 12—2—58.

Restored in 13—4—30.

(Cf. 15—1—10 for an abridged summary).

And

Abridged summary of he Surapuram Kings.

Taylor, III, p. 489, No. 658 (No. 58, C.M. 748).

Shelf No. 15—1—10.

(Collected partly with the Kaifiyat of the Gudikunta chief? —
a branch of this family — Ms, 15— 1—18).

Genealogical account of the kings of Siirapuram:

N.B .—This account of the Surapuram kings is taken from the

introductory part of the Telugu work (prabandha) Sampatkummyam

alias Venkatavildsa by Venkatavlraraghava Kavi, who dedicated the

work to a prince ?) of the Surapuram family. The opening verses

of the book contain, invocations addressed by the author to Tirumala-

nathaSauri (i.e., Visnu, lord of Tirumala) and Hayagriva, the patron

of learning and Sri Krsna. The author is stated to have been

exhorted by his patron to compose the work in praise of God Raja-

gopalasvami and to dedicate the work to him. After receiving

presents from his patron (whose name is not stated) the author pro-

ceeds to describe the genealogy of his patron and his capital.

In general this manuscript gives an account of the Zamindars

of Surapura in the Hyderabad area, an estate cleared for cultivation

by Timma Reddi under the authority of Aurangazeb’s officers in the

seventeenth century.



MANUSCRIPT No. 174

“ Telugu Kaifiats Restored September 1835 (3 sections).

Taylor, HI, p. 514, No. 566. (No. 31. C.M. 785)

The manuscript has been translated and printed in Oriental

Historical Manuscripts, 11, pp. 182 and ff.

Shelf No. 15—3—26.

L.R. Yol. 9*

“ Genealogy of the Karnata kings of Madura and Trichinopoly.”

The first volume (patti) of the reign of Raja Mudda Vlrappa

Nayudu, son of Tirumala Nayudu was written fully.

The translation as found in print is divided into a number of

extracts interspersed with the translators remarks on each piece

and with Tamil pieces and their translation. The Telugu portion

was not given and the translation is almost faithful except in case

of certain words which were misunderstood as the translator seems,

to have done his work by hearing the Tamil rendering of the Telugu

passages made by some Pandit viva voce. For instance Vyaya (one

of the 60 years of the Hindu almanac) was translated as Vijaya

(which is also another of the years) which will naturally affect the

date question.

The remarks added to every extract betray the ‘true mis-

sionary of the translator and furnish ample examples of faults

which a ‘historian’ ought to shun.

The matter in this volume seems to be in continuation of
another Telugu Manuscript. Roth the volumes furnish a good and
fairly accurate account of .the Nayaks’ rule in Madura,

* This volume was copied in L.R. Vol. IX where in the beginning of the
account matter covering over two pages of the original volume (15—3—26)
under notice is found in excess and is apparently missing in the original.
Probably the first sheet was missing when the Ms. was given for binding.
The whole matter of this volume is found in English translation in ‘ Oriental
Historical Manuscripts’, Vol. II, by W. Taylor, missionary. The missing
portion can be seen in English translation on pages 182 to 184, Vol. II (1835
Edition).



MANUSCRIPT No. I7S

Devangadavara Kaifiyat etc.

Wilson, p. 148, No. V.

Taylor, III, pp. 654-55, No. 1922. (3 sections).

I. Devangadavara Kaifiyat :

In Mahratti letters. The Kaifiat mentions the legendary origin

of the Devanga community from I§vara Himself. The person arose

from IiSvara is* said to have given clothing to the gods. There is

nothing of historical importance in the manuscript.

II. Candradroha Parvate Kaifiyat :

This section contains only Kannada accounts wherein letters are

used for figures.

III. Bhagiir Cennakesava Devasthdna Sasanam

:

This is a Kannada inscription.
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MANUSCRIPT No. 176

Kalajnana by Cennabasava:

Wilson, p. 312, X.

18—23—18, D.N. 1492.

Palm Leaves—A prophetic account of the Ballala kings who
ruled at Dvarasamudra is given in this< manuscript. According to

this Hoysala Ballala Raya reigned for 59 years from Saka 900 to 965

(1043 A.D.). He was followed by Vinayaditya Ballala who ruled

upto S. 995. Yereyanga Ballala ruled till 5. 1036. He was suc-

ceeded by Visnu Vardhana (1037—1067). Vijaya Narasimha ruled

upto 1110. VTra Ballala reigned upto 1155. VIra Narasimha Deva
ruled till 1171 VIra SomeSvara ruled upto 1190 and VTra Narasimha
ruled till 1230.

Next, we have an account of the foundation of Vijayanagar and
the princes who ruled over it. The battles fought by the kings of
Vijayanagar with the Muslim kings and the defeat of the former as
well as the capture of Srirangapatnam and Candragiri arc described
in this work.

An account of the author Cennabasava is also given in this

work. According to it, he was the guru or preceptor who gave the
knowledge of Sabstkala to Siddha Ramaya, Allama Prabhu Basava
and others. When Siddha Ramaya asked CennakeSava as to what
would come to pass the latter’s reply was as follows: “In the year
of feilivahana 696, Basava will be united with Sangamelvara and his
wife Nilambika with the lingam she wears. You will part with your
life at Sonalapura. Allama Prabhu will feed miraculously 196000
jangamas and will then go over to SnSaila. There he will convert
Gorakh and others and finally will he absolved in a plantain tree.
Bijjala Raya will appoint him (Cenna Basava) as his minister, Bomana
and Malaya will defeat his army, and take his son prisoner. Then
Nagalambika the mother of Cenna Basava, will request her son to
liberate the youth and make him king. He will reign for 60 years.
Cenna Basava will finally be absorbed! into his guru, Linganarya.



MANUSCRIPT No. 177

Kalajnana of Yemma Basova :

Wilson, p. 313, XI.

18—23—18. D.N. 1484.

Palm Leaves—A prophetic account of the situation in Dekkan
after the invasion of the Muslims and the destruction of Anegondi or
Vijayanagar is given in this manuscript. The establishment of
Jangama religion by Rasava at Kalyanpur is also to be found here.



MANUSCRIPT No. 178

Saranu Lilamrta :

Wilson, p. 319, XX.
19—1—48 and 49.

Accounts of the incarnation of Basava and of the acts of that

great teacher as well as those of Cenna Basava and other celebrities

of the Vira^aiva religion are given in this work by Canapa Kavi who
lived in Nidugallu (1750 or thereabouts). This is a Yaksagana work.



MANUSCRIPT No. 179

Bijjala Raya Caritre %

Wilson, p. 320, XXV.
19—1—31.

Paper Account of Bijjala Raya of Calukya dynasty, who ruled

at Kalyanapura is given in this manuscript. This king had as his

minister Basava, the founder of the Jangama faith. Bijjala being a

Jaina persecuted the Jangamas and attempted the destruction of

Basava who retaliated by trying to bring about his downfall. The
account of the death of Bijjala given here is materially different from

that given by VTraSaiva poets. The author of this work is Dharani-

dharendra. a Jain priest.

Bijjala Raya having marched against and subdued the Raja of

Kolhapur was on his return journey to his capital. Whilst reposing

in his tent, Basava sent to him a Jangama disguised as one of the

Jaina persuasion with a poisoned fruit. The disguised Jangama
offered him the fruit and no sooner had the king smelled the fruit

than fie dropped dead. His son Immadi Bijjala and his attendants

hastened to his assistance but it was in vain. Basava apprehended
danger and threw himself into a well and died and his wife poisoned
herself. After the resentment of Immadi Bijjala was allayed, Cenna
Basava, presented his uncle’s treasures to the Raya in consequence
of which he was given a ministerial office at court.



MANUSCRIPT No. 180

Local History and Biography:

Maisiiru Dhoregala Purvdbhyudayavivara (History of the Mysore

kings).

Wilson, p. 329, II.

Shelf No. 18—15—2.

This manuscript contains a personal note of C. P. Brown written

by him in August 1847. He has metnioned therein that this volume

contains a transcript of two volumes No. 1721 and 1926; the latter

of which is 18-15-37. He has further mentioned that the original

Kannada books mentioned by Wilks were in course of time sent to

the East India House along with many other volumes and that he

effected their transmission to the College at Madras in September

1844. The title by which Wilks cites this volume is Nuggu Poottia

Pandits Book which was supposed to be on Palm-leaves and miss-

ing. But this is a copy from the original Kadattam 18-15-37 Taylor

mentions, “Although a considerable degree of interest attaches to

the book yet the contents now require no more notice than will be

found under the original No. 1926 infra (i.e. 18-15-37)”. They
mention only the cycle years and not the §aka Era. Mackenzie by
means of one known and fixed date adjusted all the others. This

manuscript has given the list of the dates of the events therein

mentioned.



MANUSCRIPT No. 181

Mysore Rajavamsavali :

Wilson, p. 330, No. III.

Shelf No. 19—1—12.

Local History and Biography—Hala Kannada.

The manuscript gives a mythological account of the Mahameru

mountains and the country around it. The extent of Bharata Khanda,

its divisions and rivers are then mentioned. Srirangapura is said to

have been founded in Salivahana 816 by a Brahman prompted to

do so in a dream. Afterwards the country was ruled by Tim-

manna Denniayaka and others. In the year 1434, when the

Karnataka country was ruled by Gundendra Raya, the king of

Vijayanagar, his sons Narasinga Raya and Acyuta Raya and

others came to this place with their army and beseiged the fort

of Ummattur for three months but could not enter it. So they went

to Srirangapatna and attacked it. The king of Srirangapatna fought

with Narasinga Raya and did not yield. So the latter was forced

to retreat. The king of Ummattur fortified the fort of §ivasamudra

which served as a jaladurga. After some time, king Devaraya

Wodeyar died and his son Rangaraja Wodeyar became king. Nara-

singaraya also died; and in the place of his brother Acyutaraya,

Krishnaraya ruled the country. He laid siege to the fort of Siva-

samudra for a year and finally succeeded in taking possession of it.

He took possession of Srlrangapatna also and came back to Vijaya-

nagar. He stationed his army in important places and introduced

land revenue reforms and became very powerful and glorious.

Mysore Royal Geneaology:

Candra (or the moon) was born out of the eyes of Atri, the

great Muni. Hence this dynasty was of the Atreya Gdtra. Budha was
born to Candra and so this vamsa is known as Somavamia.

Pururava was born to this Budha and Pururava got Ayukumara
as his son from UrvaSi. Ayukumara got Nahusa as hist son and he

begot Yayati. This latter had four sons of whom Yadu, got SGrasena

as his son. Surasena’s son was Vasudeva and to him was bom Lord
Sri Krsna. At the close of this avatara of Visnu, Krsnh told his

sister Camundi (or Mayadevi) to go to Kuntala and live there along
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with their kinsmen. She accordingly went to the city called Mahisa-
sura near the river, Kaveri and established the Yadava dynasty there.

One of the kings called Yadu went to Narayanagiri and worshipped
the deity there. Thereafter the hill was called Yadavagiri
or Melukote. Among his descendants there were two princes named
Bettada Wodeyar and Camara Wodeyar. This Bettada Wodeyar
married Govijamma and got a son named Timmaraja Wodeyar.
He married Kantajamma and got Hiriya Camaraja Wodeyar as his

son. The latter married Padmajamma and got Bittade Camarasa
Wodeyar as son. He In turn got three sons Timmaraja Wodeyar,
Krsnaraja Wodeyar, Bola Camarasa Wodeyar in his wife Alagajam-
ma. When Timmaraja was ruling, he gave protection to the king of

Sidhuvala. Hunasinhala and got the title of Antendembaragauda. He
conquered the king of Ummattur. After him his brother Krsna
Wodeyar ruled, and he gave protection to the king of Haravu. He
was very beautiful and was therefore called Sringarahara. When bis

brother Bola camarasa. Wodeyar was ruling. Venkatadri
,
Nayaka, the

Dalavay of Ramarajayya, came to fight with him with all his army.

Camarasa won the; fight and obtained the title Suguna Gambhira. He
had two wives—VIrajamma, and Demajamma; VIrajamma had two

sons Raja Wodeyar and Bettada Camarasa Wodeyar. Demajamma
had Deparaja Wodeyar as her sons. When Raja Wodeyar was ruling

over the kingdom, he attacked and destroyed the fort of Karagati

and took away much wealth from there and utilised it for the service

of Camundi. He also cut away the nose of the king of Karagati.

From the time onwards the army of Mysore used to cut, off the noses

of those who fought with it. A story is current that Venkatesvara&vami

of Tirupati gave one eye to a blindman and asked him to get the

other from Raja Wodeyar of Mysore. When the blindman approach-

ed him with this request Raja Wodeyar did not hesitate to comply

with this request. He was very much praised in the court of

Vehkataraya of Vijayanagar for his bravery and other good quali-

ties. He went to the help of Timmarajaiya of Narasimhapura against

Laksmappa Nayaka and defeated the latter in battle and got much
wealth. Next he fought against Belur Krsnappa Nayaka and
acquired great wealth by defeating his enemies. He marched against

VIrarajayya. Rhalaldcana Nayaka of Mugur, Immadj Rama-
raja Nayaka of Yalavandur, Mallarayya of Ummattur etc., defeated

them in battle and took tribute from them. He saved the lives of

many Gauda chiefs. Tirumala Raja was not true to his overlord

Vehkatapati Raja of Vijayanagar and he along with the Nayaka of

Madura plotted against him. Raja Wodeyar attacked Sriranga-

patnam and took possession of it in the year Saumya Magha Bahula
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10, Thursday. Tirumalaraja was at Malangi and Raja Wodeyar

sent Ms womenfolk safely to Mm. He then conquered the neigh-

bouring kings of Talkad. Mtigur Kalale, Kullahalli, Bilikere etc.

Nahja Raja of Taracuri and the king of Alambadi listened to

the wicked advice of the king of Madurai and stood against him.

Raja Wodeyar marched against them killed them in battle and

conquered Haradanahalle, Satyagala, Ummattur etc. Yelavandur

was given to Immadi Ramaraja Nayaka as a Rdjdgrahdra. He
saved the life of the king of Tagadur. At Melkote, Raxnasamudra,

Tirumalakodalu, Yadatore etc. he created agraharas for Brahmans.

He built gopuras, prakaras , cars etc., to the temples of Camun-
desvari and Laksmiramasvami. He reconstructed the cities of Mysore

and Srirangapatna and arranged for several festivals in the tem-

ples of Pascima Ranganathasvami and Yadavagiri Tirunarayana-

svami. He was unequalled in all the countries and had several

birudas such as Rajakula Marttanda, Rdjddhirdja, Raja Parames~

vara. Finding that his death was drawing near, he gave proper

advice to his followers and mounting a white horse rode to the

temple of Tirunarayanasvami at Yadavagiri and became one with

that got in the year Fingala. He ruled for 8 years in Srirangapatna.

Afterwards his grandson Camaraja Wodeyar, son of Narasa-
raja Wodeyar ascended the throne in the same year. He got the

titles of - Vira sura, Malavara ganda abhayapratapadhisvara and
conquered all those who stood against him in battle and got many
lands. He defeated the son of Jagadevaraya and got Cennapaina.

He fought with Bhaira Nayaka, Sala Nayaka, Hanumappa Nayaka
etc., and took possession of Cennarayapatna etc. He collected all

the arms of his enemies and kept them in Mysore. He gave agra-

haras to Brahmans and gave lands to the temple of Pagcima Rahga-
natha. He died in the year Tsvara . Vaisakha Buddha 15, after a rule

for 20 years.

After him Immadi Raja Wodeyar, the son of the youngest queen
of Raja Wodeyar, became king in the year ISvara Vai&akha suddha
15. He defeated Krsnappa Nayaka of Arakalagudu and got tribute

from him. His birudas» were Vira sura , Ma 7avaraganda, Sangita-

lolu
,
Sdhityalola, Ubhaydpratdpddhisvara . He celebrated the Dasara

festival with .pomp and splendour and gave agraharas and built

temples and tanks etc,, and died in the year Bahudh&iya, Asvija

Suddha 15 after a rule for only one year.
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Afterwards, Kanthirava Narasaraja Wodeyar, son of Bettada

Camarasa Wodeyar, brother of Raja Wodeyar, ascended the throne

at Srirahgapatna. As soon as he became king he had to withstand

the onslaught of Ranadaula Khan, the commander-in-chief of the

Padshah of Bijapur. The army of Ranadaula Khan was comple-

tely destroyed. He took possession of Periyapatna. and got every

thing that was in the palace of Bhuvanesvari. He defeated the army of

VIrappa Nayaka of Madura and got Satyamangalam, Danyakana-

kdttai etc. He got success in the battle of Yethankanadu and

attacked Magadi and saved the life of Cikka Kempe Gauda who
came to him for protection. He took possession of Turuvakere,

Badaba, Mayasamudra etc., and conquered some of the minor chiefs

and got their lands. He subjected the kings of Malayala and Kongu
countries and attacked Ratnagiri, He gave protection to Sri Ranga
Raya and established the temple of Narasimhasvami and gave many
valuable jewels to the gods. A crown called Kanthlravarnudi was
offered to the deity and lands were given to the temples. He fortified

the forts of Srlrangapatna and Mysore. He gave agrahdram in his

name to several Brahmans. He built several tanks of which the

one at Nanjangudu and another at Srlrangapatna were very famous.

In the observance of Ekadasi vratam, he was equal to Rukman-
gada. He obtained Visnudlksa from his guru and died in the year

Vikari, Sravana Bahula 8. He ruled for 22 years. Afterwards

Dodda Devaraja Wodeyar, son of the youngest queen of Devappa
Wodeyar who was the son of the youngest queen of Bola Cama-
rasa Wodeyar ascended the throne at Srlraftgapatnam on Bhadra-
pada Sukla 1, in the year VikarL He conquered the army of Keladi

Sivappa Nayaka who had come to Srlrangapatna with a large army
and attacked the fort, he defeated also Laksmappa Nayaka who had
helped Sivappa Nayaka and took possession of Narasimhapur. He
spared the life of the king of Arakalgudu. He took possession of

Satarepatna. Vasudhara, Nasana etc., which belonged to Sivappa

Nayaka of Keladi. He got Cikka Nayakanahalli from tbe Muslim
rulers of Bijapur. He rescued the king of Nagalvadi, and forgave

his supporters. He defeated the army of Cokka Nayaka of Madurai
and took many valuable jewels from Cokka Nayaka. He gave rich

presents to Venkate6vara£vami and gave lands also for the perform-

ance of several pujas. He
,
was fond of listening to the Furanas

and erected free feeding houses of several places. He gave
agrahdras to Brahmans and constructed a big tank called Devam-
budhi in Mysore. In Mahaballacala. he erected a Vrisabha made
of stone which was a wonder to all people. After doing many good
deeds, he died in the year Paridhavi Phalguna Buddha 7. In all he
ruled for 14 years.
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After him, Cikka Deva Raja Wodeyar ascended the throne on

the 12th day of the bright half of Phalguna month in the year Parl-

dhavi. He attacked Dodda Devagiri Durga and conquered Cik-

kappa Gaud,a and his collaborators. He defeated all the palaiya-

gars of the vicinity and got much wealth. He marched against Sha-
haji of Bangalore, captured it and took all the arms and ammuni-
tions found there. He marched on to Tiruchirapally and looted it-

He fought with Cennama Nayaka and others and took possession of

Shyala, Sadamahgala, Namakallu, Paramathi etc. He marched
against the king of Ikkeri and defeated his entire army in battle.

He took possession of Maharajana Durga, Cikka Magalur, Bana-
vara. etc. and defeated some of the Palaiyagars who defied even the

Padshah. His fame spread far and wide and was recognised even

by the great Padshah and was known as Jagaderaja. He held the.

darbar during Mahanavami with great pomp and splendour. Pie

worshipped in many temples and rebuilt many others. He built

dams across the river Kaveri and made the water available for all

the land. He gave agrahdras and built tanks and temples. He was
very kind and ruled very well for 31 years and 20 days. In the

year Tarawa Karttika he died.

After him, KanthTrava Maharaja Wodeyar ascended the throne

at SrTrangapatna in the year Tarawa . Margasira 1. He was very

obedient to his mother and was known as SrTyarahara, His com-
mander-in-chief Nanjarajayya went with all his army to Cika

Ballapur and conquered Baicegauda and got tribute from him and

took some plases from him. He defeated some of the Palaigais of

the vicinity and marched against the king of Sirya who was a

Muslim and subdued him. After him, Sri Narasaraja Wodeyar ruled

for 8 years and died on Phalguna Buddha 15 in the year Jaya. His

son, Sri Kpsnamaharaja Wodeyar ascended the throne of SrTranga-

patna in Jaya and ruled over his kingdom very well. Dewan

Sadulah Khan, Sidhoji, Gorpade, etc. wanted to light with him and

made preparations for it. They marched towards SrTrangapatna and

beseiged it., In the battle that took place some of them lost their

noses and some their heads. So they fled away. In the year Para-

bhava, Baji Rao, the Mahratta took a large army and attacked the

capital. But his army was destroyed and he fled away. In the year

kilaka, Devarajayya, the commander-in-chief went round the king-

dom with a large army and punished all the evil doers. Kfsnaraja

Wodeyar ruled for 18 years and died in the year Virodhikrit.

ML —48
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Afterwards, Sri Camaraja Wodeyar who belonged to the family

of Krsnaraja Wodeyar ascended the throne in the same year, on

Phalguna Bahuja 7. But he listened to the wicked advice of people

like Naranappa, Kadur Cikkayya, Sivanappa, Kanthlravayya etc., and

appointed them for important posts in preference to well-tried and

faithful servants. He ruled very badly and did not have faith in

God or Brahmins. His subjects suffered a lot on account of his

wicked rule. He ruled for 2 years and three months and was then

deposed in the yeer Ananda.

Afterwards, on the same day, Immadi Krsnaraja. son of Sri Maha.

Krsnaraja and Devarajamma ascended the throne of Srirangapatna.

His marriage was celebrated with great pomp and splendour. Then he

fought with the king of Ballapur, defeated him and made him pay

annual tributes. Fatteh Singh, Babu Rao and others besieged the fort

of Srirangapatna and were killed. He improved the finances of his

kingdom. He meted out proper punishments to the evil doers. He

came to Dharapura and ordered his minister Venkatapatiah to punish

one Jangamma who was using abusive language and doing evil deeds.

This minister and Manjarajaiah proceeded against this wrong doer and

took him a prisoner. He marched to the neighbouring countries of

Tiruchirapalli, Ramesvara, Tondaman etc. and made their kings obey

him. His fame spread far and wide. He arranged for the performance

of regular pfijci in the temples of Trinesvar, Laksmiramanasvami, and

Camundi in the city of Mahisapura. He built a tank called ‘Devam-

budhi’ for the benefit of all people and repaired the tank 'Narasam-

budhi' Nanjangud. He rebuilt the fort at Srirangapatna; built a dam

across the Kaveri and built a tank known as SJtascirovar. The people

were very happy under his rule. He died in the year Vyava, Caitra

bahuja 1. In' the year Sarvajit, Caitra bahala 3, his son Nanja Raja

Wodeyar became king. His youngest son Camaraja Wodeyar became

king in the year Nandana—Then Krsnaraja Wodeyar was made king

by the English,



MANUSCRIPT No. 182

Kanlliimva Narasuraja Vijava : (Palm leaf)

Wilson, p. 331. V.

Shelf No. 19—6—2.

The manuscript begins with the pithika sandhi giving a few invo-

catory verses. It is said that Dalavay Nangarajendra caused the daring

deeds of his master, to be narrated in the poem.

The next sandhi is known as the Bhubhagavarnana sandhi where

the Karnata desa, Kaverl and Mysore are described.

The next sandhi deals with a description of the kings of that

dynasty and is known as the Vamsavistdra sandhi. In the time of

Yayati was born Dharuni of Atreya gotra who came and settled down
in Mysore from Dvaravati. His son was Beheadra, the killer of the

enemies. His son was king Camaraja. He had two sons Rajendra and

Bettadecamarajendra. Quarrel arose with the neighbouring kings of

Karugahalli on the question of: their boundaries. The chiefs of Karug-

halli who were subduced by the Mysore kings, went and sought protec-

tion under Tirumalaraja. Tirumalaraja forgetting that the Mysore

kings were his great friends and well-wishers, immediately invaded

the forts round about Aripura. Then with the idea of invading

Mysore he collected a huge army.

They besieged Surugiri. Ummatturu and Mugurit, When the army

besieged the frontier forts Bettada Camendra recounts with his elder

brother in anger the assistance rendered to Tirumala against Nara-

simhapura and Beliir. Leaving the brother for the protection of the

fort, he crossed the river at Garalapuram and attacked the army at mid-

night and caused panic in the army. Battada Camendra plundered the

encampment at Satyagala. Passing through Sosale he attacked and

subdued the encampment of Tiruvanguru and returned to Mysore after

finishing all these within three days. Hearing this -the Raya besieged

Kesareyapura. In a day the Mysore army already much fatigued was

collected and their army was plundered. The chief of Periyapattana

fled from the battle-field. One after another the kings also fled.
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In the Arasinavara Janana sandhi or the sandhi dealing with the

birth of KanthTrava Narasa Raja, it is mentioned lhatKanthlrava Nara-

sarajendra was bom on the day of Narasimha Jayanti, Sukia paksa
Caturdasi, and was therefore named as KanthTrava Narasarajendra.

His life until he was crowned king of Mysore is briefly mentioned.

After he was crowned king, with universal approval he appointed

Nahjendra as the Dalapati or the commander-in-chief of the army.

The next sandhi is the ‘"Rangadhama Kaverl Mahima sandhi”*

where god Ranganathaof srTrangapatnam and the river which encircles

the town are described.

The next sandhi is the “’Srlrangapattanada Srngaravarnana sandhi 1 "

where also the different parts of the city are elaborately described.

The A ramane Varnane sandhi describes the different parts of the

palace and the temples of Narasimha and Rangesa.

The Nityotsavaddlayada sandhi appears next, and describes the

court of the king.

The next two sandhis Madanamohini kathe and Rupajavanta

Madanamohini viraha sandhi deal with the marriage of Rupajayanla

with Madanamohini.

The next sandhi the Karnatakke Khana Banda sandhi deals with

the invasion of the Karnataka country by Khana. Since a dispute

regarding the boundary lines arose between the Ikkeri chief Ken-
gendra and Vijayapura, Vijayapura invaded Ikkeri and plundered

the whole country. The army returned with immense booty. Then
the Pateya (Padshah) giving him a huge army asked the minister to

invade the Karnataka country, Ankusa Khana and several other

Khans were given for his assistance. The army reached Basava-

pattana and made friendship with Poovala Hanuma. The army was
further strengthened by recruits from Harapanahalli, Kanakagin,
Sonduru, Gudiyakote and Hattiya Yerrappa Nayaka Doddiriyarasa

further supplied some army. In the same way Hiriyur Tammanna
Nayaka also supplied some more. Baira Nayaka of Cikkanayakana-
halli and Hanumappa Nayaka of Tumgere also went with all their

forces. Belur and Narasimhapura also followed them. This huge
army under the command of the various Khans marched against

Kamata. Ranadhuli Khan marched to Sire and looted the place.

Hearing this the chief of Tumkur ran away to the hills. Ranadhuli
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Khan severally devastated this unopposed country and the panic-

stricken people fled to the forests. With the idea of invading Banga-

lore the army alighted at Sivaganga. Rayadurga, Kunigilu, Ballala-

pura, Kotala, Bijjavara, Cikkabalalapura, Holavanahalli , Hosavuru,

Masti Devandapura, Soolibale, Sidilghatta — all submitted to the

Khan. Then he thought of invading Srirafigapattana where the king

resides. With the idea of besieging Srlrahgapattana the army
encamped at Ramagiriyadurga.

Besides these, the armies that were forced to join them at Gudi-

kota, Rayadurga, Cikkanayakapura and other places were also

exhibited before him. Immediately the army entered the country,

the king gave orders to Dalavay Nanjendra to take necessary pre-

caution to protect the forts on the frontiers and also the capital.

The next sandhi deals with the siege of Pattana by the

Muslims.

The next sandhi also Laggeya sanndha deals with the prepara-

tion and besieging of the fort. The heroic deeds of the soldiers of

the Mysore army are described. About 12000 of the soldiers of

the Muslim army were punished by the cutting off their noses by

the Mysore king, Patsya was bewildered and greatly admired the

Mysore king for his valour.

The Laggegevittadu sandhi appearing next mentions the actual

besieging of the Muslim army on all the sides of the fort of Pattana

and how their attack was successfully repulsed by the Mysore army.

The Koggole sandhi mentions the utter defeat of the Muslim
army at the hands of the Mysore king and their return. The fall

of the Muslim commanders has been most graphically described in

this sandhi. Ranadhuli Khan returned to Vijayapura with the

remaining army.

The next sandhi deals with the siege of Ramagiri by the Mysore
kings. The Ikkeri chief Poovala Hanuma tempting the Muslims of

a large booty suddenly got their army. The Patsya again sent

Ranadhuli Khan. The Khan proceeded against Kengendra and

occupied Basavapattana. The Mysore king wanted to occupy

Ramagiridurga which was in a strategic position and difficulties

would arise if this was allowed to be occupied by the Muslims.
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Accordingly Nanjarajendra was sent to besiege the fort. Nanja-

rajendra besieged the fort, occupied it and obtained large booty and

captives. The easy capture of Ramagiri was highly appreciated by
the Khana. Immediately KanthTrava attacked Cennapattana at

which time Ranadhuli Khan was engaged in occupying Cikanaya-

kanahalli. The two armies met at Huliyur and Abdulla Khan's

army was rooted out. Then the Mysore king invaded Ragur. Here

the Khan submitted to KanthTrava. Then Nahjendra was sent to

occupy Turugere. When Taruveyakere was attacked severely the

Khans with all their forces encamped at Nonabanakere. The attack

of the Muslims here was entrusted to Lingarajendra who comple-

tely destroyed the Muslim army. The Mysore army then returned to

Srirahgapattana.

The next sandhi deals with the invasion and occupation of

Sambaili, on account of the village Maratahalli. Samballi was
beseiged and occupied. The final attempt on the Madhure chief

with his miilabala to recover Samballi was also a faiure. The Mysore
army carried their arms as far as Tin-mam ale, Tirucangudu, Tiru-

canapura and other places.

Periyapattanada Lagge — The chief of Narasimhapura being

assisted by the Muslims refused to pay tribute to the Mysore king.

Immediately, the king ordered Datavay Nanjaraja to go and besiege

the fort. The fort was destroyed and the Khans who had come to

their assistance fled away from their fort. The chief of Narasimha-
pura submitted and paid the tribute.

The next person who revolted was Nanjunda Raja, chief of

Periyapattana who also refused to pay tribute to the Mysore king

being assisted by the chiefs of Ikkeri. The king again ordered

Dalavay Nanjaraja to go and drive the chief of Periyapattana to

Malayala and then invade and occupy Ikkeri, the chief of which
was haughty due to his friendship with the Muslims. Passing

through rocky tracts and impregnable forests the Mysore army
reached Peiiyapattapa. Periyapattana was assisted by the Ikkeri

and the Muslim armies. Their army at Periyapattana was greatly

destroyed by the Mysore army and Sahaji, Ankusa Khan, Abara
Khan, Mahikara Henu and Vedogi’s son ran away from the battle-

field. Periyapattana was occupied and the frontier chiefs of Kodagu,

Konkana and Malayala also accepted allegiance to Mysore king.
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Nanjardjiaryana jugala — The Patsya of Vijayapura heard the

news of the occupation of Periyapattana by the Mysore king and

greatly admired the valour of its king Kanthlrava. Then he offered

the assistance of the seven constituents {septango) of his kingdom
to any one who would fight and conquer the Mysore army. Mustapa-
khan offered himself as the candidate to undertake this adventure.

Entering Mysore he encamped at Turugere. The Mysore army
under Nahjarajendra marched against him. A fearful battle ensued

and after the annihilation of the Muslim army Nanjendra died.

The news of his death reached Kanthlrava.

Mahdnavatni Yolaga :—The king ordered the ministers to invite

all the subordinate princes to the Mahanavami festival and ordered

Linge Gauda to decorate the city.

Many chiefs that came assembled at Srlrahgapattana. Besides

these the Vidvamsas, Siddhapurusas, Siddhantis, Gayakas, Vitas,

Vidusakas. Nagarika. Pithavardhanas and Srlgarapurusas assembled

at Srlrahgapattana from different countries.

Lastly the Dharma Varnana sandhi describes the pomp and
pleasure of the king and the Dasara celebrations at the capital.

Kanthlrava Narasardya Wodeydr :

He ascended the throne in the year Tarana, la this reign the

annexations to Mysore were very few and were only confined to

Cikkaballapur. The total acquisitions in 6 places of Cikkaballapur

were 44 villages, 15 tanks and 13 canals and their income also being

specified for the year Nandcma.



MANUSCRIPT No. 183

Kaiftyat of Arikuthara

:

Wilson, p. 343, I.

Shelf No. 18—15—23.

(Kannada and Marathi)

There were three men Dodda VIra Bhadra Nayaka, Cikka
VIrabhadra Nayaka and Candrasekhara Wodeyar. VIrabhadra
Nayaka built the town of Arikutara. This Arikutara STme 3,000

included 26 villages. Besides including 26 villages to this sime,

VIrabhadra Nayaka built a fort at Arikutara and ruled over this

place for 45 years paying cauthai to Krsna Raya, the chief of Um-
mattur. His son VIrabhadra Nayaka ruled over the country for

50 years.

He was succeeded by his son Huca VIrabhadra Nayaka who
captured the Umbali gramas of the Paligars and ruled this country

for 65 years.

Some relative of the above king (letters not visible) who for

having resided at Vijayanagar probably acquired the name Candra-

sekhara Wodeyar. His son therefore was named Cannaraja Wode-
yar who is said to have ruled over this place for 72 years.

His son Candrasekhara Wodeyar ruled over this place for 56

years. He was succeeded by his son Dodde Ara§u who ruled over

this place for 66 years. When the chief of Seringapatam invaded

Periyapattana he followed him and captured the city. In the fort

he obtained several precious stones which he utilised for chari-

table purposes. He was regularly paying cauthai to the Mysore

kings.

In the reign of his son Cennaraja Arasu, the Mysore king

converted this to 1 an Umbali.

After him his son Cikke Arasu was in the peaceful possession

of this umbali for 62 years.

When this umbali was in possession of his son Canna Arasu,

Nawab Hyder Ali Khan after usurping the throne of Se#igapatam,

seized the Gangavadi gramas leaving only the umbali villages of
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Arikutara and Varadara. He was in possession of the remaining

umbalis for 80 years.

His son VIraraja Arasu succeeded to the umbali and after some

time even the remaining umbali villages were confiscated by the

government. He lived for 60 years and died without any issue.

The Kadattam also contains the Khanesumari or the number of

houses found in the village belonging to each community. It also

gives the list of temples existing in the village.

This kaifyat was caused to be written by Nahja Raja Arasu.



CANARA BOOKS

MANUSCRIPT No. 184

Wilson, p. 343, No. IV.

(Battamaru vernanam)

Battle Tayarisuva Vivara or the Details with regard to Weaving:

This is not a historical manuscript as it relates to some details

of weaving.



MANUSCRIPT No. 185.

Govardhanagiri or Kamalcicala Mahatmyani :

Wilson, p. 344, XI. (Canara books).

Taylor, III, p. 656.

Shelf No. 18—15—35.

This Kaifiyat of Govardhanagiri is also called Kamaiacala or

Bettadakote Kaifiyat.

It begins with the puranic account of the marriage of Girija,

the daughter of Himavanta, and the sinking of the earth into Patala.

Sage Agastya was requested to go to the south to counterbalance

the weight on the north so that the earth may be placed in equili-

brium. While the sage Agastya was descending down to the south,

Vindhya who was his disciple prostrated before him and he was asked

by his guru to remain in the same position until he returned from

his southern tour.

The origin of the name Kamaiacala is attributed to its form

of the eight petals of a lotus. It was in this Kamaiacala that the sage

Agastya was for a long time performing his penance.

After giving legendary account of its early history the manus-

cript says that after the rule of Bh5ja Raja and others, the wlr-le

country was divided into four divisions and the southern country

was ruled by the Narapati kings from the city of Vijayanagar. The

total of 81 crores of the kingdom was divided into 9 divisions each

of 9 crores; and each division was governed by a Danayaka. Som-

atnlnia Danayaka was appointed as uhe governor of the southern

country. He came to Ummattur and there appointed Natijaraja

Wadeyar as the Danayaka. This Somanna Danayaka built the fort

at Kamaiacala. On account of some dispute with his brother-in-law

Candappa Danayaka, the fort was attacked and Somanna Danayaka

committed suicide. Candappa Danayaka and his family ruled over

the Kadalur Samsthana from the city of Trikadambapura till Saka

669. From Saka 710 Gonde Cola Raya coming from Dravida Desa

occupied and ruled over this country. He also renovated the tem-

ple of Varadarajasvami and built the Navaianga and Kattalu

Mantapa.
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Till Saka 720, Parvata Raya ruled the country. Thereafter til

i

Saka 880 Govinda Raya, Ahobala Raya, Acyuta Raya and Vidya-

dhara Patre ruled over this country.

Then till Saka 900 Jakkaraya ruled over this country.

Then ruled Madhavaraya of Sivana Samudra till Saka 970,

Venkatapati Raya till Saka 1001, and Sankararaya till saka 1050.

In his region the image of Triyambaka was consecrated by Guru-

murti Kriyasakti Wadeyar at Triyambakapura and the image of

Gopalasvami was ated by him at Terakanambi.

Somasekhara Raya ruled till saka 1080. He renovated the tem-

ples of the Venkataramana Svami at Muradi and Rama deva temple

at Gundala. He was succeeded by Antapparasa by the order of

Krsnaraya of Anegondi and he was succeeded by Appaji Nanjaiya

and Rayastha Venkataiya.

Visnuvardhana Raya ruled from Saka 2081 to Saka 1110 and

consecrated the Pancanarayanas.

Then till Saka 1280 there was no proper administration in the

country.

Then Cendappa Bedar occupied the agraharas and temples in

this country.

Then Devaraya, a descendant of the Ummattur rayas occupied

this country and ruled till Saka 1340. He renovated the Mulasthana

temple at Terakanambi. He was succeeded by Manjaraja Raya till

Saka 1384 and then Govardhana Raya ruled till Saka 1416. In the year

Ananda Phal. £u. 5 Friday Krsnaraya ascended the throne and this coun-

try was given as a Mukhdsi to his son-in-law Jagadevaraya and he ruled

this country till Saka 1428. He gave grants of lands to th© Trh
yambakesvara temple at Triyambakapura. He ruled till Saka 1492.

Then till Saka 1515 Immadi Jagadevaraya ruled over this

country. His son Kumara Jagadevaraya ruled till Saka 1522,

Then till Saka 1543 Srlrahgaraya ruled over this country. He
had no successors and since he was suffering from a carbuncle, he

handed over the administration of Serihgapatam Samsthana to the

Mysore king Raja Wodeyar in the year Saumya Kartika Ba. 10

Tuesday,

Raja Wodeyar ruled for 9 years. His son Immadi Raja
Wodeyar ruled till Saka 1575 for a period of 23 years.



His son ruled for 2 years till saka 1577. He was succeeded by
Kanthirava Narasa Raja Wodeyar till saka 1600. Then Dodda Deva-

raja Wodeyar ruled over this country for 14 years. His son Cikka

Devaraja Wodeyar ruled for a period of 33 years. He consecrated

the image of Para Vasudeva at Terakanambi and gave several grants

to it in the year Paridhavi and to protect these he built the fort of

Vijayapura.

His son Kanthirava Narasa Raja Wodeyar then ruled over this

country for 4 years.

His son Krsnaraja Wodeyar — 30 years.

•His son Camaraja Wodeyar — 32 years.

His son Krsnaraja Wodeyar — 30 years.

In Saka 1680, Bahudhanya, Hyder Nayaka in Ihe reign of Krsna-

raja Wodeyar, whose Ddlavay was then Karacuri Nanjarajaiya, occu-

pied the country and styled himself as Hyder Nawab. After the

death of Krsnaraja Wodeyar, his son Nanjaraja Wodeyar was anointed

as the nominal king by Haider. After the death of Hyder at Arcot,

his son Tippu Sultan continued with the administration of Seringa-

patam with Camaraja Wodeyar as the nominal king on the throne.

When this Camaraja Wodeyar died in the year Ancmda, Tippu Sultan

himself ascended the throne of Seringapatam. In the year Siddhdrthi

Caitra Ba. 30 Saturday, the East India Company occupied this country

when Krsnaraja Wodeyar, son of Immadi Camaraja Wodeyar was

made the ruler of Mysore under the Company. Terakanambi became

a Taluk in Mysore Samsthana.

NOTE:—-Excepting the part dealing with the Mysore history, the account is

fictitious and devoid of any historical value.



MANUSCRIPT No. 186

I. Haranahalli Kaifyat

:

Wilson, p. 345, No. XIV.

Shelf No. 18—15—10.

The puranic account of Rama’s wanderings in Dandakaranya

followed by his brother Laksmana in search of his wife SIta is given

in the Kadattam. Then follows an account of the division of India

into four kingdoms in which the Narapati kings were ruling at Vijaya-

nagar. Once when the Vijayanagar king Harihara Sdmesvarataya

was touring in the southern portions of his kingdom, he encamped

near the village Devarayapatna situated to the south-west of Amara-

giriparvata. Here he built a fort to the north-east of Devaraya-

patna. He named this new town as ViprapurT since he built it for

the sake of Brahmans. The Kasaba was made an agrahdra of 128

vfttis. He also got a Trikutacala Jakanacari in the agrahdra and

granted three villages for the offerings and upkeep of the temple.

He also built the Somesvara temple in the village and gave the two
villages Belekere and Gollarahalli as an umbali to temple. He
also built many temples in the place. He appointed Mailara Tam-
manna as the Nadiga and Hebara Timmanna to the other office of

the village Ravike and gave them also Nagenahalli Heralahaili and

other lands in the Kasaba. After constructing a tank in the village

and giving the whole of southern kingdom as a jagir to his daughter

Somanagatl, King Harihara SSmesvara proceeded further on his tour.

After the king’s return the fort was completed and big tank was
built and grants were given to the sakti Devata Kodiyamma. Hari-

hara Somesvara was succeeded by Visnuvardhana and other kings.

Then Narasingaraya ruled the kingdom of Vijayanagar. He was
succeeded by Acyutaraya and Sadasivaraya. Next in the reign of

Krsnaraya, the southern kingdom was governed by Acyutaraya and

Aliya Ramaraya. In his reign the people of the southern districts

were very much troubled by the pdlaiyagars and so to put them
down, Krsnadevaraya appointed Jagadevaraya, a member of his

family, who came to the south and annexed their territory. The
southern kingdom was given as a jagir to this Rana Jagadevaraya.

Jagadevaraya’s successors were Immadi Jagadevaraya and Anku-
saraya.

Then this country was occupied by the Tarikere chief Tim-

mappa Nayaka. He built a temple on the Amaragiri hill and also
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the big tank Timmappanayakana here. His successors were, Hanu-
mappa Nayaka, Sanga Hanumappa Nayaka, SItaramappa Nayaka
and others.

Then Gajamasaki of Golkonda occupied the place and ruled

over this place appointing Tarkhan, Dikavakhan and other sardars.

Then the Ikkeri chiefs Cannammaji and Budi Basappa Nayaka ruled

over this country.

Then Mysore king Kanthlrava Narasaraja Wodeyar seized this

part of the country from the Ikkeri chiefs and annexed this to the

Mysore country. This Mysore king realising the importance of the

fort of Bagade, built by Timmagauda of Hole Narasipur situated at

a distance of five miles from Karanahalli, undertook to repair the

fort. After the succession of Krsnaraja Wodeyar and a few Mysore
kings to Kanthlrava Narasaraja Wodeyar, the southern kingdom was
occupied by the Mahratta Gopal Rao.

Then this country was ruled by Haidar and Tippu. After the

English captured Seringapatam this country was administered by
Krsnaraja Wodeyar.

II. Kaifiyat of Bagade

:

Timmegauda of Hole Narasipur built a small village on this

site which he named Bagade. He also constructed the small tank

Tengati to the west of the village. In the days of Narasagauda one

of the descendants of Timmegauda, the construction of a fort here

was undertaken for the benefit of the country. Accordingly a trench

was dug up and a fort was built.

III. Kaifiyat of Modur:

A legendary account of the consecration of a Linga named
Rame£vara by Rama in Tretayuga while he was returning to Ayodhya
from Lanka. One Marugauda was living in. the village Karanahalli

very near this site. He observed a temple in this forest and decided

to build a village on this site. The forest was cut down and a vil-

lage was built. He gave the name Modur for the village since his

ancestors were living in a place of that name. He continued to

reside in this village and imported several families from Kalenahalli.

Then there was the Palaiyagar rule in this village when Krsnaraja

Wodeyar, king of Mysore subdued them and annexed this to the

Mysore State.



MANUSCRIPT No. 187

Mysoramaneyacinna Bandamja Lekka or the Account of the Jewels

of the Mysore Palace :

Wilson, p. 346, No. XXII.

This is an incomplete manuscript of no historical importance.

Names of some peculiar ornaments such as A rdhacandra Padaka >

SuryakantU Hattivalinke , Kaivaku etc., are mentioned in it and also

names of persons from whom and for whom they are purchased.



MANUSCRIPT No. 188

Rdyadurgada Arasugala purvottaram {Account of the

Chiefs of Rdyadurgam).

Wilson, p. 346, No. 24.

Taylor, III, p. 650.

Old Numbers. 5, 633, 1917.

(Kaditam)

15—3—65.

Account of the Rdyadurgam Chiefs :

While king Krsnaraya was ruling at Velum, lie summoned

Venkatapati Nayadu to his court and bestowed upon him the cilice

of Dalavdy. After some years of service as Dalavay, Venkatapati

was appointed to be in charge of the strengthold of Candragiri fort

which he held for many years. He had two wives Ma(Tu)ngarnma

and Celuvamma by whom he had two sons Koneti Nayadu and

Kasturi Nayadu respectively.

King Krsnarayalu moved from Velur to Penugonda from where

he ruled for some years. About this time Dalavay Venkatapati died

at Candragiri and of his two sons Koneti Nayudu and Kasturi

Nayadu, Koneti Nayudu was recalled to the king’s court at Penu-

gonda where he was appointed the Dalavdy. His younger brother

Kasturi Nayadu succeeded his father at Candragiri, where he died

after some time without leaving any issue.

When later Krsnadevaraya returned to Vijayanagar from Perm-

gonda, he appointed Koneti Nayudu to rule over Penugonda.

Subsequently, the Nizam of Golkonda laid siege to the Penu-

gonda fort for six years. As the fort could not be taken by any means,

the Nizam opened negotiations with Koneti Nayaka and offered him
the five forts of Kundurpi, Yenumuladoddi Devaduladurgam near

Kalyanadurgam, Mudigalludurgam, Siruvalamkonda fort. Koneti

Nayaka accepted the offer, and leaving Penugonda into the hands of

the Padshah moved to the Kundurpi fort where he ruled for three

years.

About this time the Rdyadurgam fort was held by the Boya,

Bemmala Nayadu. A part of the Rayadurgam-^ima extending

(west ?) from MelakaLmuru was under the occupation of the Citra-

M.L.—50



kallu Chiefs while another portion was annexed by the Gudikota (?)

Chiefs. Thus the Rayadurgam-slma was reduced in size and came

to comprise only 63 villages. Koneti Nayaka who was at Kundurpi

sent a force under (Podiyaram ?) Kondappa to Rayadurgam which

was soon captured and garrisoned by his troops. Thereafter Koneti

Nayaka moved his headquarters from Kundurpi to Rayadurgam

where he ruled for 9 years. This Muslli Koneti Nayaka had two

wives Lacamma and Venkatamma who bore him a son each, Pedda

Timmappa Nayadu and Koneti Nayadu respectively. They suc-

ceeded to the estate of their father which they shared equally.

Timmappa Nayadu held Rayadurgam and enjoyed the share

while his brother Koneti Nayadu fixed his headquarters at Nuti-

madugu and administered his share of that state. Timmappa having

no issue brought up his nephew Venkatapati Nayadu, the son of

Koneti Nayaka. Timmappa Nayadu ruled Rayadurgam for three

years during which period he conquered and annexed the samuts

of Dharmavaram, Kanckallu, Moka, Hirehalu and Nagalapuram to

his estate. On his death, Venkatapati Nayadu succeeded to the

entire Rayadurgam estates, his father having also died at Nutimadugu.

The Rayadurgam estates* fetched an income of four lakhs

and fifty thousand of Vardhas and the samasthanam main-

tained a force of 12,000 men and 2,000 horses. The Nawab of

Golkonda, while on a visit to Rayadurgam, had been pleased to bestow

on Timmappa Nayudu, the predecessor of Venkatapati, the Nuhat,

(i.e., the right of maintaining a Naubat).

A great battle took place for a whole day between the Rayadurgam
forces and the forces of the Citrakal Chief. In the fight the Citra-

kal horsemen retreated while the fight between the infantry forces

continued indecisively. Suddenly in the din and confusion of the fight,

Yakub Khan and his brother at the head of his 100 troopers broke

away from the main army and fought against another contingent of

the Citrakal army. He succeeded in putting them to death.

The chief of Citrakal, Brahmalanayadu, marched against Rayadur-
and laid siege to it. For three months the siege lasted and at the

end of the period the Chief of Citrakal made a general assault and

attempted to ascend the fort-walls* by using laggams or rope ladders,

but to no purpose as these were cut off by the defenders who des-

troyed a large part of the attacking troops. When the forces of the

Citrakal Chief were giving way owing to prolonged fighting, the

defenders — two thousand troopers, rallied out from inside the



Rayadurgam fort and fell upon the enemy when they defeated and

put to rout the enemy army.

Baramalanayadu returned to Citrakal, defeated and having lost

much of his army. Timmappa Nayadu continued to rule at Rayadur-

gam for some time more. He ruled for three years and died leaving

his estates to his nephew and foster son Venkatapati Nayadu whose

period of rule lasted for nearly 28 years. He had five sons Koneti

Nayadu, Rajagdpala Nayadu, Timma Nayadu, Kasturi Nayadu and

Raghu Nayadu. On the death of Venkatapati Nayadu in the year

Siddharti Koneti Nayadu. his eldest son succeeded him. Koneti

Nayadu ruled for 14 years *and on his death was succeeded by his

next brother Rajagdpala Nayadu, who ruled for two(?) years and

5 months. Of his two sons the eldest died while young.

On the death of Rajagdpala Nayadu in the year Dhdtu, his

younger brother Kasturi Nayadu committed suicide. His another

brother Timmappa Nayadu succeeded to the estates which he admi-

nistered for 26 years and on his death without issue, Venkatapati

Nayadu, son of Rajagdpala Nayadu succeeded to the administration.

Soon after, Tippu captured the fort and despatched Venkatapati

Nayaka, his brothers and all the members of his family as prisoners

to Srlrangapatnam. Later along with his brothers Venkatapati

Nayadu was transferred to Vengaluru where he died as prisoner owing

to illness caused by the rigour of his imprisonment. His younger

brothers Peda Annaya and Cina Annaya were hanged by Tippu at

the time of the English (Parangi) invasion of Benguluru. The other

members of his family were confined at Patnam. (Srlrangapatnam).

When Srlrangapatnam fell to the English, the remaining mem-

bers of the Rayadurgam family moved to Rayadurgam. Rajagdpala

Nayadu, the nephew (sister’s son) (of the rightful, heir to the estate ?)

governed the Rayadurgam and other gudikallu, for three months.

When the Mughuls captured Rayadurgam and garrisoned it with

their troops they took Rajagdpala Nayadu to Golkonda where he was

confined for a year. When the Parangis (English) occupied Golkonda,

they sent Rajagdpala Nayadu to Gutti, where Col. Munro was

stationed, and where he was confined.



MANUSCRIPT No. 189

Wilson, p. 347, No. XXXIL

Shelf No. 18—15—41,

1. Uppaligara kaifiyat:

The Kadattam contains an account of the origin of the Uppali-

gar in the form of a fantatical story relating to the original manu-

facture of salt with which the Uppa!iga$ were associated.

The Kadattam then mentions that it is customary among the

XJppaligas to perform the marriage in the house of the bride after

the usual functions of proposal and fixing of date.

2. Komati Jdti Kaifiyat:

This section gives an account of the Komati community.*

* The account bears a close resemblance to the story narrated in

Telugu Vaisya or Kanyakapurana.



CEDED DISTRICTS

MANUSCRIPT No. 190

Account of Agriculture in the Nageladinna district :

Wilson, p. 435, II- 1.

Shelf No. 15—4—8.

Kaifiyats of Ceded Districts:

Res :—Partially restores in L.R. Vol. 8.

Telugu and Kannada.

Contains a detailed account of the agricultural operations in

the district, the ploughing of the soil, sowing, harvesting etc., and
the cost of cultivation per unit.

Kaifiyat of Arekare , Gulyam Taluk :

Wilson, p. 435, II-2.

Shelf No. 15—4—8.

Not historical.

Copy of the Gudikattu-Kavile relating to several villages in the

Veludurti-samut in the possession of Karnam-Cennamaraju Naga-

mardju of Rdmdlla kota

:

Wilson, p. 435, II-3.

Shelf No. 15—4—8.

Kaifiyat of Ceded Districts

:

The villages of Veludurti-Samut were surveyed in S. 1220 during

the time of Prataparudra of Warangal. The following system of

measurement was standardised.

1 ghadd — 16 gajas (length).

100 ghadds — 1 Kunta.

Weight measurements:

1 Monika —• 8 seers.

1 turn of Bljavari — 4 Kuhcds or 16 Monikas or 128 seers.

The capacity of Kunta was its capability for being sown with

1 turn of Bljavari.

The Kaifiyat refers to the fixing of the Hastaksi Ayakatiu of

the following 19 villages, revised from time to time, starting successi-

vely with the period of Vikrama Cola in some cases, Prataparudra of

Warangal, and Krishnadevaraya and other Vijayanagar monarchs.



MANUSCRIPT No: 191

Mundagudde Tunga Mdhatmye

:

Wilson, p. 460, I—1.

This is in Sanskrit running to 8 pages said to be the 8th chapter

-of the Brahmanda Puranam (Tungabadra Mahatmya and the her-

mitage of Mandavya are described).

MYSORE LOCAL TRACTS

Account of the Caranti Matham /

Wilson, p. 460, 1-2.

Shelf No. 18—15—7.

This section describes the foundation of the Caranti Matha for

a priest of the Lingayat religion in Sonda Kuppa Kasaba. During

the rule of the Mughals this Sondakuppa village, which was included

in their kingdom, was made important in the Taluk for administrative

purposes. Since this village did not possess a Lingayat Matha, it

was found very difficult to provide water and food for Sivacar

travellers passing through that village. Observing this difficulty the

Lingayats of the place desired to have a Matha in the village. They

then approached the Desa Mukhi Desapande, Kulkarni of Arakfid

who represented the matter to the Nawab Satullakhan Saheb and.

granted permission to construct a Lingayat Matha in the place. A
sarvamanya was also obtained by him for the Matha and the Matha

was constructed in the place.

Account of, Santabennur in Mysore:

Wilson, p. 461, 1-5.

Shelf No. 18—15—7.

In the year Citrabhdnu, Nawab Hyder AIT Khan assisted by

Raja Medakeri Nayaka of Citaldurg attacked and occupied Bidarur.

Bidarur was named Nagara and Santebennur was given over to Meda-
keri Nayaka, which continued to remain in his possession till Saka
1699 Hevilambi for a period of 15 years.

Again in Saka 1700 Vilambi, Nawab Bahadur occupied Sante-

bennur and it, remained under Tippu also for a period of 12 years.



When Santebennur was annexed in S. 1700 it was given as a gift to

Nadiga Laksmanna and his son since they greatly assisted Tippu in

conquering this place, and they got 3 cannons installed within the

fort.

The Mahratta occupied the place in Saka 1713 Vlrodhlkrh under

Parasummbhavu. Tippu reconquered ’this in 1714 Parldhdvi and

retained it till Saka 1720 Kalayukti for 7 years. The Devarahalli

Magani was also included under Santebennur at this time.

In Saka 1721, the English occupied Seringapatam. For 2 months

and 13 days this was occupied by Krsnappa Nayaka of Tirikere.

The English occupied the whole of this country in the month of

Asad ha. In Sravana POrnaiyya appointed Sankararaya as the

Mamaldar of this place.

Account of Hadiyere SIme z

Wilson, p. 461*1—6.

In Saka 1487, Kurgappa Nayaka of Santebennur built a fort

and the temple of Ranganatha in the village of Kedigere of Dummi-
nad in Uchangi. This village was given as an Qmhtrfi to Tsvarayya's

son Timmappa and the village was named Hodigere. The rest of

this section corresponds with the previous section of this manuscript

with slight deviations and additions noted below.

Tasim Khan ruled over Hodigere from Saka 1599 to Saka 1608

for 10 years. From Saka 1610 to Saka 1625 Hasanali Nawab ruled

over this place for 17 years. When he went to light with Hole Hon-
nur, he also proceeded against Baramanna of Citaldurg; but he was

defeated as a result of which he surrendered 21 villages out of the

49 in Dumminad to Citaldurg. Only 28 villages remained and in

Saka 1612 a fort at Ramagiri was built. Muhammad Khan ruled

from Saka 1626 to 1631 for 5 years. Abdul Rusmal Khan ruled

frefh Saka 1632 to 1634 for a period of 3 years.

Najitkhan Nawab’s Sardar Ajadari ruled from Saka 1635 to 1640

for 5 years.

Vazir Khan Nawab ruled over this place from Saka 1641 Vikdri

1642 for two years. Hire Medekeri Nayaka of Durga from Saka

1643 Subhaknt to 1661 Sidhdrthi for 18 years. Bidarur Soma^ekhara

Nayaka from Saka 1662 Raudri to Saka 1684 Citrahhanu.



After the fall of Seringapatam, Budan Khan was sent to collect

the Revenue of this country with the assistance of the Old Amahuiar.

One Dalidampata Saheb attempted to capture this Budan Khan,

but he escaped and fled away from the place. Finally Purniah who
came with his army to this fort, appointed Sankara Raya as the

Mamaledar of Basavapattana, which included this village in that

taluk.

Account of the Jangam or priest of the Lingayat religion at Banga-

lore :

Wilson, p 461—I—7.

In the village Sirahatti there were two natives Puranada
Prabhuvaiyya and Cannavirayya. After their death Prabhuvaiyya's

son joined the Tirasvami matha. When a dispute arose between

Gurusthalada matha and this he joined the Gurusthalada matha.
He again changed to Dambala Kote matha from which place he
changed to Sooresavira Sanyasi matha where he stayed with Pavadada
Nimbanna for some time. After his death he went to Kudli and was
moving about with Sankarabharati svami who left him at Bangalore.

Account of Soolekere in Santebennur District

:

Wilson, p. 461, 1-8.

This section begins with Tungabhadra Mahatmya. A relative

of the ballalast by name Ranavikrama Raja constructed a town here

by name Svargavali where there were more than 700 Brahmans of

very high order. On the hill by the side of this town there was an
ant hill to which a cow poured over her milk every day. The king
discovered a Linga there and constructed the temple of Sidhegvara
at the place. A legendary tale is told about the birth of a female
child Santaparamefivari by his wife Nutanadevl. This girl was
said to be married to God Siddhesvara. Thereafter since God ceased
to appear before her during night, she committed suicide in the tank
built by her. Once when the king entered the Brahman locality he was
enamoured of the beauty of the Andhra Brahmin Cakramalla’s daugh-
ter. People were sent to fetch the girl for the king. The Brahman with
his family committed suicide and cursed the king and the town, which
were destroyed thereafter. Several attempts to build a village or a
town thence did not succeed or they did not survive for more than
three months.



Account of the conquest of the countries by the Mysore Kings :

Wilson, p. 461 — I — 9.

This once has been copied from a Kadattam describing the build-

ing of this kingdom by .10 kings in 189; years 8 months and two days.

The manuscript) mentions the genealogical list of the Mysore kings.

Account of the ghats and hilis in Honall. SasuvehaUi and Maiur Dis-

tricts :

Wilson, p. 461. 1 — 10.

This section gives only a geographical description of the place. It

contains the names of the different hills or ghats in the vicinity.

Genea'ogy of the kings of Belagutti :

Wilson, p. 461 I — 12.

In Saka 1258 Harihara ascended the throne of Vijayanagar. His

son was Devaraya. His son was Caluva Rangappa Nayaka. He oc-

cupied Didugur on the banks of the river Tungabhadra in Belinadi in

Saka 1280 and in Saka 1283 he built a strong fort at Honnali. The

construction of the fort began in Vaisakha of this year and was com-

pleted in Saka 1287 and he ruled over thisr fort for 20 years till Saka

1303. His son Marabhuparaya ruled for 34 years from Saka 1304 to

1337* His son Madhavaraya ruled from 1363 to 1381 for 29 years. His

son Venkatadriraya ruled from Saka 1382 till Saka 1409 for 28 years.

Since this Venkatadri Nayaka killed Cannayaka on Bedaragudda, he ob-

tained titles and was honoured with a green flag. He built

Belagutti, in Saka 1405. Venkatadri Raya’s son Ramakottaraya

ruled from Saka 1410 to 1412. Sa.dha.rana for 3 years.

In Saka 1413 Praudharaya of Vijayanagar occupied all the

forts at Sirigere, Belenad and Henali districts and gave Belagutti

as an amara to Ramakottaraya. He ruled over Belagutti from Saka

1413 to Saka 1437 for a period of 25 years. His son Yalanna NSyaka
ruled from Saka 1438 to 1472 for 35 years. Yalanna’s son Dasappa
Nayaka ruled from Saka 1473 to 1486. In this year Aliyaramaraja of

Vijayanagar died. Again DaSanayaka ruled from Saka 1487 to Saka
1493 for 7 years occupying Honnali district also. In Saka 1494 since

a. dispute arose between him and Tarikere Hanumappa NSyaka Honnali

was given to Rangapparaja of Ankapura andDasanlyaka returned to

Belagutti. His son was Venkatappa NSyaka who ruled from Saka 1494

to Saka 1519 for 25 years. His son Timmappa Nayaka ruled for 12
M.L.—51



years till Saka 1532. His brother (name not mentioned) ruled for

another period of 12 years till Saka 1544. His brother Doddappa
Nayaka ruled till saka 1564 for 20 years. Venkatappa Nayaka’s

grandson Narasappa Nayaka ruled from £aka 1565 to saka

1589 for 25 years. Then Timmappa Nayaka’s son Venka-
tappa Nayaka ruled from Saka 1590 to Saka 1629 for 40 years. His

son Timmappa Nayaka ruled from Saka 1630 to Saka 1684 for 56

years. Then Belagutti was occupied by the Nagara chiefs, being as-

sisted by the Mughals and they gave this as an inam for which Bela-

gutti chiefs were paying tribute to the Nagara chiefs.

In Saka 1684 Hyder occupied Nagara, and later other forts in

the vicinity. Hyder granted the village Belagutti as an inam to its

original owner.

Then the army of Madhava Rao son of Nanasaheb of Poona

came and devastated the whole country. Later the English occupied

the fort of Kodiyala and Hyder recovered the fort from them. From
there Hyder proceeded to Bangalore. Venkatappa Nayaka tollowed

Hyder and was staying at Sadasiva gada. In that year since dis-

pute arose between Hussain Khan the Killedar of Honali and Kunusi

Naranappa, Venkatappa Nayaka was appointed as the Killedar of

Belagutti and so Venkatappa shifted from Sadasiva gada to his

original place Belagutti. Venkatappa Nayaka was in possession of

this fort tot 4 years. The Kudure Sondarike lasted for a period of 10

years and ceased thereafter.

In the year Vilambi orders were received from Seringapatam to

•accompany Kandacar Mannarappa of Nagara to besiege Citrakallu

durga. Rajaxamaraya of Nagara began collecting army to send more
for their assistance and when he died an army of, 200 was sent under

Balaramayya to Madakeri and in the fight that ensued with Coorg
army Balaramayya suffered a heavy loss and escaped to Nagara and

there stayed with Venkatappa Nayaka. The same year Tippu

recovered Nagara from the English and from Nagara he went to

Kodyiala, where Balaramayya was put to death. That year

Venkatappa Nayaka’s father Timmappa Nayaka also died. Belagutti

which was till now under the administration of Nagara was separated

after the death of Balaramayya, Venkatappa Nayaka went back to

Belagutti and continued to stay there paying his tribute to Seringa-

patam.

In the year Krodhana Vai&akha ba. 2 Venkatappa Nayaka died.

His successor now is Timmappa Nayaka. His elder brother is
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Rangappa Nayaka, Venkatappa Nayaka’s brother Raghunatharaya

and his sons are also staying in this village now.

Account of Hotmail (wrong Title):— Kaifiyat of Nagar

:

—
Wilson, p. 46 J — I — 11.

This place was first ruled by the Kadamba kings. Later on this

was included in the BaJlala empire in which period Bemmara va

dynasty was ruling over this place* as the Palegars under the Hoysa las.

Bommarasa’s son Balenavangadiarasu buift the Somesvara temple

at Keladi. After the Hoysalas this was included under the Vijaya-

nagar kings.

In the village of HallTbayalu there were two brothers Cavuda-

gauda and Bhadragauda. One Yadava belonging to the Harijan

caste was looking after their cattle. One oil the cows was daily going

to an anthill and was pouring its milk there. This being reported

Cavudagauda dug up the anthill and found the Ramos vara linga

there. He built temporary pandal for the linga and was worshipping

it daily. He was also directed in a dream that he would become the

king of that land and while ploughing his held he obtained huge

wealth hidden in his field. Since his servant died in procuring him
this wealth he built the fort in the name of his servant Yadava
M’urari. Hearing this the Narapati kings of Vijayanagar Acyutaraya

Sadasbvaraya sent for these brothers. Bhadragauda was* named as

Sadasivamya Nayaka and given this place as an amara magatu in

Saka 1467, This Bhadrappa gauda returned to this place and after

collecting an army defeated the following and other Palegars:— Ikkeri

Mallagauda, Kanave Puttegauda, Nellur Puttegauda, Singauppc

Puttegauda. Himarati Puttegauda, Andige Palegar VTranna wodeyfir,

Bavudri Muppinagauda, Mabsalc Puttegauda, Jain Palegars of

Siravanth Yalagalli Puttegauda and Vellur Puttegauda.

Subduing these Palaiyagars SadaSivaraya Nayaka ruled over this

place from Saka 1467 to 1483 for a period of 16 years. He repaired

and improved the temple of Rame^vara of Keladi. He * built

a fort on the old site of Keladi. He subdued Nilakanthartya of

Kelasipatfana and occupied the place. From there he transported

all the merchants and their goods to his newly built pe||ah which

he named £ad@Mvmagara. "There he also built the village .VMvanft-

thapura and he built several temples on, the banks of the river Varada.

In the town he built several keris and also a LihgSyat matha to which

he granted 6 Sva£ti village**



Sadasivarayanayaka had two sons Hire Sankanna Nayaka and

Cikkasankanna Nayaka. Hire Sankanna Nayaka succeeded him. He
is said to have obtained a mysterious sword by which he subdued all

the kings of India. He also constructed several temples and ruled

till Saka 1494 for 11 years. His son was Ramaraja Nayaka who
ruled till Saka 1504 for a period of 10 years. His son Viravada

ruled for 7 months. He was succeeded by his uncle Hire Venkatappa

Nayaka the brother of Ramaraja Nayaka. He annexed the king-

doms of Bhairadevi and Mangalore. He built the fort of Bidanur

in Bidarahalli His son Virabhadrappa predeceased his father at tho

age of 20. It was at Gerasappa town that Bhairarasa Wodeyar was

succeeded by Cannammaji who assumed the title Bhairadevi that was

defeated by Venkatappanayaka. He ruled till Saka 1551 for a period

of 47 years.

He was succeeded by Virabhadranayaka in whose reign there

were some internal struggles Ikkeri invaded and occupied by

Ranadulla Khan. Virabhadranayaka built the town Bidurur on the

other side of the river and began to rule there till Saka 1568 Tarana.

He was succeeded by the famous Sivappa Nayaka of Bidarur,

the grandson of Cikka Sankanna Nayaka, He drove away Ranadulla

khan and re-occupied Ikkeri. He annexed Biligi and Candragutti Savanur

from Cautas, defeated the Mughal army and occupied Harnali,

defeated Kondaiyya the gauda of Ayanur and annexed his country.

He then proceeded against Kengappa Nayaka of Tarikore and also

annexed that country. These annexations amounted to 18 lakhs. He
consolidated this*Empire by introducing a thorough system of
*urvey which he called 6Sistu\ Then he proceeded against Mysore
and occupied Arkalgud, Belur and Vastare. He ruled from Saka
1560 to <§aka 1582 and ruled for 13 years 9 months. He was succeeded

by Venkatappa Nayaka who ruled for 11 months. Then Sivappa
Nayaka’s son Bhadrappa Nayaka ruled for 12 years. He was
succeeded by his brother Huccu SomaSekhara Nayaka. Sdmagekhara
Nayaka was killed and his wife Cannammaji went to Kavule durga.

The people brought her back from Kavuledurga and adopted to her

a son named Budtbasappa Nayaka. In her reign Sardar Asamanta
invaded the country. After a long siege a treaty was entered into

and his army returned taking a ransom of 3 lakhs of varahas..

Cannammaji sent her army under Doddaguruvappa Who defeated

Bharamanna Nayaka and occupied Santebennur. She ruled from
Saka 1594 to Saka 1619 for a period of 25 years. Then Budi

Basappa Nayaka independently ruled from Saka 1619 to Saka 1636
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Cor a period of 17 years 5 months. He had two sons VIrabhadrappa

Nayaka and SdmaSekhara Nayaka who later succeeded him. Since

his uncle Nirvanaiyya built a Lingayat Math a at £>rngeri hostilities

arose with the /Srhgeri matha. Srhgeri Svami invited Bajirao who
came and invaded this country. Ransom was paid and treaty was
entered into with the Mahrathas. The Lingayat matha at Srhgeri was
destroyed. Then the Mughal army under Telijkhan came to invade

the country since he ascended the newly carved throne.
44 Lalaki

Again a heavy ransom was paid and the Mughal army returned. After

the return of the Maratha army there was great famine in the country.

Soma^ekhara Nayaka ruled from Saka 1636 to Saka 1661 for a

period of 24 years 8 months. Then his elder brother Vlrabhadra-

nayaka’a son Cikka Budibasavappa Nayaka succeeded him. In the

year Angirasa Phalguna Nanarao’s army invaded this country. The
Mahratha army levied their tribute and returned to Poona taking a

heavy ransom from this country. Again they invaded in the year

Bhava and again a heavier ransom was paid to the Mara th as.

He was succeeded by his wife VTrammajl. She adopted a son

of her uncle whom she named SomaSekharanayaka with the permis-

sion of her subjects. She granted Svastis to the Srhgeri matha. She
agreed to pay a tribute of 12 lakhs of rupees every year. She
herself attempted to get her adopted son killed. At this time

Hyder’s army assisted by the Palegar of Citaldurg invaded this

country. VTrammajl was captured and imprisoned at Maddagiri and!

this place was named as Hyder Nagar. Except for the occupation of

this country by the Mahrattas under Paragurambhavu for the year

Sddhcirana in the middle, Hyder and his son Tippu occupied this

country until the fall of Seringapafam. Then the Engish handed
over this place to the Mysore kings.

The manuscript also furnishes the names of persons who were
appointed as Amildars to this taluk from the year Citrahhanu and it

also furnishes the list of various corn imported to and exported from

this taluk.

Utsangi Ventike Salluva Sante Benrtur Kaifiyat :

Wilson, p. 461. 1 — 5.

Shelf No. 18—5—7.

After Aliya R&marlya, nephew, (aliya) of Kjrsparlya during hia

reign granted to Hatiumappa Nayaka Madakari nad<Ju (in the name
of amara maganc) included in the Utsangi vente. Hanumappa
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Nayaka built a temple for Hanumap in that place. He had two sons

Kengappa Nayaka and Hucappa Nayaka. Kangappa Nayaka con-

structed a fort and a temple and dug a tank. In front of the temple

a lake was dug and called “ Rama Tirth ” He was ruling his

territory in a just manner for 9 years till Saka 1489.

His son Immadi Kenge Hanumappa Nayaka caused tanks to be

built in Sante Bennur village.

His son Kenge Nicca Madavaniga Hanumappa Nayaka built

tanks in the villages of Beliganudduva and Kulunuru. He ruled for

ten years till Saka 1502.

His sons (1) VTra Kenge Hanumappa Nayaka and (2) Cikka

Kenge Hanumappa Nayaka jointly ruled from the era 1503. After

some time when misunderstanding between the brothers rose

the younger, Cikka Kenge Hanumappa went to Banavara. VIra

Kenge Hanumappa was ruling happily from Basavapatna for about

56 years till 1560 0§aka). At this time Ranadulla Khan, overcame
several palegars, captured the Basavapattanam fort, damaged it

considerably and sacked the family temple of Ramacandra Dcva and

one or two other temples. A mosque was built instead and the

following grants made for it: (1) Kulunuru village (2) Kempanahalii
village. In both the villages stones bearing the seal of the mosque
were planted. Then his follower Murtuja Beg was stationed to help

the Basavarayapattanam (Saka 1562). Khan-Khan, a follower of

Murtuja Beg was ruling from Sante Bennur for nine years from Saka

1563 Visa to 1571 Krodhi and broke teihpies for building a mosque-

The muslims were contemplating upon breaking the Ranganatha

temple at Uddumarutti. Then the swarm of bees from the beehives

in the temple walls foiled their object. However, they removed the

stone inscription detailing the grant to the temple and planted it near

the mosque.

One Pateh Khan belonging to the party of Murtuja Beg was in

charge of the administration of Sante Benur for 5 years from Vikrti

1572 to Jaya 1576. He was building a mosque there.

Cikka Kenga Hanumappa Nayaka at Banavar went to Baganagar
Bijapur and was waiting to have audience with the Padsha. First of

all the Padsah arranged for a fight between him and a tiger. In

that fight Hanumappa Nayaka slew the tiger. The Padsah was
immensely pleased and conferred the title of “ Sarja

49 on Win.

Besides, he was permitted to take back all his former possessions
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and set up Ms rule in Santo Bennur. It is said that on his return to

the place he cut the pigs and made Muslims flee. There he ruled for

six years from Durmukhi Saka 1578, to Subhakrt 1584.

Sarja Khan (of the Moghuls) marched again and Hanumappa
was too weak to defend. From Saka 1585 to 1593 the Khan was
ruling from Basavapattana. Hanumappa fled to the province of

Tarikere. The Khan did, not take up the construction of the mosque,
as he was told that the place was desecrated with the blood of pigs.

He granted the time-honoured indms to Nadiga Narasanna.

From Saka 1593 to 1598 one Mahamud Sadak Beg camped in

Sante Bennur on behalf of the Khan.

From 1598 to 1603 representative Kasim Khan was camping at

the Sante Bennur.

Bharamanna Nayaka of Citradurga besieged Sante Bennur in

£aka 1604 (Dundubhi), defeated Kasim Khan and having brought
Sante Bennur under the province of Citradurga, ruled it. till 1638
(35 years).

Bidanur SomaSekhara Nayaka sent an army under Gurappa,
brother of Sarvadhikari Nirvanayya in 1639 to capture Sante Bennur.
Gurappa attained Siva loka there and the king on hearing this caused
a stone matha {Kalla matha) to be built there in his honour and
gifted lands fetching 40 vardhas. The lands are situated in (1)

Cennagiri Slme Laksma Sagara village (2) Padmanahalli in Yedatore
region. Then he ruled till Saka era 1684 (Citmhhanu).

In 1662 (Raudri) Vira Madakari Nayaka of Citra Durga marched
with an army to Sante Bennur to capture it. but was foiled in his

attempt.

In 1671. (Sukla ) Kasturi Rangappa Nayaka (son of Vira
Madakari Nayaka), Villali Moti Khan (of the Mughals), Murari Raya
of Gutti and some others with armies besieged Sante BennOr for
two months, but in vain. The invaders had O return Humiliated

after being forced to pay “ Cauth ”.

Mysuru Arasugala Purvdbhyudaya Vicdra Kadattam.

Wilson, p, 461, I — 9.

Shelf No. 18—15—37.

Appanna TimmarSja Wodeyar had two sons, Aruberalu Cama-
rasa Wodeyir and DSSappa Wodeyar. Aruberalu CSmax&sa Wodeyar’s



son was DCvaraja Wodeyar and his son was Krsna Wodeyar. His son

Was Bola Camarasa Wodeyar. His son was Hiri Camaraja Wodeyar

who was bom in Sravana Ba. 2 of the year Prabhava, and his wives

were Hiriyamma and Kempamma. His son was Raja Wodeyar.

Bettada Camarasa Wodeyar had two wives Kiri Ammanavaru and

Devagammanava.ru. His sons were Muduka Deva Raja Wodeyar

and Cenna Raya Wodeyar. Krsna Wodeyar’s son was Betta

Wodeyar.

Raja Wodeyar was born in the year Paridhavi. Hiri Camarasa

Wodeyar was anointed in the year Prajotpatii. Hiri Camarasa

Wodeyar died in Kartika Ba. 3 of the year Dhatu. Then Betta

Wodeyar ascended the throne. In the year Bahudhdnya Ranga-

natha Dlksita and Halapaikadavaru (? money lenders) requested

Raja Wodeyar to ascend the throne of Mysore by some means since

there was much disorder and confusion in the country due to the

reign of Betta Wodeyar. In Kartika Ba. 12 of the year Bahudhdnya

Raja Wodeyar was anointed king.

In the month of Pusya of the year Jaya the people of Karugalli

prepared to invade Mysore. But they were defeated by Bettada

Camarasa Wodeyar.

In the year Durmukhi Rajiah with all the palegars invaded Kesa-

rege. Bettada Camaraja Wodeyar successfully assisted the people of

Kesarege and saved them.

Bettada Camarasa Wodeyar was bom in the year Ananda and

in the year Pramadi Muduka Devaraja Wodeyar was bom. In the

year RIksasa Cennaraja Wodeyar was bom. In Pramddi Asadha
Raja Wodeyar’s son Narasa Raja Wodeyar was bom. In Bhadra-

pada $u of the year. Visa Nanjaraja Wodeyar was bom. Bettadiah

was bom in Svabhdnu, Immadi Raja was bom in Paridhavi,

Jyestha 3u 7.

In the year Krodhi Bettada Camarasa Wodeyar being enraged

left Mysore and came to Pattana, where he became the friend of

Tirumalarajiah and Dalavay Ramarajiya. The king gave money to

his brother "Bettada Camarasa Wodeyar and asked him to settle down
at Rangasamudra.

Camaraja Wodeyar was bom in Vaisakha Ba. 6 of the year

Sobhakrt, Raja Wodeyar died in Jyestha Ba. 13 of the year Pingafa
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and in Asadha Su 10 of the same year Camaraja Wodeyar was
anointed king and he ruled for nearly 20 years.

In the year Paridcmvi Immadi Raja Wodeyar was born and

was anointed king in the year Isvara and ruled for a year and four

months. In the year Rdksasa Kain,thirava Narasa Raja Wodeyar
was bom and in Bahudhcmya Narasa Raja Wodeyar went from

Nallur to Mysore to get himself anointed. In the year Bahudhcmya
Kanthlrava Narasaraja Wodeyar was anointed and crowned king.

Ranaduila Khan invaded Patlana in the month of Pusya and returned

in Magha. Kanthlrava Narasa Raja began to rule in the month of

Caitra PramddL He ruled for 21 years from Bahudhcmya to Vikdri.

Muduka Devaraja Wodeyar had two queens Hiriyamraa's son was
Yahya Deparaja Wodeyar And Kiri Arasi Amma’s son was

Dodda Devaraja Wodeyar, born in Durmati , Kernpa Deva Raja

Wodeyar was born in Prahhava Jyestha su 5, Friday. Maridevaraja

Wodeyar was bom next and the youngest was Cikka Devaiya.

Then the manuscript gives a list of the queens of the Mysore
kings.

Then the manuscript gives a list of the names of the Mysore
Dalavays and the period of their rule.

Then it gives a chronological account, year after year of the

countries which were obtained and conquered by the Mysore kings.



MANUSCRIPT No. 192

Kaifiyat of Tannur Raksasi :

Wilson, p. 461—II-l.

Shelf No. 19—4—32.

This is an incomplete Kaifiyat narrating the story of a servant

of Isvara and Parvati being cursed and born as a Raksasa and re-

gaining his original status after the spice of the curse was over. There

is little or no historical value in this Kaifiyat.

Kaifiyat of Attikuppe Village :

Wilson, p. 461—II-2.

The genealogy of seven kings who ruled in the beginning of

Kaliyuga is given. These kings were Bahabala Raya, his son Aksuya
Raya; his son PaceprTti Raya; his son PrTtivyoma Raya; his son

Bhanu Raya; his son Sivakara Raya

In Vikrama era 1935 (Salivahana era 1800) Subala Raya ruled

over the kingdom of Danayakanakote which lay on the bank of the

Kaveri. Once, the king with all his army came to a village called

Hosur. This village was very prosperous and lay to the south-east

of the Hemagiri hills which were by the side of River Hemavati.
The king was very much pleased at the sight of the village and told

his minister that the village should be converted into a city, with
fortified walla and a tank Kanthirava, the minister, arranged to

build the same.

The king died after sometime and his son Hari Raya came to

the throne. He wanted to have a temple for Harihara, a statue of

Hanuman, and a tank to the east of the temple.

Later the kings of Mysore, Raja Wodeyar, his son Camaraja
Wodeyar, his son Kanthirava ISTarasaraja Wodeyar ruled over it.

Cikadevaraja Wodeyar who belonged to this dynasty annexed it to
his

v kingdom. His grandson was Kanthirava Narasaraja Wodeyar,
While his son Krsnaraja Wodeyar was ruling over the country, his
mother Coluvajamma and another woman of the royal family named
•Devaramma saved some money from the allowances given to them
and purchased some villages near the city in exchange for the use of
Brahmans. The king carried out their wishes.
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Kaifiyat of Ajjampura :

Wilson, p. 461-11-3.

The story of BhargavapurT is given. While Visnuvardhana
Ballala was on the throne, he came to Baggavalli village which was

once the hermitage of Bhargava Rsi. When he went to the forest

for a tiger hunt, he came across the idol of Yoganarasimha and he
was told by the people of the place that it was the idol worshipped

by Bhargava himself. The king built a temple there and gradually

a city sprang up at that place. It was called BhargavapurT.

After this king Narasimha Raya came to the throne. After-

wards the city was destroyed by famine and pestilence.

For 148 years from 1112—1260, Bommarasa and his son Nara-

simharaya ruled over this land as vassals of VTraballala. For 220
years from 1261—1480, the kings of Vijayanagar—Sahgama, Hari-

hara, Bukka etc,, ruled over this country.

Bukka once camped at some place where he could get good

water. Finding the village to be very small, he thought of making
it a big village. He built a temple for the god and namedi the idol

as Prascmna Virupaksa. He gave out lands to the temple and named
the village as Bukkabdhi. He'" built also a temple in Aragata tillage

to God Cennake^ava and donated some land to this temple. He
ordered his vassal Basavadanayaka to make some improvements and

went back to his capital. This Basava built a tank to the north of

Bukkabdhi and named it as Dan&yakanakere. He constructed a

village also in his name.

In the reign of Deva Raya, the town of Asandi was restored. As
a result of a dream he built a temple for the goddess who destroyed

the city and consecrated her idol in it. King Dcvaraya gave villages

to the temple and Brahmans. In Salivahana Saka 1330 he gave Basur

and Cikkabasur to Sri Vedi Vamana Bhatta. In Bukkabdhi, he
gave lands yielding 120 varahas annually to Brahmans. He gave

Mudigere also to Brahmans.

In the reign of Ramaraya in Saka 1480, it was handed over to

RInl Jagadevaraya who ruled over this place from Madura Cenna-

patna. When he was ruling, Ranadulla Khan, who came down to

South India; at the command of the Mughul king camped in this place

and ruled over it from 1532 to 1578. Basavapatna was their capital.

Ranadulla Kh§n was succeeded by Mirja Sabi who was succeeded

by Agrameena, During the time of Mirja Sabi in the Saka year of



1560 (Bahudhanya) a fort was built in Karuhallu village by Ajima-

banalla. It was called Ajampura.

Afterwards, from 1578 to 1610, Surja Hanumappa Nayaka ruled

over Ajampura. He was succeeded by Nityamadavaniga Ramappa
Nayaka. Then came Pattabhi Ramappa Nayaka. They gave many
agrahdras to Brahmans. Hanumappa Nayaka, the king of Tharekere,

ruled over this territory from 1642 to 1645. Then the king of Citra-

durga Madakere, Nayaka by name, conquered this land in 1646.

Afterwards, Somasekhara Nayaka of Ikkeri conquered this terri-

tory and ruled over it for 38 years from 1647 to 1684. From 1685

to 1723, Hyder Ali and his son Tippu Sultan ruled over this country.

In the year 1724, king Krsnaraja Wodeyar of Mysore became its

king.

MugalHr Kaifiyat of Kumsi Taluq :

The Kaifiyat contains untrustworthy matter in the beginning.

Sala who belonged to the Bajlala dynasty, lived in Shathukapura

and was among the Jains. According to the order of a Jaina saint,

he killed a tiger and got the name of Hoyaala. He built the city of

Dvarasamudra and conquered the lands of Talakadu, Gangavadi,

Nelavadi, Bavanadi, Hegalavadi etc. Dvarasamudra was also known
as Halebidu and Sala lived there happily. After this he came to this

place for hunting and when he saw the place, he wanted a city to

be built there. The river Veda was flowing nearby and its water

was made to flow to the south. Temples were built for Ganapati,

Tryambake^vara, Bhairavana, Suryanarayana, Mahisasuramardini

etc., and golden idols were installed in them. Jaina bastis were also

built. Lands were given to the temples. In this way he ruled for

98 years. Vinayaditya raya ruled for 92 years' from Paridhdvi to

Vikriti. His son Udayaditya Raya ruled for 87 years; his son Pra-

tapa Raya ruled for 90 years; his son Yelagirayanga for 78 years;

his son Ajigeyanga for 89 years; his son, Bhupfila for 91 years. His

son Narasimha Bafiala established a deity in Narayanapuram and gave

agrahdras etc. to Brahmans. His rule lasted for 81 years. His son Vira

Ballala built a temple for Prasanna Virupaksa in Candradrdna parvata.

On hearing about his beauty and good qualities the daughter of the

Padshah of Delhi resolved to marry him. The Padshah sent his clever

minister to Ballaja to bring him to Delhi but the latter refused to go
there. He sent his weapons instead and the marriage was celebrated

to these weapons. After the marriage was performed the princess was
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sent to Vira Balia la and while sending her, the Padshah asked her to

sent word to him in case she was put to hardship. Vira Ballala refused

to have conjugal happiness with her and the news reached the ears of

the Padshah who came down with his army and attacked the capital.

But he was not able to conquer the enemy and went back a few miles.

Ballala’s sister had two sons who refused to fall into evil ways with

the daughter of the Padshah. Enraged at this, she carried tales against

them, and got them baheaded. The Padshah came to light once again

and this time, Ballala could not resist him. He retired to the Cand-
radrona hills and built a fort there for safety But his army was gra-

dually destroyed and he entered a cave. The princess Candama Bibf

died, so also her father. The city was ruined also. (Incomplete).

KAIF1YAT OF HIRJYAMUGA LUR :

Wilson, p. 461 II — 4.

This is purely un historical.

Kaifiyat of A jampura ;

Wjilson, p. 461 11 — 5.

Dalavay Vlraraja, who was under Narapati raya, king of Lilavati,

happened to pass this way from Nilgunda. He heard about the existen-

ce of the tank called Kukka Samudra, built by Kiralas or hunters long

ago, and caused it to be made very big and erected stone images on
its banks. The land adjacent to the tank is called Kukkanugadde.

From 3alivahana Saka 1332. to 1486 for a period of 154 years the

kings of Vijayanagar ruled over this place. The last king of the line

was Devaraya. From 1487 to 1531 for a period of 45 years Ganga
Nayaka ruled over this country.

Afterwards, king of the hunter.*-caste of Tarekere conquered this

place and ruled over it. From Saka 1542 to 1563 Sarja Hanumappa
Nayaka ruled out this country. From 1564 to 1610 his son Situ-

ramappa Nayaka ruled. Mis son Pattabhiramappa Nayaka ruled from

the year 1611 to 1651 i.e.„ a period of 40 years. He married the daughter

of Bharamanna Nayaka and got some lands from his father-in-law*

Sitaramappa NayakaN son Hanumappa Nayaka ruled from 1652 to

1653. From 1654 to 1686 Sarja Hanumappa Nayaka, the brother of

Hanumappa Nayaka ruled over this country. His brother Laksm-
appa Nayaka’s son Hanumappa Nayaka II ruled from 1687 to 1693*

His brother Sit^rlmappa Nayaka ruled from 1694 to 1696. His son

Sarja Hanumappa WSyaka ruled from 1697 to 1702, On the whole,

they ruled for 161 years and gave out many agmMrams to Brah-

mans. These agraharams were taken from them during the time of

Tippy Sultan.



Nawab Hyder Ali Khan ruled from 1703 to 1704. His son Tippu

Sultan, ruled from 1705 to 1720 for a period of 16 years. Afterwards

in the year 1721 (Saka year) the English camped at SrTrangapattana and

gradually Krsmraja Wodeyar became king on 16th October 1805.

Kaifiyat of Venkatigrdma of Kukkasamudra Taluq:

Wilson, p. 461 II — 6

This Kaifiyat contains only a fanciful story and is unhistoricaL

Kaifiyat of Banjaras of Tarikere

:

Wilson, p. 461 II — 7

Originally these people belonged to Jodhpur in the vicinity of Delhi

where they lived, by trade. They belonged to Hindu religion and

were different from the Rajputs. There were three sub groups among
the Banjaras and they were (1) Pavara, (2) Cevani and (3) Vatore. They
worshipped Venkataramanna and Bhavani. When they migrated from

Jedhpur, they first went to Asafjah of Delhi and then came to Hydera-

bad where they supplied rice, colam, horsegram etc., to the military.

They were exempted from paying duties to the things they brought

with them. They were encouraged to get as much food supplies as pos-

sible to the military. Thus they gradually settled in Hyderabad.

After some time, when Nawab Hyder Ali Khan came to power

and prominence, he sent for these Banjaras. They came and as

per his wishes supplied the military with food and other articles.

In a copper plate inscription, he caused to be written that all things

with which they traded were to be free from duties. This inscrip-

tion is still in the hands of the Banjaras of Hyderabad. When Tippu

Sultan came to power, he wanted more men of this community to

supply food materials to his army and hence caused letters to be

written to those who were far away. Then people of three di 0‘erent

groups came with their oxen and families.

Kaifiyat of Mandagade :

Wilson, p. 461 II-8.

The place is associated with Mandavya r?i of mythological

origin.

When Harihara Raya wanted temples and agrahdras to be built

in a Maindavya^ama,the appeared to him in a dream and asked

him not to build anything there as it was not fit for human habita-

tion. Hence he had to build an agrahdra on the bank of the river
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and called it Mandavyagrahara. This lies in Lingapura village.

He also built a temple for Hariharesvara. He requested the king

(?) to grant lands for the Brahmans who were in charge of the tem-
ple and the agrahara for the maintenance and performance of pufa.

His request was granted. After some times, the ryots expressed great

trouble on account of thieves and requested Sdmasekhara Nayaka
of Keladi to build a fort there. This was also done and the fort was
called as Mandavyakille. But ignorant people called it as Mandagade.
This province as well as the province of Nagara fell into the hands
of Nawab Hyder Ali Khan in the year Citrabhtfnu , Pusya month.
Later the fort fell into the hands of the enemies and was burnt.

Kaifiyath of Ho'ehormur ;

Wilson, p. 461 11-10.

There was a temple of Kala Bhairava on the Drone hills. On
the south of the hill, there was the ksetra of Samba, Here, on the

bank of the river Bhadra, there was the temple of Suparna also. This
place was a dense forest in olden days. The temple of Suparnesvura
svaml was there from time immemorial. Once, when Vinayaditya
Raya came here, he camped on the eastern bank of the river Bhadra
near Mai likarjuriesvara temple. He went out for a hunt along with
his dogs. When the dogs were let loose on rabbits, the latter came
upon the former and drove them away. The king was very much
surprised when he heard about this and thought that place was such
that everyone who happened to live there would become very brave.
Hence he decided to build a fort there. The work was begun in

Saka 996. Gradually a fine city sprang up there. In course of time
six nadus consisting of 223 villages were annexed to It) by the king,

Kaifiyat of the holy places of Anantapuri
Wilson, p. 461, II- 1

1

On the south-east of Anantapur, there is Aeyutaraya TTrtha.
There is the temple of AcyuteSvara built by Aeyutaraya. There is

a stone inscription there. On the north-east, there is Gautama
TTrtha, There is also the temple of GautameSvara. On the north,
there is Brahmakaman$ala TTrtha,

There is the Ranganatha temple established by Ikkeri Verr
kafappa Nayaka, In Hosagunda, there is the temple of KaflinStha.
It was here that Candrahasa had his city of Kuntala. The idol of
KaiJinatha was erected there in the time of the PSndavas, Nearby
there is the temple of Kale^vara established by Trigarta Maharaja,
In this temple also, there is a stone inscription. In Kannupura
agrahara there is the temple of Kame^vara, established in the time
of Acyuta Raya.



MANUSCRIPT No. 193

Account of the temples of Tippuru Bobli in Mysore

:

Wilson, p. 462, IV-1. (12 Sections.)

Shelf No. 18—15—15.

An inscription of SrT Kisa Harihara Raya Maharaya, dated

S. 1313.

An account of the 18 castes:

Wilson, p. 462, IV-2.

The author quotes a Sanskrit stanza and gives an explanation

of it. The list of contents gives a title for this part as an “Account

of the 18 classes amongst the Hindus” procured in Mysore district.

But the explanatory note of the manuscript itself includes the Turu-

skas, Pharangi, Parasika and others and hence the title given in the

table of contents is deceptive.

An account of Vastara with the genealogy of the Vastam kings in

Mysore :

Wilson, p. 462, 1V-3.

Padmavana which is said to be the abode of Banasankari (tine

family deity of the Calukyas) is situated to the south of Candra-

drona parvata of the Bababudan hills. A legendary account of Bana-

Sankara’s manuscript. Since the Saptamatrkas killed the Raksasas

who were the enemies of the gods, the gods made a “ Suvarna Vristi."

as a mark of their great satisfaction and hence this forest came to

be known as “Vasudhara”, the corrupted form of which name is

Vastara.

A king Santana (who is here said to be the grandfather of

Pandava) built a temple for Banasankari and the Saptanuilrkas.

Accordingly a temple and the town Vasudhara were built by him.

In Saka 1194 one VTranna .Gauda was the Parpatyagar of Laksml-

kantanahalli, situated very near Vastara. He built a town and also

a temple for the goddess Banasankari. Till the end of the Hoysala

rule the village was included in the Belur Nad. One Putta Nayaka
who was the betel-bag bearer of the Vijavanagar king Acyuta Raya
had two sons Krsnappa Nayaka and Venkatadri Nayaka. King

Acyuta Raya gave this Belur Hobli as “ Amatugani ” to Cikka Vcn-
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katappa Nayaka. Since he had no legitimate issue this Hobli
escheated to the Crown. His illegitimate son Cikka Venkatappa
Nayaka went to Parayi STme ” with his mother (i.e., another
country).

King Ramaraya gave this Bel Or STme as an ct Amara Magani
to Vikrama Raya a Ksatriya who also died without any issue and
the sTma again reverted to the crown.

The Karaba of Belur was again given as an amara magani to
the Palace musician Bhikari (Baikara) Ramappa. This Hobli was
in Ramappa's possession for 7 years and after his death Taiguru
Gopala Nayaka annexed this province and occupied this for a period
of one year.

This province was then annexed by Honne Kamhali a Palcgar
of Bidanur STme. Since this Palegar had no successors, Nagaradh
Sima, including Belur and Vastara were given to his purohit Sankara

Narayana Bhalta who ruled over this province for a period of 40
years. Since his sons were incapable of ruling the country, San-

kara Narayana Bhalta gave the country to Sankanna Nayaka, the

chief of Ikkeri, who in return protected the sons of Sankara Nara-
yana Bhalta.

Shortly afterwards Taiguru Vcnkatadri Nayaka came and occu-

pied this country. In the battle that ensued between Sivappa Nayaka
and Vcnkatadri Nayaka, Sivappa Nayaka captured the fort of Vasia r©

and annexed it to his Bidanur STme. Vcnkatadri Nayaka ran to

Belur. After a lapse of ten years Sivappa seized the fort of Belur

and Vcnkatadri Nayaka with a few followers went to Sekarepaina.

After one year Sr! Rangaraya of Anegondi entered this province.

Sivappa Nayaka surrendered the Belur STme to SrT Rangaraya and

retained Vastare for himself. When SrT Rangaraya besieged the fort

of Sermgapatam, he was assisted by Sivappa Nayaka. Hostilities arose

between Sivappa Nayaka and the Mysore kings. When Sivappa

Nayaka returned from Srirangapatna he was ill for some time. The

Mysore army succeeded in seizing the whole country of Sivappa

Nayaka except Vastare. After some time Devaraja Wocjeyar, the

Myosre king occupied the fort of Vastara also and engaged himself

In a severe war against Bidanur. Sivappa Nayaka then defeated the

Mysore army and reoccupied the whole of his country which ex-

tended as far as Seringapatam. It .is said that the Mysore king

MX,—53



finding himself unable to conquer Sivappa Nayaka, performed a

Mdrana Homa by which Sivappa is said to have fallen ill and died

at Bidanur. Sivappa Nayaka had two sons Bhadrappa Nayaka and

Sdmasekhara Nayaka. The Mysore kings invaded this country several

times in the reign of Bhadrappa Nayaka and were effectively re-

pulsed. He was succeeded by his brother Sdmasekhara Nayaka,
who was addicted to opium and he was popularly known as Huceu
(Mad) Sdmasekhara Nayaka. Mysore king Devaraja Wodeyar
again invaded this country and occupied several forts including Vas-

tara. Sdmasekhara Nayaka was deceitfully killed, at Nagara. Sdma-
sekhara Nayaka had no sons. His wife Canna Maji succeeded him.

She dismissed the old administrative assembly, and instead appoint-

ed a new one. A son of Mariyappa Setti was taken in adoption by

her. Timmanna Dalavay was entrusted with the management of the

fort of Vastare. When the Mysore army invaded Vastare this Tim-
manna Dalavay fought for 3 days and died. The Mysore army was

subdued by the Bidanur army and Vastare was annexed to Bidanur.

The fort of Vastare was again besieged by Krsna Raja Wodeyar, son'

of Dodda Devaraya Raja Wodeyar. Since his people of Vastare

did not obtain the help of Bidanur, Vastare fort fell into the hands

of the Mysore kings. After the death of Cinnamaji, her adopted son

Basappa Nayaka ruled over the country. This Basappa Nayaka

recaptured the fort of Vastare and attempted to sieze the fori of

Seringapatam. The Mysore king Krsna Raja Wodeyar came to an

agreement with the Bidanuru chief and with the assistance of the

Bidanur chief defeated Basappa Nayaka. Mysore annexed Belifif

and Vastare went over to Bidanur.

After Vastare was included under Bidanur Sirnc the five persons

that ruled over this part were

;

Basappa Nayaka—10 years.

Budi Basappa Nayaka—15 years.

SomaSekhara Virammaji’s adopted son—5 years.

Somasekhara Nayaka—24 years.

Cenna Basappa Nayaka—2 years.

In the year Citrabhdnu, Hyder invaded these places. VIrammaji

with all the treasures deserted the fort and ran away to Bavala-

rayadurga. Hyder after capturing the fort of Bidanur, sent fot

VIrammaji with a pretext of coming to an agreement with her.

Immediately she appeared, she was taken prisoner and imprisoned

in the fort of Madhugiri. When the Marathas invaded this country
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and besieged this fort, VTrammaji and her foster son were released

and were taken with them to their country. VTrammaji died on her

way to the Maratlia country.

For 16 years Hyder ruled over this fort. The appointment of

Sheik Hyaji, hiss departure to Bombay and other incidents until the

fall of Seringapalam are found in Hyder’s Kaiftyat.

The English appointed one Cenna Basappa of Bel fir to the

Vastare Ami!. Vara Raya of Nagara produced a forged document
from the English which stated to have given the whole of Nagara

Sme to him. This document was produced before Timmappaiah
when his brother Cenna Basappa was absent. Timmappaiah left for

YadehaHi with many of his followers. Sadarahu Palegar siezed

and occupied this fort. Purniah sent an army under Timmaji Fanth.

The very approach of the army frightened the Palegar who ran away
from the fort. Rahatmina was appointed as Ihe kUledar who later

on assumed the name of Patte or Fateh Hyder. Suralu Subba Rao
was his Muttaaddi when Fateh Hyder demanded more place from the

Killedar, he sent only Subba Raya with fifty followers. The
KUledar was postponing this promise at the same time preparing

himself to light with these people. One day when Subba Rao
attempted to kilt the KUledar the KUledar who- received an injury at

the back killed Subba Rao. The followers of Subba Rao were

heavily beaten and guns were lired at them from the fort. Orders

were issued by Purniah to hang to death Gaiba Raju, a Dalavay of

Fateh Hyder, VTrabhadrappa, Basavappa, Kefaguru VTrappa Gauda
Devagauda and others at the western gate of the Vastara fort. This

taluk, where order was restored was then ruled by the Mysore king

Kfsna Raja Wodcyar.

Genealogical Account of the Kings of Ikkeri :

Wilson, p. 462, 1V-4.

The manuscript first mentions the construction of the Aghorc.4-

vara temple by Sankanna Nayaka and then gives the genealogical

list. In A.D. 1499 (Siddfuwthi) Cavudappa Nayaka ascended the

throne at Ikkeri and ruled for a period of 13 years. He was suc-

ceeded by his son Sad&giva Nayaka who ruled for 32 years. Dodda
Sankapna Nayaka ruled from Saka 1468 for 13 years and 5 months.

He was succeeded by his brother Cikka Sankanna Nayaka who ruled

for 12 years and 1 month. His son Ramarija Nayaka succeeded

him in Saka 1493 and ruled for 12 years. Then Venkatappa Nayaka



ruled from 1583 to 1629 AJD. (46 years). His son Vira Bhadrappa

Nayaka ruled for 9 years and 5 months at Ikkeri and for a period of

6\ years at Venupura. He was ^succeeded by Sivappa Nayaka, the

son of Siddappa Nayaka and the grandson of Cikka Sankanna

Nayaka at Venupura in Saka 1568 and ruled for 14 years and 9

months. Next Cikka Venkatappa Nayaka ruled for about a year. He
was succeeded by Bhadrappa Nayaka, son of Sivappa Nayaka who

ruled for 2\- years from Saka 1584. Hire Somasekhara Nayaka, son of

Sivappa Nayaka ruled for 7 years and 9 months. His wife Canram-

maji ruled next after him for a period of 25 years' and 4 months.

Next Hire Basappa Nayaka ruled from A.D. 1698 to 1710 A.D. His

son Sdmasekhara Nayaka ruled for 4 years and 4 months. Then his

brother Basavappa Nayaka's son Budi Basappa Nayaka ruled for 15

years and 4 months. His son Ccnna Basappa Nayaka riled or 2

years and 8 months. Then his wife Ganna Virammaji who adopted

a son, named Sdmasekhara Nayaka ruled for some time.

Genealogical Account of the Keladi kings , as mentioned in the

Records found with Kumutiir Vira Basappa Gauda:

Wilson, p. 462, IV-5.

(Section 7 is another copy of the same.)

N ailagopagunda, Kotalugunda, Caudaguinda and Bhadrayya of

Keladihalli were in the service of Krsnaraya in saka 1459.

The brothers Yadava and Murari of the fort of

Jalihalli had become turbulent and Krsnaraya himself

wanted to proceed against them with his army. Bhadrayya

offered himself to undertake the task with a few soldiers and Krsnaraya

permitted him to proceed against them. Bhadrayya captured the fort

of Jalihalli and imprisoned the brothers. The king vjho was extremely

pleased with Bhadrayya gave him Keladi, KyasanOru, Yilagalulo,

Atavadi, Munjale and other places. He was coronated at Keladi

in Saka 1459 under the name Sada&ivanayaka and many titles were

conferred on him. Sada&iva Nayaka ruled for 30 years and was suc-

ceeded by his son Hire Sankanna Nayaka who ruled for 10 years. He
was followed by Ramaraja Nayaka (7 years) and Yen kalappa Nayaka
(44 years).

Then Vira Bhadrappa Nayaka, son of Bhadrappa Nayaka and the

grandson of Venkatappa Nayaka ruled for 16 years.

Sivappa Nayaka— 15 years,

Andhaka Venkatappa Nayaka— 1 year.
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Bhadrappa Nayaka—24 years.

Somasekliara Nayaka—24 years.

Cannamaji—26 years.

Budi Basappa Nayaka—17 years.

A correction of the above was made by the clerk of Krsuaraja
Nadiga which runs as follows

:

The name of the fort where the two brothers Yadava and Murari
became turbulent is mentioned here Javihalu.

Sadasiva Nayaka—30 years.

Sankanna Nayaka—-10 years from snkn 1498.

Rama Raja—7 years.

Venkata Nayaka -44 years.

VTrappa Nayaka— 16 yeans.

Sivappa Nayaka—15 years-

Andhaka Vcnkalappa Nayaka-— I year.

Bhadrappa Nayaka—24 years.

Somasckhara Nayaka 24 years.

Cannammaji—26 years.

Basavappa Nayaka— -18 years.

Somasckhara Nayaka 48 years (joint reign of SbmaSekbara
Nayaka and Virammaji).

Here he gives a grand; total of 225 years for the duration of the

Keladi chiefs- Next for a period of 37 years Hyder and Tippu are
said to have ruled over Keladi and one year of rule by Mahratta
Parasu Rubhavu and finally the English.

An Account of the religious actions of the Lingavants

:

Wilson* p. 462 — IV — 6.

This contains details historically not important.

An Account of Mallur and SasivehaUi districts in Mysore :

Wilson, p. 462 — IV — 9.

King Varavikrama Raya of SvargavaiTpattana ruled for 36 years.

His son Raner&ya ruled for 43 years. He was succeeded by Vikarama*

raya who ruled for 44 yeara The fall of this dynasty of SvargavatT

kings is attributed to the curse of Cakoramalli Bhatta which was

pronounced by him when he was drowned in a tank.

In Saka 1329 the tank was repaired by Basava Danda Nayaka a

minister of the Vijayanagar king Devaraya I, The villages Ka&pura.
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Kuduranahalli and Hcnnamaradi were given as indm villages to the

Shanbhog (Bommarasaiya. The village Kannaigundi, which was named
as Rampura was given as a Sarvamanya village to Ramesvara of

Kurupa.

The fort of Basavappattana was built by Kare Hanumappa Nayaka
in Saka 1484 (1562 ATX) The grants that were given to the matha

of Kundali Aksdbhyatlrthasvami have been given here.

Hanumappa Nayaka’s wife Giriyavanagati constructed a tank in

her name. Their son Immadi Kenga Hanumappa Nayaka ruled for

3 years till Saka 1492 and he also constructed tanks at Susuvahalji

and Hesahalli. Then Hanumappa Nayaka ruled till Saka 1502.

Then there was a joint rule by his sons Cikka Kenga Hanumappa
Nayaka and Hire Kenga Hanumappa Nayaka. Oni accent of an inter-

nal strife Cikka Kenga Hanumappa Nayaka went over to Banavara
and Hire Kenga Hanumappa Nayaka remaining at Basavapattana

ruled till Saka 1560. In saka 1561 Vajir Ranaduilakhan

attacked the Tarikere chief, captured the fort of Basavapattana,

appointed Mrutsujya Khan and took Hire Kenga Hanumappa
Nayaka with him to Bhaganagar (Bijapur> more correctly). Cikka
Kenga Hanumappa Nayaka hearing the news of his brother being

taken as captive, he went to the Padshah of Bhaganagar and obtained

from him their old possessions! and titles by pleasing him in the act

of killing a tiger.

In the reign of Cikka Kenga Hanumappa Nayaka the Tarikere

chief sivappa Nayaka came and occupied the Mallur district and
including it under the Bidanur province ruled over this from Saka
1579 to Saka 1584 and bestowed enormous gifts.

Hearing the defeat of Cikka Kenga Hanumappa Nayaka* the
Mughal army under Sarja Khan invaded this country and occupied
Basavapattana over which he and his successors ruled for a
period of 19 years till Saka 1603. In Saka 1603 Cannammaji of
Bidanur seized the Mallur! district from the Mughals and this district
was included under Bidanur till Saka 1684 for a period of 81 years.

Hire Cannammaji—15 years, 4 months.

Hire Basappa Nayaka—17 years, 5 months.

Basappa Nayaka—15 years.

Cenna Basappa Nayaka—2 years and 8 months.

Soma^ekhara Nayaka—24 years and 4 months.
Virammaji’s fostered son S5ma£ekhara Nayaka—5 years and
6 months.

10 to 12 missing.
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LOCAL RECORDS VOL. XXIV

Accounts of Hyder. (Haider Kaifiyats)

Wilson, p- 462, IV — 8.

Shelf No. 18—15—15.

In the year Hevilambi Hyderis army besieged the fort

(Citaldurg). In the next year the army captured B.a$avankota
and besieged the fort of Kanukoppi for 11 days. Peace was
concluded. He next besieged the forts of Cudikote, Molakalmuru,
Citaldurg and later returned to sTrangapatnam . His next expedition

was against Arcot whree he got a carbuncle at his back and died-

He was succeeded by his son Tippu. The English captured the

fort of Bangalore in the year Vlrodhi. The English were then

assisted by the Mahrattas. Treaty was concluded at Kanukuppe.
Finally the English captured srlrangapatnam.

II

In A.D* 1749 Sante Bennur was besieged by Madakarc
Nayaka’s son Kasturi Rangappa Nayaka, Hilali Moti Khan sent by
the Mughals and Murari Raya for a period of two months. They
were unable to capture the fort. The Bidarur kings allowing

cauthai to Murari Raya, Hilali Moti Khan returned to his place.

HI

In the year Citrabhanu Hyder being assisted by Madakcri

Nayaka, the Raja of Citaldurg, besieged Bidarur which was later on
named as Nagara. Hyder assisted Madakcri Nayaka in return to

capture Sante Bennur in §. 1685. In 1700 Santa Bennur was
occupied by Hyder. Tippu, rewarded Nadiga Laksmanna and his

son for assisting Hyder in capturing the fort of Citaldurg. In S. 1712

Virodhi, Para^uram Bhavu besieged Sante Bennur. It was again

besieged in 1714 by Tippu. In S. 1721 the English invaded Sriranga-

patnam.

IV

Venkatappa Nayaka remained at Honnali till the year Vikimhi

and then besieged Citaldmg being assisted by Kandacara Man-
nfrappa. Mannlrappa’s brother Balarama Raya was rewarded and

sent as a Hobli Nayaka under Rija Ram, of Nagara. But since Raja

Rim passed away Haylji was appointed in his place and so} he was

sent to MadakerL Being defeated in a war at Coorg Bala Rama
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Raya returned to Venkatappa Nayaka. When Tippu went to capture

Nagara lie captured Kudiyala and hanged Bala Rama Raya. After

the death of his father Timmappa Nayaka, Venkatappa Nayaka
resided at Belagutti and he also passed away in the year Krodhmui.

V
A letter was written by Hyder to Belagutti Venkatappa Nayaka in

the year Khara entrusting him with the full care of the Fort of Bidise.

Belagutti Venkatappa Nayaka was directed to go on an expedition by
Hyder being assisted by Krsnappa Nayaka and Rayadurga. The
places that were annexed were: Anantapurada Kii:e, Kumushi Kille,

Sikaripura Kille, Jadera Kille, Udugani Kille Tavanandi Kille and
Gutti Kille.

As a reward Belagutti was given as a grant. This part of the coun-
try was later on devastated by the Marattas.

When Hyder reconquered Kudiyala from the English and returned

to Bangalore, Rangappa of Bankapura was estrusted with the care of
Honalli fort and Dasappa Nayaka to (Belagutti.

VI
A warning was sent to Dasappa, the Pantpatyagar of Nagamangata*

who was a source of great disturbance for the peace prosperity of the
people at Nagamangala.

VII
It is stated that Hyder did not invade Anegondi. It was only

invaded by Tippu in 1786 A,D. Parahhava, where he ordered a tank
to be restored.

VIII
A short account of a tank and its canals near Dcvfrnat'ha is given,

IX
Anantapur was invaded by Hyder in A.D. 1777 Hevikwibi, 1795

A.D.—occupation by Mahammadali Beg, 1796 A.D.—Ahmad Saheb'a
occupation and rule for 3 years. Then Raja Timmappaiah's reoccupa-
tion and then came Purniah in the name of Cenna Mallappa of Citai-
drug. Mughal occupation for 9 months and finally the F.nglish

Account of Hyder :

Fateh Khan, the father of Hyder Afi, was hobaeidar in the service
of Nafijarajiah who was a Dalavdy under the Mysore king fillca Kr$na
Raja Wodeyar. Hyder all who was entrusted with the care of the work-
shops became a favourite of his master Nanjarajayya. For the proper
adminstration of these properties it was found necessary to employ



the vakil Khanderaya as the Dewan. Shortly afterwards hostilities

arose between Dewan Khanderaya and Hyder AIL Abhinava
Saccidananda Svami of Srlngeri alighted at Seringapatam on his way
to Ramesvaram and recommended the case of Khanderaya. The king

seemingly appeared to encourage Hyder and internally assisted Khande
raya, to acquire greater prominence and finally appointed Khande raya

himself as the supreme master of the administration of his country. He
was first sent to Ridaruru (Citrabhdnu , Phalguna) and in the next year

he was asked to go to Sode country where he was assisted by the

army of Mir Pada daulla Khan to conquer the country. Gopala Rajiah

was appointed to assist Khande raya in the administration of these

countries. Bidarur which was then the central seat of administration

wasi named "‘Nagara’h On account of espousing the cause of Khande
raya, the Sringeri svami wa» very much vexed by Hyder. So the svami
wrote to Madhava Rao Peshwa to invite him to his country. Peshwa
wrote io Hyder to send the Svami to his court to pay his homages to

his Guru, and when the Svami arrived in his country lie built a matha
for him at Paneavati near Nasik. On account of their estrangement

Madhava Rao proceeded with his army against Hyder and reached

Devaglri. Hyder met the army of the Peshwa at Huralagudda near

Anavatti, and in the battle that ensued between them, the Nawab was
defeated and Hyder himself escaped death. The Mahraita army then

proceeded to Anantapur and Hyder being unable to give another battle

concluded peace wherein he allowed choatai to be collected and the

position of the Svami in the Northern districts were made quite* safe

Then the army returned to Poona.

Then collecting a huge cavalry, he proceeded towards Kerala

and fought a war near Carakallu, in which the king ran away. Here

he collected a strong infantry and extended his kingdom from Cara-

kallu to Kallikofe. On his way to Seringapatam he alighted at

Sukravarapeta and captured the treasure of the king and Karaeurt

Nanjamjayya. Entering Seringapatam he ' converted the palace of

Dalavay Devarajayya as his residence. Both the king and Dalavay

Nanja rljayya found themselves absolutely impotent to do anything

at this juncture. All this took place in the month of Magha of the

Parthiva Samvatsara.

When Hyder was in the service of Nanja rajiah, he had rendered

great assistance to Muhammad Ali at Trichinopoly* Hyder’s assis-

tance was much neglected even though he obtained large booty and

did not keep up to the terms of their agreement. After perfectly

arranging the administration of Seringapatam and appointing Purniah

MX —54



in the Mahalat Kacheri, he directed his attention towards Muhammad
Ali and demanded from him the surrender of Coorg. When this was
refused he marched against him. Muhammad Ali was assisted by the

English and so war broke out between Hyder and the English. Ven-
kappa of TumJcur who was entrusted with the entire administra-

tion of Nagara stopped the supply of sandal and other things" to the

English at Honnavara which further aggravated their hostilities. The
English occupied the fort of Kudiyala. On hearing this Hyder pro-

ceeded towards Kudiyala passing through NakkarakaL Hyder met

the army of the English at Gurampura and the defeated English

retreated. Hyder then returned to Nagara and again went to Trichi no-

poly. From Trichinopoly he returned to Seringapatam and stayed

at the capital for some time. Cinnapapa who was named Raja Rama
was appointed as the Sarvddhikari of Nagara.

Madhava Rao, the Peshwa, sent his army under Triyambaka

Mama to collect money. They met the army of Hyder at Melkotc

where Hyder was defeated and fled to Seringapatam. The Mahratta

army then besieged Seringapatam, Concluding peace the army returned

to Poona. Soon Madhava Rao Peshwa died and was succeeded by his

brother Narayaxia Rao- Here the internal struggle in the Mahratta

country and the part played by Raghoba and Nana Fadnavis are

briefly mentioned. The Savanur Nawab wanted to recapture the forts*

handed over to the Mahrattas by taking advantage of this opportunity.

He captured Murari as a prisoner of war and made arrangements* for

the consolidation of the reconquered province. He fought a battle

at Citrakailudurga for 6 months and captured the fort.

After the death of Raja Rama at Nagara Golia Bhadra Timma
was acting temporarily for 4 months and then Sheik Hayaji was
posted to Nagara. The English invaded Kudiyala under General
“ Methi Since Sheik Hayaji was engaged in the administration of

the Province, Hyder proceeded to meet the English. Passing through

Cennapatna, he went to Cittore and captured the fort.

After the death of Hyder, Sheik Ayaji conspiring with the English

surrendered the country between Kudiyala and Anantapur to the

English and left the place. After the coronation of TIppu, he proceeded

with his army to Kudiyala, defeated the English and captured General

“ Methi ” and imprisoned him at Seringapatam. On Ms way back,

he sent Appaji1 Rama to Cennapatna. He entered into an agreement

with the English General at Kudiyala and made settlement of that

Province. On Ms way back to Seringapatam he built a strong fort

at Kadadaghatxa in the month of Karttika of the year Subhakrit.
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Kaifiyat of Balder:

Wilson, p. 462, IV — 8.

Haider was the son of Fatteh Nayaka, the Foujdar of the Fatteh
Nayakan fort in the Kosu-sima c.f the Sirisi subah. He had an elder

brother Sabas Khan. Within six months after the birth of Haider, his

iather died. -The orphan brothers spent their early years in great

distress. On reaching the age of ten and twelve they sought protection

under their relatives Haidar Nayadu, Alii Nayadu and Padar Nayadu
who were subordinates under Dildar Khan who was administering

the Sirisi subah under Daragah Kolli Khan of Pedda Pallapuram.
The two brothers were gradually raised to the rank of Commander
of a few horses. Even from an early age they showed great wisdom,
bravery and ability on the field- They rose in power and strength.

In course of time they became affected with pride and began to

intrigue against Daraga Kholli Khan and Dildar Khan whom they

desired to overthrow. When the masters came to know of their

treacherous activities, they attempted to! apprehend them and put

them in chains. But Haider and his brother safely managed their

escape to Arucot, where they entered service under the Sufoahdar

Dosudalli Khan (Dost Ali Khan). Finding the service under a

master of their own religion not congenial to thei furtherance of their

ambitious schemes they left the service of the subahdar and

repaired to Srirangapatnam where they entered service under the

brothers Devarajayya and Nandarajayya who were at that time

recruiting troops for their projected expedition against Devadatalle

and other forts. &abas Khan and Haidar were appointed com-

manders of 100 and 300 troopers respectively. An additional

force of 25 horse was placed under the command of Haidar soon

after.

About this time, there were two officers in the service of the

king, Rangaraya and Syamaraya whose duty it was to engage and
muster troops. Syfibas Khan and Haider became great friends of

Rangaraya who placed his young brother-in-law Khedgaraya under

the training of the Haider brothers.

Kharacuri Nandarajayya started on his campaign against the

DgvSdapalli chief Vadiga Goud. The cause of the enmity between

the Daiavay and the Devadapalli Palaiyagar was the overwearying

pride of the chief. When Devarajayya tried to keep him under

control, the latter defied him with the result that war broke out

between the two. In this expedition against Devadapalli, Haider

distinguished himself securing victory wherever he engaged him-

self. The Palaiyagar was defeated and despatched to Kabal. Durga



for life internment His fort was annexed to srirangapatjnhm.

Ini reward for the outstanding services rendered by Haider Nandara-

jayya raised him up to the position of a Jamadar of two hundred

horse. At the same time Khanderaya who has serving as a Diwan

under Nandarajayya was paid an increased salary in recognition of

his devoted service. Haider All thus came to permanently reside at

Srirangapatnam

.

About this time, Canda Khan gathering a large army inclndhu*

a contingent of French troops started on an invasion of Aroot which

was then held by Anwaruddin Khan, the father! of Muhammad
Ali Khan with the object of annexing the subah. The forces of

Canda Sahcb and Anwaruddin met at Ambur and a fierce halt'e

took place ini the karanga-tope in the vicinity of the fort. Ranja-

nagar son of Hussain-Tayar and Ahmad Tayar Khan fighting on

their elephants died. Muhammad Ali Khan fled to the fort of

Trichinopoly and from there opened negotiations with tile karta?

(the name by which the rulers of Srirangapatnam were designated)

of Srirangapatnam through their vakil at Trichinopoly Minnaji Pan-

dita, son of Sesagiri Pandita. He handed over the keys of the fort

to the vakil and sent the messages to the Dalavay and the: ruler of

Srirangapatnam' offering them the taluk of Trichinopoly as the price

if they helped him to defeat Canda Sahcb and the French. He-

further agreed to submit himself to the orders of the Dalavay.

On receipt of the letters from Muhammad Ali, Devarajayya.

who was attracted! by the price, offered his help, sent his brother

Karacuri Nandarajayya placing him at the command of 12,WX) horse.

and1 a lakh of infantry. Not being satisfied with the strength of the

force. Devarajayya engaged the services of Murad Rao of Gutti and
Siddhajigauda paying them a daily allowance of four thousand and
five hundred rupees. The allied forces joined at a place somewhere
between Palghat and Dharmapuri and from there proceeded to
Trichinopoly. The army reached Trichinopoly without any incident
and were received by Muhammad Ali.

Canda Saheb, who had already received information about
those movements, gathered a large force and proceeded towards
Trichinopoly and he fixed his camp near the village of Kayaradi
to the north-east of the city.

Hie forces of the different combatants arranged themselves In
battle array. Murari Rao’s forces took their stand to the west of
Trichinopoly while those of Nandarajayya to the north. Haider was
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appointed commander of two thousand troops and an artillery

division. One of Haidar’s associates, Samayavar, was posted on
the highway from Trichinopoly to Arcot to intercept any aid which

the French might lend to Canda Saheb by this route. He Fixed

his battery {morija) on the way and beat back the French Troops who
attempted to pass that way.

At this juncture. Muhammad Ali sent a requisition to Nandara-
jayya for an advance of fifty lakhs’ of rupees for payment lo his

troops. Dalavay Devarajayya altogether spent three crores of

Kiintcray varfmas for payments to Murari Rao and Muhammad Ali,

an amount which he had amassed since the time of Cikka Devara-
jayya.

After a few days of preliminary manoeuvres the decisive

action took place on all the four sides in which the four differint

combatants took part. Canda Saheb was defeated and nearly all

his troops annihilated. In order to avoid capture when pressed on

all sides he ran for safety into the tent of a certain Manojappa. a
sardar of Tanjore and begged him to save his life. But the Sardar

who had suffered persecution at the hands < *f Canda Saheb

when the fatter took Tanjore, beheaded him without conpunction and
presented his» head to Maisur Nandarajayya. The French who had
in support of Canda Saheb were mostly taken prisoners while the rust

were driven to» the .sea.

Muhammad Ali Hushed with victory and safe within his fori now
turned against his allies on whom, he opened canon fire from the

bastions of his fort. He incited the Pal aiyaga rs of Eddula Nayakapalcna

K a n na void ipaJem, Samcnayakunipalayam, and Munivirupakshipulem

to turn against the Mysore forces. When they fell upon Nandarajayya

and his forces. Nandarajayya leaving the entire task of meeting the

situation to Haidar, who had now become master of four thousand

horse and eight thousand infantry, safely retired to Srirahgapafnam.

Haider Ali successfully put down the palaiyagurs and after establish-

ing his garrisons in their Palayams, returned to Srirahgapatnam.

The expedition thus ended in failure and great loss of money for

which Devarajayya held Nandarajayya responsible and severely repri-

manded him* On account of this they became estranged and enmity

developed between them in consequence of which Devarajayya retired

to Satyamangalam. Haider who was wielding great influence with

both the brothers, went to Satyamahgalam and persuaded Bevara-
jayya to compose his differences with Nandaraja and return to Srirahga-
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patnam. On his way back to Sriraxigapatnam, Devarajayya died at

Mysore. When Haidar went to Satyamangalam leaving his vakil

Khanderao with Nandarajayya, the latter provided -a palanquin for

Haidar. But Haidar refrained from using it and gave it to a Brahman.

Before long, differences arose between the king and Nandarajayya.

When; they openly began to muster their respective troops* and
threatened to attack each other, Haidar Intervened and effected a
compromise between them. Subsequently, on one occasion when the

troops* of the king and Nandarajayya threatened to mutiny for non-
payment of their wages, Haidar intervened and pacified them. On
account of these activities, Haider became a favourite with the king
and Nandarajayya and took part in, the affairs of State enjoying great

independence in the execution of his duties.

About this time, owing to the non-payment of tribute to the

Mahrattas of Poona, the Mahratta Sardar Gopalahari, started on an
invasion of Srirangapatnam with a force of 6000 cavalry and encamped
at Madduru-Cannapatna. Haider marched against the Mahrattas.

The two armies met and a fierce battle ensued. While the battle was
raging information was received by Haidar that the main army of the

Mahrattaswas coming in aid of Sardar Gopalahari, upon which Haidar
desirous of avoiding further fighting concluded a treaty with the Sardar
by which he agreed to pay fifty lakhs of varahas and to surrender his

friend Khanderao and vlranna §etti a big sahukar of Kollegsalam as
hostages till half of the amount was paid. After sending the hostages
to Pedda Ballapuram, where the Mahratta had stationed himself.
Haidar returned to Srirangapatnam and reported to the king and Nan-
darajayya. Being pleased with the manner in which Haidar had tided
over the crisis, the king, on the advice of Nandarajayya, conferred on
him the titles of Dalavdy and Nawab. From this time onwards Haidar
came to be called Nawab Haidar Ali Khan Bahadur-

Kaifiyats of Bidaruru (Hyder):

Bidaruru was seized by Hyder in A.D. 1762 Citrabhdnu , after

capturing the Ikkeri Chief. A tribute was fixed to be paid by them
and Candrasekhara and Cikka Raya were restored.

In 1767 it was* occupied by the English and when Hyder went
to reconquer the place he met Candra^ekhara and Cikka Raya whose
entire belongings were seized by Sheik Alx of, Mangalore. Hyder
granted indm lands. In the days of Cenna Basappa Nayaka, the chief
of Ikkeri Sheik All captured! the Ikkeri chief and seized all his pro-
perty and this province was permanently annexed to the kingdom.
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In the year Svabhanu, Hyder annexed the Jangama Samasthana
from Nagarada Venkatappa Nayaka and seized the fort of Kandalur-
kote the same year. This and Kundapur taluk which was also
annexed were left under the charge of Pradhana Venkatappaiah.
Gangadhariah was appointed as the Amildar, Kusalapura and Mwcari
Bandar were the two new names which Hyder gavej to two towns
here. The last of them proved a traitor to Hyder and went over to
the side of the English- When Tippu invaded this place both the
English and Sheik Ayaji ran away from Kundapur and Tippu then
appointed Kote Sarasappa Nayaka giving him. Kundapur, Karkala
and Barak uru Hoblis. They later on passed on to Muhammad Sherif.

Nagara was ruled by Budi. Basappa Nayaka. He was succeeded
by his son Cenna Basappa Nayaka. While the Jattis were giving him an
oil' bath they broke his limbs and buried him alive. The friends of

Cenna Basappa Nayaka removed him secretly to a forest where he

gradually recovered his health. Thereafter Nagara was ruled by the

lady Cinnammaji the mother of Cenna Basappa Nayaka. Hyder in-

vaded and annexed the place in 1762 A.D. which remained in their

hands till 1798 A.D.

Hyder attempted to capture the fort of Bellary in the reign of

Doddappa Nayaka. After the great retreat of the army Sinappa

Nayaka removed Liddamaji Padmamma and Doddappa Nayaka to

Kcncana Gudda. There Liddamaji and Padmamma contrived to get a

member of the old Anantapur family of chiefs to be the chief of

Kurugodu and that chief was named as Prasanna Ramappa Nayaka.

Doddappa Nayaka was ruling at Bellar, Vanasapurada Basavana
Gauda went to Kencana Gudda and brought Doddappa Nayaka to

Beliari. Doddappa Nayaka captured Kurugodu fort and Prasanna

Ramappa Nayaka fled to Anegondi.

Due to an internal strife, the Kurubars of Bellary were expelled

from the city and these/ Kurubars who went over to Arikere and

Advafii. assisted the Mughals to invade and occupy Bellary. Infor-

mation of Mughal occupation of Bellary was sent to Hyder by Krsn-

appa Niyaka the Samsthanika of Rayadurga and Hyder came and

conquered the place. Doddappa NSyaka with a few followers fled

from BelJIary., The occupation of Bellary by Hyder was in the year

Manmatha A D. 1775. Kf§nappa NSyaka of Rayadurga was entrusted

with the caret of KurugOdu, Bellary and Tegallukode in addition to

his original taluks. Bakasi was appointed as the Amildar.
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When the English besieged Seringapatam Ramappa Nayaka's

wife Liddamma and Hanumappa Navaka’s wife Padmamma, who
were in Arera STme. came and occupied Kurugodu for a period of

two months. The other incidence at Kurugodu in the reign of Tippu

are similar to the information furnished in Kurugodu Kaifiyat

(18-5-25).

Hyder invaded Ajampura STme in the year Citrahhanu, Talkad

and Nagamangaia were in the possession of Hyder- The Sardar of

Hyder who captured the fort of Nagara in the year Citrahhanu was

Ranogi and immediately after the fort was captured, Cennamaji Mail-

appaiah fled from the place.



MANUSCRIPT No. 194

Sthalamiihatmyam of Bettadapur

:

Wilson, p. 462, V. 3. (9 Sections).

Shelf No. 18-15-39.

This section contains the verses of three Adhyayas of Gargya-
Narada Samvada in the Skanda Parana relating the Sthala mahatmya.

This was copied by the puranic Rangasatry of Bettadapur on
24th January) 1805.

Account of Gavuji Agrahara in Anantapur Taluk:

Wilson, p. 462, V. 4.

The manuscript begins with a legendary account of Jana-

mejaya's serpent sacrifice. After Ikkeri fell into the hands of

Sivabhaktas and when Sivappa Nayaka was ruling there, he seized

the 12 kdla gramas and levied half the usual taxes over the Gautama
grama. When the Mughals invaded this country they destroyed this

village. After being successively ruined by the invasions of Nana
Rao and others, Hyder occupied the whole country of Nagara and
allowed this agrahara to continue on payment of certain taxes. Again

in the year Tarawa, Madhava Rao destroyed this village and it was

in Mahratta possession till the year Subhakrit when the Sultan occu-

pied these parts and included this village in Anantapur Taluk. When
the English occupied the whole country in the year Siddhdrti they

included this in the Mysore state-

Kaifiyat of Hofehonnur

:

Wilson, p. 462, V. 5.

In the reign of the Ballalas of Dorasamudra this place was
covered by forest. A descendant of Vinayaditya Ballala who was
suffering from leprosy was taking bath in every river to get over the

disease. When he came here and took bath in the river for three

days lie found immense relief. Considering this as Mahasthala he

built a small mud fort in Saka 99 i and made it an agrahara. He
also built a temple there and gave grants to it. He was completely

cured of the disease except for a mark on his forehead. The god of

the place informed him that he would not get rid of this mark op

his forehead and so to cover it from being observed by others he

M.L.*—*55



hung a piece of gold over the forehead. He named this village

Holehonnur. After returning to Dorasamudra he ruled for 4 years*.

He ruled over this kingdom for a period of 30 years.

His son Yarayangaraya ruled over this kingdom from Saka 995

to Saka 1035 for a period of 41 years. His son Visnuvardhanaraya

ruled from Saka 1036 to Saka 1086 for a period of 51 years. He
was succeeded by his son Vijaya Narasimharaya who ruled till Saka

1110. His son VTra Ballalaraya ruled from Saka 1110 till 1154

Nandana for a period of 45 years. In his reign Gangasila'Tiya of

Kallubarige came with his army and under the orders of the Padshah

of Delhi destroyed the fort of Holehonnur.

His son VTra Narasimha Ballala ruled from Saka 1155 to Saka

1171 for a period of 14 years. His son Syamballala alias' VTra

SSmesvara ruled from Saka 1171 lo Saka 1189 for a period oi 1
°

years. His son VTra Narasimha Ballala from Saka 1190 Vihh-n-u to

Saka 1235 Pramadica for 46 years.

His son Ballala Raya from Saka 1236 to Saka 1257 for 23 years.

There was maladministration in the country during this period.

The king spent most of his time in hunting. His nephew (sister’s

son) cursed that his dynasty may cease after him. On account of

the maladministration in the country the Padshah of Delhi sent his

army to the assistance of Harihara Raya and Bukka Raya to over-

come this country. In the battle that ensued between him and

Ballala on the banks of the river Krsnii. the Delhi army fled from

the battle field. Again Harihara and Bukka assisted by Vidyg-

ranya collected an army defeated Ballala Raya and built the town

of Vidyanagar in Saka 1258. In the same year Harihara Raya was
crowned king of Vijayanagar by Vidyaranya. In Saka 1259 a fort

was again built at Holehonnur and Mailara Lingayya a Badaganed
Brahmin was appointed as the Nadiga of the place. From Saka 1258
Dhatu to Saka 1412 Sadharana Caitra ba. 30 for a period of 155
years, 15 Kurubar kings beginning from Harihara Raya ruled over
the kingdom of Anegnndi and they were: Harihara Raya— 15
years; Bukka Raya—-31 years; Harihara Raya—29 years; Prabanda
Deva Raya—17 years ; Praudha Bukka Raya— 16 years; Malliklrjuna
Raya—17 years; Vijaya Virupaksa Raya— 10 months; Praudha DivaRaya—16 years; Virupaksa Raya—4 years, Deva Raya—

1 year
3 months; Rama Raya— 3 years and Virupaksa Raya—2 years and
2 months.



Then from Saka 1412 to Saka 1486 for 74 years 8 kings ruled
over Anegondi and they were : Praudha Singa Raya’s son Praudha
Deva Raya—~5 years; VIra Nrsimha Raya—2 years; Hanne Nrsimha
Raya—12 years*; Krsna Raya—16 years; Sadasiva Raya—5 years;

Acvuta Raya— 12 years; Dillike Timmaiya—2 years 8 months and
Rama Raya alias Sadasiva Raya—22 years.

Towards the end of the reign of Sadasiva Raya the magadanad
Venthe and Guddinad Venthe were given as an amara mugam to

Ikkeri Bhadmgauda in Saka 1467.

In the reign ol Rama Raya the Holehonnur sime and others were
entrusted with the administration of Cikkadeva Raya who was pay-
ing a tribute of 9 lakhs in Saka 1476 Ananda. He made Maddur his

capital and ru’ed over this country for 54 years till Pingala.

In the reign of Sadasiva Raya of Anegondi Holehonnur, Hulur-

kcre, Cannagiri* Tavarekere and others were given to Sankanna
Nayaka, son of Sadasiva Raya, for the supply of milk, butter and
jewels to the king, Gikka Deva Raya was given some other country

in the south as a substitute for Holehonnur. Sadasiva Nayaka ruled

here from Kdlayukti to DurmatL His son Hire Sankanna Nayaka
ruled over Holehonnur under the Ikkeri chiefs. In Saka 1490

Vihhava since Hire Sankanna Nayaka was still a boy Bedara Harm-
ruappa Nayaka of Santebennur annexed Holehonnur, Hulikere Canna-

gin, Tavarakere to Bidarur. Honnagavari, Lingarapura and Tagadi-

kote were separated from Holehonnur sime and extended his king-

dom, In Saka 1490 Hanumappa Nayaka the Palegar of Santebennur

gave certain grants in Mallur sime to SrT Sankara Bharati, the

disciple of Narasimha Bharati of Kudali Matha. Both Holehonnur

and Basavapattana slmes were then included in Santebennur, In

Saka 1547 the Mughals invaded the country. Ranadulla Khan
captured Basavapattana and carrying the king to Vijayapura, im-

prisoned him there. After the defeat of Hanumappa Nayaka of

Santebenntir, Hire Venkatappa Nayaka reconquered all the countries

as far as Dugganikatte included Holehonnur, which were once seized

by Hanumappa NSyaka of Santebennur. In £. 1549 Hire Hanu-

mappa Nayaka and Cikka Hanumappa Nayaka quarrelled with

each other and invited Hire Venkatappa Nayaka of Nagara as an

arbitrator between them. He divided the kingdom between these

two brothers and Basavapattana went over to Hire Hanumappa

Nayaka. For having been an arbitrator in their family dispute the

brothers agreed to give him 1000 slmes. After returning to Bidanur



Hire Venkatappa Nayaka, annexed 200 slmes on the side of Bedar

Samsthana in Lakkuvallu and other parts to protect his country from

the fear of any invasion from the Bedars. Lakkuvalli was made a

Taluk and a fort was built there in Saka 1549 Prabhava . Some vil-

lages were transferred from Holehonnur slme to Lakkuvalli divi-

sion. To protect his country from Mughal invasion he wanted to

extend his country as far as the river Tungabhadra. So he pur-

chased certain portions which he named as
6 Kharidi hobli " and in-

cluded this Lakkuvalli division. After this Hire Venkatappa

Nayaka ruled for 4 years. He was succeeded by his grandson Vlra-

bhadrappa Nayaka who ruled for 15 years. Since he had no

issue Bhadrappa Nayaka’s son Sivappa Nayaka became the ruler and

he ruled from Tarana Marga&ra to Sarvajit Margasira. In his reign

Ahmad Khan and Mahamad Khan the servants of the Padshah of

Bijapur invaded this country and occupied the Holehonnur sirne.

They appointed Remaji Panth and Bemaji Panth for the administra-

tion of this fort and they ruled over this fort for a period of 7 years.

Again in Saka 1578 Durmukhi Sivappa Nayaka reconquered this

territory repaired the fort and asked his son Kare Bhadrappa Nayaka

to look after the fort. Narasanna of Aralekoppa was appointed

as the Parupcityadar of the fort. He ruled over this place till Saka

1588 Pcirdbhava for 11 years.

In the reign of Bhadrappa Nayaka, son of Sivappa Nayaka the

Bijapur army again invaded this country under the command of
Mirza Rustum, Gakka Nabikhan, Tavayatta and Danga Kulii Khan
and occupied the fort of Holehonnur. They ruled over this fort

from the year Plavanga to £aka 1645 Sobhakft for a period of 57
years and in that period the Bijapur rulers appointed Subedars for
the administration of this fort under the rule of the Bijapur Kings.
The first Subedar that'was appointed was Abdulla Khan. He was in

charge of the administration for a period of 30 years. He was
collecting the revenues through the Jagirdar Sherkh&n who was
residing at Basavapattana. After him Tayarkh&n who was the
Subedar of Sirya was appointed as the Subed&r and since he did ribt

accept this office Sherkhan's son Silemankhan was carrying on the
administration of this division in his name for a period of 27 years.

In £aka 1646 Kelacji Scma^ekhara Nayaka negotiated wit|t the
Subedar of Siraya through Lingappa and purchased this fort for a

of rupees. He maintained a small army and appointed Sivappa
of fvjandighatta as the JCilledar of the fort, yirappaiya was appointed



as the Parupatyadar of this & fme. The Bindanur chiefs that ruled
over this country were:

—

Keladi Somasekhara Nayaka— 15 years;

Basavappa Nayaka—2 years ; and
Virammaji and her adopted son Somasekhara Nayaka for a total

period of 38 years 10 months.

In the reign of the last named Somasekhara Nayaka 54 villages
were separated from the Benkipura Nad of Holehonnur ilmc and
were made an independent Taluk and the above named persons were
the killedar and Pdrupatyedar respectively. In the reign of Basavappa
Nayaka, Lingappa Nayaka was the killeddr and Honnapa Nayaka
was the Pdrupatyedar and they ruled over this place for 1 5 years.

Incomplete Kaifiyat.

Kai/iyat of Udugani

Wilson, P. 462, v~6.

Belgavi was the old capital of Banavasi 12,000 in Candragutti
vepthc. The old name of the town was Balipura. Since Jakanacari
began the construction of the temple of Ksdare^vara in a night and
completed it before morning the town came to be known as

Belagavi.

This town was the capital of the Kadamba kings. In the reign

of the Vijayanagar king Dgvaraya the Mahapradhana Candarasa
Wodey&r toured over these parts. While settling the boundary
dispute of the two villages Tadagani and Maiapur, he constructed a

temple.

He also buil fort which was named Udugani. The manus-
cript then describes the Gadtsunka that were levied on the articles

that were exported from Udugani to Nagara and Siralkoppa.

Harihara R&ya and others building the new city of VidySnagara
ruled over this place for 200 years from &aka 12*6 Java to &aka 1415

Pramddica «

In ^aka 1291 Kilaka were granted the Mucalligr&ma and

Muttahalii grama as agrahdras. Billigare was the more important

town for 115 years and from Virodhi to Pramddica for a period of

$5 years Udugani was the more prominent town.

In gaka 1416 Arianda the PUdsh&k of BijSpilr came and occupi-

ed this fort. He appointed VIranna Wodeyi.r of Toragallu as the

governor here and he ruled over this country.



This country was then ruled by the Keladi chiefs beginning

from Sankanna Nayaka who seized the fort from Vlranna and those

chiefs ruled over this country for 215 years 10 months till Saka 1684
Citrabhanu .

In the year Pramadi for one year this fort was occupied by the

Mughals under Ranadulla Khan. It was reconquered in the year

Vikrctma by Keladi Venkatappa Nayaka.

In the year Citrabhanu Hyder’s Sardar Ranoji K§Irasagar came
and occupied this fort and it was in their possession for 36 years

3 months except for the year Virodhilcrt one year in the middle when
the Maharattas had occupied this fort.



MANUSCRIPT NO. 195

Sringeri Shne Agraharas and inscriptions.

Wilson, P. 463. VI1I-2.

Shelf No. IS — 15— 38.

Details about the festivities in the GopSlakrsna temple and
grants to those festivals, Upadhis, Adhyayana, Parana and other

things in the temple are mentioned in the Kadattam. It also

furnishes a list of ornaments found in the temple.

The Kadattam also contains three binnavat tales or petitions.

The first one mentions the quarrel between the servants of the

temple of Gop&lukp;na regarding the upddhi and their request

to restore their svasti on promise of carrying on their work in the

temple without any further trouble about it. The second one is

from the public and the last is from Belandur Hirannaiya. They

relate to the above upddhi and the construction of the Candrasale

in the temple

A description of the Vrttis is mentioned in the manuscripts-

Siddhiiyas

:

The share of Annagade was given as a security by

Lak$manna, son of Viddappa Bhattar in the days of Abhinava Nara-

simha Bh&ratisvami.

in the days of the above Svami Bomraanna got a share from
Anniji Bhattar for having gone to Kaluga. From the days of

Immadi Narasimha Bhirati sv§.mi Vorehakkali Rsmanna was paying

40 candies.

In Saka 138 Bahudhanya Jyegtha £u. 5 Monday Sri Narasimha
Bh&rati svami while sitting in the temple of Sringeri Sri Vidy.l

Sankara arranged the distribution of lands given to the Mafcha by

Kariya Bommappa Heggade.

Vttarat :

R&macandra Bharat i to the son of Astodeyar. Immadi
Narasimha Bhirati svami to Sg?§dri Bhattar. Abhinava Narasimha
Bhirati ifvami to Narasimha Bhattar in BelandQr.

In Krupappa Hebbara’s share Immadi Narasimha Bhirati gave

the Iraytt and Varaya and in Naia, Marga^ira Abhinava Narasimha
Bh&rati made a gift.
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A description of the lands in Menase as arranged by Masikeya

Kopiyappa has been mentioned in the manuscripts.

The Guruparampard :

At the beginning 3iva himself beeame the Guru. His successors

one after another were :

—

Mahavispu,

Caturmukha Brahma

His son Vasistha

His son Sakramuni who was born at Ayodhya

Para^ara

Vedavyasa

Yo ganandasiddha

§ri 3u ' a nirag ur u

His disciple GauClapadacarya

Yatlndra Govind&carya

The next guru was the son of the pious .Brahman of Kerala
De£a who prayed to £iva to bestow on him a son equal to $iva

himself. Since &va found no other being equal to him he himself
became incarnate as £>ankaracarya. Within 12 years of his birth he
mastered all the Vedas and the Vidyds and obtained the Mrama of
an ascetic at the hands of GovindacSrya. Govind&cSrya found this

distinguished disciple the very incarnation of £>iva and hence re-

quested him to please the “ Vakdsvi ** of Kashmir. This Farame£-
varl appearing before gankaracarya began to question him about
the different Sastras. When the Goddess began to question him
about 4 Kamagastra ' 3ankaracarya was unable to answer her* Just
at that time the death of king Marutta of the Solar race provided him
a means of success even with regard to KAma^astra about which he
was absolutely unacquainted. SankarEclrya separated his soul from
his body and entered the dead body of the king. He remained in

the body for seven days. He returned to his own body and renewed
his discussions with the Goddess. The Goddess being pleased with
Sankaracar^a promised to live in his tongue and bestowed all

blessings on him. The
3
^ankaracatya visited mftny countries and

finally returned to RHya$rngamunik$stra on the banks of the
Tungabhadrft for Penance.
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In the Kali year 4286 when Vidya Sankara Deva was on this

ksetra, a Brahman in the kingdom of Prataparudra of Vcragallu
obtained two illustrious sons. The younger of the two who was
named Bharati Krsna freeing himself irom worldly passions went to

Srngapura Ksetra and obtained sannyasa under the name of Sri Rama-
krsna at the hands of Sri Sankaracarya. The elder brother who was
much displeased with this, drew Sankaracarya for a contest of dis-

cussion with a pledge that he would also become a sonnydsi in case

he was defeated. The contest was stipulated to continue for seven

days. But on the night of the third day Goddess Sarada appeared to

this Brahman in a dream and informed him that Sankaracarya was
the very incarnation of Siva and that she was dwelling in his heart.

She also instructed him to give up this futile attempt. The next day
he submitted to Sankaracarya and obtained sannyasa at his hands
under the name oi Vidyaranya. Thi* famous Vidyaranya undertook
a tour of pilgrimage as an expiatory act for having had a discussion

with his guru. Sri Sankaracarya instructed him to return from his

pilgrimage immediately he heard a divine voice.

VIrabukkaraya the king of Kuntaia desa was suffering from an
ailment Uavatjumha vyadhi) on account of which he was disfigured.

Hearing the merits of the great ascetic of Sringapura king Bukka
went to that holy place. He first saw Ramakrsna Deva who took

him to Sankaracarya and by his grace he was freed from his disease.

King Bukka gave several grants and became the disciple of Sankara-

carya.

During the pilgrimage, the sage Vidyaranya was performing the

act of crossing the thousand branches of the river Ganges by the

strength of his penance. The Goddess of the river observing this

act of Vidyaranya, unachieved even by divine beings, addressed this

sage from the heavens requesting him not to proceed further, Vidya-

ranya remembered the instruction of his guru and returned to Hima-

vatparvata for penance where God Siva appeared before him and

bestowed on him several gifts. When he came to KaSi, the God

Ka^i Ramana appeared before him and gave him a lustrous Mnga f

with instructions to consecrate it in the name of his guru Sankara-

carya and in the place where his guru was in “LambikSyoga**.

Ho then came to Voragal where the King Prat&pa Rudra pro-

mised to provide proper protection to his parents in his purvasrama.

Vxra BukkarSya who heard that Vidyaranya had crossed the 700

MX.—56
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branches of the Ganges and deieated the Sultan’s son Kuka in a

discussion at Kasi and obtaining from him high honours, came to pay

his homage to this great sage. King Bukka granted 12,000

Sime to Vidya Sankara Deva. From the year Subhakrt Karttika su

7 Monday Sri Vidya Sankara deva began to observe the practice of

‘Lambikayoga’. After this Vidyaranya travelled over the whole

earth and returned to Srngapuri . VTra Bukkaraya built a temple

on the very site where Sri Vidya Sankara observed ‘Lambikayoga\ It

is in this temple that Vidyaranya consecrated the lustrous linga which

he obtained at Kasi, and named the Linga Vidyasankara. Thereafter

he and Bharat! Ramakrsna were both living in the same dsranuL

Vidyaranya then began to preach Dharma in Hoysala desa. On the

banks of the river Kapini he saw the Goddess Pracanda Mantra Dev!
who instructed him to assist two youths in expanding their king-

dom. Bharat! Ramakrsnacarya died in Saka 1288 in the year
Ananda Bhadra 11 Monday and after six days Bukkaraya also

died. After his death Harihara ascended the throne with the con-
sent of Vidyaranya. Harihara was worshipping his guru Vidyarapya
every day. The guru being immensely pleased with his worship
built the town VidyanagarT in Virupak§aksatra and consecrated
A$tayogins to protect the city. He consecrated similar yantras for
both Vidyanagara and Srngeri. King Harihara created fifty vrttls in

VidyapurT near Srngeri on the banks of Tunga and gave it as a gift
to Vidyasankara for worship in the temple*

Vidyaranya was instructed in a dream to .select a successor to
him giving him the required clues to find out the person, The person
that was so selected was a Narasimha Bharat!. After blessing his
successor, Vidyaranya died in taka 1310 Ksaya, Jyestha iu 13 Mon-
day. Then King Harihara worshipped the two dicip!e» of Vidya-
ranya CandraSekhara Bharati and Narasimha Bharati He selected
Candra^ekhara Bharati the elder of the two as the guru of the
Matha. After four years from the death of Vidyaranya in the year
Sukla Vai&akha Su 10 Sunday Candra^ekhara Bharati also died. Then
Harihara selected Narasimha Bharati as the successor of Candra-
£ekhara Bharati and Invited the guru to VidyanagarT, At Vidya-
nagari Narasimha Bharati instructed the king about the Brahma-
karaka mantra, and returned to the Mafha at Srngapura. This
Narasimha Bharati stayed for some time on the banks of Malandadim which place the Sage Agastya originally had Ms Mrama. After
at he went to Haladi in the kingdom of Barahakanya where he

bmlt a matha and a temple in which he consecrated the image of
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Laksmi Narasimha. After his return to Srngeri he was again invited

by Harihara of Vidyanagari. There he suggested to Harihara to

select Purusottama Bharati as his next successor for conducting the

worship of Sri Vidya^ankara Siva. This Narasimha Bharati died in

Saka 1336 Sarvadhdri Pusya su 8 Saturday. Two months after his

death Harihara Raya also died and was for a short time succeeded

by Harnpe Raya (?) who also died soon after. By the time Pratapa

Deva Raya sent Purusottama Bharati for the seat of the matha.
Candra^ekhara Bharati had already succeeded. He lived for 8 years*

and after that Purusottama Bharati succeeded him. He got a lamp
pillar erected before the temple of Vidyasankara. This highly learned

guru was a worthy successor of Sri Sankara and Vidyaranya for the

pitha.

Pratapa Deva Raya was succeeded for 8 months by VTra R aya

and then by Vijaya Devaraya. He was thereafter succeeded by
Patra (Praudha) Devaraya. Purusottama Bharati was often worshipped

by Praudha Deva Raya. Purusottama Bharati foretold the simul-

taneous death of him and that of Praudha Deva Raya.

After 36 years Purusottama Bharati died. When the king heard

this* news Praudhadeva Raya also died in Saka 1386 Sukla Pusya ba.

8 Sunday, Hasta Naksatra. Thereafter there were a few successors for

the kingdom of Vidyitiagarf as well as the pltha at Srngeri,



MYSORE — LOCAL TRACTS

MANUSCRIPT No. 196

History of Srlrangapatnam :
—

Wilson, p.464, VIII- 15.

Shelf No. 15—6—13.

The present town of Srlrangapatnam was originally founded by a

certain chief called Srlrangaraju of the family of king Krsnade\araya

of Vijayanagar. While Srlrangaraya, having been exiled from the

region of Candragiri, was holding the village of Ummattuni as a

subordinate under the protection of the Mysore chiefs, he was

attracted to the spot, where he later built the town of Srlrangapatnam,

by the find of a beautiful idol of god Sriranganathu lying on his

snake couch. Having been directed by the same God in a dream to

build a temple at the find-spot, and consecrate the image, the chief

Srlranga, built a temple and after consecrating the god therein made

provision for worship and festivals. He, further, invited big mer-

chants and learned scholars to reside in the vicinity of the temple

and constructed a town. In course of time Srlranga acquired much
power.

After invoking the blessings of God Srlranganatha with due

ceremony, SrTrangaraja started upon the conquest of the four quar-

ters. Assembling all his troops and hoisting his parue/a banner, he

marched at first in the direction of Mysore which he invested. The
king of Mysore at this time was Syamaraja Wodeyar who had as his

pradhani a Kulavemona (?) Doddayya. The forces of £>rtrangarg.ja

fell upon Mysore and took it. The Mysore ruler signed a treaty

with ShlrangarSja by which he ceded L the conqueror half of his

estates and further agreed to conduct himself in strict obedience to

Srlranga as his subordinate. The other Palayagars also offered sub-

mission. Altogther, Srirangaraja conquered eighty four palayagars

and annexed their pdlayams.

An anecdote concerning one of the chiefs of the fort of Magati-
durgam is related. In old times, the fort was the stronghold of a
certain Kempagauda of the Magadi samasthanam who had in his

possession a rare white elephant. When Dussayi Devaraju demanded
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the elephant from him, the latter refused to part with it even for his

life. Thereupon Devaraju came down upon him defeated him and
took him prisoner. The elephant came into the possession of De-
varaju who later married the vanquished chief’s daughter. Kempe-
gauda, according to his request was kept interned on the hillfort of
Nidugal where in the very presence of god Gangadharesvara he at-

tained svarga after some time.

Within a short time after the subjugation of the 85 palavaqars

\

Srlrangaraju was stricken with mortal illness. At the time of his
death his wife, who was childless made efforts to assume supreme
powers with a view to conduct the administration of the kingdom in

succession to her husband. But in this move she met with stern

opposition from Syamaraja Wodeyar, the ruler of Mysore, who was
supported in his attitude by his« Prime Minister Kalavemuna Dod-
dayya and the Palayagars of Manangi and Talakkadu. So the lady

inflicted three curses on her opponents, viz., that Manangi should be

turned into a lake, that Talakkadu should be covered by sanddunes

and that the kings* of Mysore should have no offspring, before she

immolated herself on her husband’s funeral pyre.

On the death of Srlrangaraja, Syamaraja Wodeyar changed his

headquarters to Snrangapatnaiu where he won over the deceased

ruler’s subordinates to his side. He restored some of the jagirs and

pahuyams to their respective owners*. Owing to the curse inflicted on

the kings of Mysore he had no issue and during the closing years of

his life he left the administration in the hands* of the minister Tim-

mappayya and Dalavay Doddappayya. On his death the minister

selected a young man Raja Wodeyar, a distant kinsman of the de-

ceased king, as the next successor and had the funeral ceremonies and

obsequies of Syamaraja Wodeyar performed by him. Raja Wodeyar

was duly installed on the throne. After ruling for a short time he

died and was succeeded by Cennaraya Wodeyar, a distant kinsman

of the king. He was followed by Kanthlrava Narasaraja Wodeyar a

distant relation of the deceased king, who was selected as the suc-

cessor by the Prime Minister on the exhortation of Goddess Oman*
d££vari who appeared to him in a dream.

During Ms rule, Narasaraja Wodeyar constructed a big temple

for God Narasimha at Srtrangapatnam and built a fort around the

* The account is repeated further on in the portion dealing With the career

of Dav&raja.



city. He issued a new type of coins struck with the figure of his

favourite deity Nrsimha on one side and his name on the other.

The new issue was called the Kantherayi-Rukas and they displaced

the old Ghatu (?) and Muggunga (?) rukas . A Kantheray i ruka

was equivalent to a Pudiceri Vardha and was of brighter hue
(vanne) than the old gold puvvu-vardhas. When a few Paiaiyagurs

rose in rebellion against him with the connivance of Pradhani Suhba-

pandita and Dalavay Cikkayaru and Cavayaru they were put down
with a strong hand. Before his death Narasaraja Wodeyar was

master of about fifty to sixty forts.

As Narasaraja died childless he was succeeded by Doddaraya
Wodeyar who performed the obsequies (?). He left the government
of the kingdom into the hands of Dalavay Cavoyarasu and Pradhani
Timmappa. During his reign a few forts were conquered.

His successor was Cikkadevaraja Wodeyar who effected many
changes in the administration of the kingdom. He divided the king-

dom into two units with separate headquarters at Mysore and srl-

rangapatnam respectively. Eighteen departments of government were

created*. They were:—
1. Atthavanam or Department of Revenue accounts and admi-

nistration in charge of the collection of Revenue from the Pdlaiyagdrs,

etc., having powers to appoint the officials and the staff.

2. Kandacaram:—* Department of Military Accounts in charge

of affairs relating to the infantry and having control over the appoint-

ment of military officers, sardars , etc.

3. Cagala-Kandacaram

:

*— Department of Military Accounts in

charge of affairs relating to the cavalry, having control over the main-

tenance of garrisons in different parts of the kingdom*

4. Sunkam:— Department of Customs duties on imports and

exports (jahaz)*

5. Devasthdnam :— Department in charge of Religious Endow-
ments, like temple properties, etc., temple incomes etc,

6. Pommu

:

— Department in charge of levy and collection of

duty on cloth,

7. Mysore Hobali Vicarana Cdvadi :—Department which was

the central office to which all correspondence relating to the admi-

nistration, accounts, etc, of the province under the jurisdiction of

(* Of, Wilks, VoL I, p, 62 .)
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Mysore was sent for being submitted to the king for orders classified,

and despatched to other department according to their subject.

8. Patnam Hobali Vicarana Cavadi :— A similar establish-

ment as the above for dealing with matters concerning the Province

under the Jurisdiction of Srlrangapatnam.

9. Mysore Behan Cavadi: — Or Department of Public Infor-

mation which received all information relating to the daily occurren-

ces in each village and town of the province of Mysore. The infor-

mation was gathered by local officials who despatched it through

runners to the pargana headquarters from where it was finally sent

to the central office or Department of Public Information, i.e. Behan
Cavadi.

10. Srirani’uiki triam Behan Cavadi:--

A

similar establishment

like the above for the province under the jurisdiction of (§rirangapat_

nam. The General Post Office was also attached to this Department.

11. Ayakotta Cavadi:-- The Department or Office where all

correspondence and account* relating to all the chief departments

and offices of the State were scrutinised and reported to the king who

daily attended the office. The establishment was situated near the

king’s place.

12. Patnam Cavadi:— The Central Court where all

the disputes arising either in the town or in the country were heard

and settled according to the code of Vijnanesvara. and punishments

inflicted. (Contra Wilks I, p. 63 n.)

13. Dodda-Ugrdriam :— Or Commercial (Civil) Stores Depart-

ment where accounts relating to the imports of grain and other stores

into the city and their daily consumption by the army establishment,

temples, chaultries and the general public were prepared and kept,

(ms. p. 13.).

14. Khabbesam Cavadi:— or Department of Military Stores

where accounts relating to military equipment like cannon, rifles,

gun powder, shells, sworda, arrows, etc., their disbursements to diffe-

rent garrisons and army divisions were prepared and kept. The work

of repairing military arms was also undertaken by this department.

15. Vru-hobati Cavit4i:~~ Department in charge of foreign re-

lations, exercising control .and supervision over the barracks where

foreign armies were received and stationed and generaly in charge

of foreigners.
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16. Cikka Vontiri:—or the King’s body guard establishment.

17. Arazu Begi :— or Office of the Inti Utigam Secretary:—
The duty of this officer was to receive reports of and consider all

matters relating to the business of government and the conduct of

officials submitted to the king for consideration, represent them to

the king and obtain his orders.

18. As tagraman Cavadi:—or Department of agriculture in

charge of supply of provisions to military garrisons, etc.. Accounts

relating to the grain produces were kept and advice given to ryots

in matters of cultivation, etc., by the Department.

The same arrangements were maintained intact by Haider AH
but when Tippu came to the throne he effected changes in the ad-

ministration and substituted Muslim names to the various depart-

ments.

Cikkadevaraya ruled for forty years. During his rule, he added

to the royal treasury thousand varahas every year after meeting all

expenses of government including the agreed tributes to the Ni/am
and the Mahrattas and the generous benefactions to the Brahmans
for whom he established a hundred feeding houses. He maintained

a seal called the Devamyamudr

a

with which all his orders to his

subordinates and officials and communications to foreigners were

impressed.

Cikkadevaraya was succeeded by his only son, Mffkaraya* born

through the favour of goddess Mundesvari. He was? bom deaf and
dumb. The administration was carried on by the queen mother
Yalanduramma.

Mukaraja died after some time and was succeeded by one of

his distant collaterals (or agnates) Pedda K|*$na R&ya Wodey&r in

Saka 1635. He was aided in the affairs of administration by Pra-

dhani Tirumalayyangaru, Dalavay Doddayya, the uncle of (?) Cikka-
mju Nandirajayya, who encouraged the Vaisnava cult in the state

and openly favoured its followers. Smartas or the followers of the

Saiva creed were excluded from state service by the king at the
instance of his Vaisnava, Pradhani, Tiraraalayyanglru, After ruling

for several years during which period the chief powers of administra-

tion were virtually exercised by his ministers, Pedda KrsnarSja died

without leaving an issue. But at the rime of his death he handed
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over hi# seal, sword and other insignia to Devarajayya, grandson of

Dalavay Doddayya, the most capable and brilliant of his three chief

advisers, of whom the other were Bengaluru Nandarajayya and
Kharacuri Nandarajayya leaving him the option to select the next

successor according to his choice. Within a short time after the

king's death, Pradhani Tirumalayya also died.

Realising that it would not be proper on hi» part to; weild the

supreme powers of state without a king, Devarajayya selected one

Syamaraja Wodeyar, a youth of twenty-live years of age belonging

to the family of the Kartas , who were agnates of the deceased king,

as the next king and instated him on the throne reserving to him-

aelf all the supreme powers, civil and military and leaving to the

king the nominal ru’ership of the kingdom.

But soon the king conceived a strong desire to overthrow his

too powerful minister. He removed him from the office, imprisoned

him and appointed instead a certain Cevvaraja, one of the jnalis

or agnates of Devaraja to the post.

Syamaraju later decided to put an end to Devarajayya and his

associate# by adopting a ruse. He planned to kill Devarajayya in a

festival. But the plot was revealed to Devarajayya. He gathered

an army and stationing himself at the Erramattidibba in

front of the Chagala Kandacaram Cavadi, he began to discharge

his musketry on the palace (nagari) where Syamaraja Wodeyar had
taken his stand. The palace was broken open into by Devarajayya

and his troops and Syamaraja taken prisoner in the treasury room.

After inflicting indignities on him, Devaraja despatched the king to

Kabal Durg where he was interned in the hill fort.

The Supreme powers of state once again passed into the hands

of Devaraja who now set up a six months old infant king on the

throne. On his advice the queen mother (?) Doddamma took the

young king in adoption. As before, the three ministers, Bengaluru

Nandarajayya, Devarajayya and Kharacuri Nandarajayya held the

offices of SarvMhikari, Dalavay and Subhaddr of the army respec-

tively and carried on the administration of the state, When the new

king attained the age of thirteen Karachuri Nandarajayya gave his

daughter in marriage to him.

Desirous of conquering additional forts, Devarajayya marched

against Kempa Gauda, the chief of the Magati fort. In a short time
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Kempe Gauda was subdued and taken prisoner. Devarajayya married

his daughter and brought her home.

Kempe Gauda turned religious and retired to the shrine of

Gangadharesvarasvami at Nijagallua (?) where he died. A portrait

statue of his was set up in the temple.

It was during the regime of these three brothers that Haider and

his elder brother Sabas Khan entered service under the king.
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MANUSCRIPT No. 197

List of the ancient rajas procured in the Sunda country:

Wilson, p. 467, 1-1. (8 Sections).

Shelf No. 18 -15—24.

This Kaifiyat of Rajavamsavali begins with an account of the

nine kings of the Maurya (written as Morvi) dynasty, namely, Candra-

gupta. Varidhara, Asokavardhana, SuyaSaraya, Savisokaraya, Soma
saramaraya, Satadhanvaraya and Brihadratharaya.

Then it deals with the Kadamba kings. The duration of their

reign is not known. The founder of this dynasty was Trinetra

Kadamba who is said to be the very incarnation if Rvara. He ruled

for 45 years.

Then follows a long list of his successors. The list is mostly

legendary.

BuHalas

:

These Ballalas of Kalava-deSa ruled at Dirasamudra in Belur

Samsthana and there were nine rulers in this dynasty. They were

Hoysala Barala. Vinayaditya, Yariyanga, Visnuvardhana, Vijaya

Narasimha, VTra Ballala Deva, Narasimha Deva, Somesvara Deva.

and BallSla Deva. This Ballala Deva was overthrown by tlaiihuru

RSya who ruled at Vidyanagara. The manuscript mentions that a

description of these 23 kings between Harihara and SadaSivaraya has

not been mentioned here since a description of these kings has

already been noted elsewhere.

Then the S5de chiefs who were in the service of the Vijaya-

nagar rulers obtained the Sode Samsthana as an amaramagani, where

they gradually established their independence on the decay of the

central power.

The person who established its independence' was AraSappa

Nfyaka. He had two sons, Ramacandra RSya and Imraadi AraS-

appa NSyaka. The sons of Immadi Ara^appa NSyaka were Raghu-

nltha RSja, an—vSji and Bhairavasa.



Raghunatha Raja’s son was Madhulinga Raja who became a

Lingayat.

He had four sons, Ramacandra Nayaka, Muddu Basappa Nayaka,

Vajra Raja and Madhulinga Raja.

This Madhulinga Raja had two sons, Sadasiva Raja and Santa-

lingaraja.

Sadasiva Raja's son was Basalinga Raja whose son was Inmiadi

Sadasiva Raja. His son was Basalinga Raja. The manuscript men-

tions that the further investigation about this dynasty was not

possible.

Vattu Arctsugala Vamsdvali :

(Account of the habits of wild tribes in Subuda and Karuira.)

Wilson, p. 467 — 1-2.

This section contains a loose list of names of Cola kings and

others which is wholly unreliable.

Kaifiyat of Koramars :

Wilson, p. 467 — 1-3.

According to this Kaifiyat the four subdivisions of this commu-
nity are Kaligoramas, Vadda Koramas, Hakkikoramas and Kalla-

goramas.

They observe pollution during birth and after the period of
pollution fresh utensils are used for cooking food and a cradle is

installed in the house for the child. The manuscript mentions the

various sub-committees in this caste—Gujaloru, Manaloru. etc., and
they observe intermarriage between one another.

For marriage tera or a price is paid to the bride and the people
of this community do not consult an astrologer for marriages. While
going to the marriage a “BaSinga” with the required decoration is

carried with them. The people of this community are sumptuously fed
on these days including the day when Nayavalli is performed.



A person admitted into this community after being shaved and
the people are fed and the Gurukanike is paid. An out-caste is like-

wise admitted into their fold after the payment cf the stipulated

Gurukanike.

It i* the privilege of the married only to be burnt after their

death ami others are buried. Here again the pollution for 11 days

is observed.

Foretelling and black magic are the means of . ivelih;ocl for the

Katekoramas. Among the Vaddakoramas some a; e pipers' and the

rest including women eke out their livelihood by making "baskets.

The FF’.kki Koramas catch birds and sell them and their woman have
basket-making as their home industry. A few persons of this com-
munity live in the forests. The Kalla Koramas are noted for thievish

habits and here also basket-making is the domestic industry of their

women. A few persons of this section also live in the forests.

Account of the MahrntUi caste in the Sunda Country :

Wit.son. p. 467 1-4.

This Kailiyat begins with Sanskrit prose mentioning the descent

of the Maharastras from God Narayana and also quotes a few verses

from the 12th Skiindaol the Bhayavata. The manuscript further men-
tions two endogamous groups, Kulavadi Jati and Nijamasahi jati

among them. These people are known as “ Areru ” in Karnata deSa

and as Mahraftas in Maharastra deSa. They have been further sub-

divided into endogamous groups. They also possess Sindhu, Solabha,

Padavala. Rathoqia and such other upanamas. The manuscript then

mentions the names of those who- are supposed to have been born in

SuryavamSa. While giving the names oE the places of their residence

the manuscript mentions about twenty places including Gandhara,

Bangata, Himficala. Kambhoja, GangStafa and others. The Mahri.-

ttas claim to have been born in the Solar race.

The Kaifiyat also contains a list of the names of the gods wor-

shipped by these peoples.

The two divisions, NijSmaSahi and Kulavade are also respectively

known as MSlu Sooje and Kilusoole. The Kuluvad es and-Nijamalahis

are the Areru of the Karnataka country. A few of them also become, 1



Gosayis and Jogamas. In the western Mahratta countries only inter-

dining is allowed between the two divisions and not intermarriage

and in certain other countries even intermarriage between them

prevails.

An Account of Telugu Banajigar caste

:

Wilson, p. 467, 1-5.

People of this caste are found in Nagara. Sode and Bilige STmes.

Ten days pollution is observed during birth and on the 1 1th day
a Brahman is invited to perform the Punyahavdcana; on the 29th day
the mother of the new born child is taken to a river with five other

Sumangalis who bring the potful of water and dinner is served for

the people of the community.

The manuscripts also mention the minor sub-divisions (jati-

bedagii) of his caste-Kattalur, Hesarumaligeyavaru, Vuppalur and
others.

People of other castes are strictly forbidden to enter this caste.

A bride price of 8 varahas is paid in marriages. The fixing of
the marriage is done in consultation with an astrologer in the house
of the bride. The bridegroom’s party will go to the bride’s house
with a Baiinga where on the fixed day the Dhara is performed. The
next day the couple are taken in procession round the village and the
nagoli is performed on the fourth day.

Outcastes are taken into their fold on payment of a certain
penalty out of which half is paid to the guru and the other hah is

utilised for feeding the persons of their community.

An Account of Kudikumbhara caste (Potters):

Wilson, p. 467, 1-6.

This is a kaifiyat of Kudikumbhara caste in S5de Sime.

In case of birth a pollution of five days was observed and after

the purification on the sixth day a cradle is installed in the house for
the baby. On the 11th day a piija is performed near a river.



The exogamous minor subdivisions of this community are Kada-
valiyavaru, Ababeyavaru, Kadadiyava.ru and Hattisalavaru.

Three vamhas is the fixed bride price in this case. In the selec-

tion of brides cross-c* ?usins are given the first preference.

An astrologer is consulted not only to fix up the date of

marriage but also the date for going to negotiate with the bride's

party for the marriage. On the day of the marriage a fully equipped

Baainga is carried to the house of the bride and the Dhara is per-

formed. The chief function on the second day is the distribution of

pan sNpan, 77/e napa vail is performed on the fourth day. In this

caste the newly married couple are not generally taken in a procession.

The bride price to be paid to a widow to make her the wife of

some man in the presence of some witnesses is one varaha , a kuppasa

and a sire.

People of other communities are prohibited to enter this caste.

Any outcaste is taken into their fold after taking from him a

penalty prescribed according to his ability. He is also kept out for

three days and on the fourth day he b made to enter their fold after

an oil bath. Such a person should also pay the gurukfmike according

to his ability and also distribute utensils if other members of this

caste should ask for them, fn cases of death five days pollution is

observed and the dead are burnt in this caste.

An Account of the Ganpddekar Vokkaligars:

Wilson, p. 467, 1-7.

This kaitiyat relates to Gangadikars of Sode Slme.

Among the Gangadikars also the birth pollution exists for five

days and purification including an oil bath m on the sixth day. On
the 1 1th day the Dasar is invited for further purification and the

namakam&am of the baby and in the evening the baby is put in a

cradle.

The two exogamous groups or divisions are the nfimam wearers

and vlhhfiti wearers in this caste. Those who wear the n&mam are

the devotee** of god Vehkataramana and those who wear vibhuti etc.

the devotees of God Bhairava DSva.



First preference is given to cross-cousins in the selection for

marriage, and the bride price is 12 Kdnthiraya varahas. For mar-

riages of widows in presence of witnesses the bride-price is 6 varahas.

An astrologer is consulted in fixing up a suitable date lor the mar-

riage and tie payments to be made to the astrologer are also fixed.

After the ceremonial negotiation and fixing are over the bride-

groom’s party go to the bride's house with u fully equipped hasingu,

when the father of the bride will perform the Dlulra.

The chief functions of the second day of the marriage arc the

puja of a pair of Kalasa and the procession of the couple round the

village. Dinner to the members of their community is always an in-

evitable item in every function. On the fourth day of the marriage

the nagavalli is performed and the Kankanas are removed. In udike

(a type of marriage) i.e., a widow marrying in presence of witnesses

only a §ari is presented and the members of their community dine

together.

Members of other castes are not allowed to enter this caste.

Pollution for six days is also observed during the first menses
and the purification on the 7th day by taking tirtha and prasdda at

the hands of the Vaisnavaiyya.

An out-caste of this community re-enters after worshipping in

the temple and payment of a penalty prescribed according to his

ability.

The gurukdnika is also paid during marriages. The dead are

burnt and the pollution exists for 10 days. Here again the purifi-

cation ceremony is on the 11th day by a Vai§navaiyya who is given
the prescribed rations.

An Account of the tribe of Mannu Vaddas or tank diggers

:

Wilson, p. 467, 1-8.

According to this Kaifiyat of Mannu Vadda caste of Banavisi
time during birth, the people of this caste observe pollution for five

days followed by purification on the sixth day. When the baby



completes its first month one girl is sent to river to perform the cere-

mony known as “ Holemuttuva Sastra
n
\ The six exogamous divi-

sions of this caste are Yammaloru, Burasaldru, Keradaloru, Bantaga-

loru, Salangadaru and Alakamtdru.

Others! are not allowed to enter our caste. The bride price is two

varahas and for udike brides the price is one vartiha. The custom

of going to the Jogis to know the auspicious day for marriage does

not prevail among the member** of this community.

Negotiation for marriage is generally done on a Friday when
betal leaves are distributed. The marriage takes place on Sundays.

The ornaments and other articles including a white saree prescribed

to be presented either to the bride or bridegroom have- been mentioned

in the manuscripts. The udike marriages are not so elaborate.

Penalties for crimes are levied by the tribe according to the

ability of the criminal and out of the proceeds of the penalty, half

is paid to the guru and the other half is utilized for a tribal dinner.

Both men and women of this caste carry mud, dig wells and

canals and construct mud walls and hence these people are known as

Mamtu Vaddars.

M—58



MANUSCRIPT No. 198.

Biiigi Arasara Vcimsavali

:

Wilson, p. 468, IV

—

7.

This is a palm-leaf manuscript written in Campu atyle. The his-

tory of the kings of this lineage from Andanna to Basava is described

in this work. This does not contain the name of the author. Satpad i

metres are freely used in this work as well as some vrttas which are

rarely found in Kannada.

Andanna had Isore as his capital. His son was Parisva who
had three sons—Mundanna of Kallappa, Bolabhupala and Ammanna.
Mundanna had three sons—Bhairava, Kallappa and Narasimha.

The last named was very brave and generous, victorious* in battle

and full of the milk of human kindness. He defeated all his enemies.

He assumed many titles such as “ Kadana Kali Bherundru ", Kali

Bhuma etc. He conquered Asvapaii, the great, and erected a pillar

of victory on the borders of his kingdom. Krsna Raya was very

much pleased with him and gave his daughter, Hariamma, in mar-

riage to him as well as the kingdom of Pehugundi 300.000.

Narasimhendra had two sons, Ghantcnrpati and Mundanabhupa.
They built fortifications at Svetapura and defeated the hunter chiefs

of Bedakani, Kunuji, Kondali and Mugunduru and fortified them.

Timmana was the son of this Ghantenrpa.

Narasabhupa (son of Kallappa?) had a son named Vtrappo^eya,

VIrappa married VTramambe and lived happily with her. They built

a temple for Virupaksa in Bilige. A son was born to this royal

couple and he was named Rahgaraja, Rahgargja married Celu-

vamma and lived happily with her. At that time Muslims attacked

his kingdom and plundered the cattle. Rahgaraja, defeated them. He
expanded his kingdom by conquering the neighbouring countries

and got much wealth from them. His son was Ghantgndra. In course

of time, he attained manhood and became king. Once sent for by

the Raya he started with his minister Puttayya, his commander-in-
chief Cennayya and others for the latter’s capital. On reaching the

capital, king Venkata Raya asked him to tame a wild horse named
“Mangala Bolla” which defied the attempts of all other people to

ride it. Ghantgndra tamed it completely. The king gave him rich

presents, and the horse that he tamed. The king ordered him to fight
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for him against the Nizam Shah and rewarded him for that also. A
pillar of victory was caused to he erected and the title of 44 Rama-
vismayakara Gandiyanka BhTma was assumed. He returned with

great pomp and splendour. Venkata Raya greeted him with due
honour and led him by holding his hand. Valuable presents were
bestowed on him and lands* to the extent of 9,00,000 were given to

him including Pemigundc up to Gutti. Immense wealth was also

bestowed on him and he was sent back to his own capital after a few
days.

Venkata Raya gave his beautiful daughter named Ramadevi in

marriage to Ghantendra. After some time, Arasappa Nayaka of Sode,

who had heard about his prowess, became very much pleased with
him and sought marriage alliance with him. His daughter Viram-
amba was married to him and the Sode Chief gave him five villages

also. His son was Tammaraoa who married RamambajT. This royal

couple had a son named Ghantendra 111 who was very powerful and

defeated the king of Keladi. At that lime, the Padshah invaded the

kingdom of the Raya and took a portion of his territory after defeat-

ing the king. At once, Ghantendra III rushed to his help and got back

all the lost territories and pleased the king. The Ikkeri Chief,

Vlrendra waa jealous of him and invited him to his capital and played

a foul trick on him. But Ghantendra defeated his purposes and

gained victory over him. On his way, he had to fight with one

Rama raja whom he defeated in a battle. Raghunatha Raja of Sode

invited him to Banavase. Ghantendra III went there and witnessed

the car festival of Madhuke^a. Tarikere Hanuma was also there and

the two had some quarrel. Ghantendra III defeated his opponent

and got tributes from him and came back to his capital Svetapura.

When he died, the Keladi king attacked his capital and destroyed the

fort. His sons. Manna Bhanteya Wodeyar and Siddhappa Wodeyar
went to Bijapur and sought the help of the Padshah who ordered the

Keladi chief not to molest them. They lived in the camp of the

Keladi Chief, One day, a fierce tiger came to the camp and caused

great fear. On hearing about this, Siddhappa pulled out his sword

and killed the tiger. This incident made the Keladi Chief, Vtrabhadra

Nayaka, very jealous of him and he wanted to put an end to his

life by foul means. He carried out his evil machinations and killed

his rival, Siddhappa Nayaka's wife built the city of Siddhapum and

established the deity of Siddhi Vinayaka there. Siddhappa*s brother,

Mauna Ghanteyanra, built the city of Balugodu and lived there with

his wife CetmamadcvL When the Muslims invaded and destroyed

Keladi, this* king went to see the Padshah, and by the latter’s grace
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he was allowed lo live in peace. After his death, his kingdom

passed on to the king of Venupura.

When Sivappa Mayaka of Keladi heard about the death oi Ghai>

teyanra, he thought that the kingdom should pass on to him as [here

was no heir to the throne except Ghantcmma who was very young.

He therefore went to Balugoda and devastated the land. The people

of the land hastened to Kedage and brought a young boy, crowned

him king, named him Sajuva Sivappa Nayaka and arranged for his

education. Santamma Devi and Gaurammaji were his queens. After

some time, Sivappa Nayaka died without any issue and so S'lmamnviy

adopted a son from a relatitve of her at Jam bore. He was crowned

king and was known as Sivappa II. The king built the city of S'Til-

pura (Svetapura) and refashioned the palace. He ruled wisely ,v d

well for some time and died in Gdpalapura without any issue. H>
dutiful wives observed sati and died with him. Santammajl, there-

fore, adopted another son belonging to the Jamborc family. This

was the younger son of Jembore Santayya, This boy was crowned

king and was named * Somasekhara \ He was very beautiful and well

versed in all the arts of peace and war. He went lo Vain saoura

(Venupura?) and there in the presence of Ccnnammajl and the minis-

ters' and all the people he went before a wild elephant on horse-

back and came safely and got much applaud from the onlookers.

CennammajI of Keladi. was very much pleased with his wonderful

prowess and gave him valuable presents. He had two wives—Cenna-
mallamba and VIrammaji and he brought the son of Sivappa Wodeyar
of Jambore to be adopted by VIrammaji. He was known) as Ghante-
raja and was very powerful. When Venkta Raya found that his

enemies could not be conquered by others, he invited Ghanteraja for

his help and the latter rushed like a tiger against his foes and de-

feated them in battle. Venkata Raya was very much pleased with
him and gave his beautiful daughter in marriage and also gave him
valuable presents. He ruled over Isore and Penagunda and lived

happily.

Somaiekhara’s queen Virammambika had a son and he was called
Sdmasekhara II. Even while young, he used to worship §iva, When
he came of age, his father crowned him king. After some time,
Sdmasekhara I died and his queen Virammambika committed * sati \
Mailammaji also wanted to commit * sati* but the people requested
her not to do so. They put the young prince under her care. In
due course, he grew up to manhood. He married two girls NTlamm&m-
bika and Cennamamba. In due course, a son was bom to Ccnnammajl
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and he was named Virabhadra Nayaka who learnt all the arts and
came of age. Cennammajl got two daughters also named Virammaji
and Cennammajl (11). Nllamba bore a son by the grace of god siva

at Iso re. He was named Bhadrapa. He was very much devoted to

Lord Siva. After some time, another son was born to Nllamba and

he was named Basavendra. Bhadrappa was crowned king when
Somasekhara died. Bhadrappa ruled very wisely and well. He was
very liberal and had all good qualities in him. He was a devout

worshipper of Lord Siva and repaired the temple of VIresa at Isore

and covered the floor of the temple of Sri BhuvanesvarT of Bhuvana-

giri with stones and also enlarged it. He was of a pious nature and

gave haras to Brahmans for performing puja in these temples'.

After some time, he wanted to devote more time in acts of piety

and so gave up his kingship. His brother Basava was crowned king

and Bhadrappa f*pent his time in devotion. On ascending the

throne, Basava gave valuable presents to one and all and became

very famous. He married DevammajT and Virammaji and lived with

them happily. The king built the dome of BhuvanesvarT temple and

arranged for performing the car festival every year. He also gave

autraharams to Brahmans and ruled well.



CANARA KAIF1YATS

MANUSCRIPT No. 199.

(Contains two short kailiyats in Marathi)

Damarasluruganigala Kaifiyat :

Wilson, p. 469, VI-1.

Shelf No. 18—15—5.

Basaruru MaganL which was known as Basurapattana, situated

on the banks of the river Sukamurti, was visited in Dvaparayuga by

the Emperor Vasu; it is said that he built the temple of Part hives -

vara here. Candrasena and Citrasena ruled over the kingdom of

Baraku in the subsequent period. Then it was ruled over by Bhuta-

pandya. In this dynasty was born one Badarasa who appointed his

servant Sadhi to administer this country. In his days Keiadi Ven-
katappa Nayaka occupied the southern portions of the country and

on a treaty with him Basarur became a Tahasil including the Madhura-
hari, Kandara and Lanahalli villages. This was iater on occu-
pied by the Muslim rulers. A list of temples both Vaisnava and
Saiva numbering 21 and the Masjids found in the place are mentioned
here.

The contents of a stone inscription No. 60 have been described.
It mentions that the Manegars of the place belonged to the relatives
of Basurapalappa, father of Sabanisa Patapayi which continued from
the days of Halgira to the Jangams. In the reign of the Sultan, Dev-
appa and Ms clerk Lingappa were appointed. In the days of the
Company 3 villages were given to Devappa and one to Lingappa.
This was given as an inam to Joyisa Kfsnappa.

Kaifiyat of Yalara Magani

:

Wilson, p. 469. VI-2.

Koregura is situated below the ghats. This Ma«ani included
seven villages and forts were built at Elale and Ambaru." Madurasa
of Barakuru seized Haladaru from the Palegars and handed it over to
Kolaharati of Surahali who built a fort in the place. This became a
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jangama sanisthana in the days of Venkatappa Nayaka of Naga-
vara and was included in the hobli of Baggata. After this was occu-
pied by the Nawab in live year Citrabhau, the forts were demolished
in the year Svabhanu. It continued as a Magani till the year Tdrana
through the old superintendents of the palace. It was then known
as Devasthana grama since a good portion of it was given to the tem-
ple of Sankara Narayana and after the year Raksasa in the days of
the Sultan this came to be known as C illare Sankaranarayanagrama.
Then this went over to the English.

Kaifiyat of Kollur Uttara Magani:

Wilson, p. 469. VI -4.

This division consisting of seven villages was included in the
kingdom of Sankannanayaka. It continued as a hobli in the Jangama
Samasthuna until it was annexed by Bahadur. In the reign of the
Sultan, I rusagrama and Baragotti were included in the AIdgarii and
their revenue was collected by the Manegars. Besides the villages
Uppara, Bavaiadi, Yallacitta, Sirtir, Hfalehesaru, Haliberu and
Hallihone were included in this Magani as a small portion in the
reign of the Sultan. When this went on to the English patels and
Sanbhogs were appointed to the villages whose names have been
mentioned in the manuscript. A list of the temples in the villages

is also found in this manuscript.

Kaifiyat of Bdraktlr Samasthano

:

WrLSON. p. 469. VI-5.

The town Barakur has two names Varakanyapura and Varakula
which are identical. It is also called Baraha Kanyapura. The
manuscript contains a traditional account of the origin of the place.

Kaifiyat of Gdkartta and a Description of the Gods and the Ponds
there :

Wilson, p. 469, VI-6.

The Kaifiyat begins with a puranic account of Faraiurama, reviv-

ing Odkarna which was submerged in the sea on account df the birth

of the Ganges here, at the request of the Seven Sages Whom he had
Invited on the occasion, of his father’s annual ceremony. Sagara

Cakravarti’s a&vaffi&dha and the birth of the Ganges' due to the efforts



of Bhagiratha is narrated here. The manuscript further narrates

another puranie account of Garuda placing the sai&sringaparvata

with its innumerable sacred ponds, at Gokarna. A description of . he

several sacred ponds existing on this mountain is given in the

manuscript.

Kmfiyat of Kundapura

:

Wilson, p. 470, VI-7.

Kundiraya the minister of Vasuraya of Vaidyadesa built the

village of Kundarapura. In the reign of the Pandya king Devaraya*

Kundapura was included in Barakur and later in the Basarur king-

dom and Bokkannasetti was its ruler. Dodda Sankarma Nayaka of

Nagara defeated Bokkannasetti and occupied Basarur. He built the fort

of Gangulli or Gangavali on the request of the Parangis of Gove.

Pankannanayaka permitted them to build a fort at Kundapur for

trade purposes. But when their benevolence was being misused by
the Parangis, Sirappa Nayaka hearing that the Parangis would occupy

the place and become his own enemies sent them away from the fort.

In the reign of Baaavappa Nayaka this was converted into a kasba

including 16 mdganis which continued till the days of VtrammajL When
Hyder occupied Nagara, Kundapura became a Taluk. Varukappaiya
was appointed as the governor of Nagara and Gangadharaiya as the

Amilldar of Kundapur. Gangavali was named as Machali bandar. The
English occupied Nagara for two months and Tippu recovered it from

them. The English and the Babuaahib were forced to turn away to

Bombay and Kote Narasappaiya was appointed as the Governor of

Nagaradashne. Kundapur, Karkala and Barakur were left in charge

of Mahammadali Khan Jhalaka, A hobli of Kundapur was given to

Malavi Abbuber. He was succeeded by Mahammad Sheriff, Maham-
mad Saidu and Masi Gulamallu. Maratha Pinderaya looted a vil-

lage in Kundapur taluk. After the flail of Seringapatam the English

appointed Ramaraya as the Amildar of the Taluk and Bebbullegaucja

and Mandasavanta who looted the taluk were severely punished.

Kaifyat of Hemmadi Mdganl :

Wilson, p, 470, VI-9.

King Hemantaraya built a city and a temple of Narayana
here and made it his capital. After that Honnekambali, a servant

of Pandyaraya of the country of Bamkuru deSa, ruled in this place.

His servant Sankaranarayana built a fort and this hobli was there-

after known as Bagbhati hobli. It was also known as KucaghhltL
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The descendants of Sambhasunubhava continued as the Manegars
until the time of Tippu. The Manegars were replaced by Patels

when the English finally occupied this place.

An account oj the Devasthdnams at Gersoppa :

Wilson, p. 470, VI- 10.

There are about 23 Jaina bastis in the place and the manu-
script mentions that there are four inscriptions out of which one is

mutilated. It is said that Bhairadevi was ruling here as Governor

under the Anegondi rulers. The inscriptions show that the bastis

were built after Saka 1300. It is believed that these bastis were built

by a Shanbhog in the reign of Bhairadevi.

Kaifiyat of Baidura Magani :

Wilson, p. 470, VI-1 1.

According to the puranic account of the place, it is said that

gri Rama came to this place with the idea of building a bridge and

asked Agastya to consecrate the Sesesvara linga. Since Agastya was

also known as Hindu MunHvara this city came to be known as

Bindupuram and later on it became Baiduru. When Bhairadevi

was ruling the kingdom of Bhatkal this city was included in her

kingdom and she had entrusted this to the care of Taggarasa Koli-

deva Savanta. Later on Keladi Venkatappa Nayaka seized this town

and after destroying the fort of Haligeri Magani, he built a fort at

Baidur and included this in the BagavatihoblL This fort also was

destroyed and another was constructed at Alivebagilu, appointing a

manegdr there. In the year Rdksasa this was divided into two.

Baidurukafti and Paduvanta with 6 and 4 village® each respectively.

The names of the Shanbhogs of those places are also mentioned. A
list of the existing temples in the place, the total number of which

i® 25* is also found in the manuscript.

Kaifiyat of Kahbu Nadu Magani

:

Wilson, p, 470, VI- 12.

In the days of Honnekambali this was in possession of Sankara-

n&r&y&jpabh&tta and this was included in the hobli of BagavatL

After hi® death Venkatappa Nayaka of Nagara annexed this to his

kingdom. It was later on occupied by Hyder. In the year Sobha-

krft this Mlgapi was Included in the taluk of Nagara and under The

East India Company it was included in the taluk of Kundapur,

Including 8 villages in this Magani. As usual this manuscript also

contains a list of the temples found in the place,

M—59
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Kaifiyat of Kadciri Magani

:

Wilson, p. 470, VI- 13.

Tradition says* that Sakvasura consecreuled a MahaMnga in

Munanda grama and named it as Kadari. Honne Kamhali, the ser-

vant or the chiefs of Barakdr, built the temple of Honnasthuyi and

his servant, sankaranarayana Bhatta, built a fort at Bhaga\a1i and his

Magani was included in Bhagavati and his whole kingdom was rulcvi

through Sankaranarayana Rhatla. Sankanna Nayaka, son of Ven-
katappa Nayaka of Keladi, seized this from them and appoin.ed

Manegars. Hyder conquered this and continued with the administra-

tion. When it was occupied by the Company, patois were appointed

In this Magani VedammajTs* servant Sadaksuraiya built a temple of

Kasi Visvesvara at Kappadi grama. A short account of this temple

mentioning its grants and the succession of Pasupaiyegars is founu

in the manuscript. Under the East India Company ;this Mu * y

consisted of six villages with a Shunbhog for each one of them..

Ends as usual with the list of the temples jound in the place.

Kaifiycit of Mudcmad Mdgani

:

Wilson, p. 470, VI-14.

When Honnekambali was the chid of this mugu u, 'bud

Narayana Bhatta was the Sarvfidhikdri. This was* included in Bhupu

*

vati taluk. Alter their deyth Keladi Venkatuppa Nuyaku annexed

this to his kingdom and VIrabhadra Nayaka gave this as a rent-free

land for the temple built by Honnekambali here. In the year Subha-

krit Tippu included this in the Nagara Taluk and when the Compute,

occupied it, it became a magani in the Kundapur taluk. The names
of the Shanbhogst and pateks and the list of the temples found in this

taluk are found in the manuscript.

Kaifiyat of Edfir Kunydtti

:

Wilson, p. 470, VMS.

This was included in the country ruled over by Honnekambali
and his Sarvadhikar? Sankaranarayana Bhatta. Sine the days of

Laksmf Narayana of Halsanadumagani to the days of Honnekambali
this was included in Bahgavati hobli, Tippu inserted this in Halla-
nadu Taluk and in the administration of the East India Comapny*
patels were appointed.



/V/n ii* <\f U at\ana*! ;

Wiisus. p, 470, V ! - 1 (\

the poriimw *4 this magani lying on the other side of the river

were included ;r» the kingdom of Bhairavadevi. The ruler of this side

I U mncl amhuli «o.T4e l by Sankaranarayanu BhaUn who built

id >r *
• m Baraka? and Bh;n;a\ an. When Nnueenura Venkappaiya c n-

*,iueiod this he inserted many portions u. thb* nia^ani in Kundapfir
taluk. Ilali>reri, Ka e.kuti, Buirtmi and KnMurii were inserted in the

Ba/n'tiur ) did. and vwe, (hereafter , iown as Basai urn Uttara. Ha;sa-

Ua d jin iuded \ h in.*'umi\.

K^uiaru l Una with Knbunad and M udanad were included in

BiuigMtjti hobli In the Jangumu.s the onieo being placed at Kundapur.
1 he Sultan in the war Rahsusa divided this, and this division was
corn j lined m the da\ > « »t die Company at which time pun w were
appointee in the dihereat \ id ages.

Ktuhvuf o/ Kttmhha'yh

\\ list in. p, 47<h VI-17,

A legendary account of the temple at K umbhasi w given in tins

KaihyaP 1 Ids was written m the year C(,sav-; J vest ha su Id by the

combined courts of die Upfidhyuya, Shtraulka Rhasmiicarya ICa>e

Saimabhatfa and others. The legendary account relates to a Vasanla

Mudrusu performing bis penance here and the boon given to him
h> God Narayana. fader on the penance Was performed by the Brah-

mins to overcome the curses of Gautama on them. It further slates

that this was the abode oi Kumhhastira. s* >n of Ravuna. Me and

his followers are said to nave been killed by the Pantlavas,

Kaiitvdt of Mm*uicfui

Wit SON, p. 470, VI- 19.

The derivation of this name is attributed to the Raksa.sa Mcgha-*

nudu who drove the sages to a thick forest full of wild beasts which

place was named by the sages as Megbapura front which Mugu was

derived* This tradition is further associated with the consecration, of

a Guliesvaralmga in the place. This was attached to fthagavati Iv.'Wi

under Hcmnekambali and Sankara NfirSyana Bhaf$a. Eleven vil-

lages were included in this division. The old mouth of the river at
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Gungali in this division was closed by Basavappa, Nayaka and a fresh

one was opened. He also built 3, fort at Bennegeri. In the reign

of the Sultan a few portion of this division were included in the

taluk of Kundapur. In the administration of the Company Patels

were appointed to the different villages whose names are found in the

manuscript. The manuscript mentions the list of temples also.

Kaifiyat of Yalloor temple :

Wilson, p. 470, VI-20.

This kaifiyat was submitted to the East India Company on 26th

May 1806 in the year Aksaya by Shanbhog Visvesvaraiya, Ganga-
dhaniya, Narasaiya, Narayana Muttisetti and several others.

Kunda Heggade, son of Kunda Heggade of Halgira caste who was
dwelling in this place built a temple for Visve^tyara in his place in

Saka 601 Pramadica. He gave certain grants to the temple which
continued up to the reign of Hyder. Munroe effected certain minor
changes in the administration of the temple and the place. This
kaifiyat contains the names of the witnesses also.

Kaifiyat of Hamad Magani

:

This Magani was in possession of Hame Kambali, a descendant
of Bhutapandya of Barakur. After Sankaranarayana Bhatta built

a fort at Bhagavati, this was included in that hobli. Changes occurred
in the administration of the Company and Mathas appear as usual.

Kaifiyat of Peradur

:

Wilson, p. 470, VI-21 .

Submitted to the Company in the year Aksaya Jyestha gu 12
(May 29) by Hebbar Anantaiya, Belli Subbiya and others.

This kaifiyat narrates the history of the temple at Peradur Magani
in the taluk of Barakur, It relates to the egorts of a devotee Kfsna
Hebbar who was being much molested by the Palaigar of Tuluva, on
account of which he sought refuge under Sankanna Heggade, the



Palegar of Peradur who granted him a sarvamdnya village. Finan-

ced by a rich Brahmin he constructed a temple in S. 1340 and conse-

crated an image of Visnu in it. In the reign of Krsnaraya Vijayappa
Wodeyar, the chief of the kingdom of Barakur, gave grants to the

temple which continued until Citrabhdnu in the days of Bahadur.

The changes effected about its grants in the administration of the

Company are also noted here.

Kaifiyat of Balisdgara:

Wilson, p. 470, VI-22.

This Kaifiyat was written by Venkatesa Bhatta in the year

Aksaya . In the year Jaya Saka 1517 a Brahman Konde was propitiat-

ing the goddess of the Mahalingesvara temple built by Banasura in

ancient times. The goddess bestowed boons on him. Narayana

Bhatta of Kallumange became the Arcaka of the temple. The chiefs

of Barakur granted lands to the temple. Once robbers took away,

the ornaments of the temple after killing the Arcaka Krsnaiya. Cer-

tain grants were made to the temple by the orders of the Company.

Kaifiyat of Kapi

:

Sage Bhargava built a temple for Jariardana at the request of

the Brahmins in Saka 655 Srimukha. The temple was maintained by

the people of the village. The chief Cinnasavanta Madda Heggade

neglected the directions given to him in a dream since he was a

Buddhist and as a result of this, famine set in. Advised by the

Brahmins he became a devotee of this God, built the temple in Saka

685 Sdbhakft Thursday and made several grants to the temple. In

the reign of Keladi Sivappanayaka this temple had an income of 93

varahas. In the administration of the Company in, the year Durmati

an income of 50 varahas was allowed to the temple.

SPECIMEN OF KANNADA LANGUAGE
BELOW THE GHATS.

Wilson, p. 470, VI-24.

To show the peculiar variety of Kannada language in vogue

below the Ghats a few specimen of words used by them and their

equivalents axe mentioned here. At the end of the manuscript are

quoted three stanzas from Santiparva of the Mahabharata.
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Kciifiyat of Kalatoda Magani

:

Wilson, p. 470, VI-25.

This village came to be known as Kanvatodu since the hermitage
of the sage Kanva was situated and a Mahalinga originated here. It

was» at first included in Bhatkal taluk while in possession of Bhaira
devl When Venkappa Nayaka snatched this from BhairadevI it was
included in Bhagavati hcbli. In the year Svahhanu one Sam a obtained

a lease of these villages which continued up to the reign of the

Sultan till the year Ananda . Then it was included in HaJigcri. In

the administration of the Company, patels were appointed to the four

villages of this magani. List of temples found in this magani ?s

given at the end of the Kaifiyat.

Kaijiyat of Bhattakal

:

Wilson, p. 470, VI-26.

This Kaifiyat was caused to be written by Venkaiesavadhan

i

Shanbkog Timmaji, Ponamesiya and Gopalaiya. Abhinavabhar.?
Kalanka alias Bairu was a famous Jain ascetic who was* living with

Ms pupils in Sangltapura. This was ruled over by the king of the

Kadanlba dynasty. Since there was the river Sahya near the village

Soosagadi in Sangltapura, the ascetic desired to live in that place.

When this ascetic expressed his desire to shift his residence to a place

below the hills near the sea, his disciples* constructed a town for him

and as a mark of devotion to their guru, they named the t.'wn vy

Bhattakala and removed the old name Soosagadi. The capita" city

for this was Sangltapura. Rulers' of this place are not known.

Ourasa Wodcyar, prime minister of Bukkaraya. gave certain gW'N
to the God Narasimha of Mundalii matha in Saka 1290 KVuka . After

these 7 Bhairadevls ruled over this place. Here BhairadevI ruled at

Bhattakala. Canna BhairadefI ruled Haduvahalli. One at Germ
soppe, another at Madabidare and still another at Kadakofa. Man-

gala BhairadevI ruled at Muda Bhattakala and her capital was

Sankaradevipattana. These seven sisters were the daughters of

Santesvan, wife of a Kadambaraya born by the boon of Bhai raves-

vara and it mentioned that they were Jains and did not marry, Gcr-

soppe was known as the northern Ka£i and Mudabidare, the southern

Kasi. Since pearls were formed in the sea which was only two miles

west of the place, this place came to be known as Muttina Bhatia-

kallu. The earth below the waters in this place is useful for gold-

smith. Restrictions were laid for taking out this earth since the

time of HIriya Babu and now the restrictions are removed.
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Kalfiyat of Navayakas ;

Wilson, p. 470, VI-26a.

In the reign of BhairadevI some—Navayakas came from Arabia.

By Saka 1727 Krodhana these people had left their original home.
560 years before that date and after settling down at Bagdad' for

some time, they left the place in search of food and came to Bhatkal
500 years back. The original Banavaya name is continued in this

place. The total number of their families- came to about 250. Their
chief occupation was trade, except for strong and forced government
service imposed on a few of them during Tippu ?

s reign. Their trade

is hie fly conhoed to Kodiyala and Kallikote. Some of them are also

agriculturists and there is no religious difference between these and
the Muslims. 1 hey belong to Sctidu Kula and they have no inter-

marriage with Seku Moghul or Bathans. Venkatappa Nayaka of

Nagara invaded this country in the reign of BhairadevI and their rule

continued up to VTrammaji who built a fort Kutamase at the mouth
of the river. The Nelrani Jatinga hill situated 6 miles west of this

place is considered to be a holy place. VTrammaji was defeated by
Hiriya Nawab and Tippy continued to rule over this place till the

year SiddhdrtL This was later on occupied by the English.

Kaijiyut of Hosangadi Mdgani

:

Wilson, p. 470, VI-27.

In ancient times when Lokadilya Raya was ruler of this place,

he built a pettah and a fort ; the place was named as Hosangadi.

Adimale was the other name of the mdgani. The ruler then was

Honnekambali. Hi# Sarvddhikdri Sankaranarayana Bhatta included

this in Bagavati hobli. After this was captured by Venkatappa

Nayaka of Keladi from Home Karnbali, this place was included in

the Kharicii hobli. When Doddanawab occupied this, it was again

included in the hobli of Bagvati of Kamdanur taluk. In the yeai

Rdksasa, the Sultan divided this hobli and called this Hosanagadi

tukkadi ; and Kundapur Kasapa included five forts. In the adminis-

tration of the Company the Maganis were separated and Patels were

appointed. This Mdgani included Kerakadu, Hariyambaia, Manda-

gadde and other 15 villages.
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Kaifiyat of Basur Jafti Magani

:

VI~27a.

In olden days this was not a separate Magani

.

In the days of

Halgira this and a few villages, Kudara, Hadikurara, Hirikura, Kaima,
Sabaladi and Kariyaci-latta were administered by the Manager of the

Mahalingesvara temple. Bahadur leased these villages except this

and Kundapur for salt. Later on it was included in Kundapur Kasba.

In the days of the Sultan the salt lease except for Kaima and SabaJa,

came up to 120 varahas. Harnad and other villages were included

in a hobli and taxes were collected. In the year Raksasa this hobli

was divided and four villages Hadikar, Hirekur, Jadi and Bayikur

were included in Kundapur division and the others in Muguvi division.

In the administration of the Company patels were appointed to these

villages whose names are mentioned in the manuscript.

Kaifiyat of Kunchara:

Wilson, p. 470, VI-28.

Submitted to the Company by Kuncara Jogibhatta in the year

Aksaya Jyestha su 8. The manuscript narrates the Puranic account

of Parasurama settling down with his mother Renukadevi here. He
is said to have consecrated DurgadevI and made the river flow from

Sahyaparvata for the use of his aged mother. After staying here for a

long time he left this to the hills of Saligrama. The puja of this temple
was attended to by four Brahmins and since they were unable to carry

on the puja with the limited income they invited Vedapati Tirtha

Srlpada, disciple of Visvendra Tirtha Srlpada. When Vedapati

Tirtha was performing puja of Sri Krsna in the mantapa these and
12 other Brahmins bestowed grants in Saka 1519 Manmatha Magha
§u 2 under the seal(?) of Venkatappa Nayaka of Keladi* the sub-

ordinate of the king of Penukonda, Vira Venkataraya. His disciple

was Vidyapati Tirtha Srlpada, became a sanydsi at an early age and
after Vedapati Tirtha/s death a few portions of the land were other-
wise disposed of. In the administration of the Company 120 varahas
were annually granted to this temple.

Kaifiyat of Kadala in Tuluvade&a:

Wilson, p. 470, VI-29,

This was caused to be written by the Kadaba Sanbhog Subbiya
and Kumbhata Sankiya. Tavalava Arasu, bom in the dynasty of

Mayuravarma built a palace, a fort and a town. The place was
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named Kadaba. In his place he consecrated the image of Sankara
Narayana and Ganapati. The dynasty runs as follows:

When Rangaraja was ruling over it sivappa Nayaka son of san-
kanna Nayaka invaded his kingdom. Rangaraja after consecrating his
family deities Ganapati and Sankaranarayana at Arasabhavi and
Naluru, lied with his family to the Kerala country. Since then Sivappa
Nayaka and his descendants were ruling over Kadaba.

In 1762 A. D. Hyder invaded this country since it was ruled over
by a woman. His occupation was continued by his son Tippu until
1798 A.D. Kftlayukti after which the Company occupied this country.
This Kadaba Samsthana has for its south Kumaradhara, on the west
Hosani athadahalla, on the north Kepinahalla and to the east a well
and tanks.

Kaiftyat of Dharmasthala -*

Wilson, p. 470, VI-30.

On being asked to write the Kaifiyat of Dharmasthala in detail

this was caused to be written by Hegade Majakur.

The goddess Ammudevi later on became famous as Kanya-
kumari. One Ballalati was directed in his dream to worship this

goddess. In §aka 1396 Adirajasvami of Udipi sude Matha happened
to pass this way and when requested by Ballala to take his Bhiksa,

he insisted on having an image consecrated here. It is said* that the

goddess herself consecrated the image of Manjanatha the next day.

This Ballalati instituted a committee of six persons for the upkeep
of the temple. Their names are mentioned here.

Account of Madanakai existing here :

Wilson p. 470, VI-31.

There are three of this type here one near Salumaranakere

pathway, another at Eleyur near the house of Kilandur Narasaiya and
the third near Kumaradhare in a forest. The custom of putting up
sculptured hands existed largely during the days of the Sultan.
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Kaifiyat of Maradala :

Wilson, p. 471. VI-32.

Bala Ballala coming from the north came and settled down here

and built the city of Ballavike. The kings of Neranti wanted to

annex this country and so sent his followers. It is said that Bala-

ballala won over them with the aid of a supernatural being. The
contemporary of the queen was Bhadraiya Battala. When S^masek-

hara Nayaka and Igur Venkatadri Nayaka went there, the Maganis

of Maradala, Kadaba and Nyaranti were given over to Venkatadri

Nayaka and Bhadraiya Battala was therefore in the service of Ven-

katadri Nayaka. The next was Kote Ballala and his son was Laks-

manaiya Ballala who was contemporary of Cennamaji. Since the

days of Kote Ballala the administration was entirely in the hands of

Cinaya Krsnaya and his successors. In the year Subhakrt

,

when
large sums were due to the Government, this place was given to

Cinaya Krsnaya and the whole dues were recovered from him. In

the year Kllaka Cinaya Krsnaiya appointed one Venkata Ramiya as

the sanbhog of Maradala.
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MANUSCRIPT No. 200

18—11—

9

Kumara Ramana Kathe :

(One sandhi only;.

This manuscript containing only one Sandhi deals with the
battle fought by Kumara Rama with the Muslim army which was
led by MatangT. The manuscript begins from the place where
Matangl had treacherously secured the entry of the Muslim army
in the night into the fort of Kummata by seducing the Telugu
soldiers. Kumara Rama hastened to the battle giving instructions

to his wives to burn themselves in a lire in case they should hear

of his death. In this conflict Kumara Rama encountered Matangl
and seized her nose-ring informing her that he disdained to take

the life of a woman. The manuscript mentions the names of the

bravest soldiers of Kumara Rama who fell around him being over-

powered by numbers. Kumara Rama alone maintained the conflict

for a long time and killed vast numbers of his assailants. Kumara
Rama was slain and his head being cut off from the body was sent

to Delhi. The head was presented to the Padshah in the presence

of his daughter and courtiers, who all preferred Kumara Rama
to have been brought alive to Delhi as a prisoner. There was

intense mourning by the daughter of the Sultan for the loss of the

person whom she wanted to marry. The manuscript is silent about

any sort of ill-treatment shown to head of Rama and states that

respectful homages were made to the head and it was carried round

the capital in state procession. Finding that the preservation of

the head was dangerous to the inhabitants of the city the Sultan

sent it back to Kummata.



MANUSCRIPT No. 201

18—8—2

Kumararamana Kathe :

This manuscript gives an account of Kumararama, his father

Kampila and the invasion of the country by the Muslims.



MANUSCRIPT No. 202

Kunmrardma Charite : (Palm leaf manuscript).

18—2—14

This highly injured and incomplete palm leaf manuscript is

entirely another copy of Kumdramma Caritra , section II of

19—2—14 has a title “ Ballalarayana Yuddha *\ Both these

are therefore an abridged copy of the original Kumarardmanakathe
written by Nanjunda as found in Manuscript No. 18—19—2.



MANUSCRIPT No. 203.

19—1—7

BalMarayana Yuddha :

Rallala collected his army from Kongu, Kodagu, Malayala and

Tigura countries to fight with Kumara Rama.

This manuscript also mentions that Aneyagundi supplied ele-

phants and horses for Kumararama. The Suratala in a letter to

Kampila requested him to send his son Kumararama for the

purpose of giving his daughter in marriage to him and pro-

mised to give to Kampila Bidire, Sagala, Nimbapura, Jambukandi

and Rachura. He also promised to give all his wealth to his son

Kumararama.

(The full name of Nemi as found in certain places of this

manuscript is NEMI MULAKA.)

The commanders of Kampila’s army were Malla Sangamadeva

(son-in-law) Ketanna Badurkhana and Bhairavadeva.

This manuscript also is incomplete. The author of it is said to

be Nanjunda. The person who has written this has only abridged

the original written by Nanjunda. The verses found here are also

found in the original. (The original is probably the palm leaf

manuscript 18—19—2). There is a short prose which has most
briefly summarised all the events beginning with the game of the

jewelled ball up to the appearance of Nemi’s army at Kummata.
This is practically an abridgment of the palm leaf manuscript
18—19—2.



MANUSCRIPT No. 204.

18—4—3.

(Palm leaf manuscript).

Kumara Ramana Kathe:

The manuscript which contains 107 pages Has tHe major part

of it devoted to this section. Only about ten pages are allotted

to the other sections of this manuscript.

The manuscript regarding this section is incomplete. It begins

with the festival known as “ Sulada Habba ” where Ratnangi sees

Kumara for the first time and becomes passionately enamoured of

him. Her amorous feelings are most elaborately narrated, occupying

more than half of the entire manuscript. The rest of the portion of

this section deals with the hunting excursion of Kampila and the

game played by Kumara Rama with the jewelled ball.

This manuscript is not historically useful. The other sections in

the manuscript are Mahimnastotra Mathanastuti, Siddhi Vindyaka

Vrata Kathd and Hddugalu.



MANUSCRIPT No. 205.

18—19—2.

Kwnararamana Kathe (Sangatya) :

(Injured and incomplete).

Author: Nanjunda.

The first 23 pages of this manuscript are missing. It begins with

the fifth sandhi of the first cisvdsa, which describes Kampila, tfie

king of the Karnataka country, his wife HariharadevI and his illus-

trious minister Baicappa.

The next sandhi deals with the marriage of Kumara Rama with

five girls whose names are probably Marini, Menaki, Manjughosa,

Tildttame and Vararambhe. After the marriage with the five girls

Kumararama became the Yuvardja.

Many valiant soldiers and horsemen of various countries clus-

tered round the highly generous and invincible Kumararama.

Kumararama hearing the news of the existence of a horse untamable

even by the bravest and best horsemen till then, requested the per-

mission of his father to go and fetch it for himself. After some hesi-

tation envoys were sent to Gove, where existed the redoubtable

horse. When Kumararama went there, the horse submitted to be

ridden by him and it appeared as though the horse was ordained

to be used only by Kumararama. With this glorious achievement,

Kumararama returned riding to his capital on that horse.

The next sandhi deals with the battle fought with the Hoysala

Ballalas, The causes for this war as mentioned in this manuscript

are that the Hoysala Ballalas robbed the frontier subjects of Kam-
pila of their wealth. They entered forts and towns at the borders

and captured many hunting dogs. Envoys* who went to request the

return of those hunting dogs were flatly refused. The envoys were

subjected to ill-treatment and pushed out. Kampila permitted

Kumararama to proceed immediately and besiege the city. A forci-

ble attack of the formidable fort of the Hoysalas gallantly protected

by them has been elaborately described in the manuscript. The
fort was captured and looted. Kumara Rama’s valour was highly
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a captive in the war was brought before Kampila by Kumara Rama.
Hearing the news of Kumara Rama’s success, Ballala himself pro-
ceeded with his huge army against Kampila. Kampila collected all

his forces which consisted of renowned soldiers.

The elephants and horses came from Anegondi. By the time
Kampila collected his forces, the army of Ballala crossed the Bagur
Ghats.

The army of Kampila was commanded by Kumara Rama, his

brother-in-law Sangamadeva and his brothers Bhairavadeva and
Katanna. The two rival forces are said to have met at Uravani.

The battle has been elaborately described. The entry of Kumara-
rama and the part played by him and his horse is likewise described.

The valour of Kumara Rama has- been most highly praised even by
his enemies. Observing the invincibility of Kumara Rama the minis-

ters of Ballla advised him to stop further fighting with Kumara
Rama, since Kumara Rama was the only hero who could save them
all from the Muslim aggression. Peace was concluded between the

two parties with the assistance of Sdmadandadhipa and Baica-

dannayaka. The two kings Kampila and Ballala became friends

thereafter.

The next sandhi deals with the war of Kumararama with the

Kakatiyas (Prataparudra of Voragallu). The success of Kumara
Rama, aroused the jealousy of Prataparudra who wanted to- establish

his superiority. With his huge army he went to wage a war with

Kumara Rama. Several leaves of this sandhi in this manuscript are

missing. Here again Kumara Rama distinguished himself. Pratapa-

rudra wa» overpowered and finally ‘in this war Prataparudra pro-

strated before Kampila. At the end of this war Kumara Rama was

18 years old.

The news of Kumara Rama’s success and the utter defeat of

Prataparudra reached the ears of Gajapati Kapilesvara(?) who also

became extremely jealous of Kumara Rama’s success. The king

contemplated an expedition and consulted his 16 counsellors.

Gajapati Vidyadhara vehemently supported the idea of undertaking

an expedition. Their army marched against Kampila, Sringara

Savanta, one of the ministers of Kapile£vara and his section of the

army was attacked by Katanna; Pingade Vidyadhara’s army by

Sangama ; Parakramabahu’s army by Rhairava. Vidyadhara Batre

MX.—61



wno attacKect Kumara Kama was Killed by lum. ViKramabantu
Parakramabahu and Sringara Savanta were also killed in the battle-

held by Kumara Rama. The Gajapati were utterly defeated, their

horses and elephants were captured and Kampila returned victorious

to his capital.

In the early part of the next sandhi a brief description of

Hastinapura is found. Next he describes the Senani of the Suratfrfa

by name Nemi, who conquered Ramadevaraya, of Devagiri, and

Bittidevaraya (?). He went as far as Ramesvara and conquered the

kings of Madura. He made the kings of all the 56 countries pay

tribute to his master. He also conquered and subdued the kings of

the Barpara country. The Suratcila had a daughter who had attained

the bloom of youth. The Suratala found the famous Raman atha

as the fittest bridegroom for his daughter. Envoys were sent to

Kampila and they took a portrait of Ramanatha which was placed

at the hands of the Sultan’s daughter describing to her that Rama-
natha, the son of Kampila, king of Kuntala desa appeared to be the

incarnation of Cupid himself. The Suratrana sent a letter to Kam-
pila requesting him to send Ramanatha to him, but Kampila
refused to send him. But Suratrana

9

s daughter wanted to marry
only Kumara Rama. To fetch Ramanatha for his daughter his army
commanded by Nemi was ordered to proceed against Kampila. The
army marched to Kummatadurga passing through Toregallu, Badami,
Mudigallu and other places. Kumara Rama also collected his

army and proceeded to meet Nemi. The first part of the battle where
Katanna most highly distinguished himself is most elaborately des-
cribed in the manuscript. The next part deals with the utter defeat
of Nemi at the hands of Kumara Rama.

The festival Suladahabba, where Ratnangi saw Kumara Rama
for the first time and fell in love and the soothing promise of the
attendant has been most elaborately described.

The next sandhi deals with the hunting of wild animals by Kam-
pila and the games played by Kumara Rama in the waters oi the
river Tungabhadra.

In the game played with the jewelled ball Sangamadeva is made
the leader of the opposite party on whose side played all the famous
princes.
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The heads that were shown to king by the minister Baicappa
were said to represent those of Sangamadeva, Katanna, Devisettiya-

linga, Sayideva, Hadapada Bailuga, Singa, Kalanjiya Kampa Cikka,

Rayagindiya Lakka, Mayi (deva) Kolliyanaga. Here 11 persons are

said to have been killed with Kumara Rama.

Here Baccappa informs Hariharadevi that Kumara Rama is

hidden and that he produced only false heads before the kings. He
also takes her to the place where Kumararama was hidden to prove

to her that her son was alive.

The army of Matangi, as found in this manuscript marched from
Delhi and came to Nallur straight. From there the army marched

to the fields of Kadapa. Next it alighted at Kallukote. From
Kallukote the army marched to Candragiri. Then the army entered

the Karnata country and came to Bidure.

The manuscript is incomplete. It ends with the third sandhi of

the llth dsvasa. Many leaves of the manuscript both in the begin-

ning and in many places in the middle are missing. The author of

this work is Nahjunda who was born in Malava and whose title is

Kavitavisarada.



MANUSCRIPT No. 206.

Kuniara Ramcinatha by Gangayya

:

19—2—7.

Marakka Nagati was the wife of Sinji Nayaka or Mummadi
Singa of Mallapanthi desa.

Gujjala Katta Nayaka was the father of Hariyamma, who was

equal in rank to Mummadi Singa

.

Kampila had five sons.

Kampilaraya constructed the Hosamaledurga on the site where

the hares pursued the dogs.

They started out on an expedition as far as Toragallu and
Badami. The minister captured Kurisala. Next they captured

Mudagal. Next they went and captured Hanugal. Then they invaded
Kandanur nad and then Gutti. They next besieged NTdagaldurga..

From NIdagal the minister went to Penugonda.



MANUSCRIPT No. 207.

19—1—18.

Kumara Ramana Scmgatya :

Beginning with an invocation the manuscript describes the pre-

tended feelings of Ratnangi caused by a temporary separation from
her husband Kampila. who informed her of his hunting excursion.

No deviation is found in the first sandhi which only elaborately des-

cribes the game played by Kumara Rama in the waters without
following his father Kampila during the excursion.

The second sandhi deals with Kumara Rama’s play with the

memorable jewelled ball, the past history of which is narrated to

Kumara Rama by his mother Hariyaladevi.

Information was sent to Baicappa and his sons, Sadane Basava

Rajaiah, Bahadur Khana and several others. When all of them
assembled they decided to play this game in the vicinity of Ratnangi’s

palace.

Ratnamma, received the news of this game from Sangi, Ratnangi’s

elaborate preparations to see Kumara Rama, standing at the bal-

cony is most vividly described. Varieties of vows were taken by

Ratnangi in favour of Mariyamma, or the Sakti Devata, and other

deities of the place, for the ball to fall in her palace accidentally,

when Kumara Rama would be enticed by her. A certain oblation

to the god was promised by her in case it resulted in the birth of

a child. Here she refers to Kumara Rama as her sister’s son. The

different deities to whom she offered her prayers are found in the

manuscript.

Immediately Ratnangi observed Kumara Rama’s arrows of cupid

struck her as a result of which she swooned. Evil intentions arose

in her.

When both Kumara Rama and Ratnangi were in the bedroom,

Ratnangi held Kumara Rama by the hair. She is, said to have declared

that she was intended to be his wife. (Temptation and plot of

RatnSngi are as before and) she even prostrated to Kumara Rama.

Kumara Rama pushed back Ratnangi by his leg, the result of which

was the loosening of a necklace, the precious stones of which were

scattered on the ground.



The third sandhi deals with the hiding of Kumara Rama.

Enraged with the disappointment Ratnangi hatched a plot to get

Kumara Rama killed.

But Kumara Rama was kept hidden.

The fourth sandhi deals with the march of the Muslim army

and Kumara Rama’s reappearance at Kummata.

The battle is elaborately described. Panic created by the army

made the king repent for the loss of his son. Baicappa promises

to bring an equally capable commander and Kumara Rama is

brought forth in the name of Rayarahuta and was reported to have

come from Kalyani. A fierce battle ensued resulting in a bril iant

victory to Kumara Rama.

The fifth sandhi deals with the Muslims and the Muslim army

being led by a woman Matangi, accompanied by Nerni the previous

commander of the army.

The sixth sandhi begins with the latter half of the battle. In

this manuscript Kumara Rama personally directs his wives to observe

the system of johar in case he died in the battle. The manuscript

ends with the return of the head of Kumara Rama from Delhi and

is incomplete. The invitation given to the Battars of Kumara to take

back his head is not found here. The head was sent to Kummata
which was there tied to a tree.

Sangi while describing the persons pointed out by Ratnangi gives

us the places and the battles in which a few of them distinguished

themselves. A few places were conquered by the kings of Kummata.



MANUSCRIPT No. 208.
19— l—19.

Kumara Ramana Katha :

T he first lew pages of this manuscript are missing. It begins
with a description ol Mummadi Singa’s construction of a town" on
the site where he got money in an anthill, the birth of Kampila and
his marriage in his 16th year to Hariyamma, the daughter oi Katha-
nayaka, his light with the tiger procuring him the title “Miseya
Mandalikara gauda ”, the invasion of Devagiri by the Sultans of
Delhi and the departure of Dhuradhirasinga to Malepanthi
desa etc. and the birth of Kumara Rama. Then it deals with the

foundation of Hosamaiedurg, the march of the army under Baicappa
and Bacinayaka as far as Voragallu and Badami, and the further

march of the army. From Nidugal the army reached Penukonda.
plundering many places Baicappa submitted all the booty obtained

in the conquest to the king.

Battle ensued between Gutti Jagadapi Raya and Kampila.

Kampila was successful due to Kumara Rama’s brilliant fighting.

Battle with Vorugallu and the victory of Kumara Rama. This

victory was commemorated by the celebration of a festival in which

all the subordinate kings took part. It was in this festival that

RatnangT, the younger wife of Kampila saw Kumara Rama for the

first time and fell in love with him.

Ratnangi went to her balcony with Nagi and Sangi to see the

grand festival arranged by her husband.

Ralnang! when she was alone expressed her grief over Kumara

Rama and kissed the head. She dressed the head with flowers and

scents.

When the head of Kumara Rama was sent to Delhi, the daughter

of the Sultan was very much grieved, and it ia here mentioned that

the expeditions to Kumata were sent with the object of bringing

Kumara Rama alive and marry the daughter of the Sultan to him.

The fond hopes of the daughter of the Sultan were frustrated by

the death of Kumara Rama. Her expressions of grief, including

her praises for Kumara Rama’s heroic deeds and handsome appear-

ance are elaborately described in this manuscript.

The destruction of the people became greater when the head

was removed from the tree and thrown into a deep ditch.

The manuscript has 12 sandhis and is misbound.



MANUSCRIPT No, 209.

Kaifiyats of Kampili, Gutti, etc.

:

Shelf No. 18—15—19. D. 1837.

After killing Ravana, Rama went back to Ayddhya together

with Slta. When they came to this spot (Ramagiri) they were very

much attracted by its beauty. They got down, bathed in the water

which gushed forth when Rama shot his arrow, erected a Linga and
performed puja. Hence it is called Ramalinga. There are two
ponds near this hill. They are called

4 Ennegonda * and ‘ Arasinga-

gonda’ respectively because it was here that Slta took her oil bath.

In Dvaparayuga, this place was called DvaravatL In the age of

Kali, when Malladevaraya of Rayadurga was ruling over this king-

dom, he came here, improved the town built a temple to God
Ramalinga on the hills and built a fort also. Besides this, he built

another temple on the hills at Devalapura (to the north of Rama-
lingadeva Durga fort) and established his owh -deity ‘ Malladevaraya \
and encircled it with a fort. Alterwards Kumara Rama, son of

Kampili Raya became king and during his time, his brother-in-law

Sanganatha by name, was ruling in DvaravatL He built another fort

in between the two already built. It was called Bala Sanganatha
fort.

Once Kumara Rama was playing with a ball of pearls. That
ball fell into the house of Ratnangi, his step-mother. She hid the
ball and did not give it. When she saw Kumara Rama she fell in

love with him and told him that she would give him the ball in

case he satisfied her sexual desire. But Kumara Rama refused.

This enraged her -and she decided to cause his head to be cut off.

She told her husband that his son Kumara Rama made overtures to
her. Kampili Raya ordered his minister Baicappa to cut off the
head of Kumara Rama. Unwilling to kill Kumara Rama, he left

him in the fort of Balasanganatha in the custody of Balasanganatha.
Blood of some beast was taken to the king and on seeing the blood,
his queen was very much pleased. The place where Kumara Rama
was kept came to be known as Bolana Durga.

The Padshah of Delhi heard that Kumara Rama had been
beheaded by his own father. So he marched against the king of
Kampili. Kampili Raya was very sad and told hi$ minister Baicappa
that j£ his son Kumara Rama had been alive he would have destroyed
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the army of the Padshah and would have brought victory to him.
Then the minister consoled him saying that a man more powerful
and courageous than Kumara Rama was in their army and that he
would win the battle through him. He secretly sent for Kumara
Rama who came along with an army, defeated the enemy and went
to his father and fell at his feet. Kampila Raya was very glad and
praised his minister very much. He got angry with Ratnangi and
caused her to be put to death. Kumara Rama and Baicappa were
living comfortably in the kingdom.

The Padshah of Delhi did not forget the defeat that he had
suffered at the hands of Kumara Rama. So when he became king,

the Padshah Nemi came to the banks of the Tungabhadra river along
with an army of two lakhs, fought with Kumara Rama, ?nd defeated

him. His head was cut off. His people took away his head to

DvaravatT, but the Padshah followed them and defeated them in

battle and took possession of this country. With a desire to com-
memorate this victory, he asked his sirdars to construct a big tank
there. They did so. Three of them built separate tanks around this

big tank. During the time of Sresta Raya of Vijayanagar, this tank
was repaired. When he was about to return to his capital, Rhuma-
raja, son of Kumara Rama requested him to give him $even ttluqs

as Jagir to him. This was granted and Bhumaraja enjoyed it for

several years. When he became very old he distributed the seven
taluqs among his seven sons giving one taluq to each of them

When Aliya Ramaraja ruled over this country putting hardships

on the Muslim population of Vijayanagar, the Padshah of Delhi came
with a large army and at the battle of Raksasa Tangadi,cut off the

head of Rama Raja. Vijayanagar was looted. For some time

there was anarchy and afterwards Sadasiva Raya, son of Acyuta
Raya became king over five taluqs. After him, his two sons Tiru-

mala Raya and SrTranga Raya inherited the kingdom. In the year

Pctrabhava, Tippu Sultan went to Adoni and encamped there. He
occupied the kingdom of Anegondi. Afterwards there was anarchy

and the villages were completely ruined. In the year Plavanga this

portion of the kingdom was given to Babarjung as a jagir. But

Babarjung was unable to repair the tank which wasj in ruins and so

the jagir was taken away from him and given to Amalarayaci Ara

Khan who was able to repair the tank within two years. In the

year Sadharana Tirumala Raya came and encamped here and ruled

over this land for three years. In the year Pramadica, Marakamaradi

Khan of Tippu’s army came here and took possession of the land.

Amara Muhammad Ali Jung ruled here for six years and repaired

MX.—62
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the tank and put up two inscriptions. Under the East India Com-

pany, Purnayya encamped here for some time. Then it passed on

to the Mughals. From the year Raudri, the kingdom has been under

the East India Company. Col. Munroe took possession of the land.

The Origin of the Village Kampili

:

Kampili Raya was the son of a king. He belonged to the

hunters caste. He was living in Kummata. By the side of the river

in Kurmaksetra, it was decided to build the temple of Virupaksa.

In Saka 1470, Sadasiva Raya, brother of Narasinga Raya built the

temple. The temple of Parvatl was built subsequently.

Sindhu Ballaraya who came from Kalyana with his large army

built a temple for god Somesvara at Kampili. The kings who ruled

over this country were : (1) Praudha Raya who ascended the throne

in 1362, Raudri, ruled for 9 years, (2) Ramacandra Raya came to

the throne in 1371 ruled for 14 years, (3) Virupaksa Raya became

king in 1385 and ruled for 13 years, (4) Narasimha Raya became king

in 1398 and ruled for 13 years, (5) Vira Narasimha Raya ascended

the throne in the year 1411 Saumya and ruled for 20 years, (6) Krsna

Raya was enthroned in 1431 Sukla and he ruled for 16 years, (7)

Acyuta Raya became king in 1447 Parthiva and ruled for 16 years,

(8) Aliya Rama Raya was made king in 1450 Sarvadhari and he

ruled for 36 years. In 1486 the kingdom fell into the hands of the

Moghuls. Afterwards Timmappaya of Anegondi got back the king-

dom. Finally in Hevilambi, Nawab Hyder Ali Khan took possession

of it. From the year Vilambi, Tippu Sultan ruled over it for 12

years. Ghorphade ruled over it for 2 years till Virodikrt. In

Paridhavi Raja Timmappayya of Noegodin took possession of it and

ruled for one year. In Pramadica, Sultan took possession of it and

gave it as a jagir to Babarjung, Muhammad Ali Baig ruled over

it for three years under the Sultan. Ahmed Saheb had it for three

years. In the year Siddhdrti, Raja Timmappayya again took it and

kept it only for three months. Then Purnayya took possession of it.

sion of it till the year Sukla.



MANUSCRIPT No. 210.

18—15—6.

KANARA KAIFIYATS.

Kaifiyat of Jamalabad

:

The Kaifiyat begins with an account of Matsyavatara. The
original name of the village was Candakur. At the beginning of

Kaliyuga, Mayuravarma established several Brahman families at

Ujare. Hyder annexed both Nagara and Ikkeri to the Mysore
country. In the reign of Tippu, the fort of Kodiyala was occupied

by the English. Tippu ordered Ajiz Khan to build a fort on the

hill which he named Jamalabad. After the fall of Seringapatam,

the English occupied the whole of Tuludesa and came to Jamalabad.

The killedar of the fort submitted to the English after a hard fight

and entered into a treaty with them. When Petite Hyder coming from

Kannanur, encamped near the village of Adur, Krsnappa Nayaka of

Aigur, with a few followers attacked Balekatte, killed the Company
tax collectors and purnait’s guards and sepoys. He set up his own
men for the collection of taxes and returned to Aigur. Patte Hyder

obtaining from the Aigur chief 300 soldiers for his assistance pro-

ceeded and encamped at the village of Devaramane. Without any

struggle Patte Hyder occupied the whole of Jamalabad district with

the assistance of Timma Nayaka. When the whole of this district

was occupied by Patte Hyder Kadumada Heggade attacked him at

the temple of Puttur but retired. Kadumada Krsnaiya, brother of

Nuji Nayaka, fought with Patte Hyder with the assistance of the

company army from Subramanya. Being unable to conquer him,

Patte Hyder ran away. Timma Nayaka was attacked by the English

at the fort of Jamalabad and finally the English occupied the whole

of the district of Jamalabad. The Kaifiyat ends with the list of

temples and mosques found in the place.

Karkala Chiefs:

The most powerful of the Elenad Heggades was the Heggade of

Kabetta. He incurred the illwill of his subjects. They therefore

sought the aid of Bhairavarasa Wadeyar of Humbacha, who occu-

pied Kabetta and ordered a palace to be built for him in the village-



The Heggade ran away. But the palace was haunted by a devil which

insisted upon the presence of the Heggade alone to please it. The

Heggade was sent for and was provided with 12 varahas of umbidi

for residing in the village. Then Bhairavarasa, built a temple for his

family deity Namesvara near his palace. Since both tigers and the

cows were living together there, he named the place Karkala. His

kingdom extended far and wide and yielded 5,000 varahas of

revenue.

He built another palace for himself at Hiriyangadipete. Ham-
baraganda. was succeeded by his son Immadi Bhairavarasa Wadeyar,

his son was Rommaraja Wadeyar, his son was Pandapa Wadeyar,

his son was Karibhairarasa Wadeyar. Among his successors* there

was one Pandyapa Wadeyar in whose reign a stone image of Gum-
mata was carved by a Jakanacari. After consecrating this image

the right hand of the architect Jakanacari was cut off to prevent him
from carving another beautiful Gummata image to be consecrated

elsewhere. Jakanacari went over to the Ajila sime and there again

carved another image of Gummata at the request of the king. On
hearing the news of consecration of another image of Gummata,

Pandyapa Wadeyar came with his forces to fight with the Ajilas

and prevented him from consecrating that image. The town Nara-

vinime belonging to Ajilas was given as an umbali to Pandyapa

Wadeyar and the Gummata image was consecrated. Then Pandyapa
Wadeyar returning to his country erected a Caityalaya on the

smaller hill found towards the north of the original Gummata
temple erected by him.

He was succeeded) by Karibhairarasa in whose reign the Bangas,
the Ajilas, the Cautas and the Mallasj came to Karka|a and took an
oath before Bhairarasa that they would all unite together in case

there were invasions from foreign powers. Though ChautatiT oath

was more vehement than the others, she secretly began to negotiate

with the Ikkeri chiefs. Learning the news of these secret negotiations

Bhairarasa proceeded with his army against Cautati. Cautati fled

to Samur where she was caught and killed. After the death of

Bhairarasa, the Ikkeri chiefs invaded this country and finally occupied
the whole country below the ghats. The Kaifiyat ends with the usual
list of temples and Bastis found in this country.

Jaina Matha Granthas

:

This section of the manuscript contains Jaina legends giving an
account of the 24 TTrthankaras. The accounts given of these



Tirthankaras are almost similar to each other and are of impor-
tance for historical purposes. Besides mentioning the accounts of

the Tirthankaras the manuscript also mentions the four sub-

communities Brahma, Ksatriya, Vaisya and Sudra among the Jains

and their duties also being quite similar to the respective members
of the Hindu community. The manuscript also mentions a few rites

and ceremonies observed by the Jainas and especially those observed

by them while taking their food.

Kalfiyat of, the Cciuta Kings

:

In the Saka year 1082. when Tirumalaraya Cauta belonging to

the dynasty of Somavamsa kings was ardently worshipping the God
Somesvara of Ullala on the banks of the river Netravati in the

Western Coast, he was promised by the God in a dream that he

would be made the king of that country. The next day when he

undertook to repair his dilapidated palace, he discovered huge wealth

hidden underneath the earth, with the help of which he rebuilt his

palace. He was succeeded by his son-in-law Cannaraya Cauta in Saka
1101. In his reign his son-in-law Varadiya built an empire for him-
self, This brought about hostilities with Timmappa Ballala and
all his possessions. The next man to be encountered was Timmappa
Ranja of Bonyadabetta who was also deprived of all his be’ong-

inga Still another was Yadara Ballala who also had the same result

of his fight with Varadappa. Since communications between him
and his father-in-law Camaraya Cauta of Ullala were much
obstructed by Cannapparasa of Mijara in the middle, both Canna-

raya and Varadappa attacked him on either side and ultimately

annexed both Mijana magani and Malalj Sime to their kingdom.

Then the son-in-law Varadiya became king in saka 1141 under

the name of Devaraya Cauta. He was succeeded by his son-in-law

Tirumalaraya Cauta/ in Saka 1167. This ardent devotee of Siva find-

ing it very difficult to get prasadam every day from the Sdmanatlia

temple at Ullala, built another Sdmanaiha temple near his palace

at Puttiga on a site where a tiger and a cow lived together. The
consecration of the God here took place in Saka 1177. Then he

sent Pradhani Narasappaiyya for friendly negotiations with Madda
Heggade of Panambur and obtained a number of villages'. His

daughter-in^aw AbbakkadevT commenced to rule from Saka 1205.

Her »on Bhdjaraya Cauta ascended the throne in Saka 1238.

Since he assumed the title of Raya, he was sent by the Vijaya-

nagar king and was given an interview after a very long time. The



assumption of the title of a Raya was explained before the king as.

a result of a vow taken before god by his mother for the survival

of her child. The king being very much pleased with the behaviour

of Bhojaraya bestowed on him more honours and sent him back to

Ms country.

He was succeeded by hia sister’s daughter Padumala devl in Saka

1272. Once when she and her husband were the guests of Dugganna

Savanta, the latter snatched away the Royal seal and attempted to

become the king himself by killing them.

She was succeeded by her son Cannaraya Cauta in saka 1304.

The next sovereign was Cannammadevi Cauta who ascended the

throne in Saka 1325.

She was succeeded by her son Bhojaraya Cauta in Saka 1360.

His son-in-law Tirumalaraya Cauta succeeded him in saka 1390.

Next came his daughter-in-law (sister’s daughter) from 1436.

She was succeeded by her daughter Abbakkadevi Cauta in

Saka 1459. She fought several battles with Bhairarasa Wadeyar of

Karkala and in this final battle she was killed and her head was

carried to Karkala and disgraced.

She was succeeded by her son Cikkaraya Cauta who wanted to

take revenge against Bhairarasa Wadeyar. Hence he negotiated with

the Ikkeri chief Venkatappa Nayaka who promised to assist him
in Ms fight with Bhairarasa Wadeyar. Karkala wasi invaded on either

side and Bhairarasa Wadeyar was killed. The whole of Karkala

was annexed by the Ikkeri chief giving only Sannur grama. The
two armies together went as far as Kodiyala where they fought with

the Bangara. Peace was concluded between them. The Ajilas,

Domba Heggade of Vittala and Kousinga Arasu of Kumbaje also

concluded peace with the Ikkeri chief. With the assistance of Cautas

Venkatappa Nayaka next proceeded to Barakur passing through the

country of Moolike, the Savanta of which also concluded a treaty with

him. The two armies then proceeded to Barakur where again a
treaty was concluded. Venkatappa Nayaka annexing all these coun-

tries to Ms kingdom gave Mandakur Magani and Hejamadi Miagani-

as an umbali to Cikkaraya Cauta and returned to Bidarur.

Cikkaraya Cauta was succeeded by his sister’s daughter Can-
namma devl Cauta in Saka 1507. In her reign the Ikkeri chief sivappa
Nayaka* conquered the whole country as far as NlleSvara and imposed
the payment of a tribute of 3,000 varahas per year on the Cautas.
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She was succeeded by her son Bhojaraya Cauta In saka 1525.

He was Invited to Bidarur by the Ikkeri chief Sivappa Nayaka and
was imprisoned there. He miraculously escaped from there and
settled down at the village of Arakana in Ammembalada maganl.
On a search being made he was found to be residing in this village.

On the promise of protection he was again sent for. By imposing

a further tribute of 1050 varahas (the total tribute being 4050) he

was reinstated to his original position. Further restrictions were

also laid on him in the possession of horses and men which could

not exceed 10 and 100 respectively. He therefore shifted his capital

from Puttige to Mudabidre where he built a new palace for him-
self. While thus reinstating him, the Bidarur chief seized Ullalada

magani (except Somesvara grama and Belumada grama) and included

them under Kodiyala Sima.

He was succeeded by his sisters daughter Cannammadevi Cauta
in Saka 1566.

Next came her son Cikkaraya Cauta in Saka 1601. The next

ruler was his sister PadumaladevI Cauta who succeeded him in Saka

1637.

She was succeeded by her younger sister AbbakadevI Cauta in

Saka 1648. Then Somasekhara Nayaka of Ikkeri went to the coun-

try below the ghats and since hostilities arose between AbbakadevI

and Somasekhara Nayaka, the Ikkeri chief wanted to carry Abbaka-

devl to Bidarur and imprison her there. Learning the evil intention

of Somasekhara Nayaka, AbbakadevI went to the village of Carakalli

in Maiayala sime with her daughter Cannammadevi and grandson

Candrasekhara and a few followers and was administering this

country from there through a parupatyagar . The tribute of 4.050

varahas due to Mangalore was being regularly paid. Then the

Ikkeri chief appointed Anantayya of Mudradi as the Parupatyagar

of this country.

When this* information reached Malayala, AbbakadevI wanted to

invade the country of Ikkeri with the help of the Malayala king. At

that time Somasekhara Nayaka died and was succeeded by Basappa

(Basavappa) Nayaka who entered into a teatry with her promising the

peaceful restoration of her kingdom.

She was succeeded by her grandson Candrasekhara Cikkaraya

Cauta In 5aka 1671. The king entered into a treaty with Basavappa

Nayaka of Ikkeri who took an account of the revenue of this country



which amounted to 13792 varahas after deducting all remissions.

Gut of this a sum of 6000 varahas were allowed as Umba!i to Candra-
sekhara Cikkaraya Cauta and the rest] 7792 varahas were to be paid

as tribute to Ikkeri every year. This arrangement continued until

the year Citrabhdnu when Hyder invaded and annexed these coun-

tries to Mysore. A fresh treaty was entered into by the Cautas with

Hyder and the tribute to be paid was enhanced to 14.000 varahas .

In the year Svabhdwn it was again enhanced to 19,000. In the year

Parthiva this was included under Mangaloor hobli which was under
the administration of Sheikali, and the tribute then was 21,215

varahas. When the fort of Kodiyala was occupied by the English,

Hyder went and recovered the fort from them and on the request of

the Cautas granted inam lands of 300 varahas and Meluvani 155

varahas 9 the total being 455 varahas to the Cautas.

His son Cannaraya Cauta was in possession of these indms since

Saka 1691.

His brother Candrasekhara Cikkaraya Cauta succeeded to the

enjoyment of these indms in Saka 1705. It was reduced in the reign

of Tippu and was further reduced when the English occupied the

whole of Mysore.

The manuscript also furnishes a list of the temples found in this

country.

Kmfixat of the Ajilas:

Once when Timmannajila was ruling in the town of Ganganad
in Vangadesa, other kings invaded the country. To escape from the

disgrace of being caught by them he and his brother Laksmanappa
flew from that place with their family and forces and getting down
the ghats constructed a town * Vangadi \ They also built a temple

for God S5manatha Virabhadra, their family deity. Finding this

place insufficient for their prosperity the brothers decided to live

separately in two different places. Timmannajila went to Vernur

and Laksmanappa went to Belatangadi. There they built their houses

and gradually came into power. Timmannajila continued to have

the family name £

Ajila ’ and Laksmanappa assumed the name of the

* Vanja 9 which was later popularly, known as
£ Banga \ Timmannajila

died without any male issue. His two daughters who succeeded to

his estate were very much molested by his* enemies. Since their posi-

tion became intolerable, the two daughters went over to Vijayanagar
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to seek the aid of the Emperor. The elder sister was a widow and
trie younger was unmarried. The Vijayanagar king promised pro-

tection and also married the younger sister. The younger sister gave

birth to two sons Timmannaraya and Kaumiraya. When these two
sons attained manhood, the elder son Timmanaraya was given a
scinad of 12 mdganis of 3,000 varcihas in Mangalore hobli.

The younger son was* given a jagir of 6,000 varcihas in Manga-
lore hobli and both of them were sent bestowing on them several

titles and honours. They came and settled down at Einoor. Later

on Kaumiraya shifted his residence to Nandavara. Laksmanappa
Vanja of Belatangadi also died without issue. After the death of

Timmannajila, his son Pandyappa succeeded to his 3,000 si roe. After

a male succession of four generations one Timmannajila who suc-

ceeded to his estate married a Jain girl. After him for nearly seventy

generations the inheritance was in the female line. After Saka 1141

hostilities arose between Einur and Karkala in connection with the

consecration of a Gummata temple at Venur also. Bhairarasa

Wadeyar, the king of Tulu country invaded Venur and in the battle

that ensued Bhairarasa Wadeyar was defeated and another Gummata
temple was consecrated at Venur (or Enur?) when the Ikkeri chief

Basavappa Nayaka conquered the whole country. The tribute to be

paid to him by the Ajilas was fixed at 2,500 varcihas. After four

generations the tribute was enhanced to 3,000 varcihas in the reign

of Pandyappa Ajila.

When Nawab Hyder Ali Khan captured the fort of Kodiyala,

the tribute to be paid by the Ajilas was further enhanced to 7,000

varcihas. In the administration of Sheik Ali at Mangalore, the Ajila

kings were captured and the property worth of 60,000 varahas was

seized giving them only Inctm lands of 60 varahas. Out of this mam

lands again the government seized 10 varahas and left them only

50 varahas. Timmanna Ajila the last representative of this dynasty

was thus reduced to the possession of inam lands of only 50 varahas.

The Manuscript further mentions a few titles in praise of the Ajilas.

M.L.—63



MANUSCRIPT Mo 2!!.

1 0— 5—45.

Kmfiyat or Holehid

:

King Visnuvardhana was ruling in the* city of Dvarapuri in Salca.

1 055. The history of his dynasty runs a» follows :

—

King Sala who belonged to the Yaduvamsa abandoned his ori-

ginal home in the northern countries and reached the city of Dvara-

puri. To the west of this city there was the great river Hemuvati.

The village Sastakapura was* situated to the west of this river. Sala

came to Sasakapura where he found a Jaina Saint worshipping the

deity VasantikadevT. The Jaina Saint was much pleased with Sala’s

piety permitted him to remain there as his disciple, doing the services

of a f Kuncada uligci \

While Sala was thus staying with the Jain Saint, the annual
festival (jdtre) of VasantikadevT approached. On account of a fear-

ful tiger staying in the vicinity of the village, the people of the

village were doubtful of the successful termination of this lesliviu

All the people of the village offered in writing to give 1 iurna for

each house every year for the person vfho killed this tiger. Sala
killed the tiger. The sage was immensely pleased, named him
Hoysala and blessed him to become the king of Dvarapuri, He also
gave him the Dcmamsana of the people and Sala collected i ham
from each house in the villages. From the money so obtained Sala
enlisted a few followers. The next two years he col ected at the
rate of 2 and 3 hanas for each house respectively. By increasing his

collections year by year Sala gradual y collected a large army.

The sage then asked Hoysala to go to the city of Dvarapuri, and
rebuild the city from the hidden treasure he would get in the city.

Hoysala did so and built up a kingdom also.

The kingdom that was so built by Hoysala was inherited by his
son Vinayaditya. He is said to have ruled from saka 1010 to s§aka

1048(7)-

Vinayaditya had three sons, Ballala, Visnuvardhana and Adilya,
out of whom the first two became famous as the rulers of the coun-
try. Visnuvardhana had a daughter who was from her birth under



the influence of a Raksasl. Ramanujaearya undertook to expel
this evil influence in case he became a convert to Vaisnavism. Bitti-

deva asked the Jains first to undertake this task and when they
expressed their inability Bittideva approached Ramanuja to leseue
his daughter from this influence. By the grace of Ramanujaearya*
the daughter was relieved of the influence and king Bittideva became
a disciple of Ramanujaearya under the name of Visnuvardhana.

This account is narrated in Vdldpuri Kesava Mahdtme.

In the account o* Ballala Raya the way in which he obtained

Siddharasa when these two brothers were ruling over this country

has been narrated in the manuscript. It is said that a poor Brahman
of Kerajadesa came to Candradronaparvata where he perionned
penance and obtained a Siddharasa at the hands of S’-va, the touch

of which converted every metal into gold. This Brahman came 'o

the city of Dvarapuri and stayed in the house of a blacksmith. When
Brahman had gone out, the blacksmith accidentally discovered that

the Siddharasa was capable of converting every metal into gold. He
deprived the Brahman of the Siddharasa and so he reported it to

(he King. When the king got it back for him he presented it to king

Ballala and in lieu of it received many svasti vrttis. King Ballala

deposited this Siddharasa in the treasury. He exempted all this

people from the siddhaya and took from them the used ploughshare

every year which was converted into gold. Ballala and Visnu-

vatdhana occupied the town of Belur and continued to rule peace-

fully from the town of Dvarapuri.

It was at this time that the great architect Jakanacari who was

said to have built several temples in Coladesa* arrived in the city of

Dvarapuri. King Ballala was suffering from acute leprosy. Once

Wfteni he had, gone out on hunting he met the sage EL syasringa who
advised him to build temples for Siva to get over this disease. This

famous architect Jakanacari the very incarnation of Visvakarma built

a temple for Siva. The God was named after the kings gerat-

grandfather Hoysaia.

After the reign of Ballala and Visnuvardhana, the latter’s son

Narasimha Raya ruled over this country.

He was succeeded by his son Vlraballala Raya who extended his

country far and wide. His prowess and handsome appearance reached

the ears of the daughter of the Padshah of Delhi and she insisted

on marrying Vlraballala alone. The Padshah consented and sent



envoys to Dfvarapuri. King Vlraballafa sent his armour as his

represenlative for the marriage with the usual military honours. The
daughter of the Padshah was married to the armour and was sent

with all pomp to the city of Dvarapuri where Vlraballaja received

her very cordially and admitted her to the female apartments of the

palace. After some time feeling that it was against the principles of

Ksatriya to have any cordial relations with a person belonging to n

Mleccha community he ceased to have cordial relations with this

Muslim wife. She therefore sent this* information to her fathe r at

Delhi who became angry at the behaviour of VIraballala and came
down to Dvarapuri with his army and besieged the town. The
Muslim army was defeated by VIraballala and retreated four yojanus

from the city in which place the Muslim army stationed itself for

some time.

Just at the time Ballaladevi the elder sister of VIraballala came
to see her brother at Dvarapuri from Candicandavara, with her two

sons Lakkanna and Viranna. The younger wife of VIraballala fell m
love with these two brothers and found anjopportunity tc» express her

amorous feelings to them when VIraballala had one day gone out on

hunt. The brothers sternly refused to comply with her evil desires and

when she found that she failed to entice them she/ swore to get them

killed. She determined to do what Ratna did, for Kumara Rama. She

repeated the same trick and gave a different version to VIraballala

after his return. The king became furious and ordered thei immediate

execution of the two brothers. The servants appi'oached the king lor

orders at three different stages and each time the king was* more

vehement in his orders. The king’s order was finally executed and the

two brothers were hanged from a tree outside the town.

When Ballaladevi heard of the execution of her innocent sons

Lakkanna and Viranna she comitted suicide on the tree where her

sons were executed after delivering a curse on the city.

The Padshah of Delhi who had stationed his army at a distance

from the city took this* opportunity to besiege the city again. Tills

time VIraballala was unable to fight with the Muslim army on account

of the curse of his sister Ballaladevi. So he fled to Candradronapar-

vata with his army. The Padshah determined to* capture him pursued

him wherever he went. Being severely pursued by the Padshah,

VIraballala prayed the Goddess of Earth to give him protection. It

is said that the Goddess of Earth gave an opening for VIraballala and

his army to enter and closed itself after they entered, leaving a hole

like a Window, The Padshah after waiting for some time at this



window on opening found that Viraballala did net return and so he
built a tomb for Viraballala there and returned to Delhi. The town
of Dvarapuri went to ruins and the place was named thereafter as
Haleyabidu.

After the fall of the H5ysa}as this country was ruled by the
Vljayanagar kings who coronated the two Ksatriyas Cikkaraya and
Bukkaraya. These two annexed several countries to their kingdom.
Their descendants Harihara and Bukka gave several agtxihavcis. The
more important among their descendants were Acyutaraya, Krsna-
raya and Srirahgoraya. The Belur slme was given as a free gift to

Anantaiya. When Anantaiya expressed his inability to come up
with the administration of this province, Uligade Venkatadri Nayaka
was sent to Belur who purchased it from Anantaiya. When he was
in possession of this province the Ikkeri chiefs seized it from him.

When the Vijayanagar kingdom was1 annexed by the Padshah, Ikkeri

Sivappa Nayaka gave this Belur Sams!liana to Srirangaraya. Again

Hasan Khan, as the representative of the Padshah, ruled over this

for seven years. It was again annexed by the chiefs of Ikkeri and

from them this was annexed by the Mysore kings*. A few pages

beginning from the back side of the Kadattam contain information

regarding the origin of this city of Dvarapuri

The puranic account of the birth of Musakiyuddha and the

death of the Yadavas is first mentioned. It is said that Vajra was

the only survivor in the internal struggle of the Yadavas. The sole

survivor was crowned king by Arjuna and his descendants ruled over

Indraprastha for a long time till Saka 890.

King Madhusudana was travelling in the south on a pilgrimage

to Ramesvaram. When he was in this place he was directed in a

dream by God Mallikarjuna to build a town on that site and rule

over that city. Since the name of his original town was Dvaravati

he named his new town also as Dvarapuri. He built a fort to the

town and occupied the surrounding places. He was ruling over this

new kingdom till §aka 920. Once when sage Rsyasringa came to

the court of this king, the sage was not given a cordial reception.

He therefore cursed the king that his kingdom may be ruined.

Accordingly the country and the city were gradually ruined and the

king also died. Even till Saka 995 Sobhakrit the whole country was

covered by forest. Sala who was residing jn the northern coun-

tries was a descendant of this king Madhusudana.



MANUSCRIPT No. 212.

The Substance of the Parana of Sri Venkataramana Svcimi hills

:

18—15—11.

This is a kadidam manuscript and gives first the puranic

account of the Tirupati hills. In Kaiivuga, for four thousand years

no aradhana was performed by human beings. Afterwards when
about ROOO years of Salivahana era passed, Arulala Brhaspati Jois

got the village of Manayakanapura from the Anegundi kings for the

aradhana of the deity newly consecrated and from that time

aradhana was performed by the descendants of this family. Dasa
Kesava Setti, a merchant of Terakanambi, built the Navarankana of

this temple. In the year 1420 of Salivahana era (Kdlayukti) the

temple was repaired and improved. In 1542 (Raudri) Appanna
Gauda of Cikkahalii, built Kaisale Ankana. In 1551, TerakanvrH
Dodda Natfanappa built the temple of Vaikuntha NarayanasvamL
He also built the temple of

6 Amma \ In 1610, Terakanambi Cen-

nayya, Setti built the Patala Mantapa. Dbdda Muddamma, the queen

of Cikka Devaraja Wodeyar of Mysore built the fort and the com-
pound walls. This was done in 1618. In the reign of Krsnaraja

Wodeyar (1683 Visa, Heggadavadi village was given to the temple

and brought an annual rent of 120 vardhas. Later this village was*

taken back to the palace.



MANUSCRIPT No. 213.

F\tl$dyaAaja VamsavaU and Manipurada Kaffiyat:

>8—15—29.

Old No si 17, 1910.

Taylor, p. 653.

1. Pdndya Rajavamsdvali

:

The manuscript begins with the birth of the Pandavas of Hastina-

vati and gives a very short account of Arjuna. Arjuna had a son

called Abhimanyu by his wife Subhadra. He ruled over Hasiina-

va!7. The names of his successors Parlksit Raya Janamejaya and

others are alsu mentioned. The manuscript then mentions the

Puranie list of the Navacolas and in succession to them the Nava
Ballujas'' of Halebid as mentioned in Puranas. It then mentions a

few names of the Sodasa Maharayas — Krsna Raya. Achyuta Raya,

Jagaderaya, Bhujangaraya, NTIakantha Raya, Rukkarasaraya, Hari-

hararaya, Narahariraya, Narasingaraya and others of Anegondi.

It then mentions the succession of the Kadambas and finally men-
tions the villages included in Amucavadi.

2 : In olden days the north Rayas country was ruled by Foligata

They invaded the south with army, built forts and subjugated the

whole southern country. Cinnakama marched against Lingapada

Raya, captured his fort and drove him away from the land. Some
time afterwards Lingapada, in his turn, attacked Cinnakama,
recovered his fort and had his enemy put to death.

* The term Ballala is used here in a general sense, signifying the

Hoysaia kings of Dvarasarnudra. From Ballala I to Ballala III,

there were nine kings in the dynasty.



MANUSCRIPT No. 214.

18—15—34.

Gtiutamara Sapa and Nagarapurada Kaifiyai

:

Taylor, p. 656, Old Nos. 1907.

Kaifiyat of Nagarapuram:

This kaifiyai was caused to be written by Krsna Iosya, Govar-

dhana Iosya, Hirannaiya Varadacarya and others.

After giving a traditional and legendary account of a Nagara-

sekhara Raya it says that on the other side of the Ghats at Mudvi-

dare, king Vira Ballala went with his army to Garalapuri Ksetra

and stayed there for a short period worshipping the God. While

he was returning to his place he had to fight a severe battle with

Adicolaraya who was defeated and slain by VIraballala. The king-

dom of VIraballala extended from Mudbidare as far as Nagarapura.

The fort of Govardhanagiri in the south was ruled over by the

nine Danayaka brothers. Of the nine brothers, Bhima Danayaka and

Perumala Danayaka with two others fell out with the others, left

their fort to the Karnataka country and arrived at the city of

Nagarapuri. In the battle that ensued between them and VIra-

ballala for the occupation of the fort, VIraballala died and the

Danayakas occupied the fort. They built the temples for Gopala-

avami and Laksmlkanta and gave several grants to them. The
brothers ruled over this country in succession. The eldest of the

brothers had 16 daughters and to see all the 16 sons-in-law at the

same time he got the Harinaru-Mukhada-Cavadi. He ruled for 60
years and was succeeded by Manje Danayaka. The two others

Bhima Danayaka and Perumala Danayaka succeeded Manje Dana-

yaka and the latter of them ruled for 35 years. To expand their

little kingdom these Danayakas had to fight with Manje Danayaka
of Battade Kote. The battle was still undecided even though it was
waged for nearly three years. Being frightened on account of his*

own misjudgement of facts, he committed suicide in fear of being

captured by the company. His wife Suggavve also entered fire and
died. The fort of Bettada Kdte was occupied by the four Dana-
yakas. Acadanayaka, the son of Bhima Danayaka, the eldest of the

four, was left in charge of their new fort. The four Danayakas
began to expand their kingdom on all the directions* and finally

their country extended as far as Gove in the north, Davesabetta in
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the south, Bisalugatta in the west and Satyamangalada Kanive in the
east. Aca Danayaka was ruling the whole of the above kingdom
including Bettada K5te, Nagarapuri and Ratnapuripeta, and the
repairs of the tank were met by his harlot SingarL Aca Danayaka
ruled over this country for a period of 45 years. his reign the

Jains were very powerful at Nagarapuri. They built a Basti with a

popnra in the town.

Bhujangaraya of Ummattur besieged the fort of Nagarapuri,
killed the Danayaka in the battle and occupied the fort. He ruled
over this country for 54 years. In his time trie city of Dvaraki fell

into the hands of enemies and the chief of Dvaraki Red with his

army and came to this country. When they arrived here Raje
Arasu fled from this country to the south with 32 followers, includ-

ing his ministers. Raje Arasu married the daughter of Lingavanta

Wodeyar of Kaluve. The Wodeyar requested Raje Arasu to give

descendants their family title of Wodeyars, Raje Arasu was anointed

king of Mysore under the name of Raja Wodeyar in Saka 1531*

Soumya, Kartika, iu 5 Tuesday.* After he became the king of

Mysore he invaded Nagarapuri, killed Bhujanga Raya and annexed
he town and its 33 villager to Mysore. He ruled for 7 years,

1 month and 5 days (1609-1616 A.D.). His son was Immadi Raja

Wodeyar. His son Narasaraja Wodeyar ruled over Mysore for 24

years, 9 months and 12 days. His son Dodda Devaraja Wodeyar
ruled for 13 years, l month and 18 days.

His son Cikka Devaraja Wodeyar ruled for 31 years, 8 months
and 23 days. His son Kanthlrava Narasa Raja Wodeyar ruled for

5 years, 1 month and 14 days.

His son Krsna Raja Wodeyar ruled for 22 years, 1 month and
16 days. In his reign, out of the 33 villages included in Padattale,

four villages were given away as an umbali. His son was Cama-
raja Wodeyar. His son was Ksrnaraja Wodeyar. In the days of

Hyder the umbali was seized and this village of Padattale was in-

cluded in Oundlupet removing it from the Taluk of Taknambi. In

the reign of Tippu it was again shifted from Gundlupet taluk to

Nanjangud taluk and from the year Siddhdrtti in the reign of

Krsnaraja Wodeyar this village was included in the Mysore taluk.

The kaifiyat ends with the usual list of tanks, the existing and

the ruined temples of the place and list of crops.

* According to Swamikkannu PillaFs Ephemeris, this does not work

out quite accurately. The date is Monday, 23rd October 1609

A/f T



MANUSCRIPT No. 215.

Tula Konkann Rajara Scisatiagalu:

Gokarnada Vivara : Kadire Rayana Vrittanta Sasanagalu

:

Shelf No. 18—19—5.

The manuscript under notice is in palmyra leaf. The writing

is clear, the alphabet employed being that of the middle period.

The manuscript contains all kinds of odd transactions in the

vicinity of Gokarna, North Kannara, such as Bhattakala. One

deals with the various fines imposed by one Karike, Timmappa

Hegde (presumably the headman of the division) on several persons

who committed wrongful acts such as sale of unalienable proper-

ties (bhattakala Upadhiyinda sthaki vingadu madi kott'culdakke\

breaking of matrimonial contracts (dhard pdtra hoda sammanda lakl

bittalli), conceiving by widows, taking stolen properties, not carrying

out the management of trust properties, etc.

There is also an interesting specimen of a lease deed executed

by one Antappa of Bhatkal to Devappa Sanbheg.

Then there is a statement of ihe cocoanut yield from the several

gardens of Gokarna bringing the total to 1,92,259.

The whole thing is called the “ Bahu Danda Pustake The
book opens with praise of Lord Ganesa, Sarada and Maha Rudra
of Mangesa.

There is a reference to a grant of a property to Laksmi-

narayana Svami of Konkana in the village of Vavikoddi made of

one Kasarage Timmanne Nayaka. This was affected during the

Dunmati Samvatsara in the reign of Guru Basavappa Deva (evi-

dently Kelandi). Then there is a reference to paying into the Trea-
suries of Keladi Cennammajl in the year Dundubhi.

There is a detailed account of the several utsavas connected with
the famous MahabaleSvara temple of Gokarna. There seems to
have been a peculiar practice of some kind of tax paid in advance
by the Brahmins of Gokarna.
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There is some reference to a donation made during the time of
Sherif Mallik. There is a short but beautiful account of the fight

between Sherif Mallik and Venkatappa Nayaka in the year Faro-

bhciva (Saka 1529).

There is a statement that the kingdom of Karnataka Baira Devi

was usurped by Keladi Venkatappa Nayaka and the matter was

complained to the Ibrahim-Adil-Shah-Padshah of BTjapur. That

made A dll Shah send out Sherif Mallik in Saka 1529, (i.e. s 1608

A.D.).

Besides these there are entries of several payments. There

is no reference to any Raya of Kadire.



MANUSCRIPT No. 216.

19—1—14.
Arasugala Parampare: D. No. 213.

The Story of Shuta Tandya :

In Saka (965?) Sohhakrt the Sudra people of Rajapura were

famine-stricken and were obliged to leave their city. They sailed

southwards and on their way passed through Barakur and came to

a port near Udayavar. Their ships stopped of their own accord at

the place. Pandya Mathula, their leader, threw to the sea his

sister’s child suffering from leprosy to propitiate Mahisasura, the

king of all the Bhutas of Barakur. But the latter felt pity on the

poor child and took him to Barakur and kept him in the house of

a poor man. There the child was brought up with the uimori care

and he attained the age of manhood.

At this juncture, the king of Barakur died without any issue to

ascend the throne and the kingdom became rulerless. The state

elephant came to the place where this youth stood and poured holy

water on him, took him on its back and proceeded to the throne

and placed him on it. He was afterwards crowned king with great

pomp and the people were glad to have him as their king.

Pandya and his people sailed south as far as Ramesvaram and
lived there for forty years. Afterwards, they came back and

reached the port of Udayavar. The king of Barakur, Bhuta

Pandya by name, was in the royal palace at Udayavar and his fame
had reached far and wide. The people in the ship were curious

to see the new king and so went to the palace. On hearing about

this, the king caused Ms own picture, while he was a child, to be

drawn and hung at the entrance. All the visitors saw this picture.

Among them here was Bhuta Pandya’s mother and when she saw

the picture of the child, she was very much moved and began to cry

aloud remembering her lost child. The watchmen at the gate led

her to the presence of the king who asked her why she wept. She

told the whole stgry and was surprised to learn that the king was

her lost son. When the king came to know that the visitors were

his own men, he asked them to stay in his own kingdom and gave

them lands for cultivation. Special laws were made by which pro-

perty passed on to the nephews and not to the sons ; and this is

now known as
<c
Aliyasantanada kattu



MANUSCRIPT No. 217.

Gerusoppa Samsthanada VIsaya :

The history of Bhairadevi of Gentsoppc.

In North Madura, there was a king of the Jaina faith. He had

a beautiful daughter. A Baira<*i (mendicant) who came to her one

day for alms and would not go and so was beaten to death. He
became a ghost and began to trouble the princess. The king tried

all mantras and other devices to cure his daughter but they were

of no ‘ avail. At last, the king offered prayers to the ghost itself

and requested it earnestly to leave the body of his daughter. The

ghost was moved to pity and left the princess in peace. The king

called hist daughter as Bhairadevi. He gave her a small army and

sent her to the south in a ship along with some relatives. They

came to the port of Hunnavar and from there went to the interior

and settled in Gerasoppe and slowly built a kingdom there. The

princess was in due course married and the kingdom gradually

extended. Bastis were built and the Jaina faith prevailed all over

the country. An order to the effect that only female descendants

should rule over the kingdom was passed. After her death, her

daughter became queen and she was also called as Bhairadevi. Thus

the kingdom passed on to twelve queens of the same name. The

twelfth queen was a contemporary of Sadasiva Raya of Keladi.

Finding that she could not rule effectively, she gave the lordship

to Sadasiva Raya and became his vassal.



MANUSCRIPT No. 218.

R. No. 1175 (15—4—21).

Local Records . . . (Kannada Portions).

The manuscript gives the description of the battle that took

place between Aliya Ramaraya and BTjapura Badasha and others.

During the reign of Ramaraya (Salivahana year 1486 or there-

abouts ?} the Mahaldar of Ali Ad'il Shah came to the court of

Vijayanagar with letters from his master and sent jword to the king

about his arrival. The king sent his Dahtvuy to him and ordered

that he should be given proper treatment and that he should be
given quarters in Ananda Mahal. The Mahaldar rested that day
and next morning, after namaz he thought within himself thus :

“ The king did not care to take the letters that I brought here from
my master. But I should not speak harsh words and bring dis-

honour on my self. 1 must safeguard my dignity A And he sent,

word to the king asking for interview. The king sent for him. The
Mahaldar came to the king, bowed to him, handed over the letters

and praised him very much. The king was very much pleased on
hearing the contents of the letters and held a darbar in Ananda
Mahal itself. At that time Telugu Dombas came and in accordance
with the wishes of the king, they showed their performance. They
wanted some pigs for their food which the king ordered to be given.
The Mahaldar was angry at this and shutting the eyes, he said
<S
I am a Muslim, I do not want to see wicked animals. If I see

them, I shall have to leave my faith and accept your religion A The
king told him that his co-religionists ate the fowl which amounted
eating the excreta. The Mahaldar accused that the Hindus were of
low caste because they ate all sorts of wicked animals. The king
became very angry and ordered all the pigs to be gathered together
and fed with colam and confined in a house. Next day, one
hundred fowls were kept in the same house and they picked up the
colam from the excreta of the pigs and ate them up. The king
showed this to the Mahaldar and asked him if he belonged to a
higher caste. The Mahaldar became very angry. The king tried
to pacify him but could not.

The Mahaldar went to his master Ali Adil Shah and narrated
everything to him and asked him to attack and conquer the king-
dom of Karnataka. But the Padshah said that he was just like the
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son of Ramaraya — so affectijnate towards him and sc* It wit in*

possible for him to fight against him. So the Mahaldar came t

Akbar Jalaluddin of Jalna, All Adi] Shall, Nizam Shah BaTk wh
were in conference at Jalr-a at that time and narrated to them who
had taken place in Ramaraya's court. All cf them got anary v. id

Ramaraya and decided to fight with him. They gathered togelhe

uith their armies and marched against Vijayanagar. The estimate

of the different armies are given.

Ramarayah Kejibas Timmaji and Bhimaji were there. The
wrote in detail about the march of three armies on Vijayanagar ant

sent the letter through Jasuda who came to Vijayanagar and gave tbs

letter to him and told him all that he saw. Then Ramaraya held £

durbar and told them about the march of the enemies anc

asked them to be prepared to stand against them. All of then

agreed. They were given rich presents. Next day, the spies brough
new* to the king that the three Padshahs were asking the help c

Ali Adilshah Padshah. They wanted passage for their armies

through his territories. But he refused to comply with their request

This made the king very glad. But the three Padshahs did not give

up their attempt. They sent a Subedar to Ali Adil Shah and tried

their best to win over. But this attempt was also useless. This

news reached Vijayanagar. The commander Basappa Nayaka heard

and informed the king. The ministers advised the king to encourage

the soldiers by giving them money and win the war. The king did

as they told him and then went into the harem to his first wife

Satyabhama. His other wives were Oevacintamani. Tirumungal-

amma, Subhadra, Jambavati. Radha, MohinT, etc., sixty-four in

number. To each of them, the king gave rich presents.

The next morning the king started at an auspicious moment for

fight. He rode on a horse called Rajahamsa. He gave rich pre-

sents to all the soldiers. The army marched and camped on the

bank of the Tunga river. It extended up to the banks of Krsna

where the king had his camp. On the otherside, Nizamshah, Bahiri

Padshah, Daulatabad Padshah, encamped on the banks of Bhlma-

rathi ; the Muslim army encamped on all sides. The goondas of this

,

army crossed the river Krsna and caused havoc in the kingdom of

Vijayanagar. The village folk fled and settled in towns.

The king of Vijayanagar ordered his soldiers to march with their

army and encamp at Raksasa Tangadi and they did( so. The soldiers

were all well-equipped and were set in positions. The Nayakas



were asked to give presents to the soldiers according to their merits.

This news was carried to the four Padshas and when they heard

about this they thought they should not waste a moment and so

made preparations for the fight. Then the whole army marched

and came to a place which was a Yojana distant from Raksasa

Tangadi. Nizamshah Padshah and Ibrahim Imam Kutubshah tried

to unite their armies. They determined to fight seriously and began

their work. On this side, the army of Vijayanagar also began to

fight. The soldiers of Karnataka showed great prowess. A!i Add-

shah Padshah and Vahiman Padshah did not fight. The
battle went on for three days and the list of important personages

who were either injured or who died on both sides is given. On
seeing so many people falling in the battle Ramaraya called together

all his big Sardars and others and asked them tO ! be ready in their

places and not to give fight till he came. Then he sent his Dalcivciv

Bairappa Nayaka and Jamedar Pavada Nayaka to Ali Adil Shah

Padshah and informed him that it was not proper for him to fight

against him. The latter replied that he did not join them inten-

tionally, but he was there because their army was doing havoc in

his country and to prevent it he was acting like this and he pro-

mised that he would do no harm to him.

But this news reached the ears of the three Padshas and they

sent word to him that in case he helped Ramaraya, he would be

ruined. Ali Adil Shah was very much afraid and agreed to do what

they told him. Ramaraya went to the battle-field and fight began

and lasted for 27 days. The enemies camped at Talikolte. Many
died on both sides. The Nayakas and Vaziers of Rajabhuvara-

(Ramaraja) came to him and secretly told him that Ali Adil Shah

and Imamana Mulk were not fighting but at any time they might

deceive them. They should not therefore be trusted. They should

keep an army in reserve for them and fight fiercely with the other

three Padshas. The king was very much pleased and agreed to what

they said and gave them rich presents. He sent his commanders to

different places for the fight and the battle commenced. Akbar Jala*

luddin Padshah gave battles and retreated in the end* Then the

Mughal Padshah and Nizam- Shah Padshah fought jointly. Their

armies suffered great loss — some were killed, some wounded and

some others retreated. Both sides fought bravely. Ramaraya
became very angry, called all his vaziers and said that he would

personally go to the battle sitting on his elephant called “ Rajahamsa

Amrita gaja When he went to fight with the enemies, the latter

suffered a great loss. The battle raged for more than three days.



The Muslim Padshas retreated a few miles and some of the soldiers

fled in all directions. The soldiers on the other side, i.e., on the

side of Ramaraya became mad with joy and thought that they had

no more to fight.

Then the three Padshas secretly sent word to Ali Adilshah Pad-

shah that because he did not join them in the fight, their armies

suffered a loss and that they were prepared to suffer what God
had in store for them. At that time, Ali Adilshah was performing

namaz.

;

after finishing namaz , he prayed God to give him a desire

to fight and also to help in winning back the last glory. Afterwards

he gathered together his army and fell upon that of Ramaraja and

began to fight. The army of Ramaraja was quite unprepared and

so it suffered a loss. Then Ramaraja addressed Ali Adilshah and

told him thus ;

ce Being my son, it is not proper for you to change

your mind like this. You have deceived me. My army has been

destroyed in the battle field. What can 1 do? 1 do not want you
to give up to my enemies and get my head cut off. Take my sword

and cut off my head. My life-time has come to an end?' So say-

ing, he uttered
c
stotra ’ to his deity. After this he went and sat

in front of Ali Adilshah who cut off his head as desired by him.

The three Padshas who heard this news became very glad. On hear-

ing this news, the Karnataka army fled in all directions. Every-
thing was lost. A small army came back to Vijayanagar. Rama-
raja's mother heard of her son's death and was filled with great

sorrow. She committed suicide. His three queens also sacrificed

themselves on fire.

The three Padshahs came to Vijayanagar with their army and
took possession of every valuable thing they could find and went
away to their respective places. Ali Adilshah sent the body of

Ramaraja to Varanasi and went to Penukonda along with his army
and besieged it for a long time and after taking possession of itr .

kept his army there and went back to BIjapur.

Rajabhuvara Ramaraja died on the 8th day of VatSakha Bahuia:
of the year Raktaksl (Monday, Sravana Naksatra).

M.L.—65



MANUSCRIPT No. 219.

Shelf No. 18—21—24.

This manuscript deals with the history of Sirumana Nayaka in

the Sangatya metre. The first seven stanzas are missing. The poet,

Siddhamalla calls himself a devotee of the poets of Saiva faith.

Sirumana, the hero, appears to be a cowherd. The king Narasinga

Raya heard about his valour, and after hand fighting killed Siru-

mana and conquered the place.
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This manuscript deals with the history of Sirumana Nayaka in

the Sangatya metre. The first seven stanzas are missing. The poet,

Siddhamalla calls himself a devotee of the poets of Saiva faith.

Sirumana, the hero, appears to be a cowherd. The king Narasinga

Raya heard about his valour, and after hand fighting killed Siru-

mana and conquered the place.


